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The Cosmic Atlas of Alfie Fleet 
by Martin Howard 
Age 9 to 11. Alfie Fleet is off on an adventure beyond his wildest dreams. From Brains-in-Jars World to 
the planet of Outlandish, nowhere is too big, too small, or too bizarre to make its way into the Cosmic 
Atlas. But although Alfie loves to explore, he still needs to be home before his mum gets in from work, 
otherwise there will be big trouble! Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy for kids! Illustrated by Chris Mould.

9780192767509  |  Oxford Children’s  |  PB  |  £6.99
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4 RECOMMENDS
MARCH NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

The Speaker’s Coach   
by Graham Shaw
Pearson Business     PB     £12.99     9781292250946 
60 Secrets to Make Your Talk, Speech or Presentation Amazing. In this book 
readers will discover 60 quick-read secrets so their talk, speech or presentation 
is given in a structured way, is interesting, easy to follow and engaging. Find out 
how to overcome nerves, rehearse and polish your performance, understand how 
youy can talk with authority, confidence and impact, learn how to handle awkward 
questions and objections calmly, and analyse your experiences to make future talks 
ever better. 

114

Death Has Deep Roots
by Michael Gilbert
British Library     PB     £8.99     9780712352284 
A masterful and atmospheric mystery combining high stakes courtroom drama with 
a search for evidence in a war-torn Europe, where the roots of the central deadly 
crime lie buried. At the Central Criminal Court, an eager crowd awaits the trial of 
Victoria Lamartine, an active participant in the Resistance during the war. She is now 
employed at the Family Hotel in Soho, where Major Eric Thoseby has been found 
murdered. The cause of death? A stabbing reminiscent of techniques developed by 
the Maquisards. While the crime is committed in England, its roots are buried in a 
vividly depicted wartime France. 

222

The Universal Christ
by Richard Rohr
SPCK     PB     £9.99     9780281078622 
How a Forgotten Reality Can Change Everything We See, Hope For and Believe. 
In this brilliantly provocative, wise and enthralling book, the author urges us towards 
greater understanding of the Cosmic Christ - ‘the eternal union of matter and Spirit 
from the beginning of time’. Across the 30,000 or so varieties of Christianity, believers 
universally love Jesus. They have no trouble accepting his humanity and his divinity. 
But who is Christ? How is his function or role different from Jesus’s? Are we missing 
something fundamental because of our overwhelming emphasis on Jesus to the 
exclusion of the Christ? 

1167

Amelia Fang and the Half Moon Holiday
by Laura Ellen Anderson
Egmont Books     PB     £6.99     9781405292092 
Age 7 to 9. It’s the half-moon holidays in gloomy Nocturnia which means no school 
for Amelia and her friends! Instead they are going to spend it with their Rainbow 
Rangers troop, (lead by unicorns Ricky and Graham) earning badges on Sugar 
Plum Island. But whilst exploring, Amelia and the gang stumble upon an ancient 
curse - and are shrunk to the size of bugs! How will they make the Bloodcurdlingly 
BIG journey to break the curse when they are all so very TINY?

2375
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MARCH NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

The Book Case
by Dave Shelton
David Fickling     PB     £6.99     9781910989395 
Daphne is off to St Rita’s, an exclusive girls’ boarding school. It sounds awfully 
respectable and Daphne herself is awfully respectable too. She loves to read, and 
is delighted to be offered the chance to interview for Librarian’s assistant’s assistant 
immediately upon arrival. But it turns out nothing is quite what you’d expect at 
St Rita’s... and Daphne discovers the librarian doesn’t really exist. But there is a 
librarian’s assistant, Emily Lime. And she’s really a crime-solving genius, who’s 
looking for a new assistant of her own. And book-smart Daphne is just the girl for 
the job, because mystery and intrigue are about to strike St Rita’s. 

2378

The Cosmic Atlas of Alfie Fleet
by Martin Howard
Oxford Children’s     PB     £6.99     9780192767509 
Age 9 to 11. Alfie Fleet is off on an adventure beyond his wildest dreams. From 
Brains-in-Jars World to the planet of Outlandish, nowhere is too big, too small, or too 
bizarre to make its way into the Cosmic Atlas. But although Alfie loves to explore, he 
still needs to be home before his mum gets in from work, otherwise there will be big 
trouble! Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy for kids! Illustrated by Chris Mould.

2417

Isadora Moon Has a Sleepover
by Harriet Muncaster
Oxford Children’s     PB     £5.99     9780192767110 
Age 5 to 7. Isadora Moon is special because she’s different. Her mum is a fairy and 
her dad is a vampire and she’s a bit of both. When Isadora is invited to stay at her 
friend Zoe’s house she’s so excited - she hasn’t been to a sleepover before! And 
with a touch of Isadora magic, this is going to be the best fairy vampire sleepover 
ever! A beautiful, charming, and funny series of first chapter books. 

2418

Winnie’s Awful Auntie
by Laura Owen
Oxford Children’s     PB     £4.99     9780192769176 
Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and 
humorous colour illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help 
you get the most out of the stories. 

2473



6 RECOMMENDS
MARCH NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

RECALL LIST
TO BE RETURNED TO US BEFORE 31st MARCH 2019

The following titles have a closing return date and must be returned to us before the 31st March 2018. Any books returned 
after this date will not qualify for a returns credit. Please note that this will count to your returns allowance.

The Woman Who Rode a Shark
by Ailsa Ross
AA Publishing     HB     £14.99     9780749581145 
An illustrated compendium of history’s radical female trailblazers, from 231 BCE to 
today. Celebrating the daring pioneers who have blazed a trail on every continent, 
‘The Woman Who Rode a Shark’ empowers young readers to take their dreams 
seriously, to have the confidence to take healthy risks, and to protect the planet and 
their fellow citizens as they venture outside. It cheers for the girls who said, ‘When 
I grow up I want to be a treetop explorer, a rock climber, a surfer, an aquanaut, an 
astronaut!’ - and then went ahead and did it. This book highlights the stories of 
women the history books forgot about. 

2620

The Easter Story
by Brian Wildsmith
Oxford Children’s     HB     £7.99     9780192768735 
Age 1 to 5. The story of Holy Week and Easter is here presented for children 
by acclaimed author, Brian Wildsmith. This beautifully illustrated book, in a new 
clothbound format with stunning foiled design, is a delight to share.

2806

ISBN Title Publisher
9781472947574 Independent Schools Yearbook 2017-2018 A&C Black

9781784820442 Guide To Educational Grants 2018/19 Directory of Social Change

9782067223783 Main Cities Of Europe 2018 Michelin



SECOND SEMESTER
PROMOTION

The Gardners Second Semester Promotion runs from the 17th December 
2018, until 31st March 2019 and features over 35,000 lines with an 
extra 5% discount*.

Please visit www.gardners.com to download excel listings of the 
promotional titles available and to view our terms and conditions.

+44(0) 1323 521777
sales@gardners.com
www.gardners.com

2019 Please visit www.Gardners.com to 
download the full excel listing.

Place your promotional orders 
over the phone, via email or 
through the Gardners website 
using the details below.

*Standard discount lines are capped at 45%



8 ADULT CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX
SEARCH ADULT TITLES BY GARDNERS CLASSIFICATIONS

ADULT CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX

Our title listings are split into 2 sections within the Adult’s 
section. The first is Key New Titles - Adults for the month 
ahead featuring all of our pre-publication offers, titles with 
illustrations, recommends and those with a high star rating. 

The second New Titles - Adults section is a single line 
listing featuring the rest of the month’s publications. Within 
this section firm sale titles are highlighted in bold. Short 
discounts are shown where appropriate, if no discount is 
shown then the title is available at your standard trade terms.

New titles are listed in the following order within our 
classifications shown below:

• By publisher
• Then within publisher by series
• When there is a series titles will then be listed within that 

series by title
• When there is no series, titles will be listed within publisher 

by title

FOR OUR CHILDREN’S CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX PLEASE SEE PAGE 160

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Stop Press Page 9

Art & Architecture Page 16 Page 142

Astrology & The Unexplained Page 19 Page 143

Audio & Video Page 143

Business & Management Page 19 Page 143

Careers Page 24 Page 143

Computing Page 24 Page 143

Crafts & Hobbies Page 24 Page 143

Popular Culture Page 28 Page 145

Dictionaries & Reference Page 31

Education Page 32 Page 145

Fiction Black & Ethnic Page 146

Fiction Crime/Thrillers Page 33 Page 146

Fiction Erotica Page 45 Page 146

Fiction Gay & Lesbian

Fiction General Page 45 Page 146

Fiction Graphic Novels Page 60 Page 147

Fiction Romantic & Historical Page 66 Page 149

Fiction Science Fiction Page 71 Page 149

Fiction Fantasy Page 73 Page 149

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Fiction Horror Page 75 Page 150

Fiction War & Western Page 76

Film, TV & Radio Page 76 Page 150

Food & Drink Page 77 Page 150

Gardening & Pets Page 83 Page 150

Gay & Lesbian Interests

Gifts & Stationery Page 86 Page 150

History & Current Affairs Page 88 Page 151

Home & Beauty Page 95 Page 152

Humour Page 99 Page 153

Law & Criminology Page 100 Page 153

Literature Page 101 Page 153

Medical & Health Page 114 Page 155

Military & Transport Page 120 Page 155

Natural History Page 122 Page 157

Performing Arts Page 124 Page 157

Sciences Page 125 Page 157

Sports & Games Page 129 Page 157

Philosophy & Religion Page 131 Page 158

Travel Page 134 Page 158



MARCH 19 9KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
STOP PRESS

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DEV

1 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DESIGN DRAWING
CHING, FRANCIS D K
9781119508595     P 
WILEY 
£47.50     Published 27/02/19

In his signature style, Frank Ching partners with Steven Juroszek to revise this third edition to update 
and expand on digital drawing topics to meet the needs of today’s students and professional architects 
alike. Frank’s approach to the discipline of hand drawing emphasizes the importance of understanding 
spatial concepts and the ability to think and visualize in three dimensions. 

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

2 n HHHH	 40% Pre Publication Discount
BATTLE TO DO GOOD
LANGERT, BOB
9781787568167     H 
EMERALD PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 19/02/19

In ‘The Battle to Do Good’, former McDonald’s Executive Bob Langert takes readers on a behind-the-
scenes tour of the restaurant giant’s decades-long battle to do good, tackling tricky societal issues 
all while feeding 70 million people a day while attending to the bottom line. Packed with first-hand 
anecdotes, interviews with key McDonald’s executive and NGO leaders, and scores of lessons learned, 
‘The Battle to Do Good’ is a sustainability page-turner that provides unique insights and guidance on 
how to successfully navigate and manage today’s societal issues to make the business stronger, more 
relevant, and more profitable. 

3 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOLIATHS REVENGE
HEWLIN, TODD
9781119541875     H     WILEY 
£21.99     Published 27/02/19

How Established Companies Turn the Tables on Digital Disruptors. Digitization is reshaping our careers, 
companies, and industries. Machine learning, artificial intelligence, and robotics are surpassing human 
capabilities across broad sectors of the economy but also empowering individuals to work, learn, and 
play in entirely new ways... However, new entrants often lack the scale, reach, and expertise needed 
to fully shift the industry pecking order. This book provides an insider’s perspective on how established 
leaders are shifting from ‘defense’ to ‘offense’ in the pursuit of long-term industry leadership. 

4 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCALING LEADERSHIP
ANDERSON, ROBERT J
9781119538257     H     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 15/02/19

Building Organizational Capability and Capacity to Create Outcomes that Matter Most. This book 
provides a proven framework for magnifying agile and scalable leadership in your organization. It 
introduces the Leadership Ratio as a paradigm for strength and liability analysis, exploring the Reactive 
Leader/Creative Leader dichotomy and the effects of both on an organization’s short- and long-term 
success. This straightforward technique demonstrates why modern leadership demands more than just 
technical brilliance. In this book the authors provide an innovative and efficient framework to help you 
excel at this difficult endeavour. 

CAREERS

5 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
RADICAL SABBATICAL
ROSEN, EMMA
9781911382737     H     JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL LTD 
£14.00     Published 14/01/19

How to Figure Out What You Want and How to Get It. Interweaving New You and self-help, ‘The Radical 
Sabbatical’ blends the extraordinary perspective gained from experiencing 25 different careers in a 
year, with practical advice for those who want to make a career change and for those who don’t even 
know where to start. Just over a year ago, aged 24, Emma left her job with the Civil Service to spend 
a year experiencing 25 different careers before turning 25. Aiming to promote career fulfilment and 
advocate for more diverse career education, she was overwhelmed by the response and the lessons 
she has learnt have been invaluable. 

MULTIMEDIA SOUND & VIDEO

6 n HHHH

ADOBE ANIMATE CC CLASSROOM IN A BOOK
CHUN, RUSSELL
9780135298886     P     PEARSON PROFESSIONAL COMPUTING 
£44.99     Published 11/02/19

Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Animate 
choose ‘Adobe Animate CC Classroom in a Book’ from Adobe Press. The project-based lessons in this 
book show users step-by-step the key techniques for working in Animate. Adobe Animate CC provides 
more expressive tools, powerful controls for animation, and robust support for playback across a wide 
variety of platforms. The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete 
the projects featured in each chapter. 

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS

7 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOUSE ON HALF MOON 
STREET
REEVE, ALEX
9781408892718     P 
BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 27/12/18

The start of an enticing new historical series set in Victorian London; introducing Leo Stanhope: a 
transgender coroner’s assistant who must uncover a killer without risking his own future. Leo Stanhope. 
Avid chess player; assistant to a London coroner; in love with Maria; and hiding a very big secret. For 
Leo was born Charlotte, the daughter of a respectable reverend. But knowing he was meant to be a 
man and unable to cope with living a lie any longer, he fled his family home at just 15 and has been 
living as Leo: his secret known to only a few trusted people. But then Maria is found dead and Leo 
accused of her murder. PREV ANNOUNCED FEB 2019. 



10 KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
STOP PRESS

8 n HHHHH

BLOOD ORANGE
TYCE, HARRIET
9781472252753     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 21/02/19

Alison has it all. A doting husband, adorable daughter, and a career on the rise - she’s just been given her first 
murder case to defend. But all is never as it seems. Alison drinks too much. She’s neglecting her family. And 
she’s having an affair with a colleague whose taste for pushing boundaries may be more than she can handle. 
Alison’s client doesn’t deny that she stabbed her husband - she wants to plead guilty. And yet something about 
her story is deeply amiss. Saving this woman may be the first step to Alison saving herself... 

9 n HHHHH

COLD AS THE GRAVE
OSWALD, JAMES
9781472249883     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 07/02/19

Her mummified body is hidden in the dark corner of a basement room, a room which seems to have been 
left untouched for decades. A room which feels as cold as the grave. As a rowdy demonstration makes its 
slow and vocal way along Edinburgh’s Royal Mile, Detective Chief Inspector Tony McLean’s team are on 
stand-by for any trouble. The newly promoted McLean is distracted, inexplicably drawn to a dead-end mews 
street... and a door, slightly ajar, which leads to this poor girl’s final resting place. But how long has she been 
there, in her sleep of death? The answers are far from what McLean or anyone else could expect. 

10 n HHHHH

SAY YOURE SORRY
ROSE, KAREN
9781472244147     H     HEADLINE 
£19.99     Published 21/02/19

Special Agent Gideon Reynolds has tried hard to put his past behind him. He escaped the violence of 
his cult upbringing when he was just thirteen, and since then routine and discipline have been his way of 
making sense of the world. But when a petite blonde woman crashes into his life, he begins to realize that 
a little bit of chaos might not be so bad. Daisy Dawson has had more than her fair share of pain too - but 
she’s done being a victim. Daisy’s determined to explore every new experience she can - including getting 
to know the dark and serious FBI investigator she meets when she fights off a masked attacker one night. 

11 n HHHHH

MEASURE OF DARKNESS
KELLERMAN, JONATHAN
9781472238450     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 21/02/19

Clay Edison gets the call in the middle of the night and it’s a bad one. A party in Oakland, feuding 
neighbours, a wild crowd in the street. Two guns, firing at random, spreading chaos and death. Nobody 
knows the body count yet. It’s going to be a long night for Clay - longer than he ever could have 
imagined. Because when the dust settles, there’s a victim who can’t be accounted for. A young woman, 
strangled instead of shot, without ID and a stranger to all. Clay’s journey to give her a name and bring 
her justice will lead him into a bizarre world where right and wrong begin to blur. 

12 n HHHH

VERSES FOR THE DEAD
PRESTON, DOUGLAS
9781788546768     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 15/01/19
In the new title from Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child, Agent Pendergast is forced to accept an unthinkable 
condition of continued employment - he must work with a partner. Pendergast and his new teammate, junior FBI 
agent Coldmoon, are assigned the case of a devious killer whose killing spree spans the countryside, and whose 
crimes are distinguished by a mysterious ‘M O’ - letters left at seemingly unrelated gravesites in Miami. That the 
connection between these old deaths defies easy explanation is the least of Pendergast’s worries. As Aloysius digs 
deeper, he soon realises there may be more to the killer - and Pendergast’s new partner - than meets the eye. 

13 n HHHH

MUMMYS FAVOURITE
FLINT, SARAH
9781789541854     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 10/01/19
He’s watching... He’s waiting... Who’s next? Buried in a woodland grave are a mother and her child. 
One is alive. One is dead. DC ‘Charlie’ Stafford is assigned by her boss, DI Geoffrey Hunter to assist 
with the missing person investigation, where mothers and children are being snatched in broad daylight. 
As more pairs go missing, the pressure mounts. Leads are going cold. Suspects are identified but 
have they got the right person? Can Charlie stop the sadistic killer whose only wish is to punish those 
deemed to have committed a wrong? Or will she herself unwittingly become a victim? 

14 n HHHHH

TAKE ME IN
DURRANT, SABINE
9781473608399     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 10/01/19

Tessa and Marcus went on holiday to save their marriage. Instead they nearly lost their son. In that fatal 
moment of inattention a stranger stepped in. And now Dave Jepsom is in their lives. They owe him - 
they know that - but he seems to want everything. He’s on the streets they walk down. He’s at the office 
where they work. He’s knocking at their front door... And he’s exposing secrets they would do anything 
to hide. If they could just go back. Not make that one terrible mistake. But it’s never how it starts that 
matters. It’s always how it ends. 

15 n HHHH

NAME OF THE DOG
MENDOZA, ELMER
9781782064947     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

It’s Christmas in Culiacan and Detective Edgar ‘Lefty’ Mendieta can’t believe his luck. An old flame 
has returned with a teenage son he knew nothing about. Happiness seems to finally beckon for our 
careworn hero. The only snag is that Jason Mendieta wants to follow in his father’s footsteps - even 
as Mexico’s drug war descends a slippery slope toward chaos. While Lefty pursues a lunatic who has 
taken to bumping off dentists with a heavy-calibre pistol, a secret agent infiltrates a meeting of the drug 
lords and hears Pacific Cartel boss Samantha Valdes implore her underlings to stay out of the war. 

16 n HHHHH

DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS
SPAIN, JO
9781787474321     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/02/19

Death stalked the Vale. In every corner, every whisper. They just didn’t know it yet. Six neighbours, six 
secrets, six reasons to want Olive Collins dead. In the exclusive gated community of Withered Vale, 
people’s lives appear as perfect as their beautifully manicured lawns. Money, success, privilege - the 
residents have it all. Life is good. There’s just one problem. Olive Collins’ dead body has been rotting 
inside number four for the last three months. Her neighbours say they’re shocked at the discovery but 
nobody thought to check on her when she vanished from sight. The police start to ask questions and 
the seemingly flawless facade begins to crack. 

17 n HHHHH

STONE CIRCLE
GRIFFITHS, ELLY
9781786487292     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 07/02/19

DCI Nelson has been receiving threatening letters telling him to ‘go to the stone circle and rescue the 
innocent who is buried there’. He is shaken, not only because children are very much on his mind, with 
Michelle’s baby due to be born, but because although the letters are anonymous, they are somehow 
familiar. They read like the letters that first drew him into the case of The Crossing Places, and to 
Ruth. But the author of those letters is dead. Or are they? Meanwhile, Ruth is working on a dig in the 
Saltmarsh - another henge, known by the archaeologists as the stone circle - trying not to think about 
the baby. 

18 n HHHHH

FIGHT BACK
SMITH, ANNA
9781787473904     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.99     Published 07/02/19

Gangster Kerry Casey has fought her way to the top of the Glasgow crime scene. But can she stay 
there? Kerry is now a fully-fledged gangland boss. With her business partner Sharon and her wily 
lawyer Marty at her side, she is busy ridding her organisation of the drug-dealing, people-trafficking 
scum her dead brother Mickey got them involved with. But her great dream is still to take the Caseys 
straight. Her plan to turn her organisation around hinges on building a property empire in Spain. But 
Kerry has some deadly rivals - in Glasgow, on the Costa del Sol, and even further afield. 
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STOP PRESS

19 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
WOLVES OF LENINSKY 
PROSPEKT
ARMSTRONG, SARAH
9781912240463     H 
SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£12.99     Published 15/01/19

It’s 1973 and Martha has been sent down from Cambridge for distributing left-wing leaflets and doing no 
work. To escape parental disapproval, she marries her friend Kit, posted to Moscow by the diplomatic 
service. Kit is gay, so having a wife could keep him safe. In Moscow, Martha struggles to make sense 
of a difficult but fascinating new world. Who can she trust? Who can she talk to? She takes Russian 
lessons, makes the wrong friends, becomes familiar with a strange and wonderful city, and unwittingly 
becomes a spy... This thriller brilliantly evokes Moscow in 1973, and a world of diplomacy and counter-
espionage. PREV ANNOUNCED IN JAN 2019 GDE. 

FICTION ADULT EROTICA

20 n HHHH

HOT TO THE TOUCH
BURTON, JACI
9781472247971     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 05/02/19

Firefighter Jackson Donovan doesn’t look back - as a rule. So when his past comes roaring back to 
life in the form of not-so-damsel-in-distress Becks Benning, the last thing he wants to do is relive old 
times. No matter how tempting she makes it seem... Now thanks to his two interfering brothers, Becks 
is living with them while she looks for a new place and tries to pick up the pieces of her tattoo business 
that went up in flames. Which means a grown up, smokin’ hot Becks is in his house, sharing meals, 
and digging up old wounds. And despite his better judgement, the more time he spends with this smart, 
artistic, incredible woman the more he wants her in his bed. 

21 n HHHH

LONDON AFFAIR INTERNATIONAL LOVE STORY
BYRD, RHYANNON
9781472251237     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 05/02/19

In Rhyanna Byrd’s ‘London Affair’ a dangerous web of passion, deception and intrigue unfolds into an 
explosive love story. This omnibus brings ‘The Weekend’, ‘The Chase’ and ‘The Confession’ together 
for the first time. American art-history graduate Emmy Reed is in London, hoping to land her dream job 
by getting an exclusive scoop on a famous reclusive artist. When a dangerous encounter throws her 
into the path of millionaire playboy Jase Beckett, Emmy is grateful for his quick thinking - but equally 
determined to turn down his proposal to be his date for a family wedding. That is, until she discovers 
that her sought-after artist is his grandfather. 

FICTION GENERAL

22 n HHHH

PATIENT X
PEACE, DAVID
9780571333646     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

The Case-Book of Ryunosuke Akutagawa. One of Japan’s great writers, Akutagawa lived through 
Japan’s turbulent Taisho period, including the devastating 1923 earthquake, only to take his own life 
at the age of just thirty-five in 1927. Inspired by Akutagawa’s stories, essays and letters, David Peace 
has fashioned an extraordinary novel of tales. An intense, passionate, haunting paean to one writer, it 
also thrillingly explores the act of writing itself, and the role of the artist, both in public and private life, in 
times which darkly mirror our own. 

23 n HHHHH

IN OUR MAD & FURIOUS CITY
GUNARATNE, GUY
9781472250216     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

‘In Our Mad and Furious City’ follows three young men on a London council estate over two days when 
suddenly everything is at stake. For Selvon, Ardan and Yusuf, growing up under the towers of Stones 
Estate, summer means football, music and freedom. But after the killing of a British soldier, riots are 
spreading across the city, and nowhere is safe. While the fury swirls around them, Selvon and Ardan 
remain focused on their own obsessions - girls and grime. But Yusuf is caught up in a different tide, a 
wave of radicalism surging through his local mosque, threatening to carry his troubled brother Irfan with 
it. Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2018. 

24 n HHHH

NIGHT TIGER
CHOO, YANGSZE
9781787470453     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 12/02/19

A captivating and magical story set in 1930s Malaysia about a dancehall girl and an orphan boy who 
are brought together by a series of unexplained deaths and an old Chinese superstition about men who 
turn into tigers. They say a tiger that devours too many humans can take the form of a man and walk 
amongst us... In 1930s colonial Malaya, a dissolute British doctor receives a surprise gift of an eleven-
year-old Chinese houseboy. Sent as a bequest from an old friend, young Ren has a mission: to find his 
dead master’s severed finger and reunite it with his body. Ren has forty-nine days, or else his master’s 
soul will roam the earth forever. 

25 n HHHHH

CAPITAL
MENASSE, ROBERT
9780857058621     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£15.00     Published 21/02/19

Robert Menasse spans a narrative arc between the times, the nations, the inevitable and the irony 
of fate, between petty bureaucracy and big emotions. As the fiftieth anniversary of the European 
Commission approaches, the Directorate-General for Culture is tasked with planning and organising a 
fitting celebration. The project will serve the wider purpose of revamping the Commission’s image at a 
time of waning public support. When Fenia Xenopoulou’s Austrian P.A. Martin Susman suggests putting 
Auschwitz at the centre of the jubilee, she is thrilled. But she has neglected to take the other E.U. 
institutions into account. 

26 n HHHHH

EVERYTHING UNDER
JOHNSON, DAISY
9781784702113     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

Words are important to Gretel, always have been. As a child, she lived on a canal boat with her mother, 
and together they invented a language that was just their own. She hasn’t seen her mother since the 
age of sixteen, though - almost a lifetime ago - and those memories have faded. Now she works as 
a lexicographer, updating dictionary entries, which suits her solitary nature. But when a phone call 
from the hospital interrupts Gretel’s isolation, it throws up questions from long ago and she begins to 
remember the private vocabulary of her childhood... 

27 n HHHHH

PET SHOP AT PENNYCOMBE BAY
NORTON, SHEILA
9781785034220     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 21/02/19

Jess is looking for a fresh start and facing an uncertain future ... She takes refuge in the beautiful 
Devon seaside town of Pennycombe but her confidence is at an all-time low after losing her job. She’s 
treading on eggshells living with her cousin Ruth, who seems to be permanently angry with her, and 
although she enjoys her new job at the local pet shop, with boss Jim pondering retirement it’s soon 
threatened with closure. But with faithful dog Prudence by her side, Ruth decides it’s time to overcome 
her shyness and make a life for herself in Pennycombe. 
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28 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
MARRYING OF CHANI 
KAUFMAN
HARRIS, EVE
9781912240418     P 
SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£8.99     Published 15/02/19

19 year-old Chani lives in the ultra-orthodox Jewish community of North West London. She has never 
had physical contact with a man, but is bound to marry a stranger. The rabbi’s wife teaches her what it 
means to be a Jewish wife, but Rivka has her own questions to answer. Soon buried secrets, fear and 
sexual desire bubble to the surface in a story of liberation and choice; not to mention what happens on 
the wedding night... PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN FEBRUARY 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

FICTION SHORT STORIES

29 n HHHH

LYDIA STEPTOE STORIES
BARNES, DJUNA
9780571352470     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 03/01/19

Bringing together past, present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory 
compendium of collectable work. In these three stories, written by Djuna Barnes under the pseudonym 
Lydia Steptoe, three characters find themselves on the brink of a sexual awakening - accompanied by 
guns, whips, and worldly innuendo. Barnes makes gender and desire seem slippery and joyful - and 
makes the fictional Lydia Steptoe seem like a writer for our time. 

30 n HHHHH

MARY VENTURA & THE NINTH KINGDOM
PLATH, SYLVIA
9780571351732     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 03/01/19

Lips the colour of blood, the sun an unprecedented orange, train wheels that sound like ‘guilt, and guilt 
and guilt’: these are just some of the things Mary Ventura begins to notice on her journey to the ninth 
kingdom. ‘But what is the ninth kingdom?’ she asks a kind-seemingly lady in her carriage. ‘It is the 
kingdom of the frozen will,’ comes the reply. ‘There is no going back.’ Sylvia Plath’s strange, dark tale 
of independence over infanticide, written not long after she herself left home, grapples with mortality in 
motion. In Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory compendium of collectable work. 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

31 n HHHH

BLACK PANTHER VS DEADPOOL
KIBBLESMITH, DANIEL
9781846539671     P     PANINI COMICS 
£11.99     Published 28/02/19

When Deadpool’s attempt to steal some Vibranium leads to a startling new development in Wakandan 
technology, everything T’Challa thought he knew about being a ruler and everything Deadpool thought 
he knew about being a mercenary gets thrown out of the window. But make no mistake they still 
remember how to fight each other. Collects Black Panther vs Deadpool 1-5. 

32 n HHHH

DEADPOOL SECRET AGENT
HASTINGS, CHRISOPHER
9781846539664     P     PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published 20/02/19

It’s a Marvel-ous case of mistaken identity as Deadpool kills the wrong secret agent and has no choice 
but to take his place to finish his mission. Pitted against the deadly terrorist organisation called Gorgon, 
it’s up to Wade Wilson to stop them from getting an object of paradoxical power in their grasp! Collects 
Deadpool: Secret Agent 1-6. 

33 n HHHH

DEADPOOL VOL 1 MERCIN HARD FOR THE MONEY
YOUNG, SKOTTIE
9781846539640     P     PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published 02/01/19

‘Deadpool Vol 1: Mercin Hard for the Money.’ Deadpool is back to mercin’ for a living! It’s been a while 
since Wade Wilson has struggled to make ends meet, but things are tough all over. While Deadpool 
tries to get his humble mercenary-for-hire business back off the ground, a catastrophic threat so 
unfathomably huge - so mind-breakingly cataclysmic that it defies description - is heading toward Earth, 
and there’s only one person who can stop it. Oh no, wait... it’s not Deadpool, is it? It’s Deadpool. Good 
thing he has a plan. But what happens when things take a turn for the weird - Weirdworld, that is? 

34 n HHHH

X MEN EXTERMINATION
BRISSON, ED
9781846539657     P     PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published 23/01/19

The Fate of Mutantkind Rests in the Hands of the Original X-Men. Cyclops. Iceman. Angel. Beast. 
Marvel Girl. The orginal team of teen mutants brought together by Professor Charles Xavier many 
years ago, had been shunted through time to the present day and in to a world they barely recognised, 
but were determined to help. Now finding themselves targeted for death, the future of mutantkind lays 
squarely in the hands of its past. Can the fate of the X-Men be changed? Collects: Extermination 1-5. 

FICTION SAGA/ HISTORICAL

35 n HHHH

GOWN
ROBSON, JENNIFER
9781472262677     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 21/02/19

1947: Besieged by a harsh winter, burdened by shortages and rationing, for Ann Hughes and Miriam 
Dassin, embroiderers at the famed Mayfair fashion house of Norman Hartnell, a glimmer of brightness 
comes in the form of their unlikely friendship and being chosen for a once-in-a-lifetime honour: taking 
part in the creation of Princess Elizabeth’s wedding gown. Toronto, 2016: Heather Mackenzie seeks to 
unravel the mystery of a legacy from her late grandmother. How did her beloved nan, who never spoke 
of her old life in Britain, come to possess the priceless embroideries that so closely resemble the motifs 
on the stunning gown worn by Queen Elizabeth II. 

36 n HHHHH

ORPHAN BOY
GILL, ELIZABETH
9781787474642     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 21/02/19

Will he ever find the life he longs for? Born to a mother who died in childbirth and an uninterested 
father, Niall McAndrew grows up a solitary child, without a home to call his own. His only friend is 
Bridget, a young girl forced prematurely into womanhood. Niall has brains, spirit and ambition, as well 
as being blessed with handsome good looks. But his loveless childhood has left its mark. Can he ever 
find the happiness he yearns for? A moving and uplifting tale of a young boy with big dreams... 
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37 n HHHHH

DESTROYING ANGEL
MACLEAN, S G
9781786484185     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

Captain Damian Seeker has gone north. Charged with preparing the way for the rule of the major-
generals, he is now under the command of Colonel Robert Lilburne at York. But when Lilburne orders 
him to a small village on the North York moors with details of the stringent new anti-Royalist laws, 
Seeker finds that what should be a routine visit will reveal a plot to rival anything in scheming London. 
An invitation to dinner at the house of local businessman Matthew Pullan lifts the lid on the bubbling 
cauldron of grudges and resentment that is Faithly village. The local constable, drunk on the tiny bit of 
power he holds, is using it to avenge old resentments. 

38 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PAINTED LADIES
BUSHELL, LYNN
9781912240487     P 
SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£7.99     Published 15/02/19

A fictionalised telling of Post-Impressionist Pierre Bonnard and his relationships with his partner, Marthe 
de Meligny - the subject of his ‘woman in the bath paintings’ - and his mistress, Renee Montchaty. Paris 
1917. For twenty-five years, the legendary Marthe has been Pierre Bonnard’s companion and muse. 
His new model Renee, lovely and captivating, thinks it’s time her rival stepped aside. But Marthe won’t 
give up her place in history without a fight. An artist may have many models but there can only be one 
muse. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN FEBRUARY 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

FICTION ROMANTIC

39 n HHHH

LIST THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
BEIRNE, OLIVIA
9781472259561     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 21/02/19

Georgia loves wine, reality TV and sitting on the sofa after work. She does not love heights, looking at 
her bank account, going on dates, or activities that involve a sports bra. And she will never, ever take 
a risk. That is, until her braver, bolder, big sister finds out that she won’t be able to tick off the things 
she wanted to do before turning thirty, and turns to Georgia to help her finish her list. With the birthday 
just months away, Georgia suddenly has a deadline to learn to grab life with both hands. Could she be 
brave enough to take the leap, for her sister? And how might her own life change if she did? 

FICTION FANTASY

40 n HHHH

STRIFES BANE
MANIERI, EVIE
9780857389527     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 21/02/19

In the south, the Shadari rebels have thrown off their Norlander oppressors and are struggling to rebuild 
their desert kingdom - but King Daryan is about to discover a secret cabal that has been working 
against everything he is trying to do. Lahlil Eotan has left her great victory in Norland behind her in the 
hopes of reuniting with King Jachad of the Nomas - before his transformation into a god separates them 
for ever. But somehow she’s acquired a travelling companion in the form of one Rho Arregador, who 
won’t let her forget her role in the Shadar’s predicament or in her sister Isa’s chilling transformation. 

FILM TV & RADIO

41 n HHHH

WHY ARE WE ALWAYS ON LAST
ARMSTRONG, PAUL
9781785314384     H     PITCH 
£18.99     Published 02/02/19

Running Match of the Day and Other Adventures in TV and Football. This book is a fly-on-the-wall account of 
Paul Armstrong’s 30-year career working for BBC Sport. This included 15 years defending his running orders as 
editor of Match of the Day, Britain’s favourite TV sports show - the high point of a lifetime immersed in sport, and 
football in particular. From a virtual BBC monopoly of sports coverage and working at the Hillsborough disaster, 
to the era of Sky, social media and megaclubs, Paul takes us behind the scenes at MOTD and chronicles the 
joys and pressures of seven World Cups and live broadcasts - of varying quality, with honesty and humour. 

MEDIA STUDIES

42 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SCREEN CULTURE A GLOBAL HISTORY
BUTSCH, RICHARD
9780745653259     P     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 22/02/19

In this expansive historical synthesis, Richard Butsch integrates social, economic, and political history 
to offer a comprehensive and cohesive examination of screen media and screen culture globally - from 
film and television to digital media - as they have evolved through the 20th and 21st centuries. 

POLITICS

43 n HHHHH

FASCISM A WARNING
ALBRIGHT, MADELEINE
9780008282301     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/02/19

A Fascist, observes Madeleine Albright, ‘is someone who claims to speak for a whole nation or group, is utterly 
unconcerned with the rights of others, and is willing to use violence and whatever other means are necessary 
to achieve the goals he or she might have.’ The 20th century was defined by the clash between democracy 
and Fascism, a struggle that created uncertainty about the survival of human freedom and left millions of 
people dead. Given the horrors of that experience, one might expect the world to reject the spiritual successors 
to Hitler and Mussolini should they arise in our era. Here, Madeleine Albright questions that assumption. 

44 n HHHHH

FIRE & FURY
WOLFF, MICHAEL
9780349143422     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 08/01/19

The first nine months of Donald Trump’s term were stormy, outrageous - and absolutely mesmerising. 
Now, thanks to his deep access to the West Wing, bestselling author Michael Wolff tells the riveting 
story of how Trump launched a tenure as volatile and fiery as the man himself. Brilliantly reported and 
astoundingly fresh, Michael Wolff’s ‘Fire and Fury’ shows us how and why Donald Trump has become 
the king of discord and disunion. 

ROYALTY

45 n HHHHH

QUEEN MARY
POPE-HENNESSY, JAMES
9781529355031     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 10/01/19

The official biography of Queen Mary, grandmother of the current Queen, originally commissioned in 
1959 - with a new foreword by Hugo Vickers. When Queen Mary died in 1953, James Pope-Hennessy 
was commissioned to write an official biography of her - unusual for a Queen Consort. Queen Mary’s 
life, contrary to popular belief, was essentially dramatic, and she played a far more important and 
influential role in the affairs of the British monarchy than her public image might have otherwise 
suggested. Using material from the Royal Archives, private papers and Queen Mary’s personal diaries 
and letters, this is a remarkable portrait of a remarkable woman. 
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SELF HELP/RELATIONSHIPS

46 n HHHH

13 THINGS MENTALLY STRONG WOMEN DONT DO
MORIN, AMY
9781529356960     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 10/01/19

Own Your Power, Channel Your Confidence, and Find Your Authentic Voice. The emergence of the 
‘MeToo’ and ‘TimesUp’ movements have awakened society and encouraged women to find their 
voice and claim back their power. Contending with a host of difficult issues that demand psychological 
strength - in this crucial book, prominent psychotherapist and licensed clinical social worker Amy Morin 
gives women the techniques to build mental muscle in 13 steps. 

47 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO OVERCOME YOUR CHILDHOOD
SCHOOL OF LIFE
9781999917999     H     SCHOOL OF LIFE 
£10.00     Published Feb 2019

When we thoroughly examine our upbringings, the larger implications for our adult selves are clear 
to see. Once we understand the roots from which our flaws stem, we can set about correcting the 
harmful behaviours we mistakenly believe to be innate. This book is a guide to better understanding 
our younger selves in order to shape who we wish to be in the future. It explores to what extent we can 
pin our actions in the present to our experience in the past, and how we might then break free from the 
learnt patterns of our childhoods. 

48 n HHHH

DRUG ADDICTION RECOVERY
DINES, CHRISTOPHER
9781847094940     P     SHELDON PRESS 
£7.99     Published Jan 2019

This book is especially written for drug addicts in long-term recovery who are struggling to develop 
emotional and spiritual wellbeing. It is designed as a useful tool from day one of recovery onward, to 
help prevent the ever-present threat of relapse - addicts are always recovering, never recovered. An 
important part of effective recovery is grieving for the past. This book is addressed to all those who 
need to grieve past and present losses, from the results of one’s own chaotic behaviour, to previous 
emotional wounding. 

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS

49 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLD I FELL OUT OF
REID, MELANIE
9780008291372     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 07/02/19

From the award-winning writer of The Times Magazine’s ‘Spinal Column’, a deeply moving and often 
darkly funny memoir about disaster and triumph. On Good Friday, 2010 Melanie Reid fell from her 
horse, breaking her neck and fracturing her lower back. She was 52. Paralysed from the top of her 
chest down, she was to spend almost a full year in hospital, determinedly working towards gaining as 
much movement in her limbs as possible, and learning to navigate her way through a world that had 
previously been invisible to her. She decided that writing would be her life-line. ‘The World I Fell Out Of’ 
is an account of that year, and of those that followed. 

50 n HHHHH

BAILEY MY REASON TO LIVE
HUTCHINS, ANDY
9781472259646     H     HEADLINE 
£16.99     Published 07/02/19

‘Bailey’ is the heart-warming tale of Andy Hutchins, a former drug addict and homeless man, and his life-saving 
relationship with his dog, Bailey. After twenty years of living on the streets, addiction and being in and out of 
prison, Andy bought Bailey on the street as a four-week-old puppy, still blind, on the day in late 2011 when he 
left prison for the last time. From this puppy Andy learned long forgotten lessons, about giving and receiving 
love, responsibility, trust and companionship. Bailey transformed his life and continues to do so. With their story, 
they raise awareness about the realities of being homeless as well as how a small gesture can help. 

51 n HHHH

ACCIDENTAL SPY
O’DRISCOLL, SEAN
9781912624287     H     MIRROR BOOKS 
£18.99     Published 24/01/19

The gripping real story of the ordinary American man who found himself at the centre of a deadly 
terrorist organisation - and working for both MI5 and the FBI. David Rupert, a complete outsider with 
no connection to Ireland rose to the very top of the Real IRA, all while working for the FBI and British 
intelligence. But the story is really about just how a bored, frustrated New York trucking manager 
becomes one of Britain’s most valued spies, brings down the entire IRA structure and makes $10 million 
dollars in the process, along the way finding himself in the most extraordinary and terrifying situations... 

52 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
MENTORED BY A MADMAN
LEES, A J
9781912559121     P     NOTTING HILL EDITIONS TRADE 
£9.99     Published 07/02/19

The William Burroughs Experiment. In this extraordinary memoir, neuroscientist Andrew Lees explains how 
William Burroughs, author of ‘Naked Lunch’ and troubled drug addict, played an unlikely part in his medical 
career. Lees draws on Burroughs’ search for an addiction cure to discover a ground-breaking treatment for 
Parkinson’s Disease, shaking palsy, and learns how to use the deductive reasoning of Sherlock Holmes to 
diagnose patients. Lees follows Burroughs into the rainforest and under the influence of yage (ayahuasca) gains 
insights that encourage him to pursue new lines of pharmacological research and explore new forms of science. 

53 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FROM MY HEART
NOLAN, LINDA
9781509876358     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/02/19

A warm, brave, inspiring memoir by much-loved Linda Nolan, on living with cancer and making the most of 
every day. In March 2017 she was diagnosed with secondary breast cancer, and was given the sad news that 
it was treatable but not curable. Her first thought was to worry about her family, who had lost Bernie a few years 
earlier. Faced with an uncertain future, she was determined not to give in to her fear. In ‘From My Heart’, her 
honest and moving autobiography, she looks back on her life, taking us from growing up in her big Irish family 
and finding fame with her sisters in The Nolans to the feuds that threatened to tear them apart. 

54 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STABLE LASS
HOGG, GEMMA
9781509847655     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 24/01/19

Being a stable lass is probably one of the poorest paid jobs in the country, and yet for Gemma it is the 
most rewarding. She works in a beautiful location - Middleham in Wensleydale - and if the people are 
occasionally challenging, the horses are downright astonishing. Now, in ‘Stable Lass’, she takes us into 
the closed world of a racing stable, from the politics and in-fighting to the romances and affairs, from the 
elation of riding her first winner to coping with the grief of losing a horse. 

55 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STRANGEWAYS
SAMWORTH, NEIL
9781509883554     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/02/19

My Life as a Prison Officer. Britain’s prison system is in crisis. Prisoners catatonic on Spice, prison 
officers under extreme stress, overcrowding, riots, fatal stabbings - barely a week goes by without 
disturbing reports reaching the outside world of life inside our jails. For eleven years, Neil Samworth 
worked as a prison officer in perhaps the most notorious of all prisons, Strangeways, now HM Prison 
Manchester. He left in 2016 and, having kept a diary for many years, is ready to tell his story. 
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56 n HHHHH

FABULOUS FINN
WARDELL, DAVE
9781786489098     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/02/19

The Brave Police Dog Who Was Stabbed and Came Back from the Brink. Hertfordshire, October 5th, 
2016. At around 2 am, PC Dave Wardell and his dog, PD Finn, were trying to apprehend a robbery 
suspect when he turned around and attacked them. Finn was stabbed with a ten-inch-blade knife, both 
through his chest, via his armpit and then - the knife bound for Dave - through the top of his head. Finn 
no doubt saved Dave’s life, but the race was on to try and save Finn’s. Dave Wardell’s heartfelt memoir 
charts an incredible journey of friendship and loyalty. It is a celebration of the bond between one man 
and his dog. 

57 n HHHHH

PHOTOGRAPHER AT SIXTEEN
SZIRTES, GEORGE
9780857058539     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/02/19

The Death and Life of a Fighter. A poet’s memoir of his mother that flows backwards through time, and 
through a tumultuous period of European history - a tender and yet unsparing autobiographical journey. 
In July 1975, Magda Szirtes died in the ambulance on the way to hospital after she had tried to take her 
own life. She was fifty-one years old. ‘The Photographer at Sixteen’ spools into the past, through her 
exile in England, her flight with her husband and two young boys from Hungary in 1956 and her time in 
two concentration camps, her girlhood as an ambitious photographer, and the unknowable fate of her 
vanished family in Transylvania. 

58 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
STROKE A LOVE STORY
BROWN, RICKY MONAHAN
9781912240449     P 
SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£7.99     Published 15/01/19

The day after losing his job during the 2008 financial crisis, Ricky suffers a catastrophic haemorrhagic 
stroke. Fortunately, his girlfriend Beth is nearby and the unconscious Ricky is wheeled into Brooklyn’s 
Methodist Hospital with a 5% chance of survival, and worse odds of any type of good outcome. Beth 
begins an 8-week vigil, grabbing an occasional nap on a waiting room floor. Then Hurricane Sandy 
does to New York what the haemorrhage did to Ricky’s brain. But amid the rubble of a battered city, 
brain injury, and lost jobs, Beth and Ricky start planning for a future together. After all, this is a love 
story. PREV ANNOUNCED IN JAN 2019 GDE. 

POETRY

59 n HHHH

TO PROVIDE ALL PEOPLE
SHEERS, OWEN
9780571348084     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 07/02/19

A Poem in the Voice of the NHS. ‘To Provide All People’ is the intimate story of the NHS in British 
society today. Depicting 24 hours in the service, with a regional hospital at the centre of the action, the 
poem charts an emotional and philosophical map of the NHS against the personal experiences that 
lie its heart; from patients to surgeons, porters to midwives. This is a world of transformative pains, 
triumphs, losses and celebrations that joins us all in our universal experiences of health and sickness, 
birth and death, regardless of race, gender or wealth. 

60 n HHHH

BRIGHT DEAD THINGS
LIMON, ADA
9781472154569     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£10.99     Published 07/02/19

A book of bravado and introspection, of feminist swagger and harrowing loss, ‘Bright Dead Things’ 
considers how we build our identities out of place and human contact - tracing in intimate detail the 
ways the speaker’s sense of self both shifts and perseveres as she moves from New York City to 
rural Kentucky, loses a dear parent, ages past the capriciousness of youth and falls in love. In these 
extraordinary poems Ada Limon’s heart becomes a ‘huge beating genius machine’ striving to embrace 
and understand the fullness of the present moment. 

61 n HHHH

CARRYING
LIMON, ADA
9781472154552     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£10.99     Published 07/02/19

From National Book Award and National Book Critics Circle Award finalist Ada Limon comes ‘The 
Carrying’ - her most powerful collection yet. Vulnerable, tender, acute, these are serious poems, brave 
poems, exploring with honesty the ambiguous moment between the rapture of youth and the grace 
of acceptance. A daughter tends to aging parents. A woman struggles with infertility - ‘What if, instead 
of carrying / a child, I am supposed to carry grief?’ - and a body seized by pain and vertigo as well 
as ecstasy. ‘The Carrying’ leads us deeper towards the hard-won truth of what it means to live in an 
imperfect world. 

62 n HHHH

LOVE POEMS FOR MARRIED PEOPLE
KENNEY, JOHN
9781787631731     H     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 10/01/19

Hilarious poems that get to the heart of how people really feel once the sparkle of married life has 
faded just a little. Written with brilliant wit, sharp observation and a big dose of reality, ‘Love Poems for 
Married People’ takes the poetic form, turns it upside down and leaves it in the dishwasher to dry. From 
parental gripes to dwindling sex lives, from less-than-romantic gifts to irritating habits, it’s all covered. 

HEALTH & FITNESS

63 n HHHH

LIVE WELL TO 101
HARPER, DAWN
9781472248657     P     HEADLINE 
£9.99     Published 21/02/19

Quick and Easy Daily Tips for a Long and Healthy Life. It’s more important than ever that we take good 
care of our bodies and our health - and enjoy those extra years by keeping fit and well for as long as 
possible. Leading media medic Dr Dawn Harper has gathered together scientific research, her eight 
years’ experience on Channel 4’s Embarrassing Bodies and over twenty-one years as a GP for the 
NHS and on Harley Street to give the latest advice on the diet, exercise habits and lifestyle changes 
which have been clinically proven to improve longevity and quality of life. 

SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

64 n HHHHH

GENDERED BRAIN
RIPPON, GINA
9781847924759     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 28/02/19

The New Neuroscience That Shatters the Myth of the Female Brain. Gendered brains: a sexist myth, or 
a fact of life? Reading maps or reading emotions? Barbie or Lego? We live in a gendered world where 
we are bombarded with messages about sex and gender. The belief that your gender determines your 
skills and preferences, and even if you’ve got what it takes to become a scientist, is deeply ingrained. 
But what does this constant gendering mean for our thoughts, decisions and behaviour? And what does 
it mean for our brains? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

65 n HHHH

DARWIN COMES TO TOWN
SCHILTHUIZEN, MENNO
9781786481085     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/02/19

We are marching towards a future in which three-quarters of humans live in cities, more than half of 
the landmass of the planet is urbanized, and the rest is covered by farms, pasture, and plantations. 
Increasingly, as we become ever more city-centric, species and ecosystems crafted by millions of 
years of evolution teeter on the brink of extinction - or have already disappeared. A growing band 
of ‘urban ecologists’ is beginning to realize that natural selection is not so easily stopped. They are 
finding that more and more plants and animals are adopting new ways of living in the seemingly hostile 
environments of asphalt and steel that we have created. 

SOCCER

66 n HHHH

MAD DOG GRAVESEN
SWEENEY, CHRISTOPHER
9781785314858     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 15/02/19

The Last of the Modern Footballing Mavericks. Thomas Gravesen was one of the last footballing 
mavericks, once dubbed ‘a grenade with the pin pulled out’. Hailing from rural Denmark, he fulfilled 
his childhood dream of becoming a top player but never lost his unique identity. Here, football insiders 
reveal some of Mad Dog’s shocking incidents that left so many shaking their heads in bewilderment. 
This book is an examination of a larger-than-life personality - and why Gravesen has ended up a virtual 
recluse. A book that reaches beyond football fans - a story about never losing your identity, and battling 
against the system. 

67 n HHHH

SCOTLAND IN THE SEVENTIES
MCDEVITT, RONNIE
9781785314391     P     PITCH 
£12.99     Published 02/02/19

The Definitive Account of the Scotland Football Team 1970-79. The 1970s saw a change in the 
fortunes of the Scottish national side. After a gap of 16 years, World Cup qualification was achieved 
for the finals in West Germany in 1974... ‘Scotland in the Seventies’ looks beyond the decade’s 89 
matches, examining the role of the managers - Brown, Docherty, Ormond, MacLeod, Stein - and the 
circumstances surrounding the many memorable games. 

CYCLING

68 n HHHH

LINE
FREEMAN, RICHARD
9781472259752     P     HEADLINE 
£9.99     Published 07/02/19

Where Medicine and Sport Collide. As team doctor for British Cycling and Team Sky, Dr Richard 
Freeman treated the world’s most successful cyclists, such as Sir Chris Hoy and Sir Bradley Wiggins, 
Laura Trott and Victoria Pendleton. From 2009 until 2017, the ‘Doc’ was part of the team who became 
national heroes with Olympic and Tour de France victories. 

PHILOSOPHY

69 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
IN PRAISE OF POLITICS
BADIOU, ALAIN
9781509533688     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 08/02/19

In this lively dialogue, Alain Badiou emphasizes that politics is concerned not just with power and the 
state, but also justice. The debate over politics is about the norms to which power is subject and its 
relationship to a community that can take control of its own destiny, providing its own direction based on 
a shared standard of justice. 

70 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
CANGUILHEM
ELDEN, STUART
9781509528783     P     WILEY 
£17.99     Published 15/02/19

Georges Canguilhem (1904-1995) was an influential historian and philosopher of science, as renowned 
for his teaching as for his writings. Stuart Elden discusses the whole of this important thinker’s complex 
work, including recently rediscovered texts and archival materials. Canguilhem always approached 
questions historically, examining how it was that we came to a significant moment in time, outlining 
tensions, detours and paths not taken. 

71 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SECOND COMING
BERARDI, FRANCO
9781509534845     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 25/01/19

We have entered the gates to the apocalypse. This theological concept is the best metaphor to describe 
the world in which we are already living in. Chaos is all around us: political folly, economical delirium, 
ecological catastrophe, intellectual cynicism, technological simulation of life. This is what Franco Berardi 
suggests in this wry, dark, disconcerting but also brilliant and invigorating journey through the main 
events that we have witnessed in recent years. 

ART & DESIGN

72 n HHH

CONRAN/QUANT
RAYNER, GEOFF
9781788840118     H 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£40.00     Published Mar 2019

And the Chelsea Set that made Swinging London. Transporting you back to London at the height 
of the Swinging Sixties, this book provides vital context for two of the biggest and boldest names 
in contemporary fashion: Mary Quant, alleged mother of the miniskirt, and Terence Conran, the 
enterpreneur behind the new wave of ‘lifestyle’ stores. Friends, associates and allies in design, Quant 
and Conran stood at the head of an informal but influential bohemian group who steered the rudder of 
style during the Pop era. 

73 n HHHH

ART OF DAUNTLESS
PHOENIX LABS
9781506712093     H     DARK HORSE 
£33.99     Published 14/03/19

An exciting new free-to-play game from ex-devs at BioWare and Blizzard gets its official art book from 
Dark Horse! Master the hunt and forge your legend. ‘Dauntless (Phoenix Labs, 2018) is a fresh take on 
the action-RPG genre, developed by industry veterans from Riot Games, BioWare, and other acclaimed 
studios. 

74 n HHHH

WORLD OF TOM CLANCYS THE DIVISION
UBISOFT
9781506711041     H     DARK HORSE 
£33.99     Published 21/03/19

Incisive lore and detailed art in a cunningly designed hardcover that will bring readers into the ravaged 
streets of New York City and Washington DC as seen in Ubisoft’s record-breaking videogame series! 
On Black Friday, a deadly biological attack was thrust upon the populace of New York. Within weeks, 
millions lay dead, and the city was placed under quarantine. The only force with any hope of restoring 
order are the embedded agents of the SHD - more commonly known as the Division. 
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75 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXOTIC
SUND, JUDY
9780714876375     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£45.00     Published 01/03/19

A Fetish for the Foreign. ‘Exotic’ explores our obsession with the lure of distant lands and their promise 
of the weird and wonderful, the beautiful and grotesque. Through a host of evocative images, this 
book shows how the absorption of ‘the foreign’, through arts, design, architecture, and other cultural 
elements, has consistently enriched Western society, contributing to it cultural dynamism and artistic 
energy. The focus of ‘Exotic’ is especially relevant to the modern globalized world in which our 
engagement with cultures and traditions from around the globe is easier - and potentially more fraught 
- than ever before. 

76 n HHHH

VITAMIN T
PORTER, JENELLE
9780714876610     H     PHAIDON PRESS 
£49.95     Published 01/03/19

Threads and Textiles in Contemporary Art. Celebrating tapestry, embroidery, stitching, textiles, knitting, 
and knotting as used by visual artists worldwide, ‘Vitamin T’ is the latest in the celebrated series in 
which leading curators, critics, and art professionals nominate living artists for inclusion. As boundaries 
between art and craft have blurred, artists have increasingly embraced these materials and methods, 
with the resulting works being coveted by collectors and exhibited in museums worldwide. ‘Vitamin T’ is 
a vibrant and incredibly timely survey - the first of its kind. 

77 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FROM A TO EAMES
WHYBROW, LAUREN
9781925811018     H 
SMITH STREET BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 12/03/19

An Illustrated Guide to Mid-century Modern. 80 tales of design, laid out in a fun and easy-to-read A to 
Z format. With an irreverent structure, this is a picture book for the refined adult. Each letter delves into 
one facet of this enduring era of design: mid-century modern homes, interior design, graphic design and 
illustration, and the iconic personalities. We might all recognise the names - Charles and Ray Eames, 
Farnsworth House, the Egg Chair, Henningsen, Elrod House, the case study houses - but what are their 
stories? Here, we learn of the grand inspirations, or sometimes (it turns out) the very simplest of ideas. 

78 n HHHH

ART OF FEMINISM
RECKITT, HELENA (ED)
9781849766494     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

Images That Shaped The Fight for Equality. This book charts the birth of the feminist aesthetic and 
its development over two centuries that have seen profound and fast-paced change in women’s lives 
across the globe. Includes over 350 remarkable artworks, ranging from political posters and graphics 
to stunning and provocative pieces of painting, sculpture, textiles, craft, performance, digital and 
installation art. The works included begin with poster images produced by the Suffrage Atelier in the 
19th century, moving on to developments of both World Wars before arriving at the ‘birth’ of feminist art 
in the 1960s. 

79 n HHHH

SURREALISM
DEMPSEY, AMY
9780500294345     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£10.95     Published 28/03/19

Small, smart, essential - an incisive overview of Surrealism, introducing the movement’s key artists and 
capturing its essential and enduring concepts. Published to coincide with a Tate Modern retrospective of 
Dorothea Tanning, the first since the leading surrealist’s death in 2012. 

80 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
THIS IS NOT JUST A PAINTING
LAHIRE, BERNARD
9781509528691     H 
WILEY 
£30.00     Published 01/03/19

An Inquiry into Art, Domination, Magic and the Sacred. In 2008, a painting by Poussin, sold in 1986 for 
12,000 euros, was acquired for 17 million. Investigating this remarkable case, Bernard Lahire shows 
how the social magic that transforms a copy into a masterpiece is present in art, religion, economics 
and politics, resulting from the spell cast by power on those who tacitly recognize its authority. 

ARTISTS & THEIR WORK

81 n HHHH

MATISSE IN 50 WORKS
CAUMAN, JOHN
9781911595137     H     PAVILION 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

This enthralling and comprehensive new book on Henri Matisse is an eye-opener for all students and 
art lovers interested in early twentieth-century art. Taking fifty of Matisse’s most iconic works of art, 
John Cauman provides an accessible narrative about the man and his work, deciphering the themes, 
methods and intentions of this truly great artist. Chronologically spanning from the late nineteenth 
century to the mid 1950s, each painting, drawing and mural is described and analysed in beautiful 
detail, within the context of the period, so that the reader can really understand what the artist was 
hoping to achieve with each work. 

82 n HHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
HENRY MOORE THE HELMET HEADS
CAPWELL, TOBIAS
9781781300770     H     A&C BLACK 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

Published to coincide with a major exhibition at The Wallace Collection in collaboration with The Henry 
Moore Foundation in Spring 2019, this is the first book to explore the sculptor Henry Moore’s fascination 
with armour at the Wallace Collection, an interest which fundamentally influenced an unusual, relatively 
unknown, aspect of his work over many years. The book is lavishly illustrated with helmets from the 
Collection’s exquisite armoury collection alongside Moore’s unique Helmet Heads and accompanying 
sketches. 
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83 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANNE STOKES MAGICAL 
FANTASY ARTIST
WOODWARD, JOHN
9781787552807     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 15/03/19

Anne Stokes is a phenomenally popular artist in the field of gothic and magical fantasy. Her roots in 
design and illustration have led to supremely well-crafted paintings that have been licensed for use on 
all manner of merchandise. This long-overdue book showcases her oeuvre in all its glory, accompanied 
by illuminating text about Anne and her inspirations, techniques and processes. The book is divided 
into thematic sections covering the full range of subjects she has portrayed: her early work (like that for 
Dungeons and Dragons), the dark and the gothic, dragons, unicorns, fairies, mermaids and all that is 
mystical and magical. 

84 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHORT STORY OF MODERN 
ART
HODGE, SUSIE
9781786273697     L 
LAURENCE KING 
£14.99     Published 04/03/19

A Pocket Guide to Key Movements, Works, Themes and Techniques. ‘The Short Story of Modern Art’ 
explains the how, why and when of modern art - who introduced certain things, what they were, where 
they were produced, and why they matter. Simply constructed, the book explores 50 key works - from 
the realist painting of Courbet to a contemporary installation by Yayoi Kusama - and then links them 
to the most important movements, themes and techniques. Accessible, concise and richly illustrated, 
the book reveals the connections between the different periods, artists and styles, giving readers a 
thorough understanding and broad enjoyment of modern art. 

85 n HHHH

ERNST HAECKEL ART FORMS IN NATURE
UTHOFF, KIRA
9783791382630     P     PRESTEL 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

Biologist, physician, philosopher, and artist, Ernst Haeckel was also a prescient observer of the natural 
world. His highly detailed and expertly rendered illustrations, first published at the turn of the 20th 
century, are not only beautiful works of art, but also have scientific underpinnings. Now available as a 
series of large format posters sumptuously printed and suitable for framing. With 22 pull-out posters. 

86 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PETRAS GARDEN PRINTS
BORNER, PETRA
9780525576846     N     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£17.99     Published 26/03/19

Bring Scandinavian style into your home in one bold sweep with 20 of Petra Borner’s bright, clean-
lined artworks printed on luxurious stock in a keepsake box covered with her gorgeous Scandinavian 
patterns. Hung together, they will transform a wall in any room of your house or apartment into a 
dramatic, expansive space. Even when hung singly or as a smaller grouping, they provide strong points 
of visual interest. 

87 n HHHH

EY EXHIBITION VAN GOGH & BRITAIN
JACOBI, CAROL (ED)
9781849766012     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£40.00     Published Mar 2019

‘The EY Exhibition: Van Gogh and Britain’ will be the first major show to explore the impact of British 
culture on Vincent Van Gogh and also then to investigate the legacy of his art in the works of British 
painters. This lavishly illustrated publication traces the story from the artist’s obscure years in England 
in the 1870s through his growing influence and reputation to iconic status in the 1950s. These works 
are accompanied by paintings by British artists that affected him and which he in turn inspired. 

88 n HHHH

EY EXHIBITION VAN GOGH & BRITAIN
JACOBI, CAROL (ED)
9781849766029     P     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published Mar 2019

‘The EY Exhibition: Van Gogh and Britain’ will be the first major show to explore the impact of British 
culture on Vincent Van Gogh and also then to investigate the legacy of his art in the works of British 
painters. This lavishly illustrated publication traces the story from the artist’s obscure years in England 
in the 1870s through his growing influence and reputation to iconic status in the 1950s. These works 
are accompanied by paintings by British artists that affected him and which he in turn inspired. 

89 n HHHH

VAN GOGH
SPIRES, HATTIE
9781849766227     P     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Vincent Van Gogh’s paintings are among the most reproduced and recognisable in the history of art. 
His short career as an artist produced over 800 paintings, most created in the last two years of his life. 
Van Gogh’s intimate reflections on life and art, revealed through his letters, allow a close understanding 
of the artist’s journey from obscurity. His vivid use of colour and expressive brushwork influenced artists 
and writers and inflected popular culture in the 20th century and beyond. 

90 n HHHH

WOMEN ARTISTS
FRIGERI, FLAVIA
9780500294352     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£10.95     Published 28/03/19

Small, smart, essential - a chronological introduction to women artists through 500 years of history, 
providing a rich understanding of key female artists from the Baroque to today. Focusing on fifty diverse 
women artists, from Lavinia Fontana and Artemisia Gentileschi through Judy Chicago, Ana Mendieta 
and the Guerrilla Girls to Barbara Kruger, Cindy Sherman and Louise Bourgeois, this book equips the 
reader with a general understanding of the history of art by women, as well as an appreciation of its 
most outstanding figures. 

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DEV

91 n HHHH

100 CHURCHES 100 YEARS
TWENTIETH CENTURY SOCIETY
9781849945141     H     PAVILION 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

This book features 100 churches built since 1914, showing the development of modern church 
architecture in Britain. They include some of the most iconic buildings of the period, from Basil Spence’s 
Coventry Cathedral of 1962 to Giles Gilbert Scott’s Liverpool Cathedral in 1978. Alongside the more 
famous churches, there is the abandoned brutalist St Peter’s Seminary of 1966 and more recently built 
churches, such as the light-filled Bishop Edward King Chapel of 2013. The book features churches, 
mosques and synagogues, and the featured architects include George Pace, Eric Gill and Frederick 
Gibberd. 
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92 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUBBLETECTURE
FRANCIS, SHARON
9780714877778     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£14.95     Published 01/03/19

Inflatable Architecture and Design. Although inflatable objects have been around for more than 200 years, 
architects, artists, and designers keep rediscovering this deceptively simple - often playful, and occasionally 
bizarre - technology. The book brings together inflatables in every conceivable size, shape, and hue across 
the realms of architecture, design, art, and fashion. From inflatable dresses and hats to buildings employing 
cutting-edge technologies, from ingenious chairs, lights, bowls, and even egg cups to children’s toys and 
provocative art installations, this book demonstrates that inflatable design is simply irresistible. 

93 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEEKING CHICAGO
MILLER, TOM
9781910258729     P     PIMPERNEL PRESS 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

The Stories Behind the Architecure of the Windy City - One Building at a Time. When the great fire of 1871 
destroyed much of the city, Chicago emerged determined to take its place as a leading metropolis. The 
World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 changed American architecture and put Chicago on the international 
map. This trend continued in the twentieth century with architects like Louis B Sullivan and Frank Lloyd 
Wright, and Chicago-based architecural movements like the Prairie School and the Chicago Style. 

94 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CASTLES
STEPHENSON, CHARLES
9781782406204     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Castles’ takes a uniquely architectural approach to deconstructing all forms of fortification, showing 
how the work of architect, stonemason, and engineer evolved to repel the increasingly destructive 
power of artillery. While the classic medieval castle is analyzed in detail, the book addresses a broad 
chronology of structures - from the most ancient fortified city at Jericho through to the point in the 
nineteenth century when modern weapons forced armies underground. 

MYSTICISM & OCCULT

95 n HHHH

WITCHERY
DIAZ, JULIET
9781788172042     P 
HAY HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

Embrace the Witch Within. For practising and curious witches alike, ‘Witchery’ is a companion to be 
used over and over again, filled with guidance, wisdom and inspiration. Juliet Diaz, a hereditary witch 
from a long line of witches and creator of The School of Witchery and November Sage Apothecary, has 
combined her favourite spells, potion recipes and DIY herbal remedies, as well as moon, crystal and 
herbal magic in this compendium. In this book, Juliet guides the student witch to unlock their power and 
harness the unique energy of each Sabbat to amplify their magic. 

96 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OF ANGELS DEMONS & SPIRITS
HARMS, DANIEL
9780738753683     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£55.00     Published 01/03/19

With a comprehensive introduction, annotations, and more than 100 figures and illustrations, this 
beautifully reconstructed historical work is filled with never-before published rituals for calling forth 
demons, fairies, elementals, and other spiritual beings. This elegantly bound book provides new 
insights into a fascinating tradition, where a sorcerer or cunning-man was paid to perform magic for 
uncovering theft, healing, combating witchcraft, hunting for treasure, or for having a spirit to fulfil 
one’s demands. As an additonal feature, this deluxe edition retains the red type found in the original 
manuscript to emphasise key words. 

97 n HHHH

SPLENDOR SOLIS
SKINNER, S ET AL
9781786782052     H     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£24.99     Published 21/03/19

The World’s Most Famous Alchemical Manuscript. A magnificent edition of the ‘Splendor Solis’ for all 
those interested in alchemy, magic and mysterious manuscripts. Popularly attributed to the legendary 
figure Salomon Trismosin, the ‘Splendor Solis’ (‘Splendour of the Sun’) is the most beautiful alchemical 
manuscript ever made, with 22 fabulous illustrations rich in allegorical and mystical symbolism. Stephen 
Skinner explains the symbolism of both the text and the illustrations, suggesting that together they 
describe the physical process of the alchemical transmutation of base metal into gold. 

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

98 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATTLE FOR SKY
WILLIAMS, C
9781472964908     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

The Murdochs, Disney, Comcast and the Future of Entertainment. The story of how Sky became one 
of Britain’s most successful companies and the hottest property in global entertainment. Featuring 
interviews with key individuals and stakeholders around the world, ‘The Battle for Sky’ offers a timely 
and intriguing glimpse into the workings of media empires. The publication is being timed to coincide 
with the final battle for control of Sky, with a full assessment of the implications of either a Disney or 
Comcast win. 

99 n HHHH

BOOK OF BEAUTIFUL QUESTIONS
BERGER, WARREN
9781632869562     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

The Powerful Questions That Will Help You Decide, Create, Connect, and Lead. In ‘The Book of 
Beautiful Questions’, Berger shares illuminating stories and compelling research on the power of 
inquiry. Drawn from the insights and expertise of psychologists, innovators, effective leaders, and some 
of the world’s foremost creative thinkers, he presents the essential questions readers need to make the 
best choices when it truly counts, with a particular focus in four key areas: decision-making, creativity, 
leadership, and relationships. 
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100 n HHHHH

WINNING FORMULA
COULTHARD, DAVID
9781788700139     P     BONNIER BLINK BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Why is F1 the perfect example for leadership, motivation and strategy? And what can we learn from 
it? How does a pit crew change four wheels in 1.9 seconds? And what does that mean for a company 
like Blackberry? What is Ron Dennis’ secret to good time management? And how can that help TV 
producers? Here, driver, commentator and entrepreneur David Coulthard opens the doors to the 
secretive world of F1 and reveals in simple, entertaining and compelling terms how he has been able to 
master this mind-boggling variety of disciplines by applying the skills honed from his years at the top of 
the world’s most demanding motorsport. PREV ANNOUNCED IN NOVEMBER 2018 GDE. 

101 n HHHH

OUT OF THIS WORLD
HILL, PAUL SEAN
9781473696105     P     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

How NASA Created the Best Team on This Planet. Take the ultimate insider’s look at the leadership, 
values and culture that created the best team. Paul Sean Hill was responsible for NASA’s Mission 
Operations support for manned space flight from 2007-2011. In this book he shows that the secret to 
Mission Control’s success has never been rocket science and that the real practice of perfect-decision 
making can be applied to any organisation or team. In this book Hill provides a guide for all leaders to 
boost their company’s performance at all levels. 

102 n HHHH

THIRD PILLAR
RAJAN, RAGHURAM
9780008276263     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

How Markets and the State are Leaving Communities Behind. From one of the most important 
economic thinkers of our time, a brilliant and far-seeing analysis of the current populist backlash against 
globalization and how revitalising community can save liberal market democracy. Raghuram Rajan, author 
of the 2010 FT & Goldman-Sachs Book of the Year ‘Fault Lines’, has an unparalleled vantage point onto 
the social and economic consequences of globalization and their ultimate effect on politics and society. 

103 n HHHH	 40% Pre Publication Discount
WHY DO SO MANY 
INCOMPETENT MEN BECOME 
LEADERS?
CHAMORRO-PREMUZIC, T
9781633696327     H 
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW PRESS 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

‘Why Do So Many Incompetent Men Become Leaders?’ is not another book giving advice to women on 
how to survive in a sexist world. Instead it shows how a dangerous leadership misconception can result 
in the wrong people rising to power - and provides ideas for fixing the system. In this provocative book, 
author Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic connects the dots and asks a powerful question: what if the reason 
for the lack of women at the top - and the presence of so many incompetent leaders who also happen 
to be men - is not that there are too many obstacles slowing women’s advancement, but that there 
aren’t enough career-testing obstacles for men? 

104 n HHHH

CONFIDENCE
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
9781633696648     P     HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW PRESS 
£9.99     Published 26/03/19

In order to build trust, gain buy-in, and move up in your organization, you need to be confident. But 
self-doubt and anxiety can break your composure - and faking it doesn’t feel comfortable. How do you 
push these insecurities away? This book explains how you can better understand your emotions to 
become more self-assured at work. You’ll learn from the latest research what is holding you back, how 
to overcome imposter syndrome, and when too much confidence can actually hurt you. 

105 n HHHHH

CHOOSE
LEVESQUE, RYAN
9781401957476     H 
HAY HOUSE 
£20.99     Published 19/03/19

The Single Most Important Decision When Starting Your Business. Written by Ryan Levesque, founder 
and CEO of The Ask Method Company and author of ‘Ask’, this book is the go-to business manual 
that will lead entrepreneurs through a 3-step process of brainstorming, testing and choosing the right 
market for their business. Including invaluable tools such as worksheets, tests, checklists and other 
bonus materials, ‘Choose’ demystifies the process of starting a business with clear philosophies and 
strategies, setting the path to success from the very start. 

106 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLUFFERS GUIDE TO PUBLIC RELATIONS
HANN, KEITH
9781785215643     P     HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 11/03/19

Written by experts and offering readers the opportunity to pass off appropriated knowledge as their 
own, the ‘Bluffer’s Guide to Public Relations’ provides hard fact masquerading as frivolous observation 
in one witty, easy read. 

107 n HHHH

HOW TO BE A CAPITALIST WITHOUT ANY CAPIT
LATKA, NATHAN
9781529374179     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Four Rules You Must Break to Get Rich. A rising business star shares brilliant insights and 
shortcuts to help you thrive as an entrepreneur. You don’t need to be university educated, have money, 
be creative, or even have an idea to get rich. You just need to be willing to break these rules: 1. Focus 
on one skill. 2. Be unique. 3. Focus on one goal. 4. Appeal to the masses. By rejecting these defunct 
rules and following Nathan Latka’s conventional path, you can copy other people’s ideas shamelessly, 
bootstrap a start-up with almost no funding, invest in small local business for huge payoffs, and reap all 
the benefits. 

108 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOCKCHAIN BABEL
PEJIC, IGOR
9780749484163     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/03/19

The Cryptocraze and the Challenge to Business. Dispel the seven myths that affect our understanding 
of something that has the potential to disrupt not only the finance industry, but the business world as a 
whole. Combines management theory with blockchain analysis and competition dynamics to dispel the 
seven most persuasive myths that plague the understanding of blockchain. 
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109 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INNOVATION FOR THE 
FATIGUED
REHN, ALF
9780749484088     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/03/19

How to Build a Culture of Deep Creativity. Get innovation back on track in your company with this 
antidote to fads and incrementalism by refocusing on getting ideas to take root using courage, empathy 
and imagination. The book delivers a blueprint for companies with a practical model for designing 
innovation culture, by exploring imagination, trying new ideas and recognizing real market demands 
with empathy. 

110 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
REINVENTING THE PRODUCT
SOVIE, DAVID
9780749484644     H 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£19.99     Published 03/03/19

How to Transform your Business and Create Value in the Digital Age. Understand how disruptive digital 
technologies will affect product companies and rethink your product strategy, road map and digital 
capabilities accordingly, with case studies and practical advice for creating new value. The book will 
demystify concepts such as the digital twin, digital product lifestyle management, platform engineering 
and digital continuity enterprises. 

111 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERHUMAN INNOVATION
DUFFEY, CHRIS
9780749483838     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/03/19

Transforming Businesses with Artificial Intelligence. Get a fascinating account of how artificial 
intelligence and machine learning enhance companies’ capabilities to innovate and deliver superior 
products and services. The book unpacks a clear model of how AI opens new doors for innovation 
through ever-more efficent processes, customizable delivery of service, data-informed strategy and 
freedom of experimentation. 

112 n HHHH

MILLION DOLLAR WOMEN
PIMSLEUR, JULIA
9780349406329     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Raise Capital and Take Your Business Further, Faster. ‘Million Dollar Women’ is a fun, accessible 
business guide combining Julia Pimsleur’s own story with straightforward business advice and 
the instructive, often funny stories of other female entrepreneurs who are running businesses with 
substantial funding and revenues. There will also be quick, helpful exercises in a workbook-like 
appendix. 

113 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AGILE STRATEGY
FERNANDO, RALPH
9781292262987     P 
PEARSON BUSINESS 
£19.99     Published 18/03/19

Readers will be able to develop an agile strategy for their business by covering the following topics: 
Research: analyse any company and market to understand how it operates; Analysis: define and 
capture the necessary information you need to better understand your business; Design: define your 
company’s Purpose Horizon, the activities, investment and resources needed to increase likelihood 
of success; Action: understand how to anticipate opportunities and challenges, react faster than 
the competition to enhance your position; and Results: implement a comprehensive and innovative 
approach that creates value for your organisation. 

114 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPEAKER’S COACH
SHAW, GRAHAM
9781292250946     P 
PEARSON BUSINESS 
£12.99     Published 08/03/19

60 Secrets to Make Your Talk, Speech or Presentation Amazing. In this book readers will discover 60 
quick-read secrets so their talk, speech or presentation is given in a structured way, is interesting, easy 
to follow and engaging. Find out how to overcome nerves, rehearse and polish your performance, 
understand how youy can talk with authority, confidence and impact, learn how to handle awkward 
questions and objections calmly, and analyse your experiences to make future talks ever better. 

115 n HHHH

GREAT ECONOMISTS
YUEH, LINDA
9780241974476     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

How Their Ideas Can Help Us Today. Since the days of Adam Smith, economists have grappled with a 
series of familiar problems - but often their ideas are hard to digest. Author Linda Yueh is an economist, 
writer and broadcaster herself. Here, she explains the key thoughts of history’s greatest economists, 
how our lives have been influenced by their ideas and how they could help us with the policy challenges 
that we face today. 
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116 n HHHHH

DAMAGED GOODS
SHAH, OLIVER
9780241341247     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

The Inside Story of Philip Green and the Collapse of BHS and the Death of the High Street. In March 
2015, British businessman and the Chairman of the Arcadia Group, Sir Philip Green, sold BHS for 
one pound to Retail Acquisitions, owned by Dominic Chappell, a serial bankrupt who filed BHS for 
administration shortly after. By April 2016, BHS had debts of 1.3bn pounds, including a pensions deficit 
of 571 million. ‘Damaged Goods’ follows Green’s journey to the big time, the sale of BHS and the 
subsequent investigation. 

117 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WIN THE HEART
MILLER, MARK
9781523099870     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£18.99     Published 05/03/19

How to Create a Culture of Full Engagement. Based on the author’s research, this book both 
simplifies and operationalizes the necessary behaviours to reverse the troubling trend of low employee 
engagement. The missing link is realizing that the pandemic of low engagement is not a problem with 
the workers, it is a problem with the leaders. In this charming fable, Blake, a young CEO, is convinced 
something is not quite right in his organization. He just can’t put his finger on the problem. He seeks out 
his old friend and mentor Debbie Bruster who sends him on a journey to discover the key to engaging 
leadership. 

118 n HHHH

STOP TALKING START INFLUENCING
HORVATH, JARED C
9781925335903     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 14/03/19

12 Insights from Brain Science to Make Your Message Stick. Whether walking clients through a new 
program, guiding an audience through a presentation, or helping our children to kick a ball, every day 
we share knowledge with others. But very few of us have been taught how to teach! ‘Stop Talking, Start 
Influencing’ draws on the author’s 15 years of experience in neuroscience and education to outline 12 
principles of how people learn. The result is a book that shows readers how to impart knowledge to 
others so that it sticks with and truly influences them. 

119 n HHHH

HOW WOMEN RISE
HELGESEN, SALLY
9781847942258     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Break the 12 Habits Holding You Back. Do you hesitate about putting forward ideas? Are you reluctant 
to claim credit for your achievements? Do you find it difficult to get the support you need from your 
boss or the recognition you deserve from your colleagues? If your answer to any of these is ‘Yes’, ‘How 
Women Rise’ will help get you back on track. Inspiring and practical by turns, it identifies 12 common 
habits that can prove an obstacle to future success and tells you how to overcome them. In the 
process, it points the way to a career that will satisfy your ambitions and help you make the difference 
you want to make in the world. 

120 n HHHH

UNSAFE THINKING
SACHS, JONAH
9781847942111     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

How to be Creative and Bold When You Need It Most. Creativity guru Jonah Sachs demonstrates that 
the most remarkable and trailblazing individuals are those who dramatically reject the lure of what 
they know - from the 15 year-old who caused a breakthrough in Alzheimer’s research, to the Google 
programmer who disobeyed his managers in order to revolutionise the world’s email systems. He draws 
on cutting-edge psychology and neuroscience to uncover the specific mental habits that account for 
the success of those who break the mould. And he reveals how, by adopting a handful of simple brain-
hacks and cognitive tools, we can also harness that power. 

121 n HHHHH

MAKING OF A MANAGER
ZHUO, JULIE
9780753552896     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

What to Do When Everyone Looks to You. No idea what you’re doing? No problem. Good managers 
are made, not borne. Facebook VP Julie Zhuo remembers the moment when she was asked to lead 
a team. She felt like she’d won the golden ticket, until reality came crashing in. She was just 25 and 
had barely any experience of being managed, let alone managing others. Her co-workers became her 
employees overnight, and she faced a series of anxiety-inducing firsts. Like most first-time managers, 
she wasn’t given any formal training, and had no resources to turn to for help. It took her years to find 
her way, but now she’s offering you the short-cut to success. 

122 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORK WIFE
CERULO, ERICA
9781524796778     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£18.99     Published 05/03/19

The Power of Female Friendship to Drive Successful Businesses. Get inspired by the women who 
discovered that working with your best friend can be the secret to professional success - and maybe 
even the future of business, from the co-founders of the website Of a Kind. Fun, enlightening, and 
informative, ‘Work Wife’ is a celebration of female friendship and collaboration proving that it’s not just 
feasible but fruitful to mix BFFs with business. 

123 n HHHH

HOW TO STEAL FIRE
BAYLEY, STEPHEN
9780593080085     P     TRANSWORLD 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

The Myths of Creativity Exposed, The Truths of Creativity Explained. Creativity is a fundamental 
challenge that everyone faces in the modern world, be they in business, in education or a struggling 
artist or musician. Indeed it touches all our lives in hundreds of different ways, from the clothes we buy 
to the buildings we live in. But this book is not about how to knit an exciting jumper, it’s about individuals 
reclaiming themselves from the anonymous dreariness of a data-driven, collectivised, faceless culture. 
It’s a human compulsion to be creative, to do and make new things. Without it, we’d still be mired in 
protoerozoic slime. 

124 n HHH

BROTOPIA
CHANG, EMILY
9780525540175     P 
TURNAROUND 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

Breaking Up the Boy’s Club of Silicon Valley. For women in tech, Silicon Valley is a ‘Brotopia’ where 
men hold all the cards and make all the rules. Vastly outnumbered, women face toxic workplaces rife 
with discrimination and sexual harassment, where investors take meetings in hot tubs and network at 
sex parties. Bloomberg TV journalist Emily Chang reveals how Silicon Valley got so sexist despite its 
utopian ideals, why bro culture endures despite decades of companies claiming the moral high ground 
and how women are finally starting to speak out and fight back. 

125 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FANATICAL PROSPECTING PLAYBOOK
BLOUNT, JEB
9781119324898     P     WILEY 
£20.99     Published 27/03/19

Open the Sale, Fill Your Pipeline, and Crush Your Number. Discover the real secret to improving 
sales productivity and growing your income fast. This book is an essential tool for leaders that aids 
and coaches salespeople to become more effective prospectors. It skilfully explains the how and why 
behind the most important activity in sales and teaches the skills and techniques required to become 
both more effective and efficent at prospecting. 
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126 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIFESCALE
SOLIS, BRIAN
9781119535867     H     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 20/03/19

Establish Rituals, Break Bad Habits, and Have Routines That Will Help Achieve Your Goals. On average, 
we look at our phones 3 hours every day. Most of us have obsessive relationships with our digital 
appendages. We are devout in our commitment to stay up-to-the-minute on all of the latest activities in our 
newsfeeds. We feel left out if we’re not jumping on every new trend. Now is the time to take a moment, to 
press pause, and to scream, ‘Wait!’. This book can help you get back to the real world and gain the control 
so many of us have lost in a world filled with daily disruptions fuelled by technology. 

127 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
YOUTUBE MARKETING FOR 
DUMMIES
EAGLE, WILL
9781119541349     P 
WILEY(DUMMIES) 
£17.99     Published 07/03/19

YouTube is the top destination for online video. With over a billion viewers around the globe, it’s 
also valuable real estate for marketers looking to get their message out. This book shares insight 
from a former YouTube employee who helped large and small businesses create effective marketing 
campaigns. Discover proven game plans for buying advertising, launching a content marketing 
campaign, building a branded channel and community, and evaluating the results of your work. 

128 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SEX FACTOR
BATEMAN, VICTORIA
9781509526772     P 
WILEY 
£16.99     Published 15/03/19

How Women Made the West Rich. In ‘The Sex Factor’, leading feminist Victoria Bateman shows how 
we can only understand the burning economic issues of our time if we put sex and gender at the heart 
of the picture. Weaving rigorous analysis with personal insights, Bateman tells a bold story about how 
the status of women is central to our prosperity and economic wellbeing. 

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

129 n HHHHH

BEAN COUNTERS
BROOKS, RICHARD
9781786490315     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Triumph of the Accountants and How They Broke Capitalism. The world’s ‘Big Four’ accountancy 
firms - PwC, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, and KPMG - have become a gilded elite, with an average 
partner’s salary rivalling that of a Premier League footballer. How has this seemingly humdrum 
profession achieved this, and what price are we paying for their excesses? Informed by numerous 
insider interviews, investigative journalist Richard Brooks charts the profession’s rise to global 
influence and offers a gripping expose of the accountancy industry. This is essential reading for anyone 
interested in how our economy really works. 

130 n HHHH

HOW TO OWN THE WORLD
CRAIG, ANDREW
9781473695306     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A Plain English Guide to Thinking Globally and Investing Wisely. It is time to get your money working for 
you. ‘How to Own the World’ explains why you can, and must, learn about investment, and highlights 
the significant advantages you have over many finance professionals. This is both a personal finance 
book and a personal development book; by safeguarding your future wealth you are safeguarding 
your long-term health and happiness. Successful investment can turn hundreds into millions over time 
thanks to the power of compound interest. There has never been a greater need for you to take charge 
of your financial affairs. 

131 n HHHHH

GOOD BANK BAD BANK
BODEN, ANNE
9780241370162     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

How I Started a Revolution and Changed Banking Forever. A career at the pinnacle of some of the 
UK’s top banks had left Anne Boden disillusioned with the sector. The financial crash and emerging 
technologies presented vast opportunity for change, but change it would not. Increasingly frustrated, 
Anne decided to do something radical - set up her own bank. In this book Anne reveals how she defied 
the odds to realize her vision for the future of consumer banking. She founded Starling Bank, the winner 
of Best British Bank at the British Bank Awards 2018, and in doing so has triggered a movement that is 
shaking up the entire banking system. 

132 n HHHHH

MONEY LESSONS
CONWAY-HUGHES, LISA
9780241379349     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

How to manage your finances to get the life you want. In ‘Money Lessons’, Lisa Conway-Hughes 
explains the secrets to good financial wellbeing and how to save up for the big moments in life, 
including your house and wedding, as well as how to budget effectively. Each chapter covers a 
separate money-related topic, with helpful tips and practical activities. From demolishing your debt 
and getting on the property ladder, right through to funding a once-in-a-lifetime trip, de-tangling your 
finances from your partner’s, and how to ask for a pay rise. The definitive guide for anyone wanting to 
start their journey to a more informed and empowered future. 

133 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OPEN UP: THE POWER OF 
TALKING ABOUT MONEY
HOLDER, ALEX
9781788161879     H 
PROFILE BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

An outspoken, warm and timely book that destigmatises the way we talk, think and feel about money, 
‘The Money Book’ is full of conversations about money in everyday life - how we earn it, how we 
spend it and how it affects us. Whether learning from friends, being transparent with partners, finding 
community with colleagues or recognising what you’re worth, talking about money means letting go of 
shame, and creating a healthy relationship with your finances. Full of sympathetic, practical advice, this 
is a book that strips away the awkwardness, to help you find the power and solidarity of talking about 
money. 
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CAREERS

134 n HHH

UPCYCLE YOUR JOB
MELLER, ANNA
9781788600743     P 
PRACTICAL INSPIRATIONS 
£16.99     Published 29/03/19

The smart way to balance family life and career. Leading work re-balance expert Anna leads you 
through an evidence based six-step process that supports you in finding the balance you need. 
Practical exercises enable you to craft a working arrangement that meets your employer’s expectations, 
as well as your own aspirations, and to develop the key skills you need to maintain it. 

PROGRAMMING & LANGUAGES

135 n HHH

LEARN TO PROGRAM WITH 3D 
PRINTING
GOHDE, JUSTIN
9781593279547     P 
NO STARCH PRESS 
£24.99     Published 14/03/19

OpenSCAD is free, open-source 3D modelling software; its easy-to-use programming interface is 
great for beginners, because the simple design lets you quickly display and view the results of your 
code. Here, OpenSCAD’s creator will teach you all you need to know to design, programme, and 
create amazing 3D-printed projects. Along the way, beginning programmers are introduced to essential 
programming concepts, like variables, loops, functions, and more. 

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE PACKAGES

136 n HHHH

MICROSOFT WORD 2019 STEP BY STEP
LAMBERT, JOAN
9781509305872     P     PEARSON PROFESSIONAL COMPUTING 
£29.99     Published 01/03/19

The quick way to learn Microsoft Word 2019! This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with 
Word 2019. Jump in wherever you need answers - brisk lessons and colourful screenshots show you 
exactly what to do, step by step. 

GAMES

137 n HHHH

BLOODSTONE THE HEALING THIRST
KOT, ALES
9781785869532     P     TITAN 
£13.99     Published 26/03/19

Uncover the horrors of the Healing Church as we return to Yharnam for a second volume of Titan’s 
sell-out comic series based on Hidetaka Miyazaki’s critically-acclaimed Bloodborne videogame! As the 
first Hunters slice the night in the search of the afflicted, The Healing Church faces a rupture in its ranks 
as it struggles to halt the spread of the mysterious Ashen Blood disease. Suspecting Old Blood as the 
cause, Priest Clement strikes a pact with the older healer Alfredius to uncover the true nature of the 
Healing Church and expose it to the citizens of Yharnam. 

PHOTOGRAPHY

138 n HHH

DUFFY
DUFFY, CHRIS
9781788840088     H 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£45.00     Published Mar 2019

As famous as the stars he photographed, Brian Duffy defined the image of Swinging London in the 
1960s. Together with David Bailey and Terence Donovan, Duffy is recognised as one of the innovators 
of ‘documentary’ fashion photography, a style which revolutionised the industry. This new expanded 
edition, created with the full support of the Duffy archive, includes striking new photos, including a 
dedicated new section on David Bowie. 

139 n HHHH

OLIVERS BIRDS
HELLOWELL, OLIVER
9781788840101     H 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£17.99     Published Mar 2019

Breathtaking shots of birds from Oliver Hellowell, a young photographer with Down Syndrome. Oliver 
doesn’t only snap birds, but also the play of light across rippling water, the mist rising off a wood in 
early spring and the rolling Somerset hills where he was raised. But birds are a favourite subject of his, 
and his camera never fails to do them justice. Oliver’s sensitivity to lighting, colour contrast and mood 
imbues each picture with a unique atmosphere, resulting in precise shots of professional quality. 

140 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BETTY KUHNER
KUHNER, KATE
9781423651789     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£45.00     Published 26/03/19

The American Family Portrait. A mongraph of the groundbreaking photography of Betty Kuhner (1916-
2014), who is credited with moving family portraiture out of the studio and into the environment. Her 
subjects were the affluent Palm Beach social set. The book features prominent East Coast families of 
the 1950s onwards: Kennedy, Shriver, Lawford, Pulitzer, Lauder, du Pont, Ford, Doubleday, Hutton, 
Rosenthal, Duke and Duchess of Windsor are just some of the recognizable names. 
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141 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACE SHUTTLE
PRICE, LUKE WESLEY
9781781453667     H 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£30.00     Published Mar 2019

A Photographic Journey 1981-2011. Commemorating 30 years of space shuttle exploration, this 
beautifully crafted photography book curates the finest NASA space shuttle images into one 
inspirational collection, arranged in thematic chapters ranging from launch pad through launch 
sequence, to the missions themselves and the dramatic conclusion of the return flight and landing. 
The book tells the story of the space shuttle through extraordinary moments in a selection of NASA’s 
135 shuttle missions. The book also collates the details of every space-shuttle mission flown, including 
launch dates and lists of crew. 

142 n HHHH

TATTOORIALIST
BRULEZ, NICOLAS
9781784882426     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£35.00     Published 21/03/19

Road Trip: Berlin, London, New York, Tokyo, Paris. Once the mark of an underground subculture, 
tattoos have well and truly stepped out of the shadows and into the streets. Join photographer Nicolas 
Brulez and Mylene Ebrard on their road trip through Berlin, London, Paris, New York and Tokyo to 
capture the most stylish designs and cutting-edge tattoo artists the world has to offer. Showcasing over 
300 photographs of diverse people and their unique designs as well as the cities’ best artists, this is a 
keepsake as well as an informative guide to the best places to get your next ink. 

143 n HHH

STEVE MCCURRY THE 
UNGUARDED MOMENT
MCCURRY, STEVE
9780714877358     P 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£29.95     Published 01/03/19

‘The Unguarded Moment’ showcases 75 photographs that define the work of renowned documentary 
photographer Steve McCurry. Each image collected here bears witness to a unique encounter, an 
‘unguarded moment’, in which McCurry captures his subjects at their most unselfconscious. Depicting 
the everyday lives of people from myriad countries and cultures, these stunning reproductions pay 
tribute to McCurry’s enduring fascination with the individual - and this new paperback edition brings this 
unforgettable work to a new generation of aspiring globetrotters. 

144 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONLY HUMAN
PARR, MARTIN
9780714878577     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£39.95     Published 01/03/19

Photographs by Martin Parr. By turns witty, surprising and ingenious, Martin Parr’s photographs reveal the 
eccentricities of modern life with affection and insight. This book - published to coincide both with Parr’s 2019 
exhibition at London’s Portrait Gallery and also the date the UK will leave the EU - examines what it means to 
be human at a time of both change and retrospection. Bringing together new work from the last decade, ‘Only 
Human’ explores the concepts of Britishness and national identity through the rituals and habits of everyday life. 

145 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY TINY ATLAS
NATHAN, EMILY
9780399582264     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 26/03/19

Our World Through Your Eyes. A wanderlust-inspiring and transporting collection of photos from some 
of the world’s most astounding places, organized thematically - vistas, sunrises and sunsets, city streets 
and urban life, tropical jungles, dramatic architectural facades, food stalls and restaurants, and more - 
from the premier online curator of travel photography, Tiny Atlas Quarterly. 

ANTIQUES & COLLECTING

146 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMOBILE CUTAWAYS
COWSILL, ALAN
9781858755427     P 
EAGLEMOSS 
£38.00     Published 12/03/19

The Movie Vehicles 1989-2012. A beautifully illustrated book, packaged with a die-cast model of 
the iconic 1989 Batmobile from Tim Burton’s Batman. The book also includes design profiles of the 
Batmobiles and other vehicles featured in Batman, Batman Returns, Batman Forever, Batman and 
Robin, Batman Begins, The Dark Knight, and The Dark Knight Rises. 

PUZZLE & QUIZ BOOKS

147 n HHHH

MYSTERIOUS MANSION
SONG, DARIA
9781449495190     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Colouring book artist and illustrator Daria Song brings her creative storytelling approach to a new, 4-colour 
activity book. A young girl, playing in the countryside, enters a mysterious mansion and must solve a variety of 
puzzles and riddles to get out. With a range of different activities - from dot to dot, to intricate mazes, to optical 
illusions and colouring pages - this dazzling interactive book is a new twist on adult colouring and activity. 
These varied and creative activities are presented in a gorgeous package that will delight and calm readers. 
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148 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AREA MAZE PUZZLES
JONES, GRAHAM
9781787392335     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Area Mazes are the new puzzle craze created by the world-renowned Japanese puzzle expert Naoki 
Inaba. The easy-seeming questions require you to traverse a series of rectangles to find the missing 
length or area, but don’t be fooled - while the logic is simple, finding the answer can be far more 
challenging than it first appears. Whether a mathematics student or puzzle fanatic, these 80 colourful 
labyrinthine problems are perfect for everyone. 

149 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TETRIS PUZZLES
PUZZLES
9781787392366     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

100 Addictive Puzzles Based on the Classic Game. Tetris is the ultimate addictive puzzle game played 
by millions of people around the world. For the first time, all of the enjoyment of Tetris comes to the 
page with 100 customized, colourful puzzles created using the classic Tetris pieces. This book allows 
Tetris fans to test their problem-solving skills even further, and with a variety of difficulty levels, the book 
will provide hours of fun for all puzzle-lovers. 

150 n HHHH

COFFEE BREAK CROSSWORDS 2
CROSSWORDS
9780008323936     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Give your mind a linguistic workout with 200 new quick crossword puzzles. These will have you 
searching for the dictionary! Keep your mind sharp and improve your word power at the same time. 
Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home. 

151 n HHHH

COFFEE BREAK SU DOKU 2
SU DOKU
9780008323943     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Stretch your powers of logical deduction with these 200 new Su Doku puzzles, in easy, medium and 
difficult categories. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal for whiling 
away those long commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home. 

152 n HHHH

COFFEE BREAK WORDSEARCHES
WORDSEARCHES
9780008323950     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Keep your mind alert with 200 new word search puzzles, arranged in themes, and presented in a 
handy format. Relax and give your brain a workout at the same time. Ideal for whiling away those long 
commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home. 

KNITTING & STITCHCRAFT

153 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PATCHWORK
GODDARD, JANET
9781784945114     P     GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

Weekends are the perfect time to get crafting and these patchwork projects are super fun to do. This 
stash-busting sewing book, aimed at the beginner to intermediate crafters, has 25 quick and easy 
projects to make, all from fat quarters or fabric scraps. Each project has easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
instructions and accompanying photography, as well as a comprehensive techniques section. This book 
is ideal for using up leftover remnants of fabric to make great gifts. The projects include: apron, tea 
cosy, coin purse, weekend bag, bunting and bed quilt. 

154 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CROCHETED SUCCULENTS
VARNAM, EMMA
9781784945046     P 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

If you love houseplants, but have an unerring ability to kill everything off, fear not, because these cute 
creations don’t require green fingers! There are 25 splendid succulents to make in a variety of shapes 
and sizes for a touch of indoor greenery that will never need watering, repotting or special plant food. 
Each project is beautifully photographed and includes clear patterns and guidance. There is also a 
techniques section that gives clear instructions on all the skills you’ll need to make the projects. 

155 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STASH KNITTING
WEEKEND MAKES
9781784945121     P 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

Make the most of that stash of yarn that so many of us have lurking in a cupboard or drawer with this 
exciting collection of patterns. Each fun project uses between 1 and 4 balls of yarn to create something 
delightful for your home, to give as a gift or to enjoy yourself. Suitable for different levels of knitting 
expertise there’s something to suit every knitter and every stash. Projects include: beanie hat, baby 
booties, blanket, snood, mug hug, scarf and hot water bottle cover. 

156 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CUTE NEEDLE FELTED ANIMAL FRIENDS
SUSA, SACHIKO
9784805314999     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

‘Cute Needle Felted Animal Friends’ shows you how to create lifelike felted figures that remind you of 
the pets you love - using a little wool, a felting needle, and a few basic tools and techniques. Easy step-
by-step instructions and photos show you how to make the basic shapes and components, then how to 
add details like long or curly hair, spines, and stripes, as well as little faces that are utterly irresistible. 
With a bit of practice, you’ll be able to portray the unique poses and expressions of beloved pets from 
your own life. 

157 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEWING TIPS FOR A PROFESSIONAL FINISH
DOUMEKI, NAOKO
9784865050783     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

There are a lot of books on sewing basics around, but few can satisfy those who completed a 
beginner’s course and want a higher level. This book tells you how to get a professional finish on those 
difficult parts of clothes - such as neck, collar, sleeves, pleats and more. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED 
IN OCTOBER 2018 BUYER’S GUIDE. 
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158 n HHHH

GET KNOOKING
STRUTT, LAURA
9781782496908     P     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

35 quick and easy patterns to ‘knit’ with a crochet hook. A great introduction to the new trend in yarn 
craft, ‘Get Knooking’ is perfect for beginners, as well as crocheters who want to expand their skills. 
You’ll have fun with this innovative method for knitting using a specially adapted crochet hook, and 
will soon be on your way to making Laura Strutt’s amazing designs for items to wear, gifts and home 
decorations. 

159 n HHHH

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO INTARSIA KNITTING
QUAIL STUDIO
9781782213185     P     SEARCH PRESS LTD 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Easy-to-follow beginner’s guide to knitting intarsia by the design team at Quail Studio. Learn how to 
read the charts, understand colour and learn all the necessary techniques to create bright and colourful 
knits. 11 gorgeous projects included, from cushions and scarves through to sweaters and mittens. 

160 n HHHH

FOLK EMBROIDERED FELT BIRDS
LAPIERRE, CORINNE
9781782216988     P     SEARCH PRESS LTD 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Popular author Corinne Lapierre creates a charming range of 20 exquisite folk embroidered felt birds. 
Beautifully made in lovely, soft colours, the birds are filled with toy stuffing and embellished with folk-
style surface embroidery in different-coloured threads. The stitches include chain stitch, feather stitch, 
fly stitch, running stitch, blanket stitch, French knots and satin stitch. All the embroidery stitches used 
have clear, step-by-step instructions and photographs. 

161 n HHHH

SOCKS FROM NORWAY
SAETHER, NINA G
9781782217442     P     SEARCH PRESS LTD 
£15.99     Published Mar 2019

Over 40 sock designs to knit for men, women and children, inspired by the beautiful traditional folk 
patterns found across Norway, by Nina Granlund Saether, author of ‘Mittens from Norway’. Discover 
sock designs based on traditional Norwegian patterns and techniques and learn the fascinating 
stories behind them. The book includes a captivating collection of archive images that the author has 
lovingly collated from museums all over Norway, and the contemporary interpretation of each design is 
accompanied by a fascinating account of the story behind it. 

162 n HHHH

WEAVING WITH LITTLE HANDMADE LOOMS
KAGEYAMA, HARUMI
9781782216902     P     SEARCH PRESS LTD 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

Discover over 20 cute projects to weave in this beautiful book by multi-crafter Harumi Kageyama, from 
home decor essentials such as table mats and tiny wall hangings through to must-have accessories 
with brooches, card cases, rings and purses. All projects are friendly for weaving with both traditional 
and unconventional fibres. You can try different materials, from classic yarn to more novel materials 
such as ribbon, suede and pipe cleaners - don’t be afraid to change it up for a whole different look! 

163 n HHHH

CROCHET FANCY PASTRIES & DESSERTS
ICHIKAWA, MIYUKI
9781974702138     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Delectable dessert patterns to satisfy any sweet tooth. Crochet a variety of sweet things, including key 
chains, pouches, bag mascots, and more! Japanese amigurumi patterns are highly sought after by the 
crochet community because of their cute aesthetic, but they are difficult to obtain in the West. This book 
features full-colour photographs and colour patterns. 

DRAWING & PAINTING

164 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS COLOURING BOOK
BEAUTIFUL COLOURING BOOK
9781789501056     P     ARCTURUS PUBLISHING CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 15/03/19

A delightful colouring-in book for anyone with a love of flowers, featuring beautiful natural history 
illustrations from a well known botanical classic. Each plate is numbered and there is a key for species 
identification. The perfect gift for flower-lovers and budding artists alike, 45 colour reference images 
are shown alongside clear line drawings ready for the addition of colour. The exquisite colour reference 
illustrations are from the botanical classic ‘Selection of the Most Beautiful Flowers’ (1827) by Pierre-
Joseph Redoute, known as ‘The Raphael of Flowers’. 

165 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRETTY CITY LONDON THE COLOURING BOOK
FERGUSON, SIOBHAN
9780750990127     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.82     Published 01/03/19

Hidden away in the hustle and bustle of London are a surprising number of pockets of calm - quiet mews, 
flower-strewn houses on tree-lined streets, and magical shops and eateries that would still the mind and 
ease the stresses of a busy day. This world is brought ever closer in the ‘PrettyCityLondon: The Colouring 
Book’, perfect to unwind to after a busy commute. Allow the stunning, intricate images and helpful tips and 
affirmations to whisk you away to a world of pastels and peace, and colour the calm back into your day. 

166 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
SKETCH WITH ASIA
LADOWSKA, ASIA
9781909414662     H 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£23.99     Published 02/03/19

Manga-inspired Art and Tutorials. Asia blends her experience in hyper-realism with her passion for 
Manga, creating a style she is well-loved and recognised for. In this book she shares more of her art 
and behind the scenes information, along with numerous tips and tutorials for any budding Manga 
artist. This is a detailed look at her processes from drawing expressions, to colouring hair (Manga - 
Asia-Style). 

167 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
USE THIS IF YOU WANT TO BE 
GREAT AT DRAWING
CARROLL, HENRY
9781786274052     P 
LAURENCE KING 
£12.99     Published 25/03/19

An Inspirational Sketchbook. Inspired by modern masters, ‘Use This if You Want to Be Great at 
Drawing’ is is playful introduction to contemporary drawing styles, techniques and ideas. This 
sketchbook features thought-provoking prompts and eye-popping illustrations to sharpen your skills 
and unlock the outer limits of your imagination. Far from a free-for-all of random exercises, this book 
is divided into sections covering essential aspects of drawing such as tone, composition and humour. 
Accessible, fun and informative, this book will build your confidence so you can perfect your drawing 
technique. Illustrated by Selwyn Leamy. 
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168 n HHHH

CHIBI ART CLASS
ZHOU, ANNY
9781631065835     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

Create Your Own Chibi Cuties and Beasties. Popular Toronto-based anime artist Yoaihime (aka Anny 
Zhou) is ready to share her secrets to the super-cute world of chibi! This book presents step-by-step 
instructions on simplified anime-style drawing. Includes Japanese-style drawing books with its ample 
practice space, inspiration galleries, and adorable colouring pages. 

169 n HHHH

ABSTRACT ACRYLICS
NAWRATIL, WALTRAUD
9781782216506     P     SEARCH PRESS LTD 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

Learn how to combine acrylics with mixed-media techniques to create 27 expressive, abstract paintings 
inspired by nature. In her brand new book, bestselling artist and acrylic expert Waltraud Nawratil 
presents her novel approaches and techniques in acrylic painting. From exciting mixing techniques 
with spray paints, photo transfers and painting knives, as well as collage, imprint and watercolour 
techniques, you can learn to create her beautiful abstract landscapes and portraits inspired by nature. 

CRAFTS

170 n HHHH

LOST ART OF HANDWRITING
JORDAN, BRENNA
9781507209363     P     ADAMS MEDIA 
£10.99     Published 14/03/19

Rediscover the Beauty and Power of Penmanship. This book explores the history of writing 
longhand, and reintroduces proper stroke sequences, letter forms, and techniques for evaluating and 
improving your handwriting. You will discover how the amazing variety of letter forms provide endless 
opportunities for making these alphabets your own, and how to choose alternatives that fit your 
preferences while keeping your writing neat, consistent, and unique to you. 

171 n HHHH

CRAFTED
COULTHARD, SALLY
9781787132566     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

A Compendium of Crafts - New, Old and Forgotten. ‘Crafted’ is a celebration of craft in the 21st century 
- a definitive visual guide to all things handmade. Featuring 60 of the most popular and well-established 
crafts, Sally Coulthard explores their history, materials and techniques as she offers a deeper insight 
into some of your favourite crafts and provides inspiration for both new and ancient creative pursuits. 
After an introductory section covering the culture of craft (its definition, why it matters, history and 
community), it covers Paper, Pen & Print, Textiles, Cloth & Leather, Glass & Stone, Wood, Willow & 
Nature, and Metal. 

172 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
WOODEN TOY SPACECRAFT
FERREYRA, GONZALO
9781940611839     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£17.99     Published 21/03/19

Explore the Galaxy and Beyond with 13 Easy-to-Make Woodworking Projects. Going well beyond tired 
old rocket ships, woodworker Gonzalo Ferreyra offers up an intergalactic fleet of original designs that 
can fly proudly alongside the classics we know from film, television, and our real-world history of space 
exploration. Detailed photographs and clear, concise instructions make even the most challenging 
techniques easy to conquer. With a few pieces of wood, some offcuts from your scrap box, and a 
healthy dose of future-vision, space geeks of all ages can craft a beautiful, awe-inspiring vehicle to 
proudly display or to give to that special child. 

173 n HHHH

WOOD & STEAM
WHINNEY, CHARLIE
9780857835109     H     KYLE BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

In this beautifully compiled book, Charlie Whinney, the UK’s leading expert on the topic, shares the 
secrets of the unique and magical craft of steam-bending. He guides you through the ecological 
sourcing of wood and then, with practical step-by-step instructions, reveals how to create your own 
steam-bent masterpieces. Form a wooden coathanger in the embers of a campfire, create perfectly 
round wooden hoops using just a saucepan and a mug, or use the steam from a kettle to shape a 
beautiful fruit bowl. With inspiring photography from Charlie’s workshop in the Lake District, this will 
make the perfect gift for anyone interested in developing a new skill. 

174 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER IN A BOX RAINBOW PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER 6 INCH
9780804851565     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 19/03/19

This box of origami paper will make a great resource for all different kinds of folding, crafting, and 
scrapbooking projects. The package includes folding sheets as well as a book with instructions so that 
folders can start right away. The pack includes: 200 sheets of origami paper, 6” squares, double-sided 
colour, plus a full-colour 32pp instruction book for 12 origami projects. 

175 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 500 KALEIDOSCOPE PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 4 INCH
9780804849968     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

The pack contains 500 high-quality origami sheets printed with 12 different colourful and attractive 
kaleidoscope prints. The handmade look of this paper was selected to enhance the creative work of 
modular origami artists and paper crafters. The pack contains prints unique to this package, which 
resemble geometric kaleidoscope patterns. There’s enough paper here to assemble amazing modular 
origami sculptures, distribute to students for a class project, or put to a multitude of other creative uses. 
The pack includes: 500 sheets of high-quality origami paper in 12 fun designs and patterns. Small: 4x4 
inch squares. Coordinating colours on the reverse. 

176 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 500 SHEETS VIBRANT COLORS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 4 INCH
9780804851572     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

Pack contains 500 high-quality origami sheets printed with 12 different vibrant colour combinations. The 
paper was selected to enhance the creative work of modular origami artists and paper crafters. This 
pack contains colours unique to this package, with coordinating colours on the reverse side to provide 
aesthetically pleasing combinations. There’s enough paper here to assemble amazing modular origami 
sculptures, distribute to students for a class project, or put to a multitude of other creative uses. The pack 
includes: 500 sheets of high-quality origami paper, in 12 bright, saturated colours. Small: 4x4 inch squares. 

177 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 100 SHEETS CAT PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 6 INCH
9780804851435     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£4.99     Published 12/03/19

This pack contains 100 high-quality origami sheets printed with colourful and attractive Cat Designs. These 
illustrations were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. The pack contains 
12 patterns unique to this pack, and all of the papers are printed in coordinating colours on the reverse to provide 
aesthetically pleasing combinations in origami models that show both the front and back of the papers. A booklet 
in the pack provides instructions for: Hashi Wrapper, Japanese Lantern, Pig, Crane, Cat Head and Star Box. 

178 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 100 SHEETS DOG PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 6 INCH
9780804851442     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£4.99     Published 12/03/19

This pack contains 100 high-quality origami sheets printed with colourful and attractive Dog Designs. These 
illustrations were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. The pack contains 
12 patterns unique to this pack, and all of the papers are printed in coordinating colours on the reverse to provide 
aesthetically pleasing combinations in origami models that show both the front and back of the papers. A booklet 
in the pack provides instructions for: Crane, Samurai Helmet, Kimono, Star Box, Japanese Lantern and Dog. 
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179 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 200 SHEETS CANDY PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 6 INCH
9780804851428     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

This pack contains 200 high-quality origami sheets printed with colourful and attractive Candy Patterns. 
These candy photograph patterns were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and 
paper crafters, with a range of colours to make your folded origami models pop! This pack contains 12 
patterns unique to this pack, and all of the papers are printed in coordinating colours on the reverse to 
provide aesthetically pleasing origami models. A booklet in the pack provides instructions for: Crane, 
Balloon, Simple Swan, Star Box, Pig and Row Boat. 

180 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 200 SHEETS KIMONO PATTERNS
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 6 INCH
9780804850803     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

This pack contains 200 high-quality origami sheets printed with colourful and attractive Kimono 
Patterns. These kimono patterns were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and 
paper crafters. The pack contains 12 patterns unique to this pack, and all of the papers are printed in 
coordinating colours on the reverse to provide aesthetically pleasing origami models. A booklet in the 
pack provides instructions for: Crane, Kimono, Simple Swan, Star Box and Tortoise. 

181 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI PAPER 500 SHEETS NATURE PHOTO
ORIGAMI PAPER PACK 6 INCH
9780804851589     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 19/03/19

This pack contains 500 high-quality origami sheets printed with colourful and attractive nature 
photographs. These photographs of nature were chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists 
and paper crafters. This pack contains 12 different unique nature photographic designs including: 
Honeycomb, Butterflies, Green leaves, River pebbles, Succulents, Kiwi. A booklet in the pack provides 
instructions for: Crane, Simple Swan, Pig, Tortoise, Japanese Lantern, A Cat’s Head and Butterfly. 

182 n HHHH

CROCHETED WREATHS & GARLANDS
EASTWOOD, KATE
9781782496915     P     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

35 floral and festive designs to decorate your home all year round. Do you love fresh flowers, but hate 
the way they fade after a few days? Are you looking for wreaths that aren’t just for Christmas? Maybe 
you feel that bunting should be for every day, not just parties? You’re in luck - Kate Eastwood has 
designed 35 colourful and natural-looking wreaths and garlands just for you, with something to suit 
every time and every place. 

183 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEASONAL SCANDI CRAFTS
MYERS, C BELLSTEDT
9781782496892     P 
RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Create 45 simple projects with a Scandinavian flavour, including home decorations, garlands and 
beautiful gifts. Celebrate the coming of Spring with a lovely Clematis wreath, share the joy of Mid-
Summer with your friends by setting the table outdoors using a handmade tablecloth, decorate your 
home for Autumn by bringing the harvest indoors, and make Winter a time for hygge by lighting plenty 
of candles and hanging some vintage chandelier crystals to capture the soft glow. Try out some simple 
embroidery on the lavender cushions, which would make great gifts, or make a pretty garland to hang 
on the mantelpiece at Christmas. 

CULTURAL STUDIES

184 n HHHHH

SAFE
OWUSU, DEREK
9781409182634     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Black British Men Reclaiming Space. An anthology of powerful essays reflecting on the black British 
male experience, collated and edited by Mostly Lit podcast host Derek Owusu. What is the experience 
of black men in Britain? With continued conversation around British identity, racism and diversity, there 
is no better time to explore this question and give black British men a platform to answer it. 

185 n HHHHH

OUEENS OF THE KINGDOM
SUTCLIFF, NICOLA
9781471179679     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The Women of Saudi Arabia Speak. Saudi Arabia is one of the most closed countries in the world. To 
separate fact from fiction, Nicola Sutcliff decided to go behind the veil for four years living, working and 
socialising in Saudi society. The resulting project - this fascinating and revelatory book - aims to raise 
the voices of these women; to share their realities, dreams, frustrations and talents. Through personal 
interviews, thirty women share their stories... 

POPULAR CULTURE

186 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STONED BEYOND BELIEF
BRONSON, ACTION
9781419734434     H 
ABRAMS 
£19.99     Published 19/03/19

Rapper, chef, and television star Action Bronson is a marijuana superhero, both its champion and 
devoted consumer, and ‘Stoned Beyond Belief’ is the ultimate love letter to the world’s most magical 
plant: weed. Organised loosely as 100 entries and packed with illustrations and photos, this is a trippy 
and munchie-filled experience as well as an entertainingly valuable resource for weed enthusiasts 
and scholars. From recipes for heady edibles to advice on finding the right weed shaman the book will 
delight Action Bronson fans and pot aficionados all across the universe. 

187 n HHHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
HIGH HEEL
BRENNAN, SUMMER
9781501325991     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things.  
Fetishized, demonized, celebrated and outlawed, the high heel is central to the iconography of modern 
womanhood. But are high heels good? Are they feminist? What does it mean for a woman (or, for that 
matter, a man) to choose to wear them? Meditating on the labyrinthine nature of sexual identity and the 
performance of gender, ‘High Heel’ moves from film to fairytale, from foot binding to feminism, and from 
the golden ratio to glam rock. It considers this most provocative of fashion accessories as a nexus of 
desire and struggle, sex and society. 
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188 n HHHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
PILL
BENNETT, ROBERT
9781501341946     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things. 
‘You are what you eat.’ Never is this truer than when we take medications - from beta blockers and 
aspirin to Viagra and epidurals - especially psychotropic pills that transform our minds as well as our 
bodies. Meditating on how modern medicine increasingly measures out human identity ‘Pill’ traces the 
uncanny presence of psychiatric pills through science, medicine, autobiography, television, cinema, 
literature, and popular music. 

189 n HHHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
POTATO
EARLE, REBECCA
9781501344312     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things. 
Baked potatoes, Bombay potatoes, pommes frites ... everyone eats potatoes, but what do they mean? 
To the United Nations they mean global food security (potatoes are the world’s fourth most important 
food crop). To 18th-century philosophers they promised happiness. Nutritionists warn that too many 
increase your risk of hypertension. For the poet Seamus Heaney they conjured up both his mother and 
the 19th-century Irish famine. 

190 n HHHH	 40% Pre Publication Discount
KARDASHIAN KULTURE
CASHMORE, ELLIS
9781787437074     P 
EMERALD PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

How Celebrities Changed Life in the 21st Century. Examining today’s celebrity-obsessed culture 
through the lives of a host of household names, including the Kardashians themselves, this book shows 
how celebrities have impacted on the wider culture - from the birth of consumerism, the civil rights 
movements of the 1960s, and the growth of narcissism in the 1970s, to the rise of the paparazzi, reality 
TV and the impact of social media, which has removed the barrier between celebrities and fans and led 
to the erosion of personal privacy. 

191 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT WOULD BOUDICCA 
DO
FOLEY, ELIZABETH
9780571340491     P 
FABER & FABER 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Everyday Problems Solved by History’s Most Remarkable Women. Tired of your boss bropropriating 
your ideas and presenting them as his own? Wondering if the pursuit of having it all has in fact resulted 
in having not very much? It is time to start channelling the spiky superwomen of history and conquer the 
sh*t show that is the modern world. It is time to turn to women like Mae West, Agatha Christie, Hypatia, 
Cleopatra, Coco Chanel, Cixi. In this irreverent guide they will help you figure out how to cope with 
impostor syndrome, dispatch a love rat, stand up for yourself, get politically engaged, kill it at work, and 
trounce FoMo. 

192 n HHHH

KISS KISS BANG BANG
RIPLEY, MIKE
9780008172251     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The Boom in British Thrillers from ‘Casino Royale’ to ‘The Eagle Has Landed’. An entertaining history 
of British thrillers, in which the award-winning crime writer Mike Ripley examines the rise of the thriller 
- from the austere 1950s through the boom time of the Swinging Sixties and early 1970s, examining 
some 150 British authors (plus a few notable South Africans), from Ian Fleming and Alistair MacLean, 
through Desmond Bagley, Dick Francis, Len Deighton and John Le Carre, to Frederick Forsyth and 
Jack Higgins. Winner of the HRF Keating Award for Best Non-Fiction Crime Book 2018. 

193 n HHHH

NORDICANA
KINSELLA, KAJSA
9781788401227     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

100 Icons of Nordic Cool & Scandi Style. Over the last decade or so, the Nordic nations have quietly 
and unassumingly come to hold us in their thrall; but what is it, exactly, that we covet about their 
culture? ‘Nordicana’ celebrates the objects, aesthetics, history and traditions that have inspired our 
obsession, with a concise introduction to icons of Scandi culture and Nordic cool, with beautiful 
illustrations and photos. Whether it’s the inimitable Faroe Isles jumper; the unusual-tasting delicacy 
salted liquorice; the cult concept of cosy ‘hygge’; or Tove Jansson’s Moomins, you’ll find the keys to 
attaining the Nordic way of life in these pages. 

194 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WEED
LHOOQ, MICHELLE
9783791384894     H 
PRESTEL 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Everything you want to know but are always too stoned to ask. Packed with useful tips and delicious 
recipes from a slew of experts, ‘Weed’ covers smoking, cooking, and growing cannabis, as well as 
proper stoner etiquette and a guide to must-visit destinations around the world. Not too long ago, it 
might have seemed impossible that cannabis would step out of the shadows into the mainstream. But 
now, as legalization sweeps the globe, a new weed culture is evolving with its own set of rules - and 
thousands of new devotees eager to learn them. 

195 n HHHH

DIGITAL ETIQUETTE
TURK, VICTORIA
9781529102406     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Everything you wanted to know about modern manners but were afraid to ask. How do you reply to 
your boss’s weird email? What might Debrett’s say about your Tinder profile? And just how do you talk 
to women on the internet? In this irreverent journey through the murky world of digital etiquette, Victoria 
Turk provides an indispensable guide to minding our manners in a brave new online world. The digital 
revolution has put us all within a few clicks, taps and swipes of each other. But familiarity can breed 
contempt, and whilst we’re more likely than ever to fall in love online, we’re also more likely to fall 
headfirst into a blazing row with a stranger. 
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196 n HHHH

COLLINS GREEK DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL EDITION
DICTIONARIES
9780008214913     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
Extensive and up-to-date coverage of Greek and English in a portable format, with a handy supplement 
of essential grammar points for each language. Designed for all those studying Greek and English, 
whether at school, for travel or for business, it is ideal for anyone who needs a wealth of reliable 
information in a handy, compact format. Includes natural, idiomatic example phrases, in-depth treatment 
of the most important core vocabulary and help to find the exact translation you want. 

197 n HHHH

COLLINS POLISH DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL EDITION
DICTIONARIES
9780008270643     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
Extensive and up-to-date coverage of Polish and English in a portable format, with a handy supplement 
of essential grammar points for each language. Designed for all those studying Polish and English, 
whether at school, for travel or for business, it is ideal for anyone who needs a wealth of reliable 
information in a handy, compact format. With natural, idiomatic example phrases, in-depth treatment of 
the most important core vocabulary and help to find the exact translation you want. 

198 n HHHH

COLLINS THAI DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL EDITION
DICTIONARIES
9780008270674     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
Extensive and up-to-date coverage of Thai and English in a portable format, with a handy supplement 
of essential grammar points for each language. Designed for all those studying Thai and English, 
whether at school, for travel or for business, it is ideal for anyone who needs a wealth of reliable 
information in a handy, compact format. Includes natural, idiomatic example phrases, in-depth treatment 
of the most important core vocabulary and help to find the exact translation you want. All Thai words, 
phrases and translations are shown with their romanized transcription - ideal for beginners. 

199 n HHHH

COLLINS TURKISH DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL EDITION
DICTIONARIES
9780008270650     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
Extensive and up-to-date coverage of Turkish and English in a portable format, with a handy 
supplement of essential grammar points for each language. Designed for all those studying Turkish 
and English, whether at school, for travel or for business, it is ideal for anyone who needs a wealth 
of reliable information in a handy, compact format. With natural, idiomatic example phrases, in-depth 
treatment of the most important core vocabulary and help to find the exact translation you want. 

200 n HHHH

COLLINS VIETNAMESE DICTIONARY ESSENTL EDITION 
DICTIONARIES
9780008270667     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Extensive and up-to-date coverage of Vietnamese and English in a portable format, with a handy 
supplement of essential grammar points for each language. Designed for all those studying Vietnamese 
and English, whether at school, for travel or for business, it is ideal for anyone who needs a wealth 
of reliable information in a handy, compact format. With natural, idiomatic example phrases, in-depth 
treatment of the most important core vocabulary and help to find the exact translation you want. 

201 n HHHH

COLLINS ARABIC VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290351     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Arabic! With colourful images and a free 
audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the Arabic language and culture helps you find what 
you need quickly and easily. Also contains an Arabic-English and English-Arabic Index. Everyday words are 
arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each topic presents the most practical 
phrases to support your first steps in Arabic. Download the audio to follow and practise each word and phrase. 
Helpful cultural and country information is included to enhance your appreciation of Arabic culture and people. 

202 n HHHH

COLLINS FRENCH VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290313     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in French! With colourful images and 
a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the French language and culture helps 
you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains a French-English and English-French Index. 
Everyday words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each topic 
presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in French. Download the audio to follow 
and practise each word and phrase. Helpful cultural and country information is included to enhance 
your appreciation of France and its people. 

203 n HHHH

COLLINS GERMAN VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290337     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in German! With colourful images 
and a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the German language and culture 
helps you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains a German-English and English-German 
Index. Everyday words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each 
topic presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in German. Download the audio to 
follow and practise each word and phrase. Cultural and country information is included to enhance your 
appreciation of German-speaking countries and people. 

204 n HHHH

COLLINS ITALIAN VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290344     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Italian! With colourful images and 
a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the Italian language and culture helps you 
find what you need quickly and easily. Contains an Italian-English and English-Italian Index. Everyday 
words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each topic presents the 
most practical phrases to support your first steps in Italian. Download the audio to follow and practise 
each word and phrase. Cultural and country information is included to enhance your appreciation of 
Italy and its people. 

205 n HHHH

COLLINS JAPANESE VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290375     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Japanese! With colourful images 
and a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the Japanese language and culture 
helps you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains a Japanese-English and English-
Japanese Index. Everyday words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide 
you. Each topic presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in Japanese. Download 
the audio to follow and practise each word and phrase. Helpful cultural and country information 
enhances your appreciation of Japan and its people. 

206 n HHHH

COLLINS MANDARIN CHINESE VISUAL DICTIONRY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290368     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Mandarin Chinese! With colourful 
images and a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to Chinese language and culture 
helps you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains a Chinese-English and English-Chinese 
Index. Everyday words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each 
topic presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in Mandarin Chinese. Download the 
audio to follow and practise each word and phrase. Helpful cultural and country information enhances 
your appreciation of China and its people. 
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207 n HHHH

COLLINS SPANISH VISUAL DICTIONARY
VISUAL DICTIONARIES
9780008290320     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Spanish! With colourful images 
and a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to the Spanish language and culture 
helps you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains a Spanish-English and English-Spanish 
Index. Everyday words are arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each 
topic presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in Spanish. Download the audio to 
follow and practise each word and phrase. Cultural and country information enhances appreciation of 
Spanish-speaking countries and people. 

208 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POCKET JAPANESE DICTIONARY
MARTIN, SAMUEL E
9784805315132     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£7.99     Published 05/03/19

Japanese-English English-Japanese. It’s never a good idea to be overly-reliant on technology while 
travelling! Look up words quickly and easily with this great Japanese dictionary. Intended for use 
by tourists, students, and business people travelling to Japan, this dictionary is an essential tool for 
communicating with native speakers. With a handy pocket format and user-friendly, two-colour layout, 
it features all the essential Japanese vocabulary appropriate for beginning to intermediate students. All 
entries are written in a Romanized form as well as Japanese script (Kanji and Kana). 

EDUCATION GENERAL

209 n HHHH

SUPPORTING PUPILS WITH SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
HOWARTH, ROY
9781472961617     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Supporting Pupils with Social, Emotional and Mental Health Difficulties. Research has found that any 
one class might contain two to six children with profound social, emotional and behavioural difficulties. 
Without effective intervention and response, this can have a profound impact on the progress of 
these children, as well as the delivery of the curriculum to all pupils. Roy Howarth uses his extensive 
experience and expertise in this field to present practical solutions for supporting pupils with social, 
emotional and mental health difficulties, as well as alleviating pressures on whole-class teaching and 
management. 

210 n HHHH

DEVELOPING EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE
HARRISON-LONGWORTH
9781472955364     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

‘50 Fantastic Ideas for Developing Emotional Resilience’. There has always been emphasis placed on 
personal, social and emotional education, particularly in the Early Years. Emotionally resilient children 
are well equipped to deal with the challenges they may face, and this resilience reflects a range of 
skills, strengths and characteristics acquired and refined throughout one’s life. Over the last ten years, 
the author has planned and delivered a wide range of short but focused activities that can be used to 
develop aspects of emotional resilience across five key areas: confidence, self-image, self-esteem, 
perseverance and cooperation. 

211 n HHHH

MATHS UNWRAPPED
RIBBING, MATTIAS
9781473696129     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

Why do so many of us struggle to remember the maths we were taught at school? The answer is 
that we can successfully memorize things for a short period but we only retain those memories long 
term if we understand them. Mattias Ribbing is a Grand Master of Memory who will show you how to 
remember maths through truly understanding it. His methods are simple but will last for life, and unwrap 
the puzzle of maths forever. The key to confidence with numbers is not remembering complex rules 
surrounding long division or algebra; it’s understanding the critical components of maths and being able 
to clearly visualize problems and solutions. 

212 n HHHH

HOME EDUCATION HANDBOOK
HINES, GILL
9780349419367     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

A comprehensive and practical guide to educating children at home. If you are thinking of home 
educating your child, your initial surprise may be at how easy it is to turn intention into reality. Once you 
have deregistered your child, you are largely left to get on with delivering education from home, as you 
see best. This book is full of practical guidance for parents, based on the authors’ long experience of 
working with children and young people; their parents, teachers and schools. It will help you plan what 
is taught, as well as when and how. 

213 n HHHHH

YOU YOUR CHILD & SCHOOL
ROBINSON, KEN
9780141988627     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Navigate Your Way to the Best Education. As a parent, what should you look for in your children’s 
education? How can you tell if their school is right for them, and what can you do if it isn’t? In this 
important new book, Sir Ken Robinson, one of the world’s most influential voices in education, offers 
clear principles and practical advice on how to support your child through the education system, or 
outside it. 

214 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
EDUCATION IN CHINA
RYAN, JANETTE
9780745664101     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 22/03/19

Philosophy, Politics and Culture. Written by a key expert, this book provides a comprehensive 
introduction to Chinese education environments. It offers a critical analysis of the education system 
in China and its role in modernising the nation, and its role in China’s development, across a long 
time span and from multiple perspectives. It examines educational inequalities, responses to political 
dilemmas through education, and China’s education system in international context. 

LANGUAGES & LINGUISTICS

215 n HHHH

ENGLISH FOR EVERYONE ENGLISH IDIOMS
DK
9780241335888     L     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Learn and practise common idioms and expressions. Ideal for anyone who wants to learn English to 
native-speaker standard, this fun and engaging visual guide to the most common and useful English 
idioms and phrases will help you understand and remember English idiomatic expressions and their 
meanings, making your English more fluent and natural. Extensive supporting audio is integrated 
throughout the course, with every expression in the context of its sample sentence recorded by native 
English speakers. The audio is free and available online. 

216 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRODIGAL TONGUE
MURPHY, LYNNE
9781786074973     P     ONE WORLD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A laugh-out-loud dissection of the linguistic myths surrounding British and American English from 
the author of the blog Separated by a Common Language. The languages may seem similar, but 
their differences abound. Contentious cultural wars are waged daily, on both sides of the Atlantic. As 
an American linguist based in Britain, the author brings a wry fish-out-of-water wit and keen eye to 
this great divide. Some Americans suffer from a verbal inferiority complex, while on this side of the 
pond Brits are gripped by a delusional paranoia that their English is under attack. Here she puts the 
mythologies of the languages to the test. 
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217 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EASY VIETNAMESE
TRAN, BAC HOAI
9780804851961     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

‘Easy Vietnamese’ is the perfect beginner’s book for anyone who wants to learn Vietnamese on their 
own or with a teacher. This invaluable guide introduces all the basics of the Vietnamese language, as 
well as vocabulary and tips for practical daily conversation. There is also a glossary of commonly used 
words and phrases, useful notes, pronunciation, greetings, sentence structure, idiomatic expressions, 
etiquette, and cultural dos and don’ts included throughout. Filled with useful practice exercises, and 
online audio recordings for all the dialogues, vocabulary and exercises, ‘Easy Vietnamese’ will have you 
communicating effectively very quickly. 

218 n HHHH

COCKNEY RHYMING SLANG DICTIONARY
TIBBALLS, GEOFF
9781529103922     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

The classic pocket guide to the language of London. Includes over 1,700 old and new rhymes 
translated from Cockney to English and English to Cockney. Master the art of the Cockney rhyme and 
discover the Cockney origins of common British phrases. 

EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS

219 n HHHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SIMPLE AUTISM STRATEGIES 
FOR HOME & SCHOOL
COBBE, SARAH
9781785924446     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

Practical Tips, Resources and Poetry. A powerful insight into how children with autism experience 
life in school, at home and in the community. Offering a unique overview of a child’s point of view of 
life with autism, this guidebook will help parents and teachers better understand how this condition is 
experienced in day to day life. Organised by topic for easy reference, it explores the issues that can 
arise in everyday situations from toilet training to homework. 

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS

220 n HHHH

DONT SEND FLOWERS
SOLARES, MARTIN
9781611854893     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From a writer whose work has been praised by Junot Diaz as ‘Latin American fiction as its pulpy 
phantasmagorical finest,’ ‘Don’t Send Flowers’ is a riveting novel centred on Carlos Trevino, a retired 
police detective in northern Mexico who has to go up against the corruption and widespread violence 
that caused him to leave the force, when he’s hired by a wealthy businessman to find his missing 
daughter. A gritty tale of murder and kidnapping, crooked cops and violent gang disputes, this book is 
an engrossing portrait of contemporary Mexico from one of its most original voices. 

221 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVER ROAD
JACKSON, STINA
9781786497307     H 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

An atmospheric debut from a rising star about a young woman’s disappearance and a lonely man’s 
obsession with discovering the truth. Three years ago, Lelle’s daughter went missing in a remote part of 
Northern Sweden. Lelle has spent the intervening summers driving the Silver Road under the midnight 
sun, frantically searching for his lost daughter, for himself and for redemption. Meanwhile, 17-year-old 
Meja arrives in town hoping for a fresh start. She is the same age as Lelle’s daughter was - a girl on the 
brink of adulthood. But for Meja, there are dangers to be found in this isolated place. 

222 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEATH HAS DEEP ROOTS
GILBERT, MICHAEL
9780712352284     P 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published 10/03/19

A masterful and atmospheric mystery combining high stakes courtroom drama with a search for evidence 
in a war-torn Europe, where the roots of the central deadly crime lie buried. At the Central Criminal Court, 
an eager crowd awaits the trial of Victoria Lamartine, an active participant in the Resistance during 
the war. She is now employed at the Family Hotel in Soho, where Major Eric Thoseby has been found 
murdered. The cause of death? A stabbing reminiscent of techniques developed by the Maquisards. While 
the crime is committed in England, its roots are buried in a vividly depicted wartime France. 

223 n HHHH

AMERICAN AGENT
WINSPEAR, JACQUELINE
9780749024758     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£12.99     Published 26/03/19

When Catherine Saxon, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Europe, is found murdered in her 
London digs, news of her death is concealed by British authorities. Serving as a linchpin between Scotland 
Yard and the Secret Service, Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs, seeking her help. Accompanied 
by an agent from the US Department of Justice - Mark Scott, the American who helped Maisie escape Hitler’s 
Munich in 1938 - he asks Maisie to work with Scott to uncover the truth about Saxon’s death... 

224 n HHHHH

CAMBRIDGE PLOT
HILL, SUZETTE A
9780749022983     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Dedicating a monument to an eminent member of a Cambridge college should be a simple matter of 
course, but plans for a statue honouring Sir Percival Biggs-Brookby are far from set in stone and the 
committee face many obstacles to decision-making - not least among themselves. Despite already 
commissioning an artist to complete the work, the meddling daughter of the deceased is determined to 
enlist her own sculptor to create the statue. It’s convenient for her, then, when the university’s chosen 
candidate turns up dead... 
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225 n HHHHH

HIDDEN BONES
FORD, NICOLA
9780749023331     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

When her former university friend Dr David Barbrook asks her to help him sift through the effects of 
deceased archaeologist Gerald Hart, Clare Hills sees this as a useful distraction from her grief of 
the recent death of her husband. During her search, Clare stumbles across the unpublished journals 
detailing Gerald’s most glittering dig. Hidden from view for decades and supposedly destroyed in 
an arson attack, she cannot believe her luck. Finding the Hungerbourne Barrows archive is every 
archaeologist’s dream. But the dream suddenly becomes a nightmare as Clare and David unearth a 
disturbing discovery, putting them at the centre of a murder inquiry... 

226 n HHHHH

STAVELEY SUSPECT
TOPE, REBECCA
9780749022495     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Simmy Brown has a lot on her mind. Not just keeping her florist business afloat, her father’s failing 
health, the challenge of developing a long-term relationship with Christopher, but also the approach of 
Mother’s Day, a busy and painful day for her. But in taking an order for a retirement party in Staveley, 
she is pulled into her most challenging investigation. When a daughter starts accusing her own mother 
of murder, Simmy, Ben and Bonnie find themselves taking different sides of the investigation... 

227 n HHHHH

GRASMERE GRUDGE
TOPE, REBECCA
9780749024307     H     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£19.99     Published 21/03/19

Returning from a much-needed holiday, Persimmon ‘Simmy’ Brown discovers that life in the Lake District 
is, as ever, far from relaxing. Before she can enjoy the idea of being the future Mrs Chris Henderson, her 
fiance discovers the body of his friend, antique dealer Jonathan Woolley, brutally strangled in a house 
in Grasmere. Enlisting the help of her friends and amateur detectives Ben and Bonnie, the investigation 
appears to ask more questions than it answers as historical grudges against the dead man are revealed... 

228 n HHHHH

AMERICAN AGENT
WINSPEAR, JACQUELINE
9780749024604     H     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£19.99     Published 26/03/19

When Catherine Saxon, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Europe, is found murdered in her 
London digs, news of her death is concealed by British authorities. Serving as a linchpin between Scotland 
Yard and the Secret Service, Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs, seeking her help. Accompanied 
by an agent from the US Department of Justice - Mark Scott, the American who helped Maisie escape Hitler’s 
Munich in 1938 - he asks Maisie to work with Scott to uncover the truth about Saxon’s death... 

229 n HHHHH

NOTHING ELSE REMAINS
SCRAGG, ROBERT
9780749023256     H     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£19.99     Published 21/03/19

When Max Brennan’s estranged father and then his own girlfriend go missing in quick succession, he 
turns to his old friend Detective Jake Porter for help. As Max is then attacked in his own home, Porter 
and his partner Nick Styles waste no time in investigating. But when their main suspect turns up dead, 
alongside a list of other targets, it seems the case is much bigger than it first appeared. With events 
spiralling, can Porter and Styles catch the killer before another victim is claimed? 

230 n HHHH

LAST ACT
PARKS, BRAD
9780571346486     P     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 14/03/19

Former Broadway star Tommy Jump isn’t getting the roles he once did; as his final run as Sancho 
Panza draws to a close, Tommy is getting ready to give up the stage, find a steady paycheck, and 
settle down with his fiancee. Cue Special Agent Danny Ruiz. An old school friend of Tommy’s, now with 
the FBI, Ruiz makes Tommy an offer that sounds too good to refuse. All Tommy has to do is spend 
six months in prison, acting as failed bank robber ‘Pete Goodrich’. Inside, he must find and befriend 
Mitchell Dupree, who has hidden a secret cache of documents incriminating enough to take down New 
Colima, one of Mexico’s largest drug cartels. 

231 n HHHHH

BEFORE SHE KNEW HIM
SWANSON, PETER
9780571340644     H     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

When Hen and Lloyd move into their new house in West Dartford, Mass., they’re relieved to meet, at 
their first block party, the only other seemingly-childless couple in their neighborhood, Matthew and Mira 
Dolamore. Turns out they live in the Dutch Colonial immediately next door. When they’re invited over for 
dinner, however, things take a sinister turn when Hen thinks she sees something suspicious in Matthew’s 
study. Could this charming, mild-mannered College Professor really be hiding a dark secret, one that only 
Hen, whose been battling her own problems with depression and medication, could know about? 

232 n HHHHH

CLOSER THAN YOU KNOW
PARKS, BRAD
9780571334407     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Disaster, Melanie Barrick was once told, is always closer than you know. It was a lesson she learned 
the hard way growing up in the constant upheaval of foster care. But now that she’s survived into 
adulthood - with a loving husband, a steady job, and a beautiful baby boy - she thought that turmoil was 
behind her. Until the evening she goes to pick up her son from childcare, only to discover he’s been 
removed by Social Services. And no one will say why. A terrifying scenario for any parent, it’s doubly so 
for Melanie, all too aware of the unintended horrors of ‘the system’. 

233 n HHHH

GOOD TEACHER
SARGEANT, RACHEL
9780008327231     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Even the good have to die. A beloved teacher is murdered and left in a ditch beside a country lane. His wife is 
found beaten and gagged in their suburban home. Even the best schools have secrets. New detective Pippa 
Adams learns that the teacher ran a homework club for vulnerable pupils. But what did he really teach them? 
Even the perfect family has something to hide. When Pippa scratches the surface of the school community, she 
meets families who’ve learned a shattering lesson. And finally uncovers the good teacher’s darkest secrets... 

234 n HHHH

HOUSE OF BEAUTY
ESCOBAR, MELBA
9780008264277     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Manicures. Massage. Murder. Welcome to House of Beauty. Karen will be taking care of you today. Relax. 
Turn off your phone. Whatever you tell Karen will stay in this cubicle. She’ll listen to you. She listens to all 
the women she sees here. Her clients confide in her, and she knows all about them... Perhaps she’ll talk 
about her own life. Why is she so desperate for money? More money than she can earn in the salon... 
What is she so afraid of? And what does she know about Sabrina Gusman, the teenager who has been 
found dead? A thought-provoking Colombian crime novel set in and around a beauty salon in Bogota. 

235 n HHHHH

FEAR
ROBSON, AMANDA
9780008291877     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

She wants your life - and she’ll do anything to get it... Erica has always wanted to be exactly like her 
neighbour, Faye: beautiful, thin, and a mother. But Faye’s life isn’t as perfect as it seems - she has a 
terrible secret, and slowly but surely, it is threatening to destroy her and everything she holds dear. 
When Faye’s daughter Tamsin goes missing after school, the police turn to Erica. But is Erica the only 
one who has been enviously watching Faye? Or is there another threat hiding in the shadows...? 

236 n HHHHH

HUNTED
BARNES, KERRY
9780008317843     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Having spent her life watching her father run his East London firm, Zara Ezra has learnt a thing or two 
about being a gangster, and she’s ready to take over when the time comes. Mike Regan, a blast from 
Zara’s past, is the head of his own firm, but when his son is kidnapped in the middle of a gangland feud, 
Mike has no choice but to accept help from the Ezras to get his little boy back alive. With a rival firm 
playing increasingly dirty, murder moves to the top of the agenda and Zara has some big choices to 
make. It seems that the only way to come out on top is to play them at their own game... 
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237 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEEP HER CLOSE
FORD, M J
9780008293772     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

When a young girl goes missing from Jesus College Oxford, DS Josie Masters is plunged into a world 
of panic as fear grips the city. Along with Thames Valley Police’s newest recruit, the handsome DS 
Pryce, Josie must act fast - and when two more girls disappear from Oriel and Somerville colleges, she 
realises the killer is sending her a deadly message in a cruel game of cat and mouse. This time, the 
case is personal - but who is the perpetrator? In a desperate race against the clock, Josie hunts for the 
kidnapper, and soon discovers he could be a lot closer to home than she’d ever thought... 

238 n HHHHH

NIGHT OLIVIA FELL
MCDONALD, CHRISTINA
9780008307660     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

They said it was an accident. Her mother knows they’re lying. But the truth comes with a price... Abi 
Knight is startled awake in the middle of the night to a ringing phone and devastating news - her 
teenage daughter, Olivia, has been in a terrible accident. Abi is told that Olivia slipped and fell from a 
bridge into the icy water below, and now she lies silent, dependent on life support. But then Abi sees 
the angry bruises around Olivia’s wrists and learns that her sensible daughter is in fact three months 
pregnant. . . Would you believe it if they told you it was an accident? 

239 n HHHHH

HUNTER
KEPLER, LARS
9780008205935     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

It begins with a nursery rhyme. Nineteen minutes later you die... You are his prey... There’s a face at 
the window. A masked stranger stands in the shadow of a garden, watching his first victim through 
the window. He will kill him slowly - play him a nursery rhyme - make him pay. A killer in your house... 
The police offer ex-Detective Joona Linna a chance to clear his name: help Superintendent Bauer 
track down the vicious killer terrorising Stockholm, before he strikes again. Only one man can stop 
him. Joona stands between a disturbed predator and its prey. He must catch a killer who hunts in the 
shadows and who is dangerously close to losing control... 

240 n HHHH

INQUIRY
CAINE, WILL
9780008325619     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Knowledge of these files is classified. You must not use police or intelligence services to carry out 
your investigation. Those channels are compromised. A final warning: you must move fast. Former 
MP Francis Morahan swore never to return to politics. But when he’s asked to chair a government 
inquiry into the intelligence agencies’ record against terror, it’s clear that it’s an order from the top - not 
a request. Sara Shah once teetered on the edge of a dangerous circle. Now a lawyer in a prestigious 
London firm, she’s put her past behind her. Until a letter delivered by hand summons her to join the 
Morahan Inquiry. 

241 n HHHHH

GUILTY PARTY
MCGRATH, MEL
9780008326166     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

On a night out, four friends witness a stranger in trouble. They decide to do nothing to help. Later, a body 
washes up on the banks of the Thames - and the group realises that ignoring the woman has left blood 
on their hands. But why did each of them refuse to step in? Why did none of them want to be noticed that 
night? Who is really responsible? And is it possible that the victim was not really a stranger at all? 

242 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NOWHERE CHILD
WHITE, CHRISTIAN
9780008276539     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

A child was stolen 20 years ago... Little Sammy Went vanishes from her home in Manson, Kentucky 
- an event that devastates her family and tears apart the town’s deeply religious community. And 
somehow that missing girl is you. Kim Leamy, an Australian photographer, is approached by a stranger 
who turns her world upside down - he claims she is the kidnapped Sammy and that everything she 
knows about herself is based on a lie. Desperate to uncover the truth, Kim returns to the remote town 
of Sammy’s childhood to face up to the ghosts of her early life. But the deeper she digs into her family 
background the more secrets she uncovers... 

243 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SLEEP
TAYLOR, C L
9780008301316     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

All Anna wants is to be able to sleep. But crushing insomnia, terrifying night terrors and memories of that 
terrible night are making it impossible. If only she didn’t feel so guilty... To escape her past, Anna takes 
a job at a hotel on the remote Scottish island of Rum, but when seven guests join her, what started as a 
retreat from the world turns into a deadly nightmare. Each of the guests have a secret, but one of them 
is lying - about who they are and why they’re on the island. There’s a murderer staying in the Bay View 
hotel. And they’ve set their sights on Anna. Seven strangers. Seven secrets. One deadly lie... 

244 n HHHHH

BORDER
WINSLOW, DON
9780008227531     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

For over forty years, Art Keller has been on the front lines of America’s longest conflict: The War On Drugs. 
His obsession with defeating the godfather of the Sinaloa Cartel - Adan Barrera - has cost him people he 
loves, even taken a piece of his soul. Now Keller is elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, only to find that 
in destroying one monster he has created thirty more that are wreaking chaos in his beloved Mexico. But not 
just there. Fighting to end the heroine epidemic scourging America, Keller finds himself surrounded by an 
incoming administration that’s in bed with the very drug traffickers that Keller is trying to bring down. 

245 n HHHH

PAST LIFE
NOLAN, DOMINIC
9781472254658     H     HEADLINE 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Waking up beside the dead girl, she couldn’t remember anything. Who she was. Who had taken her. 
How to escape. Detective Abigail Boone has been missing for four days when she is finally found, 
confused and broken. Suffering retrograde amnesia, she is a stranger to her despairing husband and 
bewildered son. Hopelessly lost in her own life, with no leads on her abduction, Boone’s only instinct 
is to revisit the case she was investigating when she vanished: the baffling disappearance of a young 
woman, Sarah Still. Defying her family and the police, Boone obsessively follows a deadly trail to the 
darkest edges of human cruelty. 
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246 n HHHHH

BIG KAHUNA
EVANOVICH, JANET
9781472260918     H     HEADLINE 
£19.99     Published 26/03/19

A mysterious disappearance, an enormous fortune and a missing unicorn. FBI Agent Kate O’Hare 
plays by the rules. Charming con man Nicholas Fox makes them up as he goes along. They’re working 
together to tackle the out-of-bounds cases ordinary FBI agents can’t touch. And their relationship? Well, 
there hasn’t been so much explosive chemistry since Nitro was introduced to Glycerin. Next up: the 
mysterious disappearance of the Silicon Valley billionaire known as the Big Kahuna. His model wife and 
shady business partner are more interested in gaining control of his company than in finding him. 

247 n HHHH

AFTERSHOCK
HAMDY, ADAM
9781472233554     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Having survived the lethal Pendulum conspiracy, photographer John Wallace atones for his past mistakes. 
DI Patrick Bailey clings to the hope that he can, at last, return to a normal life in London. FBI investigator 
Christine Ash - alone and paranoid - hunts down the remaining members of the ruthless Foundation 
organisation. But when masked assassins strike at the heart of the UK government, a shocking new threat 
emerges that forces all three to reunite. With time running out, they must defeat a lethal new adversary: a 
manipulative mastermind with sinister powers unlike anything they’ve seen before. 

248 n HHHHH

BLOODMOON
TREMAYNE, PETER
9781472238726     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Ireland, AD 671. Sister Fidelma has a mission, and she is sworn by oath to reveal her purpose to no other. The 
secret investigation leads Fidelma and her companions to the abbey of Finnbarr to question the abbot. But 
before they have a chance to speak to him, the abbot is found murdered - and the young girl suspected of the 
crime has fled the scene. Despite their protests, Fidelma’s cohorts agree to accompany her in pursuit of the 
girl for answers. But as vicious rumours spread, accusing Fidelma’s family, the Eoghanacht Kings of Cashel, of 
conspiring to assassinate the High King and abduct his wife, Sister Fidelma’s life is placed in mortal danger. 

249 n HHHH

ACCUSATION
WAND, ZOSIA
9781786692351     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Eve lives in the beautiful Cumbrian town of Tarnside with her husband Neil. After years of trying, and failing, 
to become parents, they are in the final stages of adopting four-year-old Milly. Though she already feels like 
their daughter, they just have to get through the ‘settling in’ period: three months of living as a family before 
they can make it official. But then Eve’s mother, Joan, comes to stay. Joan has never liked her son-in-law. 
He isn’t right for Eve; too controlling, too opinionated. She knows Eve has always wanted a family, but is Neil 
the best man to build one with? Then Joan uncovers something that could smash Eve’s family to pieces. 

250 n HHHH

IN THE BLOOD
MANCINI, RUTH
9781788543323     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

In southeast London, a young mother has been accused of the unthinkable: poisoning her own child. Then, as 
he recovers in hospital, someone tampers with his IV line and leaves him to bleed to death. The mother, Ellie, 
denies all charges and criminal defence lawyer Sarah Kellerman takes on the case. But even as Sarah begins 
to believe her client, something about her story doesn’t add up. And if Ellie didn’t harm her child, then who did? 

251 n HHHHH

FRIEND
ZANDER, JOAKIM
9781788547055     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Jacob Seger arrived in Lebanon with a head full of dreams. This is his first job in the world of international 
diplomacy, and he’s determined to change the world for the better. When he meets the handsome, soulful 
Yassim at a glamorous party, his happiness is complete. But three weeks later, Jacob recognises his own 
face in the newspaper. He is wanted on terrorism charges - apparently he is plotting attacks on Stockholm, 
London, Brussels, and Rome. Jacob is crushed. Has Yassim set him up? Is he now a pawn in a murderous 
plot? Jacob doesn’t know whom he can trust. But one thing’s for certain: he needs to flee Beirut - and fast. 

252 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KILLING STATE
O’REILLY, JUDITH
9781789542684     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

An intelligent, action-packed conspiracy thriller set in post-Brexit Britain. What if the person you’re 
ordered to kill is the woman you want to protect? Michael North, assassin and spy-for-hire, is very 
good at killing bad guys. But what happens when his shadowy bosses at the dark heart of the British 
government order him to kill a good woman instead? Rising political star, Honor Jones, MP, has started 
asking dangerous questions about the men running her country. The trouble is, she doesn’t know when 
to stop. And, now that he’s met her, neither does North... 

253 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PSYCHOLOGY OF TIME 
TRAVEL
MASCARENHAS, KATE
9781788540124     P 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A time-travel murder mystery from a brilliantly original new voice. 1967: Four young female scientists 
invent a time travel machine in their remote lab in Cumbria. They become known as the pioneers: the 
women who led the world to a future where no knowledge is unattainable. 2016: Ruby Rebello knows 
that her beloved grandmother was one of the pioneers, but she refuses to talk about her past. Ruby’s 
curiosity soon turns to fear however, when a newspaper clipping from four months in the future arrives 
in the post. The clipping reports the brutal murder of an unnamed elderly lady. Could the woman be her 
Granny Bee? 

254 n HHHHH

WOLF PACK
BOX, C J
9781788549233     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 19/03/19

Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett encounters bad behaviour on his own turf: a drone is killing 
wildlife - the drone belongs to a mysterious and wealthy man whose grandson is dating his daughter, 
Lucy. When Joe tries to lay down the rules for the drone operator, he is asked by the FBI and the DOJ 
to stand down - and with good reason: the man is in the witness relocation program and he’s being 
hunted by four killers from the Sinaloa cartel. If Joe isn’t careful, his actions will expose the witness to 
his pursuers. Teaming up with a new partner - a female game warden - to confront these assassins, Joe 
finds himself their prey - with Lucy and her boyfriend. 

255 n HHHH

DISTURBANCE
KAVANAGH, MARIANNE
9781473639379     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 21/03/19

Sara is lonely. No one talks to her - not even her bad-tempered workaholic husband or her two beloved 
sons. Her solace is her house, the biggest in the village, hidden away behind high hedges. Then she 
strikes up a friendship with Katie, a college student living nearby, and a new world opens up. Her 
neighbours have been dying to get to know her, and they rush to help when Sara is devastated by a 
terrible accident. But nothing is quite what it seems. And when new betrayals and shocking revelations 
disturb her peace, Sara realises she has no choice: she must act to protect the safety of those she loves. 
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256 n HHHH

ELEPHANT OF SURPRISE
LANSDALE, JOE R
9781473678095     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Hap and Leonard are an unlikely pair - Hap, a self-proclaimed white trash rebel, and Leonard, a tough-as-nails 
Black, gay, Vietnam vet and Republican - but they’re the closest friend either of them has in the world. After 
years of crime-solving companionship, something’s changed: Hap, recently married to their P.I. boss, Brett, is 
now a family man. Amidst the worst flood East Texas has seen in years, the two run across a woman who’s had 
her tongue nearly cut out, pursued by a heavily armed pair of goons. On a chase that blows even the East Texas 
swampgrass back, Hap and Leonard must save the girl, and vanquish her foes, before the foes get them first. 

257 n HHHHH

MALTA EXCHANGE
BERRY, STEVE
9781529346961     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£17.99     Published 19/03/19

A deadly race for the Vatican’s oldest secret, ‘The Malta Exchange’ involves the Knights of Malta, papal 
conclave, and lost documents that could change history. The pope is dead. A conclave to select his 
replacement is about to begin. Cardinals are beginning to arrive at the Vatican, but one has fled Rome for 
Malta in search of a document that dates back to the 4th century and Constantine the Great. Former Justice 
Department operative, Cotton Malone, is at Lake Como, Italy, on the trail of legendary letters between 
Churchill and Mussolini that could re-write history. But someone else seems to be after the same letters... 

258 n HHHH

KILLER HARVEST
CLEAVE, PAUL
9781473690288     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Joshua is convinced there’s a family curse. It’s taken his loved ones, robbed him of his eyesight, and 
now his father has been killed chasing down a murderer. His dad’s last wish seems like a blessing: the 
chance for Joshua to see. But as Joshua navigates the world of sight, he realises he is seeing things 
through his father’s eyes. Dark things; things he never knew. His father was living a secret life. And 
there are consequences coming for Joshua - along with a killer drawing closer and closer... 

259 n HHHHH

BEFORE I FIND YOU
KNIGHT, ALI
9781473684799     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19
Maggie is a husband watcher. She runs her own private detective agency specialising in catching out those 
who cheat. And she’s very good at it. Until Helene walks through her door. Helene is a husband catcher. A 
beautiful wife, a doting stepmother. She counts herself lucky to have married one of the most eligible men in 
town - Gabe Moreau. Alice is a perfect daughter. Apple of her father’s eye. She lives a sheltered but happy 
life. Until she finds a handwritten note on her father’s desk... All three women suspect Gabe Moreau of 
keeping secrets and telling lies. None of them suspects that the truth could result in murder... 

260 n HHHHH

MURDER AT THE GRAND RAJ PALACE
KHAN, VASEEM
9781473612402     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19
Inspector Chopra and his elephant sidekick go undercover to investigate a murder at Mumbai’s grandest hotel. 
For a century the iconic Grand Raj Palace Hotel has welcomed the world’s elite. From film stars to foreign 
dignitaries, anyone who is anyone stays at the Grand Raj. The last thing the venerable old hotel needs is a 
murder...When American billionaire Hollis Burbank is found dead - the day after buying India’s most expensive 
painting - the authorities are keen to label it a suicide. But the man in charge of the investigation is not so sure. 
Chopra is called in - and discovers a hotel full of people with a reason to want Burbank dead. 

261 n HHHHH

JACKRABBIT SMILE
LANSDALE, JOE R
9781473629134     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
Hap and Leonard are an unlikely pair - Hap, a self-proclaimed white trash rebel, and Leonard, a tough-as-
nails black gay Vietnam vet and Republican - but they’re the closest friend either of them has in the world. 
Hap is celebrating his wedding to his longtime girlfriend, when their backyard barbecue is interrupted by a 
couple of Pentecostal white supremacists. They’re not too happy to see Leonard, and no one is happy to 
see them, but they have a problem and they want Hap and Leonard to solve it. Judith Mulhaney’s daughter, 
Jackrabbit, has been missing for five years - and despite their misgivings, Hap and Leonard take the case... 

262 n HHHHH

PUNISHMENT SHE DESERVES
GEORGE, ELIZABETH
9781444786644     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Lynley and his pugnacious and deeply loyal Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers find themselves up against 
one of the most sinister murder cases they have ever encountered. When a Member of Parliament shows 
up in the office of the Assistant Commissioner at New Scotland Yard, trouble quickly follows. He is there to 
request an investigation into the suicide of the son of one of his constituents in the medieval town of Ludlow, 
who happens to be a wealthy brewer with a team of solicitors ready to file a major lawsuit over the death. 

263 n HHHHH

NO TOMORROW
JENNINGS, LUKE
9781473676589     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

In a hotel room in Venice, where she’s just completed a routine assassination, Villanelle receives a 
late-night call. Eve Polastri has discovered that a senior MI5 officer is in the pay of the Twelve, and is 
about to debrief him. As Eve interrogates her subject, desperately trying to fit the pieces of the puzzle 
together, Villanelle moves in for the kill. The duel between the two women intensifies, as does their mutual 
obsession, and when the action moves from the high passes of the Tyrol to the heart of Russia, Eve finally 
begins to unwrap the enigma of her adversary’s true identity. Killing Eve is now a major BBC TV series. 

264 n HHHHH

CUTTING EDGE
DEAVER, JEFFERY
9781473618756     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The happiest time of their lives - will be their last. William and Anna went to collect her engagement ring. 
1.5 carat, almost flawless. But the Promisor had other ideas for their future... Their murder - and that of the 
diamond cutter they were visiting - is only the first of a series of macabre attacks. Someone is targeting 
couples just as they start their lives together. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs, newly married themselves, 
are on the hunt. But the killer is hunting down any witnesses who can help them. He has promised one 
thing: to destroy. Rhyme and Sachs will have to use all their own skills and determination to break his vow. 

265 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INTO THE RIVER
BRANDI, MARK
9781789550122     P 
LEGEND PRESS 
£8.99     Published 01/03/19

Growing up in a small country town, Ben and Fab spend their days playing cricket, wanting a pair of 
Nike Air Maxes, not talking about how Fab’s dad hits him, or how the sudden death of Ben’s next-door 
neighbour unsettled him. Almost teenagers, they already know some things are better left unsaid. Then 
a newcomer arrived. Fab reckoned he was a secret agent and he and Ben staked him out. He looked 
strong. Maybe even stronger than Fab’s dad. Neither realised the shadow this man would cast over 
both their lives. 20 years later, Fab is going nowhere but hoping for somewhere better. Then a body is 
found in the river, and Fab can’t ignore the past any more. 

266 n HHHH

SCHOLAR
MCTIERNAN, DERVLA
9780751569346     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

When Detective Cormac Reilly’s girlfriend Emma stumbles across the victim of a hit and run early one 
morning, he is first on the scene of a murder that would otherwise never have been assigned to him. 
The dead girl is carrying an ID, that of Carline Darcy, heir apparent to Darcy Therapeutics, Ireland’s most 
successful pharmaceutical company. Darcy Therapeutics has a finger in every pie, from sponsoring 
university research facilities to funding political parties to philanthropy - it has funded Emma’s own ground-
breaking research. The investigation into Carline’s death promises to be high profile and high pressure. 
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267 n HHHH

SURGEONS HALL
THOMSON, E S
9781472126610     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

Visiting the Great Exhibition to view the wax anatomical models of the famous but reclusive Dr Merlin 
Strangeway, Jem Flockhart and Will Quartermain find a severed arm, perfectly dissected and laid out 
amongst the exhibits. Assuming it to be a prank by medical students, they return it to Dr Strangeway, 
who works at Corvus Hall, a private anatomy school run by Dr James Crowe - one of Edinburgh’s most 
revered surgeons and teachers of anatomy. Jem’s persistence reveals that a body does indeed lie in 
the mortuary, minus its right arm. But the body has no provenance. More macabre still, its face has 
been dissected, making identification impossible. 

268 n HHHHH

DEVIL ASPECT
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472128355     H 
LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Six confined psychopaths. A killer on the loose. 1935. As Europe prepares itself for a calamitous 
war, six homicidal lunatics - the so-called ‘Devil’s Six’ - are confined in a remote castle asylum in 
rural Czechoslovakia. Each patient has their own dark story to tell and Dr Viktor Kosarek, a young 
psychiatrist using revolutionary techniques, is tasked with unlocking their murderous secrets. At the 
same time, a terrifying killer known as ‘Leather Apron’ is butchering victims across Prague. Successfully 
eluding capture, it would seem his depraved crimes are committed by the Devil himself. Maybe they 
are... 

269 n HHHHH

STALKER
GRAY, ALEX
9780751572308     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

When Detective Superintendent William Lorimer’s wife, Maggie, publishes her first book, he is thrilled 
for her. But joy soon turns to fear when a mysterious stranger starts following Maggie on her publicity 
tour. Meanwhile Lorimer and the MIT are on the search for the murderer of two young women, but can 
Lorimer catch the killer and track down Maggie’s stalker at the same time...? 

270 n HHHHH

BLOOD OATH
FAIRSTEIN, LINDA
9781408710296     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.99     Published 26/03/19

Alex Cooper takes on the case of a young woman who testified years earlier at a landmark Federal trial 
- and now reveals that she was sexually assaulted by a prominent law enforcement official during that 
time. As the case grows more complex, Alex, along with NYPD detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer 
Wallace, find themselves in uncharted territory within Manhattan’s Rockefeller University, a research 
institute born of tragedy that has evolved into a premier scientific facility, hospital, and cornerstone of 
higher learning. 

271 n HHHHH

DEPARTMENT OF SENSITIVE CRIMES
MCCALL-SMITH, ALEXAN
9781408711262     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

The first in a lighthearted series from Alexander McCall Smith, set in a Swedish police department in 
the city of Malmo. Ulf Varg, a detective in in the Sensitive Crimes Department, is tasked with solving the 
most unusual, complicated, but not too threatening crimes - injuries to the back of the knee caused by 
an unknown hand, young women who allow their desperation for a boyfriend to get the better of them, 
and peculiar goings-on in a spa on Sweden’s south coast. Of course, Ulf is a Swedish detective, and 
Swedish detectives, by convention, lead lives beset with problems of one sort or another... 

272 n HHHHH

AGATHA RAISIN & THE DEAD RINGER
BEATON, M C
9781472126979     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The team of bells at St. Ethelred church is the pride and glory of the idyllic Cotswolds village of Thirk 
Magna, together with the most dedicated bell ringers in the whole of England: the twins Mavis and 
Millicent Dupin. As the village gets ready for the Bishop’s visit, the twins start bullying the other bell 
ringers, forcing them to rehearse and rehearse - so much so that Joseph Kennell, a retired lawyer, yells 
at the sisters that he ‘felt like killing them’! When the twins’ home is broken into one night and Millicent 
is found dead, struck from a hammer blow, suspicion falls on to the lawyer. Will Agatha unmask the real 
killer and clear Joseph’s name? 

273 n HHHHH

CORPSE AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
DUNN, CAROLA
9781472115522     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

April 1928: Daisy Dalrymple Fletcher is visited in London by her young cousins. On the list of must-see 
sites is the Crystal Palace. Discovering that her children’s nanny, Nanny Gilpin, has never seen the 
Palace, Daisy decides to make a day of it, taking along her cousins, her 3 year-old twins, her step-
daughter Belinda - and Nanny Gilpin. Yet this family day out goes wrong when Nanny Gilpin goes off to 
the ladies’ room and fails to return. When Daisy goes to look for her, she doesn’t find her but instead the 
body of another woman dressed in a nanny’s uniform... 

274 n HHHHH

DEATH OF A GENTLE LADY
BEATON, M C
9781472124593     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Mrs Gentle has fooled everyone into thinking she is as sweet as she sounds - Gentle by name and 
gentle by nature. But local constable Hamish Macbeth isn’t fooled. He believes this little old lady is 
actually quite sly and vicious, but he’s in a minority of one. Or is he? When Mrs Gentle dies under 
unusual circumstances the villagers of Lochdubh are shocked and outraged. Chief Detective Inspector 
Blair suspects that members of her family may be involved but Hamish thinks there’s much more to the 
story - and is willing to get rough to solve the riddle of Mrs Gentle’s mysterious demise. Reissued and 
re-covered. 

275 n HHHHH

DEATH OF A WITCH
BEATON, M C
9781472124609     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Returning from holiday Hamish becomes unaccountably worried - it’s as if he senses a dark cloud of 
evil hanging over Lochdubh. He soon learns that there is a newcomer to the village, a woman called 
Catriona Beldame, and that the villagers have decided she is a witch. At first Hamish is charmed by her, 
but is dismayed when he finds out she’s been supplying dangerous potions to certain local people. No 
one seems willing to listen to his warnings and when she is found murdered, poor Hamish is the prime 
suspect. Obviously, he must solve the murder to clear his own name and bring contentment back to his 
beloved Lochdubh. Reissued and re-covered. 

276 n HHHHH

DEATH OF A VALENTINE
BEATON, M C
9781472124616     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Amazing news is spreading like wildfire across the Scottish countryside: the most famous of all 
Highland bachelors, police sergeant Hamish Macbeth, is planning to marry at last! Everyone in the 
village of Lochdubh adores Josie McSween, Hamish’s newest constable and blushing bride-to-be. 
While locals think she is quite a catch, Hamish has a severe case of pre-nuptial jitters - if it wasn’t for 
the recent murder of a beautiful woman in a neighbouring village there wouldn’t be a wedding in the first 
place. For it was a mysterious Valentine’s Day card - delivered to the victim before her death - which 
initially drew the pair together. Reissued and re-covered. 
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277 n HHHHH

BRIGHT YOUNG DEAD
FELLOWES, JESSICA
9780751567229     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Meet the Bright Young Things, the rabble-rousing hedonists of the 1920s whose treasure hunts were 
a media obsession. One such game takes place at the 18th birthday party of Pamela Mitford, but ends 
in tragedy as cruel, charismatic Adrian Curtis is pushed to his death from the church neighbouring the 
Mitford home. The police quickly identify the killer as a maid, Dulcie. But Louisa Cannon, chaperone to 
the Mitford girls and a former criminal herself, believes Dulcie to be innocent, and sets out to clear the 
girl’s name... all while the real killer may only be steps away. 

278 n HHHHH

THRONE OF CAESAR
SAYLOR, STEVEN
9781472123633     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Steven Saylor turns to the most famous murder in history: It’s Rome, 44 AD, and the Ides of March are 
approaching. Julius Caesar has been appointed dictator for life by the Roman Senate. Having pardoned 
his remaining enemies and rewarded his friends, Caesar is now preparing to leave Rome with his army 
to fight the Parthian Empire. Gordianus the Finder, after decades of investigating crimes and murders 
involving the powerful, has set aside enough that he’s been raised to the Equestrian rank and has firmly 
and finally retired. On the morning of March 10th, though, he’s first summoned to meet with Cicero and 
then with Caesar himself. 

279 n HHHHH

KILLING HABIT
BILLINGHAM, MARK
9780751566963     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

How do you catch a killer who is yet to kill? We’ve all heard about the signs: coldness, cruelty, lack of 
empathy. DI Tom Thorne knows the psychological profile of a psychopath all too well, so when pets 
start disappearing on suburban London streets, he sees a chance to stop a future murderer. Others are 
less convinced, so Thorne relies on DI Nicola Tanner to help him solve the case, before the culprit starts 
hunting people. The journey brings them face to face with a killer who will tear their lives apart. 

280 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BRUTAL
HELLER, MANDASUE
9781447288404     H     MACMILLAN 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Frank Peters’ peaceful life on his farm in the isolated Yorkshire Moors comes to an abrupt end when his 
beloved wife, Maureen, dies. Depressed when his daughter emigrates to Australia two weeks after the 
funeral, and that his son rarely visits or calls, Frank believes he is destined to a bleak and lonely future. 
Then one night, he finds a badly injured young woman at the back of his house, and he’s shocked when 
Irena reveals that she was brought into the country by a man who then imprisoned her and forced her 
into prostitution... A gritty thriller from the Sunday Times bestselling author of ‘Run’, Mandasue Heller. 

281 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOBSTER’S LAMENT
CELESTIN, RAY
9781509838936     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

New York is in the spotlight for the third instalment in Ray Celestin’s critically acclaimed City Blues 
Quartet, and this time mobsters, money and murder are at the heart of the investigations. This third 
instalment of the multi-award winning City Blues Quartet is both a gripping neo-noir crime novel and a 
vivid, panoramic portrait of New York - from its tenements to its luxury hotels, from its bebop clubs to 
the bustling wharves of the Brooklyn waterfront - all set as the mob is rising to the height of its powers... 

282 n HHHH

DEATH IN CHELSEA
BRITTNEY, LYNN
9781912624201     P 
MIRROR BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 14/03/19

A call comes through to Mayfair 100, where the intrepid team of investigators eagerly await their next 
case. A society gossip queen has been found hanged in her room in mysterious circumstances. Her 
enemies are numerous - and her family are convinced she was murdered. Can the group uncover the 
truth in a case that twists and turns to delight and terrify its readers. 

283 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMERICAN HEROIN
LOVE, MELISSA S
9781786075369     P 
ONE WORLD 
£12.99     Published 14/03/19

‘American Heroin’ is the sequel to ‘Lola’, featuring a ruthless woman who will stop at nothing to protect 
her growing drug empire. It took sacrifice, pain, and more than a few dead bodies, but Lola has clawed 
her way to the top of her South Central Los Angeles neighbourhood. Her gang has grown beyond a 
few trusted soldiers into a full-fledged empire, and the influx of cash has opened up a world that she 
has never known. But with great opportunity comes great risk, and as she ascends the hierarchy of 
the city’s underworld she attracts the attention of a dangerous new cartel who see her as their greatest 
obstacle to dominance... 

284 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MRS MOHR GOES MISSING
SZYIMCZKOWA, MARYLA
9781786075437     H 
ONE WORLD 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

Drawing on Agatha Christie and filled with period character and charm, ‘Mrs Mohr Goes Missing’ 
vividly recreates life in turn-of-the-century Poland, confronting a range of issues from class prejudice to 
women’s rights, and proving that everyone is capable of finding their passion in life, however unlikely 
it may seem. Cracow, 1893. 38-year-old Zofia Turbotynska is now looking for something to fill her long 
days at home. To stave off boredom and improve her social standing, she decides to organise a charity 
raffle at a charity home run by nuns. When two of the residents are found dead, she discovers she has 
real talents in solving crimes. 
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285 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNMOURNED
KENEALLY, MEG
9781786074607     P 
ONE WORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

For Robert Church, superintendent of the Parramatta Female Factory, the most enjoyable part of his 
job is access to young convict women. Inmate Grace O’Leary has made it her mission to protect the 
women from his nocturnal visits and when Church is murdered with an awl thrust through his right 
eye, she becomes the chief suspect. Recently arrived from Port Macquarie, ticket-of-leave gentleman 
convict Hugh Monsarrat now lives in Parramatta with his ever-loyal housekeeper Mrs Mulrooney, 
and as unoffical advisor on criminal and legal matters to the governor’s secretary he is charged with 
uncovering the truth of Church’s murder. 

286 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COURIER
DAHL, KJELL OLA
9781912374434     P 
ORENDA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

In 1942, Jewish courier Ester is betrayed, narrowly avoiding arrest by the Gestapo. In a great haste, 
she escapes to Sweden, saving herself. Her family in Oslo, however, is deported to Auschwitz. In 
Stockholm, Ester meets the resistance hero, Gerhard Falkum, who has left his little daughter and fled 
both the Germans and allegations that he murdered his wife, Ase, who helped Ester get to Sweden. 
Their burgeoning relationship ends abruptly when Falkum dies in a fire. And yet, twenty-five years later, 
Falkum shows up in Oslo. He wants to reconnect with his daughter. But where has he been, and what 
is the real reason for his return? 

287 n HHHH

LIES WE TELL
MACKAY, NIKI
9781409174646     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

Miriam Jackson is a famous radio presenter. Married to a successful film director, she has created 
the perfect life for herself. Then her daughter goes missing. Miriam is desperate to find her before her 
husband finds out and her perfect life crumbles around her. So she calls the only person who can help: 
Private Investigator Madison Attallee, who has just solved the biggest case of her career. Can Madison 
find Miriam’s daughter? And will Miriam share the truth about her past? 

288 n HHHH

TELL ME EVERYTHING
ROWLEY, EMMA
9781409175810     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

Olivia is the domestic goddess-turned-internet sensation who has won millions of followers by 
sharing her picture-perfect life online. And now she’s releasing her tell-all autobiography. Nicky is the 
ghostwriter tasked with coaxing out the full story - including details of the tragic accident that blighted 
Olivia’s golden childhood. But, as she delves into Olivia’s life, Nicky discovers cracks appearing in the 
glamorous facade. From money worries to Olivia’s strained relationship with her handsome husband, 
the truth belies her perfect image... A gripping psychological thriller full of twists and turns, from the 
bestselling author of ‘Where the Missing Go’. 

289 n HHHHH

THREE BULLETS
ELLORY, R J
9781409187783     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£19.99     Published 21/03/19

On 22nd November 1963, John F Kennedy’s presidential motorcade rode through Dealey Plaza, 
greeting the crowds in Dallas, Texas. It was the shot heard around the world. But what if it missed..? 
A photojournalist based out of Washington, DC, Mitch Newman receives a phone call telling him his 
former fiancee Jean has taken her own life. An investigative reporter, she was working the case of a 
lifetime. Somewhere in the shreds of her investigation is the truth behind her murder. For Mitch, piecing 
together the clues will become a dangerous obsession: one that will lead him to the dark heart of his 
country - and into the crossfire of a conspiracy... 

290 n HHHHH

WRONG MOTHER
BUSSI, MICHEL
9781474606714     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

‘I have several mothers. It’s a bit complicated for me. Especially as they really don’t like each other. 
There’s even one who’s going to die. Maybe it’s a little bit my fault... Maybe everything happened 
because of me. Because I can’t remember which one is the real one.’ Malone, a child of four, starts to 
claim that his mother isn’t his real mother. It seems impossible. His mother has birth certificates, photos 
of him as a child and even the pediatrician confirms this is her child. The school psychologist is the only 
one who believes him and he’s in a race against time to find out the truth... 

291 n HHHH

STILL BLEEDING
MOSBY, STEVE
9781409188773     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Sarah Pepper is dead: killed by her boyfriend in a drunken rage. He’s confessed, but can’t remember 
exactly where he dumped her body. The police appeal to the public for help finding Sarah’s remains. 
They’re looking for a field with a wooden gate, an empty bottle of vodka by the roadside. She will be 
partly concealed beneath a hedge... Shocked by the news, Alex Connor travels halfway round the 
world. He’s coming home determined to say goodbye to Sarah, the friend who helped him through 
his darkest days. When he arrives, however, he finds only a mystery. The field has been located, but 
someone else has got there first. Sarah’s body has been taken. Reissue. 

292 n HHHH

THIRD PERSON
MOSBY, STEVE
9781409188780     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

‘This isn’t some kind of ‘dear John’ letter. I’m coming back again.’ But Amy Sinclair didn’t come back. 
That note on the kitchen table was the last that her boyfriend, Jason, heard of her. At first, he had let 
her have her space but as the weeks turned to months the worries had set in... and eventually he went 
after her. What he found appalled him. It seems that Amy had had a secret life on the internet and had 
met some people she shouldn’t have. And one of them took her. Now Jason sits at home and cruises 
the same horrific websites that she once walked through to find her kidnapper. 

293 n HHHHH

MAN WHO CAME UPTOWN
PELECANOS, GEORGE
9781409179740     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Anna Byrne is a jailhouse librarian. Most days, she loves her job and shares the life-affirming power of 
books with people who would have no hope without them. Often, she can get too close and forget some 
of these men are dangerous criminals. But some of them never had a chance. Like Michael Hudson, 
who’s been locked up awaiting trial before his sudden release. He’s happy and relieved but can’t shake 
the question preying on his mind: how come the witness who put him behind bars is suddenly refusing 
to testify? There’s a man who might have the answer, but he wants something first. Phil Ornazian is a 
private investigator who moonlights as a petty criminal... 
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294 n HHHHH

SCANDAL
HANNAH, MARI
9781409174097     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

When a young man is found stabbed to death in a side street in Newcastle city centre in the run up to 
Christmas, it looks like a botched robbery to DCI David Stone. But when DS Frankie Oliver arrives at 
the crime scene, she gets more than she bargained for. She IDs the victim as Herald court reporter, 
thirty-two-year old Chris Adams she’s known since they were kids. With no eyewitnesses, the MIT are 
stumped. They discover that when Adams went out, never to return, he was working on a scoop that 
would make his name. But what was the story he was investigating? And who was trying to cover it up? 

295 n HHHH

SCENT OF FEAR
PARK, TONY
9781509876570     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

On a routine anti-poaching patrol, Sean and his tracker dog Benny watch in horror as over-eager rookie 
Tumi Mabasa is almost killed and her dog gravely injured in an explosion. Along with Tumi and best 
mate Craig Hoddy, Sean is determined to hunt down the elusive bombmaker who has introduced this 
destructive weapon to the war on poaching. But Sean is his own worst enemy. Haunted by nightmares 
of the war and wracked with guilt from driving away his ex-wife, Christine, he soon discovers that she 
and Craig are in the midst of an intense affair. And there’s another enemy at play... 

296 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCULPTRESS
WALTERS, MINETTE
9781509870165     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A chilling and disturbing psychological thriller from the highly talented crime novelist Minette Walters. 
‘It was a slaughterhouse, the most horrific scene I have ever witnessed ... Olive Martin is a dangerous 
woman. I advise you to be extremely wary in your dealings with her.’ The facts of the case were simple: 
Olive Martin had pleaded guilty to killing and dismembering her sister and mother, earning herself the 
chilling nickname ‘The Sculptress’. Journalist Rosalind Leigh knew this much before her first meeting 
with Olive, currently serving a life sentence. How could Roz have foreseen that the encounter was 
destined to change her life - for ever? 

297 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIVE ME YOUR HAND
ABBOTT, MEGAN
9781509855698     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

The new psychological thriller from Megan Abbott. You told each other everything. Then she told you 
too much. Kit has risen to the top of her profession and is on the brink of achieving everything she 
wanted. She hasn’t let anything stop her. But now someone else is standing in her way - Diane. Best 
friends at 17, their shared ambition made them inseparable. Until one day Diane told Kit her secret - the 
worst thing she’d ever done, the worst thing Kit could imagine - and it blew their friendship apart. Kit is 
still the only person who knows what Diane did. And now Diane knows something about Kit that could 
destroy everything she’s worked so hard for. 

298 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SINS OF THE DEAD
ANDERSON, LIN
9781509866205     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Illegally street racing in the underground tunnels of Glasgow, four riders discover a dead man left in 
the darkness, hands together on his chest as if peacefully laid to rest. The cause of death is unclear, 
the only clues being a half glass of red wine and a partially eaten chunk of bread by his side that echo 
the ancient religious practice of sin-eating. Called to the scene, forensic scientist Rhona MacLeod 
is perplexed by the lack of evidence. But when another body is found near her own flat, laid out in a 
similar manner, she fears a forensically aware killer stalks the city and is marking the victims with their 
unique signature... 

299 n HHHHH

GIFT FOR DYING
ARLIDGE, M J
9780718187880     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Adam Brandt is a forensic psychologist, used to dealing with the most damaged members of society. 
But he’s never met anyone like Kassie. The teenager claims to have a terrible gift. With just one look, 
she can foresee when and how you will die. Adam knows Kassie must be insane. But a serial killer is 
terrorising the city. And only Kassie seems to know who his next victim will be. Against all his intuition, 
Adam starts to believe her. But he doesn’t realise how deadly his faith might prove... 

300 n HHHHH

HIS PERFECT WIFE
BELL, NATASHA
9780718187057     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Alexandra Southwood is missing. Her husband, Marc, is beside himself. It isn’t long before the police 
are searching for a body. But Alexandra is alive - trapped, far away from her family. Desperate, Marc 
will stop at nothing to find her. He just doesn’t realise what he might discover along the way... Even if 
it means discovering that he never really knew her at all. Because Alexandra is no ordinary missing 
person - but then neither is she quite a perfect wife... PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN OCTOBER 2018 
BUYERS’ GUIDE, ENTITLED ‘EXHIBIT ALEXANDRA’. 

301 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHE LIES IN WAIT
LODGE, GYTHA
9780241362976     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Get ready for the biggest crime debut of 2019... Six friends. One killer. Who do you trust? On a hot 
July night in 1983, six school friends go camping in the forest. Bright and brilliant, they are destined for 
great things, and young Aurora Jackson is dazzled to be allowed to tag along. Thirty years later, a body 
is discovered. DCI Sheens is called to the scene, but he already knows what’s waiting for him: Aurora 
Jackson, found at long last. But that’s not all. The friends have all maintained their innocence, but the 
body is found in a hideaway only the six of them knew about. It seems the killer has always lurked very 
close to home... 
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302 n HHHHH

MAIGRET & THE NAHOUR CASE
SIMENON, GEORGES
9780241304150     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

For the first time, Penguin are publishing all 75 Maigret novels in authentic new translations, bringing 
the reader closer than ever to the gritty originals. Maigret is called to the home of professional gambler, 
Felix Nahour, who has been found shot dead by his chambermaid. Maigret is shocked to recognise a 
photo of the man’s wife who becomes the main suspect. All signs point to her guilt but Maigret suspects 
there might be more to this complicated affair. 

303 n HHHHH

RISING SEA
CUSSLER, CLIVE
9781405930703     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The world’s sea levels are rising at an alarming rate, too quickly to be caused by glacier melt. A risk so big it 
sends Kurt Austin, Zoe Zavala and the NUMA team rocketing around the world in search for answers. Their 
hunt takes them from the shark-filled waters of Asia, to the high-tech streets of Tokyo, to a forbidden secret 
island, but it’s in the East China Sea that a mysterious underwater mining operation is discovered. Kurt 
uncovers a plot more dangerous than they could have imagined: a plan to upset the Pacific balance of power, 
threatening the lives of millions. It falls to the NUMA team to risk everything to stop it and save the world. 

304 n HHHHH

HOMECOMING
PYPER, ANDREW
9781471178399     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When their eccentric, estranged father dies, siblings Aaron, Bridge and Franny are shocked to discover 
just how wealthy he was. But in order to claim their inheritance, they and their mother must agree to a 
strange request in his will: the four must spend a month in an enormous but isolated cabin, deep in the 
mountains of the Pacific Northwest, with no contact with the outside world. No phones, no computers, 
no friends. Despite their concerns, they agree. But it’s not long before they find themselves questioning 
everything they’ve ever believed about their father - and themselves. 

305 n HHHH

CASANOVA & THE FACELESS WOMAN
BARDE-CABUCON, O
9781782274537     P     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

The first in a new series of historical mysteries set in 18th-century France. 1759: Outside the gates of the 
magnificent Versailles palace, the city of Paris sits mired in squalor and crime. One night a young woman’s body 
is found with ghastly mutilations that shock onlookers to the core. The Inspector for Strange and Unexplained 
Deaths begins investigating this macabre outrage, but the clues he uncovers draw him into a deadly web of 
intrigue, and bring him face-to-face with notorious adventurer and seducer, Giacomo Casanova. As a second 
butchered corpse is discovered, the Inspector finds his life in grave danger and his revolutionary past exposed... 

306 n HHHH

KIN
KRISTJANSSON, SNORRI
9781784298098     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Viking warlord Unnthor Reginsson retired from the longboats he brought home a great chest of gold. 
He denies it, but everyone knows. Now, in 970, his adopted daughter Helga awaits the arrival of her unknown 
siblings - and they’re coming with darkness in their hearts. As they gather, bad blood simmers and old feuds 
resurface as Unnthor’s heirs make their moves on the old man’s treasure until, one morning, blood is shed: kin 
has been slain. No one confesses, but all the clues point to one who cannot possibly be the murderer, at least 
in Helga’s eyes. But if she’s going to save the innocent from the axe, she’s got to solve the mystery - fast. 

307 n HHHHH

BURNING HOUSE
SPRING, NEIL
9781786488862     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

It was a victimless crime... Estate Agent Clara is struggling to make a sale. With her abusive ex-husband 
on the brink of finding where she’s hiding, she needs to make a commission soon or lose her chance to 
escape. Boleskine House on the shores of Loch Ness has remained unsold for years, and Clara is sure 
that an ‘innocent’ fire will force the price down. But the perfect crime soon turns into the perfect nightmare: 
there was a witness, a stranger in the village, and he’s not going to let Clara get away with it that easily... 

308 n HHHHH

LAST THING SHE TOLD ME
GREEN, LINDA
9781786483737     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Even the deepest buried secrets can find their way to the surface... Moments before she dies, Nicola’s 
grandmother Betty whispers to her that there are babies at the bottom of the garden. Nicola’s mother 
claims she was talking nonsense. However, when Nicola’s daughter finds a bone while playing in 
Betty’s garden, it’s clear that something sinister has taken place. But will unearthing painful family 
secrets end up tearing Nicola’s family apart? The new emotionally-charged suspense novel from Linda 
Green, the bestselling author of ‘While My Eyes Were Closed’ and ‘After I’ve Gone’. 

309 n HHHHH

RIVAL
DUCKWORTH, CHARLOTTE
9781787470958     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

When Helena hired Ashley to work for her, she was startled but impressed by her fierce ambition. They 
formed a dream team that made Helena proud - this could be the perfect protegee she’d always wanted 
to have? But soon she realised that nothing would stand in the way of Ashley’s drive to get to the top. 
And when Helena became pregnant, everything she had worked so hard for was suddenly threatened... 
Now, living in her home in the remote countryside - the perfect place to get away from it all - Helena is a 
career woman with no job - a mother without a baby. She blames Ashley for destroying her life. But was 
what happened really Ashley’s fault? 

310 n HHHHH

TASTE FOR VENGEANCE
WALKER, MARTIN
9781786486158     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Bruno, now Chief of Police for the whole Vezere valley, has an unusual challenge to rise to: teaching 
at his friend Pamela’s new cookery school. It is a daunting prospect - the disappearance of one of the 
school’s pupils almost serves as a welcome distraction. When the woman’s body is discovered in one 
half of a double homicide, the evidence points to something far out of the ordinary. The other murder 
victim is a man, covered in combat scars and with a false passport. Investigations reveal a list of 
enemies as long as Bruno’s arm. Any one of them would have had good reason to kill him - but which 
group managed it? And how did they find him? 

311 n HHHH

BEAUTIFUL BAD
WARD, ANNIE
9781787472761     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Maddie and Ian’s romance began when he was serving in the British Army and she was a travel writer 
visiting her best friend Jo in Europe. Now sixteen years later, married with a beautiful son, Charlie, 
they are living the perfect suburban life in Middle America. But when an accident leaves Maddie badly 
scarred, she begins attending therapy, where she gradually reveals her fears about Ian’s PTSD; her 
concerns for the safety of their young son Charlie; and the couple’s tangled and tumultuous past with 
Jo. An explosive and twisted psychological thriller in which the perfect love story leads to the perfect 
crime. 

312 n HHHHH

GODFATHER 50TH ANNIVERSARY
PUZO, MARIO
9781785151781     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

With an exclusive introduction by Francis Ford Coppola. Tyrant, racketeer, blackmailer, murderer - his 
influence reaches every level of American society. Meet Don Corleone, a friendly man, a just man, a 
reasonable man. The deadliest lord of the Cosa Nostra. The Godfather. This modern masterpiece is 
a searing portrait of the 1940s criminal underworld. It is also the intimate story of the Corleone family, 
at once drawn together and ripped apart by its unique position at the core of the American Mafia. 
Mario Puzo’s compelling tale is a true classic, and remains just as shocking fifty years after it was first 
published. 
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313 n HHHHH

JUROR NO 3
PATTERSON, JAMES
9781784753771     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Ruby Bozarth, a newcomer to Rosedale, Mississippi, is also fresh to the Mississippi Bar - and to the 
docket of Circuit Judge Baylor, who taps Ruby as defense counsel in a racially charged felony. The 
murder of a woman from one of the town’s oldest families has Rosedale’s upper crust howling for 
blood, and the prosecutor is counting on Ruby’s inexperience to help him deliver a swift conviction. 
Ruby’s client is a college football star who has returned home after a career-ending injury, and she is 
determined to build a defense that will stick... 

314 n HHHHH

RUN AWAY
COBEN, HARLAN
9781780894256     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

You’ve lost your daughter. She’s addicted to drugs and to an abusive boyfriend. And she’s made it clear 
that she doesn’t want to be found. Then, quite by chance, you see her busking in New York’s Central 
Park. But she’s not the girl you remember. This woman is wasted, frightened and clearly in trouble. You 
don’t stop to think. You approach her, beg her to come home. She runs. And you follow her into a dark 
and dangerous world you never knew existed. Where criminal gangs rule, where drugs are the main 
currency, and murder is commonplace. Now it’s your life on the line. And nowhere and no one is safe. 

315 n HHHHH

WESTERN WIND
HARVEY, SAMANTHA
9781784708030     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Oakham, near Bruton, is a tiny village by a big river without a bridge. When a man is swept away by the river in 
the early hours of Shrove Saturday, an explanation has to be found. Was it murder, or suicide, or an accident? 
The whole story is relayed by the village priest, John Reve, who in his role as confessor is privy to a lot of 
information that others have not. But will he be able to explain what happened to the victim, Tom Newman, the 
wealthiest, most capable and industrious man in the village? And what will happen when he can’t? 

316 n HHHHH

18TH ABDUCTION
PATTERSON, JAMES
9781780899329     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

When three female schoolteachers go missing in San Francisco, Detective Lindsay Boxer must unravel 
the mystery of their disappearance. But what starts as a missing person case quickly escalates to a 
troubling murder investigation. As pressure at work mounts, Lindsay must rely on her husband Joe 
to support her at home. Yet Joe is pursuing a mysterious case himself, as a woman running from her 
past brings him terrifying information - the notorious war criminal from her Eastern European home 
country has appeared on the streets of San Francisco. As Lindsay searches for the missing women, a 
frightening new twist forces her and Joe’s investigations to collide. 

317 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY SISTER IS MISSING
BARRETT, JULIA
9781910453674     P 
RED DOOR PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Stephanie Henderson gazes at her newborn daughter and wonders if husband Adam will notice the lack of 
resemblance. But when a paternity test is demanded, Stephanie tells Adam a string of lies - lies that lead two men 
to a dramatic confrontation. Without warning, Stephanie and her baby disappear. When CCTV images appear of 
a young woman who fits Stephanie’s description holding a baby, jumping in front of a high-speed train, her sister 
Jess fears the worst. But was it Stephanie?... In turmoil and in search of answers, Jess breaks her sister’s privacy 
and reads her journals. But Jess is not prepared for what she uncovers... or for what happens next. 

318 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ACCIDENTAL AGENT
JUDD, ALAN
9781471150678     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

From the author of ‘Legacy’ comes a brilliant new novel for fans of John le Carre. Brexit looms and 
Charles Thoroughgood, Chief of MI6, is forbidden for political reasons from spying on the EU. But when 
an EU official volunteers the EU’s negotiating bottom lines to one of his officers, Charles has to report 
it. Whitehall is eager for more but as the case develops Charles realises that it may not be quite what it 
appears. At the same time, he finds he has a family connection with a possible terrorist whom MI5 want 
checked out. In both cases, Charles is forced to become his own agent, seeking what he really does 
not want to find. 

319 n HHHH

MURDER MY LOVE
SPILLANE, MICKEY
9781785655548     H     TITAN 
£17.99     Published 19/03/19

The new Mike Hammer tale by masters of the hardboiled genre Micky Spillane and Max Allan Collins. 
Hammer is summoned to a meeting with Jamie Winters, United States Senator from New York, and 
Jamie’s lovely, very smart wife, Nicole, considered to be the power behind the throne. Winters is being 
blackmailed, and Hammer is given a list of suspects who may be behind the threats to the Senator’s 
career. But when the suspects begin to drop like flies, Hammer realises there is more to this case than 
just a salacious tape. 

320 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AFTER THE ECLIPSE
DORRICOTT, FRAN
9781789091571     P 
TITAN 
£7.99     Published 05/03/19

Sixteen years ago a little girl was abducted during a solar eclipse while her older sister Cassie was 
supposed to be watching her. She was never seen again. When a local girl goes missing just before the 
next big eclipse, Cassie suspects the disappearance is connected to her sister - whoever took Olive is 
still out there. But she needs to find a way to prove it, and time is running out. 

321 n HHHH

JUST WHAT KIND OF MOTHER ARE YOU
DALY, PAULA
9780552176439     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

She’s gone and it’s your fault. You were supposed to be watching your best friend’s 13-year-old 
daughter, and now she’s missing. But you knew she’s not just missing - she’s been taken. Because 
Lucinda is the second girl to be abducted within a fortnight. And the first was found on a busy high 
street, naked and severely traumatised. No one expects the next to be so lucky. You’re going to have 
to figure this out - who did it. Because if you don’t, then Lucinda will be next. And you’ll never forgive 
yourself... An emotionally fraught psychological thriller and a shrewd examination of family life - and the 
evil that can lie beneath. 
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322 n HHHH

TOO CLOSE
DANIELS, NATALIE
9780552176125     P     TRANSWORLD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

How close is too close? There’s a moment, when you meet someone new, when the connection is so 
strong that making a friend can feel like falling in love. That’s how it was for Connie and Ness. They met 
in the park while their children played and as they talked, they realised they were neighbours. Perhaps 
it was only natural that they and their families would become entirely inseparable. But when Ness’s 
marriage ends in a bitter divorce, she is suddenly at Connie’s house all the time. Connie doesn’t have 
a moment to herself, no time alone with her husband, not a second to chat to her kids. It’s all too much. 
Something has to give... 

323 n HHHH

CITY OF SINNERS
DHAND, A A
9780552175555     P     TRANSWORLD 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

It is an ordinary Yorkshire morning, cold and miserable. The streets are not yet busy. Police cars 
hurriedly pull up in the centre of town, but none of their lights are flashing and the sirens are silent. A 
body has been found, elaborately and painstakingly positioned to send a message. But what message? 
And to whom? It’s DI Harry Virdee’s job to find out. But Harry doesn’t know that the killer is watching 
him, that the killer is coming for him. Because this time it’s personal... 

324 n HHHH

BOY IN THE HEADLIGHTS
BJORK, SAMUEL
9780857522542     H     TRANSWORLD 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Winter 1999. An old man is driving home when his headlights catch an animal on the empty road up 
ahead. He stamps hard on the brakes. But it is not an animal at all. It is a young boy, frightened and 
alone, with a set of deer antlers strapped firmly to his head. Fourteen years later, a body is found in 
a mountain lake. Within weeks, three people have died. Each time, the killer has left a clue, inviting 
Special Investigations Detectives Munch and Kruger to play a deadly game - a game they cannot 
possibly win. Against the most dangerous and terrifying kind of serial killer. One who chooses their 
victims completely at random. 

325 n HHHHH

MISTAKE I MADE
DALY, PAULA
9780552176446     P     TRANSWORLD 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

We all think we know who we are. What we’re capable of. Roz is a single mother, a physiotherapist, a 
sister, a friend. She’s also desperate. Her business has gone under, she’s crippled by debt and she’s 
just had to explain to her son why someone’s taken all their furniture away. But now a stranger has 
made her an offer. For one night with her, he’ll pay enough to bring her back from the edge. Roz has a 
choice to make. 

326 n HHHHH

LONELY HOUR
FOWLER, CHRISTOPHER
9780857525680     H     TRANSWORLD 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

On a rainy winter night outside a run-down nightclub in the wrong part of London, four strangers 
meet for the first time at 4:00am. A few weeks later the body of an Indian textile worker is found 
hanging upside down inside a willow tree on Hamstead Heath. The Peculiar Crimes Unit is called in to 
investigate. The victim was found surrounded by the paraphernalia of black magic, and so Arthur Bryant 
and John May set off to question experts in the field. But the case is not what it appears. When another 
victim seemingly commits suicide, it becomes clear that in the London night is a killer who knows what 
people fear most. And he always strikes at 4:00am. 

327 n HHH

TWO GIRLS DOWN
LUNA, LOUISA
9781925773644     P 
TURNAROUND 
£10.99     Published 28/03/19

When two sisters disappear from a car park while their mother is in the supermarket, the devastated 
family hires bounty hunter Alice Vega to help find the girls. Immediately shut out by a local police 
department already stretched too thin by budget cuts and the growing meth epidemic, Vega enlists the 
help of a disgraced former cop, Max Caplan. Cap is a man trying to put the scandal of his past behind 
him and move on, but Vega needs his help, and she will not be denied. With little to go on, Vega and 
Cap will go to extraordinary lengths to untangle a dangerous web of lies, false leads, and complex 
relationships to find the girls before time runs out. 

328 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FALLING FROM A FLOATING 
WORLD
HURST, NICK
9781783526314     P 
UNBOUND 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Ray is sacked from his job in London, he goes to Japan hoping to start his life afresh. Things 
begin well: he lands work as an English teacher and strikes up a relationship with the beautiful, 
intriguing Tomoe. But his world is turned upside down when Tomoe’s father is found dead. Convinced 
that his death was a murder, Tomoe sets out after the killers, and when she goes missing Ray is forced 
to act. In his quest to find her he’s dragged into the floating world - a place of corrupt politicians, yakuza, 
sumo wrestlers and call-girls living out an adventure that echoes his dreams of Tokyo’s feudal past. 

329 n HHHH

IT ALL FALLS DOWN
KAMAL, SHEENA
9781785764127     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

When Nora Watts is approached by a man claiming to know her late father, she is thrown into turmoil. 
Struggling with the imminent death, from cancer, of her friend and mentor Sebastian Crow, she is 
unprepared for the memories that this encounter brings back. What happened to her father that made 
him kill himself and abandon Nora and her sister? Heading to Detroit to try and find some answers 
about his life there, Nora expects to discover a reason behind his suicide. Instead, she finds more 
questions than answers... 
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330 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AFTER SHE’S GONE
GREBE, CAMILLA
9781785764707     H 
ZAFFRE 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

For psychological profiler Hanne Lagerlind-Schoen, life is good. She and her partner, investigator Peter 
Lindgren, have just returned from a dream holiday in Greenland, and the symptoms of her early onset 
dementia seem to be under control. Then they’re asked to go to the small, industrial town of Ormberg to 
investigate a cold case: ten years earlier a 5-year-old girl’s remains were found in a cairn near the town. 
With her dementia creeping back, Hanne keeps a diary noting down everything she may forget. When 
she is found lost, hurt and confused, and the body of a woman and one of Hanne’s shoes covered in 
blood nearby, questions are raised... 

331 n HHHHH

YOUR GUILTY SECRET
THORNTON, REBECCA
9781785760754     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

You know Lara King. The top billing of the showbiz pages, you’ve seen her every morning; over your 
breakfast, on your commute to work. You know everything about her; you’ve dissected her life. Her 
perfect relationship with film-star Matthew Raine. Her beautiful six-year old daughter Ava. And so when 
a terrible incident shatters the family’s carefully constructed facade, a media frenzy ensues. What 
happens when the perfect woman begins to unravel? When her whole life is really just a lie? One she 
will do anything she can to stop you from finding out? The story is... Your Guilty Secret. 

FICTION ADULT EROTICA

332 n HHH

MY LOVER
RILEY, CECILY
9781908577863     P 
HAWKWOOD BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 04/03/19

Lucy Hall, a dancer at the Black Cat Theatre in 1930s London, gets herself into all kinds of adventures. 
This time, it’s all about lovers, the ones you need, the ones you leave and the ones you kill. Will Lucy’s 
man be the lover she needs him to be, and will the feathers stay in place for the final curtain call? 
Contains scenes of an explicit nature. Fourth in the Secrets of a Dancing Girl series. 

FICTION GENERAL

333 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
BERG
QUIN, ANN
9781911508540     P 
AND OTHER STORIES 
£10.00     Published 07/03/19

The much-anticipated republication of Ann Quin’s masterpiece of post-war British fiction: caustic, 
thrilling, unforgettable. ‘A man called Berg, who changed his name to Greb, came to a seaside town 
intending to kill his father...’ So begins Ann Quin’s first novel, a debut ‘so staggeringly superior to most 
you’ll never forget it’ (The Guardian). Alistair Berg, hair restorer, shares a mistress with his father. He 
will, he decides, eliminate his rival. After mutilating a ventriloquist’s dummy, he finds himself accidentally 
seduced by the man he needs to kill. 

334 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PROLETERKA
JAEGGY, FLEUR
9781911508564     P 
AND OTHER STORIES 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

A 15-year-old girl and her father, Johannes, take a cruise to Greece on the SS Proleterka. Jaeggy 
recounts the girl’s youth in her distinctively strange, telescopic prose: the remarried mother, cold 
and unconcerned; the father who was allowed only rare visits with the child; the years spent stashed 
away with relatives or at boarding school. On board, she becomes the object of the sailors’ affection, 
receiving a violent, carnal education. 

335 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMERICA IS NOT THE HEART
CASTILLO, ELAINE
9781786491350     P 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

How many lives can one person lead in a single lifetime? When Hero De Vera arrives in America, 
disowned by her parents in the Philippines, she’s already on her third. Her uncle, Pol, who has offered 
her a fresh start and a place to stay in the Bay Area, knows not to ask about the first and second. And 
his younger wife, Paz, has learned enough about the might and secrecy of the De Vera family to keep 
her head down. Only their daughter Roni asks Hero why her hands seem to scream with hurt at the 
steering wheel of the car she drives to collect her from school, and only Rosalyn, the open-hearted 
beautician, has any hope of bringing Hero back from the dead. 
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336 n HHHH

DINNER LIST
SERLE, REBECCA
9781911630180     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

What if your dream dinner party were to actually happen? For New Yorker Sabrina, fantasy becomes 
reality when she arrives at her 30th-birthday celebration to find not only her best friend but also her 
long-dead father, her admired philosophy professor, the love of her life - and silver-screen icon Audrey 
Hepburn. Unbelievable though this may seem, as the wine and conversation start to flow it becomes 
clear that these individuals have each played a crucial role in the course Sabrina’s life has taken - and 
that they have come together at this moment in time for a reason... 

337 n HHHH

PASSAGE OF LOVE
MILLER, ALEX
9781760630676     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

An extraordinarily vivid novel about a marriage and a husband’s insatiable need to create. This 
intensely autobiographical novel has much to say about the compulsion to create, and the fundamental 
unknowability of even our most intimate partners. As the reader sinks into the text of this singular book, 
the artifice of fiction gradually melts away, leaving nothing but truth on the page. In ‘The Passage of 
Love’ Alex Miller has given us a masterful work which will come to define his career as one of the great 
writers of our time. 

338 n HHHHH

LOVE WILL TEAR US APART
SEDDON, HOLLY
9781786490551     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Sometimes a promise becomes a prison. Fearing eternal singledom, childhood friends Kate and 
Paul made a vow that if they didn’t find love by thirty, they would marry each other. Years later, about 
to celebrate their 10th wedding anniversary, Kate and Paul start to wonder, will this be their last? Is 
friendship really enough to make a marriage? As Kate struggles with a secret that reaches far into their 
past, the couple’s vow has become the very thing that threatens their future... 

339 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NARROW LAND
HICKEY, CHRISTINE D
9781786496713     H 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The new novel from Christine Dwyer Hickey, the author of ‘Last Train from Liguria’, is a story of 
loneliness and regret, the legacy of World War II and the ever-changing concept of the American 
Dream. 1950: late summer on Cape Cod. Ten year-old Michael is spending the summer with Richie 
and his glamorous, troubled mother. Left to their own devices, the boys meet artists Jo and Edward 
Hopper - and an unlikely friendship is forged. She, volatile, passionate and often irrational, suffers bouts 
of obsessive sexual jealousy. He, withdrawn and unwell, depressed by his inability to work, becomes 
besotted by Richie’s frail and beautiful Aunt Katherine... 

340 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OTHER AMERICANS
LALAMI, LAILA
9781526606709     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 27/03/19

From the Pulitzer Prize finalist and Booker Prize-longlisted author of ‘The Moor’s Account’, a timely and 
powerful novel about the suspicious death of a Moroccan immigrant Driss Guerraoui, that is at once 
a family saga, a murder mystery and a love story, all of it informed by the treacherous fault lines of 
American culture. As the characters - deeply divided by race, religion and class - tell their stories in ‘The 
Other Americans’, Driss’s family is forced to confront its secrets, a town faces its hypocrisies, and love, 
in all its messy and unpredictable forms, is born. 

341 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROAD TO GRANCHESTER
RUNCIE, JAMES
9781408886854     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

‘The Road to Grantchester’ will delight new and old fans alike and finally tell the touching, engaging, 
and surprising origin story of the Grantchester Mysteries’ beloved archdeacon. It is 1938, and 18-year-
old Sidney Chambers is dancing the quickstep with Amanda Kendall at her brother Robert’s birthday 
party at the Caledonian Club. No one can believe, on this golden evening, that there could ever be 
another war. Returning to London 7 years later, Sidney has gained a Military Cross and lost his best 
friend on the battlefields of Italy. But he has heard a call: constant, though quiet, and growing ever more 
persistent - he must now negotiate his path to God. 

342 n HHHH

HAPPY LITTLE BLUEBIRDS
LEVENE, LOUISE
9781408878798     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

September 1940. Recently widowed Evelyn has been plucked from her civil service job in Woking and 
transported to the opulent world of wartime Hollywood. Young, bright and fluent in nine languages, she 
is to assist the British Colonel Peyton, who has secretly been trying to persuade an Anglo-Hungarian 
producer to create war propaganda. However, when Evelyn arrives, Peyton has been called to 
Bermuda and she finds herself adrift in a new world which is dazzling and baffling in equal measure. 
Evelyn is free to reinvent herself far from the war-ravaged shores of England. But Hollywood, for all its 
luxury, is a dangerous place for an outsider. 

343 n HHHH

PUTNEY
ZINOVIEFF, SOFKA
9781408895740     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

It is the 1970s and Ralph, an up-and-coming composer, is visiting Edmund Greenslay at his riverside 
home in Putney to discuss a collaboration. Through the house’s colourful rooms and unruly garden flits 
9-year-old Daphne - dark, teasing, slippery as mercury, more sprite than boy or girl. From the moment 
their worlds collide, Ralph is consumed by an obession to make Daphne his. But Ralph is 25 and she is 
only a child, and even in the bohemian abandon of 1970s London their fast-burgeoning relationship must 
be kept a secret. It is not until years later that Daphne is forced to confront the truth of her own childhood. 
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344 n HHHHH

ALL AMONG THE BARLEY
HARRISON, MELISSA
9781408897973     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From the author of Costa-shortlisted and Baileys-longlisted ‘At Hawthorn Time’ comes a major new 
novel. Set on a farm in Suffolk just before WWII, it introduces a girl on the cusp of adulthood. 14-year-
old Edie Mather lives with her family at Wych Farm, where the shadow of the Great War still hangs 
over a community impoverished by the Great Depression. Glamorous Constance FitzAllen arrives from 
London to make a record of fading rural traditions, and to persuade Edie’s family to return to the old 
ways rather than embrace modernity. She brings with her new political and social ideas - some far more 
dangerous than others. 

345 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIVES BEFORE US
CONLIN, JULIET
9781785302305     P     B&W PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

‘The Lives Before Us’ follows Esther and Kitty who, facing Nazi persecution, flee to Shanghai. April 
1939 and, with their lives in Berlin and Vienna under threat, Esther and Kitty - two very different 
women - are forced to make the same brutal choice. Flee Europe, or face the ghetto, incarceration, 
death. Shanghai, they’ve heard is a haven and so they secure passage to the other side of the world. 
What they find is a city of extremes - wealth, poverty, decadence and disease - and of deep political 
instability. Then the Japanese military enters the fray and violence mounts, & the women are thrown 
together in the city’s most desperate times. 

346 n HHHH

ALBERT EINSTEIN SPEAKING
GADNEY, R J
9781786890498     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Princeton, New Jersey. 14th March 1954. ‘Albert Einstein speaking.’ ‘Who?’ asks the girl on the 
telephone. ‘I’m sorry’, she says. ‘I have the wrong number.’ ‘You have the right number’, Albert says. 
From a wrong number to a friendship that would impact both their lives, ‘Albert Einstein Speaking’ 
begins with the meeting of two very different minds - the world’s most respected scientist and a 
schoolgirl from New Jersey. Riotous, charming and tender, RJ Gadney’s novel spans almost a century 
and shines a light on the man behind the myth. 

347 n HHHH

HALF SISTER
CHANTER, CATHERINE
9781786891266     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The Half Sister’ is a profound and haunting portrayal of those who are imprisoned by the past and 
by their struggle to find the words which will release them. When she was 16, Diana left her unhappy 
family and set out to make a new life. 25 years later, she has arrived. Recently married to Edmund, 
there are just the two of them living at Wynhope, his family’s historic country home, both happy for the 
past to be locked away and for the future to be free from responsibility. But when Diana hears that her 
mother has died, she impulsively asks estranged half-sister Valerie and her 9-year-old son to stay. The 
sisters argue and a terrible accident occurs... 

348 n HHHH

TALE FOR THE TIME BEING
OZEKI, RUTH
9781786893901     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Ruth discovers a Hello Kitty lunchbox washed up by her beach home, she suspects it might have 
arrived on a drift from the 2011 tsunami. Within it lies a diary that expresses the hopes and dreams of 
a young girl. In a cafe in Tokyo, 16-year-old Nao Yasutani is trying to navigate modern life. In the face 
of cyberbullying, the mysteries of a 104-year-old Buddhist nun and great-grandmother, and the joy and 
heartbreak of family, she is trying to find her own place - and voice - through a diary she hopes will find 
a reader and friend who finally understands her. Crossing generations and continents, from WWII to 
present day Japan, this is an unforgettable story. 

349 n HHHHH

VALLEY AT THE CENTRE OF THE WORLD
TALLACK, MALACHY
9781786892324     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Shetland: a place of sheep and soil, of harsh weather, close ties and an age-old way of life. A place where 
David has lived all his life, like his father and grandfather before him, but where he abides only in the present 
moment. A place that newcomers have made their home. But times change - island inhabitants die, or move 
away, and David worries that no young families will take over the chain of stories and care that this valley 
has always needed, while others wonder if it was ever truly theirs to join. This exquisite debut novel is a story 
about community and isolation, about what is passed down, and what is lost between the cracks. 

350 n HHHH

DEATH IS HARD WORK
KHALIFA, KHALED
9780571346042     P     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Abdel Latif, an old man, dies peacefully in a hospital bed in Damascus. Before he dies, he tells his 
youngest son Bolbol that his final wish is to be buried in the family plot in their ancestral village of Anabiya 
in the Aleppo region. Though Abdel Latif was not the ideal father, and though Bolbol is estranged from his 
siblings, he decides to persuade his older brother Hussein and his sister Fatima to accompany him and 
their father’s body to Anabiya - only a two-hour drive from Damascus. But the country is a warzone. 

351 n HHHH

OUR LADY OF THE FLOWERS
GENET, JEAN
9780571340828     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Our Lady of the Flowers’, often considered Genet’s masterpiece, was written in the cell of a French 
prison where he was being held for theft. Here is the darker side of Montmartre, a world of pimps, 
thieves, prostitutes, queens and blackmailers, where ‘morality’ in the common sense of the word has 
no meaning. The story of Divine, a drag-queen prostitute, is interwoven with that of one of his lovers, a 
young man due to be arrested for murder. A story of sex, crime and death, ‘Our Lady of the Flowers’ is a 
powerful and original debut novel, which put Genet into the front rank of French writers. 

352 n HHHH

THIEFS JOURNAL
GENET, JEAN
9780571340835     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The Thief’s Journal’ is perhaps Jean Genet’s most authentically autobiographical novel; an account 
of his impoverished travels across 1930s Europe. The narrator is guilty of vagrancy, petty theft and 
prostitution, but his writing transforms such degradations into an inverted moral code, where criminality 
and delinquency become heroic. With a holy trinity of his own making - homosexuality, theft and 
betrayal - in ‘The Thief’s Journal’ Genet produced a startlingly powerful novel without precedent. 

353 n HHHH

COUNTRY FUNERAL
MCGAHERN, JOHN
9780571351848     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

‘The Country Funeral’ witnesses three brothers, John, Philly and Fonsie Ryan, as they travel west from 
Dublin to Gloria Bog - the heart of the territory where so many of McGahern’s stories take place - to 
attend the funeral of their uncle. Depicting the customs and rituals of the day, McGahern exquisitely 
traces how the brothers react to the area in unexpected and tender ways, and face their own feelings 
about the transience of life. Bringing together past, present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber 
Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

354 n HHHH

DAUGHTERS OF PASSION
O’FAOLAIN, JULIA
9780571351947     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

She had been an orphan, her mother probably a whore. Brought up by nuns, she had lost her faith, found 
another, fought for it and been imprisoned. On the twelfth day of her hunger strike, Maggy is unable to tell 
the difference between what is real and what is imagined. That’s true of what brought her here too: was she 
IRA, or did she just take risks for the sake of a friend? Julia O’Faolain paints a portrait of young Irish girls 
and their unseverable connection, showing solidarity in places politics cannot reach. Bringing together past, 
present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 
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355 n HHHH

FORESTERS DAUGHTER
KEEGAN, CLAIRE
9780571351855     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

The evening is fine. A few early stars are shining of their own accord. She watches the dog licking the bowl 
clean. This dog will break her daughter’s heart, she’s sure of it. This mesmeric story takes us into the heart of 
rural Wicklow, and the farming family of Victor Deegan, with his ‘three teenagers, the milking and the mortgage’. 
When Deegan finds a gun dog and gives it to his only daughter, his wife is filled with foreboding at this seeming 
act of kindness. As the seasons pass, long-buried family secrets threaten to emerge. Bringing together past, 
present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

356 n HHHH

GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND
O’CONNOR, FLANNERY
9780571351817     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

A family sets out on a road trip in the American South. The grandmother suggests they change course 
in order to avoid ‘The Misfit’, an escaped convict who’s reportedly heading towards Florida. But when 
their car turns over in a ditch, who should they flag down for help but the very man whose picture they 
recognise from the paper... Flannery O’Connor’s famous fifties story evokes heat and dust, family and 
feuding, God and grace - and is utterly uncompromising in its brutality. Bringing together past, present 
and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

357 n HHHH

MRS FOX
HALL, SARAH
9780571351961     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

Walking ahead of him on the heath, his wife turns to look at him over her shoulder, ‘topaz eyes glinting. 
Scorched face. Vixen’. In language harvested from nature, Sarah Hall tells a story of metamorphosis, of wildness 
and fecundity, and of a man reaching for reason, who cannot let go of the creature he loves. Bringing together 
past, present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

358 n HHHH

RIVER IN EGYPT
MEANS, DAVID
9780571352494     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

In his masterful story ‘A River in Egypt’, David Means paints a portrait of a moment. Cavanaugh and 
his young son are suspended; trapped in what a nurse calls ‘the sweat chamber’, where the boy will be 
tested for cystic fibrosis. Cavanaugh has brought distractions - spasmodic action figures, malformed toy 
trucks - but they do little to alter the frustration of the sick child screaming, or to alleviate the anxiety of 
the time spent waiting for ‘some exactitude in the form of a diagnosis’. Bringing together past, present 
and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

359 n HHHH

SONNY LISTON WAS A FRIEND OF MINE
JONES, THOM
9780571351978     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

He met Liston’s gaze but found it almost impossible to sustain eye contact. Soon it became an exercise in 
the control of fear. Sonny Liston gave Kid Dynamite the slightest hint of a smile and winked. In the build-up 
to a fight, Kid’s head swirls - with thoughts of his estranged father, his difficult relationship with his stepfather, 
the time he met his hero, and the sense that he is reaching a moment of change. A masterclass in tone, 
atmosphere and control, this is a testament to Thom Jones’s talent for the short-story form. Bringing together 
past, present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

360 n HHHH

TERRIFIC MOTHER
MOORE, LORRIE
9780571351831     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

Adrienne is living in a puritanical age, when the best compliment a childless woman can get is: ‘You’d make 
a terrific mother’. That’s when she goes to her friends’ Labor Day picnic and accidentally kills their baby. 
The shock of this scene is expertly packed into two brief paragraphs. What follows is Adrienne’s retreat from 
life and her attempt to return to it. Her sharp scepticism about the people around her is achingly funny. Yet 
beyond derision there is forgiveness and something along the lines of love. Bringing together past, present 
and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 

361 n HHHH

THREE TYPES OF SOLITUDE
ALDISS, BRIAN
9780571352500     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

Brian Aldiss, who died in 2017, was best known for his science fiction - and in particular a short story 
optioned by Stanley Kubrick, which would, under Spielberg’s direction, become the film AI, Artificial 
Intelligence. Aldiss’s first book was published by Faber in 1955. This brief, late trilogy contains much of 
his lively humour, one improbable invention, and a pervasive sense of loneliness and longing. ‘Sadness 
is just happiness in reverse,’ says someone in a story within the story, ‘We humans have to put up with 
it.’ Bringing together past, present and future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series 
of collectable works. 

362 n HHHHH

EXPEDITION TO THE BAOBAB TREE
STOCKENSTROM, WILMA
9780571347742     P     FABER & FABER 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Wearily, I take the path to the river, there in the cool to fill my being with the sounds of my sister-being, 
to refresh myself in the modest scents of pigeonwood and mitzeerie, to let my gaze end in a tangle of 
monkey ropes and fern arches and the slowly descending leaves, and to find rest, all day long, all night 
long.’ A young slave girl accompanies her owner on an expedition into the African interior in search of a 
mythical city. In unfamiliar terrain, the party gets lost. One by one, our narrator’s companions disappear, 
leaving her to take refuge in the hollow of a baobab tree. 

363 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LANNY
PORTER, MAX
9780571340286     H 
FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

There is a village outside London, no different from many others, belonging to the people who live in it 
and to the people who lived in it hundreds of years ago, to England’s mysterious past and confounding 
present. It also belongs to Dead Papa Toothwort, woken from his slumber and listening, and watching. 
He is watching Mad Pete, the village artist. Listening to ancient Peggy gossiping at her gate, to families 
just moved here and those dead for generations. He hears them all as he searches intently for his 
favourite. Looking for the boy. Lanny. Here, Max Porter extends the potent and magical space he 
created in ‘Grief Is the Thing with Feathers’. 

364 n HHHHH

LOVE AFTER LOVE
HOURSTON, ALEX
9780571316953     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Nancy Jansen is the beating heart of her family. She is the centre around whom many lives turn. 
Mother, Therapist, Daughter, Sister, Wife. But Nancy has a new role: Lover. Everybody can be happy, 
Nancy believes, so long as they can be kept apart. But when these lives start to overlap, collision 
becomes inevitable, with consequences for all... 

365 n HHHHH

SHIELDING OF MRS FORBES
BENNETT, ALAN
9780571351824     P     FABER & FABER 
£3.50     Published 07/03/19

‘Thinking Betty was in the bath, Graham was watching a late-night programme on Channel 4 called 
Footballers with Their Shirts Off, when she unexpectedly came in on the trail of the hairdryer. ‘I didn’t 
know you were interested in football,’ said Betty. No one must ever find out that Graham is ‘not the 
marrying sort’. Certainly not his wife, or his mother. As sex, blackmail and fanatical tidiness take over 
the West Yorkshire parish of Alwoodley, an unlikely caper unfolds. Bringing together past, present and 
future in Faber’s 90th year, Faber Stories is a celebratory series of collectable works. 
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366 n HHH

FIND ME FALLING
MARSHALL, FIONA VIGO
9781912054220     P 
FAIRLIGHT BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Waste Island, a desolate backwater at the edge of England, is a home to lost talents and broken 
promises. Londoner Bonnie, a traumatised concert pianist, has found refuge there, at a cliff-top house 
haunted by old memories and perhaps more. When road sweeper Dominic hands her a ring he has 
found on the beach, they are drawn to each other with a destructive passion that neither are able to 
control... 

367 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANIMALIA
AMO, JEAN-BAPTISTE D
9781910695579     P     FITZCARRALDO EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 20/03/19

‘Animalia’ retraces the history of a modest peasant family through the twentieth century as they develop 
their small plot of land into an intensive pig farm. In an environment dominated by the omnipresence 
of animals, five generations endure the cataclysm of war, economic disasters, and the emergence of a 
brutal industrialism reflecting an ancestral tendency to violence. Only the enchanted realm of childhood 
- that of Eleonore, the matriarch, and that of Jerome, the last in the lineage - and the innate freedom of 
the animals offer any respite from the visible barbarity of humanity. 

368 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHOKE
LAGUNA, SOPHIE
9781910709573     H 
GALLIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 15/03/19

A coming-of-age tale in the vein of recent remarkable literature on dangerous girlhoods and disjointed 
families. Abandoned by her mother and seldom visited by her unpredictable, violent father, 10-year-old 
Justine is raised by her grandfather, Pop - a man tormented by visions of war. Through years of poverty 
and neglect, Justine finds solace in the staggering natural beauty of the nearby Murray River. But when 
outside threats infiltrate even this sanctuary, who is there to protect her from danger? Exposed to a 
lethal world, she must navigate the final years of her precarious childhood alone. 

369 n HHHH

HARK
LIPSYTE, SAM
9781783783212     P     GRANTA BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A riotous novel of awkward believers, floundering marriages and our maladjusted 21st century, from 
one of America’s sharpest satirists - for fans of Gary Shteyngart, Paul Murray and Larry David. In 
an America convulsed by political upheaval, cultural discord, environmental collapse and spiritual 
confusion, many folks are searching for peace, salvation, and - perhaps most immediately - just a little 
damn focus... 

370 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CONVENIENCE STORE 
WOMAN
MURATA, SAYAKA
9781846276842     P 
GRANTA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Keiko has never really fitted in. At school and university people find her odd and her family worries she’ll 
never be normal. To appease them, Keiko takes a job at a newly opened convenience store. Here, 
she finds peace and purpose in the simple, daily tasks and routine interactions. She is, she comes to 
understand, happiest as a convenience store worker. But in Keiko’s social circle it just won’t do for an 
unmarried woman to spend all her time stacking shelves. As pressure mounts on Keiko to find either a 
new job, or worse, a husband, she is forced to take desperate action... A bestseller in Japan, and the 
winner of the prestigious Akutagawa Prize. 

371 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHITE HOUSES
BLOOM, AMY
9781783781744     P 
GRANTA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

In 1933, President Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt took up residence in the White House. With them 
went the celebrated journalist Lorena Hickok - Hick to friends - a straight-talking reporter from South 
Dakota, whose passionate relationship with the idealistic, patrician First Lady would shape the rest 
of their lives. Told by the indomitable Hick, ‘White Houses’ is the story of Eleanor and Hick’s hidden 
love, and of Hick’s unlikely journey from her dirt-poor childhood to the centre of privilege and power. 
Exploring the potency of enduring love, this is a novel filled with fascinating back-room politics, and the 
secrets and scandals of the era. 

372 n HHHH

BITTER SUN
LEWIS, BETH
9780008145538     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

In the heatwave summer of 1971, four kids find a body by a lake and set out to solve a murder. But they 
dig too deep and ask too many questions. Larson is a town reeling in the wake of the Vietnam draft, 
where the unrelenting heat ruins the harvest, and the people teeter on the edge of ruin. As tension and 
paranoia run rife, rumours become fact, violence becomes reflex. The unrest allows the dark elements 
of the close-knit farming community to rise and take control. And John, Jenny, Gloria and Rudy are 
about to discover that sometimes secrets are best left uncovered... 

373 n HHHH

FEAST DAYS
MACKENZIE, IAN
9780008322304     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

A taut, powerful and profound novel about a young woman who follows her banker husband to Sao 
Paulo. We were Americans abroad...far from home. Our naivety didn’t have political consequences. 
My husband was in the chrysalis stage of becoming a rich man, and idealism was never my vice. I was 
ancillary - a word that comes from the Latin for ‘having the status of a female slave’. The term among 
expats for people like me was ‘trailing spouse’... ‘Feast Days’ is a short novel with big ideas - about 
money, class, inequality, globalisation, marriage, gender and reproduction. 
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374 n HHHH

HOPES & DREAMS OF LUCY BAKER
KEER, JENNI
9780008309695     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Meet Lucy, aged 25, and Brenda, aged 79. Neighbours, and unlikely friends. Lucy Baker is not your 
usual 25-year-old. She is more at home reading and knitting in her cluttered little flat than going out 
partying and socialising. 79-year-old Brenda is full of wise and wonderful advice, but when she’s 
diagnosed with dementia her life begins to change. Before her memories slip away for ever, Brenda is 
desperate to fulfil one last wish - to see Lucy happy. Gifting Lucy the locket that helped Brenda find her 
own true love, she hopes to push her reticent neighbour in the right direction. 

375 n HHHH

RED CLOCKS
ZUMAS, LENI
9780008209865     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Five Women. One Question: What is a woman for? In this ferociously imaginative novel, abortion is once 
again illegal in America, IVF is banned and the Personhood Amendment grants rights of life, liberty, and 
property to every embryo. In a small Oregon fishing town, five very different women navigate these new 
barriers... ‘Red Clocks’ is at once a riveting drama whose mysteries unfold with magnetic energy, and a 
shattering novel of ideas. With the verve of Naomi Alderman’s ‘The Power’ and the prescient brilliance of 
‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, Leni Zumas’ incredible novel is fierce, fearless and frighteningly plausible. 

376 n HHHH

WOMEN
CALDWELL, CHLOE
9780008254940     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A young woman moves from the countryside to the city. Inexplicably, inexorably and immediately, 
she falls in love with another woman for the first time in her life. Finn is nineteen years older than her, 
wears men’s clothes, has a cocky smirk of a smile - and a long-term girlfriend. With precision, wit and 
tenderness, ‘Women’ charts the frenzy and the fall out of love. 

377 n HHHHH

AGE OF MISADVENTURE
LEIGH, JUDY
9780008269227     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
55-year-old Georgie Turner doesn’t need a new man. Her daughter, aunt and sister are the most important people 
in her life (and most infuriating). But it seems the older they get, the further apart they drift. Georgie’s never been a 
fan of her sister Bonnie’s husband, so when she learns her brother-in-law has been up to no good, Georgie sees 
an opportunity to bring the women of her family back together. Along with her 21-year-old daughter and 80-year-
old aunt, she packs Bonnie into the back of her car and they leave Liverpool to hide out on the coast of Sussex. 
With the help of some sun, sea and some prosecco, this will be an adventure they’ll never forget. 

378 n HHHHH

GHOST TREE
ERSKINE, BARBARA
9780008195847     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
Ruth has returned to Edinburgh after her father died. While clearing his house she discovers the diary 
and letters written by her ancestor from the 18th century, Thomas Erskine. Thomas had joined the navy 
and the army, and travelled the world. Then he studied law and became Lord Chancellor. Yet he had 
made a powerful enemy on his voyages, who will hound him and his family to the death - and beyond. 
Ruth becomes ever more aware of Thomas as she is gripped by his story, and slowly senses both his 
and his enemy’s presences with her. Ruth will have to draw upon new friends and old to battle for her 
very survival - and discover an inner power beyond anything she’s imagined. 

379 n HHHHH

I STILL DREAM
SMYTHE, JAMES
9780007541973     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19
1997. Aged 17, Laura Bow’s invented a rudimentary artificial intelligence, and named it Organon. It’s intended 
to be a sounding-board for her teenage frustrations, a surrogate best friend; but as she grows older, it grows 
with her. As the world changes, technology also changes the way we live, love and die; massive corporations 
develop rival intelligences to Laura’s, ones without safety barriers or morals; and Laura is forced to decide 
whether to share her creation with the world. If it falls into the wrong hands, she knows, its power could be 
abused. But what if Organon is the only thing that can stop humanity from hurting itself irreparably? 

380 n HHHHH

LOST LETTER FROM MOROCCO
CHINN, ADRIENNE
9780008314569     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A forbidden love affair. A long-buried secret. A journey that will change everything. 1984: In the Moroccan village 
of Zitoune, Hanane’s love for Irishman Gus is forbidden. Forced to flee her home with the man she loves, 
Hanane is certain she is running towards her destiny. But she has made a decision that will haunt her family for 
years. 2009: When Addy discovers an unfinished letter in her late father’s belongings, she decides to journey to 
Morocco in search of answers and is quickly pulled into a world that she doesn’t know. The longer Addy stays, 
the more she starts to wonder just how many secrets are hiding behind the cascading waterfalls of Zitoune. 

381 n HHHHH

MY SISTERS LIES
ROBERTSON, S D
9780008223489     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

For a decade, Hannah’s life has been pretty close to perfect - she has a great job, she’s married to Mark, and 
her child-free existence means she’s free as a bird. The only sadness in her life is a fall-out with her sister 
Diane, who hasn’t spoken to her in over ten years. But now Diane is on her doorstep - and this time, she’s 
got her teenage daughter Mia in tow. When Diane asks if Mia can stay with Hannah and Mark for a few days, 
Hannah is glad of the chance to get to know her niece. But as the days turn into weeks and Diane doesn’t 
return, Hannah begins to worry. Why hasn’t her sister been in touch? Diane is carrying a devastating secret... 

382 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VOX
DALCHER, CHRISTINA
9780008300678     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Silence can be deafening. Jean McClellan spends her days in almost complete silence, limited to a 
daily quota of just one hundred words. Now that the new government is in power, no woman is able to 
speak over this limit without punishment by electric shock. But when the President’s brother suffers a 
stroke, Jean is temporarily given back her voice in order to work on the cure. And she soon discovers 
that she is part of a much larger plan: to eliminate the voices of women entirely... A thrilling debut, 
perfect for fans of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’. 

383 n HHHHH

WHY MUMMY SWEARS
SIMS, GILL
9780008284220     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Why Mummy Swears’ is the much anticipated new novel from Gill Sims, author of the hilarious ‘Why 
Mummy Drinks’. It’s every parent’s nightmare - the start of the school holiday - and instead of sitting in 
the sun, reading a book over a cold, crisp glass of Pinot Grigio, Mummy has two bored moppets to attend 
to. After frantically booking sports camps, and child-minder slots, not to mention time off work, Mummy is 
exhausted. But this is only the beginning... After being dragged to join the school’s PTA in the new term by 
an annoyingly kind-spirited neighbour, Mummy is stuck with organising the Christmas Fayre... 

384 n HHHH

BOY SWALLOWS UNIVERSE
DALTON, TRENT
9780008319250     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Brisbane, 1983: A lost father, a mute brother, a mum in jail, a heroin dealer for a stepfather and a 
notorious criminal for a babysitter. It’s not as if Eli’s life isn’t complicated enough already. He’s just trying 
to follow his heart, learning what it takes to be a good man, but life just keeps throwing obstacles in the 
way - not least of which is Tytus Broz, legendary drug dealer. But Eli’s life is about to get a whole lot more 
serious. He’s about to fall in love. And he has to break into prison on Christmas Day, to save his mum. 
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385 n HHHH

GHOST FACTORY
MCCARTNEY, JENNY
9780008295493     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

A powerful debut set in Belfast and London in the latter years of the twentieth century. The Troubles 
turned Northern Ireland into a ghost factory: as the manufacturing industry withered, the death business 
boomed. In trying to come to terms with his father’s sudden death, and the attack on his harmless best 
friend Titch, Jacky is forced to face the bullies who still menace a city scarred by conflict. After he himself 
is attacked, he flees to London to build a new life. But even in the midst of a burgeoning love affair he 
hears the ghosts of his past echoing, pulling him back to Belfast, crying out for retribution and justice. 

386 n HHHH

LOST CHILDREN ARCHIVE
LUISELLI, VALERIA
9780008290023     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

A family in New York packs the car and sets out on a road trip. A mother, a father, a boy and a girl, 
they head south west, to the Apacheria, the regions of the US which used to be Mexico. Meanwhile, 
thousands of children are journeying north, travelling to the US border from Central America and 
Mexico. In a breath-taking feat of literary virtuosity, ‘Lost Children Archive’ intertwines these two 
journeys to create a masterful novel full of echoes and reflections - a moving, powerful, urgent story 
about what it is to be human in an inhuman world. 

387 n HHHH

PACT WE MADE
ALAMMAR, LAYLA
9780008284442     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Set in contemporary Kuwait, ‘The Pact We Made’ is a deeply affecting and timely debut about family, secrets 
and one woman’s search for a different life. Dahlia has two lives. In one, she is a young woman with a good 
job, great friends and a busy social life. In the other, she is an unmarried daughter living at home, struggling 
with a burgeoning anxiety disorder and a deeply buried secret: a violent betrayal too shameful to speak of. 
With her thirtieth birthday fast-approaching, pressure from her mother to accept a marriage proposal begins 
to strain the family. As her two lives start to collide and fracture, all Dahlia can think of is escape. 

388 n HHHHH

NEWCOMER
BRITTON, FERN
9780008225216     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

It’s springtime in the Cornish coastal village of Pendruggan, and a newcomer is causing quite a stir... 
With all the warmth, wit and characterful storytelling loved by Fern Britton’s ever-growing fanbase, this 
new novel will be another idyllic Cornish escape. 

389 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STATESMAN & THE TRAMP
KOHLMEIER, MICHAEL
9781912208319     P     HAUS PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 04/03/19

A moving and richly comic novel based on the extraordinary friendship of Charlie Chaplin and Winston 
Churchill. When a chance encounter reveals that they are bound by a dark secret - depression, a series 
of therapeutic meetings across the world, in Germany, England and America, sees each become the 
other’s confidant as they talk of their ‘black dog days’. ‘The Statesman and the Tramp’ is the story of a 
unique twentieth-century friendship imagined by a masterful storyteller. PREVIOUSLY ENTITLED ‘TWO 
GENTLEMEN ON THE BEACH’ IN HARDBACK. 

390 n HHHH

CALA
LEGGE, LAURA
9781788547451     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

A coven of witches in the modern-day Outer Hebrides scrape out a pagan existence at a farmstead 
known as Cala. After 10 years of relative harmony, fractures are starting to appear in the coven. 
Teenage Euna is beginning to hate its rigid hierarchy and its arbitrary rules - the women may only speak 
Gaelic, must perform certain rituals at given hours, and consume only what they grow or gather by their 
own hands. When, sick of scavenged seaweed and thin soup, Euna one day goes to beg food from 
Aram, a local migrant fisherman, she finds herself easily seduced by the first man she’s ever seen, and 
entranced in turn by the power she holds over him. 

391 n HHHH

FRANK BUSINESS
GLAZEBROOK, OLIVIA
9781473691834     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

After Frank drops down dead in Heathrow Arrivals on Christmas Eve, his estranged daughter Jem is called in to 
identify the body and wonders why he was travelling to London, the day before Christmas, with just his wallet, 
passport and car key. But as Jem impulsively travels back to Frank’s house in France - a house she hasn’t been 
in since a child - she puts together the same realisation that Frank had shortly before his death. Frank has a son, 
too. Jem has a brother. Frank has died of a congenital heart defect, which he may have passed on. She must 
tell her brother. She wants to meet him, but in attaining her own family, she will rip apart another... 

392 n HHHH

M FOR MAMMY
O’REILLY, ELEANOR
9781473672352     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Meet the Augustts: a loving, Irish family who, like all families, are a bit complicated. But they are bound together 
by their love for each other and the way their words shape their world. Things become even more complicated 
when the mother has a stroke, and force-of-nature Granny Mae-Anne comes to try and take charge to keep 
the family together. She has a job on. There’s the son Jacob with all his words trapped in his head by The 
Autism, the father Mickey struggling to express himself at all, and Jenny, the daughter, writing it all down to try 
and make sense of it. ‘M for Mammy’ is about language and home and the power of a family to heal itself. 

393 n HHHH

SHADOW DOCTOR THE PAST AWAITS
PLASS, ADRIAN
9781473675254     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

The continued adventures of the Shadow Doctor, from the bestselling author of the Sacred Diary series. Mysteries 
are there to be solved. Aren’t they? Jack has been working with the Shadow Doctor for a little while now. He 
thinks he might just be getting to grips with the Doc’s unusual approach to helping with people’s deep problems. 
Then, visiting the highly respected leader of a large Christian organisation, Jack sees his friend go on the attack. 
However, the encounter reveals secrets about the Doc’s past that are beyond anything Jack could have imagined... 

394 n HHHHH

MEMORIES OF THE FUTURE
HUSTVEDT, SIRI
9781473694415     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 19/03/19

From the internationally bestselling, Man Booker Prize-longlisted Siri Hustvedt comes a provocative, 
exuberant novel about time, desire, memory and the imagination, which tells the story of a young 
Midwestern woman’s first year in New York in the late 1970s and her obsession with her mysterious 
neighbour, Lucy Brite. As she listens to Lucy through the thin walls of her dilapidated building, SH transcribes 
her neighbour’s bizarre and increasingly ominous monologues in a notebook, along with sundry other 
adventures, until one night when Lucy bursts into her apartment to rescue her from a frightening situation. 

395 n HHHH

FALLING SHORT
COULTON, LEX
9781473669611     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

School-teacher Frances Pilgrim’s father vanished when she was five, and since then other things have 
been going missing too: car-keys, promotions, an endless roster of unsuitable boyfriends... And now here 
she is, thirty-bloody-nine and still losing things. Frances needs someone to talk to. Ideally to Jackson: 
fellow teacher, dedicated hedonist, erstwhile best friend. Only they haven’t spoken since that night last 
summer where they had too many glasses of Merlot (oh, large, please...) and things got complicated. 

396 n HHHH

MUMMY LESSONS
WALLEN, HELEN
9781473691360     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

After a tough pregnancy, Emily is determined to tackle motherhood like a pro. But perfection (and 
sleep) is hard to come by, no matter how much you spend in Mothercare. Her friend Molly seems to 
be breezing it. But with a business venture as well as a baby, is she taking on too much? And Liz has 
some serious choices to make about her new relationship when tragedy strikes. Celebrating female 
friendship, the highs and lows of motherhood, and the lifesaving power of a jumperoo, ‘The Mummy 
Lessons’ is a hilariously warm and frank novel for mums who have no idea what they’re doing. 
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397 n HHHHH

ANNIVERSARY
MEANEY, ROISIN
9781473643031     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

By the end of the weekend, everything will have changed. But for better or for worse? After twenty-six 
years of marriage Lily and Charlie separate. Lily moving on with her new fiance Joe, and Charlie, with 
his new, younger, girlfriend Chloe. Even Lily and Charlie’s grown-up children Polly and Thomas have 
come to terms with their parents’ new lives. But when Lily’s mother dies, Lily and Charlie decide to get 
the family together for one last weekend in the old family summer home - a weekend that just happens 
to be their thirtieth wedding anniversary. As the whole family gathers with their respective partners, 
home truths come out and secrets are divulged. 

398 n HHHH

NOVEMBER
GALAN, JORGE
9781472125347     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

1989. Salvadorian society is immersed in the horror of civil war. On a fateful November dawn, a group 
of armed men enter the Universidad Catolica and murder six Jesuit priests and two women in cold 
blood. Survivor of the massacre Father Tojeira is forced to take the reins of control in the sinister days 
following the attack, desperate to uncover the truth behind the terrible slaughter. Inspired by the real-life 
tragic events that shook El Salvador and Latin America, ‘November’ is a moving and unsettling novel 
about fear, hate and impunity. It is the first book to cast some light on the crime that was never solved. 

399 n HHHH

PERMISSION
VOGEL, SASKIA
9780349700403     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

When Echo’s father gets swept away by a freak current off the Los Angeles coast, she finds herself 
sinking into a complete state of paralysis. With no true friends and a troubled relationship with her 
mother, the failed young actress attempts to seek solace in the best way she knows: by losing herself 
in the lives of strangers. When by chance Echo meets a dominatrix called Orly, it finally feels like she 
might have found someone who will be nurturing and treasure her for who she is. But Orly’s fifty-
something houseboy, Piggy, isn’t quite ready to let someone else share the intimate relationship he’s 
worked so hard to form with his mistress. 

400 n HHHHH

ABSOLUTELY SMASHING IT
WALLACE, KATHRYN
9780751574975     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Gemma is only just holding it together - she’s a single parent, she’s turning 40 and her seven-year-old 
daughter has drawn a cruelly accurate picture which locates Gemma’s boobs somewhere around her 
knees. So when her new next-door neighbour, Becky, suggests that Gemma should start dating again, it 
takes a lot of self-control not to laugh in her face. But Becky is very persuasive and before long Gemma 
finds herself juggling a full-time job, the increasingly insane demands of the school mums’ Facebook 
group and the tricky etiquette of a new dating world. Not only that, but Gemma has to manage her 
attraction to her daughter’s teacher, Tom. 

401 n HHHHH

FOURTH SHORE
BAILY, VIRGINIA
9780708898499     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

The Fourth Shore: the sliver of fertile land along the Tripoli coast, is the ‘lost’ territory Mussolini 
promised to reclaim for Italy. Which is how, in 1929, seventeen-year-old Liliana Cattaneo arrives there 
from Rome on a ship filled with eager colonists to join her brother and his new wife. Liliana is sure she 
was on the brink of a great adventure, but what awaits her is not the Mediterranean idyll of cocktail 
parties, smart dances, dashing officers and romantic intrigues she had imagined. Instead she finds a 
world of persecution, violence, repression, corruption and deceptions both great and small. 

402 n HHHH

BAXTERS REQUIEM
CROW, MATTHEW
9781472153319     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Mr Baxter is ninety-four years old when he falls down his staircase and finds himself resident at Melrose 
Gardens Retirement Home. Baxter is many things - raconteur, retired music teacher, rabble-rouser, bon 
viveur; but ‘good patient’ he is not. Indeed, Melrose Gardens is his worst nightmare. Then he meets 
Gregory. Greg is just nineteen years old, but he has already suffered a loss so heavy that he is in 
danger of giving up on life before he even gets going. Seeing the boy’s pain, Baxter decides to take him 
under his wing, and together they embark on a spirited journey to the war graves of Northern France. 

403 n HHHH

BEFORE & AGAIN
DELINSKY, BARBARA
9780349415666     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Mackenzie Cooper took her eyes off the road for just a moment, but the resulting collision was enough 
to rob her of her life as she knew it. Forced to start again, she moved to a small town under a new 
name - Maggie Reid - and her only goal is to stay under the radar. She’s thankful for the few friends 
she’s made, although she can’t risk telling them too much about her previous life. But Maggie isn’t 
the only one in this peaceful town with secrets. When a friend’s teenage son is thrust into the national 
spotlight, Maggie is torn between protecting herself or stepping into the glare to be at their side. Will she 
find the courage to face the world again? 

404 n HHHH

GIRLS BURN BRIGHTER
RAO, SHOBHA
9780349006840     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The story of the unbreakable bond between two girls driven apart, and their journeys across continents 
to find each other again. Poornima and Savitha, born in poverty, have known little kindness in their lives 
until they meet as teenagers. When an act of devastating cruelty drives Savitha away, Poornima leaves 
behind everything she has ever known to find her friend. Alternating between the girls’ perspectives as 
they face apparently insurmountable obstacles on their travels through the darkest corners of India’s 
underworld and across an ocean, ‘Girls Burn Brighter’ introduces two heroines who refuse to lose the 
hope that burns within. 

405 n HHHH

ROCK & ROLL IS LIFE A NOVEL
TAYLOR, D J
9781472128829     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The True Story of the Helium Kids by One Who Was There. ‘Taylor’s magnificent new novel is Spinal 
Tap for literary types... You may remember the Helium Kids. Back in their late ‘60s and early ‘70s 
heyday they appeared on Top of the Tops on 27 separate occasions, released five Billboard-certified 
platinum albums, played sold-out shows at Madison Square Garden and were nearly, but not quite, as 
big as the Beatles and the Stones. Three decades later, in the big house on the outskirts of Norwich, 
Nick Du Pont is looking back on the rollercoaster years he spent as their publicist in a world of licensed 
excess and lurking tragedy. 

406 n HHHHH

LITTLE ITALIAN BAKERY
CEBENI, VALENTINA
9780349141985     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

In Elettra’s bakery, food is the way to the heart... The scent of freshly baked biscuits, lemon and 
aniseed reminds Elettra of her mother’s kitchen. But her mother is in a coma, and the family bakery is 
failing. Elettra is distraught; she has many unanswered questions about her mother’s childhood. The 
only clue is a family heirloom: a necklace inscribed with the name of an island. She buys a one-way 
ticket to that island, just off the coast of Sardinia. Once there, she discovers a community of women, 
each lost in their own way, living in a crumbling convent. And it is here that she discovers a connection 
to her mother’s past. 
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407 n HHHHH

LIVES WE TOUCH
WOODS, EVA
9780751568585     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Rosie is in a coma, unable to reach out to the world or communicate. She only has one chance to make 
it back to consciousness - but she’s slipping deeper and deeper into a maze of memories and it’s going 
to be hard to find her way out. Daisy, Rosie’s sister, is devastated by the accident. She’s always been 
the good, dependable girl to Rosie’s free spirit - but some of Rosie’s attitude seems to be creeping into 
Daisy’s dull existence. Can Daisy find the courage to be herself? It only takes one tiny step to change a 
life forever... The feelgood, uplifting, fabulous new book from Kindle bestseller Eva Woods. 

408 n HHHHH

PROMISING YOUNG WOMEN
O’DONOGHUE, CAROLINE
9780349009933     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Jane Peters is an adrift twenty-something by day, and a world-weary agony aunt by night. But when 
an office party goes too far, Jane dissolves into the high-stakes world of being the Other Woman: a 
role she has the right advice for, but not the smarts to follow through on. What starts out as a drunken 
mistake quickly unravels as Jane discovers that sex and power go hand-in-hand, and that it’s hard to 
keep your head when you’ve become someone else’s dirty little secret. And soon, her friendships, her 
sanity and even her life are put into jeopardy... 

409 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BRAID
COLOMBANI, LAETITIA
9781509881086     H     MACMILLAN 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The huge international bestseller: three women forced by circumstances to rebel against their fate - a 
story spanning three different continents. Smita, Giulia, Sarah: three lives, three continents, three 
women with nothing in common, but nevertheless bound by a rare expression of courage ... like three 
strands in a braid. Through the story of one woman’s hair, three women’s destinies are drawn together. 

410 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GINGERBREAD
OYEYEMI, HELEN
9781447299417     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Influenced by the mysterious place gingerbread holds in classic children’s stories - equal parts 
wholesome and uncanny; from the tantalizing witch’s house in Hansel and Gretel to the man-shaped 
confection who one day decides to run as fast as he can - beloved novelist Helen Oyeyemi invites 
readers into a delightful tale of a surprising family legacy, in which the inheritance is a recipe. Endlessly 
surprising and satisfying, written with Helen Oyeyemi’s inimitable style and imagination, ‘Gingerbread’ is 
a true feast for the reader. 

411 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I THOUGHT I KNEW YOU
HANCOCK, PENNY
9781509867851     H 
MACMILLAN 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Who do you know better? Your oldest friend? Or your child? And who should you believe when one 
accuses the other of an abhorent crime? Jules and Holly have been best friends since university. They 
tell each other everything, trading revelations and confessions, and sharing both the big moments and 
small details of their lives. And their two children - just three years apart - have grown up together. 
So when Jules’s daughter Saffie makes a rape allegation against Holly’s son Saul, neither woman is 
prepared for the devastating impact this will have on their friendship or their families. 

412 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILENT NIGHT
STEEL, DANIELLE
9781509877720     H 
MACMILLAN 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

A heart-rending story of loss, grief and new beginings. 9 year-old Emma is a talented child actress, 
whose career is managed by her loving but overbearing mother Paige, who ferries her daughter across 
LA from audition to casting to job. But one fateful day, Emma’s life is turned upside down when their 
car crashes killing Paige instantly, leaving Emma in intensive care with catastrophic brain injuries. As 
Emma recovers, she is left in the care of her aunt, Whitney, who committed herself to her career as a 
psychiatrist long ago. Now she is Paige’s sole guardian; parent, friend and confidante. From loss they 
must find a way to heal their bodies and hearts. 

413 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DISSENT OF ANNIE LANG
FRANEY, ROS
9781999613525     P     MUSWELL PRESS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Growing up in a strict religious family between the wars, Annie Lang wasn’t convinced that Jesus was 
such a great friend to little children. Or why would he have snatched away her lovely mother when she 
was only six? Witness to disturbing events that no one can explain, Annie is confused and sister Bea 
can’t help. Six years on and student Annie returns from France to find her brother in the local mental 
hospital, her father rarely home and her friend and Sunday School teacher missing. With the help of her 
childhood diary Annie turns detective to try and understand the past. Her journey leads to a discovery 
that she believes will ruin all their lives... 
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414 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIEND IS A GIFT YOU GIVE 
YOURSELF
BOYLE, WILLIAM
9780857302410     P 
NO EXIT PRESS 
£11.99     Published 21/03/19

Thelma and Louise meets Goodfellas when an unlikely trio of women in New York find themselves 
banding together to escape the clutches of violent figures from their pasts. A screwball noir about 
finding friendship and family where you least expect it, in which William Boyle again draws readers 
into the familiar - and sometimes frightening - world in the shadows at the edges of New York’s 
neighbourhoods. A wild ride crammed with humour and violence from the author of ‘Gravesend’ which 
received excellent review coverage. 

415 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CONVICTION OF CORA 
BURNS
KIRBY, CAROLYN
9780857302946     P 
NO EXIT PRESS 
£11.99     Published 21/03/19

Born in a gaol and raised in a workhouse, Cora Burns has always struggled to control the violence 
inside her. Haunted by memories of a terrible crime, she seeks a new life working as a servant in the 
house of scientist Thomas Jerwood. Here, Cora befriends a young girl, Violet, who seems to be the 
subject of a living experiment. But is Jerwood also secretly studying Cora...? ‘The Conviction of Cora 
Burns’ is tense and pacey with the rare combination of driving plot as well as deep emotion. 

416 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CITY OF JASMINE
GRJASNOWA, OLGA
9781786074874     H 
ONE WORLD 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A poignant story of three young adults trying to make a future for themselves in war-torn Damscus. 
When Hammoudi, a young surgeon based in Paris, returns to Syria to renew his passport, he only 
expects to stay there a few days. But the authorities refuse to let him leave and he finds himself caught 
up in the fight against the regime. Meanwhile, budding actress Amal has also joined the protests 
against the government and her own father, by whom she feels betrayed. Realising that they will 
never again be safe in their homeland, Amal and her boyfriend Youssef decide to flee to Europe in a 
desperate bid to survive. 

417 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORCHID & THE WASP
HUGHES, CAOILINN
9781786074997     P 
ONE WORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

An anarchic and hilarious portrait of a downwardly mobile family in post-crash Dublin. ‘Orchid and 
the Wasp’ is a gorgeous novel told in an onrush of wit and ferocity. Art-forging, smack-talking, 
long-distance-running Gael Foess, three times smarter than everyone around her, proves to be an 
unforgettable heroine, and her journey will rattle your most basic assumptions about money, ambition, 
and the nature of love. Written in heart-stoppingly vivid prose, this book chews through sexuality, class 
and contemporary politics with joyful fury, announcing Caoilinn Hughes as one of the most exciting 
literary writers working today. 

418 n HHHH

WATER THIEF
HAJAJ, CLAIRE
9781786075079     P     ONE WORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Following his father’s death, troubled idealist Nick abandons his safe London life for a remote desert 
village in Africa, lending his engineering skills to build a children’s hospital. Adrift from the world 
he knows, dangerous currents soon pull him in: a simmering family conflict, hidden corruption and 
violence, a killing drought, attraction to his host’s lonely wife. But when he realizes a water well could 
offer a way out for the village and redeem his guilty conscience, he takes matters into his own hands. 
It’s a decision that changes everything - for him, and for everyone he loves. 

419 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WELCOME TO THE HEADY 
HEIGHTS
ROSS, DAVID F
9781912374618     P 
ORENDA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

It’s the year punk rock was born, Concorde entered commercial service and a tiny Romanian gymnast 
changed the sport forever. Archie Blunt is a man with big ideas. He just needs a break for them to be 
realised. In a bizarre brush with the light-entertainment business, Archie unwittingly saves the life of the 
UK’s top showbiz star, Hank ‘Heady’ Hendricks, and now dreams of hitting the big-time... A hilarious, 
poignant nod to the elusivity of stardom, in an age when ‘making it’ was ‘having it all’, this is also a 
dark, laugh-out-loud comedy, a tribute to a bygone age and a delicious drama about desperate men, 
connected by secrets and lies, in Glasgow. 

420 n HHHH

DREAM OF ITALY
PELLEGRINO, NICKY
9781409178972     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

In the drowsy heat of an Italian summer, four strangers arrive in a beautiful town nestled in the mountains 
of Basilicata, dreaming of a new adventure. An innovative scheme by the town’s Mayor has given them 
the chance to buy a crumbling historic building for a single Euro - on the condition that they renovate their 
home within three years, and help to bring new life to the close-knit local community. Elise is desperate 
to get on the property ladder. Edward wants to escape a life he feels suffocated by. Mimi is determined to 
start afresh after her divorce. And there’s one new arrival whose true motives are yet to be revealed... 
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421 n HHHH

KADDISH.COM
ENGLANDER, NATHAN
9781474611015     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 26/03/19

Larry is an atheist in a family of orthodox Memphis Jews. When his father dies, it is his responsibility 
as the surviving son to recite the Kaddish, the Jewish prayer for the dead, every day for 11 months. To 
the horror and dismay of his mother and sisters, Larry refuses - thus imperilling the fate of his father’s 
soul. To appease them, and in penance for failing to mourn his father correctly, he hatches an ingenious 
if cynical plan, hiring a stranger through a website called Kaddish.com to recite the daily prayer and 
shepherd his father’s soul safely to rest. 

422 n HHHHH

BIRD SUMMONS
ABOULELA, LEILA
9781474600125     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Salma, happily married, tries every day to fit into life in Britain. When her first love contacts her, she is 
tempted to risk it all and return to Egypt. Moni gave up a career in banking to care for her disabled son, but 
now her husband wants to move to Saudi Arabia. Iman feels burdened by her beauty. In her twenties and 
already in her third marriage, she is treated like a pet and longs for freedom. On a road trip to the Scottish 
Highlands, the women are visited by the Hoopoe, a sacred bird whose fables from Muslim and Celtic 
literature compel them to question the balance between faith and femininity, love, loyalty and sacrifice. 

423 n HHHHH

SWALLOWTAIL SUMMER
JAMES, ERICA
9781409173762     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

It was the summer it all ended... It was the summer a new story began. Linston End has been the summer 
home to three families for several decades. The memories of their time there are ingrained in their hearts: 
picnics on the river, gin and tonics in the pavilion at dusk, hours spent seeking out the local swallowtail 
butterflies. Everyone together. But recently widowed Alastair is about to shock his circle of friends with the 
decisions he has made - and the changes it will mean for them all... Can these friends learn to live life to its 
fullest? Escape into summertime with this warm-hearted, uplifting story set in the beauty of the Norfolk Broads. 

424 n HHHHH

MAP OF SALT & STARS
JOUKHADAR, JENNIFER
9781474606776     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

This rich, moving, and lyrical debut novel is to Syria what ‘The Kite Runner’ was to Afghanistan; the story 
of two girls living eight hundred years apart - a modern-day Syrian refugee seeking safety and a medieval 
adventurer apprenticed to a legendary mapmaker - placing today’s headlines in the sweep of history, 
where the pain of exile and the triumph of courage echo again and again. Beautifully told and interwoven, 
the two stories are interspersed - the real with the magical/imagined - so that the overall effect is uplifting - 
the strength of the human spirit, the power of a journey, and what it takes to find a home. 

425 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONG FORGOTTEN
WHITEHOUSE, DAVID
9781509827527     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

When the black box flight recorder of a plane that went missing 30 years ago is found at the bottom of the sea, 
a young man named Dove begins to remember a past that isn’t his. The memories belong to a rare-flower 
hunter in 1980s New York, whose search led him around the world and ended in tragedy. Restless and lonely 
in present day London, Dove is quickly consumed by the memories, which might hold the key to the mystery of 
his own identity and what happened to the passengers on that doomed flight - the long forgotten. 

426 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LESS THAN ZERO
ELLIS, BRET EASTON
9781509870158     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A disturbing portrayal of privileged and immoral LA teenagers. Published in 1985, when Bret Easton 
Ellis was just twenty-one, ‘Less Than Zero’ is a fierce coming-of-age story which quickly defined a 
genre. A cult classic beloved for its dogged portrayal of hedonistic youth and the morally depraved, this 
extraordinary and instantly famous novel is a landmark in modern fiction: an inventive, precocious and 
invigorating story of getting what you want when you want it. 

427 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MASTER
TOIBIN, COLM
9781509870530     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2004, a remarkable novel about Henry James, the American-born 
novelist and a connoisseur of exile. In January 1895 Henry James anticipates the opening of his first 
play, Guy Domville, in London. The production fails, and he returns, chastened and humiliated, to his 
writing desk. In ‘The Master’ Colm Toibin captures the exquisite anguish of a man who circulated in 
the grand parlours and palazzos of Europe, who was astonishingly vibrant and alive in his art, and yet 
whose attempts at intimacy inevitably failed him and those he tried to love. 

428 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROAD
MCCARTHY, CORMAC
9781509870639     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Cormac McCarthy’s searing, post-apocalyptic novel. A father and his son walk alone through burned 
America. Nothing moves in the ravaged, nuclear landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough 
to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is grey. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, 
although they don’t know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend 
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road. 

429 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAST
STEEL, DANIELLE
9781509800520     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Living in New York, Kait Whittier is a successful writer whose agony aunt column is read all over the 
country. With her children grown up and dotted around the globe, single mother Kait finds herself looking 
for distractions from her empty nest. She never fails to be inspired by the many brilliant, independent 
women in her life. On a snowy New Year’s Eve, she dreams up the concept for ‘The Wilder Women’, a TV 
show about three women who find unlikely success during the 1940s aviation era in America. Her life is 
transformed by the success of the show and the relationships she forms with the star-studded cast. 

430 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DREAM DAUGHTER
CHAMBERLAIN, DIANE
9781509808588     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

When Caroline Sears receives the news that her unborn baby girl has a heart defect, she is devastated. 
It is 1970 and it seems that nothing can be done. But her brother-in-law, Hunter, a physicist, tells her 
that something can be done about her baby’s heart. Something that will shatter every preconception 
Caroline has. Something that will require a kind of strength and courage she never knew existed. 
Something that will mean a mind-bending leap of faith on Caroline’s part. And all for the love of her 
unborn child. A rich, breathtaking novel about one mother’s quest to save her child, unite her family, and 
believe in the unbelievable. 

431 n HHHH

PITARDS
SIMENON, GEORGES
9780241325476     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A superb new translation by David Bellos of Simenon’s haunting, rediscovered masterpiece. First 
published in 1935, ‘The Pitards’ was one of the first novels Simenon wrote when he shelved his famous 
Maigret series in order to strike out in a new direction and make a name for himself as a literary writer 
rather than a creator of genre fiction. This captivating evocation of life at sea revolves around the 
claustrophobia of class snobbery and the tense unravelling of relationships conducted at close quarters, 
powerful themes that Simenon would return to throughout his writing career. 
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432 n HHHHH

LOST LETTERS OF WILLIAM WOOLF
CULLEN, HELEN
9781405934954     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Inside the Dead Letters Depot in East London, William Woolf is one of thirty letter detectives who spend 
their days solving mysteries: missing postcodes, illegible handwriting, rain-smudged ink, lost address 
labels, torn packages, forgotten street names - they are all the culprits of missed birthdays, broken 
hearts, unheard confessions, pointless accusations, unpaid bills and unanswered prayers. But when 
William discovers letters addressed simply to ‘My Great Love’, his work takes on new meaning... 

433 n HHHHH

OUR HOMESICK SONGS
HOOPER, EMMA
9780241977934     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A tale about longing and dislocation in a town that is quietly vanishing. Newfoundland, Canada, 1992. 
When all the fish vanish from the waters, and the cod industry collapses, it’s not long before the people 
begin to disappear from the town of Big Running as well. As residents are forced to leave the island 
in search of work, 10-year-old Finn Connor finds himself living in a ghost town. There’s no school, no 
friends and rows of houses stand abandoned. Then his parents announce that they too must separate 
if their family is to survive. But he has his sister, Cora, and Mrs Callaghan, who teaches him the strange 
and ancient melodies of their native Ireland... 

434 n HHHHH

PARADE
EGGERS, DAVE
9780241394496     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Two Western men are sent to work far away from home, tasked with paving a road the length of a 
country. The country is dangerous and largely lawless, only just recovering from a devastating civil 
war, and the road will unite north and south. The road is Progress. The road is Hope. And, when it is 
completed, a great parade will march it end to end. The two men follow a route from the outer villages 
to the capital, operating their high-tech road-building machine and bickering along the way... But 
when illness, corruption, and theft compromise their mission, the pair discover danger far greater than 
anything they had anticipated. 

435 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL
STIBBE, NINA
9780241240526     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

In 1980, 18-year-old Lizzie Vogel is about to embark on the first major step of grown-up life as she 
moves from the sheltered village of her family home and out into the big, wide metropolis that is 
Leicester. There she takes up the position of dental nurse to a dentist with bad teeth and some deeply 
unpleasant attitudes. In her tiny flat above the practice, she reflects on all she’s learning in her new 
career, whether she wants a boyfriend and, if so, whether it should be Andy Nicolello who delivers the 
patients’ dentures. And slowly it dawns on her that what she needs most to learn about is life: and most 
importantly, staying cheerful through it all. 

436 n HHHHH

RUNAWAYS
BHUTTO, FATIMA
9780241346990     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Anita lives in Karachi’s biggest slum. But her life will change forever when she meets her elderly 
neighbour, a man whose shelves of books promise an escape to a different world. On the other side 
of Karachi lives Monty, whose father owns half the city and expects great things of him. But when a 
beautiful and rebellious girl joins his school, Monty will find his life going in a very different direction. 
Sunny’s father left India and went to England to give his son the opportunities he never had. Yet Sunny 
doesn’t fit in anywhere... These three lives will cross in the desert, a place where life and death walk 
hand-in-hand... 

437 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPRING
SMITH, ALI
9780241207048     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 28/03/19

Spring will come. The leaves on its trees will open after blossom. Before it arrives, a hundred years 
of empire-making. The dawn breaks cold and still but, deep in the earth, things are growing. From 
the bestselling author of ‘Autumn’ and ‘Winter’, as well as the Baileys Prize-winning ‘How to be Both’, 
comes the next instalment in the remarkable, once-in-a-generation masterpiece, the Seasonal Quartet. 

438 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEEP HARBOR
MICHAELS, FERN
9781496714510     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£18.99     Published 26/03/19

When Carol Ann ‘CJ’ Jansen lost her older brother, Kick, in a boating accident, she came adrift, he 
had taken on the role of caring for his little sister after their parents were killed in a car crash. Inheriting 
half his fortune has left her financially secure - yet needing a purpose. As administrative assistant to 
powerful congressman Snapper Lewis, she’s immersed herself in the exciting and often tumultuous 
world of politics. But, suddenly, the career that anchors her life is threatened, when she stumbles upon 
information that could implicate her boss in corruption. 

439 n HHHH

SAVING BECK
COLE, COURTNEY
9781501197024     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

There comes a time when offering your life for your child’s doesn’t work, when you realize that it’ll never 
be enough. ‘The cold needle in his warm vein was a welcome comfort to my son at first. But then it 
became the monster that kept us apart. Heroin lied, and my son believed. It took him to a world where 
the last year didn’t happen, to a place where his father was still alive. What Beck didn’t understand was 
that it couldn’t take away his pain, not permanently. You think it can’t happen to you, that your family will 
never be in this situation...’ From New York Times bestselling Courtney Cole comes a novel reminiscent 
of the memoir ‘Beautiful Boy’. 

440 n HHHHH

HEART IS A BURIAL GROUND
COLCHESTER, TAMARA
9781471165740     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

On a brisk day in 1970, a daughter arrives at her mother’s home to take care of her as she nears the end 
of her life. ‘Home’ is the sprawling Italian castle of Roccasinibalda, and Diana’s mother is the legendary 
Caresse Crosby, one half of literature’s most scandalous couple in 1920s Paris, widow of Harry Crosby, 
the American heir, poet and publisher who epitomised the ‘Lost Generation’. Moving between the decades, 
between France, Italy and the Channel Islands, Tamara Colchester’s debut novel is an unfogettably powerful 
portrait of a line of extraordinary women, and the inheritance they gave their daughters. 
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441 n HHHHH

TEMPTATION OF GRACIE
MONTEFIORE, SANTA
9781471169618     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Never give up on your dreams, no matter how long you hold on to them... Rarely having left her Devon village 
for forty years, Gracie Burton finds an advertisement for a weeklong cookery course in the Tuscan countryside. 
She cannot resist and ploughs her life savings into the trip. Her daughter and granddaughter, both caught up in 
their own lives with little time for her, accompany her with no idea of why she has been drawn to this venture. 
They have no sense of her past; she has never spoken about it. They have no idea of her extraordinary life that 
preceded them... ‘The Temptation of Gracie’ is a timeless tale of life, love and families. 

442 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIAR
GUNDAR-GOSHEN, A
9781782273844     H 
PUSHKIN PRESS 
£14.99     Published 28/03/19

17-year-old Nofar has spent an uneventful summer serving ice-cream to indifferent customers, moping 
about her drab life, unwittingly irritating the bitter ex-reality TV star Avishai Milner who is waiting to be served. 
When she corrects his language after he complains about his wait, he insults and humiliates her. Deeply 
offended, she rushes out to the backyard, and he, still waiting for his change, chases after her. ‘Leave me 
alone!’ she cries. Her screams draw a crowd to the scene, and to her surprise everyone is convinced that 
Avishai tried to sexually assault her. Now, for the first time in her life, she is the centre of attention. 

443 n HHHH

ABOUT THE SIZE OF THE UNIVERSE
STEFANSSON, JO K
9780857056023     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

At the beginning of this story there is death, and yet it is a celebration of life - the lives of many 
generations of Ari’s family - of the passion between a man and a woman, forbidden love, violence, 
sorrow, betrayal and depression. Happiness and misfortune are passed down from one generation to 
the next - the sorrow over what was and what might have been weighs heavily on the characters - and 
at the end of this chain, for now, stands Ari, on his way to his dying father, with a score still to be settled. 
The raw beauty of life is written into the dramatic Icelandic landscape, and into a society that has 
undergone great transformation within a century. 

444 n HHHH

ITALIAN TEACHER
RACHMAN, TOM
9781786482600     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Rome, 1955. The artists are gathering together for a photograph. In one of Rome’s historic villas, a 
party is bright with near-genius, shaded by the socialite patrons of their art. Bear Bavinsky, creator of 
vast, masculine, meaty canvases, is their god. Larger than life, muscular in both figure and opinion, he 
blazes at art criticism and burns half his paintings. He is at the centre of the picture. His wife, Natalie, 
edges out of the shot. From the side of the room watches little Pinch - their son. At five years old he 
loves Bear almost as much as he fears him. 

445 n HHHHH

ALMOST LOVE
O’NEILL, LOUSIE
9781784298883     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Sarah falls for Matthew, she falls hard. So it doesn’t matter that he’s twenty years older. That he 
sees her only in secret. That, slowly but surely, she’s sacrificing everything else in her life to be with 
him. Sarah’s friends are worried. Her father can’t understand how she could allow herself to be used 
like this. And she’s on the verge of losing her job. But Sarah can’t help it. She is addicted to being 
desired by Matthew. And love is supposed to hurt. Isn’t it? 

446 n HHHH

BALCO ATLANTICO
FERRARI, JEROME
9780857059932     P     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

In a village square in Corsica lies the body of ardent nationalist Stephane Campana, shot down at 
close range. And over his body weeps Virginie, the young woman who has venerated him all her life, 
leading her to abandon herself to his twisted desires. Meanwhile, brother and sister Khaled and Hayet, 
who once gazed out to sea from the shoreline path known as ‘Balco Atlantico’ and dreamed of a better 
future, are now stranded in Corsica. As Ferrari traces their history that leads to the shooting in the 
village square, we encounter through their story how a relentless pursuit of happiness and fulfilment 
can bring us close to despair and disillusionment. 

447 n HHHHH

WHITE SHADOW
JACOBSEN, ROY
9780857058119     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

No-one can be alone on an island...  But Ingrid is alone on Barroy, the island that bears her name, while 
the war of her childhood has been replaced by a new more terrible war and Norway is under the Nazi 
boot. When the bodies from a bombed troopship begin to wash up on the shore, Ingrid cannot know 
that one will be alive and warm enough to erase a lifetime of loneliness. She cannot know what she will 
suffer in protecting her lover from the Germans and their Norwegian collaborators, nor the journey she 
will face, wrenched from her island once more, to return home. 

448 n HHHH

ALTRUISTS
RIDKER, ANDREW
9781787330450     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Arthur Alter is in trouble. A middling professor at a Midwestern college, he can’t afford his mortgage, 
he’s exasperated his much younger girlfriend, and his kids won’t speak to him. And then there’s the 
money - the small fortune his late wife Francine kept secret, which she bequeathed directly to his 
children. Those children are Ethan, an anxious recluse living off his mother’s money on a choice plot 
of Brooklyn real estate; and Maggie, a would-be do-gooder trying to fashion herself a noble life of self-
imposed poverty. On the verge of losing the family home, Arthur invites his children back to St. Louis 
under the guise of a reconciliation. 

449 n HHHH

EXECUTOR
MORRISON, BLAKE
9781784707231     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

What matters most: marriage or friendship? Fidelity or art? The wishes of the living or the talents of 
the dead? Matt Holmes finds himself considering these questions sooner than he thinks when his 
friend, the poet Robert Pope, dies unexpectedly. Rob had invited Matt to become his literary executor 
at their annual boozy lunch, pointing out that, at 60, he was likely to be around for some time yet. And 
Matt, having played devotee and apprentice to ‘the bow-tie poet’ for so long, hadn’t the heart (or the 
gumption) to deny him. Now, after a frosty welcome from his widow, Matt sits at Rob’s rosewood desk 
and ponders his friend’s motives. 

450 n HHHH

GROWING SEASON
SEDGWICK, HELEN
9781784706579     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Eva’s work is over. After years campaigning against FullLife’s new improved technology of childbirth 
she is resigning herself to failure. Everyone prefers a world where women don’t have to sacrifice their 
careers and their safety to reproduction. But why have FullLife suddenly started advertising natural 
birth again? Piotr and Eva’s relationship dissolved in tragedy, but now Piotr, as part of his work as a 
journalist, has also uncovered something sinister going on at FullLife. He and Eva must come back 
together to find out the secrets they are keeping. A thought-provoking and unforgettable novel. 
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451 n HHHH

UPSTATE
WOOD, JAMES
9781784708054     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Alan Querry, a successful property developer from the north of England, has two daughters: Vanessa, 
a philosopher who lives and teaches in Saratoga Springs, NY, and Helen, a record company executive 
based in London. The sisters never quite recovered from their parents’ bitter divorce and the early 
death of their mother, with Vanessa particularly affected, and plagued by bouts of depression since her 
teenage years. When she suffers a new crisis, Alan and Helen travel to Saratoga Springs. Over the 
course of six wintry days in upstate New York, they begins to struggle with the questions that animate 
this profound and searching novel. 

452 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHARLIE SAVAGE
DOYLE, RODDY
9781787331181     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

Classic Roddy Doyle: funny, tender, true. Charlie Savage is a middle-aged Dubliner with a long-
suffering wife, a daughter who is determined to drag him into the 21st century, a drinking partner 
who has realised that inside he’s been a woman all along... In a series of weekly pieces in the Irish 
Independent over the whole of 2017 Charlie spoke to us of his hopes and fears and anxieties. This 
book collects those pieces in one volume. 

453 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAISY JONES & THE SIX
REID, TAYLOR JENKINS
9781786331502     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Everyone knows Daisy Jones & The Six. They sold out arenas from coast to coast. Their music defined 
an era and every girl in America idolised Daisy. But on July 12th, 1979, on the night of the final concert 
of the Aurora tour, they split. Nobody ever knew why. Until now. This is the whole story, right from the 
beginning - the sun-bleached streets, the grimy bars on the Sunset Strip, knowing Daisy’s moment was 
coming. Relive the euphoria of success; experience the terror that nothing will ever be as good again. 
Take the uppers so you can keep on believing, take the downers so you can sleep. Wonder who you 
are without the drugs, the music, or the fans. 

454 n HHHHH

DEAD MENS TROUSERS
WELSH, IRVINE
9781784708436     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

The latest chapter in the ‘Trainspotting’ story. Mark Renton is finally a success. An international jet-
setter, he now makes significant money managing DJs, but the constant travel, airport lounges, soulless 
hotel rooms and broken relationships have left him dissatisfied with his life. He’s then rocked by a 
chance encounter with Begbie, from whom he’d been hiding for years after a terrible betrayal and the 
resulting debt. But the psychotic Begbie appears to have reinvented himself as a celebrated artist and - 
much to Mark’s astonishment - doesn’t seem interested in revenge. 

455 n HHHHH

EIGHT MOUNTAINS
COGNETTI, PAOLO
9781784707064     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Pietro, a lonely city boy, spends his childhood summers in a secluded valley in the Alps. Bruno, the 
cowherd son of a local stonemason, knows the mountains intimately. Together they spend many summers 
exploring the mountain meadows and peaks, discovering the similarities and differences in their lives. 
As time passes, the two boys come to find the true meaning of friendship and camaraderie even as their 
paths diverge, Bruno’s in the mountains and Pietro’s in cities across the globe. ‘The Eight Mountains’ is a 
lyrical coming-of-age story spanning three decades; a novel about the power of male friendships. 

456 n HHHHH

MARS ROOM
KUSHNER, RACHEL
9780099589969     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Romy Hall is at the start of two consecutive life sentences, plus 6 years, at Stanville Women’s 
Correctional Facility. Outside is the world from which she has been permanently severed: the San 
Francisco of her youth, changed almost beyond recognition. The Mars Room strip club where she once 
gave lap dances for a living. And her 7-year-old son, Jackson, now in the care of Romy’s estranged 
mother. Through Romy - and through a cast of astonishing characters populating ‘The Mars Room’, 
Rachel Kushner presents not just a bold and unsentimental panorama of life on the margins of 
contemporary America, but an excoriating attack on the prison-industrial complex. 

457 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SNAKES
JONES, SADIE
9781784742553     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Bea and Dan, recently married, rent out their tiny flat to escape London for a few precious months. 
Driving through France they visit Bea’s dropout brother Alex at the hotel he runs in Burgundy. 
Disturbingly, they find him all alone and the ramshackle hotel deserted, apart from the nest of snakes 
in the attic. When Alex and Bea’s parents make a surprise visit, Dan can’t understand why  Bea is so 
appalled, or why she’s never wanted him to know them; Liv and Griff Adamson are charming, and rich. 
They are the richest people he has ever met. Maybe Bea’s ashamed of him, or maybe she regrets the 
secrets she’s been keeping... 

458 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PERFECT EXPLANATION
ANSTRUTHER, ELEANOR
9781784631642     P 
SALT PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 15/03/19

Here, in the pages of this extraordinary book where the unspoken is conveyed with vivid simplicity, 
lies a story that will leave you reeling. Exploring themes of ownership and abandonment, Eleanor 
Anstruther’s debut is a fictionalised account of the true story of Enid Campbell (1892-1964), 
granddaughter of the 8th Duke of Argyll, who sold her son to her sister for 500 pounds. Interweaving 
one significant day in 1964 with a decade during the interwar period, the book gets to the heart of what 
it is to be bound by gender, heritage and tradition, to fight, to lose, and fight again. 
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459 n HHHH

MEMOIRS OF A WOMAN DOCTOR
SAADAWI, NAWAL EL
9780863566103     P     SAQI BOOKS PUBLISHERS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A young Egyptian woman clashes with her traditional family when she chooses a career in medicine. 
Rather than submit to an arranged marriage and motherhood, she cuts her hair short and works fiercely 
to realise her dreams. At medical school, she begins to understand the mysteries of the human body. 
After years of denying her own desires, the doctor begins a a series of love affairs that allow her to 
explore her sexuality - on her own terms. 

460 n HHHH

EXTINCTIONS
WILSON, JOSEPHINE
9781788160773     P     SERPENTS TAIL 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Professor Frederick Lothian, retired engineer, world expert on concrete, connoisseur of modernist 
design, has quarantined himself from life by moving to a retirement village. His wife, Martha, is dead 
and his two adult children are lost to him in their own ways. Surrounded and obstructed by the debris 
of his life, he is determined to be miserable, but is tired of his existence and of the life he has chosen. 
When a series of unfortunate incidents forces him and his neighbour, Jan, together, he begins to realise 
the damage done by the accumulation of a lifetime’s secrets and lies, and sees an opportunity to build 
something meaningful for the ones he loves... 

461 n HHHH

ONLY AMERICANS BURN IN HELL
KOBEK, JARETT
9781788162203     H     SERPENTS TAIL 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

A despairingly hilarious satire of the modern world, from #MeToo to Trump, by the bestselling author of 
‘I Hate the Internet’. Provocative, hilarious and eye-opening, this is a satire of the world today; it might 
be enough to launch you into a bottomless pit of despair, but at least you’ll be laughing all the way 
down. Sure to provoke media reaction, outrage and denial, but also to make people weep at the sudden 
realisation that we’re all doomed. 

462 n HHHH

OUR LADY OF EVERYTHING
FINLAY, SUSAN
9781788161190     H     SERPENTS TAIL 
£12.99     Published 14/03/19

A bittersweet story of clashing beliefs and confused identities from debut author Susan Finlay. Dr David 
Goldstein might have finished a PhD on religion, but he’s still no closer to knowing what he believes 
or what in Middle Earth he’s doing behind the counter of the local Games Workshop, selling figurines 
of rat men to spotty teenagers... A funny, poignant novel with a quirky cast of characters, ‘Our Lady of 
Everything’ is about love, faith and the caves of Nottingham - and what people do when they don’t have 
any of the answers. 

463 n HHHH

SADNESS IS A WHITE BIRD
ROTHMAN-ZECHER, M
9781501176272     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

In this ‘nuanced, sharp, and beautifully written’ (Michael Chabon) debut novel, a young man prepares to 
serve in the Israeli army while also trying to reconcile his close relationship to two Palestinian siblings 
with his deeply ingrained loyalties to family and country. 

464 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIENDS OF HARRY PERKINS
MULLIN, CHRIS
9781471182488     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.00     Published 28/03/19

In a near-future, post-Brexit Britain, the fault lines forged in the white heat of the referendum have 
become entrenched features of British political life. Britain’s standing in the world has steadily 
diminished as its problems have grown. Into the maelstrom steps Fred Thompson, former aide to 
left-wing prime minister Harry Perkins and his successor as MP for Sheffield Parkside. As he ascends 
the greasy pole of British politics, Thompson must deal with corruption, the threat of the Far Right and 
personal tragedy. Along the way, he learns that power does not come without a personal price and that 
shadowy forces are at work behind the scenes... 

465 n HHHHH

MAGNIFICENT MRS MAYHEW
JOHNSON, MILLY
9781471178443     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Behind every successful man is a woman. Behind the fall of a successful man is usually another 
woman. Sophie Mayhew looks like she has the perfect life. Wife of rising political star John F Mayhew, 
a man who is one step away from the top job in the government, her glamour matches his looks, power, 
breeding and money. But John has made some stupid mistakes along the way, some of which are 
threatening to emerge. Still, all this can be swept under the carpet as long as Sophie ‘the trophy’ plays 
her part in front of the cameras... 

466 n HHHH

SILENCE UNDER A STONE
MACMASTER, NORMA
9781784163129     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From her bed in a Dublin nursing home, Harriet Campbell reflects on the time, long ago, when the 
second greatest joy in her life was her newborn son James; only her God had a greater claim to her 
love. It is the 1920s in the shadowlands south of the border. Harriet and her husband Thomas are 
respected members of their strict Presbyterian Congregation; indeed, Thomas has just been made an 
Elder. But this is a changing Ireland, where the sway of the Roman Catholic Church is at its height, and 
the community is becoming increasingly isolated. Little does Harriet realise that, as James grows up, 
she will be forced to choose between faith and family. 

467 n HHHHH

FROM A LOW & QUIET SEA
RYAN, DONAL
9781784160265     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Three men, searching for some version of home. For Farouk, family is all. He has protected his wife and 
daughter as best he can from the war and hatred that has torn Syria apart. Lampy is distracted; he has 
too much going on. He has the city girl for a bit of fun, but she’s not Ama, and Ama took his heart away 
when she left him. The game was always the lifeblood coursing through John’s veins: manipulating 
people for his enjoyment, or his enrichment, or his spite. But it was never enough... Scarred by all they 
have loved and lost, they are each drawn towards a powerful reckoning that will inexorably bring them 
together in the most unexpected of ways. 
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468 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TRANSCRIPTION
ATKINSON, KATE
9780552776653     P 
TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The magnificent new novel by the bestselling, award-winning Kate Atkinson. In 1940, 18-year-old Juliet 
Armstrong is reluctantly recruited into the world of espionage, in an obscure department of MI5 tasked with 
monitoring British Fascist sympathizers. After the war has ended, she presumes the events of those years have 
been relegated to the past forever. Ten years later, now a producer at the BBC, she is unexpectedly confronted 
by figures from her past. There is a different war now, and a different battleground, but she finds herself once 
more under threat. A bill of reckoning is due, and she finally realises that there is no action without consequence. 

469 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RAIN WATCHER
ROSNAY, TATIANA DE
9781642860382     P 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

It is raining non-stop over Paris. The Malegarde family - split between France, London, and the US - is reunited 
for the first time in years. When Paul, a famous yet withdrawn arborist, suffers a stroke in the middle of his 70th 
birthday celebrations, his son Linden is stuck in a city that is undergoing a stunning natural disaster. As the 
Seine bursts its banks and floods the streets, the family will have to fight to keep their unity as hidden fears and 
secrets also begin to rise. In this profound and intense novel of love and redemption, the author demonstrates 
her wealth of skills as an incredible storyteller and also as a connoisseur of the human soul. 

FICTION SHORT STORIES

470 n HHHH

INSTRUCTIONS FOR A FUNERAL
MEANS, DAVID
9780571330959     H     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Following the publication of his widely acclaimed, Man Booker-nominated novel ‘Hystopia’, David Means 
returns to his signature form: the short story. ‘Instructions for a Funeral’ finds a universally admired practitioner 
in newly expansive territory. Means writes with compassionate precision about fatherhood, marriage, a 
homeless brother, the nature of addiction, and the death of a friend at the hands of a serial killer nurse. 

471 n HHHHH

PREFECTURE D
YOKOYAMA, HIDEO
9781786484635     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

‘Season of Shadows’, ‘Cry of the Earth’, ‘Black Line’ and ‘Briefcase’. A collection of four novellas: each 
taking place in 1998, each set in the world of ‘Six Four’, and each centring around a mystery and the 
unfortunate officer tasked with solving it. ‘Prefecture D’ continues Hideo Yokoyama’s exploration of the 
themes of obsession, saving face, office politics and inter-departmental conflicts. Placing everyday 
characters between a rock and a hard place and then dialling up the pressure, he blends and balances 
the very Japanese with the very accessible, to spectacular effect. 

472 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL BALANCING & OTHER 
STORIES
DUNMORE, HELEN
9781786090515     P 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

In this remarkable, innovative and moving final collection of stories, Helen Dunmore explores the fragile 
ties between familial love, motherhood, friendship and grief. Capturing the passion, joy, loss, longing and 
loneliness we encounter as we navigate our way through life, each story sets out on a journey, of adventure, 
new beginnings, reflection and contemplation. With her extraordinary imagination and masterful storytelling, 
‘Girl, Balancing & Other Stories’ offers us a deep insight into the human condition and our place in history. 

473 n HHHHH

YOU THINK IT ILL SAY IT
SITTENFELD, CURTIS
9781784164409     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

In ‘The World Has Many Butterflies’, a married woman flirts with a man she meets at parties by playing 
You think it, I’ll say it, putting into words the bitchy things she guesses he’s thinking about their fellow 
guests. But she is in for a shock when, in time, she finds out what was really in his mind. ‘The Nominee’ 
sees Hillary Clinton on the campaign trail, confessing her surprising true feelings about a woman 
journalist she has sparred with over the years. In ‘Gender Studies’, a visiting academic sleeps with her 
taxi driver, for what turns out to be all the wrong reasons. Dazzling first collection by Curtis Sittenfeld. 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

474 n HHHH

FIREFLY LEGACY EDITION 2
WHEDON, JOSS
9781684153084     P     BOOM STUDIOS 
£22.50     Published 07/03/19

From the heart of the Whedonverse comes the next chapter of Firefly! Picking up where the critically 
acclaimed film Serenity left off, the ‘Verse is on the brink of war, and Captain Mal and his crew are on 
the run from the Alliance and an old, unstoppable foe. Babies are born, friends are lost, and there’s a 
new sheriff in town to lead the Browncoats into battle. With the crew scattered to the far ends of the 
‘Verse, it’ll take quite a gamble to pull them back together... but when the chips are down, never bet 
against Captain Malcolm Reynolds! 

475 n HHHH

GIANT DAYS VOL 9
ALLISON, JOHN
9781684153107     P     BOOM STUDIOS 
£10.99     Published 21/03/19

It’s the end of second year, and everything is happening so fast! Moving out, breaking up, breaking 
hearts, breaking... bones? Best-Mates-for-Life Esther, Daisy, and Susan had better hold on tight if they 
want to make it to their third year, never mind in one piece! 

476 n HHHH

LUMBERJANES TO THE MAX VOL 5
WATTERS, SHANNON
9781684153121     P     BOOM STUDIOS 
£29.99     Published 21/03/19

In Jo’s quest to find a way to keep track of all the many ways time is weird at Miss Qiunzella Thiskin 
Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady-Types, she and the other Roanoke campers 
discover that the Yetis have a secret power source, which just might be the key Jo needs to finish her 
time-tracking device! But in order to do that, they’ll need to help the Yetis defeat the Sasquatches in a 
bout of Roller Derby. No big deal... 
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477 n HHHH

OLD MAN JACK VOL 3
CARPENTER, JOHN
9781684153060     P     BOOM STUDIOS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Jack Burton has angered a lot of folks in his day, but this time he might have really done it. With both 
Heaven and Hell out for Jack’s head, there’s nowhere left for him to hide. It’s a battle of apocalyptic 
proportions, but ol’ Jack Burton won’t go down without a fight. Gas up the Pork-Chop Express and get 
ready for the final ride! 

478 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUANTANAMO KID
TUBIANA, JEROME
9781910593660     P 
CHRONICLE 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

In this eye-opening, compelling and deeply moving graphic biography, author Jerome Tubiana and 
illustrator Alexandre Franc tell the heart-wrenching story of one of Guantanamo Bay’s youngest 
detainees, 14-year-old Mohammed El-Gharani. ‘Guantanamo Kid’ is a moving study of injustice and 
political failure, and an important document for our times. 

479 n HHH

WAR BEARS
ATWOOD, MARGARET
9781506708980     H 
DARK HORSE 
£16.99     Published 08/03/19

Oursonette, a fictional Nazi-fighting superheroine, is created at the peak of World War II by comic 
book creator Al Zurakowski who dreams of making it big in the early world of comics publishing. ‘War 
Bears’ is a story that follows the early days of comics in Toronto, a brutal war that greatly strains Al 
personally and professionally, and how the rise of post-war American comics puts an end to his dreams. 
Internationally and New York Times best-selling novelist Margaret Atwood and acclaimed artist Ken 
Steacy collaborate for this highly anticipated comic book and literary event. 

480 n HHHH

XERXES
MILLER, FRANK
9781506708829     H     DARK HORSE 
£24.99     Published 05/03/19

Written and illustrated by comics luminary and legend, Frank Miller (Sin City, The Dark Knight, 300), 
and coloured by Alex Sinclair (Batman: The Dark Knight III: The Master Race), this companion to 
Miller’s epic masterpiece, ‘300’, brings the historical story of Xerxes to the graphic novel audience with 
grit and visual style! The ongoing Greek rebellion against Persian tyranny reaches a turning point after 
the destruction of the city of Sardis and the later battle of Marathon: on a military campaign to vanquish 
the city of Athens and silence the Greeks once and for all, Persian Prince Xerxes watches as his father, 
King Darius, falls in battle. 

481 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AUTHORITY REVOLUTION
BRUBAKER, ED
9781401288426     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 26/03/19

Following the dramatic events of ‘Coup D’Etat’, the Authority has settled into its role as governing 
body of the United States. The other major world powers have adjusted to the regime change and are 
slowly coming to terms with the meaning it has for the future. But many Americans are unhappy to lose 
their inalienable rights. Can a second American Revolution be far behind? Six-time Eisner award-
winning writer Ed Brubaker and artist Dustin Nguyen bring their unique vision to one of comics’ most 
controversial titles: The Authority! Collects The Authority: Revolution 1-12. 

482 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOMBSHELLS UNITED VOL 3 TAPS
BENNETT, MARGUERITE
9781401288266     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

The Batgirls are back but some will be called to leave Gotham City behind. Alysia and Felicity head 
for Hawaii to investigate the mysterious radio signals causing trouble across the world, but they find 
a new voice the for revolution! However, their findings leave the Bombshells divided! The Batgirls are 
determined to track down the source of their friends’ misfortunes and their investigation leads to an 
eerie spit of land, where a lone radio tower projects a deadly signal that curses all who hear it. 

483 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DC MEETS LOONEY TUNES VOL 2
VARIOUS
9781401288334     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 19/03/19

Worlds collide, courtesy of some of comics’ greatest talents, among them Gail Simone, Jimmy Palmiotti, 
Amanda Connor, Shea Fontana, Mark Russell, Scott Lobdell and more. DC’s iconic superheroes meet 
even more of the wacky characters of Looney Tunes in the outrageous crossover stories featured in 
‘DC Meets Looney Tunes Vol. 2’. The book collects Catwoman/Sylvester and Tweety Special 1; Harley 
Quinn/Gossamer Special 1; The Joker/Daffy Duck Special 1 and Lex Luthor/Porky Pig Special 1. 

484 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIRE
BENDIS, BRIAN M
9781401290535     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 05/03/19

Loosely based on events in the American intelligence community during the Reagan administration, 
‘Fire’ tells the unique and powerful story of a young man’s journey from quiet college student to the 
complex world of international intelligence. From crime noir master Brian Michael Bendis comes this 
now-classic tale in an all-new edition! Imagine that you are a shy, quiet college student. Just an average 
guy trying to get through each day as best he can. Then your government contacts you. They want you 
to be part of an experiment in the art of human covert operations. 

485 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREEN LANTERN BOOK 1
JOHNS, GEOFF
9781401288280     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 05/03/19

It’s been years since the death of Hal Jordan and the end of the Green Lantern Corps. But as the 
Torchbearer Kyle Rayner is about to find out, the adventure of epic and mythological proportions is 
about to begin as the former Lantern returns to the land of the living to atone for his sins. With stunning 
art from Ethan Van Sciver and Carlos Pacheco, this re-cut graphic novel series begins with this first 
book in Geoff Johns’s legendary run.  Collects Green Lantern: Rebirth 1-6, Green Lantern 1-3, Green 
Lantern Corps: Recharge 1-5 and Green Lantern Secret Files and Origins 2005. 

486 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JLA NEW WORLD ORDER ESSENTIAL EDITION
MORRISON, GRANT
9781401288655     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

The Big Seven are reunited! Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, the Flash, Aquaman 
and Martian Manhunter, the quintessential Justice League are back, but have they been replaced 
already? The Hyperclan have arrived on Earth, seemingly to save it. But nothing is quite as it seems in 
this new Essential Edition of Grant Morrison’s classic graphic novel! The action begins as the JLA reunites 
to stop the Hyperclan, but Earth’s heroes quickly realize they have come in peace. Halting civil wars and 
vanquishing famine, the world begins to hail these new protectors. But the Dark Knight knows better... 
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487 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK 1 LAST DAYS OF MAGIC
TYNION, JAMES IV
9781401288112     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

The new ‘Justice League Dark’ is here! Led by Wonder Woman, this team of Zatanna, Swamp Thing, 
Man-Bat and Detective Chimp must bring the fight against all supernatural foes too big for the World’s 
Greatest Super Hero! Epic new series Justice League Dark! Earth’s magic once belonged to them. Now 
they want the magic back. But who exactly are they? It’s uo to the new Justice League Dark to find out 
and stop this nightmarish new threat at all costs! After the events of No Justice, Wonder Woman guides 
the misfit magic mix against enemies too fantastic even for the Justice League. Collects issues 1-6. 

488 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW TEEN TITANS VOL 10
WOLFMAN, MARY
9781401288242     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

In this new collection of the very popular 1980s series, Lilith ascends to godhood and takes up 
residence on Olympus, home of the Greek gods of myth. Then, the team investigates a 50-year-old 
cold case murder, and Starfire is called home to the planet Tamaran, where she is to wed a member of 
the military - but instead plans to free her people from the forces that oppress them. And the team helps 
Superman fight his way out of the clutches of Brainiac! Collects New Teen Titans 10-15 and Annual 1. 

489 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROMETHEA THE DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1
MOORE, ALAN
9781401288662     H     DC COMICS 
£40.00     Published 12/03/19

Sophie Bangs was a just an ordinary college student in a weirdly futuristic New York when a simple 
assignment changed her life forever. When researching Promethea, a mythical warrior woman, Sophie 
receives a cryptic warning to cease her investigations. Ignoring the cautionary notice, she continues her 
studies and is almost killed by a shadowy creature when she learns the secret of Promethea. Surviving the 
encounter, Sophie soon find herself transformed into Promethea, the living embodiment of the imagination. 

490 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANDMAN VOL 5 A GAME OF YOU 30TH ANN ED
GAIMAN, NEIL
9781401288075     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 05/03/19

The fifth instalment of Neil Gaiman’s seminal, New York Times bestselling series, ‘The Sandman Vol. 5: A 
Game of You’, celebrates its 30th anniversary with an all-new edition, featuring a new cover from artist Dave 
McKean! Take an apartment house, add in a drag queen, a lesbian couple, some talking animals, a talking 
severed head, a confused heroine and the deadly Cuckoo. Stir vigorously with a hurricane and Morpheus 
himself and you get this fifth instalment of The Sandman series. This story stars Barbie, who first appearance 
in The Doll’s House and now finds herself a princess in a vivid dreamworld. Collects The Sandman 32-37. 

491 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANDMAN VOL 6 FABLES & REFLECTNS 30 ANN
GAIMAN, NEIL
9781401288464     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 26/03/19

The critically acclaimed ‘The Sandman: Fables and Reflections’ continues the fantastical epic of 
Morpheus, the King of Dreams, as he observes and interacts with an odd assortment of historical and 
fictional characters throughout time. Featuring tales of kings, explorers, spies, and werewolves, his 
book of myth and imagination delves into the dark dreams of Augustus Caesar, Marco Polo, Cain and 
Abel, Norton I, and Orpheus to illustrate the effects that these subconscious musings have had on the 
course of the history of mankind. Collects The Sandman 29-31, 38-40, 50 and Sandman: Special 1. 

492 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCALPED BOOK FIVE
AARON, JASON
9781401288488     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 26/03/19

Scalped draws to a close in this final collection of stories, with a Mexican standoff like you’ve never 
seen before. As tension on the rez comes to a peak, everyone’s priorities are tested. War breaks out, 
as Red Crow loses his grip on the reins and Dash faces his toughest and fiercest foe yet. Lives are 
lost and every thread weaved from the beginning of this classic series comes back around, as writer 
Jason Aaron concludes one of the greatest series in Vertigo lore. This intense crime drama that mixes 
organized crime with current Native American culture collects issues 50-60. 

493 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERGIRL LAST DAUGHTER OF KRYPTON ESSEN
GREEN, MICHAEL
9781401288358     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 19/03/19

Meet Supergirl. She’s a normal teenage girl. Except she has the same powers as Superman, but their 
views of the world are very different. One the greatest tales in the history of the Girl of Steel is collected 
here in this new Essential Edition, ‘Supergirl: Last Daughter of Krypton!’ Unlike her cousin Superman, 
Supergirl arrived on Earth from her dead planet of Krypton fully grown, fully powered and totally 
confused. Unable to speak anything but her native tongue of Kryptonese, unsure of how she arrived on 
Earth and distrustful of the now-adult Superman, Supergirl truly is alone in the world. 

494 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILD STORM VOL 3
ELLIS, WARREN
9781401285272     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

John Lynch, once the director of IO, the secret deep-state agency that runs Earth, is on the road. His darkest 
project, Thunderbook, has been uncovered, and he needs to warn the principals, now scattered across 
Ameica. Hiding. Because they were his most successful experiments. And none of them is completely 
human anymore. Written by legendary writer Warren Ellis, whose works include ‘Transmetropolitan’, 
‘Planetary’ and ‘The Authority’, with art by Davis-Hunt, ‘The Wild Storm Vol. 3’ collects issues 13-18. 

495 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN & HARLEY QUINN
TEMPLETON, TY
9781401288990     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Harley Quinn’s name has always been synonymous with The Joker. The wacky duo have wreaked 
havoc upon the streets of Gotham as the Clown Prince and Princess of Crime, and caused mayhem 
together while truly, deeply, madly in love. But when The Joker pushes Harley’s buttons, she rats him 
out to Batman himself! Before Batman can haul Harley off to Arkham Asylum, her friend Poison Ivy 
swoops in and rescues her. Harley and Ivy soon begin a plot of their own against Batman. Harley just 
wants to have a little fun while she and Ivy scheme against Bats... but all-business Ivy isn’t having it. 

496 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN SHADOW OF THE BAT VOL 4
GRANT, ALAN
9781401288051     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 05/03/19

Following the earth-shattering events of Knightfall, Batman returns to Gotham City to take back what 
was once his: the streets. As he looks to reclaim the city, a string of seemingly random kidnappings 
leads the Batman to one person. The Joker. As if that weren’t enough, Anarky makes his return to 
Gotham, but this time he will team up with the Dark Knight to take on a new foe that has prophesized 
Gotham City’s end and will do anything to make sure it happens. Featuring appearances by the 
Ventriloquist, Black Canary, Catwoman and more... this action packed volume is not to be missed. 

497 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN VOL 9 THE TYRANT WING
KING, TOM
9781401288440     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 23/03/19

The next chapter of Bruce Wayne’s life is in full swing, and just as expected, it’s a bumpy ride! What 
challenges lie ahead for the Dark Knight? One thing is for sure, when it is all said and done, Batman’s 
life will be altered forever! The question is whether it’s for better or worse. The next instalment of the 
best-selling, critically acclaimed graphic novel series is here by breakout star Tom King, and featuring 
art by Mikel Janin. Collects Batman 57-62. 

498 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN VS DEATHSTROKE
PRIEST, CHRISTOPHER
9781401285890     H     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 19/03/19

When Batman discovers a mysterious package containing DNA test results proving that he is not Damian 
Wayne’s biological father, the Dark Knight sets his sights on his son’s true father - Deathstroke! But 
Damian Wayne can’t really be Slade Wilson’s son - can he? And who sent the package - and why? The 
ultimate custody battle ensues as the World’s Greatest Detective and the World’s Deadliest Assassin 
clash in this instant classic! The Eisner Award-nominated series kicks into high gear in this standalone 
hardcover volume of Christopher Priest’s critically acclaimed run. Collects Deathstroke 30-36. 
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499 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DETECTIVE COMICS 80 YEARS OF BATMAN DELXE
BATMAN
9781401285388     H     DC COMICS 
£25.00     Published 19/03/19

Celebrate Detective Comics with DC, revisiting classic stories from comics from the 1930s onward, 
featuring some of Batman’s greatest allies and villains and work from some of the greatest creators 
ever to grace the graphic-literature medium! With a new cover by DC Publisher and Chief Creative 
Officer Jim Lee, these stories will be accompanied by breathtaking essays from some of the best 
writers of our time about how Batman has affected their work and American culture at large. Be here for 
the celebration of the year! 

500 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CATWOMAN BY JIM BALENT BOOK 2
DIXON, CHUCK
9781401288204     P     DC COMICS 
£25.00     Published 12/03/19

Book Two continues the epic story of the now legendary Catwoman series as she walks a tightrope between 
a life of crime and a road to redemption! When Catwoman is captured by a secret government organization 
and blackmailed into committing an impossible robbery, she is caught in a no-win situation, the infamous feline 
burglar must steal an ancient relic from a small European country or suffer the detonation of a cyanide capsule 
that has been implanted in her arm! Realizing success will lead to her termination by her captors, Catwoman 
will have to use her ingenuity both to turn the tables against the government agency and save her own life. 

501 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FLASH THE SILVER AGE VOL 4
FLASH
9781401288235     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

A fourth massive collection of early stories starring the Flash, star of a hit series on the CW TV Network. 
This new graphic novel series collects stories of Flash from the early 1960s, including the Flash’s 
battles with some of his best-known foes: Captain Boomerang, Captain Cold, the Shade, the Trickster, 
Mr. Element and more. This collection also guest-stars Kid Flash, the Golden Age Flash, the Elongated 
Man (super-sleuth Ralph Dibny) and Green Lantern. Collects The Flash 133-147. 

502 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERMAN VOL 1 THE UNITY SAGA
BENDIS, BRIAN M
9781401288198     H     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

Clark Kent battles the alien that blew up Krypton Rogol Zaar in this great entry-point graphic novel, 
Superman Vol. 1! The fallout from the Man of Steel graphic novel has Clark looking at the world through 
new eyes... with new ideas about what Superman could and should do for the city of Metropolis and the 
planet Earth. His first job? Getting the planet back out of the Phantom Zone! A bold new chapter for the 
greatest superhero of all time and one of the greatest creators of his generation begins here, as Bendis 
and artist Ivan Reis begin their run on the all-new Superman! Collects issues 1-6. 

503 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DARK NIGHTS METAL DARK KNIGHTS RISING
MORRISON, GRANT
9781401289072     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 23/03/19

Dark Nights: Metal: Dark Knights Rising introduces: The Batman Who Laughs: a lunatic driven mad 
by his world’s Joker. The Red Death: a thief who stole his reality’s Speed Force power. The Drowned: 
a female, amphibious Batman. The Dawnbreaker: a twisted Green Lantern. The Murder Machine: a 
deranged, deadly cyborg. The Merciless: a warrior who wears the helmet of Ares. The Devastator: a 
part-human, part-Doomsday monster. 

504 n HHHH

TO LOVE RU DARKNESS VOL 10
HASEMI, SAKI
9781947804289     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£11.99     Published 26/03/19

In this sequel series to ‘To Love Ru’, Princess Lala’s younger sister Momo begins her own marital 
machinations to ensnare poor Rito. But to make her plan a reality, he has to become king of their interstellar 
empire, which would allow him to marry as many women as he wants. As Rito’s heart continues to waver 
between Lala and his first crush, Haruna, Momo finds herself unable to deny the feelings she has for the 
hapless earthling high schooler. Could a human alien harem be the solution to all their problems? 

505 n HHHH

WICKED + THE DIVINE VOL 8 OLD IS THE NEW
GILLEN, KIERON
9781534308800     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£15.99     Published 26/03/19

Old is the New New. Modernist poets trapped in an Agatha Christie Murder Mystery. The Romantics 
gathering in Lake Geneva to resurrect the dead. What really happened during the fall of Rome. The 
Lucifer who was a nun, hearing Ananke’s Black Death confession. As we approach the end, we start to 
see the full picture. Also includes the delights of the WicDiv Christmas Annual and the Comedy special. 
Collects all six of The Wicked + The Divine’s essential Specials. 

506 n HHHH

YUUNA & THE HAUNTED HOT SPRINGS VOL 5
MIURA, TADAHIRO
9781947804296     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£11.99     Published 26/03/19

Homeless and haunted by ghosts, high schooler Kogarashi thinks his luck has finally turned when he 
finds Yuragi-soua, a cheap boarding house that was formerly a hot springs inn, now full of super sexy, 
scantily clad female tenants. If Kogarashi can use his spirit abilities to banish the ghost that haunts 
the inn, he can even live there rent-free. But when the ghost, a beautiful teenage girl named Yuuna, 
appears before him, Kogarashi takes pity on her and is suddenly not so sure about the exorcism. Will 
he help save Yuuna from becoming an evil spirit? And what supernatural secrets do the other boarders 
hold? 

507 n HHHHH

OBLIVION SONG VOL 2
KIRKMAN, ROBERT
9781534310575     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£14.99     Published 19/03/19

From Robert Kirkman, Lorenzo De Felici and Annalisa Leoni, the second volume in this sci-fi graphic 
series. A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government 
made every attempt to recover them, but after many years, they gave up. Nathan Cole... won’t. He 
makes daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue those still living in the apocalyptic hellscape of 
Oblivion. But maybe... Nathan is looking for something else? Why can’t he resist the siren call of the 
Oblivion Song? Collects Oblivion Song Nos. 7-12. 

508 n HHHHH

WALKING DEAD VOLUME 31
KIRKMAN, ROBERT
9781534310520     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

Rick leads the Commonwealth’s Governor, Pamela Milton, on a tour of the various communities 
Alexandria is aligned with. Naturally... terrible things begin to happen very quickly. Collects The Walking 
Dead 181-186. 

509 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VEI VOLUME 1
ELFGREN, SARA B
9781683834496     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 19/03/19

One warrior must fight to discover who she can trust and beat the odds to determine the ultimate fate 
of her people in this gripping Nordic graphic novel. She trained her whole life to become the strongest 
warrior of Jotunheim, to become the beloved champion of her gods. But when the time came to finally 
prove her strength, Vei was cast into the sea by the very gods she fought for. Rescued by a Viking 
ship, Vei returns to Jotunheim, home of the legendary giants. There she finds herself caught in the 
Meistarileikir, a bloody game between the humans, the giants and the gods of Asgard. 

510 n HHHH

REMONSTER VOL 4
KOGITSUNE, KANEKIRU
9781626927100     P     MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Tomokui Kanata has suffered an early death, but his adventures are far from over. He is reborn into a 
fantastical world of monsters and magic - but as a lowly goblin! Not about to let that stop him, the now 
renamed Rou uses his new physical prowess and his old memories to plough ahead in a world where 
consuming other creatures allows him to acquire their powers. 
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511 n HHHH

AMAZING SPIDERMAN VOL 2
SPENCER, NICK
9781846539602     P     PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published 11/03/19

The heist of the century is on, but who are the Thieves Guild of New York? And what is their connection 
to the Black Cat? Spider-man might die trying to find out. Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2018) 7-12. 

512 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RETURN OF WOLVERINE
SOULE, CHARLES
9781846539572     P 
PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published 11/03/19

Ever since Wolverine’s death, the X-Men have been struggling. Now, the heart of the X-Men has 
returned. But is it going to be a happy reunion? Collects Death of Wolverine issues 1-5. 

513 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROAD TRIP
THOMPSON, ROBBIE
9781846539596     P 
PANINI COMICS 
£13.99     Published Mar 2019

Have you read On the Road? Have you watched Tommy Boy? This is like that, but with Spiderman 
and Deadpool! The dynamic duo are discovering America and true friendship. Collects Spider-Man/
Deadpool issues 40-45. 

514 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRAFFES ON HORSEBACK 
SALAD
FRANK, JOSH
9781594749230     H 
QUIRK 
£25.00     Published 19/03/19

Salvador Dali, the Marx Brothers, and the Strangest Movie Never Made. Surrealist icon Salvador Dali and 
iconoclast comedians The Marx Brothers planned a never-made film that merged their sensibilities in a sublime 
mashup of absurdity, surrealism, slapstick, and wit. But the original screenplay was lost, until now. Author Josh 
Frank found it, and with comedian and writer Tim Heidecker and Spanish artist and comics creator Manuela 
Pertega, he has recreated the film that would have been made as a graphic novel that presents the story in all 
its colourful, cinematic, surreal glory - plus details of the real life backstory of the movie. 

515 n HHHHH

HANDMAIDS TALE GRAPHIC EDITION
ATWOOD, MARGARET
9780224101936     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 26/03/19

Provocative, startling, prophetic, and more relevant than ever, ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ has become a 
global phenomenon. Now, in this stunning graphic novel edition of Margaret Atwood’s modern classic, 
the terrifying reality of Gilead is brought to vivid life like never before. ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ and its 
iconic images - the red of the Handmaids, the blue of the Wives, the looming Gileadean Eye - have 
been adapted into a film, an opera, a ballet, and multi-award-winning TV series. This groundbreaking 
new graphic novel edition, adapted and featuring arresting artwork by Rene Nault, is destined to 
become a classic in its own right. 

516 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I WAS THEIR AMERICAN DREAM
GHARIB, MALAKA
9780525575115     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 26/03/19

One part Mari Andrew, one part Marjane Satrapi, ‘I Was Their American Dream’: A Graphic Memoir is a 
triumphant tale of self-discovery, a celebration of a family’s rich heritage, and a love letter to American 
immigrant freedom. Malaka Gharib’s illustrations, infused with teenage antics and earnest questions 
about identity and culture, provide thoughtful insight into the lives of modern immigrants and the 
generation of millennial children they raised. 

517 n HHHH

JINTY FRAN FROM THE FLOODS
GASCOINE, PHIL
9781781086728     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Due to increased climate change, the sun starts to melt the ice caps and evaporates the world’s 
oceans, causing an onslaught of never ending rain. At first young Hazelford resident, Fran Scott, finds 
the whole thing amusing, but as the town begins to disappear underwater, the desperation of her 
predicament becomes all too clear... 

518 n HHHH

JUDGE DREDD COLD WARS
CARROLL, MICHAEL
9781781086940     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

After returning from a mission into Sov territory, Judge Dredd finds himself at odds with fellow veterans 
of another past conflict - The Apocalypse War. Under orders from the Justice Department, Dredd 
returns to the depths of Siberia where things start to go wrong... even his training and iron will might not 
be enough against the bitter cold, angry mutants and the echoes of past conflicts! 

519 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOSSOMS IN AUTUMN
JONGH, AIMEE DE
9781910593622     H 
SMITH STREET BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

Ulysses is a 59-year-old widower who, since retiring, has been in the grip of loneliness. The former 
moving man is without direction or purpose. He can’t even find solace in the company of his children: 
his daughter is dead, his son consumed by work. Mrs. Solenza is a 62-year-old former model. Once a 
magazine cover star, she now runs the family business: a cheese shop owned by her late mother. She, 
too, is alone. Two lives drift sadly by, inching ever closer to old age. Until, one day, they collide - and an 
emotional earthquake happens. 
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520 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RIVERS OF LONDON 7 
ACTION AT A DISTANCE
AARONOVITCH, BEN
9781785865466     P 
TITAN 
£13.99     Published 26/03/19

Uncover the secret World War II history of Peter Grant’s mentor, the mysterious Nightingale! October, 
1957. A serial killer terrorising the women of Cumbria has moved to the streets of London, with 
Constable Angus Strallen hot on his heels. But this murderer has special abilities, and Strallen soon 
realises he needs the help of an old friend from the front lines who can match this madman’s power 
- London’s own wizarding police officer, Thomas Nightingale. As the pair move in closer, it quickly 
becomes clear that murder is not this man’s only intent... 

521 n HHHH

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU NO YAIBA VOL 5
GOTOUGE, KOYOHARU
9781974700561     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

In Taisho-era Japan, Tanjiro Kamado is a kindhearted boy who makes a living selling charcoal. But his 
peaceful life is shattered when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only 
survivor, but she has been transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to 
find a way to return his sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life. 

522 n HHHH

FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST/COMPLETE 4 PANEL COM
ARAKAWA, HIROMU
9781974706174     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

‘Fullmetal Alchemist: The Complete Four-Panel Comics.’ In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward 
Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armour. 
Though their circumstances are tragic, in these spoofs penned by series’ author Hiromu Arakawa, the 
brothers’ quest to reclaim their bodies is completely hilarious! 

523 n HHHH

HUNTER X HUNTER VOL 35
TOGASHI, YOSHIHIRO
9781974703067     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Hunters are a special breed, dedicated to tracking down treasures, magical beasts, and even other 
people. But such pursuits require a license, and less than one in a hundred thousand can pass the 
gruelling qualification exam. Those who do pass gain access to restricted areas, amazing stores of 
information, and the right to call themselves Hunters. 

524 n HHHH

SERAPH OF THE END VOL 16
KAGAMI, TAKAYA
9781974703975     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

After trumpets of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to rule 
the earth. Yuichiro wants just one thing - to get revenge by killing each and every vampire... 

525 n HHHH

YONA OF THE DAWN VOL 16
KUSANAGI, MIZUHO
9781421587981     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Princess Yona lives an ideal life as the only princess of her kingdom. Doted on by her father, the king, 
and protected by her faithful guard Hak, she cherishes the time spent with the man she loves, Su-won. 
But everything changes on her 16th birthday when tragedy strikes her family! A large fleet of ships from 
South Kai heads to Sensui at drug trafficker Hyo’s behest. Will Yona and her friends be able to thwart 
Hyo’s nefarious plans and stop these enemy forces? And what will happen to Yona when an infuriated 
Hyo attacks her? 

526 n HHHHH

BORUTO VOL 5 NARUTO NEXT GENERATIONS
KODACHI, UKYO
9781974705122     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Naruto was a young shinobi with an incorrigible knack for mischief. He achieved his dream to become 
the greatest ninja in his village, and now his face sits atop the Hokage monument. But this is not his 
story... A new generation of ninja is ready to take the stage, led by Naruto’s own son, Boruto! Boruto 
and his team begin a new mission that takes them away from the village for the first time. There they 
will meet some old friends and a terrifying new enemy! 

527 n HHHHH

HAIKYU VOL 31
FURUDATE, HARUICHI
9781974703951     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Ever since he saw the legendary player known as ‘The Little Giant’ compete at the national volleyball 
finals, Shoyo Hinata has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall 
to play volleyball when you can jump higher than anyone else?... 

528 n HHHHH

ONE PIECE OMNIBUS 79 80 81 VOL 27
ODA, EIICHIRO
9781421596198     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

As a child, Monkey D Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he 
accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Fruit, an enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the ability to stretch like 
rubber. Its only drawback? He’ll never be able to swim again - a serious handicap for an aspiring sea 
dog! Years later, Luffy sets off on his quest to find the ‘One Piece’, said to be the greatest treasure in 
the world... 

529 n HHHHH

YU GI OH ARC V VOL 5
YOSHIDA, SHIN
9781974703982     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card game! Action Duels have become a global 
sensation, but what is the dark secret behind them that threatens to destroy the world?... 

530 n HHHH

KAKEGURUI COMPULSIVE GAMBLER VOL 9
KAWAMOTO, HOMURA
9781975303723     P     YEN PRESS 
£11.99     Published 19/03/19

The race for student council president continues! With Kirari Momobami in the lead, things look bad for 
Yumeko and Mary! Yumeko forms an unlikely alliance, but is it really for the ‘greater good’...? 
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531 n HHHH

TRIAGE X VOL 17
SATO, SHOUJI
9781975303761     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

Overcoming absolute peril, the red cross gathers back up. Black Label’s counterattack commences! 
Mikoto and Chikage have joined back up with Oriha, but they’re back in danger when the High Jetters 
of Syringe incite the evacuees. Suddenly, the sound of a 45ACP Long Slide’s firing rings out...! 

FICTION SAGA/ HISTORICAL

532 n HHHH

TELEGRAM HOME
MCKENZIE, KIRSTEN
9781786156235     P     ACCENT PRESS LTD 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Sarah’s return to The Old Curiosity Shop creates more questions than answers. With her parents 
trapped in two very different continents, her heart is torn as to who she can help. And time is not on her 
side. And in the shadows lurks Richard Grey, waiting for revenge. After discovering Sarah’s ability to 
travel through time, nothing will stand in the way of his quest to return his family to its former glory. Can 
Sarah reunite her scattered family before Grey closes the doorway to the past? Before both India and 
New Zealand begin fighting against the mighty British Empire making her an orphan in the process? 
History is about to change. 

533 n HHHH

DEVILS HALF MILE
HIRSCH, PADDY
9781786493521     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A sweeping historical crime novel for fans of ‘Golden Hill’. New York, 1799 Justy Flanagan, lawyer, 
soldier, policeman, has returned to his native city after fighting in the Irish Rebellion against the English. 
Determined to hunt down the man who murdered his father, his inquiries lead him to Wall Street and the 
fledgling stock market there. But as his investigations into the past move ahead, the horrific murders of 
young slave women in the present start to occupy his time. Convinced that there is a link between his 
father’s death, the deaths of the young women, and a massive fraud that nearly destroyed New York’s 
economy, he can trust no one. 

534 n HHHH

CORNISH LADY
PRYCE, NICOLA
9781786493859     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Educated, beautiful and the daughter of a prosperous merchant, Angelica Lilly has been invited to 
spend the summer in high society. Her father’s wealth is opening doors, and attracting marriage 
proposals, but Angelica still feels like an imposter among the aristocrats of Cornwall... The fourth novel 
in a stunning series set in 18th century Cornwall, following ‘Pengelly’s Daughter’, ‘The Captain’s Girl’ 
and ‘The Cornish Dressmaker’. 

535 n HHHHH

WRECKER
O’REILLY, NOEL
9780008274542     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

A powerful debut exploring the dark side of Cornwall - the wrecking and the drowned sailors - where 
poverty drove villagers to dark deeds... When, after a fierce storm, Mary Blight rescues a man half-dead 
from the sea, she ignores the whispers of her neighbours and carries him home to nurse him better. 
Gideon Stone is a Methodist minister from Newlyn, a married man. Touched by Mary’s sacrifice and 
horrified by the superstitions and pagan beliefs the villagers cling to, Gideon sets out to bring light and 
salvation to Porthmorven by building a chapel on the hill. But the village has many secrets and not 
everyone wants to be saved. 

536 n HHHH

MOTHERS GIFT
WEAVER, PAM
9780008308681     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

When Dottie’s husband Reg receives a mysterious letter through the post, Dottie has no idea that this 
letter will change her life forever. Traumatised by his experiences fighting in World War II, Reg isn’t the 
same man that Dottie remembers when he is demobbed and returns home to their cottage in Worthing. 
Once caring and considerate, Reg has become violent and cruel. Dottie just wants her marriage to work 
but nothing she does seems to work. The letter informs Reg that he is the father of a child born out of 
a dalliance during the war. The child has been orphaned and sole care of the young girl has now fallen 
to him. 

537 n HHHH

OCEANS BETWEEN US
GILL,THOMPSON
9781472257956     P     HEADLINE 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

A woman is found wandering injured in London after an air raid. She remembers nothing of who she 
is. Only that she has lost something very precious. As the little boy waits in the orphanage, he hopes 
his mother will return. But then he finds himself on board a ship bound for Australia, the promise of a 
golden life ahead, and wonders: how will she find him in a land across the oceans? In Perth, a lonely 
wife takes in the orphaned child. But then she discovers the secret of his past. Should she keep quiet? 
Or tell the truth and risk losing the boy who has become her life? 

538 n HHHHH

BELLE OF THE BACK STREETS
YOUNG, GLENDA
9781472256584     P     HEADLINE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Everyone recognises the cry of Meg Sutcliffe as she plies her trade along the back streets of Ryhope. 
She learnt the ropes from her dad when he returned from the War. But when tragedy struck, Meg had 
no choice but to continue alone, with only her trusty dog Spot, and beloved horse Stellar, for company. 
Now the meagre money she earns is the only thing that stands between her family’s safety and 
predatory rent collector Hawk Jackson... Many say it’s no job for a woman - especially a beauty like 
Meg who’s noticed everywhere she goes. When she catches the eye of charming Clarky it looks like 
she might have found a protector and a chance of happiness. 

539 n HHHHH

GATHERING OF GHOSTS
MAITLAND, KAREN
9781472235916     P     HEADLINE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

1316. On the wilds of Dartmoor stands the isolated Priory of St Mary, home to the Sisters of the Knights 
of St John. People journey from afar in search of healing at the holy well that lies beneath its chapel. 
But the locals believe Dartmoor was theirs long before Christianity came to the land. And not all who 
visit seek miracles. When three strangers reach the moor, fear begins to stir as the well’s waters run 
with blood. What witchcraft have the young woman, the Knight of St John and the blind child brought 
with them...? Pagans tackle the Knights of St John with terrible consequences in the new medieval 
thriller from Karen Maitland. 

540 n HHHHH

BLOOD OF ROME
SCARROW, SIMON
9781472258373     P     HEADLINE 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

It is AD 54. As trouble brews on the eastern fringes of the Roman Empire, Prefect Cato and Centurion 
Macro must prepare for war... The wily Parthian Empire has invaded Roman-ruled Armenia, ousting 
King Rhadamistus. The King is ambitious and ruthless, but he is loyal to Rome. General Corbulo must 
restore him to power, while also readying the troops for war with the powerful Parthian Empire. Corbulo 
welcomes new arrivals Cato and Macro, experienced soldiers who know how to knock into shape an 
undermanned unit of men ill-equipped for conflict. It’s a dangerous game to restore a deposed king. 
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541 n HHHHH

REBEL KILLER
COLLARD, PAUL FRASER
9781472239099     P     HEADLINE 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Fighting for the Union gave Jack Lark purpose. But America is tearing itself apart and no one will be left 
in peace. Virginia, 1861. With his comrades defeated, Jack turns his back on the battlefield. At heart 
he’s still a soldier, but this wholly uncivil war has left him wanting something - and someone - more. Lost 
in the woods with the Confederate army closing in, Jack will stop at nothing to protect Rose and the 
future they might share. Then one bullet changes everything and Jack wakes up in a military hospital - 
alone. Broken but determined, he sets out on an epic journey across the Confederacy disguised in the 
grey coat of his one-time enemy. 

542 n HHHH

GIRL IN THE PINK RAINCOAT
HUGHES, ARLENE
9781788543972     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A wartime saga set in Manchester, following the lives and loves of workers in Rosenberg’s raincoat 
factory. With whispers of war across Europe, many are uncertain of what the future will bring. For 
Gracie Earnshaw, who works in German-Jewish owned Rosenberg’s raincoat factory, life is turned 
upside down when she meets the boss’s charismatic nephew, Jacob. Their hidden romance is tested 
when war finally erupts and tragedy unfolds. Gracie struggles with heartbreak, danger and old family 
secrets. But eventually, the love of her first sweetheart comes back to her in an unexpected way, giving 
her the strength to carry on and find happiness again. 

543 n HHHH

SMILE OF THE WOLF
LEACH, TIM
9781788544122     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Set in a world of ice and snow, this is an epic story of exile and revenge, of duels and betrayals, and 
two friends struggling to survive in a desolate landscape, where honour is the only code that men abide 
by. Eleventh century Iceland. One night in the darkness of winter two friends set out on an adventure 
but end up killing a man. Kjaran and Gunnar, a feared warrior, must make a choice: conceal the deed or 
confess to the crime and pay the blood price to the family. But their decision leads to a brutal feud: one 
man is outlawed, free to be killed by anyone without consequence; the other remorselessly hunted by 
the dead man’s kin. 

544 n HHHH

SUSPICION OF SILVER
CHISHOLM, P F
9781788549783     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Sir Robert Carey leaves the court of Scotland’s King James VI in early January, 1593, on the hunt for 
Joachim Hochstetter, aka Jonathan Hepburn. Carey, the Queen’s Deputy Warden in Carlisle, is carrying 
a warrant for Hochstetter’s arrest for plotting with the King of Spain and Scottish earls to assassinate 
James. Hochstetter, a skilled engineer, is the son of a family of Anabaptists from Augsburg and may 
have taken ship. Or he may have gone to ground at Vicar’s Island, Derwentwater, where his widowed 
mother, Radegun, rules the smelting business and her unruly brood. Is he a man driven by the religious 
politics of the period - or just a stone killer? 

545 n HHHHH

LOVE WITHOUT END
BRAGG, MELVYN
9781473690929     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

A Story of Heloise and Abelard. Heloise, a young scholar reputed to be the cleverest woman in 12th-
century France, arrives in Paris set on entering the city’s masculine world of learning. Frustrated in her 
wishes, she is stunned when the brilliant, radical philosopher, Peter Abelard, consents to be her tutor in 
exchange for lodgings with her uncle. But what starts out as a meeting of minds turns into a passionate, 
dangerous love affair, which sends shockwaves throughout the country and incurs terrible retribution. 
A profoundly thought-provoking, moving novel from Melvyn Bragg, that breathes fresh life into one of 
history’s most remarkable and enduring love stories. 

546 n HHHHH

HER MOTHERS SECRET
LESTER, NATASHA
9780751573107     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
1918, England. Armistice Day should bring peace into Leonora East’s life. Rather than making 
cosmetics secretly in her father’s chemist shop, Leo hopes to now display her wares openly. Instead, 
Spanish flu arrives in the village, claiming her father’s life. Determined to start over she boards a ship 
to New York City, where she meets debonair department store heir Everett Forsyth... 1939, New York 
City. Everett’s daughter, Alice, a promising ballerina, receives a mysterious letter inviting her to star in a 
series of advertisements for a cosmetics line. Why, are her parents so quick to forbid it? 

547 n HHHHH

TEMPLAR SILKS
CHADWICK, ELIZABETH
9780751564969     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

William Marshal has reached the end of his long and glorious life. On his deathbed at his manor in 
Caversham, he has one final task for his loyal servant: to fetch the silks William had woven in Jerusalem as 
a young man. He made a solemn promise to the Order of the Templars and he intends to leave the world as 
a member of that order. As he waits to perform his last knightly duty, William is swept back into his own past. 
To fulfil his last vow to his beloved Prince, he set forth on a quest to Jerusalem, which led him down dark 
and twisting paths, and brought him great passion and great loss in the holiest and most dangerous of cities. 

548 n HHHHH

SPRING COMES TO EMMERDALE
BELL, PAMELA
9781409185031     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

World War I wages on, and the families of Emmerdale are trying their best to move on from tragedy, while 
the effects of war still resonate throughout the village of Beckindale. Though grief and loss permeate, Maggie 
Sugden, Rose Haywood and the other inhabitants of the village are finding independence, the chance to 
make their own happiness - and even opening themselves up to find love. Featuring firm fan favourites like 
the Dingles, The Woolpack Pub and Emmerdale Farm itself, this will be a delight for any Emmerdale fan. 

549 n HHHHH

ITALIAN AFFAIR
MONTAGUE, CAROLINE
9781409180784     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Italy, 1937. Alessandra Durante is grieving the loss of her husband when she discovers she has inherited 
her ancestral family seat, Villa Durante, deep in the Tuscan Hills. Longing for a new start, she moves from 
her home in London to Italy with her daughter Diana and sets about rebuilding her life. Under the threat of 
war, Alessandra’s house becomes first a home and then a shelter to all those who need it. Back home in 
Britain as war breaks out, Alessandra’s son Robert, signs up to be a pilot, determined to play his part. As 
war rages, the Durante family will love and lose, but will they survive the war...? 

550 n HHHHH

LIVERPOOL SECRET
O’NEILL, GERALDINE
9781409166733     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Can a chance meeting lead to fresh starts for Lillian and Blaise, or will hidden secrets threaten their 
new beginnings? Liverpool, 1925. Fourteen-year-old Lillian Taylor has spent her childhood in a loveless 
orphanage after the death of her mother. When a well-dressed young woman claiming to be her aunt 
arrives and whisks her away to her large townhouse, Lillian hopes it signals a change in her fortunes. 
However there’s more to Aunt Joan than meets the eye and when Joan discovers Lillian’s budding 
romance with one of her co-workers she swiftly threatens his family. 

551 n HHHHH

SHADOWS OF ATHENS
ALVEY, J M
9781409180630     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
The Persian War is over and an unaccustomed decade of peace has come to ancient Athens. Philocles, 
an aspiring comic playwright, is making his living as a writer for hire; but this year is the highlight of his 
career - he has a play in the drama competition at the prestigious Dionysia Festival. The last thing he 
wants to find on his doorstep the day before is a body with its throat cut. Just who is this dead man? Is 
it just a robbery gone wrong? With the play that could make his name on the horizon, Philocles must 
find out who this man is, why he has been murdered - and why the corpse was in his doorway. 
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552 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STORM SISTER
RILEY, LUCINDA
9781529003468     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The second book in Lucinda Riley’s spellbinding series, loosely based on the mythology of the Seven 
Sisters star cluster. When Ally D’Apliese hears the news of her adoptive father’s sudden death, she 
rushes back to meet her sisters at their family home, and discovers that her father has left each of them 
a tantalising clue to their true heritage. Ally has also recently embarked on a love affair that will change 
her destiny forever. But with her life turned upside down, she decides to follow the trail her father left 
her, which leads her to the icy beauty of Norway. New edition with new cover. 

553 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHADOW SISTER
RILEY, LUCINDA
9781529005240     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The third in Lucinda Riley’s spellbinding series, loosely based on the mythology of the Seven Sisters 
star cluster. Star D’Apliese is at a crossroads in her life after the sudden death of her beloved father - 
the elusive billionaire, all adopted by him from the four corners of the world. He has left each of them 
a clue to their true heritage, but Star - the most enigmatic of the sisters - is hesitant to step out of the 
safety of the safety of the close relationship she shares with her sister CeCe. In desperation, she 
decides to follow the first clue she has been left, which leads her to an antiquarian bookshop in London. 
New edition with new cover. 

554 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVERSMITHS DAUGHTER
MURRAY, ANNIE
9781509841554     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

1915. Margaret and Philip Tallis are happily married, have a thriving business and three children, 
Daisy, John and Lily. At 20, Daisy is an impassioned, headstrong girl, determined to follow her parents’ 
footsteps in Birmingham’s jewellery trade. While studying at the college for silversmiths she meets an 
old rival of her father’s. James Carson is married, but Daisy finds herself dangerously drawn to him... 
As war tightens its grip on the country, the Jewellery Quarter is thrown into anguish as the men are 
forced to decide who will enlist. In the turmoil, will Margaret be able to hold her business and her family 
together? 

555 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BURNING CHAMBERS
MOSSE, KATE
9781509806850     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Carcassonne, 1562. The massacre of sixty-six Huguenots outside the city wall sets an epic adventure 
in motion in the first novel in Kate Mosse’s Burning Chambers series. As the Wars of Religion begin to 
take hold, a young Catholic girl and a Huguenot believer find themselves in possession of a priceless 
treasure, and set upon a quest to uncover a long buried secret hidden in the mysterious Chateau de 
Puivert... With all the mystery and momentum of her first multi-million copy bestseller, ‘Labyrinth’, this is 
Kate Mosse at her very best. 

556 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FALCON OF SPARTA
IGGULDEN, CONN
9781405921534     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

401 BC. The Persian king Artaxerxes rules an empire stretching from the Aegean to northern India. His rule is 
absolute - though the sons of Sparta are eager to play the game of thrones. When the dust of civil war settles, 
the Spartans are left stranded in the heart of an enemy’s empire, without support, without food, and without 
water. Far from home, surrounded by foes, it falls to the young soldier Xenophon to lead the survivors against 
Artaxerxes’s legendary Persian warriors... Based on one of history’s most epic stories of adventure, ‘The 
Falcon of Sparta’ masterfully depicts the ferocity, heroism, and savage bloodshed of the ancient world. 

557 n HHHHH

MISSING SISTER
JEFFERIES, DINAH
9780241985434     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Belle Hatton has embarked upon an exciting new life far from home: a glamorous job as a nightclub singer in 
1930s Burma. But Belle is haunted by a mystery from the past - a 25 years old newspaper clipping found in her 
parents’ belongings after their death, saying that the Hattons were leaving Rangoon after the disappearance of 
their baby daughter, Elvira. Belle is desperate to find out what happened to the sister she never knew she had - 
but when she starts asking questions, she is confronted with unsettling rumours, malicious gossip, and outright 
threats. Oliver, an attractive, easy-going American journalist, promises to help... 

558 n HHHHH

ONLY KILLERS & THIEVES
HOWARTH, PAUL
9781911590057     P     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A powerfully told, gripping novel of family, guilt, empire, and race set in the dusty, deserted outback of 
Queensland in the 1880s. Tommy McBride and his brother Billy return to the isolated family home to find 
their parents have been brutally murdered. Haunted and alone, their desperate search for the killers leads 
them to the charismatic and deadly Inspector Noone and his Queensland Native Police - an infamous arm of 
colonial power whose sole purpose is the ‘dispersal’ of Indigenous Australians in protection of settler rights. 

559 n HHHH

EQUATOR
VARENNE, ANTONIN
9780857058737     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

1871. Pete Ferguson is an army deserter, hunted for murder in Oregon, not to mention theft and arson in 
Nebraska. Taking the name of Billy Webb, he is hired by bison hunters, but leaves after a bloody dispute. He 
then takes the Comancheros Road to Mexico, and then to Guatemala... Whatever he does, wherever he goes, 
Pete is a magnet for trouble and seems incapable of making the right choices. The violence that follows him 
keeps him away from those he loves: his brother Oliver, still on the Fitzpatrick ranch with Aileen, Alexandra and 
Arthur Bowman. It is a woman who will change his destiny, an Indigenous woman driven out of her lands. 

560 n HHHHH

BOWLAWAY
MCCRACKEN, ELIZABETH
9780224087117     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 14/03/19

From the day she is discovered unconscious in a New England cemetery at the beginning of the twentieth 
century - nothing but a bowling ball, a candlepin and fifteen pounds of gold on her person - Bertha Truitt is an 
enigma to everyone in Salford, Massachusetts. She has no past to speak of, or at least none she is willing 
to reveal, and her mysterious origin scandalises and intrigues the townspeople, as does her choice to marry 
and start a family with Leviticus Sprague, the doctor who revived her. But Bertha is plucky, tenacious and 
entrepreneurial, and the bowling alley she opens quickly becomes Salford’s most defining landmark. 
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561 n HHHHH

CHILD LEFT BEHIND
HART, GRACIE
9781785038044     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Can she find somewhere to call home? Victoria Wild is only four years old but already knows about heartbreak, 
having been abandoned by her unwed mother when she was only a baby. Luckily her Aunt Eliza was there to 
take her in but times are still hard on Pit Lane and while Eliza does her best to make sure there is always food 
on the table, Victoria bears the stigma of her illegitimacy. Her aunt also fears the day when Victoria will start to 
ask about her father... But even when Eliza is offered a chance to make a better life for herself and her niece, 
there are sacrifices to be made. And more trouble is around the corner - in the form of Victoria’s mother. 

562 n HHHHH

MOTHERS LOVE
FLYNN, KATIE
9781784755256     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Liverpool, 1940: there comes a moment in every child’s life when they must learn to stand on their own 
two feet. For 15-year-old Ellie Lancton, that time has come all too soon. The death of her mother and the 
increase in air raids leave Ellie alone and in grave danger. It’s not long before she is forced to leave her 
beloved Liverpool behind and cross the Mersey to seek refuge in the countryside. But as the war takes 
comforts away, so too does it bring new opportunities; for work, new frienships, and perhaps a little love... 

563 n HHHHH

OLD DRIFT
SERPELL, NAMWALI
9781781090497     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

On the banks of the Zambezi River, not far from the Victoria Falls, there was once a colonial settlement called 
The Old Drift. In 1904, in a smoky room at the hotel across the river, an Old Drifter named Percy Clark, foggy 
with fever, makes a mistake that entangles the fates of an Italian hotelier and an African busboy. This sets off a 
cycle of unwitting retribution between three Zambian families (black, white, brown) as they collide and converge 
over the course of the century, into the present and beyond... ‘The Old Drift’ is a Zambian debut novel that 
follows three generations of three families, telling the story of a nation, and the grand sweep of time. 

564 n HHHHH

COURAGE OF THE SHIPYARD GIRLS
REVELL, NANCY
9781787460843     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Sunderland, 1942: Polly’s heart and her future are hanging in the balance. Her sweetheart Tommy 
has been declared missing while serving overseas, and although there is no certainty that he is dead, 
there is no guarantee that he will return home. Now Polly needs her friends more than ever, and the 
other women welders are ready to rally around her while she waits for news. The only one not showing 
support is shipyard manager, Helen. But looks can be deceiving, and beneath her cold exterior, Helen is 
wrestling with demons of her own, including one life-changing decision that could lead to potential ruin. 

565 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMBER SEEKER
HAGGITH, MANDY
9781912235292     P     SARABAND 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Northern Britain, Iron Age. Pytheas of Massalia, the famed Greek explorer, roves the icy northern lands of 
Celtic Britain and beyond, in search of amber and other precious goods. But he also craves another encounter 
with Rian, the slave he fell in love with during a former voyage... In the second volume of this extraordinary, 
imaginative trilogy, Mandy Haggith takes us back to prehistoric times for an intergenerational saga ranging from 
the Sub-Arctic to the Mediterranean. ‘The Amber Seeker’ revisits the unforgettable cast of characters we met in 
‘The Walrus Mutterer’, weaving another visceral tale of loss, longing and revenge in 320 BC. 

566 n HHHH

MAKE ME A CITY
CARR, JONATHAN
9781911617150     H     SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£16.99     Published 14/03/19

How does a place become a city? Whose stories will survive and whose will be lost? How do you know 
if you truly belong? It is 1800. On desolate, marshy ground between Lake Michigan and the Illinois 
River, a man builds a house and a city is born... This masterful debut novel spans Chicago’s tumultuous 
first century, showing how a city is made: by a succession of vivid, sometimes villainous individuals and 
their cumulative invention, energy and vision. 

567 n HHHH

PASSAGE TO INDIA
MALLINSON, ALLAN
9780857503794     P     TRANSWORLD 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

It is 1831, riots and rebellions are widespread...  In England, the new government is facing protests 
against the attempts of the Tory-dominated House of Lords to thwart the passing of the Reform Bill. In 
India, relations are strained between the presidency of Madras and some of the neighbouring princely 
states. Having taken command of the action in Bristol to restore order after one of the bloodiest and 
most destructive riots in the nation’s history, Lieutenant-Colonel Matthew Hervey is out of favour with 
the new government. But then his old friend, Sir Eyre Somervile, offers him a lifeline. 

568 n HHHH

SECT OF ANGELS
CAMILLERI, ANDREA
9781609455132     P 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published 14/03/19

Based on a true story and told with the pacing, humour, and thrills of a Mediterranean mystery, Andrea 
Camilleri’s new novel tells the story of a turn-of-the-century Sicilian scandal that reveals a pandemic 
that is with us still: a contagious refusal to accept the truth. The lawyer and journalist Matteo Teresi 
discovers the existence of a secret sect whose members include priests, politicians, and regional VIPs. 
During the early morning hours, when the town’s churches are closed to the faithful, the Sect of Angels 
meet in the sacristy to carry out their holy office: initiating devout virgins into the rites of married life. 

569 n HHHHH

MOTHERS HOPE
GOODWIN, ROSIE
9781785767586     H     ZAFFRE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

London, 1912. Flora Butler lives a settled life in London. She enjoys her work as a maid for her young mistress 
which means she can still live close to her family home, visiting her parents and siblings often and helping 
out when she can, plus she’s recently met a young man who she sees on her days off. When her mistress, 
Connie, loses her father and must move to New York, Flora faces a difficult decision. When her beau lets her 
down, her mind is made up. Soon, Flora and Connie are heading to Southampton to board RMS Titanic... 

570 n HHHHH

MR PEACOCKS POSSESSIONS
SYSON, LYDIA
9781471403699     P     ZAFFRE 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The Times Book of the Month. Oceania 1879. A family of settlers from New Zealand are the sole inhabitants 
of a remote volcanic island. For two years they have struggled with the harsh reality of trying to make this 
unforgiving place a paradise they can call their own. At last, a ship appears. The six Pacific Islanders on 
board have travelled 800 miles across the ocean in search of work and new horizons. Hopes are high for all, 
until a vulnerable boy vanishes. In their search for the lost child, settlers and newcomers together uncover 
far more than they were looking for. The island’s secrets force them all to question their deepest convictions. 

571 n HHHHH

ONE ENCHANTED EVENING
BEKE, ANTON DU
9781785764820     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The Sunday Times Bestselling Debut by BBC’s Strictly’s Anton Du Beke. London, 1936. Inside the 
spectacular ballroom of the exclusive Buckingham Hotel the rich and powerful, politicians, film stars, 
even royalty, rub shoulders with talented dancers from around the world, who must enchant them, and 
sweep away their cares. From behind plush curtains and discreet doors, the unseen staff of the hotel 
dream and listen - and watch. The storm clouds of war are gathering, and beneath the glamour of the 
ballroom lurks a world of scandal and secrets. Let’s dance... Perfect for fans of Downton Abbey, Mr 
Selfridge, The Halcyon and Belgravia. 
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572 n HHHH

WEDDING AT THE COMFORT FOOD CAFE
JOHNSON, DEBBIE
9780008258887     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Wedding bells ring out in Budbury as the Comfort Food Cafe and its cosy community of regulars are gearing 
up for a big celebration... But Auburn Longville doesn’t have time for that! Between caring for her poorly 
mum, moving in with her sister and running the local pharmacy, life is busy enough - and it’s about to get 
busier. Chaos arrives in the form of a figure from her past putting her quaint village life and new relationship 
with gorgeous Finn Jensen in jeopardy. It’s time for Auburn to face up to some life changing decisions. 

573 n HHHHH

HIDEAWAY
O’FLANAGAN  SHEILA
9781472235398     P     HEADLINE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

What would you do if you discovered you were living a lie? When a shocking news report shatters Juno 
Ryan’s world, she suddenly finds herself without the man she loves - and with no way of getting the 
answers she so desperately needs. Distraught she flees to the enchanting Villa Naranja in Spain. The 
blue skies and bountiful orange groves - along with Pep, the winemaker’s handsome son - begin to 
soothe her broken heart, but only Juno herself can mend it. Just when she begins to feel whole again 
another bombshell falls. Can she put the past behind her? 

574 n HHHH

ONE FINE DUKE
BELL, LENORA
9780349417684     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 19/03/19

Raised in the countryside by her overprotective uncle, Miss Mina Penny’s dream of a triumphant 
London season is finally here. She determined her perfect match long ago: Rafe Bentley, the wickedest 
rake of them all. There’s only one very large, very unyielding obstacle: Rafe’s brother Andrew, the 
reclusive Duke of Thorndale. Aim. This was supposed to be simple. Duke goes to London. Duke selects 
suitable bride. Love match? Not a chance. But when Andrew meets Mina, she complicates everything. 
How can a lady armed with such beauty and brains fall for his irresponsible degenerate of a brother? 

575 n HHHH

AUSTRALIAN AFFAIRS SEDUCED
MARINELLI, CAROL ET
9780263275285     P     MILLS & BOON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

From Carol Marinelli, Emily Forbes and Lindsay Armstrong, three books in one: The Accidental Romeo, 
Breaking the Playboy’s Rules, and The Return of Her Past. 

576 n HHHH

ITALIAN MAVERICKS A DEAL WITH THE ITALIAN
HAYWARD, J ET AL
9780263276039     P     MILLS & BOON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The Italian’s Deal for I Do (Society Weddings): A proposition that’s impossible to resist... To regain 
control of the fashion empire that’s rightfully his Rocco Mondelli must prove his playboy days are 
over. His secret weapon? Supermodel-in-hiding Olivia Fitzgerald... A Pawn in the Playboy’s Game: 
Alessandro Falcone is notorious for winning - in every pursuit. A Clash with Cannavaro: Italian billionaire 
Emiliano Cannavaro knows everyone has their price... Especially Lauren Westwood, the sister of his 
brother’s duplicitous wife, and the only woman to ever come close to melting his cool defences! 

577 n HHHH

POSTCARDS FROM ROME
YATES, MAISEY ET AL
9780263275704     P     MILLS & BOON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

The Italian’s Pregnant Virgin: A Roman holiday with a twist! Esther Abbott was backpacking across Europe 
when she was approached about being a surrogate. In need of the money, she agreed. But when the deal 
falls apart, she’s left pregnant and alone, with no one to turn to...except the baby’s father. A Proposal from 
the Italian Count: Count Vittorio Martelli’s promise to repay his late father’s debt leads him to penniless and 
unemployed Jackie Benton. So, to start with he offers her a prestigious job in Rome working for him!  A Ring 
for Vincenzo’s Heir: Scarlett Ravenwood takes an enormous risk interrupting Vincenzo Borgia’s wedding. 

578 n HHHH

REGENCY SURRENDER PASSIONATE MARRIAGES
JAMES, SOPHIA
9780263267952     P     MILLS & BOON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Marriage Made in Rebellion: Severely wounded Captain Lucien Howard, Earl of Ross, has a boat 
waiting to take him home but this means parting ways with the woman he’s given his heart to. He can’t 
stay in war-torn Spain. Yet neither can he stop his arms from tightening about Alejandra as he breathes 
her in... Marriage Made in Hope: Lady Sephora Connaught knows there is another, more reckless side 
to her. When she’s rescued by the wild and dangerous Francis St Cartmail, Earl of Douglas, suddenly 
her confined world bursts into vibrant life. She offers him hope, but only time will tell if their fragile 
marriage is enough to banish his demons for ever! 

579 n HHHH

ANYONE FOR SECONDS
GRAHAM, LAURIE
9781784297985     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Life has been going downhill for ex-TV chef Lizzie Partridge ever since she spectacularly ended her 
television career by throwing a chocolate mousse at the host of Midlands This Morning. Her partner 
Tom has left her, Nigella and Jamie have got the cookery world sewn up, and now her restaurant 
reviewing column - her last bit of work - has been axed. Surely the only way is up from here? In a 
desperate bid for sympathy and attention she runs away, from the gas bill and the mouse under the 
sink, and in wet and wintry Aberystwyth she experiences a brush with her past and a glimmer of new 
prospects. 

580 n HHHHH

LEMON TREE HOTEL
LEY, ROSANNA
9781786483409     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.99     Published 07/03/19

In the beautiful village of Vernazza, the Mazzone family have transformed an old convent overlooking 
the glamorous Italian Riviera into the elegant Lemon Tree Hotel. For Chiara, her daughter Elene and 
her granddaughter Isabella, the running of their hotel is the driving force in their lives. One day, two 
unexpected guests check in. The first, Dante, is a face from Chiara’s past, but what exactly happened 
between them all those years ago, Elene wonders. Meanwhile, Isabella is preoccupied with the second 
guest, a mysterious young man who seems to know a lot about the history of the old convent and the 
people who live there. 

581 n HHHH

DAY WE MET
COOPER, ROXIE
9781529102468     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Stephanie and Jamie are meant to be. The problem is they’re both with other people... Stephanie 
doesn’t believe in fate, true love or living happily ever after. She’s content enough being married to Matt. 
But then she meets Jamie, who understands her more than anyone else ever has. Jamie’s married to 
his childhood sweetheart and believes in everything Stephanie doesn’t. He’s happy with Helen. So why 
does he have such a strong connection with Stephanie? When Stephanie and Jamie meet one fateful 
weekend in 2006, it sparks a tumultuous relationship which spans over a decade. The day they meet 
changes everything... Ten years, two people and one epic love story. 

582 n HHHHH

ROSE PETAL SUMMER
FFORDE, KATIE
9781780897547     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Caro Swanson has taken a job in a remote part of Scotland. She’s answered an ad in The Lady: being 
a companion to an elderly gentleman who lives in a country estate could be perfect! Surely it is time 
to make a change and do something different for a while? The fact that she may also see Alec, the 
young man who she met some years previously and who she has always thought of as her ‘one who 
got away’, is of course purely incidental. Soon Caro is falling in love - not only with Alec but with the 
stunning house and grounds she is now living in. But the estate is in financial difficulties, and it quickly 
becomes apparent that there is only one way to rescue it. 
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583 n HHHH

VINTAGE SUMMER
BRAMLEY, CATHY
9780552173957     P     TRANSWORLD 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

London has not been kind to Lottie Allbright. Realising it’s time to cut and run, she packs up and moves 
back home - but finds her family in disarray. In need of a new place to stay, Lottie takes up the offer of a 
live-in job managing a local vineyard. There’s a lot to learn - Butterworth Wines in the rolling Derbyshire 
hills has always been run on love and passion but a tragic death has left everyone at a loss. Widowed 
Betsy is trying to keep the place afloat but is harbouring a debilitating secret. Meanwhile her handsome 
but interfering grandson, Jensen, is trying to convince her to sell up and move into a home. 

FICTION PARANORMAL

584 n HHHH

STORM CURSED
BRIGGS, PATRICIA
9780356505961     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

‘My name is Mercedes Athena Thompson Hauptman, and I am a car mechanic. And a coyote 
shapeshifter... And the mate of the Alpha of the Columbia Basin werewolf pack. Even so, none of 
that would have gotten me into trouble if, a few months ago, I hadn’t stood upon a bridge and taken 
responsibility for the safety of the citizens who lived in our territory. It seemed like the thing to do at the 
time. It should have only involved hunting down killer goblins, zombie goats and an occasional troll. 
Instead, our home was viewed as neutral ground, a place where humans would feel safe to come and 
treat with the fae. The reality is that nothing and no one is safe.’ 

585 n HHHHH

DARK SENTINEL
FEEHAN, CHRISTINE
9780349419770     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

After the devastating loss of her entire family, Lorraine Peters heads to the woods searching for peace 
of mind and anything to quell the anger in her soul. Instead, she stumbles upon a scene of horrific 
violence, as one man lies helpless in the face of three attackers. Andor Katona’s existence has been 
a harsh one, living for centuries as a monk in the Carpathian Mountains. Unable to find his lifemate, 
he almost welcomes his release from a colourless and unfeeling world at the hands of the vampire 
hunters who have mistaken him for their prey. That is, until a whirling ball of fury bursts onto the scene, 
determined to save him. 

586 n HHHHH

STYGIAN
KENYON, SHERRILYN
9780349413334     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

‘Born before man recorded time, I lived for thousands of years believing myself to be something I’m 
not. Someone I’m not. Lied to and betrayed by gods, Daimons and Dark-Hunters, I’ve struggled to find 
my way in a world where I’ve been cursed since the moment I was prematurely ripped from my mother 
and planted into the womb of an innocent woman who thought me her son. Trained as a slayer and 
predator, I learned to fit in and stay low. To become a tool for evil. Until I was sent to kill the one woman 
I couldn’t. My hesitation cost her her life. Or so I thought...’ 

587 n HHHHH

EASY DEATH
HARRIS, CHARLAINE
9780349418025     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A brand new supernatural series by the number one New York Times and Sunday Times best-selling 
author of the Sookie Stackhouse series. Gunnie Lizbeth Rose has been hired by a pair of Russian 
sorcerers as both their local guide and muscle through the small towns of East Texas, as they search 
for a distant relative of an infamous sorcerer whose bloodline can help save their emperor-in-exile as 
an ever increasing number of assassins try to stop them. The Dark Tower meets True Blood in this gritty 
and wildly wildly entertaining tale of a woman fighting unimaginable odds to keep her people alive after 
the disintegration of America. 

FICTION SCIENCE FICTION

588 n HHHH

MACRAGGES HONOUR
ABNETT, DAN
9781784969486     H     BLACK LIBRARY HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

In the aftermath of the Word Bearers’ attack on Calth, the wounded Kor Phaeron flees aboard his 
battle-barge Infidus Imperator, intent on returning to the war that now rages across the entire galaxy. 
But the Ultramarines First Chapter Master Marius Gage - under orders from Roboute Guilliman himself 
- has taken the mighty flagship Macragge’s Honour in pursuit, and the battle to come will surely be 
remembered for all eternity. Cut off from their Legions and with no hope of reinforcement, the crews of 
the two vessels stalk one another to the very edge of reality... and beyond. 

589 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RADICALIZED
DOCTOROW, CORY
9781789541090     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

It all started with Salima. Fresh out of a refugee detention centre in Arizona, she’s housed in the 
exclusive Dorchester Towers. For the first time in months, she has her own bedroom, and bathtub. 
But it’s a tower block divided into ‘us’ and ‘them’: elevators with a poor-door and a rich-person door. 
Even the pettiest amenity is spitefully denied to subsidy tenants like her - then one day her Boulangism 
toaster won’t accept her overpriced, approved bread. So she hacks into the toaster - with its USB ports 
and Ethernet jacks - to reprogramme and toast unauthorised bread. If she can hack a toaster, then 
maybe she can hack an elevator... 

590 n HHHHH

SUICIDE CLUB
HENG, RACHEL
9781473672956     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

In a near-future New York, medical technology has progressed far enough that immortality is now within 
grasp - but only to those who show themselves to be deserving of it. These people are the lifers: the 
exercisers and the yogacisers, the green juicers, early nighters and spiralizers. Genetically perfect, 
healthy and wholesome, one hundred year-old Lea is the poster girl for lifers, until the day she catches 
a glimpse of her father in the street, eighty-eight years after their last encounter. While pursuing him, 
Lea has a brush with death which sparks suspicions. If Lea could be so careless, is she worthy of 
immortality? 

591 n HHHHH

RECORD OF A SPACEBORN FEW
CHAMBERS, BECKY
9781473647640     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Centuries after the last humans left Earth, the Exodus Fleet is a living relic, a place many are from but 
few outsiders have seen. Humanity has finally been accepted into the galactic community, but while this 
has opened doors for many, those who have not yet left for alien cities fear that their carefully cultivated 
way of life is under threat. Tessa chose to stay home when her brother Ashby left for the stars, but has 
to question that decision when her position in the Fleet is threatened. Kip, a young apprentice, itches 
for change but doesn’t know where to find it. Sawyer, a lost and lonely newcomer, is just looking for a 
place to belong. 
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592 n HHHH

ROSEWATER INSURRECTION
THOMPSON, TADE
9780356511375     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

The year is 2067. The city of Rosewater is chaotic, vibrant and full of life - some of it extra-terrestrial. 
The charismatic mayor, Jack Jacques, has declared Rosewater a free state, independent to Nigeria. 
But the city’s alien dome is dying. Government forces await its demise, ready to destroy Rosewater’s 
independence before it has even begun. And in the city’s quiet suburbs, a woman wakes with no 
memory of who she is - with memories belonging to something much older and much more alien. 

593 n HHHH

ANCESTRAL NIGHT
BEAR, ELIZABETH
9781473208742     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 03/03/19

Haimey Dz thinks she knows what she wants. She thinks she knows who she is. She is wrong. A routine 
salvage mission uncovers evidence of a terrible crime and relics of a powerful ancient technology, just as 
Haimey and her small crew run afoul of pirates at the outer limits of the Milky Way and find themselves 
both on the run, and in possession of ancient, universe-changing technology. When the authorities prove 
corrupt, it becomes clear that Haimey is the only one who can protect her galaxy-spanning civilisation 
from its potential power - and from the revolutionaries who want to use it to seed terror and war. 

594 n HHHHH

LUNA MOON RISING
MCDONALD, IAN
9781473216754     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

Akin to the mafia families of The Godfather, the families of the five Dragons who control the rich 
resources of the moon are locked in an endless and vicious struggle for supremacy and now the peace 
that reigned while the moon was colonised is breaking down. Which of the scions of the dragons will 
gain supremacy? Or will the moon, with its harsh vacuum, it’s freezing dark and blazing, irradiated light 
be the final winner? 

595 n HHHH

FOOLS
CADIGAN, PAT
9781473226029     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Warning: Personalities for Sale. All the World’s a role. In a world of brainsuckers and bodysnatchers, 
you can’t take anything for granted. Not even your own identity. When Marva, a struggling Method 
actress, wakes up in a hologram pool in an exclusive priv club with fancy new clothes and plenty of 
money, she knows something is strange. When a memory of a murder starts tugging at her, she knows 
something is very strange, and that she’d better find out whose life she’s living. 

596 n HHHH

REAL STORY & FORBIDDDEN KNOWLEDGE
DONALDSON, STEPHEN
9781473225527     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

In the far future, gap drives faster-than-light deep space travel, but sometimes this afflicts some with 
irreparable brain damage. A Zone Implant can turn such a person into a zombie, to protect his shipmates, 
but it’s highly illegal. Ensign Morn Hyland works for the United Mining Company, which is in charge of law 
enforcement throughout known space. She lives aboard a police ship, together with most of her family; 
their job is to chase down pirates and other illegals who prey on the weak, or smuggle goods into forbidden 
space. Her life is nothing out of the ordinary - until she falls in with the pirate Captain Nick Succorso. 

597 n HHHH

DARK & HUNGRY GOD ARISES
DONALDSON, STEPHEN
9781473225534     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The third instalment in the GAP sequence: Stephen Donaldson’s fascinating universe peopled with 
characters of a passion and intensity only he could create. After a terrifying encounter with the Amnion 
aliens, Nick Succorso made for the safety of Thanatos Minor, the infamous bootleg shipyard where 
illegals from all over the galaxy come to repair their ships. But the Amnion are waiting, and for Nick, 
Morn Hyland and her force-grown son Davies, the safe haven has turned into a vision of hell. Now 
Angus Thermopyle heads for Thanatos Minor, programmed to carry out a secret mission that could 
have nightmarish consequences for them all ... 

598 n HHHH

CHAOS & ORDER
DONALDSON, STEPHEN
9781473225541     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The fourth instalment in the GAP sequence: Stephen Donaldson’s fascinating universe peopled with characters 
of a passion and intensity only he could create. As the planetoid Thanatos Minor explodes into atoms, the 
Trumpet hurtles into space, just one step ahead of hostile pursuit. On board the Trumpet are Nick Succorso, 
Morn Hyland, her force-grown son Davies and the cyborg Angus Thermopyle, old enemies now thrown 
together in a desperate bid for survival. The only hope for the exhausted crew is an illegal lab in a distant binary 
solar system and that means a journey of unpredictable dangers from which they may not return ... 

599 n HHHH

THIS DAY ALL GODS DIE
DONALDSON, STEPHEN
9781473225558     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The fifth and final instalment in the GAP sequence: Stephen Donaldson’s fascinating universe peopled 
with characters of a passion and intensity only he could create. As the conflict between humankind and 
the Amnion heads for crisis, Morn Hyland, the cyborg Angus Thermopyle and the survivors on board the 
crippled starship Trumpet must return from deep space to Earth. Their mission is to prevent all-out war 
with the aliens, which would leave humanity to pay a terrible price. But the Amnion react with swift fury, 
and suddenly Earth is threatened with fiery destruction .. 

600 n HHHH

NORTHWEST OF EARTH
MOORE, C L
9781473222540     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Among the best-written and most emotionally complex stories of the Pulp Era, the tales of intergalactic bootlegger 
Northwest Smith still resonate strongly more than 75 years after their first publication. From the crumbling temples 
of forgotten gods on Venus to the seedy pleasure halls of old Mars, the thirteen stories in ‘Northwest of Earth’ 
blaze a trail through the underbelly of the solar system. The quick-drawing smuggler of the spaceways who would 
become the model for countless science fiction heroes, Northwest Smith is SF’s original outlaw. 

601 n HHHH

SECOND STAGE LENSMAN
SMITH, E E DOC
9781473224728     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before - but rarely one as daunting as 
this. To him fell the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s 
most deadly foe. Kinnison had to become a loyal Boskonian in every gesture, deed and thought. He had to 
work his way up through the ranks of an alien enemy organization, right into the highest echelons of power. 
Then it would be he who issued the orders - orders that would destroy his own civilization... ‘Second Stage 
Lensman’ is the fifth self-contained novel in E E ‘Doc’ Smith’s epic Lensman series. 

602 n HHHH

EMPIRE OF SILENCE
RUOCCHIO, C
9781473218277     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Hadrian Marlowe, a man revered as a hero and despised as a murderer, chronicles his tale in the 
galaxy-spanning debut of the Sun Eater series, merging the best of space opera and epic fantasy. It 
was not his war. On the wrong planet, at the right time, for the best reasons, Hadrian Marlowe started 
down a path that could only end in fire. The galaxy remembers him as a hero: the man who burned 
every last alien Cielcin from the sky. They remember him as a monster: the devil who destroyed a sun, 
casually annihilating four billion human lives - even the Emperor himself - against Imperial orders... 

603 n HHHH

NEW SUNS
SHAWL, NISI (ED)
9781781086384     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£10.99     Published 18/03/19

Original Speculative Fiction by People of Color. An anthology of contemporary stories by emerging and seasoned 
writers of many races, ‘New Suns’ tells stories filled with shocking delights, powerful visions of the familiar made 
strange. Between this book’s covers burn tales of science fiction, fantasy, horror, and their indefinable overlappings. 
These are authors aware of our many possible pasts and futures, authors freed of stereotypes and cliched 
expectations, ready to dazzle you with their daring genius. Unexploited brilliance shines forth from every page. 
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604 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DO YOU DREAM OF TERRA 
TWO
OH, TEMI
9781471171246     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet’ meets ‘The 100’ in this debut by a brilliant new voice. A century 
ago, scientists theorised that a habitable planet existed in a nearby solar system. Today, ten astronauts 
will leave a dying Earth to find it. Four are decorated veterans of the 20th century’s space-race. Six 
are teenagers, graduates of the exclusive Dalton Academy, who’ve been in training for this mission for 
most of their lives. It will take the team 23 years to reach Terra-Two. 23 years spent in close quarters. 
23 years with no one to rely on but each other. 23 years with no rescue possible, should something go 
wrong. Something always goes wrong... 

605 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RUINS WAKE
EDWARDS, PATRICK
9781785658792     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 12/03/19

An old soldier in exile embarks on a journey to find his dying son. A woman trapped in an abusive 
marriage is hiding an illicit lover. A scientist uncovers a mysterious technology revealing the fragile 
secrets of her world. Society is ruled by a totalitarian government, where history has been erased and 
identity replaced by the machinations of the state. As the characters try to save what they hold most 
dear their fates converge. A moving and powerful science fiction novel with themes of love, revenge 
and identity, this is a story about humanity, and the universal search to find salvation in the face of 
insurmountable odds. 

606 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ZERO BOMB
HILL, M T
9781789090017     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 19/03/19

Following the death of his daughter Martha, Remi flees the north of England for London. Here he tries 
to rebuild his life as a cycle courier, delivering subversive documents under the nose of an all-seeing 
state. But when a driverless car attempts to run him over, Remi soon discovers that his old life will not 
let him move on so easily. Someone is leaving coded messages for Remi across the city, and they 
seem to suggest that Martha is not dead at all. 

607 n HHHH

FIREFLY THE MAGNIFICENT NINE
LOVEGROVE, JAMES
9781785658297     H     TITAN 
£16.99     Published 19/03/19

Jayne’s ex, Temperance McCloud, gets in touch begging for help. She lives on a desert moon where 
bandits are trying to gain control of her town’s water supply. Jayne persuades the Serenity crew to go 
there, but on arrival they discover two things: outlaws with a fanatical devotion to their leader who will 
stop at nothing to get the water, and that Temperance has a daughter born less than a year after she 
and Jayne broke up, called Jane McCloud... 

608 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VENGEFUL
SCHWAB, V E
9781785658631     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 19/03/19

Magneto and Professor X. Superman and Lex Luthor. Victor Vale and Eli Ever. Sydney and Serena 
Clarke. Great partnerships, now soured on the vine. But Marcella Riggins needs no one. Flush from 
her brush with death, she’s finally gained the control she’s always sought - and will use her newfound 
power to bring the city of Merit to its knees. She’ll do whatever it takes, collecting her own sidekicks, 
and leveraging the two most infamous EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever, against each other once more. 
With Marcella’s rise, new enmities create opportunity - and the stage of Merit City will once again be set 
for a final, terrible reckoning. 

609 n HHHH

86 VOL 1
ASATO, ASATO
9781975303129     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 20/03/19

The San Magnolia Republic has long been under attack by unmanned weapons from the neighbouring 
Empire. Against this onslaught, the Republic has also deployed similar weapons, narrowly avoiding 
great loss of life and impending disaster - or at least that’s how it seemed. The truth is that it has never 
been possible to have no casualties. Young men and women drawn from the Republics supposedly 
non-existent 86th district are organized into the ‘86 unit’ and then ordered to pilot the ‘unmanned 
weapons’ before heading to battle. 

610 n HHHHH

SAGA OF TANYA THE EVIL VOL 5
ZEN, CARLO
9780316560696     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

Winter is roughly two months out. The time limit has been set. But the Empire’s military leaders are 
fiercely divided on what to do. Should they conduct aggressive offensives in hopes of a break through, or 
should they weather the winter and use that as a chance to reorganize, restructuring the lines of battle? 
In the end, they decided that while they gather supplies for a theoretical offensive, they would conduct 
an investigation to collect intelligence. Naturally, Tanya’s Salamander Unit was the first candidate for the 
mission. Should they push ahead, or should they hold their ground? There’s no time to hesitate... 

FICTION FANTASY

611 n HHHH

SHADESPIRE THE MIRRORED CITY
REYNOLDS, JOSH
9781784968915     P     BLACK LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Amidst the ruins of the once-great Mirrored City, cursed by Nagash himself, ex-freeguild soldier Seguin 
Rayner and his allies seek secrets - but even if they retrieve them, can they ever escape Shadespire? 
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612 n HHHH

KNIGHTS OF THE EMPIRE
ABNETT, DAN
9781784968939     P     BLACK LIBRARY 
£15.00     Published 21/03/19

From the savage, hammer-wielding White Wolves of Middenheim to the disciplined and loyal Reiksguard 
and fiercely religious Knights of the Blazing Sun, thrill to classic stories about the templars of the Empire. 

613 n HHHH

WITCHSIGN
PATRICK, DEN
9780008230012     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

It has been seventy-five years since the dragons’ rule of fire and magic was ended. Out of the ashes, 
the Solmindre Empire was born. Since then, the tyrannical Synod has worked hard to banish all 
manifestations of the arcane from existence. However, children are still born bearing the taint of the 
arcane, known to all as witchsign. Vigilants are sent out across the continent of Vinterkveld to find and 
capture all those bearing the mark. No one knows when the Vigilants of the Synod will appear and enforce 
the Empire’s laws. But today they’re coming. And gods help those who bear the sign of the witch. 

614 n HHHH

TOWER OF LIVING & DYING
SPARK, ANNA SMITH
9780008204112     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Marith Altrersyr - father-killer, dragonlord, leader of the blood-soaked Amrath Army - is keeping his 
promises. He is determined to become King of all Irlast and take back the seat of his ancestors. Only 
Thalia, once high priestess of the Lord of Living and Dying, the holiest woman in the Empire, might stop 
Marith and his army’s deadly march. But she is torn between two destinies - and if she was to return 
home, what would she find there? A city on the brink of ruin: diseased, despairing, dying? Crawling 
through a tunnel deep under the ruins of her city, Landra Relast vows vengeance. 

615 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GLASS BREAKS
SMITH, A J
9781786696885     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Three hours ago, 17 year-old Duncan Greenfire was chained to the rocks and submerged as the 
incoming tide washed over him. Now the waters are receding and his continued survival has completed 
his initiation as a Sea Wolf. It is the 167th year of the Dark Age. The Sea Wolves and their Eastron kin 
can break the glass and step into the void, slipping from the real world and reappearing wherever they 
wish. Wielding their power, they conquered the native Pure Ones and established their own Kingdom. 
They glorify in piracy and slaughter. Their rule is absolute... but young Duncan Greenfire and duellist 
Adeline Brand will discover a conspiracy to end their dominion. 

616 n HHHH

WITCHS KIND
MORGAN, LOUISA
9780356512563     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Barrie Anne Blythe and her Aunt Charlotte have always known that the other residents of their small coastal 
community find them peculiar - two women living alone on the outskirts of town. It is the price of concealing 
their strange and dangerous family secret. But two events threaten to upend their lives for ever. The first is 
the arrival of a mysterious abandoned baby with a hint of power like their own. The second is the sudden 
reappearance of Barrie Anne’s long-lost husband - who is not quite the man she thought she married. 
Together, Barrie Anne and Charlotte must decide how far they are willing to go to protect themselves. 

617 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SORCERER IN WAITING
CHO, ZEN
9781509801077     H     MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

A magical adventure set in Regency London, fairyland and an enchanted island: war looms in the lands 
of fairy as two sisters are separated, plots thicken, there are rumours of a new contender for fairy’s 
throne. Fairyland’s future lies in doubt. The enchanted island of Janda Baik, in the Malay Archipelago, 
has long been home to witches. And Muna and her sister Sakti wake on its shores under a curse, which 
has quite stolen away their memories. Their only hope of salvation lies in distant Britain, where the 
Sorceress Royal runs a controversial academy for female magicians. The pair travel via the formidable 
Fairy Queen’s realm, where Sakti disappears. 

618 n HHHH

EVERLASTING ROSE
CLAYTON, DHONIELLE
9781473223998     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Camellia Beaureguard is a Belle. She can make you beautiful. Though there is always a cost. With 
a price on her head, the evil Queen Sophia out for blood, and no idea who to trust, Camellia must 
race against time to find the ailing Princess Charlotte, who has disappeared without trace. Sophia’s 
imperial forces will stop at nothing to keep Camellia, her sister Edel, and her loyal guard, Remy, from 
returning Charlotte to the palace and her rightful place as queen. With the help of a secretive resistance 
movement called the Iron Ladies, Camellia must use her powers, her connections, and her cunning to 
outwit her greatest nemesis, Sophia, and restore peace. 

619 n HHHHH

ARCANUM UNBOUNDED
SANDERSON, BRANDON
9781473225930     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A superb collection of stories and novellas from one of fantasy’s most talented writers, including tales 
from the Reckoners world, the Stormlight Archive and from the bestselling Mistborn universe. These 
works, originally published individually, have been collected for the first time and convey the true 
expanse of the Cosmere. Telling the exciting tales of adventure Sanderson fans have come to expect, 
‘Arcanum Unbounded’ includes the Hugo Award-winning novella ‘The Emperor’s Soul’, an excerpt 
from the graphic novel ‘White Sand’, and the never-before-published ‘Stormlight Archive’ novella 
‘Edgedancer’. 

620 n HHHHH

SEASONS OF STORMS
SAPKOWSKI, ANDRZEJ
9781473218086     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Geralt. The witcher whose mission is to protect ordinary people from the monsters created with magic. 
A mutant who has the task of killing unnatural beings. He uses a magical sign, potions and the pride of 
every witcher - two swords, steel and silver. But what would happen if Geralt lost his weapons? Andrzej 
Sapkowski returns to his most popular hero in a stand-alone novel where Geralt fights, travels and 
loves again, Dandelion sings and flies from trouble to trouble, sorcerers are scheming ... and across the 
whole world clouds are gathering - the season of storms is is coming... 

621 n HHHH

PRINCE OF THE SPEAR
HAIR, DAVID
9781784290948     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£10.99     Published 21/03/19

‘Prince of the Spear’ continues the Sunsurge Quartet and delivers a full-on fix of epic fantasy.The 
unthinkable has happened. With the Leviathan Bridge critically damaged and its towers unable 
to control the skies between Yuros and Antiopia, the East has invaded the West. A vast windfleet, 
constructed in secret, is winging across the Pontic Sea. The holy Shihad has begun. The Rondian 
Empire is divided and weak. Empress Lyra has barely survived a coup, triggered by a masked cabal 
whose members still remain concealed in the highest echelons of her court. Only Lyra’s secret affinity to 
the heretical power of dwyma saved her. 

622 n HHHH

HEARTS OF ICE
HAIR, DAVID
9781784290931     P     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

Summer is gone, and the world is turning to ice. The Rondian Empress Lyra has lost her husband, her 
army is defeated and the deadly Masked Cabal have seized the Holy City. Her allies have abandoned 
her and her empire is spiralling into chaos - and her only weapon is a forbidden magic she dare not 
use. She can’t survive alone - but who can she still trust? The Eastern conqueror Sultan Rashid is 
victorious on the battlefield, but now he faces an enemy more deadly than Rondian knights: the winter. 
Unless he captures a major city to shelter his huge armies, his plans to overthrow the West face ruin in 
the snow. 
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623 n HHHH

LAST SUPPER BEFORE RAGNAROK
KHAW, CASSANDRA
9781781086452     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Gods and Monsters. The gripping conclusion to the smart, subversive urban fantasy series. Tanis Barlas, snake-
woman assassin. Cason Cole, the killer of gods. Louie Fitzsimmons, the last known Prophet. And Rupert Wong, 
a chef who just wants to eat his instant noodles and stay home. The Greek Pantheon has been obliterated, 
and gods and monsters across the globe are looking to fill the vacuum. But Rupert, Case, Fitz, and Tanis have 
bigger problems to deal with. It’s time to answer the biggest question of all: Where did the father gods go? 

624 n HHHH

FORBIDDEN CITY
WOLF, DEBORAH
9781785651113     P     TITAN 
£8.99     Published 12/03/19

Jian begins a brutal and bloody climb up the ranks of the Daechen as the Emperor’s long plans near 
fruition. Sulema is likewise initiated into the ways of Atualon and the power of Atulfah, and finds that her 
father’s bright city is built on a foundation of dark and terrible secrets. Hafsa Azeina begins a trek down 
paths stranger and more dangerous than even she could have imagined. And the Zeeranim must face 
not only their traditional, external enemies, but treachery and betrayal from within. 

625 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEAR WITCH
SCHWAB, V E
9781789091120     H 
TITAN 
£16.99     Published 12/03/19

‘The Near Witch’ is a story told to frighten children. The wind is lonely, and always looking for company. 
There are no strangers in the town of Near. These are the truths Lexi has heard all her life. But when a 
stranger appears in Near, she knows that at least one of these sayings is no longer true. Then children 
start disappearing from their beds, and as the hunt for them intensifies, Lexi discovers that the witch might 
be more than a bedtime story... A brand-new edition of Victoria Schwab’s long out-of-print, stunning debut. 

FICTION HORROR

626 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AWAKENED
MURRAY, JAMES
9780062895035     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

After years of waiting, New York’s newest subway line is finally ready, an express train that connects 
the city with the burgeoning communities across the Hudson River. The shining jewel of this state-of-
the-art line is a breathtaking visitors’ pavilion beneath the river. All major dignitaries are in attendance, 
as the first train slowly pulls in. Under the bright lights, the shiny silver cars gleam. But as the train 
comes closer to view, a far different scene becomes visible. All the train’s cars are empty, the interiors 
are drenched in blood. Chaos descends as people scrabble to escape. But worse is to come, deadly 
methane fills the tunnels. 

627 n HHHHH

LAST ONES LEFT ALIVE
DAVIS-GOFF, SARAH
9781472255204     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Raised by her mother and Maeve on Slanbeg, an island off the west coast of Ireland, Orpen has a 
childhood of love, rockpools and stories by the fireside. But the stories grow darker, and the training 
begins. Ireland has been devoured by a ravening menace known as the skrake, and though Slanbeg is 
safe for now, the women must always be ready to run, or to fight. When Maeve is bitten, Orpen is faced 
with a dilemma: kill Maeve before her transformation is complete, or try to get help. So Orpen sets off, 
with Maeve in a wheelbarrow and her dog at her side, in the hope of finding other survivors, and a cure. 

628 n HHHHH

MERRY SPINSTER
ORTBERG, DANIEL M
9781472154125     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Tales of everyday horror. A collection of darkly mischievous stories based on classic fairy tales. 
Sinister and inviting, familiar and alien all at the same time, ‘The Merry Spinster’ updates traditional 
children’s stories and fairy tales with elements of psychological horror, emotional clarity, and a keen 
sense of feminist mischief. Unfalteringly faithful to its beloved source material, it also illuminates the 
unsuspected, and frequently alarming, emotional complexities at play in the stories we tell ourselves 
and each other, as we tuck ourselves in for the night. Bed time will never be the same... 

629 n HHHH

GUESTBOOK GHOST STORIES
SHAPTON, LEANNE
9781846144936     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£22.00     Published 26/03/19

In more than two dozen stories and vignettes accompanied by an evocative curiosity cabinet of artifacts 
and images - found photographs, original paintings, Instagram-style portraits - ‘Guestbook’ presents the 
glimmering, unsettling evidence that marks our paths through life. Leanne Shapton explores the earthly 
and sublime experience of existence by expanding the traditional ghost story into a new constellation of 
words and images. 

630 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MIGRATION
MARSHALL, HELEN
9781789091342     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Storms are worsening around the world, and a mysterious immune disorder afflicts the young. Sophie 
is about to begin her senior year when her little sister, Kira, is diagnosed. Their parents’ marriage falters 
under the strain, and Sophie’s mum takes the girls to Oxford, UK, to live with their Aunt. As mortality 
rates climb, terrifying reports emerge of the condition - the dead aren’t staying dead. 
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631 n HHHH

I’M THINKING OF ENDING 
THINGS
REID, IAIN
9781911231233     P 
TURNAROUND 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

Jake and his girlfriend are on a drive to visit his parents at their remote farm. After dinner at the family 
home, things begin to get worryingly strange. And when he leaves her stranded in a snowstorm at an 
abandoned high school later that night, what follows is a chilling exploration of psychological frailty and 
the limitations of reality. Iain Reid’s intense, suspenseful debut novel will have readers’ nerves jangling. 
A series of tiny clues sprinkled through the relentlessly paced narrative culminate in a haunting twist on 
the final page. 

FICTION WAR

632 n HHHH

BRIDGE
RADCLIFFE, ROBERT
9781784973902     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

From the bestselling author of ‘Under an English Heaven’, this is the final instalment of Robert 
Radcliffe’s Airborne trilogy, following ‘Airborne’ and ‘Freefall’. ‘The Bridge’ tells the extraordinary story of 
a young soldier, of a new regiment and how, together, they change the course of a war. 

633 n HHHHH

SEVENTH CROSS
SEGHERS, ANNA
9780349010410     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Seven prisoners escape from Westhofen concentration camp. Seven crosses are erected in the 
grounds and the commandant vows to capture the fugitives within a week. Six men are caught quickly, 
but George Heisler slips through his pursuers’ fingers and it becomes a matter of pride to track him 
down, no matter what. The net is closing in. Who can George trust? Who will betray him? The years of 
fear have changed those he knew best: his favourite brother is now an SS officer; his lover turns him 
away. Hunted, injured and desperate, time is running out for George, and whoever helps him will pay 
with their life... 

FICTION WESTERNS

634 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOOD FOR BLOOD
JOHNSTONE, WILLIAM W
9780786043194     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£6.99     Published 26/03/19

John Henry Sixkiller, a Cherokee U.S. marshal who takes the jobs no one wants to touch, hunting 
down the most dangerous outlaws and killers infesting the American West. Judge Ephraim Doolittle 
is begging for help. A killer he sent to the gallows has a brother who has sworn vengeance on judge 
and jury both. John Henry Sichiller is the perfect man for the job. And he will do it the hard way: getting 
himself arrested, busting out of jail, and worming his way into an outlaw haven run by a beautiful 
amoral woman. Lottie Dalmas, the lover of the late outlaw Henry Garrett, is at the centre of the plot for 
revenge... 

635 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DIG YOUR OWN GRAVE
JOHNSTONE, WILLIAM W
9780786043620     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£6.99     Published 26/03/19

US Marshal Will Tanner is one hell of a manhunter. But this time, he’s chasing six men across three 
states with one gun and no backup. This isn’t justice. This is a suicide mission... It starts with a prison 
break in Missouri. When notorious bank robber Ansel McCoy busts out, he teams up with five other 
outlaws. Then he and his gang rob a bank in Kansas. Now they’re crossing state lines into Oklahoma 
Indian Territory. And that’s where US Marshall Will Tanner steps in. Other marshals from Kansas and 
Missouri have already lost the trail. Which means Tanner has to go it alone... 

FILM TV & RADIO

636 n HHHHH

GENTLEMAN JACK TV TIE IN
LISTER, ANNE
9781785944048     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The Life and Times of Anne Lister - The Official Companion to the BBC Series. A remarkable and unlikely love 
story, set in the complex, changing world of Halifax - the cradle of the industrial revolution. Anne Lister was an 
18th century landowner, industrialist, explorer and lesbian, who set her sights on the wealthy socialite, Ann 
Walker. She recorded her story in her extensive diaries, once hidden in a secret code, which has now been 
broken. These real-life historical diaries explore Anne’s relationships at home with her family, her servants, her 
tenants and her industrial rivals and are the inspiration for a new BBC One series starring Suranne Jones. 

637 n HHHH

TARKOVSKY
TARKOVSKY, A ET AL
9780500022597     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£29.95     Published 07/03/19

Writings, Films, Stills and Polaroids. A monograph on Andrei Tarkovsky, Russian filmmaker, writer, film 
editor and film theorist of extraordinary influence and cinematic vision. This book presents extended 
sequences of stills from each of the films alongside synopses and cast and crew listings. This is a 
compact edition of this definitive monograph. 

638 n HHHH

ART & MAKING OF THE HANDMAIDS TALE
ROBINSON, ANDREA
9781789090543     H     TITAN 
£24.99     Published 12/03/19

Explore the terrifying world of Gilead with this behind-the-scenes look at the Emmy award-winning show 
‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, based on Margaret Atwood’s bestselling novel. This comprehensive book details 
the process of bringing the story to the small screen with exlusive cast and crew interviews, backstage 
and set photography, concept art, costume design, and more. 

MEDIA STUDIES

639 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLUFFERS GUIDE TO JOURNALISM
BONIFACE, SUSIE
9781785215803     P     HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 11/03/19

Written by experts and offering readers the opportunity to pass off appropriated knowledge as their 
own, the Bluffer’s Guides provide hard fact masquerading as frivolous observation in one witty, easy 
read. 

640 n HHHH

30 SECOND CINEMA
IVY PRESS
9781782407973     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

The 50 most important ideas, genres, and people in the history of movie-making, each explained in half 
a minute. This internationally bestselling series presents essential concepts in a mere 30 seconds, 300 
words, and one image. The easiest way to understand an essential topic at lightning speed. 
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641 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PICNIC BOOK
RAY, ALI
9780749581152     P 
AA PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 31/03/19

Moveable Feasts in Marvellous Places. Simple, yet inspiring recipes for your picnic alongside recommendations 
for where to eat your moveable feast. Ali Ray has created more than 70 recipes for great meals on the move, 
from simple ideas that you can sling in your rucksack to a picnic plan for a big family gathering. The chapters are 
divided into different types of picnic, for example Cool Boxes is all about gatherings and big groups, whereas 
Hampers is for high days and holidays. There are also chapters on Rucksacks, Hampers and Barbecues, and 
lots more. She has also selected some very special places for your al fresco feast. 

642 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PESCAN A FEEL GOOD 
COOKBOOK
CORNISH, ABBIE
9781419734670     H 
ABRAMS 
£21.99     Published 26/03/19

Actress Abbie Cornish and chef Jacqueline King are best friends who bonded over their love of food and 
self-care. A few years ago, Abbie, a novice cook, asked Jacqueline for cooking lessons. Every Sunday, they 
would take trips to the local farmers’ market, spend all day cooking, then serve these dishes to family and 
friends. ‘Pescan’ is an extension of tradition and all the food they explored together. Their way of eating - 
which they call pescan - is centred on plant-based, dairy-free dishes, but with high-protein seafood and eggs 
incorporated. The recipes are highly nutrient-dense, incredibly energizing, and very accessible. 

643 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NATIONAL TRUST BOOK OF 
COMFORT FOOD
NATIONAL TRUST
9781911358541     H 
PAVILION 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Over 100 delicious recipes from the National Trust, perfect to warm a wintry night. Whatever the 
season, ‘National Trust Comfort Food’ presents a wealth of regional and international dishes, each 
one devoted to our love for homely, comforting cooking. From colourful summer favourites such as 
goat’s cheese gnocchi or panzanella made with ripe, summer tomatoes, or a picnic pie served with a 
tangy chutney, to winter warmers like venison stew or chicken and mustard casserole, these dishes are 
simple and irresistible. The book also includes vegetarian and gluten-free dishes. 

644 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
A POCKETFUL OF HERBS      
AN A-Z
MCVICAR, JEKKA
9781472959478     P 
BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

From rosemary to wild garlic, and hyssop to sea kale, our food would be poorer without the herbs we grow. 
Jekka McVicar is the expert on herbs and how to get the best from them, and this new pocket book is the go-to 
guide for chefs and gardeners across the country. In a compact and handy A-Z format, this guide will ensure 
you get the best out of your herb garden, providing details such as when and where to plant, how hardy each 
plant is, how to nurture and care for your herbs and what each herb is best used for in the kitchen. Jekka’s own 
photography of the herbs complements the text, providing a quick and colourful reference. 

645 n HHHH

VINEGAR CUPBOARD
CLUTTON, ANGELA
9781472958112     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£26.00     Published 07/03/19

Recipes and History of an Everyday Ingredient. ‘The Vinegar Cupboard’ demonstrates the many great 
ways vinegars can be used to balance and enhance flavours, and enable modern cooks to make the 
most of this ancient ingredient. There aren’t too many ingredients which manage to bring flavour and 
adaptability to recipes and are actively good for you, but vinegar manages it, and this must-have new 
book looks at how they have woven their way through culinary and medical history for thousands of 
years, and highlight the ways we can all benefit from vinegar in our diet. 

646 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOOD FOOD SORTED
BAVIN, CHRIS
9780241371008     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Save Time, Cook Smart, Eat Well. The first solo cookbook from TV presenter and chef Chris Bavin. Pick 
up advice on savvy shopping, how to use the freezer well, stock up the store-cupboard, and batch-cook 
favourite family recipes. Be inspired by Chris’s ideas for freezing flavours - try herb-and-oil ice cubes or 
frozen flavoured butters. And follow his nifty solutions to transform today’s dinner into tomorrow’s lunch, 
or use up half a forgotten courgette or fruit on the turn, so nothing is wasted. ‘Good Food, Sorted’ is the 
kitchen companion for time-pressed cooks who want to put wholesome food on the table fast. 

647 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
101 THINGS TO DO WITH A SHEET PAN
BAIRD, MADGE
9781423651598     S     GIBBS SMITH 
£7.99     Published 26/03/19

The 101 Things to Do Series provides easy recipes that can be made every day with your favourite 
ingredients or appliances. Enjoy the ease of serving up tasty meals by cooking your main dishes and 
sides together in the oven on a sheet pan, without having to dirty a bunch of pots or stand over a hot 
stove. Just prep your ingredients, arrange them on the pan, and pop into the oven. From appetizers, 
breakfasts, full meals, vegetables only, and a handful of delectable desserts, ‘101 Things to do With a 
Sheet Pan’ is chock full of easy-to-make recipes for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike. 

648 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
101 THINGS TO DO WITH AN INSTANT POT
KELLY, DONNA
9781423651178     S     GIBBS SMITH 
£7.99     Published 26/03/19

The 101 Things to Do Series provides easy recipes that can be made every day with your favourite 
ingredients or appliances. Instant Pots are fast becoming the favourite tool in the kitchen, replacing that 
intimidating pressure cooker and several other countertop-hogging applicances. Includes recipes for 
appetizers, breakfasts, soups and stews, beef and pork, poultry, fish and seafood, vegetarian entrees, 
side dishes, and desserts. Also includes vegetarian options while many of the recipes can easily be 
adapted to fit a vegan or plant-based diet. 
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649 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONE POT RECIPES
BROWN, ELLEN
9781454929239     H 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£19.99     Published Mar 2019

The book features over 100 recipes that can be made in an array of pots, including: skillets, Dutch 
ovens, slow cookers, pressure cookers and the Instant Pot. The recipes in this book are divided into 
chapters according to the pot in which the dishes are cooked, and each chapter begins with a section 
on how to select and care for the relevant pot or pan and what it cooks best. All the recipes are for main 
meals, although some of the vegetarian meals can be served as sides with a simple grilled or broiled 
entree. 

650 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINING IN
ROMAN, ALISON
9781743795309     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£22.00     Published 07/03/19

In her debut cookbook, Alison Roman features 125 recipes for simple, of-the-moment dishes that are 
full of quickie techniques (think slathering roast chicken in anchovy butter, roasting citrus to bring out 
new flavours, and keeping boiled potatoes in your fridge for instant crispy smashed potatoes). Her 
recipes set today’s trends and will show up as tomorrow’s classics: vegetable-forward with quality 
ingredients, punctuated by standout flavours like hot honey browned butter, preserved lemon, za’atar, 
and garlicky walnuts. 

651 n HHHH

NEW KITCHEN BASICS
THOMSON, CLAIRE
9781787132542     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

120 recipes, 10 essential ingredients - revolutionize the way you cook, every day. Most of us buy the 
same ingredients week in, week out, and cook the same old recipes. Cookery writer Claire Thomson 
wants to encourage people to ditch the boring chicken stir-fry, the all-too-predictable spag bol and 
dreary fish pie, and enliven their cooking and eating. Claire takes our 10 favourite supermarket 
ingredients and reinvents them as modern classics. With sections on chicken, tomatoes, eggs, cheese, 
minced meat, pasta, potatoes, salad, lemon and chocolate, each chapter covers the basics about that 
ingredient, then offers 12 recipes using each. 

652 n HHHHH

FANTASTIC EATS
BELL, ANGELLICA
9781787132733     H 
HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 07/03/19

The first book from Celebrity MasterChef-winner and presenter on CBBC and BBC TV, Angellica Bell, 
this is a fun cookbook aimed at children aged 5 and up. Through 30 step-by-step recipes that she 
makes with her own children, in ‘Fantastic Eats!’ Angellica gets youngsters excited about creating tasty 
sweet and savoury dishes for everyone to share. Her recipes will bring the whole family together as you 
try your own home-made hamburgers, butternut squash and sweet potato fritters, Jamaican rock buns 
and icy watermelon lollies. Every recipe has photos and instructions to show you exactly what to do, so 
parents can put their feet up while the children cook. 

653 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WAY WE EAT NOW
WILSON, BEE
9780008240769     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

From bananas and grapes to ultra-processed snacks, we may not spend enough time thinking about 
the origins of the food we’re eating, or how their ingredients might have altered over time. In ‘The Way 
We Eat Now’, award-winning food writer Bee Wilson examines the current food climate, exploring 
how we have found ourselves here, and at what potential cost. Bee Wilson also introduces us to the 
countries and communities that are making revolutionary efforts towards improving their populations’ 
relationship with food, and considers how we too might re-establish a more balanced connection with 
what, as well as how, we eat. 

654 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SMOKED FOOD
STRAWBRIDGE, JAMES
9781785212178     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.99     Published 11/03/19

A Manual for Home Smoking. ‘Smoked Food’ will take you through every stage of every kind of smoking 
adventure, whether it’s building a smoke house in the garden or cold smoking a dish of butter on your 
stove top or a cocktail in the dining room. Each method of smoking is explained, including the home 
smokers available on the market, together with ideas and tips for the kind of food that best suits which 
one, and the fuel, scents and woods that can be used. There are tempting recipes for all kinds of food 
including delicious recipes suitable for vegetarians and vegans. 

655 n HHHH

GIFTS FROM THE KITCHEN
RIGG, ANNIE
9780857836595     H     KYLE BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 07/03/19

100 Irresistible Homemade Presents for Every Occasion. Accompanied by creative packaging ideas 
and with a huge variety of recipes and ideas for every season and occasion - from candied almonds 
and Chinese fortune cookies to slow-roasted tomatoes and macaroons - there is sure to be something 
for everyone in this book, whether you want to celebrate a birthday, a wedding, or just to say thank you. 
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656 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DIRTY DISHES
CAREW, ISAAC
9781509841004     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

100 Fast and Delicious Recipes. A stylish and simple take on delicious, classic recipes from chef-
turned-model, Isaac Carew. ‘The Dirty Dishes’ returns Isaac to his first love with a fresh and modern 
collection of a hundred recipes: from lazy brunches to easy weekday suppers, and from vegan delights to 
late-night bites. He shares new takes on popular dishes such as Poached Salmon Nicoise and the more 
adventurous Tamarind Treacle Tart. Modern and bursting with flavour, the book reveals the secrets of 
Isaac’s culinary training and gives you everything you need to get a bit messy and have fun in the kitchen. 

657 n HHHH

SUPERCHARGE YOUR LIFE
HOLMES, LEE
9781743366394     P     MURDOCH BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

A guide to making your supercharged kitchen the heart of your home, with over 160 nutritious recipes 
and information and inspiration to help you consume and live with purpose. Woven throughout this book 
is Lee Holmes’ inspiring insight on the keystones for living a ‘whole’ life: home and family; health and 
longevity; friends and community; spirituality; finances; career and passion. At the heart of it all, there is 
food - a force for joy and connection in every aspect of life. 

658 n HHHH

GET YOUR KIDS TO EAT ANYTHING
LEARY, EMILY
9781784725587     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

A 5-phase programme to change the way your family thinks about food. ‘Get Your Kids to Eat Anything’ 
is an achievable ‘how to’ for parents in the battle to overcome picky eating and ‘make new the norm’. 
Emily Leary’s unique 5-phase programme looks at the issue of ‘fussy eating’ in a holistic way that links 
imagination with food, and which situates parents alongside - not in opposition to - their children. You’ll 
embark on a food discovery which will change the way you look at food and bring healthy variety into 
every meal for years to come. 

659 n HHHH

200 SPIRALIZER RECIPES
SMART, DENISE
9780600635772     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Enjoy an array of vegetables at the turn of a handle - in minutes the spiralizer creates spaghetti, 
ribbons and spirals from your favourite vegetables. From courgetti (courgette spaghetti) to cunoodles 
(cucumber noodles), it is now easier than ever to create healthy twists to your favourite meals. 
Featuring delicious recipes such as Butternut squash, goats cheese & sage tart, Thai beef salad and 
Pear tart tatin, 200 Spiralizer Recipes is perfect for the health-conscious; these fruits and vegetables 
can become the star of your dish, replacing heavier ingredients such as pasta and rice. 

660 n HHHH

MISSING INGREDIENT
LINFORD, JENNY
9780141982816     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Curious Role of Time in Food and Flavour. This book is about what makes good food, and the first 
book to consider the intrinsic yet often forgotten role of time in creating flavour. Written through a series 
of encounters with ingredients, producers, cooks, shopkeepers and chefs, exploring everything from the 
brief period in which sugar caramelises, the days required in the crucial process of fermentation in so 
many foods we love, to the months of slow ripening and close attention that make a great cheddar, or 
the years needed for certain wines to reach their peak, Jenny Linford shows how, time and again, time 
itself is the invisible ingredient. 

661 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CLEAN EATING FOR BUSY FAMILIES
DUDASH, MICHELLE
9781592338610     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Satisfy your whole family with nourishing meals they’ll love. In this revised and expanded version of 
the top-selling ‘Clean Eating for Busy Families’, you’ll find even more recipes and photos, streamlined 
weekly grocery lists, and practical tips for healthy family eating. All parents know what a struggle 
mealtimes can be - you want to prepare healthy dishes for your family, but picky eaters, busy 
schedules, and way-too-long cooking times and ingredient lists always seem to stand in your way. 

662 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FLEXIBLE PESCATARIAN
PRATT, JO
9780711239708     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 14/03/19

Whether you’re looking to eat less meat, a lover of seafood, or even a dedicated pescatarian, you’ll 
find something for you in this book filled with delicious and practical recipes for every lifestyle from 
celebrated chef Jo Pratt. Choose between cooking each recipe as a fish dish, or get creative with some 
veggie substitutes and hacks for vegetarian options, this original cookbook shows you how to prepare 
the perfect fish fillet and handle whole fish and seafood. With a wide variety of health benefits, there 
has never been a better time to join the growing pescatarian movement and expand your culinary skills. 

663 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MODERN CHEESEMAKER
MCGLYNN, MORGAN
9781911127871     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

‘The Modern Cheesemaker’ shows you how to make 18 cheeses, from the rich and gooey, to the 
wonderfully stinky, and all the cheeseboard favourites - it includes simple, fresh cheeses such as 
mozzarella and ricotta, working up to salty and versatile halloumi, feta and paneer, perfect, melting 
Swiss cheese, through to aged Cheddar and Brie. Starting from the very basics of the making process, 
with a guide to milk types and the seasonal nature of cheese, ‘The Modern Cheesemaker’ will deepen 
your understanding of this essential ingredient and its production. 

664 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILO THE ZERO WASTE BLUEPRINT
MCMASTER, DOUGLAS
9781782406136     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Young chef Douglas McMaster is the founder of SILO, the first zero food-waste restaurant - a food 
system for the future. He’s a man on a mission - dedicated to weaning us from our entrenched and 
over-processed food habits, encouraging us to go for the purest, most natural and efficient way to cook 
and eat, committed to de-industrializing our food system so that we eat fresh, waste less and make the 
most of what nature gives us. 
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665 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHERE COOKING BEGINS
MUSIC, CARLA LALLI
9780525573340     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 19/03/19

Uncomplicated Recipes to Make You a Great Cook. The indispensable recipes and streamlined cooking 
techniques in ‘Where Cooking Begins’ are an open invitation to dive into Carla Lalli Music’s laid-back 
cooking style. This is also the first recent cookbook to connect the way we shop to the way we cook. 
Music’s modern approach - pick up your fresh ingredients a few times a week, and fill your pantry with 
staples bought online - will make you want to click on a burner and slide out a cutting board the minute 
you get home. The no-fail techniques, textured recipes, and strategies in this book will make you a 
great cook. 

666 n HHHH

SALAD BOWL
GRAIMES, NICOLA
9781788790871     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Fresh, healthy and delicious - 75 recipes for light meals, lunches, simple sides and dressings will 
inspire you to nourish your body from the inside out with every delicious forkful. Take inspiration from 
countries all around the globe and whip up hearty salads that are nutritious and full of flavour. From 
Mediterranean recipes to Asian-inspired classics, salads have never been as popular. This vibrant book 
showcases beautifully balanced salads, with chapters covering Meat and Poultry, Fish and Shellfish, 
Dairy, Grains, Beans and Pulses, and Simply Fruits and Vegetables. 

667 n HHHH

ELDER SCROLLS THE OFFICIAL COOKBOOK
MONROE-CASSEL, C
9781789090673     H     TITAN 
£24.99     Published 19/03/19

Feast on all of the delicious offerings found in the world of Skyrim in this beautifully crafted cookbook 
based on the award-winning game The Elder Scrolls V:Skyrim. Immerse yourself in the diverse cuisine 
of Skyrim with these recipes inspired by food found in the Old Kingdom, and across Tamriel. With 
over 70 delicious recipes including Apple Cabbage Stew, Sunlight Souffle, Sweetrolls, and more, this 
cookbook will delight every hungry Dragonborn. 

COOKERY FOREIGN

668 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRENCH APPETIZERS
ASSELIN, MARIE
9781423651024     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

L’apero consists of before dinner drinks served with finger foods and small bites. This collection of 
French appetizers is perfect to serve for L’apero, happy hour, or to give a lunch box or picnic basket 
that extra special something. Fresh, modern, and versatile French-inspired nibbles and bites, from 
basic tapenades and hummus, to savoury cakes, quiches, tartlets, mini sandwiches, soups, skewers, 
and sweet treats are perfect as a prelude to dinner, or even in place of an evening meal. Many recipes 
include simple formulas to make several versions of a single recipe so that you are only limited by your 
own taste buds and creativity. 

669 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SALSAS & TACOS
CURTIS, SUSAN
9781423651635     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£11.99     Published 12/03/19

New Mexican Cuisine is a unique and delicious melting pot of Spanish, Mexican, Native American and 
American Cowboy cultures, techniques, and flavours. Susan Curtis, founder of the Santa Fe School 
of Cooking, brought together a team of powerhouse cooking instructors to gather the best and boldest 
recipes ever to fill a tortilla. Enjoy over 50 recipes from familiar classics like Roasted Tomato Salsa and 
Pork Carnitas Tacos to fresh takes such as Creamy Chicken and Almond Tacos, Grapefruit-Orange 
Salsa, Tomatillo-Papaya Salsa, and Apple Pie Tacos. 

670 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOKYO STORIES
ANDERSON, TIM
9781784882297     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£26.00     Published 07/03/19

‘Tokyo Stories’ is a journey through the boulevards and backstreets of Tokyo via recipes both iconic 
and unexpected. Chef Tim Anderson takes inspiration from the chefs, shopkeepers, and home cooks of 
Tokyo to showcase both traditional and cutting-edge takes on classic dishes like sushi, ramen, yakitori, 
and tempura. Also included are dishes that Tokyoites love to eat with origins from abroad, like Japanese 
interpretations of Korean barbecue, Italian pizza and pasta, American burgers and more. 

671 n HHHH

TORTELLINI AT MIDNIGHT
DAVIES, EMIKO
9781743794531     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£26.00     Published 07/03/19

And other heirloom family recipes from Taranto to Turin to Tuscany. Sometime in the 1950s, Emiko 
Davies’ nonno-in-law began the tradition of ringing in the new year with tortellini al sugo. He served it 
along with spumante and a round of tombola, and sparked a trend; for over 20 years, you could find 
tortellini at midnight on New Year’s Eve in the bars around Fucecchio. This is just one of the heirloom 
dishes in this collection, for which Emiko Davies has gathered some of her favourite family recipes. 
They trace generations that span the length of Italy, from the Mediterranean port city of Taranto in the 
southern heel of Puglia to elegant Turin. 

672 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WWE THE OFFICIAL COOKBOOK
ROBICELLI, ALLISON
9781683834281     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£19.99     Published 19/03/19

Take your talents from the ring to the kitchen with ‘WWE: the Official Cookbook’, a collection of recipes 
and dishes inspired by your favourite WWE Superstars. Featuring over 75 recipes and striking, colour 
photographs, the cookbook will feature separate categories for food and drink, from appetizers to 
desserts, creating the ultimate recipe collection for fans of the WWE. 

673 n HHHH

AMERICAN DINER SECRET
MCGOVERN, KENNY
9781472141774     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Cook America’s Favourite Food at Home. From breakfast through brunch, lunch and dinner 
(with some sweet treats for dessert), the book is packed full of recipes and cooking techniques 
designed to help readers create their own unique American diner experience. Through several visits 
to America, Kenny McGovern spent time observing the traditions and treats offered by American diner 
outlets to customers around the clock. As well as experiencing the delicious dishes on offer, Kenny 
immediately became captivated by the atmosphere and community connection offered by local eateries. 
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674 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 
FOOD TRUCKS
LONELY PLANET FOOD
9781788681315     H 
LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Easy and Tasty Recipes from Chefs on the Road. Lonely Planet’s taken to the streets to find and share 
80 fast, fresh and mouthwatering recipes from the most exciting chefs on four wheels. From sea bass 
ceviche and Lebanese msakhan to old-fashioned American peach cake, readers will discover how to 
cook some of the world’s most crowd-pleasing dishes, meet the chefs behind each creation and hear 
the stories behind their passion projects. Includes Peruvian, Japanese, Lebanese, Mexican recipes, 
and more. 

675 n HHHH

SALT & TIME
TIMOSHKINA, ALISSA
9781784725389     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

Recipes from a Russian kitchen. ‘Salt & Time’ will transform perceptions of the food of the former Soviet 
Union, and especially Siberia - the crossroads of Eastern European and Central Asian cuisine - with 
100 inviting recipes adapted for modern tastes and Western kitchens, and evocative storytelling to 
explain and entice. Why not try the restorative Solyanka fish soup (a famous Russian hangover cure), 
savour the fragrant Chicken with prunes or treat yourself to some Chak-chak (fried honey cake). ‘Often 
we need distance and time, both to see things better and to feel closer to them.’ 

676 n HHHH

WEBERS GREATEST HITS
PURVIANCE, JAMIE
9780600635956     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

115 Recipes For Every Barbecue. Sometimes all you want is the best. This spectacular volume gives 
you just that, with more than 115 top-rated recipes, crystal-clear instructions, and tips and tricks from 
Weber - everything you need to make your home the most popular place on the block. Weber experts 
and fans have carefully selected the real standouts from more than 2,000 original Weber recipes. These 
classics have all been re-photographed, retested and reimagined for today’s cook. 

677 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TU CASA MI CASA
OLVERA, ENRIQUE
9780714878058     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£29.95     Published 01/03/19

Mexican Recipes for the Home Cook. ‘Tu Casa Mi Casa’ is Mexico City/New York based Olvera’s 
ode to the kitchens of his homeland. He shares 100 of the recipes close to his heart - the core 
collection of basic Mexican dishes - and encourages readers everywhere to incorporate traditional and 
contemporary Mexican tastes and ingredients into their recipe repertoire, no matter how far they live 
from Mexico. 

678 n HHHHH

IN THE KITCHEN WITH KRIS
JENNER, KRIS
9781476728896     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

A Kollection of Kardashian-Jenner Family Favourites. Kris Jenner has done everything under the sun 
from starring as the matriach in Keeping Up With the Kardashians. She now hosts her own television 
show, Kris, where she chats with friends and family about beauty, fashion, and lifestyle. This book 
is another way to bring fans into Kris’s home with recipes and entertaining tips that can be used by 
anyone and everyone. Join her as she rolls up her sleeves to dish out tips on how to do it all and have it 
all in her new cookboook/entertainment guide. 

679 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALOHA KITCHEN
KYSAR, ALANA
9780399581366     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 26/03/19

In ‘Aloha Kitchen’, Alana Kysar takes you into the homes, restaurants, and farms of Hawaii, exploring 
the cultural and agricultural influences that have made dishes like plate lunch and poke a hit with 
mainlanders. Using history, local knowledge, and aloha spirit, Kysar introduces Hawaiian staples like 
saimin, steamed pork buns, shaved ice, macadamia-crusted mahi mahi, and lillikoi chiffon pie, tracing 
their geographic roots and history on the islands. As a Maui native, Kysar gained access to the kitchens 
and hearts of this enchanting destination, sharing recipes influenced by cultures around the world that 
Hawaii locals have made their own. 

680 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOOD OF THE ITALIAN SOUTH
PARLA, KATIE
9781524760465     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 12/03/19

Recipes for Classic, Disappearing, and Lost Dishes. In most cultures, exploring food means exploring 
history - and the Italian South has plenty of both to offer. The pasta-heavy, tomato-forward ‘Italian food’ 
the world knows and loves does not actually represent the entire country; rather, these beloved and 
widespread culinary traditions hail from the regional cuisines of the South. Acclaimed author and food 
journalist Katie Parla takes you on a tour through these vibrant destinations so you can sink your teeth 
into the secrets of their rustic, romantic dishes. 

681 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARTHA STEWARTS GRILLING
STEWART, MARTHA
9781524763374     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£19.99     Published 26/03/19

With more than 100 recipes from the trusted editors at Martha Stewart Living, this indispensable guide 
to grilling has everything you need to create delicious, inviting meals for everyday dinners and backyard 
feasts. Longtime favourites like pulled-pork sandwiches and bacon-and-turkey burgers are alongside 
foolproof dishes such as Korean short ribs and mojo-marinated shrimp. Crowd-pleasing appetizers, 
burgers, tacos, and kebabs join colourful cocktails to allow for easy entertaining, while smart strategies 
make grilled classics like pork chops and butterflied whole chicken a snap. 

682 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THANK YOU FOR SMOKING
DISBROWE, PAULA
9780399582134     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 26/03/19

Fun and Fearless Recipes Cooked with a Whiff of Wood Fire on Your Grill or Smoker. Featuring an 
impressive array of smoke-infused recipes that extend well beyond the realm of rib joints, ‘Thank You 
for Smoking’ shows home cooks how easy it is to rig a gas or charcoal grill or use a backyard smoker 
to infuse everything you love to eat - from veggies and greens to meat and fish - with a smoky nuance. 
And because firing up dinner is best enjoyed with an adult beverage, this complete guide also helps you 
set up your bar for modern smoke-kissed cocktails. 
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683 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TAPAS
COOKERY
9781788790772     H 
RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Traditionally served as a bar snack with a glass of sherry or a cold beer, tapas have become a firm 
favourite thanks to their wide variety and versatility. Whether you are serving a starter before a meal, 
enjoying some small bites with drinks, or going all out and filling the table with multiple dishes to feast 
on, there is no bad time to indulge in these flavour-filled dishes. This book includes all the classics from 
the perennially popular Patatas Bravas and Spanish Omelette to Chorizo in Red Wine and Peppers 
Stuffed with Salt Cod. Many of these dishes can be made in advance for ease, so you too can enjoy 
time with your friends. 

COOKERY VEGETARIAN

684 n HHHH

ROOT TO BLOOM
PEMBER, MAT
9781743793442     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

A Modern Guide to Whole Plant Use. ‘Root to Bloom’ equips readers with the knowledge and tools 
to grow, eat, and celebrate every edible part of the plant. The book explores the lesser-used parts 
of a plant that are often snubbed in favour of the produce we’ve come to expect. It includes a 
comprehensive rundown of 35 edible plants (from cilantro to onion to yams), covering extra components 
of edibility, including flowers, roots, and weeds. It educates people about ideal growing conditions, the 
nutrition level of the parts, as well as how to prepare/preserve them for eating, complete with recipes. 

685 n HHHH

VEGAN TREATS
HOLLINGSWORTH, EMMA
9780857835871     P     KYLE BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

100 Easy Vegan Bites and Bakes, Gluten-free, Dairy-free and Refined Sugar-free. Sweet vegan treats 
that are easy to make, deliciously decadent and use natural, inexpensive ingredients will transform any 
plant-based diet, satisfying all and every possible sweet-tooth craving. Starting with simple staples, 
grab-and-go bars and bites and easy traybakes for treats on the go, to indulgent cakes, cookies, 
cheesecakes, tarts and pies, and a whole chapter on chocolate, nothing is off limits in Emma’s recipes. 
With a section on special occasion cakes to serve for any celebration, ‘Vegan Treats’ covers every 
possible plant-based dessert you could need or want. 

686 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAULIFLOWER POWER
KORDALIS, KATHY
9781788790734     H 
RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Discover 60 diverse and exciting ways with the mighty but humble cauliflower, from fresh and rustic to 
elegant and richly spiced, is there anything this wonder-vegetable can’t do? As well as being utterly 
delicious, cauliflower is also a super-healthy ingredient - a good source of fibre, omega-3s, B vitamins 
and minerals. Try Crispy Cauliflower Katsu Curry, Whole Roasted Lemon and Oregano Cauli with 
Pittas and Yogurt Dressing, Umami Cauli Steaks, Quick Cauli Saffron Pilaf, Freeform Cauliflower Tart, 
Smokey Cauli Arancini or even Deepest Darkest Caramel Brownies! 

687 n HHHH

MAGIC OF TAHINI
GULIN, DUNJA
9781788790727     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Dreamy vegan recipes enriched with sweet and nutty sesame seed paste. Over 65 heavenly plant-
based recipes featuring protein-rich tahini, from savoury salads, soups and burgers to sweet energy 
bars, smoothies and bakes. 

BAKING & CAKE DECORATING

688 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NATURAL BAKING
STROTHE, CAROLIN
9780241377710     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Tastier, Healthier, Fresher, Fruitier. Discover how to bake more than 70 delicious low-sugar and sugar-
free recipes, including healthier versions of favourites such as carrot cake, muffins, gingerbread and hot 
cross buns. Every recipe tempts with a stunning photo of the finished cake or bake. The recipes contain 
little or no processed sugar, instead relying on easy-to-source sugar substitutes and natural sugar 
alternatives, such as honey and seasonal produce. Foraged edible flowers adorn decadent chocolate 
muffins and freshly picked berries peek out from between the layers of beautiful cakes, creating a feast 
for the eyes too. 

689 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SIMPLE CAKE
WILLIAMS, ODETTE
9780399581427     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£17.99     Published 12/03/19

All You Need to Keep Your Friends and Family in Cake. A nostalgic ode to the joy of homemade cake, 
beautifully photographed and with easy mix-and-match recipes for a sweet lift any day of the week. With 
easy recipes and inventive decorating ideas, Odette gives you recipes for 10 base cakes, 15 toppings, 
and endless decorating ideas to yield a treat - such as Milk & Honey Cake, Coconut Cake, Summer Berry 
Pavlova, and Chocolatey Chocolate Cake - for any occasion. She also addresses the fundamentals for 
getting cakes just right, with foolproof recipes that can be cranked out whenever the urge strikes. 
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690 n HHHH

WELL READ COOKIES
CHATER, LAUREN
9781925596366     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

This gorgeous, whimsical gift hardback celebrates beloved works of literature in the shape of beautiful 
iced biscuits. Feast your eyes on 60 mouth-watering classics in full colour from Jane Austen and Mary 
Shelley to Tolkien and F Scott Fitzgerald, modern masterpieces by Margaret Atwood, Neil Gaiman, 
Geraldine Brooks and Melissa Ashley, and beloved children’s tales by Dr Seuss and J K Rowling. 

DRINKS & BEVERAGES

691 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOTANY AT THE BAR
AHMED, SELENA ET AL
9781782405603     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 06/03/19

A bitters-making handbook that takes you on a trip around the globe, looking at the origin of bitters, the 
science and diversity of taste, how to make bitters, plant profiles and ending up with 25 unique cocktail 
and popular botanical recipes. Notes on the origins of bitters, the science of taste and phytochemistry 
are followed by a neat guide on how to extract and make herbal infusions at home. Add enlightening 
plant profiles with a mix of unique botanical drink recipes, and this is a truly fascinating experiential 
insight into the vital meaning of biodiversity today. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN MARCH 2018 
BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

692 n HHHH

30 SECOND BEER
ATHERTON, SOPHIE
9781782407942     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

50 essential elements of producing and enjoying the world’s beers, each explained in half a minute. 
This internationally bestselling series presents essential concepts in a mere 30 seconds, 300 words, 
and one image. The easiest way to understand an essential topic at lightning speed. 

693 n HHHH

FLORAL COCKTAILS
MUIR, LOTTIE
9781788790758     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

40 fragrant and flavourful flower-powered drinks. No longer the reserve of the cocktail garnish, flowers 
are taking centre stage in the most delectable drinks. Lottie Muir, the creator of the Midnight Apothecary 
pop-up cocktail bar, set in a roof garden in London, has designed over 40 ways to include edible flowers 
in drinks. 

694 n HHHH

JAPANESE COCKTAILS
CLARKE, LEIGH
9781788790741     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Over 40 highballs, spritzes and other refreshing low-alcohol drinks. With the focus on delicious fruity 
flavour combos rather than upping the alcohol content, Japanese cocktails are the perfect beverage for 
anyone who would prefer to avoid hard alcohol. Using fresh ingredients, real fruits and healthful teas, 
these easy-to-sip quaffs are rather revitalising instead of ruinous, and allow you to feel positively fresh 
the next day. 

695 n HHHH

WINE
PARKINSON, JANE
9781788790765     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Everything you ever wanted to know about red, white, rose and fizz. Former International Wine 
Communicator of the Year, Jane Parkinson, gives you the lowdown on wine and how to make the most 
of it. Whether red or white, Pinot Noir or Sauvignon Blanc, ‘Wine’ will make sure you find your perfect 
match. 

696 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEER LOVERS TABLE
BULLEN, CLAIRE
9781911026785     H 
RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£16.99     Published 12/03/19

Craft beer is changing everything about how people drink - and it’s high time it was invited to the dinner 
table. The growth in craft beer is a full blown phenomenon that is also making waves in the culinary 
sphere. Here, food writer and beer expert Claire Bullen answers the question: how do you successfully 
pair craft beer with food? Inside, 65 inspiring recipes - from cast-iron skillet pizza to harissa roast chicken - 
are matched with a diverse range of craft beers to enjoy with your meal. Soon you will see beer as not just 
a prelude to a meal, but rather as a drink that can work as well as wine when partnered with food. 

697 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO MAKE THE PERFECT 
COFFEE
SCHELTUS, JASON
9781925418965     H 
SMITH STREET BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

From espresso expert Jason Scheltus, this book will help elevate your morning coffee to absolute brew 
perfection. Each step of the process - from the farm to your mug - is unpacked. You’ll learn about the 
properties of beans, like growing conditions, varieties, picking, drying and roasting. Then the real nitty-
gritty stuff: grinding, tamping, extraction and manual brewing methods. How do steaming techniques 
differ between whole milk and soy, or from oat to almond? The book tells all. For those playing at home, 
this book demystifies the inscrutable realm of coffee-paraphernalia. 

GARDENING & FARMING

698 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW PLANT PARENT
CHENG, DARRYL
9781419732393     H 
ABRAMS 
£17.99     Published 19/03/19

Develop Your Green Thumb and Care for Your House-Plant Family. For indoor gardeners everywhere, 
Darryl Cheng offers a new way to grow healthy house plants. He teaches the art of understanding a plant’s 
needs and giving it a home with the right balance of light, water, and nutrients. After reading this book, the 
indoor gardener will be far less the passive follower of rules for the care of each species and much more the 
confident, active grower, relying on observation and insight. And in the process, the plant owner becomes a 
plant lover, bonded to the beautiful living things by a simple love and appreciation of nature. 
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699 n HHHH

BEEKEEPING A SEASONAL GUIDE
BROWN, RON
9781849945653     P     PAVILION 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A charming and practical guide for anyone wishing to keep bees, accompanying the would-be 
beekeeper through every season of the bee-keeping year. From spring awakening and summer swarms 
to the autumn honey harvest and providing winter protection, this essential resource guides you each 
step of the way. There is extensive advice for beekeeping beginners, from siting and smoking your 
hives to rearing a queen and controlling your swarm. There is also in-depth information for improvers 
and more experienced apiarists who wish to experiment with different hive-management and queen-
rearing techniques. 

700 n HHHH

ROSES & ROSE GARDENS
MASSET, CLAIRE
9781911358688     H     PAVILION 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

From the author of the very successful ‘Secret Gardens’, this is a visually stunning celebration of 
England’s favourite flower: its long history and rich symbolism; the beauty and diversity of its flowers, 
foliage and habit; its wonderful fragrances; and, above all, its amazing versatility. The National Trust 
owns many of the most famous and beloved rose gardens in this country, including Mottisfont, which 
has over 500 varieties, and the legendary Sissinghurst, where all NT gardeners are sent to learn the art 
of rose pruning. 

701 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOWN TO EARTH GARDENING WISDOM
DON, MONTY
9780241347140     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Gardening Wisdom from Monty. In this book, the words are all Monty’s: this is him right beside you 
in your garden, giving you intimate gardening tips and expert advice in his own voice, and taking you 
through the gardening calendar month-by-month. As well as practical gardening advice, this is full of 
Monty’s own musings on gardening subjects such as nature, seasons, colour, design, pests, flowering 
shrubs, and containers, as well as stunning photographs of Monty’s own garden! 

702 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VEG IN ONE BED
RICHARDS, HUW
9780241376522     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Grow Your Own Food in One Raised Bed, Month by Month. In this book, Huw will show you what to do 
each month on your windowsill, where you’ll raise seedlings, and in your raised bed, where your plants 
will grow to maturity. Everything is explained in clear, illustrated steps: building your bed, growing from 
seed, planting, feeding, and harvesting. No-dig gardening methods remove most of the back-breaking 
work, and sustainable practices, such as clever ways of avoiding single-use plastics, will resonate with 
all gardeners committed to protecting our planet. 

703 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROPAGATING PLANTS
TOODGOOD, ALAN (ED)
9780241345696     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Create New Plants for Free. Learn how to propagate virtually every type of plant, from fruit 
trees and ornamental shrubs to exotic orchids and succulents. Packed with hundreds of step-by-step 
tutorials, this new edition of ‘RHS Propagating Plants’ is your go-to guide for clear and instructive 
propagation advice. The book is ideal for the thrifty gardener who wants plants for free, or who wants 
to give favourite plant cuttings to friends and family; and useful for budding house plant owners with an 
interest in propagating succulents and other houseplants. 

704 n HHHH

ESSENTIAL AROMATHERAPY GARDEN
LAWLESS, JULIA
9780008323288     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Growing & Using Scented Plants. Combining the popular subjects of aromatherapy and gardening, Julia 
Lawless promotes the aromatic garden as a means to health, well-being, and pleasure. This book details the 
history of the scented garden, starting with the Persian palaces 2,500 years ago, and links this with the present-
day appreciation of essential oils and their healing powers. Focusing on some of the most memorable fragrant 
gardens, past and present, then moving on to a discussion of specific plants and their uses, ‘The Essential 
Aromatherapy Garden’ guides you through every stage of creating your own aromatic paradise. 

705 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF PLANTING TREES
ADAMS, MAX
9781788546270     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£10.00     Published 07/03/19

The Which, Where, How, Why and Inestimable Joy of Planting Trees. From the author of ‘The Wisdom 
of Trees’, an informative and practical guide to tree planting: including guidance on which trees to plant 
and where and how to plant, propagate and care for your trees; advice on the suitability and virtues of 
particular native trees (from oak to alder and from beech to blackthorn); plus details of how trees grow 
in nature and the stories of some famous tree planters. A glossary of websites, nurseries, conservation 
and other organisations completes the volume. 

706 n HHHHH

JAPANESE GARDENS A JOURNEY
DON, MONTY
9781473692299     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£35.00     Published 21/03/19

Traditional Japanese gardens combine aesthetics with ethics, beauty with philosophy in a celebration of 
the natural world. A Japanese garden is the natural world made miniature: rocks represent mountains, 
ponds represent seas. Natural and man-made elements combine to create a garden that, while natural, 
is not wild. In this beautiful, full-colour package, Monty Don and Derry Moore guide us through the 
history and beauty of Japanese gardens, from the famous cherry blossom season to the magnificence 
of autumn colours. Complements the BBC2 series. 

707 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FLOWER GARDEN
FOSTER, CLARE
9781786274090     H 
LAURENCE KING 
£19.99     Published 25/03/19

Growing flowers from seed is one of the easiest and cheapest ways to supplement your borders, 
bringing instant colour to tired gardens. Many of these flowers are also ideal for cutting, so within a 
single growing season you can produce armfuls of beautiful blooms to cut and bring inside the house. 
Author Clare Foster and photographer Sabina Ruber have been experimenting with growing flowers 
from seed for several years. In this book they pass on that invaluable experience, explaining how and 
when to sow and grow a huge range of flowers from Aquilegia to Zinnia. 

708 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO SUCCULENT GARDENING
FURUYA, TAKU
9780804851190     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

‘A Beginner’s Guide to Succulent Gardening’ is a friendly guide to popular succulents, walking novices 
through all the basics, like: Choosing your succulents from Hens and Chicks (Echeveria) to bristly flowering 
cactus varieties; mixing the right soils for your succulents and preparing the growing environment; easy 
potting and transplanting techniques; and succulent care including watering, fertilizing and providing the 
right amount of sun for each variety. Clear diagrams and at-a-glance fact sheets for each variety, as well as 
inspirational photos of attractively and happily-housed succulents, fill the pages of this book. 
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709 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COMMUNITY SCALE COMPOSTING SYSTEMS
MCSWEENEY, JAMIE
9781603586542     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£45.00     Published 07/03/19

A Comprehensive Practical Guide for Closing the Food System Loop and Solving Our Waste Crisis. 
In-depth yet accessible, ‘Community-Scale Composting Systems’ is a technical resource for farmers, 
designers, service providers, organics recycling entrepreneurs, and advocates of all types, with a focus 
on developing the next generation of organics recycling that can enable communities to close the 
food-soil loop in their local food systems. The main scope of the book is dedicated to compost system 
options and design, from basic sizing and layout to advanced techniques such as aerated static pile 
composting. 

710 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGEL DUNNETT ON PLANTING
DUNNETT, NIGEL
9780993389269     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£35.00     Published 21/03/19

How to Design High-Impact, Low-Input Gardens. In this book Nigel Dunnett shares his inspiration, 
philosophy and working methods. He puts his own particular style of naturalistic planting in historical 
context, teaches us how to read wild plant communities and understand how they behave in garden 
situations. Finally he shares his plant selection, which includes trees and shrubs as well as perennial 
and annual meadow plants, and implementation techniques in a neat planting design toolkit. The 
exemplary work of this pioneering designer is instructive and inspirational to all who wish to build 
thriving plant communities that have close ties to nature. 

711 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FARMING FOR THE LONG HAUL
FOLEY, MICHAEL
9781603588003     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 06/03/19

Resilience and the Lost Art of Agricultural Inventiveness. ‘Farming for the Long Haul’ is about building 
a viable small farm economy that can withstand the economic, political, and climatic shock waves that 
the 21st century portends. It draws on the innovative work of contemporary farmers, but more than that, 
it shares experiences of farming societies around the world that have maintained resilient agricultural 
systems over centuries of often-turbulent change. Indigenous agricultualists, peasants, and traditional 
farmers have all created broad strategies for survival through good times and bad, and many of them 
prospered. 

712 n HHHH

LIVING DECOR
COLLETTI, MARIA
9780760362792     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Plants, Potting and DIY Projects. A how-to guide on botanical styling: from subtle sunrooms to urban 
jungles. This book guides the reader through new modern trends in living with plants, such as display 
with macrame, concrete planters, new modern plant stands for popular plants like Fiddle Leaf Figs 
and Monstera, and shows what a beautiful, unique, creative, and even artistic experience living with 
plants can be. More than that, you’ll find endless ideas for botanical styling from the author, as well as a 
large network of shopkeepers and interior designers who bring you into their homes to see remarkable 
interior design that celebrates everything green. 

713 n HHHH

STRAW BALE GARDENS COMPLETE
KARSTEN, JOEL
9780760365236     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 14/03/19

The Breakthrough Method for Growing Vegetables Anywhere, Earlier and with No Weeding. This new 
edition of ‘Straw Bale Gardens Complete’ is the only book you need to get started with the revolutionary 
gardening method that has taken the world by storm. Written by Joel Karsten, the originator of Straw 
Bale Gardening, this exciting update contains detailed, start-to-finish instructions for growing vegetables 
in straw anywhere, plus many new ideas and projects to help you enjoy your straw bale experience 
even more. 

714 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEW GARDENERS GUIDE TO GROWING HERBS
FARRELL, HOLLY
9780711239364     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Underpinned by the authority of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and the expertise of Holly Farrell 
this book combines practical elements with inspiration and beauty. Find out how to grow herbs in 
all situations, how to plant, propagate and harvest, then the 80 most exciting herbs are identified, 
illustrated and their uses explained. This is accompanied by Jason Ingram’s specially commissioned 
photography for 12 projects which show how to develop a herb garden at the next level and use herbs 
in the most interesting ways from planting a herb roof to making herbal oils. 

715 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEW GARDENER’S GUIDE TO 
GROWING HOUSE PLANTS
MAGUIRE, KAY
9780711240001     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A beautifully illustrated giftable gardening reference book, combining exquisite botanical illustrations with 
practical indoor projects. Readers can discover over 70 life-changing plants and 12 home-transforming 
projects. Each project is described and illustrated with step-by-step photographs. Starting from the premise 
of wanting to show how to grow the right plant in the right place, it demonstrates the benefits of all common 
house plants and how to care and curate them in the home. Includes cacti, succulents, bromeliads including 
air plants, foliage house plants, flowering house plants, and house plants for scent and air freshening. 

PETS & VET SCIENCE

716 n HHHH

SELF CARE FOR CATS & THEIR HUMANS
WASHBURN, PATRICIA
9781721400034     H     ADAMS MEDIA 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

A Feline’s Guide to Living the Pampered Life You Deserve. Need to up your self-care game? Let your cat 
be your guru with this funny and entertaining guide. In ‘Self-Care for Cats (And Their Humans)’, see how 
stretching every time you get up from the couch, meowing for help when you need it, maintaining balance on 
the great windowsill of life, taking time to play when the spirit moves you - and not being afraid to act like a 
kitten, child - and more can help you embrace the luxurious lifestyle of a cat - and that’s a great thing! 

717 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAT
PULLING, JENNIFER
9780233005829     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

This sumptuous book celebrates the sheer variety of cats around the world, with beautiful photography 
accompanied by a lyrical and expertly-written text that describes the key characteristics of over 50 species. It 
also features paper press-outs, enabling you to view the cats in relief and create the most spectacular book 
art. Press out the cats, fan out the pages, and display your copy as a work of art on a shelf or mantelpiece. 

718 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOG
CONN, ANNETTE
9780233005836     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Dogs are the most popular pets in the world. Their friendliness, loyalty and adorability is legendary. This 
sumptuous book celebrates the sheer variety of dogs, with beautiful photography accompanied by a lyrical and 
expertly-written text that describes the key characteristics and personality traits of each of over 50 species. It 
also features paper press outs, enabling you to view the dogs in relief and create the most spectacular book 
art. Press out the dogs, fan out the pages, and display your copy as a treasure on a shelf or mantelpiece. 
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719 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONE MINUTE CAT MANAGER
YOUNG, KAC
9781787113732     P 
HUBBLE & HATTIE 
£10.99     Published 28/03/19

Sixty Seconds To Feline Shangri-La. ‘The One Minute Cat Manager’ suggests 60-second techniques 
that anyone can practise with their cat. With expert insight into the inner workings of the feline mind, 
and analysis of cat behaviour, this book will facilitate a deeper understanding, and stronger bond with 
your chosen feline friend. 

720 n HHHHH

LISTENING TO THE ANIMALS
FITZPATRICK, NOEL
9781409183761     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Becoming The Supervet. Professor Noel Fitzpatrick is a world-renowned neuro-orthopaedic veterinary 
surgeon, the founder of Fitzpatrick Referrals in Surrey, and the star of the hit television series The 
Supervet, now in its 11th series. Renowned for performing unique and cutting-edge surgeries, Noel is 
often the last chance for the animals that have been referred into his care, as he pushes the boundaries 
of science, medicine and regenerative bionic technology with his compassionate and visionary 
approach. When The Supervet began, Noel wanted to tell a story about love and hope, within the 
context of the medical revolution of incredible science. 

721 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNLEASHING YOUR DOG
BEKOFF, MARC
9781608685424     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 06/03/19

A Field Guide to Freedom. The authors’ show that it is possible to let dogs be dogs without wreaking 
havoc on our own lives. They begin by illuminating the true nature of dogs, and helping us ‘walk in their 
paws’. They reveal what smell, taste, touch, sight, and hearing mean to dogs and then guide readers 
through everyday ways of enhancing a dog’s freedom and minimizing deprivations in safe, mutually 
happy ways. The rewards, they show, are great - for dog and human alike. 

722 n HHHH

ENERGY MEDICINE FOR ANIMALS
BUDD, DIANE
9781620558409     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The Bioenergetics of Animal Healing. A full-colour, practical handbook on the bioenergetics of animal 
healing, with case studies to showcase the effects of vibrational medicine. Reveals how to work with 
the energy fields, auras, and chakras of horses, cats, and dogs. Demonstrates how to use High Sense 
Perception (HSP) in relation to an animal, illustrating what happens in the energy fields of a human 
being and an animal when they connect telepathically. Details how zoopharmacognosy, or animal 
self-selection of remedies such as essential oils, can assist in promoting emotional release and physical 
healing. 

GIFT/GENERAL NON BOOK

723 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUCCULENTS IN A BOOK
HATCH, MOLLY
9781419737510     H 
ABRAMS 
£11.99     Published 19/03/19

A Bouquet in a Book. Turn this book into an everlasting garden for your table, desk, or shelf. Simply 
take the jacket off, pop up the plants, and transform the book into a container garden that looks 
beautiful when displayed with live plants, but also serves as a perfect substitute for those who lack a 
green thumb. ‘Succulents in a Book’ contains a dedication page at the beginning of the book, making 
is a wonderful gift for housewarmings, graduations, birthdays, Mother’s Day, and other celebratory 
occasions. 

724 n HHHH

8789 WORDS OF WISDOM
KIPFER, BARBARA ANN
9780761117308     P     MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

‘8,789 Words of Wisdom’ is brimming with great advice, maxims, sayings and saws, proverbs, precepts 
and truths - 8,789 of them, to be exact. It has the chunky comfort of ‘14,000 Things’, and a similar 
quirky, compulsively readable format - line after line after page after page of words of wisdom. Turn 
to any spot in the book and there is the secret to living a happier, healthier, saner, more productive 
life. Learn to unlearn. Appreciate the questions as much as the answers. Stretch beyond what is 
comfortable. 

725 n HHHHH

MUM TELL ME
VLIET, ELMA VAN
9780241367223     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A Give and Get Back Book. When Elma van Vliet’s mother became ill in 2001, she realised there 
was still so much she wanted to ask her. That’s why she created a series of books to help share and 
preserve precious memories. Since then, more than three million people worldwide have used her 
books to tell their family’s stories. ‘Mum, Tell Me’ is a guided journal that prompts your mother to share 
her memories, dreams, and wishes, asking her to record everything from her favourite band as a 
teenager and her childhood games to her proudest accomplishment and her first memory of you. Give it 
to her as a gift, get it back as a chronicle of her life. 

726 n HHHH

JAPANEMOJI
CHARLES, ED
9781785039898     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

JapanEmoji!: The Characterful Guide to Living Japanese. Do you know what most of the emojis on 
your phone mean? Understanding their meaning is to understand modern Japan. Experience everyday 
Japanese living and discover the quirks and secrets from the home of Ikigai and forest bathing with this 
smart, playful guide. 

727 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
URBAN WORDS DAD
URBAN WORDS
9781841614106     H     RAVETTE PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Urban Words ... meanings with mirth. ‘Dad: Real life superhero by day, free taxi service by night.’ A new 
series starting with two gift books (Mum and Dad), featuring words and titles putting them together with 
cool cultural meanings, in the style of a dictionary definition. The eye-catching black and white designs 
and retro 1950s illustration style make this book the perfect impulse-buy for Father’s Day and dads’ 
birthdays. 
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728 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
URBAN WORDS MUM
URBAN WORDS
9781841614090     H 
RAVETTE PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Urban Words ... meanings with mirth. ‘Mum: Like Dad - only smarter.’ A new series starting with two gift 
books (Mum and Dad), featuring words and titles putting them together with cool cultural meanings, in 
the style of a dictionary definition. The eye-catching black and white designs and retro 1950s illustration 
style make this book the perfect impulse-buy for Mother’s Day and birthdays. 

729 n HHHH

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO GOAT YOGA
JACKSON, SARAH
9781911026853     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Yes, it is actually a thing. Move over Pilates, take a hike Zumba, because there’s a new health craze 
taking gyms and... er... farms everywhere by storm. Goat yoga, or goga is the latest sensation to sweep 
the Internet. It’s a yoga workout, but with the addition of goats, and all the cool ‘kids’ are lining up to 
practise their downward-facing goat and happy baby poses. In this brilliant guide, goat-yoga instructor 
Gus will tell you all you need to know about this hilarious fitness phenomenon and show how you too 
can join in the fun and flourish just like your farmyard friends. Namaste. 

GAMES/PUZZLES

730 n HHHH

WILD WILDLANDS THE ADVENTURING PARTY
WALLACE, MARTIN
9781472830685     N     OSPREY 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

Number of players: 2-4. Ages: 14+. Playing time: 30-60 minutes. Components: 4 unique miniatures, 
35 cards. The Adventuring Party has arrived, bringing four classic adventurers to the Wildlands. Play 
as a thief, a wizard, a cleric, and a barbarian, asserting your dominance over your opponents and 
immortalizing your status as fantasy favourites. A word of warning - these characters don’t like to be left 
out, and will invade your game whether someone is playing them or not, stealing your crystal shards 
and punching anyone in their way. Requires a copy of Wildlands to play. 

731 n HHHH

CAMPAIGN FORTRESS BUDAPEST
WARLORD GAMES
9781472835727     P     OSPREY 
£19.99     Published 21/03/19

A book of scenarios and special rules for the seige of Budapest, offering a new challenge to fans of the highly 
popular Bolt Action series. As the Soviet Red Army marches westward, the city of Budapest stands in their way. 
Encircled and severely outnumbered, the German and Hungarian forces attempt to resist the Soviet juggernaut 
and defend Festung Budapest to the last. This book brings the siege of Budapest to the table-top with in-depth 
information on the forces involved, linked scenarios, and new Theatre Selectors that make this an ideal 
resource for any Bolt Action player with an interest in the Eastern Front and the fall of the Reich. 

732 n HHHH

RAGNAROK
KORKLEWSKI, TIM
9781472832818     H     OSPREY 
£24.99     Published 21/03/19

With strategic gameplay and epic storytelling, players must write their own sagas and tell of how their war clans 
have, through blood and steel, clawed their way up from ruin to stand before the halls of Valhalla. The end of 
the Aesir has come, but not as the prophecies foretold. The dread dragon Niddhoggr has devoured the roots 
of the World Ash, Yggdrasil, and the great tree has toppled onto its side, crashing the realms of mortal and 
supernatural together. With the gods dead and the fires of ruin consuming the world, your war clan of Viking 
warriors know what they must do to survive the destruction of the Nine Realms and restore order. 

STATIONERY LICENSED

733 n HHHH

LONDON MAP JOURNAL
JOURNALS
9781851245222     H     BODLEIAN LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

This hard cover journal has lined pages of high quality paper and is finished with a sturdy elastic band 
closure, ribbon marker, expanding wallet and elastic pen holder. Produced to a high standard with careful 
attention to finishing and details, it is the perfect gift for all map-loving writers and stationery lovers. 

734 n HHHH

TOLKIEN RAFT ELVES JOURNAL
JOURNALS
9781851245215     H     BODLEIAN LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

This hard cover journal has lined pages of high quality paper and is finished with a sturdy elastic band 
closure, ribbon marker, expanding wallet and elastic pen holder. Produced to a high standard with careful 
attention to finishing and details, it is the perfect gift for all Tolkien-loving writers and stationery lovers. 

735 n HHHH

TOLKIEN SMAUG JOURNAL
JOURNALS
9781851245277     H     BODLEIAN LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

This hard cover journal has lined pages of high quality paper and is finished with a sturdy elastic band 
closure, ribbon marker, expanding wallet and elastic pen holder. Produced to a high standard with 
careful attention to finishing and details, it is the perfect gift for all Tolkien-loving writers and stationery 
lovers. 

736 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THONES LANNISTER FOIL GIFT CARDS
GIFT CARDS
9781683836681     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£6.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones gift cards featuring the iconic sigil 
of House Lannister. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this 
embossed foil gift-enclosure card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 

737 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THRONES STARK FOIL GIFT CARDS
GIFT CARDS
9781683836674     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£6.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones gift cards featuring the iconic 
sigil of House Stark. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this 
embossed foil gift-enclosure card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 

738 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THRONES TARGARYEN FOIL GIFT CARD
GIFT CARDS
9781683836698     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£6.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones gift cards featuring the iconic sigil 
of House Targaryen. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this 
embossed foil gift-enclosure card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 

739 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THRONES LANNISTER FOIL NOTE CARD
NOTE CARDS
9781683836582     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones note cards featuring the iconic 
sigil of House Lannister. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, 
this embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 
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740 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THRONES STARK FOIL NOTE CARDS
NOTE CARDS
9781683836605     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones note cards featuring the iconic 
sigil of House Stark. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this 
embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 

741 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GAME OF THRONES TARGARYEN FOIL NOTE CARD
NOTE CARDS
9781683836599     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones note cards featuring the iconic 
sigil of House Targaryen. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, 
this embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes. 

742 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STAMP BUGS
DZIADOSZ, BARBRA
9781616898090     N 
PRINCETON ARCHITECTURAL PRESS 
£19.99     Published 19/03/19

25 Stamps and 2 Ink Pads. Bumblebees, dragonflies, fireflies, ladybugs, spiders! This sturdy matchbox-
style box contains twenty-five wood-backed rubber stamps in an assortment of buggy shapes and 
textures. A veritable kit of bug parts - heads, bodies, antennae, legs - ‘Stamp Bugs’ contains everything 
you need to create your favourite insects or invent new ones! The combinations are infinite... 

743 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AFOOT & LIGHTHEARTED WALKING LOG
WHITEHOUSE, BONNIE S
9780525574811     L     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 05/03/19

Organized around thematic prompts designed to help makers take a break from digital life and tap 
into the transformational magic of creative journalling, ‘Afoot and Lighthearted’ introduces us to 
innovative walkers throughout literature, art, philosophy, and history, and offers encouragement in 
the form of inspirational quotes. Supported by light illustrations and evidence from recent research 
on the compelling connection between walking and well-being, ‘Afoot and Lighthearted’ offers a fresh 
perspective every step of the way, much like a walk itself. 

744 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROJECT 1 2 3 JOURNAL
ROSENTHAL, PARIS
9780525575467     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 26/03/19

A Daily Creativity Journal for Expressing Yourself in Lists of Three. The number three is magical - it’s 
neither too much, nor too little, but just right. This guided journal with 365 prompts plays off the power 
of three by using the everyday tool of list making. Creative prompts help you capture special memories 
and moments in small bursts, leading you to make new connections and bring more happiness into 
your day-to-day. 

745 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PETRAS GARDEN NOTE CARDS
BORNER, PETRA
9780525576860     N     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£14.99     Published 26/03/19

Nordic-Inspired Note Cards and Envelopes. The format includes 12 beautifully printed cards in a 
keepsake box with envelopes and stickers. Note cards, envelopes, and box will be covered with Petra 
Borner’s bright, graphic shapes and rich natural colours. 

CURRENT & WORLD AFFAIRS

746 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FROM RUSSIA WITH BLOOD
BLAKE, HEIDI
9780008300050     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Orwell Prize-nominated journalist Heidi Blake uncovers exclusive details of Vladimir Putin’s worldwide 
meddling with dissident voices. This is the explosive and true story of how Russia operates in our cities, 
right under the noses of the most powerful nations in the world, and why even they can’t stop him. 
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN NOVEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

747 n HHHH

CULTURAL DEMENTIA
ANDRESS, DAVID
9781788540056     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

How the West Has Lost Its History, and Risks Losing Everything Else. An assessment of the West’s 
abandonment of history as it succumbs to an attack of social and cultural dementia. The former great 
powers of the historic ‘West’ - especially Britain, the USA and France - seem to be abandoning the 
wisdom and maturity for senescent daydreams of recovered youth. Along the way they are stirring up 
old hatreds, giving disturbing voice to destructive rage, and risking the collapse of their capacity for 
decisive, effective, and just governance. 

748 n HHHH

DOPESICK
MACY, BETH
9781788549424     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Dealers, Doctors and the Drug Company that Addicted America. Beth Macy takes us into the heart of 
America’s struggle with opioid addiction. From distressed small communities in Central Appalachia to 
wealthy suburbs and once-idyllic farm towns, this powerful and moving story illustrates how a national crisis 
became so firmly entrenched. At the heart of the narrative is a large corporation, Purdue - whose owners 
are celebrated for their sponsorship of art galleries and museums - that targets areas of the country already 
awash in painkillers and encouraged small town doctors to prescibe OxyContin, a highly addictive drug. 

749 n HHHH

GREECE
BEATON, RODERICK
9780241312841     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

Biography of a Modern Nation. We think we know ancient Greece, the civilisation that shares the same 
name and gave us just about everything that defines ‘western’ culture today, in the arts, sciences, social 
sciences and politics. Yet, as Greece has been brought under repeated scrutiny during the financial 
crises that have convulsed the country since 2010, worldwide coverage has revealed just how poorly 
we grasp the modern nation. This book sets out to understand the modern Greeks on their own terms. 

750 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
UNDOCUMENTED MIGRATION
GONZALES, R G ET AL
9781509531806     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 22/03/19

Undocumented migration is a global and yet elusive phenomenon. Despite contemporary efforts to 
patrol national borders and mass deportation programs, it has become firmly placed at the top of the 
political agenda in many countries, where it receives hostile media coverage and generates fierce 
political debate. However, as this much-needed book makes clear, unauthorized movement should 
not be confused or crudely assimilated with the social reality of growing numbers of large, settled 
populations lacking full citizenship and experiencing precarious lives. 
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751 n HHHH

GREAT FIREWALL OF CHINA
GRIFFITHS, JAMES
9781786995353     H     ZED BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 15/03/19

How to Build and Control an Alternative Version of the Internet. As censorship, distortion and fake news 
gain traction around the world, and internet giants such as Facebook show ever greater willingness to 
compromise internet freedoms in pursuit of the Chinese market, James Griffiths takes a look inside the 
Great Firewall and explores just how far it has spread, arguing that its influence can only be countered 
by initiating a radical new vision of online liberty. 

POLITICS

752 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
ALARUMS & EXCURSIONS
MIDDELAAR, LUUK VAN
9781788211727     H 
AGENDA PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 28/03/19

In a revealing and candid portrayal of a Europe improvising its way through a politics of events and not rules, 
Luuk van Middelaar gives us the insider’s view of the EU’s political metamorphosis. Forced into action by a tidal 
wave of emergencies, Europe has had to reinvent itself. It has had to cast off its legal straitjacket and to confront 
hard issues of power, territorial borders and public authority. Van Middelaar contends that this reinvention will 
succeed only if the EU becomes a truly representative body that allows people’s opposition to share the stage. 

753 n HHHHH

SECRET CIVIL SERVANT
SECRET SERVANT
9781472261137     H     HEADLINE 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19
The Inside Story of Brexit, Government F**k-Ups, and How We Try to Fix Things. An anonymous 
civil servant’s hilarious and horrifying account of government amid Brexit chaos. As Britain jigs daily 
between political crisis and constitutional meltdown, it’s high time we understood what really goes 
on behind closed doors, from the corridors of Whitehall to the EU negotiating table. The Secret 
Civil Servant will reveal how Brexit unfolded behind-the-scenes, from the panic triggered by the EU 
referendum result in June 2016 to the last-gasp efforts to secure a deal in 2018. 

754 n HHHHH

HOW BRITAIN REALLY WORKS
ABELL, STIG
9781473658424     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19
Understanding the Ideas and Institutions of a Nation. Getting to grips with Great Britain is harder than ever 
- a nation that chose Brexit, rejects immigration but depends on it, is getting older but less healthy, is more 
demanding of public services but less willing to pay for them, is tired of intervention abroad but wants to remain 
a global authority. We have an overstretched, free health service (that may not survive), overcrowded prisons, 
a military without an evident purpose, and an education system the envy of none of the Western world. This 
book is a guide to Britain and its institutions which explains just how we got to wherever it is we are. 

755 n HHHHH

NATIVES
AKALA
9781473661233     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19
Race and Class in the Ruins of Empire. From the first time he was stopped and searched as a child, to 
the day he realised his mum was white, to his first encounters with racist teachers - race and class have 
shaped Akala’s life and outlook. In this unique book he takes his own experiences and widens them 
out to look at the social, historical and political factors that have left us where we are today, covering 
everything from the police, education and identity to politics, sexual objectification and the far right. 

756 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEROES OR VILLAINS
DAVIS, JON
9780199608850     H 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
£25.00     Published Mar 2019

The Blair Government Reconsidered. A unique new account of New Labour in power - drawing on a 
mass of previously unpublished contributions from most of the main players in the Blair government, 
including Tony Blair himself. 

757 n HHHH

DEMOCRACY ON THE ROAD
SHARMA, RUCHIR
9780241388075     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

India is a country obsessed by politics. In early 2019, it faces national elections, and urgent questions 
present themselves: will India continue down a path of populism and increasingly strident Hindu 
nationalism or will it return to its postcolonial secular vision? Is the long-promised economic boom 
finally at hand, or is some form of socialism part of India’s DNA? Bestselling author Ruchir Sharma has 
been on the road during Indian elections for 20 years and here distils the wisdom of his observations 
and experiences over that time in a deeply insightful book about the world’s largest and most complex 
exercise in democracy. 

758 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO READ DONALD 
DUCK
DORFMAN, ARIEL
9780745339788     P 
PLUTO PRESS 
£14.99     Published 20/03/19

Imperialist Ideology in the Disney Comic. Censored and condemned, this is a highly controversial 
Marxist critique of how our favourite cartoons are vehicles for capitalist ideology. First published in 
1971, ‘How to Read Donald Duck’ shocked readers by revealing how capitalist ideology operates in out 
most beloved cartoons. Having survived bonfires, impounding and being dumped into the ocean by the 
Chilean army, this controversial book is once again back on the shelves. 

759 n HHHH

ROAD TO UNFREEDOM RUSSIA EUROPE AMERICA
SNYDER, TIMOTHY
9781784708573     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

With the end of the Cold War, the victory of liberal democracy was thought to be final. Observers 
declared the end of history, confident in a peaceful, globalized future. This faith was misplaced. 
Authoritarianism returned to Russia, as Putin found fascist ideas that could be used to justify rule by 
the wealthy. In the 2010s, it has spread from east to west, aided by Russian warfare in Ukraine and 
cyberwar and information war in Europe and the United States. Russia found allies among nationalists 
and oligarchs everywhere, and its drive to dissolve Western institutions, states, and values found 
resonance within the West itself. 
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760 n HHHHH

MAOISM A GLOBAL HISTORY
LOVELL, JULIA
9781847922496     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 14/03/19

Since the heyday of Mao Zedong, there has never been a more crucial time to understand Maoism. 
Although to Western eyes it seems that China has long abandoned the utopian turmoil of Maoism in 
favour of authoritarian capitalism, Mao and his ideas remain central to the People’s Republic and the 
legitimacy of its communist government. As disagreements and conflicts between China and the West 
are likely to mount, the need to understand the political legacy of Mao will only become more urgent. 
Yet during Mao’s lifetime and beyond, the power and appeal of Maoism has always extended beyond 
China. 

761 n HHH

CHALLENGES OF THE 
DEVELOPING WORLD
HANDELMAN, HOWARD
9781538116661     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£44.95     Published 15/03/19

‘Challenges of the Developing World’ is a lively, up-to-date, and highly readable introduction to the 
key dynamics and issues of political, economic and social development in the developing countries of 
Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America. Ninth Edition. 

762 n HHH

COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE 
THEORY & PRACTICE
PRUNCKUN, HANK
9781786606884     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£31.95     Published 15/03/19

‘Counterintelligence Theory and Practice’ continues to be a useful tool for students and professionals to 
explore issues relating to national security, military, law enforcement, and corporate, as well as private 
affairs. Second edition. 

763 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW NOMAD
MARQUARDT, FELIX
9781471177378     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

We have lost the plot when it comes to migration. In our collective consciousness, the term ‘migration’ 
conjures up images of hordes of refugees fleeing ‘their’ country, escaping on rafts and coming to invade 
‘ours’. When we think of migration, we think of (largely unwanted) immigration and its ills. We’ve got it 
all wrong. Far from being abnormal, the act of going in search of a better life is at the core of the human 
experience. And now a new kind of nomad is emerging. They are doing so because movement has 
become a key to their emancipation. 

764 n HHHH

DREAMS OF LEAVING & REMAINING
MEEK, JAMES
9781788735230     H     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 05/03/19

The anatomy of Britain on the edge of Brexit by an Orwell Prize-winning journalist. In March 2019, the 
UK will leave the EU, facing an unpredictable future. Since the referendum in 2016, the nation has 
been split into two dreams - of leaving and remaining. During this period, James Meek, who has been 
described as ‘the George Orwell of our times’, went in search of the story consequences of this rupture. 
He discusses the desire to leave with farmers and fishermen, despite the loss of protections and fears 
of the future that this might bring. 

765 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
DEMONS OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
PABST, ADRIAN
9781509528455     P     WILEY 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

In this book, Adrian Pabst contends that liberal democracy is undemocratic: intolerant about the 
values of ordinary people while concentrating power in the hands of elites. In order to banish liberal 
democracy’s demons, he proposes ideas for economic democracy, a politics of persuasion and a 
balance of personal freedom with social solidarity. 

766 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
STATE & POLITICS IN JAPAN
NEARY, IAN
9780745660486     P     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 01/03/19

Timely new edition of a classic introduction to post-war Japanese politics. Fully revised and updated, 
this book offers a comprehensive and rich analysis of Japan’s political development from 1945 to 2019. 
It focuses on five overarching themes to help students grapple with the years of the Abe administration 
- present and future. Includes new illustrative materials and data as well as a chapter on environmental 
policy. 2nd edition. 
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767 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
TRUMP
BADIOU, ALAIN
9781509536085     P 
WILEY 
£9.99     Published 22/03/19

In two lectures given in the US immediately after Trump’s election, Alain Badiou helps us to make 
sense of this extraordinary event, showing it as symptomatic of a global crisis. The progressive 
political challenge now is to create a genuinely new choice, a radical alternative based on principles of 
universality and equality. 

768 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WORK
PIETRYKOWSKI, BRUCE
9781509530847     P     WILEY 
£14.99     Published 22/03/19

In this accessible book, leading labour economist Bruce Pietrykowski offers a highly engaging 
exploration of the history and contemporary organization of work under capitalism. His clear 
presentation of the theoretical debates is illustrated by real-world examples from across the globe and a 
skilful account of alternatives that point toward a post-capitalist future. 

769 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
CAN POLITICAL VIOLENCE EVER BE JUSTIFIED
FRAZER, ELIZABETH
9781509529216     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 08/03/19

In this provocative book, using vivid examples from contemporary politics and the classics of political 
thought, the authors carefully explore the various justificatory strategies that have been deployed 
to argue that violence is a justifiable means to certain ends, or an inherent facet of politics. They 
ask whether the type of violence affects our willingness to justify it, and conclude that, ultimately, all 
attempts to justify political violence invariably fail. 

770 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
COAL
THURBER, MARK C
9781509514014     P 
WILEY 
£14.99     Published 15/03/19

By making available the almost unlimited energy stored in prehistoric plant matter, coal enabled the 
industrial age - and it still does. Coal today generates more electricity worldwide than any other energy 
source, helping drive economic growth in major emerging markets. And yet continued reliance on this 
ancient rock carries a high price in smog and greenhouse gases. In this book, Mark Thurber explains 
the barriers to a full accounting of coal’s environmental costs across this supply chain. 

GENDER STUDIES

771 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FEMINISM BOOK
MCCANN, HANNAH
9780241350379     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£17.99     Published 07/03/19

A complete study of feminism, profiling the key ideas, events, and movements from its 18th century 
origins to #MeToo. Exploring more than 100 of the most important ideas, organizations, and events to 
have defined the movement, this guide is an essential introduction to feminism. Trace the subject from 
its origins, through the suffrage campaigns of the late 19th century, to recent developments such as 
the Everyday Sexism Projects and the #MeToo movement. Examine the ideas that underpin feminist 
thought through crucial figures, from Simone de Beauvoir to Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. 

772 n HHHH

THATS WHAT SHE SAID
LIPMAN, JOANNE
9781473627048     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

What Men Need to Know and Women Need to Tell Them About Working Together. We all agree that 
men and women think and behave differently. Here, at last, is a book that shows both sides what to do 
about it. When Joanne Lipman wrote the article ‘Women at Work: A Guide for Men’ for the Wall Street 
Journal, it went viral, and she realised a crucial element was missing from the gender equality debate 
in the workplace: without men participating in the conversation, women can lean in all they want ...but 
all they’ll do is fall over. This is a rallying cry, for both men and women to finally take real steps towards 
closing the gender gap at work. 

773 n HHHHH

YES SHE CAN
DAVIDSON, RUTH
9781473659254     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Leader of the Scottish Conservatives Ruth Davidson gleans life lessons learned by inspirational women 
from around the world in a personal and inspirational book. This book is for every daughter, every 
mother, every aunt and every niece. It tracks the great societal shifts that have brought us to where we 
are as well as the individuals who have helped nudge us another fraction towards the tipping point. 

774 n HHHHH

INVISIBLE WOMEN
PEREZ, CAROLINE C
9781784741723     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Men. In her new book, ‘Invisible Women’, award-winning 
campaigner and writer Caroline Criado Perez shows us how, in a world largely built for and by men, 
we are systematically ignoring half the population. She exposes the gender data gap - a gap in our 
knowledge that is at the root of perpetual, systemic discrimination against women, and that has created 
a pervasive but invisible bias with a profound effect on women’s lives. 

775 n HHHH

VOICES OF POWERFUL WOMEN
SALLIS, ZOE
9781786782199     H     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

40 Inspirational Interviews. In this empowering book, 40 amazing women who have exerted an 
influence on others in many different ways discuss their work, their achievements, their hopes and 
their fears, offering women everywhere inspiration and optimism for the future through their fascinating 
explanations of what they have achieved. Featuring politicians, environmentalists, humanitarians, 
entrepreneurs, musicians, artists, actors, world leaders and Nobel Peace Prize winners, this book 
encourages readers to believe that they can achieve their greatest ambitions and help change the world 
for the better. 
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776 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EDWARD THE ELDER
KEY, MICHAEL JOHN
9781445684772     H     AMBERLEY PUBLISHING PLC 
£20.00     Published 15/03/19

King of the Anglo-Saxons, Forgotten Son of Alfred. Edward the Elder, king of the Anglo-Saxons between 
c.899-924, succeeded to the throne following the death of his father Alfred the Great. It was therefore 
Edward’s destiny to follow in the wake of the most famous Anglo-Saxon king of them all. In turn, Edward 
was followed by his son Aethelstan, the man that historians think of as the first Anglo-Saxon able to 
call himself the First King of England. Against these notable individuals, Edward has been largely 
overlooked, but his contribution to Anglo-Saxon England has been dramatically underplayed. 

777 n HHHH

BRITAINS LIVING PAST
BURTON, ANTHONY
9781844865444     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

A Celebration of Britain’s Surviving Traditional Cultural and Working Practices. Emphasis is very much 
on the word ‘living’; looking at traditions, pastimes and working practices, some centuries old, that 
survive today not as museum pieces or in pages of a history book but as part of everyday modern life - 
from reminders of Britain’s great maritime past in the crafts of the shipwright and the rope maker, to the 
organised mayhem that is the Ashbourne Tuesday football match and the exotic splendour of Giffords 
traditional circus... 

778 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LEADERS WHO CHANGED HISTORY
DK
9780241363171     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£17.99     Published 07/03/19

Discover the full stories behind over 85 of the world’s most influential people. Comprehensive in its 
scope and depth, and fully illustrated, ‘Leaders’ profiles leaders from all walks of life - kings, queens, 
and political leaders; military leaders; religous icons, revolutionaries, and business leaders. Combining 
accessible text with specially-commisioned illustrated portraits in a range of bold artwork styles, 
photographs and infographics, these entries showcase each individual in a fresh, visual way. 

779 n HHHH

CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BOOKS
WILSON-LEE, EDWARD
9780008146245     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Young Columbus and the Quest for a Universal Library. Created in 1539, the Biblioteca Colombina in 
Sevilla contains over 3000 books. This is but a fraction of one man’s life spent collecting every book 
on every subject - including antique and modern worlds, science and law, as well as playing cards, 
pornography, and popular music. This book follows Hernando Columbus’ bibliomania and curation of 
the first ever library of its kind. By the time of his death in 1539, Hernando possessed the largest book 
collection of Europe - yet it was but a fraction of the collection which he had envisioned. This book 
chronicles his extraordinary undertaking. 

780 n HHHH

NO BEAST SO FIERCE
HUCKLEBRIDGE, DANE
9780008331726     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in History. In Champawat, 
India, circa 1900, a Bengal tigress was wounded by a poacher in the forests of the Himalayan foothills. 
Unable to hunt her usual prey, the tiger began stalking and eating an easier food source: human 
beings. Between 1900 and 1907, the Champawat Man-Eater, as she became known, emerged as the 
most prolific serial killer of human beings the world has ever known, claiming an astonishing 436 lives. 
Desperate for help, authorities appealed to renowned local hunter Jim Corbett, an Indian-born Brit of 
Irish descent, who was familiar with the Champawat forest. 

781 n HHHH

SHADOW KING THE LIFE & DEATH OF HENRY VI
JOHNSON, LAUREN
9781784979638     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

A new account of the tragic life and troubled times of Henry VI, who inherited the crowns of both 
England and France and lost both, in the course of a life blighted by mental illness and bloody civil war. 
Henry VI is perhaps the most troubled of English monarchs, a pious, gentle well-intentioned man who 
was plagued by bouts of mental illness. In ‘Shadow King’, Lauren Johnson tells his remarkable and 
sometimes shocking story in a fast-paced and colourful narrative that captures both the poignancy of 
Henry’s life and the tumultuous and bloody nature of the times in which he lived. 

782 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLACK PLAQUES LONDON
HIDE, JOHN AMBROSE
9780750989954     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.99     Published 01/03/19

Memorials to Misadventure. ‘Black Plaques London’ is an illustrated gazetteer with points of interest evenly 
spread across Greater London. Black Plaques are not to be found proudly mounted on a wall - and for good 
reason. What with their commemoration of a brutal execution outside Westminster Abbey, or the selling of sex 
toys in St James’s Park, this is not the sort of historical subject matter authorities choose to grace a building’s 
facade or depict on a visitor information board. The unseemly blemishes brought to light recall moments when 
mankind was not enjoying its finest hour, so there are scenes every reader should find disturbing. 

783 n HHHHH

100 NASTY WOMEN OF HISTORY
JEWELL, HANNAH
9781473671249     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

100 fascinating and brilliantly written stories about history’s bravest, baddest but little known ‘nasty’ women from 
across the world. Compiled and written by Hannah Jewell, the book contains profiles of women from across 
every century, and continent, united in the fact that they were all a bit ‘nasty’. From 3rd-century Syrian queen 
Zenobia to 20th-century Nigerian women’s rights activist Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti, these are women who were 
bold and powerful, but maybe put people’s (men’s) backs up by being so. Accessible, intelligent, hilarious (and 
sometimes sweary), a guide to the history-making women whom you probably don’t know but definitely should. 

784 n HHHHH

RISE & KILL FIRST
BERGMAN, RONEN
9781473694743     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted Assassinations. The Talmud says ‘If someone comes to kill you, 
rise up and kill him first’. This instinct to take every measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the 
Jewish people is hardwired into Israel’s DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948, protecting 
the nation from harm has been the responsibility of its intelligence community and armed services, and 
there is one weapon: targeted assassinations have been used countless times, on enemies large and 
small, sometimes in response to attacks against the Israeli people and sometimes preemptively. 

785 n HHHH

BRIEF HISTORY OF SPAIN
BLACK, JEREMY
9781472141682     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

Despite being relatively brief, this very readable history covers environmental, political, social, 
economic, cultural and artistic elements, and is very open to regional variations and to the extent that 
the history of the peninsula and of its political groupings was far from inevitable. Its tone is accessible, 
supported by boxes providing supplemental information, and is perfect for travellers to Spain. 

786 n HHHHH

GIBRALTAR
ADKINS, ROY
9780349142395     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The Greatest Siege in British History. An epic page-turner, rich in dramatic human detail - a tale of 
courage, endurance, intrigue, desperation, greed and humanity. The everyday experiences of all those 
involved are brought vividly to life with eyewitness accounts and expert research. For over three and a 
half years, from 1779 to 1783, the tiny territory of Gibraltar was besieged and blockaded, on land and at 
sea, by the overwhelming forces of Spain and France. It became the longest siege in British history and 
was blamed for the loss of the American colonies in the War of Independence. 
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787 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAUGHTERS OF CHIVALRY
WILSON-LEE, KELCEY
9781509847891     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

The Forgotten Children of Edward I. The first full biography of the five remarkable daughters of Edward 
I, Eleanora, Joanna, Margaret, Mary and Elizabeth. Drawing on a wide range of contemporary sources, 
‘Daughters of Chivalry’ offers a rich portrait of these spirited Plantagenet women. With their libraries of 
beautifully illustrated psalters and tales of romance, their rich silks and gleaming jewels, we follow these 
formidable women throughout their lives and see them - at long last - shine from out of the shadows, 
revealing what it was to be a princess in the Age of Chivalry. 

788 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOTHARINGIA
WINDER, SIMON
9781509803255     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

A Personal History of Europe’s Western Borderlands. In 843 AD, the three surviving grandsons of the 
great emperor Charlemagne met at Verdun. After years of bitter squabbles over who would inherit 
the family land, they finally decided to divide the territory and go their separate ways. In a moment of 
staggering significance, one grandson inherited the area we now know as France, another Germany 
and the third received the land in between: Lotharingia. This is a history of in-between Europe - the 
story of a place between places - comprising present-day Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, North 
Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate, Saarland and Lorraine. 

789 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NATURE’S MUTINY
BLOM, PHILIPP
9781509890415     H 
MACMILLAN 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

How the Little Ice Age Transformed the West and Shaped the Present. In this innovative and compelling 
work of environmental history, Philipp Blom chronicles the great climate crisis of the 1600s, a crisis 
that would transform the entire social and political fabric of Europe. A sweeping examination of how a 
society responds to profound and unexpected change, ‘Nature’s Mutiny’ will transform the way we think 
about climate change in the twenty-first century and beyond. 

790 n HHHH

INHUMAN LAND
CZAPSKI, JOZEF
9781681372563     P     NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

A Wartime Journey Through the USSR. A classic work of reportage about the Katyn Massacre during 
WWII by a soldier who narrowly escaped the arrocity himself. In 1941, when Germany turned against 
the USSR, tens of thousands of Polish men, women and children, starving, sickly and impoverished 
were released from Soviet prison camps, and allowed to join the Polish army being formed in the 
south of Russia. Czapski was drafted into the army at the beginning of WWII, soon landing in a Soviet 
prisoner of war camp. Once free, he was assigned to investigate another disappearance of officers, 
who he would discover were victims of the Katyn Massacre. 

791 n HHHH

FRANCIS I
FRIEDA, LEONIE
9781474601221     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

The Maker of Modern France. Francis I was inconstant, amorous, hot-headed and flawed. Yet he was also 
arguably the most significant king that France ever had. A contemporary of Henry VIII of England, Francis 
saw himself as the first Renaissance king. A courageous and heroic warrior, he was also a keen aesthete, 
an accomplished diplomat and an energetic ruler who turned his country into a force to be reckoned with. 

792 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
1931 DEBT CRISIS & THE RISE OF HITLER
STRAUMANN, TOBIAS
9780198816188     H     OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
£16.99     Published 15/03/19

Germany’s financial collapse in the summer of 1931 was one of the biggest economic catastrophes of modern 
history. It led to a global panic, brought down the international monetary system, and turned a worldwide 
recession into a prolonged depression. The German crisis also contributed decisively to the rise of Hitler. In this 
book, Tobias Straumann reveals the story of the fatal crisis, demonstrating how a debt trap contributed to the 
rapid financial and political collapse of a European country, and to the rise of the Nazi Party. 

793 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KING LEOPOLDS GHOST
HOCHSCHILD, ADAM
9781509882205     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A riveting and highly readable account of the Congo massacre, peopled by callous monarchs, corrupt 
adventurers and a handful of genuine heroes. In the late 1890s Edmund Morel, a British shipping 
company offical working in Antwerp, began to notice that when his company’s ships docked from the 
Congo, the new colony that the Belgian king, Leopold II, had just carved out for himself, they were filled 
with immensely valuable cargos of rubber and ivory. Yet when they sailed back to Africa, they carried 
nothing in exchange, except soldiers, military supplies and firearms. He realized that there could be 
only one source for the lucrative cargo: slave labour. 

794 n HHHHH

HISTORY OF BRITAIN IN 12 MAPS
PARKER, PHILIP
9780241368268     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

A fascinating analysis of a dozen maps from critical points in British history over the last 2,000 years, from 
the Celtic period when ‘Britain’ was just a patchwork of tribal kingdoms, to a century ago when the whole 
of Ireland, India, Australia, much of Africa, Asia and the Americas were marked as British. Charting the 
assembling and disassembling of regions under British rule, this book features maps that teach us about 
the political and cultural evolution of the nation, and much of our past that we often forget. 

795 n HHHHH

HOW WAS IT FOR YOU
NICHOLSON, VIRGINIA
9780241242377     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 28/03/19

Women, Sex, Love and Power in the 1960s. Turn the page back to the 1960s, a decade whose radiant light-
show seemed to shower everything it touched with stardust: in the midst of Beatlemania, Penguin Books are 
found ‘Not Guilty’ in the ‘Lady Chatterley’ trial, Mary Quant introduces the mini-skirt, and the Pill becomes 
available on the NHS. Time magazine coins the phrase ‘Swinging London’, the first female High Court Judge 
is appointed and abortion is legalized. But did the world really change for women? And what did the women 
of the ‘60s ultimately take away from a youth supposedly given over to sex and drugs and rock’n’roll? 
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796 n HHHHH

MOTHER AN UNCONVENTIONAL HISTORY
KNOTT, SARAH
9780241198605     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

When acclaimed historian Sarah Knott became pregnant, she started looking for a history of 
motherhood - only to find that no such book exists... Using the arc of her own experience, from 
miscarriage to the birth and early babyhood of her two children, Sarah explores the changing traditions, 
experiences and cultural implications of motherhood. Drawing on diaries and letters, paintings and 
songs, ‘Mother’ vividly brings to life the lost stories of both ordinary and extraordinary women to create 
a moving depiction of a universal and endlessly various human experience. 

797 n HHHHH

PATHS TO THE PAST
PRYOR, FRANCIS
9780141985664     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Encounters with England’s Hidden Landscapes. Landscapes reflect and shape our behaviour. They 
make us who we are and bear witness to the shifting patterns of human life over the generations. 
Formed by a complex series of natural and human processes, they rarely yield their secrets readily. 
Bringing to bear a lifetime’s digging, the author delves into England’s hidden urban and rural 
landscapes, from Whitby Abbey to the navy camp at Risehill in Cumbria, from Tintagel to Tottenham’s 
Broadwater Farm. Scattered through fields, woods, moors, roads tracks and towns, he reveals the 
stories of our physical surroundings. 

798 n HHHHH

ARMAGEDDON
FLETCHER, JOANN
9780718188832     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, ‘Armageddon’ is an accessible and authoritative introduction 
to an idea so deep-rooted in our culture that it’s often referred to as the end of the world. Written by 
Egyptologist and lecturer of archaeology Joann Fletcher, this book explores the true history behind the 
biblical prophecy of the destruction of the world at the ‘hill of Armageddon’: Megiddo. 

799 n HHHHH

BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR
WILLIS, SAM
9780718188733     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, ‘The Battle of Trafalgar’ is an accessible and authoritative 
introduction to the battle that marked the defeat of Napoleon’s plans to invade Britain. Written by the 
leading lights and most outstanding communicators in their fields, the Ladybird Expert books provide 
clear, accessible and authoritative introductions to subjects drawn from science, history and culture. 

800 n HHHH

EGYPTIAN ORIGINS OF KING DAVID
OSMAN, AHMED
9781591433019     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Egyptian Origins of King David and the Temple of Solomon. An investigation into the real historical 
figure of King David and the real location of the Temple of Solomon. During the last two centuries, 
thousands of ancient documents from different sites in the Middle East have been uncovered. However, 
no archaeological discovery speaks of King David or Solomon, his son and successor, directly or 
indirectly. Was King David a real person or a legend like King Arthur? Proposing that David was a 
genuine historical figure, Ahmed Osman explores how his identity may be radically different than what 
is described in religious texts. 

801 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHORT HISTORY OF THE 
VICTORIAN ERA
KERR, GORDON
9780857302076     P 
POCKET ESSENTIALS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

An era beginning in the 1830s and ending with the death of Queen Victoria in 1901, that saw the British 
Empire - the largest ever seen - dominate the world. British ingenuity in the fields of technological 
development and the heavy industry of its Industrial Revolution led to Britain being dubbed ‘the 
workshop of the world’ while its Royal Navy policed the world’s oceans helping to create what has 
become known as a ‘Pax Britannica’. This book details the sweeping social and economic changes 
that took place during this period but also examines the events of the time and the lives of eminent 
Victorians who contributed so much to British success. 

802 n HHHHH

RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOVS
RAPPAPORT, HELEN
9781786090171     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue Russia’s Imperial Family. On 17th July 1918, the whole 
of the Russian Imperial Family was murdered. The former Tsar Nicholas, his wife Alexandra, and their 
children - Olga, Tatiana, Maria, Anastasia and Alexey - were tragically gunned down in a blaze of 
bullets. ‘The Race to Save the Romanovs’ is an incredible detective story that uncovers the truth behind 
the secret plans to rescue them, and why they failed. It draws on an unprecedented range of unseen 
sources, tracking down missing documents, destroyed papers and covert plots to liberate the family - by 
land, sea and even sky. 

803 n HHH

BRITISH IMPERIAL CENTURY 
1815-1914
PARSONS, TIMOTHY H
9781442250925     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£19.95     Published 15/03/19

A World History Perspective. This book provides a concise overview of the British Empire from its 
origins in the early nineteenth century, to its climax at mid-century, to its denouement on the eve of 
WWI. Considering the impact of imperial rule on subject peoples, Parsons explores the themes of 
cross-cultural social and environmental interaction from a world history perspective. Second edition. 
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804 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
LOST AMERICA
RAUF, DON
9781493033966     H 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£18.95     Published Mar 2019

Vanished Civilizations, Abandoned Towns, and Roadside Attractions. Breaking History books offer 
a front row seat to history as it broke (like ‘breaking news’) and give the blow-by-blow of historical 
discovery - what we learned, when we learned it, who made the discovery, and how. ‘Lost America’ is 
an illustrated look at fascinating places in the United States that have existed only in myth and have 
never been found, those that were abandoned and why, and those that were lost to social upheaval or 
natural disaster. The book reviews the history behind these places - how they began, how long they 
endured, why they were lost, and how many have been discovered. 

805 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CITIES THE FIRST 6000 YEARS
SMITH, MONICA L
9781471163654     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 05/03/19

A Fascinating Investigation into the History of Cities: Why Did They Occur, How Have They Evolved, 
Why Do So Many of Us Choose to Live in Them and How Do They Affect Us? Over half of the world’s 
population lives in an urban area and cities around the globe are getting bigger and bigger. Love them 
or hate them, more and more of us are choosing to live in them. ‘Cities’ investigates the following 
intriguing questions: why did cities start to occur around 6,000 years ago, how have they evolved, why 
do so many of us choose to live in them, how do they affect us, and what does the future hold at a time 
when we’re increasingly connected by technology? 

806 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT BRITAIN
HALLIDAY, STEPHEN
9781910821206     H     TARGET BOOK SALES 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

‘Great Britain’ unearths the hidden legends, laws, landscapes, discoveries, adventures and locations 
that have shaped Britain’s compelling, and at times, tumultuous past. Explore how Britain was formed 
- its geology and climate, the quirky characters and events of its history and the origin of British 
instutions, such as public schools, fish and chips and driving on the left-hand side. Brief, accessible and 
entertaining pieces on a wide variety of subjects makes it the perfect book to dip into. 

807 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRIME MINISTERS
BASTABLE, JONATHAN
9781910821220     H     TARGET BOOK SALES 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

‘Prime Ministers’ delves into the premiership’s 300 year history and unearths a host of fascinating, 
intriguing and little known facts about some of the best-known characters in British history, lifting the lid 
on the top job. Find out about the Prime Minister who only lasted 100 days, another who served for 21 
years, or how Downing Street came to be the Premier’s residence. Brief, accessible and entertaining 
pieces on a wide variety of subjects makes it the perfect book to dip into. 

808 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OUR CITY
BLOOMFIELD, JON
9781783527168     H 
UNBOUND 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Migrants and the Making of Modern Birmingham. ‘Our City’ explores how one of Britain’s major cities 
has been transformed for the better by its migrant population. Based on original interviews, the book 
tells the story of 50 migrants to Birmingham from all walks of life: first and second generation; men 
and women; from thirteen different countries ranging from Ireland to India, Pakistan to Poland, the 
Caribbean to Somalia. This positive story of integration is all too rarely told, and it offers a firm defense 
of the principles of equality and increased diversity. 

809 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
WILD RUINS B.C.
HAMILTON, DAVE
9781910636169     P 
WILD THINGS PUBLISHING LTD 
£16.99     Published 03/03/19

The explorer’s guide to Britain’s ancient sites. ‘Wild Ruins B C’ reveals the extraordinary tale of Britain’s 
human story before Christianity, from the first human footprints of 800,000 years ago, to ancient axe 
factories, rock art, stone circles, mountain burials, sunset hill forts, lost villages and temples to the dead. 

DECORATING & INT DESIGN

810 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY BEDROOM IS AN OFFICE
THORNHILL, JOANNA
9781786273864     P 
LAURENCE KING 
£14.99     Published 18/03/19

Just moved into your new home? No idea where to start or what to do? Landlord won’t let you paint 
your walls? Hate your sofa but can’t afford a new one? Wondering if you can paint your horrible plastic 
chairs? Look no further, interior design stylist and expert Joanna Thornhill will guide you through an 
array of design dilemmas, from minor tweaks to bigger projects. Packed with inspirational and practical 
advice for both homeowners and renters, this book will help you achieve a home you can be proud of, 
even if your office is at the end of your bed. 
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811 n HHHH

FARROW & BALL RECIPES FOR DECORATING
STUDHOLME, JOA
9781784724368     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

‘Farrow & Ball Recipes for Decorating’ offers winning colour combinations created by the experts at Farrow & 
Ball for every room in your home. At the heart of the book are 15 case studies of inspirational homes, from city 
apartments to country cottages, explored in turn to reveal how selecting the right range of colours can create a 
harmonious whole. For each case study there is a detailed colour palette recipe and a menu of ideas to copy 
light and space to get the most of every area of the house, be it a large kitchen or a compact study. 

812 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NATURAL LIVING STYLE
LAKE, SELINA
9781788790666     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

Inspirational Ideas for a Beautiful and Sustainable Home. ‘In Natural Living Style’, Selina Lake reveals 
how to create a beautiful and stylish home that is as natural, plastic-free and sustainable as possible. 
Throughout, eco-friendly tips and hints will inspire those who want to lighten their footprint on the 
planet. Last but not least, the Natural Resources section will help readers get the look and create a 
sustainable, eco-friendly home of their own. 

813 n HHHH

PINK HOUSE LIVING
MURRAY, EMILY
9781788790840     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

For People Cheating on Furniture With Fashion. Pink has become the hottest colour in interiors. Quartz 
Pink was the Pantone colour of 2016 and since then the hue has gone from strength to strength, 
playing a starring role at the 2018 Milan Design Week. ‘Pink House Living’ is a beautiful, practical guide 
to decorating with pink by Emily Murray of the award-winning The Pink House blog. 

814 n HHHH

RECLAIMING STYLE
SPEAKE, MARIA
9781788790710     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

Using salvaged materials to create an elegant home. Adam Hills and Maria Speake, the partners behind 
architectural salvage and design company Retrouvius, combine their salvage work with one of the most 
sought-after interior design practices in Britain. ‘Reclaiming Style’ goes with them behind the scenes, from 
the demolition site to the warehouse to the process of designing beautiful interiors using reclaimed materials. 

FASHION & BEAUTY

815 n HHHH

ART OF DENIM
HARDIE GRANT
9781784882358     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£10.00     Published 07/03/19

Over 30 Ways to Wear Denim. In ‘The Art of Denim’, learn how to style your jeans, and pair patterns 
and textures, like a pro. Go eco-friendly with reclaimed or reconstructed denim paired with a classic 
white t-shirt and a statement necklace. For a more stream-lined approach, make a splash with a denim 
jumpsuit. From boyfriend cut to culottes, jean skirts, high-waisted ‘80s numbers, dungarees, exposed 
pockets, cut-off shorts and Texas tuxedos, there’s no wonder this hardworking fabric is such a wardrobe 
staple. Illustrated by Libby VanderPloeg. 

816 n HHHH

PERFUME
CHAPMAN, NEIL
9781784882433     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 21/03/19

In Search of Your Signature Scent. A beautifully made scent can encapsulate a particular feeling, 
transport you to a very specific time in life with clarity, or remind you of a special loved one or friend. 
And just like wearing your favourite outfit or shoes, your favourite perfume can make you feel invincible. 
The question is, how do you find such a creation? With the number of new releases increasing steadily, 
Neil Chapman guides readers through a world that can at times seem overwhelming. Fragrances of 
every variety are listed ‘note by note’ in clearly divided categories. 

817 n HHHH

VOGUE ESSENTIALS HEELS
ROLFE, GAIL
9781840917673     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£15.00     Published 07/03/19

There is an indefinable magic, mystique and fascination about high-heeled shoes that defies all understanding 
or logic. As British Vogue has charted over the last hundred years, by stepping into a pair of heels, a woman’s 
personality is instantly transformed. Divided into the categories of Fancy Footwork, Enduring Classics, Step 
Up and Rainbow Heels, British Vogue’s archive of fashion photos has been plundered to showcase the most 
beautiful, memorable, rule-breaking and trend-setting heels to be photographed in its 100-year history. 

818 n HHHH

VOGUE ESSENTIALS LINGERIE
CRYER, ANNA
9781840917680     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£15.00     Published 07/03/19

Images of lingerie have been showcased in British Vogue since its launch in 1916. They demonstrate 
more than just changing fashion; they serve as a commentary on ideas of propriety, the progress of 
female emancipation and technological advancements as well as ever-changing ideals of the female 
silhouette and concepts of beauty. Divided into categories of Action, Pretty, Curvy and Boudoir, 
‘Vogue Essentials: Lingerie’ explores the evolution of lingerie over the 100 years of Vogue’s history, 
commenting on changing fashions, influence on popular culture, the psychology of lingerie and its role 
as a liberator, accompanied by more than 100 images. 

819 n HHHH

WHAT TO WEAR
MARTIN, TRACY
9781782497165     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

A woman’s guide to flawless style. A woman who is immaculately dressed and impeccably groomed will 
appear confident, sophisticated and chic. Witty and informative, Tracy Martin offers practical advice on 
how to appraise every situation and dress accordingly - from classic to extravagant. 

FAMILY MATTERS HOME LIFE

820 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
50 THINGS I WISH I’D TOLD 
YOU
POWELL, POLLY
9781911624332     H 
PAVILION 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Life is full of valuable lessons, yet none more so than those passed from parent to child. Whilst mothers 
and fathers always mean to pass on their esteemed nuggets of wisdom, time and practicalities often get 
in the way. The time to fly the nest comes around quickly, and some of those lessons may come in handy. 
This book captures all of these intentions, from practical lessons on how to make a bed, how to iron a shirt 
and how to rent your first flat to personal advice on the perfect handshake and making small talk. These 
are the lessons that would have been passed on had there been a few more hours in the day. 

821 n HHHH

KEEPING HOUSE
BLOMFIELD, EMMA
9781743794869     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Creating Spaces for Sanctuary and Celebration. We all desire a space that feels authentically our own: somewhere 
we can curl up with a cup of tea or host a dinner party for our nearest and dearest. But many of us treat our living 
situations as temporary. Homemaking is something we will do ‘one day - perhaps when we are no longer renting, 
when we have a larger budget, or when the kids are a bit older’. But it doesn’t have to be that way. ‘Keeping House’ 
shows how you can start making the most of what you’ve got right now - and that it doesn’t have to cost the earth. 
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822 n HHHH

WASTE NOT
RHOADS, ERIN
9781743794623     L     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 07/03/19

Make a Big Difference by Throwing Away Less. Clothes and electronics made to be upgraded every 
year, shrink-wrapped veggies, disposable coffee cups; we are surrounded by stuff that we often use 
once and then throw away. Each year the average household produces enough trash to fill a three-
bedroom home, including an ever-increasing amount of plastic, which takes hundreds of years to break 
down and often ends up in our oceans or our food chain. Is it just the price we pay for the conveniences 
of modern life?  Here, eco-activist Erin Rhoads, aka The Rogue Ginger, shares everything she’s learnt 
from her own funny and journey to living with less waste. 

823 n HHHH

CHILDLESS LIVING
SCHUITEMAKER, L
9781620558386     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The Joys and Challenges of Life without Children. An exploration of the self-fulfilling lives of people 
who, by chance or choice, have no children of their own. Not having children is on the rise in many 
countries across the globe. August 1st has been named International Childfree Day, with a Childfree 
Woman and Man of the Year Award. Yet being childless is a subject not much talked about - the focus 
tends to be on having families and raising children, in rural, town, or city life. Let’s talk about not having 
children, about what people do with their time, about how we spend our money, and - most of all - how 
we find purpose and fulfilment in our lives. 

824 n HHHHH

LIGHTLY
JAY, FRANCINE
9781529400816     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

How to Live a Simple, Serene and Stress-Free Life. A concise and coherent philosophy of life, ‘Lightly’ 
gives you all the techniques to start small and go slowly, while working your way up to bigger challenges. 
Crucially, it helps you decide what to keep, rather than what to get rid of. The end result is a well-edited 
collection of your favourite things, carefully curated items that make your everyday easier or happier. 

825 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIENDSHIP MAZE
CAREY, TANITH
9781786854957     P 
SUMMERSDALE 
£10.99     Published 14/03/19

How to Help Your Child Navigate Their Way to Positive and Happy Friendships. Unkind or exclusive 
behaviour appears to be starting sooner than ever - even in nursery school. As a result, friendship issues 
top the list of parents’ concerns, and, from the other side of the school gates, they can often feel powerless. 
Help your child deal with classroom and social media politics; Inoculate your child against the effects of peer 
group pressure, cliquiness and exclusion; Bully-proof your child throughout school; Work out when to step in 
and step out of your child’s conflicts; Help your child make friends if they are stuck on the sidelines. 

826 n HHHH

NATURAL APOTHECARY APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
STANWAY, PENNY
9781848993679     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Tips for Home, Health and Beauty. A pocket guide to harnessing the power of apple cider vinegar to 
use as a home remedy, beauty aid and household resource. It contains over 40 all-natural, homemade 
treatments, products and remedies for home, health and beauty. Includes fascinating information on the 
health benefits of apple cider vinegar and tips on how to make your own at home. Ties into trends on 
going back to nature, reducing our exposure to chemicals and reducing plastic wastage. Written by a 
qualified GP and leading expert in health and nutrition. 

827 n HHHH

NATURAL APOTHECARY BAKING SODA
STANWAY, PENNY
9781848993686     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Tips for Home, Health and Beauty. A pocket guide to harnessing the power of bicarbonate of soda 
to use as a home remedy, beauty aid and household resource. It contains over 40 eco-friendly, 
homemade treatments, products and remedies for home, health and beauty. Includes fascinating 
information on the health benefits of bicarbonate of soda and how utilize it at home. Ties into trends on 
going back to nature, reducing our exposure to chemicals and reducing plastic wastage. Written by a 
qualified GP and leading expert in health and nutrition. 

828 n HHHH

NATURAL APOTHECARY LEMONS
STANWAY, PENNY
9781848993662     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Tips for Home, Health and Beauty. A pocket guide to harnessing the power of lemons to use as 
a natural remedy, beauty aid and household resource. It contains over 40 all-natural, homemade 
treatments, products and remedies for home, health and beauty. Includes fascinating information on the 
health benefits of lemons and tips on how to grow your own at home. Ties into trends on going back to 
nature, reducing our exposure to chemicals and reducing plastic wastage. Written by a qualified GP and 
leading expert in health and nutrition. 

SELF HELP/RELATIONSHIPS

829 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NOTES ON A NERVOUS PLANET
HAIG, MATT
9781786892690     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The follow-up to the No 1 Sunday Times bestseller ‘Reasons to Stay Alive’. The world is messing with 
our minds. Rates of stress and anxiety are rising. A fast, nervous planet is creating fast and nervous 
lives. We are more connected, yet feel more alone. And we are encouraged to worry about everything 
from world politics to our body mass index. After experiencing years of anxiety and panic attacks, these 
questions became urgent matters of life and death for Matt Haig. And he began to look for the link 
between what he felt and the world around him. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN DECEMBER 2018 
BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

830 n HHHH

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO THE 
UNIVERSE
DOOLEY, MIKE
9781401955021     H 
HAY HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 05/03/19

Uncommon Ideas for Living an Unusually Happy Life. International bestselling author Mike Dooley 
returns with a new book bursting with life lessons and wisdom for a brave new world. Written as 
bite-sized lessons from a father to his daughter, this book is ‘Life’s Little Instruction Book’ for a modern 
world, delivering thoughtful and useful advice for generations old and young. With his characteristic 
compassion and insight, Dooley shares his wisdom on topics including family and relationships; power 
and responsibility; adversity and bouncing back from it; and heaven, angels and God. 
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831 n HHHH

POWER OF LESS
BABAUTA, LEO
9781788173346     P     HAY HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

The Fine Art of Limiting Yourself to the Essential... in Business and in Life. Leo Babauta’s ‘The Power of 
Less’ was the groundbreaking precursor to the huge minimalist trend that we are now witnessing. More than 
ever, its message is crucial as people across the world are feeling stressed and overwhelmed by distractions 
coming from every corner of modern life - at work, at home, and constantly on their phone. It demonstrates 
how readers can streamline their life by identifying the essential and eliminating the unnecessary - freeing up 
space from everyday clutter to achieve their goals and find happiness in the present. 

832 n HHHH

YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS BRAIN CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
DOW, MIKE
9781401955854     H     HAY HOUSE 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

Overcome Obstacles, Heal Your Body, and Reach Any Goal with a Revolutionary Technique. In this 
fascinating book, bestselling author Dr Mike Dow explains the why and how of the subconscious brain and 
how we can tap into its potential to improve memory, clear brain fog, learn new information more efficiently, 
have greater clarity of mind and, ultimately, feel more in control of our lives by improving our brain’s health. 

833 n HHHHH

OUTER ORDER INNER CALM
RUBIN, GRETCHEN
9781473693739     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Declutter and organize to make more room for happiness. A messy desk or a cluttered cupboard might 
seem like a trivial matter, yet Rubin has found that by simply organising our stuff, we free up space for 
what we truly value (in our lives and in our homes). This new, beautifully packaged gift book with over 
150 concrete ideas approaches the problem of how to best organise our possessions with Gretchen 
Rubin’s characteristic clarity and humour, explaining how to:’Make Choices’, ‘Create Order’, ‘Know 
Yourself - and Others’, ‘Cultivate Helpful Habits’ and, of course, ‘Add Beauty’. 

834 n HHHH

5 DAY WEEKEND
HALIK, NIK
9781473686472     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Freedom to Make Your Life and Work Rich with Purpose: A how-to guide to building multiple streams of 
passive income. You know there’s a better way to live your life. You want to stop living by other people’s 
rules. Now there’s a way. ‘5 Day Weekend’ shows you how to build multiple streams of passive, 
independent income, through property and exploiting the business opportunities all around you, 
opening up your world to more and better choices. 

835 n HHHH

FIGHT
GALE, HAZEL
9781473662469     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Win Freedom From Self-Sabotage. We all do things that we wish we wouldn’t in life. We underperform, 
procrastinate, push people away and say the wrong things. But what if we could find a way to beat 
our destructive tendencies at their own game? ‘Fight’ explains the psychology of self-sabotage and 
offers techniques for taking control of your thoughts, to maximise success and thrive. While training 
as a competitive boxer and kickboxer, Hazel Gale developed anxiety issues that led to emotional and 
physical burnout. Cognitive hypnotherapy helped her turn her life around and she felt compelled to 
spread its profound benefits to others. 

836 n HHHH

WORK FUEL
ALLCOTT, GRAHAM
9781785784590     P     ICON BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The Productivity Ninja Guide to Nutrition. Boost Performance, Improve Focus and Eat Your Way to 
Success. We all know the benefits of healthy eating, but in practice, it’s often just not compatible with 
a busy, working lifestyle. Grabbing food on the go between meetings, before you rush to the gym, after 
catching up with friends - there’s just not enough time to be fussy - what you eat often takes a backseat. 
A new book in the bestselling Productivity Ninja series, ‘Work Fuel’ shows you how eating well can and 
should fit into your lifestyle, however busy it is. 

837 n HHHH

OVERCOMING ANOREXIA NERVOSA
GRAHAM, PATRICIA
9781472141316     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A self-help guide using cognitive behavioural techniques. Break free from the vicious cycle of anorexia 
nervosa. Anorexia nervosa affects both men and women, of all age groups and social classes, 
internationally. For both the sufferer and the friends and family who care for them, the impact of the 
illness can be devastating. However, it can be treated effectively using cognitive behavioural therapy 
(CBT). This self-help book provides support to battle this notorious and widespread eating disorder and 
has been used effectively with many patients in clinical settings. Second edition. 

838 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PATH MADE CLEAR
WINFREY, OPRAH
9781529005424     H     MACMILLAN 
£18.99     Published 26/03/19

In a follow-up to the bestselling ‘The Wisdom of Sundays’ comes a beautifully designed book of 
reflections and inspiration about finding your calling and pursuing a life purpose. In her latest book, 
‘The Path Made Clear’, Oprah shares what she sees as a guide for activating your deepest vision 
of yourself, offering the framework for creating not just a life of success, but one of significance. The 
book’s ten chapters are organised to help you recognize the important milestones along the road to 
self-discovery, laying out what you really need in order to achieve personal contentment, and what life’s 
detours are there to teach us. 

839 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEEP GOING
KLEON, AUSTIN
9781523506644     P 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

‘Keep Going’ shows you how to stay true to and focused on your own creative vision when the world 
seems out of control. In ten heavily illustrated, inspiring chapters, bestselling author Austin Kleon offers 
advice, stories, and anecdotes that teach you how to persist in doing work that helps make a world 
worth living in. 

840 n HHHH

ART OF CREATIVITY
PEARL, SUSIE
9781409183082     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Daily Habits of Highly Creative People. What do most highly creative people have in common? 
What are the habits they cultivate? What is ‘the flow’ and how do you get into it? ‘The Art of Creativity’ 
is a practical guide to help you unlock your creative potential and find fulfilment and happiness in 
the process. After 20 years working with some of the most creative people on the planet, writer and 
business coach Susie Pearl has unearthed the habits of highly creative people and takes you on a 
journey to unlock your own inner stream of creativity. 

841 n HHHHH

GASLIGHTING
SARKIS, STEPHANIE
9781409187875     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Recognise Manipulative and Emotionally Abusive People - and Break Free. Gaslighting. What 
it is, how you can spot it. He’s the charmer - the witty, confident, but overly controlling date. She’s 
the woman on your team who always manages to take credit for your good work. He’s the neighbour 
who swears you’ve been putting your rubbish into his bins, or the politician who can never admit to a 
mistake. They are master controllers and manipulators, often challenging your very sense of reality. 
Whether it’s a spouse, parent, co-worker, or friend, gaslighters distort the truth - by lying, withholding, 
triangulation, and more. 
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842 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEY TO HAPPINESS
WIKING, MEIK
9780241302033     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Find Purpose by Unlocking the Secrets of the World’s Happiest People. Drawing on social 
science, case studies and Meik’s original research, this practical guide shows us that you can find 
happiness in a simple way of life. While Meik has travelled across the globe to discover the secrets of 
the world’s happiest people, this book shows us that you can be just as happy where you are. It’s the 
perfect guide on how to survive and navigate the modern world with a smile on your face. 

843 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO HEAL YOURSELF FROM ANXIETY
SCHER, AMY B
9780738756462     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

‘How to Heal Yourself from Anxiety When No One Else Can.’ This remarkable book is full of hands-on 
tips and techniques that illustrate one profound truth: healing from anxiety is possible. The book guides 
you through a series of illustrative stories and exercises that can change your life. Utilizing Amy’s 
powerful clearing techniques, as well as Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT), you will learn how to 
let go of unresolved emotional energies and experiences so that you can become a healthier, more 
relaxed, light-hearted you. 

844 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIENDSHIP CURE
LEAVER, KATE
9780715652541     P 
PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Reconnecting in the Modern World. Journalist Kate Leaver believes that friendship is the essential cure 
for the modern malaise of solitude, ill health, and anxiety and that, if we only treated camaraderie as 
a social priority, it could improve everything from our physical health to our emotional well-being. Her 
much-anticipated manifesto, ‘The Friendship Cure’, looks at what friendship means, how it can survive, 
why we need it, and what we can do to get the most from it. 

845 n HHHH

BRAIN A USERS MANUAL
MAGRINI, MARCO
9781780723839     P     SHORT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A simple guide to the world’s most complex machine. This user-friendly manual offers an accessible 
guide to the machine you use the most, deconstructing the brain into its constituent parts and showing 
you both how they function and how to maintain them for a longer life. Cutting through the noise of 
modern pop psychology, this manual is a refreshingly factual approach to self-help. Written with a deft 
style and wry humour, it offers tips on everything from maximising productivity to retaining memory and 
boosting your mood. 

846 n HHHH

THIS MESSY MAGNIFICENT LIFE
ROTH, GENEEN
9781501182471     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

This book explores the personal beliefs, hidden traumas, and social pressures that shape not just 
women’s feelings about their bodies but also their confidence, choices, and relationships. After years 
of teaching retreats and workshops on weight, money, and other obsessions, Geneen Roth realized 
that there was a connection that held her students captive in their unhappiness. With laugh-out-loud 
humour, compassion, and dead-on insight she reveals the paradoxes in our beliefs and shows how to 
move beyond our past to build lives that reflect our singularity and inherent power. 

HUMOUR

847 n HHHH

49 USES FOR A WALKING STICK
HOPKINSON, FRANK
9781911358749     H     PAVILION 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Walking sticks have had a bad press. For too long the walking stick has been portrayed as a workaday 
item of codgerism, a simple support for the aged and infirm. This is not the case. Possession of a 
walking stick opens up a whole gamut of opportunities beyond the simple ‘leaning against’ purpose. 
Frank Hopkinson explains the variety of practical uses a walking stick can be put to, from flicking 
filthy slugs off a lawn and parting crowds to alerting a theatre-goer two rows in front that his rapid 
consumption of fruit bonbons is ruining everyone’s enjoyment. Illustrated throughout. 

848 n HHHH

TEAMBRIDE HOW TO PLAN THE PERFECT PARTY
TEAMBRIDE
9780008320553     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

‘Teambride’ is the essential handbook to make sure your BFF has the hen party of her dreams! Look 
no further for the perfect hen party keepsake for your #teambride! Perfect for party bags, this cute book 
is packed with quizzes and games; party planning inspiration, checklists, and decor ideas; advice for 
the bride-to-be; disaster management solutions for last minute wobbles; rude recipes; and a memory 
section to tell the story of your friendship and capture those once-in-a-lifetime hen memories. Don’t 
waste hours party-planning online when you can get all the fun you need in one adorable little book! 

849 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRAZY CAT LADY
LOONSTRA, AGNES
9781523505579     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

A celebration of the cat lady life with charming artwork by Ester Scholten. Welcome to the new ‘crazy 
cat lady’. Once a dowdy, eccentric figure with at least a dozen cats shedding hair on every available 
surface, today she’s a hip-at-any-age woman who knows an unassailable truth: Cats are awesome! 
This is a celebration of the quirky, relatable, and instantly recognizable habits of devoted feline fans. 
It includes portraits of cat ladies through history, from Florence Nightingale to Katy Perry. This sweetly 
edgy little book has the fresh outlook on cat fanaticism the modern feline lover has been waiting for. 
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850 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRAZY PLANT LADY
SERNA, ISABEL
9781523505371     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

For the plant-obsessed woman of any age, this little illustrated book celebrates the delightfully quirky 
habits that accompany botanical passion, even addiction. Author-illustrator Isabel Serna’s charming art 
is as bright and vibrant as the pops of colour that plants bring to your home, her text clearly inspired by 
being a crazy plant lady herself - put it together, and here is a perfect present for housewarmings and a 
great add-on to a gift of a potted plant or ceramic planter. 

851 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RACE ME IN A LOBSTER SUIT
MAHON, KELLY
9781683691044     P     QUIRK 
£8.99     Published 26/03/19

Absurd Internet Ads and the Real Conversations that Followed. ‘Race Me In A Lobster Suit’ collects 
Mahon’s funniest fabrications, plus the hysterical email conversations that followed as she ratcheted 
up the crazy. While some respondants become suspicious, others seem willing to play along with the 
joke. And don’t worry, everyone involved agreed to share their emails in the book, so there are no hard 
feelings. In a world where it seems like everyone’s suspicious of everyone else, it’s nice to know that 
there are still people who will at least consider helping a stranger re-enact a recurring spider nightmare. 

852 n HHHH

YOU’VE GUAC TO BE JOKING! I LOVE AVOCADOS
FAULKNER, CAT
9781785039362     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

120 illustrated avocado smash-ups and pit-iful puns. Gifty celebrations of the world’s craziest food 
fetish. Avocadabra! Guaca-mole, Kiss My Hass! Let’s Avocuddle, Hugh Guacman...?! Cute illustrations 
that celebrate our global avo-obsession. Bravocado! 

853 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GARFIELD COMPLETE WORKS VOL 2 1980-1981
DAVIS, JIM
9780425287132     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£22.50     Published 19/03/19

One in the comprehensive collectors’ series will appeal both to new readers and longtime fans of the 
famed lasagna-loving cat. Garfield Complete Works: Volume 2, 1980 & 1981 continues the definitive 
collection of Jim Davis’s phenomenally successful comic strip. Since its debut in 1978, Garfield has 
reached historic heights, becoming the world’s most widely syndicated strip. ‘Garfield was born to eat 
lasagna.’ - Jim Davis. 

854 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK VOL 12
DAVIS, JIM
9780425285787     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 19/03/19

This fun-filled, colour collection includes three books in one: Garfield Life to the Fullest, Garfield Feeds 
the Kitty, and Garfield Hogs the Spotlight! When one Garfield collection isn’t enough - there’s only one 
thing better: three Garfield collections! Garfield never puts off till tomorrow what he can eat today. The 
corpulent cat loves lasagna, adores anchovies, and is bonkers about bacon. Snacking is a full-time job 
for the tubby tabby, but he still manages to squeeze in a marathon catnap or two. Will Garfield ever 
change his ways? Sure, just as soon as Jon gets a date with a supermodel and Odie wins the Nobel 
Prize. 

TRUE CRIME

855 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOLLYWOOD GODFATHER
RUSSO, GIANNI
9781789460551     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

This is the true life story of how Gianno Russo was groomed by the mafia as a boy in Little Italy, 
Manhattan and became one of America’s most notorious mob bosses before finding fame as Carlo 
Rizzi in the most iconic movie of all time, The Godfather. From shooting and killing a member of a 
Colombian drug cartel in his Vegas club, meeting Pablo Escobar and other big hitters like Gotti and 
Frank Costello, to unwittingly playing a part in the JFK assassination to befriending Frank Sinatra 
and Marlon Brando, and passionate affairs with Marilyn Monroe (at just 15). This book is published to 
coincide of with the anniversary of The Godfather premiere. 

856 n HHHHH

MY LIFE WITH MURDERERS
WILSON, DAVID
9780751574142     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

Behind Bars with the World’s Most Violent Men. Professor David Wilson has spent his professional life 
working with violent men - especially men who have committed murder. Aged twenty-nine he became, 
at that time, the UK’s youngest ever prison Governor in charge of a jail and his career since then has 
seen him sat across a table with all sorts of killers: sometimes in a tense interview; sometimes sharing 
a cup of tea (or something a little stronger); sometimes looking them in the eye to tell them that they are 
a psychopath. Some of these men became David’s friends; others would still love to kill him... 

857 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BAD BLOOD
CARREYROU, JOHN
9781509868087     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup. The full inside story of the breathtaking rise and shocking 
collapse of Theranos, the multibillion- dollar biotech start-up, by the prizewinning journalist who first 
broke the story and pursued it to the end, despite pressure from its charismatic CEO and threats by 
her lawyers. In 2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen as the female 
Steve Jobs: a brilliant Stanford dropout whose startup ‘unicorn’ promised to revolutionize the medical 
industry with a machine that would make blood testing significantly faster and easier. There was just 
one problem: The technology didn’t work. 

858 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOMORRAH
SAVIANO, ROBERTO
9781509882182     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

An international bestseller uncovering one of Naples’ most notorious organized criminal gangs. In 
pursuit of his subject, Roberto Saviano worked as an assistant at a Chinese textile manufacturer and 
on a construction site, both controlled by ‘the System’, and as a waiter at a Camorra wedding. Born in 
Naples, he recalls seeing his first murder at the age of 14, and how his own father, a doctor, suffered a 
brutal beating for trying to help an 18-year-old victim, left for dead in the street. This is both a bold and 
engrossing piece of investigative writing and a heroic young man’s impassioned story of a place under 
the rule of a murderous organization. 
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859 n HHHH

MASTERMIND
RATLIFF, EVAN
9780593078303     H     TRANSWORLD 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Drugs. Empire. Murder. Betrayal. The incredible true story of the decade-long quest to bring down 
Paul Le Roux - the creator of a frighteningly powerful internet-enabled cartel, who merged the 
ruthlessness of a drug lord with the technological savvy of a Silicon Valley entrepreneur. It all started 
as an online prescription drug network, supplying hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of painkillers to 
American customers. It would not stop there. Before long, the business had morphed into a sprawling, 
multinational conglomerate engaged in almost every conceivable aspect of criminal mayhem. 

LAW & CRIMINOLOGY

860 n HHHHH

COURT NUMBER ONE
GRANT, THOMAS
9781473651616     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

The Old Bailey Trials that Defined Modern Britain. The principal criminal court of England, historically 
reserved for the most serious and high- profile trials, Court Number One opened its doors in 1907 
after the building of the ‘new’ Old Bailey. In the decades that followed it witnessed the trials of the most 
famous and infamous defendants of the twentieth century. It was here that the likes of Madame Fahmy, 
Lord Haw Haw, John Christie, Ruth Ellis, George Blake, Jeremy Thorpe and Ian Huntley were defined 
in history, alongside a wide assortment of other traitors, lovers, politicians, psychopaths, spies, con men 
and - of course - the innocent. 

861 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALL THAT REMAINS
BLACK, SUE
9781784162818     P 
TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A Life in Death. Sue Black confronts death every day. As Professor of Anatomy and Forensic 
Anthropology, she focuses on mortal remains in her lab, at burial sites, at scenes of violence, murder 
and criminal dismemberment, and when investigating mass fatalities due to war, accident or natural 
disaster. In ‘All That Remains’ she reveals the many faces of death she has come to know, using key 
cases to explore how forensic science has developed, and what her work has taught her. 

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS

862 n HHHH

GINGER CHILD
FLANERY, PATRICK
9781786497246     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

On Family, Loss and Adoption. A raw and heart-wrenching literary memoir about a queer couple’s 
attempt to adopt a child. ‘But would you take a ginger child?’ a social worker asks Patrick Flanery as 
he and his husband embark on their four-year odyssey of trying to adopt. This curious question comes 
to haunt the journey, which Flanery recounts with startling candour as he explores what it means to 
make a family as a queer couple, to be an outsider in a foreign country, to grapple with the inheritance 
of intergenerational loss, and to discover that the emotions we feel are sometimes as mysterious to 
ourselves as to others. 

863 n HHHH

TOKYO ROMANCE
BURUMA, IAN
9781782398028     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Ian Buruma arrived in Tokyo in 1975, he found a feverish and surreal metropolis in the midst 
of an economic boom, where everything seemed new and history only remained in fragments. 
Through his adventures in the world of avant-garde theatre, his encounters with carnival acts, fashion 
photographers and moments on-set with Akira Kurosawa, Buruma underwent a radical transformation. 
This book is a portrait of a young artist and the fantastical city that shaped him, and a timeless story 
about the desire to transgress boundaries: cultural, artistic and sexual. 

864 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXCEEDING MY BRIEF
HOSKING, BARBARA
9781785904622     P 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Memoirs of a Disobedient Civil Servant. Barbara Hosking was born in 1926, moving to London in 1946 
to pursue a career in journalism. After quickly learning the ropes in typing pools, Barbara studied at 
Hillcroft College before beginning her ascent into politics and executive posts in the Labour Party... 
This is Hosking’s unheard-of account of the innermost workings of politics and the media amid the 
turbulence of 20th-century Britain. 

865 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN FOOTBALLERS WERE 
SKINT
HENDERSON, JON
9781785904660     P 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

A Journey in Search of the Soul of Football. Footballing legends like Tom Finney and Stanley Matthews 
shared a bond of borderline penury with the huge crowds they entertained on Saturday afternoons, 
often on pitches that were a world away from the pristine lawns of the game’s modern era. Instead of 
the expensive sports cars driven by today’s top players, the stars of yesteryear travelled to matches 
on public transport and, after the game, returned to homes every bit as modest as those of their 
supporters... Based on the first-hand accounts of players from a fast-disappearing generation, this book 
relates the fascinating story of a truly great sporting era. 

866 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COBBLED STREETS & PENNY SWEETS
YOUNG, YVONNE
9781789460124     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

This is a story of family, friendship and community thriving despite the challenges of life in the post-war 
north of England. Born in 1952, Yvonne’s childhood memories set against the backdrop of heavy 
industry that dominated the Tyne, then watching London’s Swinging Sixties as a teenager from afar, 
will strike a chord with those who grew up at that time. Yvonne is a local historian and writer based in 
Newcastle. She has written two books about the city and its people, and also works with local cultural 
organisations to promote the city’s history. 
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867 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STILL STANDING
QUEIROZ, NATALIE
9781789460650     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

An unputdownable, inspirational memoir of survival and recovery after a truly savage attack. Natalie 
Queiroz was eight months pregnant when she was stabbed 24 times by her partner. ‘Still Standing’ 
is the story of this life-shattering event and what came before that fateful day, and how she and her 
baby survived to rebuild and heal together after it. It is both a shocking story of evil, manipulation and 
violence, and a truly moving reminder that a life can be pieced back together, no matter how bad the 
damage. ‘Still Standing’ will empower and inspire anyone who has ever faced true adversity to rise up 
and stand tall. 

868 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IMPECCABLE SPY RICHARD SORGE
MATTHEWS, OWEN
9781408857786     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

The thrilling true story of Richard Sorge - the man John le Carre called ‘the spy to end spies’, whose 
actions turned the tide of the Second World War. Never before has Sorge’s story been told from the 
Russian side as well as the German and Japanese. Owen Matthews takes a sweeping historical 
perspective and draws on a wealth of declassified Soviet archives - along with  testimonies from those 
who knew and worked with Sorge - to rescue the riveting story of the man described by Ian Fleming as 
‘the most formidable spy in history’. 

869 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW
MITCHELL, WENDY
9781408893333     P 
BLOOMSBURY 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

When Wendy Mitchell was diagnosed with dementia at the age of fifty-eight, she had to say goodbye to 
the woman she once was. Her career in the NHS, her ability to drive, cook and run - the various shades 
of her independence - were suddenly gone. Yet Wendy was determined not to give in. She was, and 
still is, propelled by a need to live in the moment, never knowing which version of herself might surface 
tomorrow. In this phenomenal memoir - the first of its kind - Wendy grapples with questions most of us 
have never had to consider. 

870 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPIES & STARS
BINGHAM, CHARLOTTE
9781526608680     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The wickedly funny sequel to ‘MI5 and Me’, described by Tatler as ‘a stone cold comic classic’, following 
the irrepressible Lottie’s adventures in 1950s London. Lottie is a reluctant typist at MI5 and the even 
more reluctant daughter of the organisation’s most illustrious spy. Now she has had the bad luck to 
fall in love with Harry, a handsome if frustrated young actor, who has also been press-ganged into the 
family business, acting as one of her father’s undercover agents in the Communist hotbed of British 
theatre. Together the two young lovers embark on a star-studded adventure through the glittering world 
of theatre. 

871 n HHHH

CORONET AMONG THE WEEDS
BINGHAM, CHARLOTTE
9781526608697     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The deliciously funny confessions of a debutante which became an international bestseller. Fresh from convent 
school, Charlotte Bingham finds herself propelled from the private tortures of dancing class to the very public 
horrors of The Season. Though desperately on the hunt for a Superman to call her own, the freezing country 
house ballroom circuit seems to yield nothing but an inexhaustible crop of charmless, chinless young types 
known as Weeds. But Charlotte’s adventures are more than sufficiently diverting: whether she’s bouffing up her 
hair to try and pass herself off as a beatnik, or fighting off unwelcome advances in the back of a cab... 

872 n HHHH

FREE WOMAN
FEIGEL, LARA
9781408878576     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Life, Liberation and Doris Lessing. How might we live more freely, and will we be happier or lonelier 
if we do? Re-reading ‘The Golden Notebook’ in her thirties, shortly after Doris Lessing’s death, Lara 
Feigel discovered that Lessing spoke directly to her as a woman, a writer, and a mother in a way that 
no other novelist had done. At a time when she was dissatisfied with the conventions of her own life, 
Feigel was enticed by Lessing’s vision of freedom. ‘Free Woman’ is essential reading for anyone whose 
life has been changed by books or has questioned the structures by which they live. 

873 n HHHH

HEART BERRIES
MAILHOT, TERESE M
9781526604507     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
‘Heart Berries’ is a powerful, poetic memoir of a woman’s coming of age on an Indian Reservation in the 
Pacific Northwest. Having survived a profoundly dysfuntional upbringing only to find herself hospitalised 
and facing a dual diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder and bipolar II disorder, Terese Marie Mailhot 
is given a notebook and begins to write her way out of trauma. The result is this book, a memorial for her 
mother, a social worker and activist who had a thing for prisoners, a story of reconciliation with her father - 
an abusive drunk and brilliant artist - who was murdered under mysterious circumstances. 

874 n HHHHH

MI5 & ME
BINGHAM, CHARLOTTE
9781408888131     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
Coronet Among the Spooks. When Charlotte Bingham, daughter of an obscure aristocrat, was 
summoned to her father’s office aged eighteen, she never expected to discover that this aloof, soberly-
dressed parent was a spy. Even more ominous than The Facts was his suggestion that she should stop 
drifting around working for the sort of people her mother could never ask to dinner and get a proper job, 
something patriotic and worthwhile. So Lottie finds herself outside MI5’s Mayfair offices in a dreary suit, 
feeling naked without her false eyelashes, miserably assigned to a formidable Dragon... 

875 n HHHHH

ASK ME HIS NAME
WRIGHT, ELLE
9781788701792     P     BONNIER BLINK BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Learning to live and laugh again after the loss of my baby. ‘Ask Me His Name’ is a moving account of Elle’s 
pregnancy, Teddy’s life, and what happens when a mother leaves a hospital with empty arms. In the UK, 1 in 
4 pregnancies end in premature death, but conversations about the heartbreakingly frequent issue of baby 
loss are few and far between. In this honest, beautifully written and hopeful exploration of a different kind of 
mothering, Elle explores how she navigated a parenthood that no one had prepared her for. 

876 n HHHHH

PIMPED
OWENS, SAMANTHA
9781789460568     P     BONNIER BLINK BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19
The shocking true story of the girl sold for sex by her best friend. By the age of 13, vulnerable Sheffield 
teenager Samantha Owens had fallen through the cracks in the care system. Bounced around 
numerous foster carers after her home life became too chaotic, Samantha thought she had found a 
friend in the streetwise Amanda Spencer. The older girl bought her clothes, styled her hair and found 
her places to stay. Samantha’s welfare was the last thing on Spencer’s mind, however, as in reality she 
was grooming the young girl for exploitation of the worst possible kind... 
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877 n HHHH

BENEATH THE UNDERDOG
MINGUS, CHARLES
9781782118824     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Beneath the Underdog’ is the memoir of the Angry Man of jazz, Charles Mingus - the genius whose 
adventures began at the feet of Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington and Charlie Parker, and led him on a 
tour of every bottle, bar and bed in the world. An unparalleled self portrait of an artist, this is a tour as 
dizzying, otherworldly, raging and sexy as the man and his music. 

878 n HHHHH

CHRONOLOGY OF WATER
YUKNAVITCH, LIDIA
9781786894373     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

From the debris of her troubled early life, Lidia Yuknavitch weaves an astonishing tale of survival. A kind 
of memoir that is also a paean to the pursuit of beauty, self-expression, desire - for men and women - and 
the exhilaration of swimming, ‘The Chronology of Water’ lays a life bare. It is a life that navigates, and 
transcends, abuse, addiction, self-destruction and the crushing loss of a stillborn child. It is the life of a 
misfit, one that forges a fierce and untrodden path to creativity and comes together in the shape of love. 

879 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONDON MADE US
ELMS, ROBERT
9781786892119     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

A Memoir of a Shape-Shifting City. A personal journey - part anecdotal, part impressionistic - through 
London’s constantly shifting cityscape by BBC Radio London’s Robert Elms. He has seen London 
change beyond all imagining: the house he grew up in is now the behemoth that is the Westway flyover, 
areas once deemed murder miles have morphed into the stuff of estate agents’ dreams, seemingly in a 
matter of months. He takes us back through time and place to myriad Londons that have borne witness 
to epoch- and world-changing events. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN SEPTEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ 
GUIDE. 

880 n HHHHH

RISE
MILLER, GINA
9781786892911     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Life Lessons in Speaking Out, Standing Tall and Leading the Way. Gina Miller came to prominence 
when she brought one of the most significant constitutional cases ever to be heard in the British 
Supreme Court. Gina successfully challenged the UK government’s authority to trigger Article 50 - the 
formal notification to leave the EU - without parliamentary approval. For standing up for what she 
believed was right, Miller became the target of not just racist and sexist verbal abuse, but physical 
threats to herself and her family. In ‘Rise’, Gina draws on a lifetime of fighting injustice and looks at the 
moments that made her. 

881 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNSPEAKABLE THE THINGS WE CANNOT SAY
SHAWCROSS, HARRIET
9781786890047     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

From award-winning journalist and film-maker Harriet Shawcross comes a deeply personal exploration 
of silence, taboo and how and why words fail us. As a teenager, Harriet stopped speaking at school 
for almost a year, retreating into herself and communicating only when necessary. As an adult, she 
became fascinated by the limits of language and in ‘Unspeakable’ she asks what makes us silent. From 
the inexpressible trauma of trench warfare and the aftermath of natural disaster to the taboo of coming 
out, she explores how and why words fail us. 

882 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELTON JOHN THE BIOGRAPHY
BUCKLEY, DAVID
9780233005515     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Meticulously researched and drawing on many new original interviews with friends and associates, 
‘Elton John: The Biography’ is the first serious and weighty, but also page-turningly entertaining, 
biography of the Queen Mum of Pop, whose enormous influence on the music business it is now 
cool to acknowledge. Fully revised and updated, this is the definitive biography of a showbiz legend. 
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN MAY 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

883 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NAPOLEON HIS LIFE HIS BATTLES HIS EMPIRE
CHANTERANNE, DAVID
9780233005737     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

This book offers an unprecedented insight into the mind of this extraordinary man who, from modest beginnings 
on the small island of Corsica, became Emperor of France and its vast empire. It examines the battles that 
made him a legend - Marengo, Austerlitz, Jena and Wagram - and looks at his social and political reforms which 
revolutionized the western world. Illustrated with stunning artworks, sketches and photographs, the authors draw 
on painstakingly researched documents, including the Treaty of Campo Formio, signed by Napoleon, love letters 
from Napoleon to Josephine, and his proclamation to his troops before the Battle of Austerlitz. 

884 n HHHH

SOLACE OF OPEN SPACES
EHRLICH, GRETEL
9781911547334     P     DAUNT BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Writing of hermits, cowboys, changing seasons, and the wind, Ehrlich draws us into her personal 
relationship with this ‘planet of Wyoming’ she has come to call home. In ‘The Solace of Open Spaces’, 
Ehrlich captures the incredible beauty and demanding harshness of natural forces in these remote 
reaches of the West, and the depth, tenderness, and humour of the quirky souls who live there. 

885 n HHHH

WALTER GROPIUS
MACCARTHY, FIONA
9780571295135     H     FABER & FABER 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

Visionary Founder of the Bauhaus. Bauhaus was more than an art school - it was the birth of a new way of 
thinking. In this majestic biography of its charismatic founder, Fiona MacCarthy argues that Walter Gropius’s 
visionary ideas still influence the way we live, work, and think today. MacCarthy traces the story of this ground-
breaking architect: his shattering experiences in World War I, his turbulent relationship with Alma Mahler, his 
concept of the Bauhaus as a gathering of talents that included Kandinsky, Klee and Moholy-Nagy, and his 
agonized decision to leave Nazi Germany in 1933 for a new life first in England, then in America. 

886 n HHHHH

TO THROW AWAY UNOPENED
ALBERTINE, VIV
9780571326228     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

‘What was I fighting for? Even now I’m not sure. Something so old and so deep, it has no words, no shape, 
no logic.’ Viv Albertine has always been obsessed with the truth: the truth about family, power, and her 
identity as a rebel and outsider. But at what cost? In this brutally honest memoir she relentlessly exposes 
human dysfunctionality: the impossibility of intimacy, and the damage wrought upon us by secrets and 
revelations, siblings and parents. Written with Albertine’s unique vulnerability and intelligence, ‘To Throw 
Away Unopened’ is a startling self-portrait and a testament to rebuilding oneself and facing the world again. 

887 n HHHH

ELISABETHS LISTS
ELLENDER, LULAH
9781783783854     P     GRANTA BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Life Between the Lines. Many years after the death of her grandmother, Lulah Ellender inherited a curious 
object - a book of handwritten lists. On the face of it, Elisabeth’s lists seemed rather ordinary - shopping lists, 
items to be packed for a foreign trip, a tally of the eggs laid by her hens. Lulah began to weave together 
the extraordinary life of the grandmother she never knew, a life lived in the most rarefied and glamorous 
of circles from Elisabeth’s early years as an ambassador’s daughter in 1930s China, to her marriage to a 
British diplomat and postings in Madrid under Franco’s regime, post-war Beirut, Rio de Janeiro and Paris. 

888 n HHHH

I WILL NEVER SEE THE WORLD AGAIN
ALTAN, AHMET
9781783785155     P     GRANTA BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

From the confines of his prison cell in Istanbul, one of Turkey’s greatest living novelists reflects upon 
hope, despair and the light literature can bring to even the darkest places. Confined in a cell four 
metres long, imprisoned on absurd, Kafkaesque charges, novelist Ahmet Altan is one of many writers 
persecuted by Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s oppressive regime. In this extraordinary memoir, written from 
his prison cell, Altan reflects upon his sentence, on a life whittled down to a courtyard covered by bars, 
and on the hope and solace a writer’s mind can provide, even in the darkest places. 
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889 n HHHH

BRAVE
MCGOWAN, ROSE
9780008291129     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

Rose McGowan was born in one cult and came of age in another, more visible cult: Hollywood. ‘Brave’ 
is her raw, honest, and poignant memoir/manifesto - a no-holds-barred, pull-no-punches account of the 
rise of a millennial icon, fearless activist, and unstoppable force for change who is determined to expose 
the truth about the entertainment industry, dismantle the concept of fame, shine a light on a multibillion-
business built on systematic mysogyny, and empower people everywhere to wake up and be Brave. 

890 n HHHH

KING OF THE NORTH WIND
GOLD, CLAUDIA
9780007554805     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Life of Henry II in Five Acts. Written as a five-act historical tragedy, ‘King of the North Wind’ offers a 
fresh evaluation of Henry. It tells the story of how this most talented of English kings came into conflict 
with those closest to him, to become the most haunted. Chronicling his battles on the field and off, 
Claudia Gold recounts the tragic tale of the first Plantagenet king, making the case that Henry II, almost 
a forgotten king today, was in fact one of England’s most exceptional monarchs. 

891 n HHHH

SABOTEUR
KIX, PAUL
9780007553839     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

True Adventures of the Gentleman Commando Who Took On the Nazis. This book celebrates unsung 
hero Robert de La Rochefoucauld’s exploits as a British Special Operations Executive-trained resistant. 
Here are his enthralling adventures, from jumping from a moving truck on his way to execution, to 
stealing Nazi limos, to dressing up in a nun’s habit - one of his many disguises and impersonations. 
James Bond before Ian Fleming conjured him. 

892 n HHHHH

ED SHEERAN
SMITH, SEAN
9780008267537     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Ed Sheeran is a true inspiration. His moving and uplifting songs forge a lasting connection with the 
millions of people around the world who love him and his music. He was the thirteen-year-old guitarist 
in a school rock band when he decided to become a singer-songwriter, even though he could barely 
hold a tune and had never written a song. Within a year, he had recorded an album in his bedroom. 
Bestselling biographer Sean Smith traces the astonishing journey of the shy little boy with a stammer 
who, avoiding flashy showmanship, grew up to be a global phenomenon. 

893 n HHHHH

FORGOTTEN CHILD
GALLEAR, RICHARD
9780008320768     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

A Little Boy Abandoned at Birth. His Fight for Survival. A heart-breaking memoir of a newborn baby 
left to die, his tempestuous upbringing, and how he came through the other side. On a freezing night 
in 1954, a baby boy, a few hours old, wrapped in nothing but two sheets of newspaper, is left hidden 
by a canal bank. An hour later, a late-shift postman is walking home when he hears a faint cry. After 
being rushed to hospital and against all odds, the baby survives. But it soon unfolds that his turbulent 
start in life is only the beginning... This inspirational memoir follows Richard’s traumatic birth, abusive 
childhood, and search for the truth. 

894 n HHHHH

LOST IN MOTHERHOOD
TIMOTHY, GRACE
9780008278700     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The Memoir of a Woman Who Gained a Baby and Lost Her Sh*T. In this wry, resonant and darkly funny 
memoir, journalist Grace Timothy explores a question most women will face at some point: if becoming 
a mother means the person you were before has gone; who exactly is left in its place? Best described 
as The Wrong Knickers for mums, Grace explores motherhood as an issue of identity. What begins as 
shock and then denial of how your life will change has to become acceptance when you’re too big to walk/
waddle/work; you’re fully repurposed now; you’re a mum, in everything you do, and everyone knows it. 

895 n HHHHH

UNMASKED
WEBBER, ANDREW LLOYD
9780008237615     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

One of the most successful and distinguished artists of our time, Andrew Lloyd Webber has reigned 
over the musical theatre world for nearly five decades. The winner of numerous awards, including 
multiple Tonys and an Oscar, Lloyd Webber has enchanted millions worldwide with his music and 
numerous hit shows, including Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, The Phantom of the Opera - 
Broadway’s longest running show - and most recently, School of Rock. Here, the revered, award-
winning composer takes stock of his achievements, the twists of fate and circumstance which brought 
both success and disappointment, and the passions that inspire and sustain him. 

896 n HHHH

PUTTIN ON THE GLITZ
MACDONALD, JULIEN
9780008298265     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Puttin’ on the Glitz’ is the honest, moving and incredibly inspiring memoir from iconic fashion designer Julien 
Macdonald OBE. ‘I make glamorous clothes. I make women feel empowered, happy and glamorous, it’s 
as simple as that.’ As a young boy, Julien had a dream: to escape the Hoover factory in deepest Wales for 
the bright lights and couture ateliers of Paris. Now, in a glittering career that has spanned two decades, he’s 
dressed everyone from Naomi Campbell to Kim Kardashian, Shirley Bassey to Beyonce - and all in a swirl of 
sequins. Julien’s life has been dedicated to making women look, and feel, good. 

897 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAN WHO WAS SATURDAY
BISHOP, PATRICK
9780008309046     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Soldier, spy, lawyer, politician - Airey Neave was assassinated in the House of Commons car park in 
1979. Forty years after his death, Patrick Bishop’s lively, action-packed biography examines the life, 
heroic war and death of one of Britain’s most remarkable 20th-century figures. This is not a cradle-
to-grave biography but concentrates on the key passages and episodes of Neave’s life: his war, his 
work in espionage during the 1950s, his work with Margaret Thatcher and as Shadow Northern Ireland 
secretary at the height of the Troubles, and his death. 

898 n HHHHH

UNTITLED THE REAL WALLIS SIMPSON
PASTERNAK, ANNA
9780008297299     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

‘Untitled: The Real Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor.’ Who was the real Wallis: an opportunistic 
American social climber, a master manipulator or the true love of Edward’s life? Amid the cacophony of 
condemnation her story has become obfuscated. ‘Untitled’ is an intimate biography of one of the most 
misunderstood women in British royal history. Edward’s charisma and glamour ensured him the status 
of a rock star prince. Yet he gave up the British throne, the British Empire and his position as Emperor 
of India, to marry his true love, American divorcee Wallis Simpson. 

899 n HHHHH

LAST SANCTUARY IN ALEPPO
ALJALEEL, ALAA
9781472260574     H     HEADLINE 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

Searching for Hope in a War-Torn City. When the Syrian civil war forced the people of Aleppo to flee 
their homes, thousands of the city’s pets were abandoned. Heartbroken by the desperate situation, 
ambulance driver Alaa Aljaleel vowed to stay behind, caring for the children and pets caught in the 
crossfire. He built a cat sanctuary for Aleppo’s helpless creatures, and named it after his kitten Ernesto, 
who he had rescued from the streets of rubble. 
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900 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AUDIENCE WITH QUEEN 
VICTORIA
LLOYD, IAN
9780750989039     P 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

The Royal Opinion on 30 Famous Victorians. One of Britain’s most famous and longest serving rulers, 
Queen Victoria saw widespread change across the planet. During her 63 years reign, Victoria met 
everyone from Charlotte Bronte to Buffalo Bill; she had opinions on all those who graced her parlour - 
and some who didn’t. ‘An Audience with Queen Victoria’ examines the meetings and letters exchanged 
between the Queen and is a veritable who’s who of her time. Through brand-new archival research, 
newspapers and interviews with descendants, this book will enable you to sit alongside Victoria and 
experience queenship as she did for the first time. 

901 n HHHHH

DINING WITH THE DURRELLS
SHIMWELL, DAVID
9781529337532     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 31/03/19

Stories and Recipes from the Cookery Archive of Mrs Louisa Durrell. In ‘Dining with the Durrells’, David 
Shimwell has delved into the family archives  to uncover Louisa’s original recipes for the scones, cakes, 
jams, tarts, sandwiches and more that are so deliciously described by the Durrell family. This book will 
transport you to long lunches enjoyed on the terrace of a strawberry-pink villa, sunshine filled picnics 
among the Corfu olive groves and candlelit dinners overlooking the Ionian Sea. 

902 n HHHHH

EVERYBODY DIED SO I GOT A DOG
DEAN, EMILY
9781473671362     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Emily Dean had a mad, bohemian childhood growing up with her actor mother and broadcaster father in a rented 
Gothic folly wreathed in cigarette smoke where final demand invoices were coasters for champagne flutes and 
the Sex Pistols filmed in her room upstairs. She craved a dog - and a normal life. But it wasn’t until the tragic 
death of her sister Rachael and the help of Rachael’s dog Giggle that Emily began to believe that she really could 
have a dog of her own. Losing both parents within three years of her sister left Emily devastated. Emerging from 
grief, she finally granted herself the lifelong wish of owing a puppy - an adorable shih tzu called Ray. 

903 n HHHHH

MAD BAD & DANGEROUS TO KNOW
FIENNES, RANULPH
9781473692572     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Sir Ranulph Fiennes has travelled to the most dangerous and inaccessible places on earth, almost died 
countless times, lost nearly half his fingers to frostbite, raised millions of pounds for charity and been awarded 
a polar medal and an OBE. He has been an elite soldier, an athlete, a mountaineer, an explorer, a bestselling 
author and nearly replaced Sean Connery as James Bond. In his autobiography he describes how he led 
expeditions all over the world and became the first person to travel to both poles on land. He tells of how he 
discovered the lost city of Ubar in Oman and attempted to walk solo and unsupported to the North Pole. 

904 n HHHHH

TIL THE COWS COME HOME
COX, SARA
9781473672734     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

A Lancashire Childhood. A brilliantly written, funny coming of age memoir of growing up in 1980s Lancashire. 
‘Til the Cows Come Home’ is DJ and TV presenter Sara Cox’s love letter to childhood and family. The youngest 
of five siblings, Sara grew up on her father’s cattle farm surrounded by dogs, cows, horses, fields and lots of 
‘cack’. The lanky kid sister - half sister, half forehead - a nuisance to the older kids, the farm was her very own 
dangerous adventure playground, ‘a Bolton version of Narnia’. Her writing conjures up a time of wagon rides 
and haymaking, with unforgettable characters lovingly and expertly drawn bringing to life a time and a place. 

905 n HHHHH

I WILL BE COMPLETE
GOLD, GLEN DAVID
9781473620186     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Glen David Gold grew up rich on the beaches of 1970s California, until his father lost a fortune and his parents 
divorced when he was 10. Glen and his English mother moved to San Francisco, where she was fleeced by a 
series of charming con men and turned increasingly wayward. When he was twelve, she took off for New York 
without telling him, leaving him alone for several months. On midnight streets and at drug-fuelled parties, wise-
cracking his way through an alarming adult world, Glen watched his mother’s countless, wild attempts to reinvent 
herself. In this exceptional memoir, acclaimed novelist Glen David Gold captures his bizarre, lonely upbringing. 

906 n HHHHH

NORMAL FAMILY
NORMAL, HENRY
9781473656413     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Johnny is 19. He likes music, art and going to the beach. He is also severely autistic - he will never get 
a job, never have a girlfriend, never leave home. And over the last 18 years this is what his father, TV 
producer and comedy writer Henry Normal has been trying to come to terms with. This is a book for 
anyone whose life has been touched by autism - a collection of snapshots in the life of a boy, now a 
young man, and his father, who feels like he’s trying to communicate with someone from another planet. 
It’s about the hope, the despair, and the messy, honest, sometimes hilarious day-to-day world of autism. 

907 n HHHHH

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE
PURNELL, SONIA
9780349010182     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 28/03/19

The Untold Story of WWII’s Most Dangerous Spy, Virginia Hall. The remarkable double life of an 
American-turned-British spy, a ‘bolshie’ woman from Maryland who, determined to overcome a physical 
disability that threatened to define her life, successfully infiltrated Vichy France for England’s SOE 
before America’s entry into WWII and then, three years later, for the SOS, providing crucial intelligence 
and logistics for the mounting French Resistance and, later, Allied troops. 

908 n HHHH

TRANS LIKE ME
LESTER, C N
9780349008592     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Journey for All of Us. C N Lester takes the reader through the most pressing questions in the 
transgender debate, combined with a charged personal narrative of what it means to be a transgender 
person today. ‘Trans Like Me’ shows us how we are all defined by ideas of gender, whether we live our 
lives as he, she or they, and how we can strive for authenticity in a world which often seeks to limit us 
by way of labels. It also covers hotly contested topics such as the rise in referrals for gender variant 
children, feminism’s treatment of the trans community, and the mainstream media’s ‘trans moment’, 
among much more. 

909 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAILY RITUALS
CURREY, MASON
9781509852833     H 
MACMILLAN 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Women Artists at Work. From Vanessa Bell and Charlotte Bronte to Ali Smith and Jane Campion, here 
are one hundred female writers, painters, composers, sculptors, poets, choreographers, and filmmakers 
on how they create and work. In this book we see how brilliant female creators got to work, often in the 
face of sexism and opposition from those around them. Barbara Hepworth sculpted outdoors, and Janet 
Frame wrote wearing earmuffs to block out the noise. Kate Chopin wrote with her six children ‘swarming 
around her’ whereas the artist Rosa Bonheur filled her bedrooom with sixty birds that inspired her work. 
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910 n HHHHH

YORKSHIRE VET
WRIGHT, PETER
9781912624232     P 
MIRROR BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

In the Footsteps of Herriot. The life story of vet Peter Wright, as he walked in the footsteps of the famous 
‘James Herriot’, from work experience with him as a lad - to taking over his practice in the beautiful Yorkshire 
Dales, packed full of laugh-out-loud moments, heartbreaking stories and transporting tales of his love for 
working with the animals and people of this breathtaking part of the country. Covering his bucolic childhood 
growing up on a farm, right through to the heady days of his successful Channel 5 TV series, Peter’s warm 
nature and professional attitude shine through every page. Includes a Foreword by Jim Wight. 

911 n HHHHH

NATIVE SOIL
LYNCH, BETH
9781474606882     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

A Journey in Search of a Garden. What do you do when you find yourself living as a stranger? It wasn’t long 
after Beth Lynch moved to Switzerland that she realised that the sheer will to connect with people would not 
guarantee a happy relocation. Out of place and lonely, Beth knows that she needs to get her hands dirty 
if she is to put down roots. And so she sets about making herself at home in the way she knows best - by 
tending a garden, growing things. The search for a garden takes her across the country, through meadows 
and on mountain paths where familiar garden plants run wild, to the rugged hills of the Swiss Jura. 

912 n HHHH

JONAS KAUFMANN
VOIGT, THOMAS
9781474606325     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The most sought-after tenor in the world’, ‘the greatest tenor of today’, ‘the new king of tenors’ - for 
years Jonas Kaufmann has occupied a unique status among the world’s greatest opera singers. 
Thomas Voigt’s revealing biography, written in collaboration with Kaufmann, reflects on the singer’s 
artistic development in recent years; his work in the recording studio; his relationship to Verdi and 
Wagner; and much more. The book includes contributions from Placido Domingo, Anja Harteros, 
Antonio Pappano, Helmut Deutsch and Jurgen Kesting, as well as many striking photographs. 

913 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IMMORTAL LIFE OF HENRIETTA LACKS
SKLOOT, REBECCA
9781509877027     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

In 1951, Henrietta Lacks from Baltimore died young of cancer. Scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor 
Southern tobacco farmer whose cancer cells - taken without her knowledge - became one of the most important 
tools in medicine. Yet she remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave. Now Rebecca Skloot tells 
Henrietta’s story, from the ‘coloured’ ward of Johns Hopkins Hospital in the 1950s to East Baltimore today, where 
her descendants live, and struggle with the legacy of her cells. Astonishing in scope, full of warmth, and impossible 
to put down, this book captures the beauty and drama of scientific discovery as well as its human consequences. 

914 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LUCKY
SEBOLD, ALICE
9781509873937     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

In ‘Lucky’, a memoir long hailed for its blistering honesty and wit, Alice Sebold reveals how her life was 
irrevocably changed when, as an 18-year-old college freshman, she was raped and beaten in a tunnel near her 
campus. In the same tunnel, a girl had been raped and dismembered. By comparison, she was told by police, 
she was lucky. Though her friends and family try their best to offer understanding and support, in the end it is 
Alice’s formidable spirit which resonates most in these pages. In a narrative both painful and inspiring, Alice 
shines a light on the true experience of violent trauma. Her redemption turns out to be as hard won as it is real. 

915 n HHHH

GRASSLING
BURNETT, ELIZABETH-J
9780241374122     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

What does it mean to belong when the soil beneath our feet is constantly shifting? How does that 
change when the people and places that nurtured us are slipping away? Elizabeth-Jane Burnett 
delves through layers of family and natural history, memory and language to craft a powerful tale of 
transformation. Spurred on by her father’s declining health, ‘The Grassling’ ranges over continents, 
seasons and centuries, seeking out traces of their interconnected lives and capturing fleeting 
landscapes. This is a book about how we find our place in the world in spite of loss and what we leave 
behind. 

916 n HHHH

UNMAPPED MIND
DONLAN, CHRISTIAN
9780241980934     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Memoir of Neurology, Incurable Disease and Learning How to Live. Shortly after his daughter 
Leontine was born, Christian Donlan’s world shifted an inch to the left. He started to miss light switches 
and door handles when reaching for them. He would injure himself in a hundred stupid ways every 
day. First playful and then maddening, these strange experiences were the early symptoms of multiple 
sclerosis, an incurable and degenerative neurological illness. Multiple sclerosis is a fiercely destructive 
disease, yet it is also as he starts to discover, a perversely creative force. 

917 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOY IN THE WATER A MEMOIR
GREGORY, TOM
9780141988757     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Eltham, South London. 1984: the hot fug of the swimming pool and the slow splashing of a boy learning 
to swim but not yet wanting to take his foot off the bottom. Fast-forward four years. Photographers 
and family wait on the shingle beach as a boy in a bright orange hat and grease-smeared goggles 
swims the last few metres from France to England. He has been in the water for twelve agonizing 
hours, encouraged at each stroke by his coach, John Bullet, who has become a second father. This is 
the story of a remarkable friendship between a coach and a boy, and a love letter to the intensity and 
freedom of childhood. 

918 n HHHHH

MIND ON FIRE
FANNING, ARNOLD T
9780241982853     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Memoir of Madness and Recovery. Arnold Thomas Fanning had his first experience of depression 
during adolescence, following the death of his mother. Some ten years later, an up-and-coming 
playwright, he was overcome by mania and delusions. Thus began a terrible period in which he was 
often suicidal... Drawing on his own memories, the recollections of people who knew him when he was 
at his worst, and medical and police records, Fanning has produced a beautifully written, devastatingly 
intense account of madness - and recovery, to the point where he has not had any serious illness for 
over a decade and has become an acclaimed playwright. 
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919 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PIANIST OF YARMOUK
AHAMAD, AEHAM
9780241347508     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

An extremely moving account of life in Yarmouk, Damascus, from a man determined to hold onto hope 
in the face of war. This tender and poetic account of Aeham’s experiences, from losing his city, friends 
and family to leaving his country and finding safety, will move readers with raw and candid emotion. 
His heart-wrenching story has been transcribed from Syrian into English and it is the understated use 
of the English language that gives a stark and poignant voice to Aeham’s traumatic experiences. This 
is a gripping portrait of a man’s search for solace, and of a country that has been fiercely torn apart. 
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN APRIL 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

920 n HHHHH

DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL
FRANK, ANNE
9780241387481     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The definitive edition of Anne Frank’s diary, now in Penguin Black Classics. ‘June, 1942: I hope I will 
be able to confide everything to you, as I have never been able to confide in anyone, and I hope you 
will be a great source of comfort and support.’ In Amsterdam, in the summer of 1942, the Nazis forced 
teenager Anne Frank and her family into hiding. For over two years, they, another family and a German 
dentist lived in a ‘secret annexe’, fearing discovery. All that time, Anne kept a diary. An intimate record of 
tension and struggle, adolescence and confinement, anger and heartbreak. 

921 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ASCENT OF JACOB BRONOWSKI
SANDEFUR, TIMOTHY
9781633885264     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£19.99     Published 20/03/19

The Life and Ideas of a Popular Science Icon. Best remembered today for his blockbuster documentary 
series The Ascent of Man, Jacob Bronowski spent decades explaining scientific ideas to laypersons on 
television and radio. A true Renaissance man, Bronowski was not only a scientist, but a philosopher and 
poet. In this first-ever biography, author Timothy Sandefur examines the extraordinary accomplishments 
and fascinating range of thought of this brilliant man. As Sandefur documents, the extent of Bronowski’s 
interests and achievements is staggering. 

922 n HHHH

IN HIS OWN WORDS
MENDHAM, PETER
9781785314896     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 10/03/19

Life on the Inside. The gripping, occasionally shocking story of a famous footballer’s fall from grace. 
Peter Mendham won a major Wembley final with Norwich City and was linked with an England call-up. 
But post retirement, an attack on his then girlfriend nearly saw him face a murder charge. This book is 
a fascinating insight into life behind the scenes, and the mind of a professional footballer. Written by 
Edward Couzens-Lake, respected author of 12 books. 

923 n HHHH

MAPILLAI
PIZZATI, CARLO
9789386797162     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

An Italian Son-in-Law in India. A rollicking story of journalist Carlo Pizzati, a European living with his in-laws 
in urban Chennai and with his wife in rural Paramankeni. When in Paramankeni, he finds himself in the 
company of fishermen and goat-herders, in a house where 3G asserts itself in a corner of the bathroom and 
electricity courses through rooms in fits and starts. At one level, ‘Mappillai’ is deeply personal. With beguiling 
candour, Carlo tells of his struggle with two extreme, contradictory responses to India - fascination and 
suspicion - and his awkward attempts at cruising through a maze of bribery, bureaucracy and traffic. 

924 n HHHHH

JO MALONE MY STORY
MALONE, JO
9781471143021     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Jo Malone is the inspirational British businesswoman responsible for creating her globally renowned 
beauty business and, more recently, her new brand ‘Jo Loves’. This, her first autobiography, tells in full her 
incredible journey from modest beginnings as a teenager, struggling with dyslexia and leaving school with no 
qualifications, to becoming an international brand name and one of the world’s most successful entrepreneurs. 
Jo’s lively story explores how her fascination with smell teamed with her natural ability to create world-famous 
blends such as ‘Lime, Basil & Mandarin’, revolutionised the way we think about fragrance. 

925 n HHHHH

HANDFUL OF HAPPINESS
VACCHETTA, MASSIMO
9781787472921     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Ninna, the tiny hedgehog with a big heart. The heart-warming story of how a tiny hedgehog helped one 
man find hope. ‘Could you look after it for a couple of days...?’ So begins the extraordinary friendship 
between veterinarian Massimo, who is at a low spot in his life, and a tiny, orphaned hedgehog. Only a 
few days old, covered with soft, white quills and mewling quietly, this little creature will turn around his 
life forever. ‘A Handful of Happiness’ is their funny and life-affirming story - a celebration of our favourite 
prickly wildlife creature, which will make you laugh and cry. 

926 n HHHH

WHEN DEATH TAKES SOMETHING FROM YOU GIVE IT BACK
AIDT, NAJA MARIE
9781787475373     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

In March 2015, Naja Marie Aidt’s 25-year-old son, Carl, died in a tragic accident. ‘When Death Takes Something 
From You Give It Back’ is about losing a child, about formulating a vocabulary to express the deepest kind 
of pain. And it’s about finding a way to write about a reality invaded by grief, lessened by loss. Faced with 
the sudden emptiness of language, Naja finds solace in the anguish of Joan Didion, Nick Cave, CS Lewis, 
Mallarme, Plato and other writers who have suffered the deadening impact of loss. Their torment suffuses with 
her own as Naja wrestles with words and contests their capacity to speak for the depths of her sorrow. 

927 n HHHHH

BOOKWORM
MANGAN, LUCY
9781784709228     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A Memoir of Childhood Reading. A love letter to the joys of childhood reading, full of enthusiasm and 
wit, this book tells the stories of our best-loved books, their extraordinary creators, and the thousand 
subtle ways they shape our lives. It also comes packed with brilliant recommendations to inspire the 
next generation of bookworms and set them on their way. In Lucy’s impassioned book, she brings the 
unforgettable characters of our collective childhoods back to life, and brilliantly uses them to tell her 
own story, that of a born, and unrepentant, bookworm. 

928 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHERRY INGRAM
ABE, NAOKO
9781784742027     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

The Englishman Who Saved the Japan’s Blossoms. A richly illustrated and award-winning Japanese 
biography, history and exploration of cherry blossom told through the life of an English amateur botanist, 
rewritten for English readers. Collingwood Ingram, known as ‘Cherry’ to his friends, was born in 1881 to 
a wealthy family and lived until he was 100, witnessing a fraught century of conflict and change. This is a 
portrait of an unknown Englishman whose legacy can be seen all around us. It is also the story of Britain 
and Japan in the 20th century and an exploration of a delicate blossom that has swept the world. 
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929 n HHHHH

GIRL ON THE DANCING HORSE
DUJARDIN, CHARLOTTE
9781784758585     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Charlotte Dujardin and Valegro. Charlotte Dujardin and her charismatic horse Valegro burst onto the 
international sports scene with their record-breaking performance at the London 2012 Olympics. The 
world was captivated by the young woman with the dazzling smile and her dancing horse. But no one 
quite knew what it took to get there, nor how hard the path to success would be - until now. This is their 
incredible story. 

930 n HHHHH

MARRIED TO ALZHEIMERS
BOOTH, STEPH
9781846045752     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A Life Less Ordinary with Tony Booth. When her husband Tony was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 
2004, Steph Booth had to say goodbye to life as she knew it. The disease encroached into their lives, 
taking away Tony day by day. Open and honest, but with heart and warmth, Steph reveals the hardship 
of caring for Tony and losing herself in the midst of it. Along the way we learn of the people they were, 
the dynamics of their relationship - Tony’s theatrics, Steph’s stubbornness - effortlessly captured with 
lightness and humour. Borne out of her much-loved Irish Times column, this is a poignant account of a 
life and love torn apart by dementia and an unshakeable bond. 

931 n HHHHH

SO MUCH LONGING IN SO LITTLE SPACE
KNAUSGAARD, KARL OVE
9781787300545     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 28/03/19

The Art of Edvard Munch. Focusing on the artist Edvard Munch, Karl Ove Knausgaard reflects on the 
essence of art and creativity, how an artist’s work can transcend time, how we live with art, our personal 
response to it and how it influences his own writing. Knausgaard visits Munch’s house and interviews 
Munch experts and a series of artists - among them Vanessa Baird and Anselm Kiefer - drawing on 
ideas of truth, originality, memory, art and literature. While a standalone, the book complements a major 
exhibition at the Munch Museum, Oslo, curated by Knausgaard. 

932 n HHHHH

TINA TURNER MY LOVE STORY
TURNER, TINA
9781787461017     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Tina Turner is the Queen of Rock’n’Roll, a musical icon celebrating her 60th year in the industry. In 
this dramatic autobiography, she tells the story of a truly remarkable life in the spotlight. From her early 
years picking cotton in Nutbush, Tennessee to her rise to fame alongside Ike Turner, and finally to her 
phenomenal success in the 1980s and beyond, Tina candidly examines her personal history, from her 
darkest hours to her happiest moments and everything in between. Brimming with her trademark blend 
of strength, energy, heart and soul, this is a gripping, surprising memoir, as memorable and entertaining 
as any of her greatest hits. 

933 n HHHHH

UNBREAKABLE
ASKWITH, RICHARD
9781787290242     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Lata Brandisova was a truly inspiring woman: a shy countess who achieved the seemingly impossible. 
Not only was she the first woman to win the toughest horse race in the world, the Czech Republic’s 
Great Pardubice, she was also the only women ever to have even taken part. She had to fight a 
ferocious battle against prejudice simply to get to the starting line. She then showed repeatedly that she 
was tougher and better than the best male jockeys of her day. She won her greatest victory at the age 
of forty-two, in circumstances of extraordinary historical drama - on the eve of the Second World War, in 
a desperate showdown with Nazi Germany. 

934 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VOLUNTEER
FAIRWEATHER, JACK
9780753545164     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

One Man’s Mission to Lead an Underground Army in Auschwitz and Expose the Greatest Nazi Crimes. 
In the summer of 1940, after the Nazi occupation of Poland, an underground operative called Witold 
Pilecki accepted a mission to uncover the fate of thousands of people interred at a new concentration 
camp, Auschwitz. His mission was to report on Nazi crimes and raise a secret army to stage an 
uprising. It was only after arriving at the camp that he discovered the Nazis’ terrifying designs. Over two 
and a half years he forged an underground army that smuggled evidence of the atrocities to the West. 
His reports were to shape the Allies’ response to the Holocaust. 

935 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOMORROW WILL BE DIFFERENT
MCBRIDE, SARAH
9781524761486     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

Love, Loss, and the Fight for Trans Equality. Before she became the first transgender person to speak 
at a national political convention in 2016 at the age of twenty-six, Sarah McBride struggled with the 
decision to come out - not just to her family but to the students of the American University, where she 
was serving as student body president. She’d known she was a girl from her earliest memories, but it 
wasn’t until the Facebook post announcing her truth went viral that she realized just how much impact 
her story could have on the country. 

936 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
EASTERNMOST HOUSE
BLAXLAND, JULIET
9781912240548     P 
SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

‘The house on the edge of the cliff was demolished this week, which means we are now the house on 
the edge of the cliff.’ In June 2015, the house was 50 paces from the edge. Now, it is 25 paces away. 
This is a memoir which describes a year of life on a crumbling cliff at the easternmost edge of England, 
all year round and in all weathers. Written at the kitchen table of the eponymous house in Suffolk, it is a 
meditation on nature, on coastal erosion, and on the changing seasons. It describes a life lived in close 
proximity to the natural world, and evokes the lived-in outdoors of the everyday: of the firewood forager, 
the improviser, the beachcomber. 

937 n HHHH

HAPPY NEVER AFTER
STARK, JILL
9781911617587     P     SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

Why the happiness fairytale is driving us mad (and how I flipped the script). What if all the things you’d been 
told would make you happy were red herrings? Jill Stark was living the dream. She had a coveted job, she 
was dating a sports star, and her first book had just become a bestseller. After years of chasing the dream, 
she’d finally found it. And then it all fell apart. Getting her happy-ever-after plunged Jill into the darkest period 
of her life, forcing her to ask if we’ve been sold a lie. Could it be that the relentless pursuit of happiness is 
making us miserable? From Jill’s epic breakdown comes this raw, funny, and uplifting book. 
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938 n HHHH

GENTLEMAN JACK
STEIDELE, ANGELA
9781788160995     P     SERPENTS TAIL 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

The Biography of Anne Lister, Regency Landowner, Seducer and Secret Diarist. Anne Lister was a wealthy 
Yorkshire heiress, a world traveller and an out lesbian during the Regency era - a time when it was difficult 
simply to be female. She wrote her diary in code derived from Ancient Greek, including details of her liaisons 
with women. Liberated by her money, she remained unmarried, opened a colliery and chose to dress all 
in black. Some locals referred to her as Gentleman Jack and sent her poison pen letters... This biography 
combines excerpts of Lister’s own diaries with Angela Steidele’s erudite and lively commentary. 

939 n HHHH

IMPERIAL TEA PARTY
WELCH, FRANCES
9781780723921     P     SHORT BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Family, politics and betrayal - the ill-fated British and Russian royal alliance. The British and Russian 
royal families had just three full meetings before the Romanovs’ tragic end in 1918. In ‘The Imperial 
Tea Party’, Frances Welch draws back the curtain on those fraught encounters, which had far-reaching 
consequences for 20th-century Europe and beyond. In this wonderfully waspish account, she presents a 
vivid snapshot of two dynasties at a time of social unrest. The two families could not know, as they waved 
each other fond goodbyes from their yachts at Cowes in 1909, that they would never meet again. 

940 n HHHH

BODY OF WORK
HALLBERG, DAVID
9781476771168     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

‘A Body of Work: Dancing to the Edge and Back.’ David Hallberg, the first American to join the famed 
Bolshoi Ballet as a principal dancer and the dazzling artist The New Yorker described as ‘the most 
exciting male dancer in the western world’, presents a look at his artistic life - up to the moment he 
returns to the stage after a devastating injury that almost cost him his career. Combining his powers of 
observation and memory with emotional honesty and artistic insight, Hallberg has written a great ballet 
memoir and an intimate portrait of an artist in all his vulnerability, passion, and wisdom. 

941 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HAPPY OLD ME
DAVIES, HUNTER
9781471173608     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

A moving yet uplifting account of one year in Hunter Davies’ life, navigating bereavement and finding hope in 
the future. On 8th February 2016, Margaret Forster lost her life to cancer of the spine. The days that followed 
for her husband, Hunter Davies, were carried out on autopilot: arrangements to be made, family and friends 
to be contacted. But how do you cope after you have lost your loved one? How do you carry on? Part 
memoir, part self-help, ‘Happy Old Me’ is a fitting, heart-felt tribute to the love of his life and a surprisingly 
amusing and informative book about an age, and stage in life, which we might all reach someday. 

942 n HHHH

STEPHEN HAWKING HIS LIFE & WORK 2019
FERGUSON, KITTY
9781784164560     P     TRANSWORLD 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

The completely revised and updated story. Stephen Hawking’s life and work have produced amazing 
paradoxes: beginnings may be endings, empty space isn’t empty, and black holes aren’t black. Cruel 
circumstances can lead to happiness; fame and success may not. A man whose appearance inspires shock 
and pity takes us to where the boundaries of space and time should be - but are not. With new information 
drawn from interviews with Professor Hawking regarding his theories and personal life, and with fascinating 
new photographs, this is an insightful and captivating account of an extraordinary life and a brilliant mind. 

943 n HHHHH

DOG NAMED BEAUTIFUL
KUGLER, ROBERT
9780593079546     H     TRANSWORLD 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

The true story of the Labrador who taught a Marine to love life again, to never give up and to live each 
day as if it’s your last. Rob Kugler adopted his chocolate Lab Bella as a puppy - a bundle of fun and 
love, who would keep his girlfriend company while he headed off to fulfil his duties in the military. When 
his life fell apart, it was his dog Bella who was there to help heal the wounds. So when he was told she 
had cancer he was devastated. With only months of Bella’s life left, Rob was determined to show her 
the same unconditional love she had shown him - criss-crossing the USA from coast to coast, making 
friends from every corner of the globe on the way. 

944 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PLEASANT PROFESSION OF ROBERT A HEINLEIN
MENDLESOHN, FARAH
9781783526789     H     UNBOUND 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

In this major critical study, Hugo Award-winner Farah Mendlesohn carries out a close reading of 
Heinlein’s work, including unpublished stories, essays, and speeches. It sets out not to interpret a single 
book, but to think through the arguments Heinlein made over a lifetime about the nature of science 
fiction, about American politics, and about himself. Robert A. Heinlein began publishing in the 1940s 
at the dawn of the Golden Age of science fiction, and today he is considered one of the genre’s ‘big 
three’ alongside Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac Asimov. His short stories were instrumental in developing its 
structure and rhetoric. 

945 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
21ST CENTURY YOKEL
COX, TOM
9781783527397     P 
UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

‘21st-Century Yokel’ is not quite nature writing, not quite a family memoir, not quite a book about 
walking, not quite a collection of humorous essays, but a bit of each. Thick with owls and badgers, oak 
trees and wood piles, scarecrows and ghosts, and Tom Cox’s loud and excitable dad, this book is full 
of the folklore of several counties - the ancient kind and the everyday variety - as well as wild places, 
mystical spots and curious objects. Emerging from this focus on the detail are themes that are broader 
and bigger and more important than ever. A unique blend of nature writing and memoir, longlisted for 
the Wainwright Prize 2018. 

LITERATURE & ANTHOLOGIES

946 n HHHH

SEE WHAT CAN BE DONE
MOORE, LORRIE
9780571339945     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Essays, Criticism, and Commentary. Lorrie Moore has been writing criticism for over thirty years, 
and her forensically intelligent, witty, and engaging essays are collected together here for the first 
time. Whether writing on Titanic, Margaret Atwood, or The Wire, her pieces always offer elegant and 
surprising insights into multiple forms of art. In sparkling, articulate prose - studded with frequently 
hilarious insights - Moore’s meditations are a rare opportunity to witness a brilliant mind thinking things 
through and figuring things out on the page. 
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947 n HHHH

TUNNEL VISION
BREATHNACH, KEVIN
9780571340088     P     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Tunnel Vision’ is a book unlike any other. A documentary of the narrator’s post-adolescent relationships; 
an account of time in Chemnitz, Bergen, Dublin, Paris, Gwangju, Munich and Madrid; an exploration in 
artifice and honesty; an autobiography of a compulsive liar whose intimate portrayals of political inaction, 
sexual repression, masculinities in crisis and addiction to drugs and pornography collide with six piercingly 
intelligent critical essays on photographic self-portraiture and the personal diary. 

948 n HHHHH

MOTHERS
ROSE, JACQUELINE
9780571331444     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

An Essay on Love and Cruelty. A daring and provocative book-length essay on the role of mothers in 
culture, history and the human heart. From one of the most important contemporary thinkers we have, 
a compelling, forceful tract about women and motherhood that demands immediate attention. Moving 
commandingly between pop cultural references such as Roald Dahl’s ‘Matilda’ to observations about 
motherhood in the ancient world, to thoughts about the stigmatization of single mothers in the UK, 
‘Mothers’ delivers a groundbreaking report into something so prevalent we hardly notice. 

949 n HHHHH

GOOD IMMIGRANT USA
SHUKLA, NIKESH (ED)
9780349700366     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

An urgent collection of essays by first- and second-generation immigrants, exploring what it’s like to be 
othered in an increasingly divided America. From Trump’s proposed border wall and travel ban to the 
marching of White Supremacists in Charlottesville, America is consumed by tensions over immigration 
and the question of which bodies are welcome. In this much-anticipated follow-up to the bestselling UK 
edition, ‘The Good Immigrant’, hailed by Zadie Smith as ‘lively and vital’, editors Nikesh Shukla and 
Chimene Suleyman hand the microphone to an incredible range of writers whose humanity and right to 
be in America is under attack. 

950 n HHHH

WHAT ARE WE DOING HERE
ROBINSON, MARILYNNE
9780349010441     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

In this new essay collection, Marilynne Robinson trains her incisive mind on America’s modern political 
climate and the mysteries of faith. Whether she is investigating how the work of great thinkers about America 
like Emerson and Tocqueville inform political consciousness or discussing the way that beauty informs and 
disciplines daily life, Robinson’s peerless prose and boundless humanity are on full display. This book is a call 
to continue the tradition of the great thinkers and to remake political and cultural life as ‘deeply impressed by 
obligation [and as] a great theatre of heroic generosity, which, despite all, is sometimes palpable still’. 

951 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA
BUSBY, MARGARET (ED)
9781912408009     H 
MYRIAD EDITIONS 
£25.00     Published 08/03/19

An International Anthology of 20th and 21st Century Writing by Women of African Descent. A glorious 
portrayal of the richness and range of the singular and combined accomplishments of more than 200 
contributors, ‘New Daughters of Africa’ showcases their global sweep, diversity and achievements while also 
testifying to a wealth of genres: autobiography, memoir, letters, short stories, novels, poetry, drama, humour, 
journalism, essays and speeches. This companion volume to Margaret Busby’s ‘Daughters of Africa’ brings 
together the words of writers from across the globe - Antigua to Zimbabwe, Angola to the USA. 

952 n HHHHH

FEEL FREE ESSAYS
SMITH, ZADIE
9780241971024     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

No subject is too fringe or too mainstream for the unstoppable Zadie Smith. From social media to the 
environment, Tarantino to Jay-Z to Knausgaard, she has boundless curiosity and the boundless wit, insight 
and wisdom to match. In this book, pop culture, high culture, social change and political debate all get the 
Zadie Smith treatment: dissected with razor-sharp intellect, set brilliantly against the context of the utterly 
contemporary, and considered with a deep humanity and compassion. This new collection showcases its author 
as a true literary powerhouse, demonstrating once again her credentials as an essential voice of her generation. 

953 n HHHHH

BEOWULF
RAMIREZ, JANINA
9780718189730     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, ‘Beowulf’ is an accessible, authoritative, and entertaining 
introduction to the Anglo-Saxon epic. Written by the leading lights and most outstanding communicators 
in their fields, the Ladybird Expert books provide clear, accessible and authoritative introductions to 
subjects drawn from science, history and culture. 

954 n HHHH

PENGUIN BOOK OF ITALIAN SHORT STORIES
LAHIRI, JHUMPA (ED)
9780241299838     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

When Jhumpa Lahiri decided to read exclusively in Italian, a language she had studied for many years, her 
life as a reader - and writer - took a surprising turn. Complete immersion in this rich literary heritage brought 
fresh insight and unexpected freedom. This collection brings together forty writers that have shaped her 
love of the Italian language and profound appreciation for its literature. More than half of the stories featured 
here have been translated into English for the first time and the wide ranging selection includes well known 
authors such as Italo Calvino, Elsa Morante and Luigi Pirandello, alongside many captivating rediscoveries. 

955 n HHHHH

GROUND WORK
DEE, TIM
9781784703462     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Writings on People and Places. We are living in the anthropocene - an epoch where everything is being 
determined by the activities of just one soft-skinned, warm-blooded, short-lived, pedestrian species. 
How best to live in the ruins that we have made? This anthology of commissioned work tries to answer 
this as it explores new and enduring cultural landscapes, in a celebration of local distinctiveness that 
includes new work from some of our finest writers. ‘Ground Work’ is a timely collection of the best 
British nature writing newly commissioned by one of the great authorities on the subject. 

956 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BOY
FERLINGHETTI, L
9780385544788     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£17.99     Published 19/03/19

From the famed publisher and poet, author of the million-copy-selling collection ‘A Coney Island of the 
Mind’, his literary last will and testament - part autobiography, part summing up, part Beat-inflected 
torrent of language and feeling, and all magical. In this unapologetically unclassifiable work Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti lets loose an exhilarating rush of language to craft what might be termed a closing 
statement about his highly significant and productive 99 years on this planet. ‘Little Boy’ is a magical 
font of literary lore with allusions galore, a final repository of hard-earned and durable wisdom. 

957 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOTH PRESENTS OCCASIONAL MAGIC
MOTH
9781781256664     P     SERPENTS TAIL 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

True Stories of Defying the Impossible. Collections and anthologies of various literary forms. Storytelling 
phenomenon The Moth recaptures the lost art of storytelling each week in cities across America, Britain, 
Australia and beyond, playing to packed crowds at sold-out live events. This is a selection of 50 of the finest 
Moth stories from recent shows, from storytellers who found the courage to face their deepest fears. Featuring 
voices familiar and new - Neil Gaiman, Adam Gopnik, Andrew Solomon, Rosanne Cash, and Cristina Lamb, 
there are stories from around the world describing moments of strength, passion, courage and humour. 
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958 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AGE OF INNOCENCE
WHARTON, EDITH
9781847497918     P     ALMA BOOKS LTD 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19
An extraordinarily well-observed dissection of New York’s high society in the 1870s - the world Edith Wharton 
grew up in, ‘The Age of Innocence’ shines a critical light on the social mores and values of the old order. 
The intelligent and charming Newland Archer - a member of one of New York’s most prominent families - is 
living the life that has always been expected of him: he is a successful lawyer engaged to the beautiful and 
well-connected May Welland. However, with the arrival of May’s cousin, the free-spirited and unconventional 
Countess Ellen Olenska, doubts begin to grow in his mind... Includes extra material and annotations. 

959 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOUCHSTONE
WHARTON, EDITH
9781847497932     P     ALMA BOOKS LTD 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19
The first of Edith Wharton’s works depicting life in ‘old New York’, ‘The Touchstone’ is an acutely 
observed novella, and an exploration of the tension between self-serving opportunism and the desire 
to live a moral life. Stephen Glennard is in desperate need of money. So when he becomes aware of 
the potential value of a series of passionate love letters written to him by the recently deceased author 
Margaret Aubyn, he sells them and marries the beautiful Alexa Trent. However, his shame and guilt at 
building a new life on the betrayal of another’s love slowly begins to eat away at him... 

960 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MASTER & MARGARITA
BULGAKOV, MIKHAIL
9781509823291     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A fully annotated translation of the most complete text of Bulgakov’s exuberant comic masterpiece. By 
turns acidly satiric, fantastic and ironically philosophical, this work constantly surprises and entertains, 
as the action switches back and forth between the Moscow of the 1930s and the first-century 
Jerusalem. The commentary and afterword provide new insight into the mysterious subtexts of the 
novel, and here ‘The Master and Margarita’ is revealed in all its complexity. 

961 n HHHH

ARTIFICIAL SILK GIRL
KEUN, IRMGARD
9780241382967     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19
Doris is going to be a big star. Wearing a stolen fur coat and recently fired from her office job, she takes 
an all-night train to Berlin to make it in the movies. But what she encounters in the city is not fame and 
fortune, but gnawing hunger, seedy bars, and exploitative men - and as Doris sinks ever lower, she 
resorts to desperate measures to survive. Very funny and intensely moving, this is a dazzling portrait of 
roaring Berlin in the 1920s, and a poignant exploration of the doomed pursuit of fame and glamour. 

962 n HHHH

DEVIL IN THE FLESH
RADIGUET, RAYMOND
9780241372616     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
As the First World War reaches its final year, an illicit love affair is beginning between a 16-year-old boy 
and a young woman married to a soldier at the front. They meet secretly in her flat on the outskirts of Paris, 
in cornfields and on river banks. When she receives letters from her husband, they burn them together. 
Intoxicated by passion, they cannot bear to end their affair, even when it causes a scandal among their 
friends and neighbours. Instead, they can only hurtle towards tragedy. Written in spare, haunting prose when 
Raymond Radiguet was still a teenager, this semi-autobiographical novel became an instant bestseller. 

963 n HHHH

GREAT GATSBY
FITZGERALD, F SCOTT
9780241387498     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Day and night Jay Gatsby’s mansion on West Egg buzzes with bright young things drinking, dancing and 
debating his mysterious character. For Gatsby - young, handsome, fabulously rich - always seems alone in the 
crowd, watching and waiting, although no one knows what for. Beneath the shimmering surface of his life he 
is hiding a secret longing that can never be fulfilled. In ‘The Great Gatsby’, Fitzgerald brilliantly captures both 
the disillusion of post-war America and the moral failure of a society obsessed with wealth and status. And in 
chronicling the tragic pursuit of a dream, he recreates the universal conflict between illusion and reality. 

964 n HHHH

METAMORPHOSIS & OTHER STORIES
KAFKA, FRANZ
9780241372555     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

This collection of new translations brings together the small proportion of Kalfa’s works he himself thought 
worthy of publication. ‘Metamorphosis’, his most famous work, an exploration of horrific transformation 
and alienation; ‘Meditation’, a collection of his earlier studies; ‘The Judgement’, written in a single night of 
frenzied creativity; ‘The Stoker’, the first chapter of a novel set in America and a fascinating occasional piece, 
and ‘The Aeroplanes at Brescia’, Kafka’s eyewitness account of an air display in 1909. Together, these 
stories reveal the breadth of Kafka’s literary vision and the extraordinary imaginative depth of his thought. 

965 n HHHH

ORLANDO
WOOLF, VIRGINIA
9780241371961     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Orlando has always been an outsider... His longing for passion, adventure and fulfilment takes him 
out of his own time. Chasing a dream through the centuries, he bounds from Elizabethan England and 
imperial Turkey to the modern world. Will he find happiness with the exotic Russian Princess Sasha? Or 
is the dashing explorer Shelmerdine the ideal man? And what form will Orlando take on the journey - a 
nobleman, traveller, writer? Man or... woman? 

966 n HHHH

PARADES END
FORD, FORD MADOX
9780241372548     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19
Consisting of four novels - ‘Some Do Not...’, ‘No More Parades’, ‘A Man Could Stand Up’ and ‘The Last Post’ 
- ‘Parade’s End’ is the story of Christopher Tietjens and his progress from the secure world of Edwardian 
England into WWI and beyond. Both a portrait of a love triangle - between Tietjens, his beautiful and 
reckless wife Sylvia, and the suffragette Valentine - and a depiction of life on the Western Front, this is one of 
the greatest fictional works of the 20th century. Ranging from the drawing rooms of England to the trenches 
of France, and moving between past and present, it is a haunting exploration of identity, loss and memory. 

967 n HHHH

ROOM OF ONES OWN/THREE GUINEAS
WOOLF, VIRGINIA
9780241371978     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19
Two of Virginia’s Woolf most striking essays published together in a new Black Classics edition. ‘A Room of 
One’s Own’, based on a lecture given at Girton College Cambridge, is one of the great feminist polemics, 
ranging in its themes from Jane Austen and Charlotte Bronte to the silent fate of Shakespeare’s gifted 
(imaginary) sister and the effects of poverty and sexual constraint on female creativity. ‘Three Guineas’ 
breaks new ground in its discussion of men, militarism and women’s attitudes towards war. These reveal 
Virginia Woolf’s fiery spirit and sophisticated wit and confirm her status as a highly inspirational essayist. 

968 n HHHH

TENDER IS THE NIGHT
FITZGERALD, F SCOTT
9780241387511     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19
The French Riviera in the 1920s is ‘discovered’ by Dick and Nicole Diver, who turn it into the playground 
of the rich and glamorous. Among their circle is Rosemary Hoyt, a film star, who is instantly attracted to 
them, but understands little of the dark secrets and corruption that haunt their marriage. As Dick draws 
closer to Rosemary, he fractures the delicate structure of his marriage and sets both Nicole and himself 
on to a dangerous path. Into this exquisite, lyrical novel, Fitzgerald poured much of the essence of his 
own life, while depicting the age of materialism, shattered idealism and broken dreams. 
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969 n HHHH

AGAINST NATURE
HUYSMANS, JORIS-KARL
9781787475502     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

This is the story of Jean des Esseintes, the last of a proud and noble family, who retreats from the 
world in disgust at bourgeois society and leads a life based on cultivation of the senses through art. 
Des Esseintes distils perfumes from the rarest oils and essences, he creates a garden of poisonous 
flowers, sets gemstones in a tortoise’s gold-painted shell and plans to corrupt a street urchin until he 
is degraded enough to commit murder. Des Esseintes’ aesthetic pilgrimage is described in minutely 
documented realistic detail and was widely regarded as the guidebook of decadence. 

970 n HHHH

SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
VONNEGUT, KURT
9781784874858     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 28/03/19

As a young man and a prisoner of war, Kurt Vonnegut witnessed the 1945 US fire-bombing of Dresden 
in Germany, which reduced the once proudly beautiful city to rubble and claimed the lives of thousands 
of its citizens. For many years, Kurt tried to write about Dresden but the words would not come. When 
he did write about it, he combined his trademark humour, unfettered imagination, boundless humanity 
and keen sense of irony to create one of the most powerful anti-war books every written, and an 
enduring American classic. 

POETRY

971 n HHHH

EMPTY BOTTLES FULL OF STORIES
SIN, R H
9781449496470     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£12.99     Published 08/03/19

A joint poetry collection from the virally popular and bestselling poets r h Sin and Robert M Drake. Both 
Sin and Drake have had tremendous success separately. They both have specific, different styles of 
writing, which makes this poetry collection and collaboration all the more special and unique. 

972 n HHHH

SOFT MAGIC
CHISALA, UPILE
9781449499549     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£11.99     Published 21/03/19

From Malawian storyteller Upile Chisala comes the revised and expanded edition of her debut book of 
poetry. ‘soft magic’ is a collection of poetry and prose exploring the self, joy, blackness, gender, matters 
of the heart, the experience of Diaspora, spirituality, and above all, how we survive. ‘soft magic’ is a 
shared healing journey. 

973 n HHHH

STARGAZING AT NOON
TORRONI, AMANDA
9781449495619     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

In this collection, Amanda Torroni expands on her previously published chapbook, ‘Stargazing at Noon’, 
adding over seventy poems and brand-new material. Torroni writes about intimacy, distance, the body, 
self-doubt, nostalgia, and love - both lost and found. Her poems weave disparate source material into 
beautiful metaphor; readers are as likely to find Plato and neurological terminology as they are moonlit 
lovers and broken hearts. 

974 n HHHH

UNFOLLOWING YOU
KAPOOR, KOMAL
9781449499600     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

An anthem for the modern woman, ‘Unfollowing You’ will serve as a true companion for those who seek 
a voice that explores the complexities and hilarity of contemporary romance. Komal Kapoor uses her 
personal experience and astute social awareness as mechanisms to empower self-acceptance and 
promote cultural transparency. 

975 n HHHH

FAVOURITE POEMS OF BABIES & CHILDREN
HUNTER, JANE M
9781849945370     P     PAVILION 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A beautifully illustrated anthology of poetry celebrating babies, children and childhood - from the magical times 
and memories of childhood, through to the unconditional love a parent has for a child. Some of our best-loved 
poets are featured, such as William Blake, John Betjeman, Robert Louis Stevenson, Adrian Mitchell and WH 
Auden. The poems begin in infanthood, with the joys that babies and toddlers bring as they learn to move and 
speak, and progresses to playtime, friendships, holidays, trips and school days. The wonderful, endearing 
illustrations throughout make this the ideal book for anyone who celebrates a child in their life. 

976 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COUNTRY BETWEEN US
FORCHE, CAROLYN
9781780373744     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£9.95     Published 28/03/19

Carolyn Forche’s ‘The Country Between Us’ bears witness to what she saw in El Salvador in the late 1970s, 
when she travelled around a country erupting into civil war. Documenting killings and other brutal human rights 
abuses while working alongside Archbishop Oscar Romero’s church group, she found herself drawn back into 
poetry as the only possible way to come to terms with what she was experiencing first-hand. By 1980, when 
the fighting was becoming too dangerous, Archbishop Romero urged Forche to return home, asking her to ‘talk 
to the American people, tell them what is happening to us. Convince them to stop the military aid’. 

977 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IS IS NOT
GALLAGHER, TESS
9781780374611     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£12.00     Published 28/03/19

‘Is, Is Not’ upends our notions of linear time, evokes the spirit and sanctity of place, and journeys toward 
discovering the full capacity of language. Gallagher’s poems reverberate with the inward clarity of a 
bell struck on a mountaintop and hover daringly at the threshold of what language can nearly deliver 
while offering alternative corollaries as gifts of its failures. Guided by humour, grace, and a deep inquiry 
into the natural world, every poem nudges us toward moments of awe. How else except by delight and 
velocity would we discover the miracle within the ordinary? 

978 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THERE ARE GIRLS LIKE LIONS
SWENSEN, COLE
9781452173450     H 
CHRONICLE 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

For mothers, daughters, sisters, wives, partners, and friends, here are 30 stirring poems about the 
experience of being a woman. Rousing and empowering, ‘There Are Girls like Lions’ is a celebration of 
womanhood in all its dimensions, including love, beauty, friendship, motherhood, work, aging, and much 
more. Packaged in an attractive case with foil stamping and featuring striking illustrations in metallic ink 
throughout, by Karolin Schnoor, this powerful collection will resonate as a gift for any modern woman. 

979 n HHHHH

AENEID BOOK VI
HEANEY, SEAMUS
9780571327331     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

In a momentous publication, Seamus Heaney’s translation of Book VI of the Aeneid, Virgil’s epic 
poem composed sometime between 29 and 19 BC, follows the hero, Aeneas, on his descent into 
the underworld. In ‘Stepping Stones’, a book of interviews conducted by Dennis O’Driscoll, Heaney 
acknowledged the importance of the poem to his writing, noting that ‘there’s one Virgilian journey 
that has indeed been a constant presence, and that is Aeneas’s venture into the underworld...’ In 
this translation, he employs the same deft handling of the original, combined with the immediacy of 
language and flawless poetic voice as in his translation of ‘Beowulf’. 
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980 n HHHHH

GIRLHOOD
COPUS, JULIA
9780571351060     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Julia Copus’s new collection, ‘Girlhood’, is a book of transgressed boundaries and seductive veneers. 
It subtly captures the balance between things on the verge of becoming and the forces that threaten 
destruction. Reading these poems is to have the sense of encountering a series of filmic installations 
arranged by episode in a gallery. Lost, censored or disparaged voices speak out from secluded 
spaces and hidden history: within a professor’s office and a deserted department store; from kitchens, 
bedrooms, hallways and upstairs windows; through changeable weather, fidgety shadows and the 
witching hour. 

981 n HHHHH

SYLVIA PLATH POEMS CHOSN/CAROL ANN DUFFY
PLATH, SYLVIA
9780571348510     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Sylvia Plath was one of the defining voices of the twentieth-century, and one of the most appealing: 
few other poets have introduced as many new readers to poetry. The poems in this fresh and inviting 
edition were chosen by Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy. ‘In my selection, which is roughly chronological 
to shadow her progress, I have tried to walk through the landscape of Sylvia Plath’s poetry as though 
for the first time, fifty years older than I was when she died. In doing so I have experienced afresh the 
almost physical excitement I felt when I first read this bold, brilliant, brave poet who changed the world 
of poetry for us all.’ 

982 n HHHH

UNCERTAIN LAND & OTHER POEMS
O’BRIAN, PATRICK
9780008261344     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The first ever collection of poems by the acclaimed author of the Aubrey/ Maturin series of Napoleonic 
naval adventures. As we have stood with Jack and Stephen on the deck of the Surprise and other ships, 
readers around the world have been transported to a place and time at once familiar and exotic, routine 
and dramatic. At all times, Patrick O’Brian’s deep knowledge of the period and profound empathy with 
the landscape of the sea has ensured there is always a firm hand on the tiller. The writer’s command of 
language is combined with the poet’s eye for visual detail to remarkable, and unforgettable effect. 

983 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONG TAKE
ROBERTSON, ROBIN
9781509886258     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

A powerful work from award-winning poet Robin Robertson which follows a D-Day veteran as he goes 
in search of freedom and repair in post-war America. Winner of The Roehampton Poetry Prize 2018. 
A noir narrative written with the intensity and power of poetry, ‘The Long Take’ is one of the most 
remarkable - and unclassifiable - books of recent years. 

984 n HHHHH

JOINEDUPWRITING
MCGOUGH, ROGER
9780241374207     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

For more than fifty years, Roger McGough has entranced generations of readers with poetry which 
is at once playful and poignant, intimate and ambitious in its scope. This book delivers on all the wry 
observation, warmth and subtle heartache that readers have come to expect from his collections. From 
forgotten friendships to the idiosyncrasies of family life, to the trauma of war right through to contemporary 
global politics - these poems explore the human experience in all its shades of light and dark, but always 
with McGough’s signature wit, irreverence and vivacity. This is the nation’s favourite poet at his very finest. 

985 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
ROGERS, FRED
9781683691136     H     QUIRK 
£14.99     Published 19/03/19

The Poetry of Mister Rogers. For the first time ever, the beloved songs from the American children’s TV 
series, Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, are collected here in a charmingly-illustrated treasury, sure to be 
cherished by adults who grew up with Mister Rogers, and a new generation of children alike. The series 
had a revolutionary impact on children’s television, and on millions of children themselves. Through 
songs, puppets, and frank conversations, Mister Rogers instilled the values of kindness, patience, and 
self-esteem in his viewers, and most of all, taught children how loved they were, just by being themselves. 

986 n HHHH

POEMS OF PARIS
FRAGOS, EMILY
9781841598123     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Spanning the centuries from the Renaissance to the present, ‘Poems of Paris’ includes a pantheon 
of French (and Francophone) poets, plus poems by the many visitors who have been mesmerized by 
Paris, some of whom made it their home. All the famous sights of Paris are touched on here, from Notre 
Dame to the Eiffel Tower, as are such classic Parisian themes as food and drink, art and love, and 
famous events from the Revolution to the Resistance. 

987 n HHHH

SOMETHING BRIGHT THEN HOLES
NELSON, MAGGIE
9781786995735     P     ZED BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 15/03/19

‘Something Bright, Then Holes’ explores the problem of losing then recovering sight and insight - of feeling lost, 
then found, then lost again. The book’s three sections range widely, and include a long sequence of Niedecker-
esque meditations written at the shore of a polluted urban canal, a harrowing long poem written at a friend’s 
hospital bedside, and a series of unsparing, crystalline lyrics honouring the conjoined forces of love and sorrow. 
Whatever the style, the poems are linked by her singular poetic voice as sly and exacting as it is raw. 

LITERARY CRITICISM

988 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW PROUST CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
BOTTON, ALAIN DE
9781509870691     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

In ‘How Proust Can Change Your Life’, Alain de Botton dissects what Proust has to say about 
friendship, reading, looking carefully, paying attention, taking your time, being alive, all while adding 
in his own delicious commentary. The result is an immersive and invigorating exploration of Proust’s 
famous works. 

989 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POINT OF POETRY
NUTT, JOE
9781783527014     H 
UNBOUND 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

What’s the point of poetry? It’s a question asked in classrooms all over the world, but it rarely receives a 
satisfactory answer. Which is why so many people, who read all kinds of books, never read poetry after 
leaving school. Exploring twenty-two works from poets as varied as William Blake, Seamus Heaney, 
Rita Dove and Hollie McNish, this book makes the case for what poetry has to offer us, what it can tell 
us about the things that matter in life. Each poem is discussed with humour and refreshing clarity, using 
a mixture of anecdote and literary criticism that has been honed over a lifetime of teaching. 
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990 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HUMAN BODY BOOK
PARKER, STEVE
9780241363614     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

An all-in-one illustrated guide to human anatomy with encyclopedic coverage from bones and muscles 
to systems and processes. Each page of ‘The Human Body Book’, updated to reflect the latest medical 
advances, is illustrated with colourful comprehensive diagrams, which are thoroughly annotated to take 
you right into the cells and fibres that are responsible for keeping the human body ticking. Packed with 
accessible medical knowledge and easy-to-understand summaries of more than 200 diseases and 
disorders. The book is enlivened by real-life 3D medical scans of the entire body. 

991 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
BREAKTHROUGH BABIES
FISHEL, SIMON
9781788600736     P 
PRACTICAL INSPIRATIONS 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

An IVF expert’s tale of creating life against all odds. An account from the frontline of fertility treatment, 
giving a unique insight into not only the medical and scientific advances involved but the human cost 
and rewards behind this life-changing technology. Simon Fishel worked with Robert Edwards during his 
pioneering early IVF research and was part of the team in the world’s first IVF clinic, with all the trials 
and tribulations that involved at the time, including a writ for murder. 

992 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NOCTURNAL BRAIN
LESCHZINER, GUY
9781471176357     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

A new narrative on sleep deprivation - its causes and effects - through the case studies of one of the 
world’s leading experts. What happens to our brain at night? Are we really fully asleep and if so how is 
it that some individuals end up doing what they do? Or can it be the case that perhaps the brain never 
fully goes to sleep and that in some individuals there is a disconnect between the sleeping part of their 
brain and the active part of their brain so that the two become confused? Does this happen to all of us 
in varying degrees and can the reverse be the case too - so that some individuals are actually asleep 
during the day while appearing to be awake? 

PSYCHOLOGY & PSYCHIATRY

993 n HHHH

HUMAN NETWORK
JACKSON, MATTHEW O
9781786490209     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Science Behind Our Hidden Positions in Life. It’s not what you know, it’s who you know. Or so the 
adage goes. Professor Matthew Jackson, world-leading researcher into social and economic networks, 
shows us why this is far truer than we’d like to believe. Based on his own ground-breaking research, 
‘The Human Network’ reveals how our relationships in school, university, work and society have 
extraordinary implications throughout our lives and demonstrates that by understanding and taking 
advantage of these networks, we can boost our happiness, success and influence. 

994 n HHHH

MORNING
JENKINS, ALLAN
9780008264376     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Make Time: a Manifesto. ‘There is an energy in the earlier hours, an awareness I enjoy. In 
today’s world we tend to wake as late as we can, timed to when we have to work. But we don’t need 
to chase the day.’ Here, Allan Jenkins shows how getting up earlier even once a week or month can 
free us to be more imaginative, to maybe read, to walk, to write. He talks to other early risers such as 
Jamie Oliver and Samuel West, to poets and painters. We hear from a neuroscientist about sleep, a 
philosopher about dawn, a fisherman about light. Allan wakes early, he listens, he looks. He introduces 
us to a secret world, in this celebration of dawn and morning. 

995 n HHHHH

INTELLIGENCE TRAP
ROBSON, DAVID
9781473669833     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Why Smart People Make Stupid Mistakes - and How to Make Wiser Decisions. Smart people are not 
only just as prone to making mistakes as everyone else they may be even more susceptible to them. 
This is the ‘intelligence trap,’ the subject of David Robson’s fascinating and provocative debut. Packed 
with cutting-edge research, historical case studies, entertaining stories, and practical advice, ‘The 
Intelligence Trap’ explores the flaws in our understanding of intelligence and expertise, and reveals the 
ways that even the brightest minds and talented organizations can backfire - from some of Thomas 
Edison’s worst ideas to failures at NASA, Nokia, and the FBI. 

996 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PSYCHOLOGY OF ZELDA
BEAN, ANTHONY
9781946885340     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A compilation of essays exploring psychological themes in the iconic video game franchise Zelda. Video 
game sales as a whole have continued to grow, now raking in twice as much money per year as the 
entire film industry, and countless psychologists have turned their attention to the effects gaming has on 
us: our confidence, our identity, and our personal growth. ‘The Psychology of Zelda’ applies the latest 
psychological findings, plus insights from classic psychology theory, to Link, Zelda, Hyrule, and the 
players who choose to wield the Master Sword. 

997 n HHHHH

GAME CHANGERS
MEDEIROS, JOAO
9780349142289     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

How a Team of Underdogs and Scientists Discovered What it Takes to Win. At the 1996 Atlanta 
Olympics, Great Britain ranked thirty-sixth in the medals table, finishing below countries like Algeria, 
Belgium and Kazakhstan. It was their worst ever record, a dismal performance labelled a national 
disgrace. But then something happened. In Sydney in 2000 and then Athens in 2004, Team GB 
achieved a much more respectable tenth place. By 2016, in Rio, they finished second, above China and 
Russia, with sixty-seven medals. How have they so convincingly reversed their fortunes? 
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998 n HHHH

MIND IS FLAT
CHATER, NICK
9780241208779     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

The Illusion of Mental Depth and The Improvised Mind. In this book, pre-eminent behavioural scientist 
Nick Chater reveals that this entire enterprise is utterly misguided. Drawing on startling new research in 
neuroscience, behavioural psychology and perception, he shows that we have no hidden depths to plumb, 
and unconscious thought is a myth. Instead, we generate our ideas, motives and thoughts in the moment. 
As the reader discovers, through mind-bending visual examples and counterintuitive experiments, we are 
all characters of our own creation, constantly improvising our behaviour based on our past experiences. 

999 n HHHHH

WHY CANT WE SLEEP
LEADER, DARIAN
9780241984437     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

A short, accessible analysis of how and why humans sleep - weaving together cultural, social, economic 
and psychoanalytic influences in pursuit of the truth about insomnia. In this book, Darian Leader reveals 
the history and pathology of sleeplessness - from the industrial revolution to Freudian dream analysis to 
the fears around blue light on our phones. Along the way, he dispels the pervasive myths and anxieties 
around this most universal human experience. 

1000 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW EVIL
STONE, MICHAEL H
9781633885325     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£19.99     Published 20/03/19

Understanding the Emergence of Modern Violent Crime. A leading psychiatrist and a clinical 
psychologist specializing in criminal pathology offer chilling insights into the minds of murderers through 
a hierarchy of criminal behaviour ranging from crimes of passion to serial murder. The book considers 
the effects of new technologies, as well as sociological, cultural, and historical factors since the 1960s, 
that may have set the stage for new forms of violent behaviour. 

1001 n HHHH

BURNOUT
NAGOSKI, EMILY
9781785042072     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 12/03/19

The Secret to Solving the Stress Cycle. What’s expected of women and what it’s like to be a woman today are 
two very different things - and women exhaust themselves trying to close the gap between them. How can you 
‘love your body’ when everything around you tells you you’re inadequate? How do you ‘lean in’ at work when 
you’re already at 110% and aren’t recognised for it? This paradox isn’t going away any time soon, so let’s stop 
ignoring it. Eye-opening, compassionate and optimistic, ‘Burnout’ will completely transform the way we think about 
and manage stress, empowering women to thrive under pressure and enjoy meaningful yet balanced lives. 

1002 n HHHHH

ALCHEMY
SUTHERLAND, RORY
9780753556504     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 14/03/19

The Surprising Power of Ideas That Don’t Make Sense. To be brilliant, you have to be irrational. Why is 
Red Bull so popular - even though everyone hates the taste? Why do countdown boards on platforms 
take away the pain of train delays? And why do we prefer stripy toothpaste? We think we are rational 
creatures. Economics and business rely on the assumption that we make logical decisions based on 
evidence. But we aren’t, and we don’t. In many crucial areas of our lives, reason plays a vanishingly 
small part. Instead we are driven by unconscious desires, which is why placebos are so powerful. 

1003 n HHHH

POWER OF MOMENTS
HEATH, CHIP
9780552174459     P     TRANSWORLD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Why Certain Moments Have Extraordinary Impact. From the internationally bestselling authors of ‘Switch’ and 
‘Made to Stick’. What if a teacher could design a lesson that he knew students would remember twenty years 
later? What if a manager knew how to create an experience that would delight customers? What if you had a 
better sense of how to create memories that matter for your children? We all have defining moments in our lives 
- meaningful experiences that stand out in our memory. Filled with remarkable tales and practical insights, ‘The 
Power of Moments’ proves we all have the power to transform ordinary experiences into unforgettable ones. 

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

1004 n HHHH

GROW A NEW BODY
VILLOLDO, ALBERTO
9781788172059     P     HAY HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

How Spirit and Power Plant Nutrients can Transform Your Health. Updated edition of the Wall Street 
Journal bestselling title ‘One Spirit Medicine’, with new science, recipes and meal plan. Alberto Villoldo 
shares a powerful 10-day meal plan and sets the reader up to grow a new body in just 6 weeks - a body 
that heals rapidly, retains its youthful vitality and keeps the reader connected to Spirit. 

1005 n HHHH

SACRED SCIENCE
POLIZZI, NICK
9781781808252     P     HAY HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

An Ancient Healing Path for the Modern World. In 2010, Nick Polizzi did something unimaginable. He 
assembled a group of eight desperately ill patients from around the world and brought them into the 
heart of the Amazon rain forest to put the mysterious medicines of native shamans to the test. The 
healing journey that unfolded would change their lives - and his own - forever. In this book, we join Nick 
as he explores these primordial traditions and learns firsthand what it takes to truly heal ourselves of 
physical disease, emotional trauma, and the sense of ‘lostness’ that so many of us feel in these modern 
times. 

1006 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROOT & STEM
LAIRD, ALEX
9780241371213     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

A seasonal guide to natural recipes and remedies for everyday life. ‘Root to Stem’ is a seasonal and 
holistic approach to health that puts plants, herbs and nature at the heart of how we live and eat. It is 
a new kind of guide that links individual health to our communities and the planet’s health to sustain us 
all. The perfect companion to the seasons, this book will show you how to take greater control over your 
own health and wellbeing, treat everyday ailments, and ensure the sustainability of the planet through 
discovering how to forage, grow, or shop for plant- and herb-based foods and products. 

HEALTH & FITNESS

1007 n HHHH

SLEEP RITUALS
WILLIAMSON, JENNIFER
9781507209523     H     ADAMS MEDIA 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

100 Practices for a Deep and Peaceful Sleep. This accessible guide offers 100 easy rituals - including 
sleep-friendly recipes, relaxing yoga poses, calming breathing exercises, soothing meditations, and 
comforting writing exercises - suited for every type of person. You can even mix and match them for a 
completely customized bedtime experience and find the perfect solution to banish any sleepless night. 
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1008 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VAGINA A RE EDUCATION
ENRIGHT, LYNN
9781911630012     P 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Part memoir, part practical guide to the vagina, this indispensable book sifts through myths and 
misinformation with the aim of empowering women with vital knowledge about their own bodies. As 
women all over the country join together in conversations about consent and power, this investigation 
into the history, biology and politics of the vagina will be a valuable and urgent addition to the 
discussion. 

1009 n HHHH

MEDICINAL CHEF THE NUTRITION BIBLE
PINNOCK, DALE
9781787132511     P     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£18.00     Published 21/03/19

An A-Z of Ailments and Medicinal Foods. An instantly accessible, user-friendly, go-to guide to nutrition, 
this will become an invaluable resource in every home. Author Dale Pinnock is the Medicinal Chef 
and with his practical, authoritative advice, everyone can cut down on the family’s common medical 
complaints, trips to the doctor, expensive medication and confusing health books. The book will begin 
with an indispensable alphabetical reference guide to common medical complaints - applicable to age 
groups from babies to the elderly - such as eczema, acid reflux, menstrual cramps, constipation, high 
blood pressure, fatigue and more. 

1010 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DO STATINS WORK
GOLDACRE, BEN
9780008133641     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The Battle for Perfect Evidence-Based Medicine. Statins are the single most commonly prescribed 
class of drugs in the whole of the developed world. They’re taken by over 100 million people, with 
millions more patients being offered them every year. We know that statins do some good, but we 
don’t know how big the benefits are and we don’t know how common the side effects are. This is a 
campaigning handbook, a thrilling work of popular science, and a call to arms for doctors, researchers 
and patients from one of Britain’s finest writers on the science behind medicine. 

1011 n HHHHH

GYNAE GEEK
MITRA, ANITA
9780008305178     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Your No-Nonsense Guide to ‘Down There’ Healthcare. Information is everywhere and yet many women 
still don’t truly understand how our bodies work and specifically, how our lower genital tract works. Dr 
Anita Mitra, AKA The Gynae Geek, believes that we can only be empowered about our health when 
we have accurate information. This book takes you from your first period to the onset of menopause 
and explains everything along the way - from straightforward information about whether the pill is safe, 
which diet is best for PCOS, what an abnormal smear actually means, if heavy periods are a sign of 
cancer, right through to extraordinary tales from the Clinic. 

1012 n HHHH

NO NEED TO DIET BOOK
TURNER, PIXIE
9781788547154     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Despite a wealth of information at our fingertips, there are still so many things we get wrong about 
food and health. ‘The No Need To Diet Book’ explains the reasons why diets and over exercising don’t 
work; the problems with eating for aesthetic goals; the science behind orthorexia, food anxieties and 
emotional eating, and other unhealthy habits formed by misinformation. This book will challenge our 
misconceptions about what is healthy, and get to the heart of it using evidence-based science. 

1013 n HHHHH

222 WAYS TO TRICK YOURSELF TO SLEEP
JONES, KIM
9780349421803     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£12.99     Published 14/03/19

Scientifically Supported Ways to Fall Asleep and Stay Asleep. In today’s fast-paced, non-stop world, 
research by the UK’s Sleep Council has found that almost a third of us don’t get enough sleep most 
nights. Insomnia can wreak havoc on everyday life - leaving us feeling exhausted, irritable and unwell. 
Lack of sleep has also been linked to a whole host of long-term chronic conditions including Type 2 
diabetes, heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure, obesity and depression. But don’t despair - help 
is at hand! This book is packed with easy to read and simple to follow tips, as well as some weird and 
wonderful tricks, all gathered from expert research. 

1014 n HHHH

BY THE SEA
CRACKNELL, DEBORAH
9781783252947     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Therapeutic Benefits of Being In, On and By the Water. There is something about the vastness 
of the oceans that has always drawn humans in a significant way. Throughout history, people have 
gravitated to live near the sea, it is part of the survival instinct. Until now, there hasn’t been much 
scientific evidence to quantify this connection. But environmental psychologists are now studying how 
the natural environment makes us feel, think and behave, and scientists in this area are discovering the 
tangible benefits of breathing in the fresh sea air, its negative ions accelerating your ability to absorb 
oxygen, and balance your seratonin levels. 

1015 n HHHHH

100 DAYS TO A YOUNGER BRAIN
BRENNAN, SABINA
9781409184966     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Maximise your memory, boost your brain health and defy dementia. An easy programme of one-a-day 
exercises to assess your brain health, improve your memory, protect your brain from cognitive decline 
and slow the effects of dementia. 

1016 n HHHH

EAT TO BEAT DISEASE
LI, WILLIAM
9781785042157     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 19/03/19

The new science of how the body can heal itself. Discover how to prevent and reverse disease by 
changing what you eat and drink, based on the science of Precision Nutrition and the body’s five natural 
defence systems. The key to optimum health and recovery from illness and disease lies in triggering 
the body’s five natural defence systems (Angiogenesis, Cell Regeneration, Gut Microbiota, DNA 
Modification/protection and the Immune System). Pioneering medical doctor and scientist Dr William Li 
has shown that this can be achieved simply by making the right food choices - and that food can be far 
more effective than drugs. 
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1017 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COUCH POTATOS GUIDE TO 
GETTING FIT
EASTON, JAMIE
9781786857323     P 
SUMMERSDALE 
£8.99     Published 14/03/19

Simple Exercises to Get In Shape. Do you feel lumpy, lazy and de-motivated? Would you like to be 
healthier, but don’t really have the time or aren’t sure where to start? You don’t have to go straight from 
the couch to 5k. ‘The Couch Potato’s Guide to Getting Fit’ will teach you how to incorporate exercise 
into your daily routine and help you take that tricky first step towards fitness. Accessible and easy-to-
use, this book will help you make little changes but see big results. Contains stretches you can do while 
watching TV and easy exercises for around the house to enable you to go from couch potato to hot 
potato. 

1018 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHY RUNNING MATTERS
MORTIMER, IAN
9781786859464     P 
SUMMERSDALE 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

Lessons in Life, Pain and Exhilaration - From 5K to the Marathon. In this year-long memoir, which might 
be described as a historian’s take on Haruki Murakami’s ‘What I Talk About When I Talk About Running’, 
the celebrated historian Ian Mortimer considers the meaning of running as he approaches his fiftieth 
birthday. From injuries and frustrated ambitions to exhilaration and empathy, it is a personal and yet 
universal account of what running means to people, and how it helps everyone focus on what really 
matters. 

1019 n HHHH

EXPERT GUIDE TO SLEEPING WELL
IDZIKOWSKI, CHRIS
9781786782120     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Everything You Need to Know to Get a Good Night’s Sleep. Lack of sleep is not just a matter of feeling 
tired. Recent research has shown that it is associated with serious illnesses such as high blood 
pressure, diabetes, heart disease and even cancer. The Big question is, what can we do to get more 
sleep? Who can we turn to, for a sympathetic and knowledgeable one-to-one consultation? The answer 
is, to one of the world’s leading sleep experts: Professor Chris Idzikowski, who here reveals his wisdom 
in a down-to-earth and reassuring way. 

PREGNANCY AND CHILDCARE

1020 n HHHH

BREAKING MUM & DAD
WILLIAMSON, ANNA
9781472953384     P     A&C BLACK 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Breaking Mum and Dad’ is a helpful, often humorous, and always honest guide to help all new mums 
and dads cope with and conquer anxiety, stress and low mood in those overwhelming fledgling parent 
days. It takes time to adjust to this new identity and role - whether it’s making new friends, coping with 
changing relationships, breast and bottle feeding anxiety, going back to work worries, or the whole 
shift being a new parent poses mentally. ‘Breaking Mum and Dad’ is a little pocket guide of empathy, 
sympathy and above all hope. 

1021 n HHHH

HYPNOBIRTHING
MILLER, SIOBHAN
9780349419381     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 28/03/19

Practical Ways to Make Your Birth Better. Expert hypnobirthing coach Siobhan Miller has made it her 
mission to show women everywhere that birth can be better. And not just better - it can be an amazing, 
empowering experience. Hypnobirthing is an invaluable technique for every woman and for every type 
of birth - from a natural water birth through to an unplanned caesarean. So, what is hypnobirthing? 
Essentially, it’s a form of antenatal education, an approach to birth that is both evidence-based and logical. 
Hypnobirthing teaches you how your body works on a muscular and hormonal level when in labour. 

1022 n HHHHH

SECOND BABY BOOK
OCKWELL-SMITH, SARAH
9780349420042     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

How to cope with pregnancy number two and create a happy home for your firstborn and new arrival. Having a 
second baby is a very different experience from having your first, yet there is little recognition of the wide range 
of issues that need to be considered when bringing a second child into the family. In this incredibly helpful book, 
Sarah Ockwell-Smith helps parents feel more positive and prepared for life with two children. The book begins 
with the obvious question: when is the right time to add another member to the family? 

1023 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW RULES OF PREGNANCY
SIMONE, A ET AL
9781579658571     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

What to Eat, Do, Think About, and Let Go of While Your Body Is Making a Baby. A calm pregnancy book 
with the magical soothing powers of a yoga class. Here the experts guide you, the modern pregnant 
woman, through all aspects of pregnant life in an easy-to-digest, compassionate and motivating way. 
Instead of a detailed week-by-week look at your baby’s development, it’s all about you, and how to 
help your pregnancy go as smoothly as possible. The book also covers that critical ‘fourth trimester’ - 
‘Nursing’ and ‘How to Feel Like You Again’ - because once the baby is born, self-care goes out of the 
window, and you really need someone to have at your back. 

1024 n HHHHH

PART TIME WORKING MUMMY
HAMBLETON, RACHAELE
9781409184256     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A Patchwork Life. Hundreds of thousands of fans flock to the Part-Time Working Mummy web page for its 
heartfelt posts, honest accounts of complicated family life and its appeal to ‘bring parents together to support 
each other through all the sh*t that life throws at us!’. This book channels the amazing spirit of the page, with 
Rachaele sharing behind-the-scenes experiences that have shaped her own views on parenting and life; packed 
with personal stories and lessons learned, it’s about the best, the worst and the ok times in a ‘normal’ family. 

1025 n HHHH

KNOW YOUR BABY POO
ROACH, MATT
9781785041884     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A Parent’s Guide. The easy way to understand your baby’s poo (and have a good laugh along the 
way!). Most parents become poo-obsessed for the first few months of baby’s life - baby poo turns an 
astonishing array of colours in a very short time and is a key to understanding whether baby is healthy 
and getting enough food. This clever and unique colour-swatch book plays into this rather bizarre 
(but incredibly important) aspect of early parenting, turning the poo ‘palette’ into both a source of 
entertainment and a genuinely useful source of medical information. Packed with tips and remedies, 
this handy little book makes the perfect light-hearted gift. 
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1026 n HHHH

TWISTED DOODLES THE NEWBORN IDENTITY
BOYLE, MARIA
9781848272583     H     TRANSWORLD 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The hilarious and poignant cartoons of illustrator TwistedDoodles bring a smile to the faces of parents 
every single day. Her drawings brilliantly capture the unique experience of motherhood and the 
huge range of emotions that it brings. In this warm and witty book, Maria writes candidly about what 
becoming a mother has meant for her. Interspersing her words with brilliant cartoons, she delivers a 
marvellously entertaining snapshot of life as a modern day parent. 

SPECIAL DIETS & SLIMMING

1027 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAIRY FREE
LITZINGER, ANGELA
9781787552814     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£18.00     Published Mar 2019

Whether you’re lactose intolerant, have a milk allergy or are just trying a dairy-free diet, you’ll be 
delighted with this selection of varied and delicious recipes. Methods are provided to make your own 
staples such as plant- and nut-based milks, cheeses, yogurt, spreads and creams, and a wealth of 
tempting recipes are included, for everything from Sauces, Dips and Dressings to Comforting Mains to 
Baking and Desserts and more - why not try making Rice Milk Pancakes, Cheesy Broccoli Soup, Pizza 
with Peppers and ‘Rocotta’ or Perfect Cupcakes with Buttercream? 

1028 n HHHH

GUT FEELING
DEVLIN, NAOMI
9781472263070     P     HEADLINE 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Recipes to Calm, Nourish & Heal. This is a black and white paperback edition of Food For a Happy Gut, 
previously published in hardback in 2017 by Headline Home. ‘The Gut Feeling’ is full of recipes that will 
calm your digestion, soothe your gut and delight your tastebuds. A gut-friendly diet need not mean the 
elimination of favourite foods or hard-to-follow diets. Nutritionist, Naomi Devlin, has distilled everything 
she knows about keeping your gut healthy into 100 everyday recipes. This book will take you back to 
local produce, good home cooking and a wonderfully diverse range of ingredients. 

1029 n HHHH

HYBRID DIET
HOLFORD, PATRICK
9780349419442     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Your body thrives on two fuels - discover how to boost your energy and get leaner and healthier by 
alternating fats and carbs. The Hybrid Diet is a radically different, practical and doable way to achieve 
a healthy weight and substantially reduce your risk of diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, cancer 
and dementia. Recent research has shown that a diet that is very low in carbs and high in good fats 
is effective for weight loss, can counteract many diseases and also help athletic performance and 
endurance. The drawback is that it is difficult to stick to - because most people love carbs. But, as The 
Hybrid Diet demonstrates, we don’t need to choose. 

1030 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PINCH OF NOM
FEATHERSTONE, KAY
9781529014068     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

100 Slimming, Home-style Recipes. From the slimming blog, the Pinch of Nom, this cookbook can help 
novice and experienced home-cooks slim down while enjoying exciting, flavourful and satisfying meals. 
Each recipe has been tried and tested to ensure it is healthy and incredibly easy to make. Whether it’s 
Cumberland Pie, Mexican Chilli Beef, Mediterranean Chicken Orzo, or Chicken Balti, this food is so 
good you’ll never guess the low calorie count. The recipes are labelled with helpful icons to guide you 
towards the ones that suit you best - whether you’re watching the calories, want to feed a family of four 
or have limited time to spare. 

1031 n HHHH

GOOD WITHOUT GLUTEN
JULES, FREDERIQUE
9781911632108     H     MURDOCH BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The chefs at Parisian restaurant and grocery store, No Glu, create delicious, gluten-free food with all 
the style, finesse and passion for baking excellence that makes French patisserie world-renowned. 
Using a range of cereals, flours and clever flour mixes that are naturally gluten-free and healthy, they 
have developed over 65 delicious and nutritious recipes, guaranteed gluten-free (many of the recipes 
are also lactose-free). 

1032 n HHHH

DINNER IN A DASH
HUGHES, NANCY S
9781558329591     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

75 Fast-to-Table and Full-of-Flavor DASH Diet Recipes from the Instant Pot or Other Electric Pressure 
Cooker. DASH diet comps have sold well and this is the only book for the DASH diet using the Instant 
Pot and other electric pressure cookers. Veteran healthy-cookbook author Nancy S Hughes delivers 75 
recipes that get you from here to a nutritious and delectable dinner in a flash. You’ll get all the minerals 
and proteins you need without an excess of saturated fats, salt, or sugar. For fast and easy dinners full 
of flavour and nutrients, this is an indispensable book. 

MIND BODY & SPIRIT

1033 n HHHH

GIVING UP WITHOUT GIVING UP
GREEN, JIM
9781472957450     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Meditation and Depressions. ‘What if the suffering that we call depression contains experiences and 
lessons without which we cannot be fully alive?’ Depression seems to be a contemporary epidemic, 
understandably feared and avoided by all. Yet this book explores the possibility that we have much to 
learn from these times in our lives, when it feels as though we are losing everything, most of all any 
sense of who we are. Drawing on his extensive experience of meditation within both Buddhist and 
Christian contemplative traditions, Jim offers us a moving account of how this wisdom practice can 
accompany each of us as we make ‘the gentle pilgrimage of recovery’. 
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1034 n HHHH

SPIRIT JUNKIE
BERNSTEIN, GABRIELLE
9781788172837     P     HAY HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 05/03/19

A Radical Road to Discovering Self-Love and Miracles. In this hip self-transformation book, Gabrielle 
Bernstein shows how to make happiness a way of life and shares the life-changing lessons that she 
has lived and learned in the hope that other young women will be guided to do the same. ‘Spirit Junkie’ 
shows readers how to tap into their own spirit in their search for happiness. This is not a book on how to 
get happiness; rather, it’s a guide to releasing the blocks to the happiness that already lives inside. 

1035 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BECOMING SUPERNATURAL
DISPENZA, JOE
9781781808313     P 
HAY HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 19/03/19

What would it mean to become supernatural? What if you could tune in to frequencies beyond our 
material world... change your brain chemistry to access transcendent levels of awareness... create a 
new future... and transform your very biology to enable profound healing? This is what Dr. Joe Dispenza 
offers in this revolutionary book: a body of knowledge and a set of tools that allow ordinary people - 
people just like you - to reach extraordinary states of being. 

1036 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RUMI TALES OF THE SPIRIT
KAPUR, KAMLA K
9781683834908     P     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 12/03/19

‘Rumi: Tales of the Spirit’ is a sweet, comforting, and, at times, fiery guide to nourishing the spirit. In a 
hopeful but pragmatic tone, timeless storyteller Rumi and award-winning author and playwright Kamla 
K Kapur guide us through the trials of life and teach us to embrace suffering, to pray even when it feels 
hopeless, and ultimately, to surrender to the cosmic will. Personal, poignant, and woven with fierce 
passion for life and the divine, ‘Rumi: Tales of the Spirit’ will leave you with heart-wrenching gratitude for 
life’s trials and gifts. 

1037 n HHHH

SOPHROLOGY METHOD
PAROT, FLORENCE
9781856753869     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Simple techniques for a calmer, happier, healthier you. Feeling stressed, anxious or burnt-out? 
Sophrology is a transformative healthcare philosophy that is designed to help people achieve a calm, 
alert mind in a relaxed body. Inspired by Eastern philosophies and classical relaxation techniques, it 
will help you to become consciously, actively aware of yourself, how you feel, what you want and the 
environment around you. Cited as ‘the new mindfulness’, Sophrology is a mind-body technique that 
uses a unique mixture of breathing and relaxation exercises, body awareness, visualization, gentle 
movement and meditation. 

1038 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINDFULNESS & INTIMACY
CONNELLY, BEN
9781614294962     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Mindfulness is an ancient and powerful practice of awareness and nonjudgemental discernment that 
can help us ground ourselves in the present moment, with the world and our lives just as they are. 
But there’s a risk: by focusing our attention on something (or someone), we might always see it as 
something other, as separate from ourselves. To close up this distance, mindfulness has traditionally 
been paired with a focus on intimacy, community, and interdependence. In this book Ben Connelly 
shows us how to bring these two practices together - bringing warm hearts to our clear seeing. 

1039 n HHHH

FUTURE SACRED
MORLEY, JULIE J
9781620557686     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

The Connected Creativity of Nature. ‘Future Sacred’ reveals how our survival depends on embracing 
complexity consciousness and relating to nature and all life as sacred. Julie J Morley offers a new 
perspective on the human connection to the cosmos by unveiling the connected creativity and sacred 
intelligence of nature. She rejects the ‘survival of the fittest’ narrative - the idea that survival requires 
strife - and offers symbiosis and cooperation as nature’s path forward. 

1040 n HHHH

INTRODUCTION TO MAGIC VOL II
EVOLA, JULIUS
9781620557174     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

The Path of Initiatic Wisdom. Authentic initiatic practices, rituals, and wisdom collected by the UR Group. 
The ‘Gruppo di UR’ was a group of Italian esotericists who collaborated from 1927 to 1929. The purpose 
of this group was to study and practise ancient rituals gleaned from the mystery traditions of the world, 
both East and West, in order to attain a state of superhuman consciousness and power to allow them to 
act magically on the world. They produced a monthly journal containing techniques for spiritual realization, 
accounts of personal experiences, translations of ancient texts, and original essays on esoteric topics. 

1041 n HHHH

STONES OF THE GODDESS
PEARSON, NICHOLAS
9781620557648     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£26.00     Published 21/03/19

Crystals for the Divine Feminine. A practical guide to working with gemstones and crystals connected 
to Goddess energy for magick, healing, and transformation. In this practical guide to working with the 
stones of the Goddess, Nicholas Pearson explores more than 100 gemstones and crystals strongly 
connected with the energies of the Divine Feminine, including old favourites like amazonite, amethyst, 
geodes, and carnelian (also known as the blood of Isis), alongside newer and more unusual stones 
such as sakura ishi, yeh ming zhu, and Lemurian seed crystals. 

1042 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINDFUL THOUGHTS FOR MOTHERS
FORBES, RIGA
9781782407652     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 14/03/19

‘Mindful Thoughts for Mothers’ is a lovingly-crafted book of reflections that all mums can dip into during 
those precious moments of space from ‘doing’, for a positive and peaceful outlook to support their practice 
of mindfulness. In this beautifully illustrated book, Riga Forbes explores the micro and macro elements of a 
mother’s world, helping the reader to hold a sense of the ‘bigger picture’ while being present in the day-to-
day. In it, she invites every mother to embrace mindful awareness for deeper presence and understanding. 

1043 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINDFUL THOUGHTS FOR RUNNERS
WARDLEY, TESSA
9781782407645     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 14/03/19

Running can be a spiritually enriching activity, as well as a physical one - reconnecting us to our breath, 
our bodies, and the natural world around us with every steady step. This book explores the ways in 
which running offers us an opportunity to deepen our levels of awareness, lifting our souls as well as 
our endorphin levels! In this beautifully illustrated little book, author Tessa Wardley meditates on the 
holistic nature of running, through 25 focused reflections offering meaningful insights that every runner 
will value and remember. 

1044 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEALING MAGIC OF FOREST BATHING
PLEVIN, JULIA
9780399582110     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

Forest bathing is a traditional Japanese practice of luxuriating in nature and is practised throughout the 
world to increase health and restore wellbeing. But an actual forest isn’t necessary to experience the 
power of a forest bath - a little perspective and local park or backyard is all you need. Julia Plevin offers 
a guide through a forest bath, from preparing for the journey and accessible activities to do while forest 
bathing, to incorporating the inspiring benefits of time spent in nature - a calm mind, relaxation, energy, 
and creativity - into the rest of your daily life. 
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1045 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIFERIDER
HAMILTON, LAIRD
9781635652901     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£19.99     Published 12/03/19

Laird Hamilton reveals the secrets behind his success and breaks down the principles that have 
motivated his extraordinary life in this book - a prescriptive narrative that condenses his unique 
worldview into its three distinct elements: heart, body, and soul. Heart, the first of three sections in 
the book, explores the intrinsic motivation that drives our lives and everyday actions. Body explores 
everything that affects our physical manifestations: our genetics, environment, foods, exercise, and 
even our breath. Soul seeks to help us make sense of the cat’s cradle of beliefs we all carry with us, 
and what we expect of them. 

1046 n HHHH

5 MINUTE MAGIC FOR MODERN WICCANS
GREENLEAF, CERRIDWEN
9781782497059     P     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Rapid rituals, efficient enchantments, and swift spells. There is no doubt we live in hectic times, but 
that is no reason life should be any less magical. ‘5-minute Magic for Modern Wiccans’ is steeped in 
ancient wisdom with updates for modern times and an emphasis on maximum manifestation in the least 
amount of time. 

1047 n HHHH

SELF HEALING REVOLUTION
KOVARY, NOELLE RENEE
9781782496977     H     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Modern-day Ayurveda with recipes and tools for intuitive living. If you are looking to ditch the yo-yo 
dieting and are ready to create a lifestyle of health and happiness, sprinkled with rituals and natural 
remedies to enhance radiance, energy and deeper vitality and feel like ‘yourself’ in your own body, 
then this book is for you. It will be your guide to learn the ancient tools of Ayurveda, a 5,000-year old 
medicine system, with a modern twist to fit your everyday life. 

1048 n HHHH

NIGHTSIDE OF THE RUNES
KARLSSON, THOMAS
9781620557747     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

Uthark, Adulruna, and the Gothic Cabbala. The occult wisdom and multidimensional layers of meaning 
hidden in the Nordic Rune stones. Covering more than just rune practices, Thomas Karlsson’s 
exploration of the dark or night side of the runes provides a comprehensive guide to Norse spirituality 
and the ancient spiritual mysticism of Odin. 

1049 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO BALANCE YOUR LIFE
JAMES, ROBIN
9781786857767     H 
SUMMERSDALE 
£12.99     Published 14/03/19

Everyday Tips for Simpler Living and Lasting Harmony. Discover the tools for finding harmony is all 
aspects of your life with practical tips on everything from managing everyday stress to finding a work/
life balance that is right for you. This inspirational book will help you find ways to maintain a healthy diet 
and lifestyle and be more mindful of the wider world and your impact upon it, while making sure there 
is always room for ‘me’ time. By applying a few simple concepts you will live your life at a pace that is 
comfortable and ultimately rewarding. 

TRANSPORT

1050 n HHHH

WORLD THE RAILWAYS MADE
FAITH, NICHOLAS
9781784977351     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£10.00     Published 07/03/19

A new edition of the classic history of rail: how the ‘Iron Road’ turned the world upside down. The 
railway was the most important invention of the 19th Century, and ‘The World the Railways Made’ 
argues that in the 21st Century, with high speed train lines that compete with air travel, and over 190 
metro systems in 54 countries underpinning the world’s greatest cities, it remains just as relevant. 
The author presents an engaging and entertaining journey through the first century of rail, introducing 
visionaries, engineers, surveyors, speculators, financiers and navvies - the heroes and the rogues of 
this mechanical revolution. 

1051 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIRST GEAR
RAY, KEITH
9780750988162     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Myth-Busting Motoring Milestones. What was the very first real ‘automobile’? And what actually 
constitutes an automobile anyway? Such questions are not easy to answer but Keith Ray has 
embraced the challenge and compiled a myth-busting book packed with fascinating facts. Ranging 
from the ‘firsts’ in motoring technology, he not only reveals what happened first but joyfully rights 
historic wrongs along the way. The V8 engine did not originate in America, as most people believe, 
and Rudolph Diesel certainly didn’t invent the diesel engine. This is the perfect gift for any motoring 
enthusiast. 

1052 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT PASSENGER SHIPS THAT NEVER WERE
WILLIAMS, DAVID L
9780750983570     H     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£40.00     Published 01/03/19

‘Great Passenger Ships That Never Were’ is a completely revised and updated edition of the authors’ 
classic work ‘Damned by Destiny’: a comprehensive account of all the world’s projects for large 
passenger ships (over 20,000 gross tons) which, for one reason or another, never entered service. 
Potentially, some were the greatest liners ever conceived and would have surpassed the most famous, 
not only in speed and splendour, but in size and appearance. They were all the victims of circumstance 
- a fate narrowly missed by a few of the most celebrated passenger ships which did make it into 
commercial service. 
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1053 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINDRUSH A SHIP THROUGH 
TIME
ARNOTT, PAUL
9780750989862     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 01/03/19

For three decades the Windrush was the maritime Zelig of the 20th century, playing different roles 
in the most turbulent years in modern times. Designed in 1930 in the Hamburg boatyard of a 
Jewish shipbuilder to ferry Germans to a new life in South America, it wasn’t long before Goebbels 
requisitioned her as one of his ‘Strength Through Joy’ vessels. However, her duties soon darkened: 
she became a Nazi troop carrier, a support vessel for the pocket battleship Tirpitz and a prison ship 
transporting Jews to Auschwitz... This is Paul Arnott’s vivid biography of a unique vessel, combining the 
memories of people who were there. 

MILITARY & WAR NON FICTION

1054 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ARNHEM THE BATTLE OF THE BRIDGES
BUCKINGHAM, WILLIAM
9781848681095     H     AMBERLEY PUBLISHING PLC 
£25.00     Published 28/03/19

On 21st August 1944, German Army Group B was destroyed in Normandy and Allied troops began 
pressing east from the beachhead they had occupied since the D-Day landings. Within days, British 
troops had liberated Brussels and reached the Dutch border. Encouraged by seeming total German 
collapse, the Allies gambled their overstretched resources on a high-risk strategy aimed at opening the 
way into Germany itself, crossing the Rhine river. On the afternoon of Sunday 17th September British 
tanks advanced into Holland - their objective, a series of bridges across the Rhine. 

1055 n HHHH

SPEARHEAD
MAKOS, ADAM
9781782395782     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

The World War II Odyssey of an American Tank Gunner. ‘Spearhead’ honours an unsung hero of World 
War II, Clarence Smoyers, who deplored violence but became the gunner of one of the first Pershing 
tanks in the European Theater, spearheading the American invasion of Germany. Smoyers’s story is a 
powerful evocation of the lives and challenges of the ‘tankers’, so critical to the war effort, as well as of 
German civilians caught up in the conflict. 

1056 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANZACS AT WAR
PEDERSEN, PETER
9780233005805     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

From Gallipoli to the Present Day. More than any other fighting force in history, ANZACs have been 
praised for their courage, endurance, skill, good humour and comradeship. ‘ANZACs at War’ explores 
how bitter conflicts shaped the national character and reveals the vital nature of their role in all the 
major conflicts of the twentieth century and beyond, beginning with their heroism in the First World 
War and continuing through the Second World War, Korea, Vietnam and the Gulf War to the present 
century’s War on Terror. 

1057 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EVERYTHING WE HAVE D DAY
MUELLER, GORDON H
9780233005812     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

Over 150,000 troops landed on the five beaches of D-Day, with over 20,000 reported casualties 
across both sides. June 6, 1944 will be a day forever remembered in history. The story of D-Day has 
been told on countless occasions, and is an event that reverberates through time as one of the most 
pivotal moments in our history. This book tells the personal stories of the people involved in Operation 
Overlord, in their own words. Using rare documents, artifacts and first-hand accounts from The US 
National WWII Museum’s official archives, you can gain a rare insight into the thoughts and feelings of 
those soldiers who landed on the beaches of Normandy. 

1058 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIRST MAN IN
MIDDLETON, ANT
9780008245733     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Leading from the Front. Special forces training is no walk in the park. The rules are strict and they 
make sure you learn the hard way, pushing you beyond the limits of what is physically possible. 
There is no mercy. Even when you are bleeding and broken, to admit defeat is failure. To survive 
the gruelling selection process to become a member of the elite you need toughness, aggression, 
meticulous attention to detail and unrelenting self discipline, all traits that make for the best leaders. In 
this fascinating, and revealing book, Ant speaks about the highs and gut-wrenching lows of his life and 
draws valuable lessons that we can all use in our daily lives. 

1059 n HHHHH

DEADLY TRADE
BALLANTYNE, IAIN
9781409158523     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The Complete History of Submarine Warfare from Archimedes to the Present. ‘The Deadly Trade’ is 
a fascinating and comprehensive account of how an initially ineffectual underwater boat - originally 
derided and loathed in equal measure - evolved into the most powerful and terrifying vessel ever 
invented, with enough destructive power to end all life on Earth. The acclaimed naval writer Iain 
Ballantyne considers the key episodes of submarine warfare, beginning with Archimedes discovering 
the Principle of Buoyancy to today’s nuclear-powered submarines which are among the most complex, 
costly ships in existence. 

1060 n HHHH

COLD WAR FLEET
TAYLOR, CLIVE
9781472833716     H     OSPREY 
£50.00     Published 21/03/19

Ships of the Royal Navy 1966-91. ‘Cold War Fleet’ is a selection of photographs of Royal Navy vessels 
during these 25 years. Each is reproduced at an exceptionally high standard, accompanied by a 
detailed caption. Many of the photos are completely unique and have never been published, such as 
the images of the minesweepers HMS Wilton and HMS Bossington photographed during Operation 
Rheostat in 1974. Many of the ships displayed took part in the Falklands conflict and a large number 
of aerial photographs. Featuring every kind of ship from aircraft carriers and destroyers to auxiliary 
vessels, this is a peerless resource for any enthusiast of naval history. 
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1061 n HHHH

HOLDING THE LINE
CLEAVER, THOMAS M
9781472831729     H     OSPREY 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

The Naval Air Campaign In Korea. Naval and air power was crucial to the United Nations’ success in 
the Korean War, as it sought to negate the overwhelming Chinese advantage in manpower. In what 
became known as the ‘long hard slog’, naval aviators sought to slow and cut off communist forces and 
support troops on the ground. USS Leyte (CV-32) operated off Korea in the Sea of Japan for a record 
93 continuous days to support the Marines in their epic retreat out of North Korea, and was crucial in 
the battles of the spring and summer of 1951 in which the UN forces again battled to the 38th Parallel. 

1062 n HHHH

WORLD WAR II BATTLE BY BATTLE
BOGDANOVIC, NIKOLAI
9781472835550     P     OSPREY 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

This compact gift book takes thirty of World War II’s most significant clashes, both the famous and the 
lesser known, and presents their stories in a concise, easy to digest format, accompanied by beautiful 
Osprey artwork. World War II was the single greatest conflict the world has ever known, fought in theatres 
all around the globe, and many of its battles - Stalingrad, Monte Cassino, the Battle of Britain - are 
household names. While the Western Front in Europe is often what first comes to mind, bitter and bloody 
battles were also fought in Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia and the Pacific, on land, at sea, and in the air. 

1063 n HHHHH

BIRTH OF THE RAF 1918
OVERY, RICHARD
9780141983851     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

The World’s First Air Force. A short, brilliant account of the birth of the RAF for the centenary of its founding. 
The RAF was created in 1918 - a highly contentious decision (resisted fiercely by both the army and navy, 
who had until then controlled all aircraft) but one which had the most profound impact, for good and ill, on 
the future of warfare. Richard Overy’s superb new book shows how this happened, against the backdrop of 
the first bombing raids against London and the constant emergency of the Western Front. The RAF’s origins 
were as much political as military and throughout the 1920s still provoked bitter criticism. 

1064 n HHH

TRUE STORY OF THE GREAT 
ESCAPE
VANCE, JONATHAN
9781784384388     P 
PEN & SWORD BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 30/03/19

Stalag Luft III, March 1944. Between dusk and dawn on the night of March 24th-25th, 1944, a small 
army of Allied soldiers crawled through tunnels in Germany in a covert operation the likes of which the 
Third Reich had never seen before. The prison break from Stalag Luft III in eastern Germany was the 
largest of its kind in WWII. Seventy-nine Allied soldiers and airmen made it outside the wire - but only 
three made it outside Nazi Germany. Fifty were executed by the Gestapo. From their first days in Stalag 
Luft III, to the tunnel building, amazing escape and eventual capture, this is a vivid, compelling look at 
one of the greatest missions of all time. 

1065 n HHHH

AMRITSAR MASSACRE
HOLBURN, VANESSA
9781526745774     H     PEN & SWORD BOOKS 
£19.99     Published 30/03/19

The British Empire’s Worst Atrocity. The shocking massacre of 379 unarmed Indians in the enclosed 
Jallianwala Bagh park on the command of a British army officer on April 13th, 1919 is considered 
a brutal example of colonial abuse. Immediately afterwards martial law was established with harsh 
penalties and punishments. Often considered as the darkest period of the Raj, the massacre helped 
galavanise the Indian Nationalist movement, making full independence inevitable. 

1066 n HHHHH

SAS NAZI HUNTERS
LEWIS, DAMIEN
9781787477896     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

‘SAS Nazi Hunters’ is the incredible, hitherto untold story of the most secret chapter in the SAS’s 
history. Officially, the world’s most elite special forces unit was dissolved at the end of the Second World 
War, and not reactivated until the 1950s. Among their last actions was a disastrous commando raid 
into occupied France in 1944, which ended in the capture, torture and execution of 31 soldiers. It can 
now be revealed that the SAS never was dissolved: it lived on, commanded personally by Churchill and 
hidden even from the British government. 

NATURAL HISTORY GENERAL

1067 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WISDOM OF NATURE
WILLS, DIXE
9781787132221     H 
HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Author and travel writer Dixe Wills likes to champion the underdog. In his new book, he celebrates 70 
living things from the world of nature that are unfairly maligned by humans and yet manage to beat the 
odds in some inspiring or uplifting way. From bacteria to bluebottles, to puddles and wasps, there’s 
so much we can learn from the curious creatures and the natural world around us. Take the slug, for 
example: ‘Slugs, like us, yearn to be the object of a little human love and sympathy. Unlike slugs, you 
have a chance of this dream coming true. Also, beer will not kill you. Not immediately, anyway.’ 

1068 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAKING EDEN
BEERLING, DAVID
9780198798309     H     OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 15/03/19

Plants are absolutely fundamental to the functioning of life on earth. But how did the earliest plants first 
emerge from water and conquer the continents? Using the latest research, David Beerling tells their 
evolutionary story. And, as we face catastrophic loss of biodiversity, he highlights the profound effect 
they have on ecosystems and climate. 

1069 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RISE & FALL OF THE 
DINOSAURS
BRUSATTE, STEVE
9781509830091     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Untold Story of a Lost World. A thrilling re-evaluation of the creatures that ruled the earth for 150 
million years by one of the world’s leading paleontologists. 66 million years ago the dinosaurs were 
wiped from the face of the earth. Today a new generation of dinosaur hunters, armed with cutting edge 
technology, is piecing together the complete story of how the dinosaurs created a hugely successful 
empire that lasted around 150 million years. ‘The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs’ is a timely reminder of 
what humans can learn from the magnificent creatures who ruled the earth before us. 
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1070 n HHHHH

OCTOPUSES
SCALES, HELEN
9780718189099     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, ‘Octopuses’ is a clear, authoritative and entertaining introduction 
to the eight-armed, ink-making, soft-bodied wonders. There’s something strange about octopuses, 
something that makes them quite unlike any other animals on Earth. With their suckered arms they 
reach into our imaginations, grab hold and won’t let go. Sometimes the octopuses we conjure are 
charming and companionable. Ringo Starr invited us beneath the waves, to the welcoming seclusion 
of an Octopuses’ Garden. More often, the fictional octopuses we invite into our world are far more 
frightening. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN OCTOBER 2018 GUIDE. 

1071 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCORPIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA
LEEMING, JONATHAN
9781775846529     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Scorpions, often misunderstood and persecuted, have captured the imagination of humans from early 
times, but only recently have we begun to understand their complex behaviour and biology. Some 60 
southern African species are discussed here, including those most likely to be encountered. The book 
examines their anatomy and behaviour, survival strategies in harsh conditions, their use of venom and 
their successful existence over millions of years. Clear images and distribution maps further inform 
about southern Africa’s rich scorpion fauna, indicating where to look for them and how best to handle 
them. 

1072 n HHHH

DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFLIES A NATURAL HISTORY
PAULSON, DENNIS
9781782405634     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 14/03/19

A natural history. A complete guide to the evolution, development, domestication, behaviour, biology, 
and society of the dragonflies and damselflies. Accessible and appealing, with clear, readable text and 
a wealth of infographics, diagrams, and beautiful photographs. 

1073 n HHHH

MOTHS
LEES, DAVID
9780565094577     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

An introduction to the biology, natural history and classification of moths. Richly illustrated with special 
photography of real specimens from the Natural History Museum’s collections and written by the 
Museum’s collections manager for moths and butterflies. 

1074 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STILL WATER
LEWIS-STEMPEL, JOHN
9780857524577     H 
TRANSWORLD 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

The Deep Life of the Pond. A year in the life of the farm pond - completeing John Lewis-Stempel’s 
exquisite quartet of countryside books exploring the crucial compromise between human and nature in 
our farmland. This book tells the seasonal story of the wild animals and plants that live in and around 
the pond, from the mayfly larvae in the mud to the patrolling bats in the night sky above. It reflects an 
era before the water was polluted with chemicals and the land built on for housing, a time when ponds 
shone everywhere like eyes in the land, sustaining life for all, from fish to carthorse. 

BIRDS

1075 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGPIES NEST
THOMAS, TAFFY
9780750990059     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.00     Published 01/03/19

A Treasury of Folk Tales about Birds. From crowded train stations to quiet woods, and from city centres 
to our own back gardens, birds remind us that nature is everywhere. As children we are fascinated by 
these magical flying creatures that live amongst us, and as adults we have a fondness for our feathered 
friends. Numerous books about different habitats and markings exists to help us find and identify birds, 
but here one of Britain’s finest storytellers has gathered together the best folk tales about them. Suitable 
for all ages and charmingly illustrated by Lakeland artist Becca Hall, this is an essential collection of 
stories for all who love the natural world. 

FLORA

1076 n HHHH

SARAH RAVENS WILD FLOWERS
RAVEN, SARAH
9781526609540     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

This lavishly illustrated book is divided by habitat, covering woods, downs and dales, lanes and 
hedgerows, meadows, coast, marshes and streams, moors and mountains and wasteland. Sarah 
introduces a wide range of plants, telling you their names and something about them - how to identify 
the families, how they’re brilliantly adapted to their environment, their importance to animals and 
insects, what herbal remedies they can be used for, the story behind their common names and the part 
they play in local history. 

1077 n HHHH

EPITAPH FOR THE ASH
SAMSON, LISA
9780007544639     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

In Search of Recovery and Renewal. Inspired by her uncle, Lisa Samson has communed with trees 
since her childhood. Tragically, a disease from mainland Europe now poses a very serious threat to 
the ash tree’s survival. This book explores how barren our landscape could become without the ash’s 
familiar branches protruding from limestone scars and chalky cliff faces. Taking us from the lowlands of 
Norfolk to the northernmost reaches of the British Isles, Lisa’s book is a celebration of the deep cultural 
and historical significance of the ash. 

1078 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TREES MANUAL
ROGERS, KENTON
9781785212017     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.99     Published 11/03/19

Broadleaf and Conifer Models (All Variations Covered). The manual is a comprehensive guide to 
selecting and maintaining trees and focuses on finding the right tree for the right place. One of the 
USPs in the manual is being able to explain and quantify some of the many (around 33) tree benefits 
that are applicable to homeowners. For example - a tree planted in the right position can reduce 
your heating bill and some trees can also increase recovery time from illness. There are many other 
practicalities and issues around trees such as subsidence, heave and proximity to powerlines. 
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1079 n HHHHH

MOSS
NORDSTROM, ULRICA
9780241374474     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

A lavishly illustrated book about the hidden wonders of moss and moss gardening. Moss is all around us. 
While it is most often associated with damp, shady spaces, it can be found in the most unexpected and 
far-flung places, from deserts to Antarctica. This book is a celebration of its quiet, unassuming beauty and 
a primer to understanding the secrets of the world’s most ancient plant. With stunning photography and 
botanical illustrations, this is an utterly unique book that will be treasured by plant enthusiasts of all kinds. 

1080 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SKILLFUL FORAGER
MEREDITH, LEDA
9781611804836     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£19.99     Published 20/03/19

Essential Techniques for Responsible Foraging and Making the Most of Your Wild Edibles. This 
indispensable handbook of techniques will be a key addition to every forager’s library. Highlighting the 
best techniques for getting the most out of each and every type of wild edible, readers will learn the 
most effective ways to harvest, preserve, and prepare all of their foraged edibles. Each example plant 
within the different sections will be given a full field guide entry, including a clear guide to the identifying 
characteristics of that plant. Leda Meredith is an instructor at the New York Botanical Garden and the 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden. 

1081 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIELD GUIDE/WILD FLOWERS OF SOUTH AFRICA
MANNING, JOHN
9781775846765     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£17.99     Published 01/03/19

South Africa’s varied landscape is home to some 19,000 shrubs and herbs, a large number of which 
bear flowers of intricate and often stunning beauty. This field guide covers more than 1,100 species, 
focusing on the most common, conspicuous and ‘showy’ plants of the region. It offers easy-to-use 
keys, for identifying plant families, species descriptions with vivid photographs, distibution maps and 
indication of flowering season. It will enable flower enthusiasts to accurately identify flowering plants 
encountered across South Africa. 

1082 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORAGERS CALENDAR
WRIGHT, JOHN
9781781256213     H 
PROFILE BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

John Wright is the country’s foremost expert in foraging and brings decades of experience, including as 
forager at the River Cottage, to this seasonal guide. Month by month, he shows us what species can be 
found and where, how to identify them, and how to store, use and cook them. You’ll learn the stories behind 
the Latin names, the best way to tap a Birch tree, and how to fry an ant, make rosehip syrup and cook 
a hop omelette. Illustrated throughout, with tips on kit, conservation advice and what to avoid, this is an 
indispensable guide for everyone interested in wild food, or whether you want to explore the great outdoors. 

1083 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FAMILY FORAGING
HAMILTON, DAVID
9780711240155     L     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

With clear information, instructions and illustrations, this book looks at 30 edible plants commonly found 
in our parks, woodlands and hedgerows. It shows you how to identify them safely and gather them 
to make delicious recipes that are easy to create and tempting and nutritious for young children. The 
plants are organized by season and there are scrumptious things to make throughout the year including 
puffball kebabs, sea beet huff-a-puffs, staghorn sumac lemonade, sweet potato & chestnut burgers, and 
hazelnut chocolate spread. 

1084 n HHHHH

CHASING THE GHOST
MARREN, PETER
9781784703370     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

My Search for All the Wild Flowers of Britain. Join renowned naturalist Peter Marren on an exciting 
quest to see every species of wild plant native to Britain. When he turned fifty, Peter decided on an 
entirely different sort of mid-life challenge: to track down the last fifty British wild plants he’d yet to see, 
having ticked off the first 1,400 over a half-century well spent rummaging in hedges, slipping down 
gullies and peering into peat bogs. This expert and emotional journey takes him the length and the 
breadth of the British Isles, from Skye to the Scilly Isles, from mountain to forest floor - but does he 
manage to find them all? 

MAMMALS

1085 n HHHH

MAMAS LAST HUG
WAAL, FRANS DE
9781783784103     H     GRANTA BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Animal Emotions and What They Teach Us About Ourselves. ‘Mama’s Last Hug’ is a whirlwind tour 
of new ideas and findings about animal emotions, based on Frans de Waal’s renowned studies of the 
social and emotional lives of chimpanzees, bonobos and other primates. It opens with the moving 
farewell between Mama, a dying 59-year-old chimpanzee matriarch, and Jan Van Hoof, who was Frans 
de Waal’s mentor and thesis advisor. The filmed event has since gone viral on YouTube. The first 
book that expressly considers the parallels between animal and human emotions; in which the animal 
science helps make sense of human behaviour. 

PERFORMING ARTS

1086 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AND IN THE END
MCNAB, KEN
9781846974724     H     BIRLINN PROMO 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

This is the story of the last acrimonious days of the Beatles, a final chapter reconstructing for the first 
time the seismic events of 1969, the year that saw the band reach new highs of musical creativity and 
new lows of internal strife. Two years after Flower Power and the hippie idealism of the Summer of 
Love, the Sixties dream had perished on the vine. By 1969, violence and vindictiveness had replaced 
the Beatles’ own mantra of peace and love, and Vietnam and the Cold War had supplanted hope and 
optimism. And just as the decade foundered on the altar of a cold, harsh reality, so too did the Beatles. 

1087 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIRVANA TREASURES SLIPCASE
GAAR, GILLIAN G
9781787392052     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£30.00     Published 07/03/19

The full story of the band, their key concerts and all their recordings. The unique status this band 
occupies, as representatives of the time and as timeless songwriters, is revealed through interviews 
with those close to the band, coupled with intensive archive research. All accompanied by photographs 
and rare memorabilia. 

1088 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIRVANA THE STORIES BEHIND THE SONGS
CRISAFULLI, CHUCK
9781787392045     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

There have been precious few truly revolutionary events in rock history: Elvis Presley’s first appearance 
on The Ed Sullivan Show... the release of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and the unforeseen, 
meteoric ascent of a band from Seattle: Nirvana. Unflaggingly faithful to its punk rock roots, Nirvana 
was the catalyst behind a sea of change the likes of which the music world had not seen since The 
Beatles spearheaded the British Invasion more than a quarter of a century before. Crisafulli tells the 
story behind every track on the band’s albums. 
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1089 n HHHH

THIS SEARING LIGHT THE SUN & EVERYTHING
SAVAGE, JON
9780571345373     H     FABER & FABER 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Joy Division: The Oral History. Joy Division emerged in the mid-70s at the start of a two-decades long 
Manchester scene that was to become much mythologised. It was then a city entering a phase of 
huge social and physical change, and something of this spirit made its way into the DNA of the band. 
Over the course of two albums became the most successful and exciting underground band of their 
generation. 

1090 n HHHH

WROTE FOR LUCK
RYDER, SHAUN
9780571330935     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Selected Lyrics. 30 of Shaun Ryder’s lyrics with commentary by the ‘Salford Dylan’ collected for the 
first time. In the mid-1980s, Happy Mondays emerged as the prime mischief makers on the Madchester 
scene. Chief protagonist was Shaun Ryder, a man whose lyrical street swagger in songs like Kinky 
Afro, 24 Hour Party People and Performance, would come to define a generation. 

1091 n HHHHH

TRY THIS AT HOME
TURNER, FRANK
9781472257857     H     HEADLINE 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

Adventures in Songwriting. Taking 35 songs from his back catalogue, folk-punk legend Frank Turner 
explores his songwriting process - from the stories that inspired the songs, how they evolved, his 
favourite performances of them, and tales from the recording studio, the road, and beyond. A must-have 
for any FT fans and anyone who’s ever picked up a pen and paper and wanted to write. 

1092 n HHHHH

SONIC YOUTH SLEPT ON MY FLOOR
HASLAM, DAVE
9781472127518     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£10.99     Published 21/03/19

Music, Manchester, and More. ‘Sonic Youth Slept on My Floor’ is writer/DJ Dave Haslam’s gloriously 
well-crafted memoir, documenting his encounters with inspiring characters including Tony Wilson, Nile 
Rodgers, Terry Hall, Neneh Cherry, Tracey Thorn, John Lydon, John Peel, Ian Brown, Laurent Garnier 
and David Byrne. He interviews Johnny Marr and John Lydon; Sonic Youth sleep on his floor; he meets 
writers including Raymond Carver and Jonathan Franzen; he discusses masturbation with Viv Albertine, 
and ecstasy with Roisin Murphy; he has a gun pulled on him at the Hacienda, a drug dealer threatens 
to slit his throat; and Morrissey comes to tea. 

1093 n HHHH

VOICES
COLEMAN, NICK
9781784701338     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

One of Britain’s best writers on popular music explores what it is that makes some singers’ voices 
magically change our emotional state. The history of post-war popular music is traditionally told 
sociologically or in terms of musicological influence and style. ‘Voices’ takes a different tack. In 
ten discrete but cohering essays Coleman tackles the arc of that history as if it were an emotional 
experience with real psychological consequences - as chaotic, random, challenging and unpredictable 
as life itself. It is the story of what it is to listen and learn. Above all, it is a story of what it means to feel. 

1094 n HHHHH

FABULOUS CREATION
HEPWORTH, DAVID
9780593077634     H     TRANSWORLD 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

How LPs Saved Our Lives. The era of the LP began in 1967, with Sgt Pepper; The Beatles didn’t just 
collect together a bunch of songs, they Made An Album. Henceforth, everybody else wanted to Make An 
Album. The end came only fifteen years later, coinciding with the release of Michael Jackson’s ‘Thriller’. 
By then the Walkman had taken music out of the home and into the streets and the record business 
had begun trying to reverse-engineer the creative process in order to make big money. Nobody would 
play music or listen to it in quite the same way again. It was a short but transformative time. Musicians 
became ‘artists’ and we, the people, patrons of the arts. 

1095 n HHHHH

NOTHING IS REAL
HEPWORTH, DAVID
9781784164072     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The Beatles were Underrated and Other Sweeping Statements about Pop. What’s fascinating about 
pop is our relationship with it. This relationship gets more complicated the longer it goes on. David 
Hepworth is interested in the human side of pop. He’s interested in how people make the stuff and, 
more importantly, what it means to us. In this wide-ranging collection of essays, he shows how it is 
possible to take music seriously and, at the same time, not drain the life out of it. This is a selection of 
his best writing, covering the music of the last fifty years. 

SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

1096 n HHHH

EQUATIONS OF LIFE
COCKELL, CHARLES
9781786493040     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

How Physics Shapes Evolution. The puzzles of life astound and confuse us like no other mystery. 
But in this revolutionary new book, Charles Cockell reveals how nature is far more understandable 
and predictable than we think. Refining Darwin’s theory of natural selection, Cockell puts forward a 
remarkable and elegant account of why evolution has taken the paths it has. From animals to atoms, 
he shows that is it not biology, but physics, which is the true touchstone for understanding life in all its 
extraordinary forms. 

1097 n HHHH

BUILT
AGRAWAL, ROMA
9781408870372     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Hidden Stories Behind Our Structures. Imagine you woke up one morning to find everything 
created by engineers had disappeared. Structural engineer Roma Agrawal takes a unique look at 
how construction has evolved from the mud huts of our ancestors to skyscrapers of steel that reach 
hundreds of metres into the sky. She unearths how engineers have tunnelled through kilometres of 
solid mountains, how they’ve bridged the widest and deepest of rivers, and tamed Nature’s precious 
and elusive water resources. With colourful stories of her life-long fascination with buildings this is the 
extraordinary secret lives of structures. 

1098 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INVENTORS WHO CHANGED THE WORLD
CHALLONER, JACK
9780233005393     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

‘Inventors Who Changed the World’ gives readers an unprecedented insight into the events, people and 
histories behind technological and scientific developments that have helped shape modern civilization. 
The book transports the reader back in time to share the excitement and inspiration of some of the most 
important moments in the history of technology. Beautifully illustrated throughout, the book contains 
20 items of rare, on-the-page documents and memorabilia, from plans of the Wright Brothers’ plane to 
extracts from the notebook of Alexander Graham Bell. 

1099 n HHHH

WHALEBONE
PYENSON, NICK
9780008244507     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Whales are superlative creatures. They are among the largest, most intelligent, deepest diving species 
to have ever lived on our planet. We have hunted them for thousands of years and scratched their icons 
into our mythologies. Humans have a complex relationship with whales - they fill us with waves of terror, 
awe and affection. In this remarkable new book, Smithsonian scientist Nicholas Pyenson takes readers 
into the mysterious world of whales in this timely, unputdownable account that will attract readers 
interested not just in whales, but in evolution, climate change and the fate of our oceans. 
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1100 n HHHH

I VIRUS
RYAN, FRANK
9780008296674     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

A fascinating and long overdue examination of viruses - from what they are and what they do, to the 
vital role they have played in human history. What are viruses? Do they rely on genes, like all other 
forms of life? Do they follow the same patterns of evolution as plants and animals? Frank Ryan answers 
these questions and many more in a sweeping tour of illnesses caused by viruses. For example, the 
common cold, measles, chicken pox, herpes and mumps, rubella, as well as less familiar examples, 
such as rabies, ‘breakbone’ fever, haemorrhagic fevers like Ebola, and virus- induced cancers. 

1101 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CREATIVITY CODE
SAUTOY, MARCUS DU
9780008288150     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Could recent developments in AI and machine learning also mean that it is no longer just human beings 
who can create art? And creativity, like consciousness, is one of those words that is hard to pin down: 
what is it that we are challenging these machines to do? In this book, the author examines what these 
new developments might mean, for both the creative arts and his own subject, mathematics. Are there 
limits to what algorithms can achieve, or might they be able to perfectly mimic human creativity? And 
what’s more, could they help Marcus to see more deeply into the complex mathematical problems with 
which he so often wrestles? 

1102 n HHHHH

HOW TO BE HUMAN
NEW SCIENTIST
9781473629363     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The Ultimate Guide to Your Amazing Existence. If you thought you knew who you were, THINK 
AGAIN. Did you know that half your DNA isn’t human? That somebody, somewhere has exactly the 
same face? Or that most of your memories are fiction? What about the fact that you are as hairy as a 
chimpanzee, various parts of your body don’t belong to you, or that you can read other people’s minds? 
Do you really know why you blush, yawn and cry? Why 90 per cent of laughter has nothing to do with 
humour? Or what will happen to your mind after you die? You belong to a unique, fascinating and often 
misunderstood species. This is your guide to making the most of it. 

1103 n HHHH

HACKING THE CODE OF LIFE
CAREY, NESSA
9781785784972     P     ICON BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

How gene editing will rewrite our futures. The cutting-edge science that will revolutionise the way we 
prevent disease... But is it ethical to change the genetic material of organisms in a way that might be 
passed on to future generations? If a person is suffering from a lethal genetic disease, is it even more 
unethical to deny them this option? Who controls the application of this technology, when it makes 
‘biohacking’ - perhaps of one’s own genome - a real possibility? Nessa Carey’s book is a thrilling and 
timely snapshot of a technology that will radically alter our futures. 

1104 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WEIRDER MATHS
DARLING, DAVID
9781786075086     P 
ONE WORLD 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

At the Edge of the Possible. The follow-up to the highly successful ‘Weird Maths’ takes us deeper into 
the wonderful weirdness of mathematics. The voyage of discovery continues. Just when you thought 
things couldn’t get any stranger, David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee reveal ‘bubble maths’ has been 
studied since the second century, the counterintuitive world of quantum can be described perfectly by 
mathematics and the idea that maths and art couldn’t be further apart is utter nonsense. Darling and 
Banerjee transform the bewildering into the beautiful, delighting us once again. 

1105 n HHHH

LIFE SCIENTIFIC INVENTORS
BUCKLEY, ANNA
9781474607520     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 21/03/19

Their work is changing the world we live in, but what do we really know about their lives beyond the 
lab? Based on interviews for the hit BBC Radio 4 series, ‘The Life Scientific: Inventors’ reveals the life 
and work of some of the foremost scientists in the world, from Nobel laureates to the next generation of 
beautiful minds. Getting under their skin and into their minds, we find out what first inspired them and 
what motivates them to keep going. The inventors featured in this volume include: Alan Winfield, Alison 
Smith, Wendy Hall, Ian Wilmut and Ann Dowling. 

1106 n HHHHH

HUMBLE PI
PARKER, MATT
9780241360231     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

A Comedy of Maths Errors. Matt Parker, the brilliant stand-up mathematician, shows us what happens 
when maths goes wrong in the real world. Luckily, even though we don’t like sharing our own mistakes, 
we love to read about what happens when maths errors make the everyday go horribly wrong. Matt 
Parker explores and explains near misses and mishaps with planes, bridges, the internet and big data 
as a way of showing us not only how important maths is, but how we can use it to our advantage. 
This comedy of errors is a brilliantly told series of disaster stories with a happy ending. PREVIOUSLY 
ANNOUNCED IN NOVEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

1107 n HHHHH

LEARNING FROM DATA
SPIEGELHALTER, DAVID
9780241258767     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

The Art of Statistics. Statistics has played a leading role in our scientific understanding of the world for 
centuries, yet we are all familiar with the way statistical claims can be sensationalised, particularly in 
the media. In the age of big data, as data science becomes established as a discipline, a basic grasp 
of statistical literacy is more important than ever. In this book, David Spiegelhalter guides the reader 
through the essential principles we need in order to derive knowledge from data. 

1108 n HHHH

30 SECOND AI & ROBOTICS
MIRANDA, LUIS DE
9781782407911     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

50 key notions, fields, and events in the rise of intelligent machines, each explained in half a minute. 
This internationally bestselling series presents essential concepts in a mere 30 seconds, 300 words, 
and one image. The fastest way to learn about one of the most topical and complex subjects. 
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1109 n HHHHH

BEYOND WEIRD
BALL, PHILIP
9781784706081     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 21/03/19

‘If you aren’t shocked by quantum mechanics, you haven’t understood it.’ Since Niels Bohr said this 
many years ago, quantum mechanics has only been getting more shocking. We now realise that it’s 
not just telling us that ‘weird’ things happen out of sight, on the tiniest level, in the atomic world. It tells 
us that everything is quantum: our everyday world is simply what quantum becomes at the human 
scale. But if quantum mechanics is right, what seems obvious and right in our everyday world is built on 
foundations that don’t seems obvious or right, or even possible, at all. 

1110 n HHHHH

HELLO WORLD
FRY, HANNAH
9781784163068     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 28/03/19

How to be Human in the Age of the Machine. Welcome to the age of the algorithm, the story of a 
not-too-distant future where machines rule supreme, making important decisions - in healthcare, 
transport, finance, security, what we watch, where we go, even who we send to prison. So how much 
should we rely on them? What kind of future do we want? Hannah Fry takes us on a tour of the good, 
the bad and the downright ugly of the algorithms that surround us. She lifts the lid on their inner 
workings, demonstrates their power, exposes their limitations, and examines whether they really are an 
improvement on the humans they are replacing. 

1111 n HHHH

EIGHT LESSONS ON INFINITY
SHAPIRA, HAIM
9781786781840     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Mathematical Adventure. In this book, bestselling author and mathematician Haim Shapira presents 
an introduction to mathematical theories which deal with the most beautiful concept ever invented 
by humankind: infinity. Written in clear, simple language and aimed at a lay audience, this book also 
offers some strategies that will allow readers to try their ability at solving truly fascinating mathematical 
problems. Aimed at the curious but non-technical reader, this book refrains from using any fearsome 
mathematical symbols. 

ASTRONOMY & METEOROLOGY

1112 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VINYL FRONTIER
SCOTT, JONATHAN
9781472956132     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

The Story of the Voyager Golden Record. ‘The Vinyl Frontier’ tells the story of NASA’s interstellar 
record, from first phone call to final launch, when Voyager 1 and 2 left our planet bearing their hopeful 
message from the Summer of ‘77 to a distant future. During the design phase of the Voyager mission, 
it was realised that this pair of probes would eventually leave our solar system to drift forever in the 
unimaginable void of interstellar space. With this outcome in mind, NASA commissioned astronomer 
Carl Sagan to create a message to be fixed to the side of Voyager 1 and 2 - a plaque, a calling card, a 
handshake to any passing alien. 

1113 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARS MAKING CONTACT
PYLE, ROD
9780233004921     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

All eyes are on Mars. NASA’s new lander, InSight, has touched down on Mars, and in two years the 
Mars 2020 rover will depart Cape Canaveral bound for the red planet. The ultimate challenge is to 
enable crewed missions to Mars by the 2030s - the next giant leap for mankind. NASA historian and 
award-winning space writer Rod Pyle takes us through previously uncharted territory to experience the 
unravelling of the mysteries of Mars first-hand and as they happened. 

1114 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNIVERSE MANUAL
HARLAND, DAVID M
9781785212093     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.99     Published 11/03/19

From 13.7 billion years ago to infinity and beyond. The ‘Universe’ manual addresses themes in 
astronomy over the last few hundred years by which we came to understand the origin and evolution 
of the universe at large, the processes by which planetary systems form, and the chances of life 
being ubiquitous. Also covered are Edwin Hubble’s work on nebula and expansion, Einstein’s theory 
of relativity, and the extensive theories on supermassive black holes conducted through the 20th and 
21st centuries. Written for experts and laypeople alike, this book is a fascinating exploration of the 
complexities and astonishing depth of our universe. 

1115 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ASTROQUIZZICAL
SCUDDER, JILLIAN
9781785784125     P 
ICON BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

A Curious Journey Through Our Cosmic Family Tree. In this enthralling cosmic journey through space 
and time, astrophysicist Jillian Scudder locates our home planet within its own ‘family tree’... Based 
around readers’ questions from the author’s popular blog ‘Astroquizzical’, the book provides a quirky 
layperson’s guide to how things work in the Universe and why things are the way they are, from 
shooting stars on Earth, to black holes, to entire galaxies. For anyone interested in the ‘big picture’ of 
how the cosmos functions and how it is all connected, Jillian Scudder is the perfect guide. 

1116 n HHHH

COSMOS POSSIBLE WORLDS
DRUYAN, ANN
9781426219085     H     NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

With lucid prose that recalls the bestselling and beloved ‘Cosmos’, Ann Druyan takes readers on an 
extraordinary journey through the vast and unexplored realms of Earth and space, past and future, 
fact and imagination. Written and published in coordination with the sensational international television 
debut of a second season of National Geographic’s Cosmos, ‘Cosmos: Possible Worlds’ travels through 
more than 14 billion years of cosmic evolution and into an astonishing future where probes travel 
by light beams to distant stars, helping us solve enduring mysteries of our origins and dream of an 
unimaginable time ahead. 
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1117 n HHHH

STAR TALK
TYSON, NEIL DEGRASSE
9781426220234     P     NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Everything You Ever Need to Know About Space Travel, Sci-Fi, the Human Race, the Universe, and 
Beyond. This beautifully illustrated companion to celebrated scientist Neil deGrasse Tyson’s popular 
podcast and National Geographic Channel TV show is an eye-opening journey for anyone curious 
about the complexities of our universe. 

1118 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOOM
BERMAN, BOB
9781786075970     P 
ONE WORLD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

The Violent Supernovas, Galactic Explosions, and Earthly Mayhem that Shook our Universe. Space 
is quiet. Billion trillions of stars slowly burning out their lives. Bodies of rock, moons, planets, floating 
in the dark. Most of the time. Sometimes violence is unleashed on the cosmos, the ripple effects so 
far-reaching that they stretch the limits of human comprehension. Sometimes, something explodes. In 
‘Boom!,’ astronomy writer Bob Berman guides us through an epic investigation, unveiling dazzling ‘new 
stars’ suddenly created, the moon’s violent birth and the effects of the cosmic rays that rain down on us. 

1119 n HHHH

TURNED OUT NICE AGAIN
MABEY, RICHARD
9781781251812     P     PROFILE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Living With the Weather. An exploration of our preoccupation with the weather, as heard on BBC Radio 
3: Changing Climates. Richard Mabey weaves together science, art and memoirs (including his own) 
to show the weather’s impact on our culture and national psyche. He rambles through the myths of 
Golden Summers and our persistent state of denial about the winter; the Impressionists’ love affair 
with London smog, seasonal affective disorder (SAD - do we all get it?) and the mysteries of storm 
migraines; herrings falling like hail in Norfolk, and Saharan dust reddening south-coast cars. We should 
never apologise for our obsession with the weather. 

1120 n HHHH

30 SECOND CLIMATE
HAIGH, JOANNA D
9781782408000     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 14/03/19

The 50 most topical events, measures and conditions, each explained in half a minute. This 
internationally bestselling series presents essential concepts in a mere 30 seconds, 300 words, and 
one image. The easiest way to understand an essential topic at lightning speed. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

1121 n HHHH

GREEN & PROSPEROUS LAND
HELM, DIETER
9780008304478     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

An economist’s approach to environmentalism, including a summary of Britain’s green assets, a look 
towards possible futures, and an acheivable 25-year plan to a green and prosperous world. Current 
methods of environmental protection in Britain are failing, and our species and habitats are in constant 
decline. It’s time for a new approach, and Dieter Helm offers a bold, generational plan, which assesses 
the environment as a whole, explains the necessity of protecting and enhancing our green spaces, and 
offers a clear, economically viable 25-year plan to put Britain on a greener path. 

1122 n HHHHH

MANUAL FOR SURVIVAL
BROWN, KATE
9780241352069     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 12/03/19

A Chernobyl Guide for the Future. The official death toll of the 1986 Chernobyl accident, ‘the worst 
nuclear disaster in history’, is only 54, and stories today commonly suggest that nature is thriving 
there. Yet award winning historian Kate Brown uncovers a much more disturbing story, one in which 
radioactive isotopes caused hundreds of thousands of casualties, and the magnitude of this human 
and ecological catastrophe has been actively suppressed. Based on a decade of archival and on-the-
ground research, this book is a gripping expose of the consequences of nuclear radiation in the wake of 
Chernobyl - and the plot to cover up the truth. 

SOCIOLOGY & HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

1123 n HHHH

PRISON A SURVIVAL GUIDE
CATTERMOLE, CARL
9781529103496     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

When Carl Cattermole was sentenced to spend time at Her Majesty’s pleasure, he quickly learned 
that, in order to get by in prison’s unique environment, he’d need to learn a few ground rules. In this 
essential guide to serving time, he tells you everything you need to know about surviving prison. From 
the first day on the wing to the daily grind of meals, jobs and relationships with the outside, as well as 
navigating the people, procedures and potential dangers of prison life, it’s an indispensable guide to life 
inside. Both hard-hitting and humorous, it shows that prison is emotional, complicated and diverse in 
ways you wouldn’t expect. 

1124 n HHHH

CRINGEWORTHY
DAHL, MELISSA
9780552173162     P     TRANSWORLD 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

How to Make the Most of Uncomfortable Situations. Have you ever said goodbye to someone, only to 
discover that you’re both walking in the same direction? Or had your next thought fly out of your brain in 
the middle of a presentation? Or accidentally liked an old photo on someone’s Instagram or Facebook, 
thus revealing yourself to be a creepy social media stalker? Melissa Dahl, New York magazine’s 
‘Science of Us’ editor, has experienced all of those awkward situations, and many more. 

1125 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INVENTING OURSELVES
BLAKEMORE, SARAH-J
9781784161347     P 
TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The Secret Life of the Teenage Brain. The brain creates every feeling, emotion and desire we 
experience, and stores every one of our memories. And yet, scientists believed our brains were fully 
developed in childhood. Now, thanks to imaging technology that enables us to look inside the living 
human brain at all ages, we know that this isn’t so - that the brain goes on developing and changing 
right through adolescence into adulthood. So what makes the adolescent brain different? What drives 
the excessive risk-taking or the need for intense friendships common to this age group? Why does an 
easy child become a challenging teenager? 
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1126 n HHH

THIS CHAIR ROCKS
APPLEWHITE, ASHTON
9781911545262     P 
TURNAROUND 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

A Manifesto Against Ageism. From childhood on, we’re barraged by messages that it’s sad to be old. 
That wrinkles are embarrassing, and old people are useless. Author and activist Ashton Applewhite 
believed them too - until she realised where this prejudice comes from and the damage it does. Lively, 
funny, and deeply researched, ‘This Chair Rocks’ traces Applewhite’s journey from apprehensive 
boomer to pro-ageing radical, and in the process debunks myth after myth about late life. 

SPORTS & GAMES

1127 n HHHH

MIND GAMES
VERNON, ANNIE
9781472949110     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 21/03/19

Determination, Doubt and Lucky Socks: An Insider’s Guide to the Psychology of Elite Athletes. An 
authoritative exploration of the psychology of elite sport, written by an Olympic silver medallist and 
respected sports journalist. Throughout her career as one of the world’s top athletes, Annie Vernon 
struggled with an existential question about the purpose of sport in our comfortable, first-world society: 
why do we do it? What is it about our psyche that makes pushing the mind and body to their limits in 
order to win a foot race, a swimming race or a rowing race such a basic human desire? 

1128 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOOD TO GO
ASHWANDEN, CHRISTIE
9781509827657     P     MACMILLAN 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

‘Good to Go’ will take readers on an intimate, light-hearted journey through the science of exercise 
recovery, from ice-baths and cryogenic freezing chambers to the science behind Usain Bolt’s love of 
chicken nuggets and Tom Brady’s recovery pyjamas. In the same vein as David Epstein’s ‘The Sports 
Gene’ and Bill Gifford’s ‘Spring Chicken’, ‘Good to Go’ assesses the science and claims of a wide 
variety of recovery methods and potions, and debunks the junk to give a clear picture of what we should 
actually be doing to look after our bodies better between exercising. 

ATHLETICS

1129 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
26 MARATHONS
KEFLEZIGHI, MEB
9781635652888     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£18.99     Published 19/03/19

Four-time Olympic marathoner Meb Keflezighi shares his lessons on life, family, faith, and running, 
through a reflection on each of the 26 marathons he’s run in his storied career. When he ran his final 
marathon in New York City on November 5, 2017, it marked the end of an extraordinary distance-
running career. Meb will be remembered as the only person in history to win both the Boston and 
New York City marathons as well as an Olympic marathon silver medal. Chronologically organized by 
marathon, the book offers Meb’s wisdom about running, training, and nutrition. 

EQUESTRIANISM

1130 n HHHH

JUMPING GAME
KNIGHT, HENRIETTA
9781788541657     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Retired racehorse trainer and bestselling author Henrietta Knight probes the secrets of thirty top 
National Hunt trainers in England and Ireland. As the woman who trained the great Best Mate to win 
three consecutive Cheltenham Gold Cups - a feat only equalled by the legendary Arkle in the ‘60s - no 
one could be better qualified than Henrietta to discover what makes today’s top jumps trainers succeed 
- from eccentric, outspoken Yorkshireman Mick Easterby, to elegant, aristocratic Venetia Williams, from 
Irish wizard, Willie Mullins, to perfectionist champion trainer, Paul Nicholls and young pretender, Dan 
Skelton. 

MOTOR SPORTS

1131 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLUFFERS GUIDE TO F1
SMITH, ROGER
9781785215896     P 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 11/03/19

Instantly acquire all the knowledge you need to pass as an expert in the high-octane world of Formula 
1. Never again confuse a prancing horse with a red bull, an airbox with a halo, a bargeboard with 
an endplate, or a blast of G-force with a burst of downforce. Bask in the admiration of your fellow 
petrolheads as you pronounce confidently on the comparative driving skills of Graham Hill and Jim 
Clark, or whether the fiercest rivalry in F1 history was between Lauda and Hunt or Senna and Prost. 
Most importantly, hold your own when extolling the sublime gifts of possibly the greatest racing driver 
who has ever lived, namely you (if only your potential had been recognised) 
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1132 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORMULA 1 THE KNOWLEDGE
HAYHOE, DAVID
9781787112377     H 
VELOCE PUBLISHING 
£55.00     Published 28/03/19

Records and Trivia Since 1950. The first edition of this book was ground-breaking: an entire book 
dedicated to F1 records and trivia, which proved hugely popular with F1 enthusiasts and fans of racing 
statistics. This new second edition is fully updated, with up-to-date stats, and an extended narrative 
including many amusing, and some serious, stories from the history of F1. 

SOCCER

1133 n HHHH

RED MIST IN FOOTBALL
CARTWRIGHT, PHIL
9781784882440     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

The Most Shocking Moments in World Football History. There’s more than one way to attain football 
immortality, and BBC Sports journalist Phil Cartwright turns a witty and revealing eye over the mavericks, 
pioneers, anti-heroes and iconic legends that have defined football history and changed the game 
forever. From Zinedine Zidane’s infamous headbutt to Eric Cantona’s kung-fu kick, ‘Red Mist in Football’ 
celebrates 30 iconic game-changing moments that broke the hearts of nations and spawned instant 
legacies. Features stories of red cards, dirty tackles, biting, pitch invaders and a couple of streakers. 

1134 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STANDING TALL
SHORT, CRAIG
9780750983433     H     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 01/03/19

Standing at six feet three inches tall, Craig Short is anything but short. Born in Yorkshire, he was 
the archetypal English defender: strong, commanding in the air and a leader of men, who captained 
every side he played for and whose bravery endeared him to the supporters of his many clubs. From 
non-league Scarborough under Neil Warnock, this book tells the story of how a humble, hard-working 
northern lad realised his dreams by reaching the Premier League, playing in Europe and running out on 
to the hallowed turf of Wembley Stadium. 

1135 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIMES 50 GREATEST 
FOOTBALL MATCHES
WHITEHEAD, RICHARD(E
9780750990585     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 01/03/19

From the earliest FA Cup finals in the 1870s to the glittering world of 21st-century Champions League 
matches contested by squads of millionaires, The Times has been at pitchside to write the history of football 
as it happened. In this book, The Times opens its sporting archives to compile the definitive list of football’s 
greatest matches. From Geoffrey Green to Henry Winter, this book contains reports from some of the country’s 
finest sports journalists. It is a story of national highs and lows, but above all it is a story of great players, great 
managers and great personalities. Includes a collection of rarely seen photographs from The Times’ archives. 

1136 n HHHH

FORGOTTEN NATIONS
DEELEY, CHRIS
9781785314568     H     PITCH 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

The Incredible Stories of Football in the Shadows. This book tells the stories of the international football 
teams that are unable to break into FIFA’s ranks, from the self-funded minnows of Barawa in south-
western Sudan to Tibet’s Dalai Lama-backed national side, and new media darlings Yorkshire. They 
play under the auspices of CONIFA - the Confederation of Independent Football Associations - created 
to help express the cultural identities of football’s ‘stateless peoples’, fighting for recognition on the 
biggest stage of all. 

COMBAT SPORTS

1137 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WWE GREATEST RIVALRIES
WWE
9780241361412     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£17.99     Published 07/03/19

This book lifts the lid on all the drama behind WWE’s greatest rivalries, highlighting the crucial clashes 
and each side’s biggest wins. Discover how each rivalry started - was it simply pursuit of a common 
goal, or a bitter personality clash? Find out who has hurled the most biting barbs, why enemies 
suddenly become allies, and how grudge-strewn wars have ended in mutual respect. Armed with key 
stats and info, you can follow every twist and turn of these epic encounters, embracing many of the 
most memorable moments in the history of WWE. 

1138 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
36 DEADLY BUBISHI POINTS
CARDWELL, RAND
9780804850247     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

Learn how to target the weaknesses of an attacker and effectively exploit them in order to defend 
yourself. ‘The 36 Deadly Bubishi Points’ gives detailed explanations on how the pressure points of 
traditional Chinese medicine found in the Bubishi, the venerable Bible of Karate, are used in attacking 
an opponent and how to defend yourself against them. This book closely examines these vital points 
and the science behind them. Through detailed step-by-step instructions and over 96 photographs and 
illustrations, ‘The 36 Deadly Bubishi Points’ shows this knowledge can be employed in self-defence. 

1139 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUSHIDO THE SAMURAI CODE OF JAPAN
NITOBE, INAZO
9784805314890     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

‘Bushido: The Samurai Code of Japan’ is the most influential book ever written on the Japanese ‘Way 
of the Warrior’. In ‘Bushido’, Nitobe points out similarities between Western and Japanese history and 
culture. He argues that ‘no matter how different any two cultures may appear to be on the surface, they 
are still created by human beings, and as such have deep similarities. Nitobe believed that connecting 
Bushido with greater teachings could make an important contribution to all humanity - that the way of 
the Samurai is not something peculiarly Japanese, but of value to the entire human race. 

1140 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KARATE THE ART OF EMPTY HAND FIGHTING
NISHIYAMA, HIDETAKA
9780804851220     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

Authored by one of the great masters of the art, Hidetaka Nishiyama, this book is a classic, 
groundbreaking work on the sport of Karate, and one of the first to be published in English. When he 
arrived in the US, he proceeded to train the first generation of Karate instructors spawning a whole 
new generation of martial artists. Highly accessible and richly illustrated with over 1000 photographs, 
this book is a comprehensive manual with step-by-step instructions to all the basic movements and 
techniques of Karate. 
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CRICKET

1141 n HHHH

FIVE TROPHIES & A FUNERAL
RAYNER, STUART
9781785314889     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 10/03/19

The Building and Rebuilding of Durham County Cricket Club. This is the story of how English cricket’s 
youngest first-class county quickly became the country’s top team, before overstretching themselves 
financially to the brink of extinction. It contains interviews with many of the players and officials involved 
in the rise and fall of Durham CCC. Written by experienced cricket writer and journalist Stuart Rayner. 

1142 n HHHH

KEEPER OF STYLE
SANDFORD, C
9781785314872     H     PITCH 
£18.99     Published 01/03/19

John Murray, the King of Lord’s. The reminiscences of the late John Murray, one of the acknowledged 
greats of English post-war cricket. Warm, winning anecdotes cover early struggles, glory days and later 
life. Written by Christopher Sandford, author of ‘Union Jack’. 

CYCLING

1143 n HHHH

CYCLING PERFORMANCE COOKBOOK
MURCHISON, ALAN
9781472960023     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£22.00     Published 07/03/19

Food for Performance and Pleasure. Over 25 years of experience cooking in Michelin-starred 
restaurants, in combination with first-hand knowledge of elite sport from a competitor’s perspective and 
experience of working with some of the world’s best athletes, have given Alan Murchison an insight 
into the unique nutritional needs of cyclists. A good diet won’t make a sub-standard cyclist into a world 
beater, but a poor diet can certainly make a world class or any ambitious cyclist sub-standard. However, 
an optimised diet, whatever your potential, will help you reach your own personal performance ceiling. 

1144 n HHHHH

RIDING IN THE ZONE ROUGE
ISITT, TOM
9781409171140     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 21/03/19

The true story of the toughest bicycle race ever staged, the Circuit des Champs de Bataille (the Tour of the 
Battlefields). It was held in 1919, less than six months after the end of the First World War. It covered 2,000 
kilometres and was raced in appalling conditions across the battlefields of the Western Front, otherwise known 
as the Zone Rouge. The race was so tough that only 21 riders finished, and it was never staged again. 

1145 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVERLANDER
BROWN, ALAN
9781912235414     P 
SARABAND 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Coast to coast across the heart of the Highlands. Alan traces a route from Argyllshire’s Loch Etive across 
remote Rannoch Moor, the beautiful glens of Perthshire and dramatic Grampian terrain to reach the Moray 
Firth at Findhorn. Ready for all weathers and obstacles, he succumbs to the hypnotic daily routine of ride, 
eat, sleep, repeat. He’s savouring the landscapes, the wildlife and the solitude, and relishing the self-
reliance. He is also picking up clues to past lives, and discovering how the land has been altered for game 
sports - or conserved for wild- and birdlife. It’s a route where Alan gets to spend time with nature and himself. 

OUTDOOR PURSUITS

1146 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GO WILD
NAYLOR, CHRIS
9781786857729     H 
SUMMERSDALE 
£16.99     Published 14/03/19

Find Freedom and Adventure in the Great Outdoors. Spending our time shut away indoors and 
hunched over screens, we’ve lost touch with nature, and it’s harming our health and happiness. But it’s 
never too late to find our way back. This book will help you find a way of reconnecting with the great 
outdoors. Whether you like to walk, run or swim, admire the wildlife or forage for wild foods, within 
these pages there will be something to inspire you to get out into the fresh air and reignite your sense 
of wonder at the world around you. Nature is a balm for the body and soul, so escape the pace of the 
everyday and set yourself free. 

PHILOSOPHY

1147 n HHHH

PORNOGRAPHIC AGE
BADIOU, ALAIN
9781350014794     P 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

With ‘The Pornographic Age’, Alain Badiou offers a piercing indictment of what we have let ourselves 
become. This short, critical work, is a damning critique of the current age and of the democratic 
systems which characterize it. Accompanied by extensive commentary by experienced translators and 
Badiou scholars Bartlett and Clemens, this is a philosophical call to arms: Badiou’s radical indictment of 
the current age is an exciting, no holds barred, exploration of both how we live and how we might live. 

1148 n HHHH

FOOLS FRAUDS & FIREBRANDS
SCRUTON, ROGER
9781472965219     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Thinkers of the New Left. The thinkers who have been most influential on the attitudes of the New 
Left are examined in this study by one of the leading critics of leftist orientations in modern Western 
civilization. Scruton begins with a ruthless analysis of New Leftism and concludes with a critique of 
the key strands in its thinking. He conducts a reappraisal of such major left-wing thinkers as: E P 
Thompson, Ronald Dworkin, R D Laing, Jurgen Habermas, Gyorgy Lukacs, Jean-Paul Sartre, Jacques 
Derrida, Slavoj Zizek, Ralph Milliband and Eric Hobsbawm. 
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1149 n HHHH

HOW TO BE A CONSERVATIVE
SCRUTON, ROGER
9781472965233     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

What does it mean to be a conservative in an age so sceptical of conservatism? How can we live in 
the presence of our ‘canonized forefathers’ at a time when their cultural, religious and political bequest 
is so routinely rejected? With soft left-liberalism as the dominant force in Western politics, what can 
conservatives now contribute to public debate that will not be dismissed as pure nostalgia? In this highly 
personal and witty book, renowned philosopher Roger Scruton explains how to live as a conservative in 
spite of the pressures to exist otherwise. 

1150 n HHHH

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
SCRUTON, ROGER
9781472965226     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Arguments for Conservatism. Over the past twenty years, Roger Scruton has been developing a 
conservative view of human beings, society and culture. The tone of this book is positive and the 
arguments are recommendations with the aim of convincing the reader that rumours of the death 
of Western civilisation are greatly exaggerated. Much of our present self doubt, argues Scruton, is 
brought about by the Darwinian theory of evolution. Darwin encourages us to see human emotion as a 
reproductive strategy. This is a perspective which Scruton attacks vehemently especially in its modern 
proponents - Desmond Morris and Richard Dawkins. 

1151 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SOCRATES IN LOVE
D’ANGOUR, ARMAND
9781408883914     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£18.99     Published 07/03/19

In this revisionist biography, Armand D’Angour draws on neglected sources to explore the passions 
and motivations of young Socrates, showing how love transformed him into the philosopher he was 
to become. What emerges is the figure of Socrates as never previously portrayed: a heroic warrior, 
an athletic wrestler and dancer - and a passionate lover. ‘Socrates in Love’ sheds new light on one of 
history’s most fascinating and original figures, reconstructing the formative journey of the thinker whose 
ideas have cast a spell on the human mind for 2,500 years 

1152 n HHHH

WHERE WE ARE
SCRUTON, ROGER
9781472965141     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The State of Britain Now. Addressing one of the most politically turbulent periods in modern British 
history, philosopher Roger Scruton asks how, in these circumstances, we can come to define our 
identity, and what in the coming years will hold us together. To what are our duties owed and why? How 
do we respond to the pull of globalisation and mass migration, to the rise of Islam and to the decline of 
Christian belief? Do we accept these as inevitable or do we resist them? 

1153 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROPHET
GIBRAN, KAHLIL
9781435167391     H 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

This edition of Gibran’s classic collection of 26 poetic essays on life features a durable bonded-leather 
binding and distinctive gilt edging, a perfect gift. Gibran provides timeless spiritual wisdom on a range of 
subjects, including love and marriage, children, giving, eating and drinking, clothes, buying and selling, 
crime and punishment, laws, freedom, pain, teaching, friendship, time, pleasure, beauty, religion and 
death. 

1154 n HHHH

HOW TO BE EPICUREAN
WILSON, CATHERINE
9780008291693     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

‘Pleasure should be the basis of all our decisions’: so said the Epicureans. But there’s more to this 
school of thought than fine wine, rich food and great sex aplenty. Epicureanism is often misguidedly 
equated with hedonism. But this rational and humane philosophy offers and advocates so much 
more than opulent self-indulgence. Instead, this school of thought encourages a life free from anxiety, 
stresses the importance of friendship, and champions knowledge as one of the greatest pleasures. Join 
Professor Wilson on a journey to the heart of Epicurean sentiment and discover a framework through 
which we can lead richer, more fulfilling lives. 

1155 n HHHHH

SEVEN TYPES OF ATHEISM
GRAY, JOHN
9780141981109     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

A meditation on the importance of atheism in the modern world - and its inadequacies and 
contradictions - by one of Britain’s leading philosophers. For a generation now, public debate has 
been corroded by a shrill, narrow derision of religion in the name of an often very vaguely understood 
‘science’. John Gray’s stimulating and extremely enjoyable new book describes the rich, complex world 
of the atheist tradition, a tradition which he sees is in many ways as rich as that of religion itself, as well 
as being deeply intertwined with what is so often crudely viewed as its ‘opposite’. 

1156 n HHHH

TRAGEDY THE GREEKS & US
CRITCHLEY, SIMON
9781788161473     H     PROFILE BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 28/03/19

We might think we are through with the past, but the past isn’t through with us. Tragedy permits us 
to come face to face with the things we don’t want to know about ourselves, but which still make us 
who we are. It articulates the conflicts and contradictions that we need to address in order to better 
understand the world we live in. A work honed from a decade’s teaching at the New School, where 
‘Critchley on Tragedy’ is one of the most popular courses, ‘Tragedy, the Greeks and Us’ is a compelling 
examination of the history of tragedy. 

1157 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WHY GLOBAL JUSTICE MATTERS
ARMSTRONG, CHRIS
9781509531882     P     WILEY 
£12.99     Published 22/03/19

Moral Progress in a Divided World. In this accessible book, leading political theorist Chris Armstrong 
engagingly examines the key moral and political questions raised by a stark global divide. Why, as a 
citizen of a relatively wealthy country, should you care if others have to make do with less? Do we have 
a moral duty to try to rectify this state of affairs? What does ‘global justice’ mean anyway - and why 
does it matter? Could we make our world a more just one even if we tried? Can you as an individual 
make a difference? 

RELIGION

1158 n HHHH

RESILIENCE IN LIFE & FAITH
HORSFALL, TONY
9780857467348     P     BIBLE READING FELLOWSHIP 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Finding Your Strength in God. Tony Horsfall and Debbie Hawker encourage us to develop our resilience 
and to prepare ourselves for the challenges that life throws at us in an increasingly difficult world. 
Through biblical wisdom and psychological insight, they show us how to understand ourselves better, 
appreciate our areas of strength, and strengthen our areas of weakness. Read this book if you want a 
faith that persists to the finishing line. 
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1159 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IN THE CLOSET OF THE 
VATICAN
MARTEL, FREDERIC
9781472966148     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£25.00     Published 07/03/19

A detailed and exhaustive description and evaluation of financial, sexual and political misconduct 
throughout the Catholic Church at a time when new revelations are being uncovered each and every 
week. This book explores the underlying causes and includes interviews with numerous Cardinals and 
other individuals, some of whom cannot be named. Martel reveals financial scandals in the Vatican 
bank; political collusion with unsavoury regimes, including Castro’s Cuba and Pinochet’s Chile; sexual 
abuse and hypocrisy over homosexuality. 

1160 n HHH

TOUCHED BY GOD’S SPIRIT
PENKETT, LUKE
9780232533866     P 
DARTON LONGMAN & TODD 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

The influence of Merton, Van Gogh, Vanier and Rembrandt on the compassionate life of Henri 
Nouwen. Nouwen is internationally acclaimed as one of the most beloved and important spiritual 
writers of the second half of the 20th century, yet little has been written on Nouwen’s own mentors, 
especially on those who influenced him the most: Thomas Merton, Vincent Van Gogh, Jean Vanier and 
Rembrandt Van Rijn. This title brings these four masters of the spiritual life together and their significant 
contribution, notably, to compassionate Christian living as expressed by Nouwen is studied in depth. 

1161 n HHHH

POPE FRANCIS IN HIS OWN WORDS
COLLAZO, JULIE S
9780008327606     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

A wide-ranging collection of quotes from the new Pope’s writings and speeches, revealing his opinions 
on the moral issues surrounding the Catholic Church today. Pope Francis won the hearts of Catholics 
all over the world when he was elected in March 2013, with his natural humility and commitment to 
putting those who are poor at the centre of his mission. Jorge Mario Bergoglio - the 265th successor to 
St Peter and the first non-European Pope in over 1200 years - has encouraged people to live simpler 
lives and shown the world a more compassionate face of Catholicism, bringing fresh hope for a renewal 
in the Church. 

1162 n HHHHH

ANGELS
STANFORD, PETER
9781473622081     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

A Visible and Invisible History. A thought-provoking and entertaining twenty-first century look at what 
was once referred to as ‘angelology’, which searches out the origins of angels in religious thought, 
history, psychology and wider culture, and asks why, in an age of disbelief, they remain more 
compelling and comforting for many than God. 

1163 n HHHH

WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK/FAITH
STANFORD, PETER
9781473678293     P     HODDER RELIGIOUS 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Peter Stanford has been interviewing people of faith during his 35 years as a journalist. What fascinates 
him in such conversations is how creating a space to talk unguardedly about faith unlocks so much 
more: what shaped and continues to shape the public and private lives of high-profile names; how 
those values connect with the work they are best known for; and why they believe the search for faith 
makes them who they are. Includes interviews with Sara Maitland, Sister Wendy Beckett, Delia Smith, 
The Revd Richard Coles, Dermot O’Leary, Cherie Blair, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Bronwen Astor, 
Amos Oz, and Nick Cave. 

1164 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ZEN BEYOND MINDFULNESS
HARRIS, JULES SHUZEN
9781611806625     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 26/03/19

Using Buddhist and Modern Psychology for Transformational Practice. An effective new approach to 
Buddhist practice that combines the rigour of traditional meditation and study with the psychological 
support necessary for practice in lay life. Readers will learn the simple practice of ‘Mind Maps’ derived 
from the evidence-based Mind-Body Bridging psychotherapeutic method created by Stanley H Block, 
MD. 

1165 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF BUDDHISM
DALAI LAMA
9781846046049     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.00     Published 07/03/19

As the spiritual leader of Tibet, His Holiness the Dalai Lama has captured the attention and admiration 
of the world through his wisdom. This jewel of a book offers his insights on Buddhism - the fastest 
growing religion of the West. 

1166 n HHHH

WHO CARES ABOUT HIV
PENROSE, S ET AL
9780281082421     P     SPCK 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

Challenging Religious Attitudes and Pastoral Practices that Do More Harm Than Good. This timely 
book gives a voice to those living with HIV who are too often ignored or misunderstood by the Church 
and other religious institutions - including those in positions of care who may have thought they were 
helping but have ended up doing more harm than good. The book exposes and challenges attitudes of 
institutional blindness and abuse and suggests some positive means of remedy, all of which have been 
formed and tested with the help of clients at the London HIV Chaplaincy. 

1167 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNIVERSAL CHRIST
ROHR, RICHARD
9780281078622     P 
SPCK 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

How a Forgotten Reality Can Change Everything We See, Hope For and Believe. In this brilliantly 
provocative, wise and enthralling book, the author urges us towards greater understanding of the 
Cosmic Christ - ‘the eternal union of matter and Spirit from the beginning of time’. Across the 30,000 
or so varieties of Christianity, believers universally love Jesus. They have no trouble accepting his 
humanity and his divinity. But who is Christ? How is his function or role different from Jesus’s? Are we 
missing something fundamental because of our overwhelming emphasis on Jesus to the exclusion of 
the Christ? 
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PHRASE & LANGUAGE GUIDES

1168 n HHHH

HEBREW PHRASEBOOK & DICTIONARY
LONELY PLANET PHRASEBOOKS
9781786573711     P     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

This phrasebook contains easy to navigate sections for all key areas: food, accommodation, transport 
and going out. A concise and practical grammar chapter helps to get started on the right foot and the 
pocket sized format makes it ideal for both short or long trips. It also includes easy to use phonetic 
pronunciation for all the phrases and a handy dictionary. Fourth edition. 

1169 n HHHHH

CZECH PHRASEBOOK & DICTIONARY
LONELY PLANET PHRASEBOOKS
9781786573698     P     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

This phrasebook contains easy to navigate sections for all key areas: food, accommodation, transport 
and going out. A concise and practical grammar chapter helps to get started on the right foot and the 
pocket sized format makes it ideal for both short or long trips. It also includes easy to use phonetic 
pronunciation for all the phrases and a handy dictionary. Fourth edition. 

1170 n HHHHH

GREEK PHRASEBOOK & DICTIONARY
LONELY PLANET PHRASEBOOKS
9781786573780     P     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

This phrasebook contains easy to navigate sections for all key areas: food, accommodation, transport 
and going out. A concise and practical grammar chapter helps to get started on the right foot and the 
pocket sized format makes it ideal for both short or long trips. It also includes easy to use phonetic 
pronunciation for all the phrases and a handy dictionary. Seventh edition. 

1171 n HHHHH

POLISH PHRASEBOOK & DICTIONARY
LONELY PLANET PHRASEBOOKS
9781786573704     P     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

This phrasebook contains easy to navigate sections for all key areas: food, accommodation, transport 
and going out. A concise and practical grammar chapter helps to get started on the right foot and the 
pocket sized format makes it ideal for both short or long trips. It also includes easy to use phonetic 
pronunciation for all the phrases and a handy dictionary. Fourth edition. 

1172 n HHHH

FRENCH PHRASEBOOK
ROUGH GUIDE PHRASEBOOK
9781789194234     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Compact, clear, and packed with words and phrases to help conversation, this pocket-sized French 
phrasebook (with free app) is a trusty travel companion, and all you need to make yourself understood 
- and to understand others - when you’re out and about in France and other French-speaking countries. 
The visually appealing colour-coded system means you can find what you want, when you want, and 
fast. 

1173 n HHHH

GERMAN PHRASEBOOK
ROUGH GUIDE PHRASEBOOK
9781789194258     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Compact, clear, and packed with words and phrases to help conversation, this pocket-sized German 
phrasebook (with free app) is a trusty travel companion, and all you need to make yourself understood 
- and to understand others - when you’re out and about in Germany and other German-speaking 
countries. The visually appealing colour-coded system means you can find what you want, when you 
want, and fast. 

1174 n HHHH

ITALIAN PHRASEBOOK
ROUGH GUIDE PHRASEBOOK
9781789194241     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Compact, clear, and packed with words and phrases to help conversation, this pocket-sized Italian 
phrasebook (with free app) is a trusty travel companion, and all you need to make yourself understood 
- and to understand others - when you’re out and about in Italy. The visually appealing colour-coded 
system means you can find what you want, when you want, and fast. 

1175 n HHHH

SPANISH PHRASEBOOK
ROUGH GUIDE PHRASEBOOK
9781789194265     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£5.99     Published 01/03/19

Compact, clear, and packed with words and phrases to help conversation, this pocket-sized Spanish 
phrasebook (with free app) is a trusty travel companion, and all you need to make yourself understood 
- and to understand others - when you’re out and about in Spain and other Spanish-speaking countries. 
The visually appealing colour-coded system means you can find what you want, when you want, and 
fast. 

ATLASES & MAPS

1176 n HHHH

BATH POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218747     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£2.99     Published 01/03/19

Unique, genuinely pocket-sized map offering extensive coverage of the city. Includes a PopOut Map of 
Bath’s historic city centre as well as information on the Roman Baths, Abbey, shopping and museums. 
Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1177 n HHHH

LONDON POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218761     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

PopOut’s London maps are amongst the UK’s bestselling maps to London. Unique, genuinely pocket-
sized map offering extensive coverage of the city. Includes three PopOut Maps of Central London, 
the Underground and the West End, as well as additional maps of the bus routes, Southwark and 
Theatreland. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1178 n HHHH

OXFORD POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218754     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£2.99     Published 01/03/19

Unique, genuinely pocket-sized map offering extensive coverage of the city. Includes a PopOut Map of 
Oxford’s historic city centre, detailing colleges and museums. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, 
hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1179 n HHHH

VENICE POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218778     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

The UK’s No 1 bestselling Venice map (Nielsen Travel Yearbook 2018). Unique, genuinely pocket-sized 
map offering extensive coverage of the city. Includes PopOut Maps of Venice and Grand Canal, as well 
as additional maps of Veneto Lagoon, Vaporetto Routes and Murano. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, 
shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 
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1180 n HHHH

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK
LONELY PLANET PLANNING MAP
9781788685948     M     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

Get more from your trip with images and information about top country attractions, itinerary 
suggestions, a transport guide, planning information, themed listings and practical travel tips, with 
this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket. Durable and waterproof, with a handy 
slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Planning Maps are your conveniently-sized passport to 
travelling with ease. Includes before-you-go information. 

1181 n HHHH

GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK
LONELY PLANET PLANNING MAP
9781788685955     M     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

Get more from your trip with images and information about top country attractions, itinerary 
suggestions, a transport guide, planning information, themed listings and practical travel tips, with 
this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket. Durable and waterproof, with a handy 
slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Planning Maps are your conveniently-sized passport to 
travelling with ease. Includes before-you-go information. 

1182 n HHHH

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
LONELY PLANET PLANNING MAP
9781788686143     M     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

Get more from your trip with images and information about top country attractions, itinerary 
suggestions, a transport guide, planning information, themed listings and practical travel tips, with 
this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket. Durable and waterproof, with a handy 
slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Planning Maps are your conveniently-sized passport to 
travelling with ease. Includes before-you-go information. 

1183 n HHHH

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
LONELY PLANET PLANNING MAP
9781788686150     M     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

Get more from your trip with images and information about top country attractions, itinerary 
suggestions, a transport guide, planning information, themed listings and practical travel tips, with 
this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket. Durable and waterproof, with a handy 
slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Planning Maps are your conveniently-sized passport to 
travelling with ease. Includes before-you-go information. 

1184 n HHHH

ZION & BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARKS
LONELY PLANET PLANNING MAP
9781788686167     M     LONELY PLANET 
£4.99     Published 01/03/19

Get more from your trip with images and information about top country attractions, itinerary 
suggestions, a transport guide, planning information, themed listings and practical travel tips, with 
this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket. Durable and waterproof, with a handy 
slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Planning Maps are your conveniently-sized passport to 
travelling with ease. Includes before-you-go information. 

1185 n HHHH

PHILIPS WORLD ATLAS
WORLD ATLAS
9781849075176     H     PHILIPS 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

An information-packed hardback world atlas from Philip’s, published in association with the Royal 
Geographical Society - fully revised and updated. With 96 pages of authoritative world maps, a 
comprehensive index, 69 maps, and a thematic section providing information on topics covered in 
geography, humanities and economics courses, Philip’s World Atlas is recommended for students as 
well as for general home reference. 

TRAVEL BIOG & WRITING

1186 n HHHH

HIKING WITH NIETZSCHE
KAAG, JOHN
9781783784943     H     GRANTA BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Becoming Who You Are. ‘Hiking with Nietzsche’ is a tale of two philosophical journeys - one made by 
John Kaag as an introspective teenager, the other 17 years later in radically different circumstances: 
now a husband and father with his wife and small child in tow. Kaag travels to the Swiss peaks above 
Sils Maria, where Nietzsche routinely summered, and where he wrote his mysterious landmark work, 
‘Thus Spoke Zarathustra’. Both trips are made in search of the wisdom at the core of Nietzsche’s 
philosophy, yet they bring Kaag to radically different interpretations and revelations about the human 
condition. 

1187 n HHHHH

JOURNEYS TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD
ATTENBOROUGH, DAVID
9781473666672     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Further Adventures of a Young Naturalist. Following the success of the original Zoo Quest expeditions, 
in the late 1950s onwards a young David Attenborough embarked on further travels in a very different 
part of the world. From Madagascar and New Guinea to the Pacific Islands and the Northern Territory 
of Australia, he and his team were not just searching for rare animals, but were aiming to record the 
way of life of some of the tribes of these regions, whose traditions had never before been seen by most 
of the British public. Written with his characteristic charm, humour and humanity, this is an adventure 
among people, places and wildlife. 

1188 n HHHHH

TO VENICE WITH LOVE
JONES, PHILIP GWYNNE
9781472130235     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 07/03/19

A Midlife Adventure. Philip and Caroline Jones, a middle-aged couple living in Edinburgh, found 
themselves facing redundancy and an uncertain future. Until they received some advice from a 
complete stranger in a pub. Their response was to sell everything in order to move to Venice, in search 
of a better, simpler life. They were wrong about the ‘simpler’ bit... ‘To Venice with Love’ recounts how 
they arrived in Venice with ten pieces of luggage, no job, no friends and no long-term place to stay - to 
struggling with the language to battling bureaucracy; the terror of teaching English to Italian teenagers, 
to building an ordinary life in an extraordinary city. 

1189 n HHHHH

CURIOSITIES & SPLENDOUR
MACKENZIE, MARK (ED)
9781788683029     H     LONELY PLANET 
£15.99     Published 01/03/19

A selection of famous travel writing from great authors and adventurers, including Mark Twain, Apsley 
Cherry-Garrard, Robert Byron, Edith Wharton, John Muir, Teddy Roosevelt, Isabella Bird, Captain Cook, 
Charles Darwin, and Nellie Bly. Each piece is introduced by editor Mark Mackenzie, and provides an 
insightful look into the past and how countries and travel have changed. 

1190 n HHHHH

VILLAGE NEWS
FORT, TOM
9781471151101     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

The True Story of England’s Rural Idyll. A personal journey to discover and celebrate the quintessential 
English village, ‘The Village News’ is a whimsical, funny and informative travelogue by pedal power of a 
variety of villages across our nation that encapsulate, or showcase, all the best elements of what could 
be seen as the English village. 
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1191 n HHHH

JOURNEYS
ZWEIG, STEFAN
9781782274759     P     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£9.99     Published 28/03/19

The only English translation of Zweig’s travel writings in Europe. For the insatiably curious, ardent 
Europhile Stefan Zweig, travel was both a necessary cultural education and a personal balm for the 
depression he experienced when rooted in one place for too long. He spent much of his life weaving 
between the countries of Europe, visiting authors and friends, exploring the continent in the heyday of 
international rail travel. Comprising a lifetime’s observations on Zweig’s travels in Europe, this collection 
can be dipped into or savoured at length, and paints a rich and sensitive picture of Europe before WW2. 

1192 n HHHH

HORIZON
LOPEZ, BARRY
9781847925770     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 28/03/19

Taking us nearly from pole to pole - from modern megacities to some of the earth’s most remote regions 
- and across decades of lived experience, Barry Lopez gives us his most far-ranging yet personal work 
to date, in a book that describes his travels to six regions of the world: from Western Oregon to the High 
Arctic; from the Galapagos to the Kenyan desert; from Botany Bay in Australia to finally, unforgettably, 
the ice shelves of Antarctica. 

TRAVEL GUIDES BRITISH ISLES

1193 n HHHH

SECRET RUINS
EASTOE, JANE
9781911358626     H     PAVILION 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

From romantic ruined castles to mysterious stone circles, from frivolous follies to crumbling towers by 
the sea, there is something about ruins that excites our imagination - and the National Trust has many 
of the best examples in Britain. This is a heavily illustrated celebration of these wild and wonderfully 
atmospheric places across the country, dating from Roman times to the twentieth century. From 
Cornwall to Scotland, the book is organised by region and includes overview maps, so you can plot 
your own journey around Britain’s remarkable ruins. 

1194 n HHHH

DAYS OUT UNDERGROUND
NALDRETT, PETER
9781844865673     P     A&C BLACK 
£16.99     Published 07/03/19

Beneath our feet is a secret world - and you can visit it. This unique guide explores 50 underground 
attractions, from caves to nuclear bunkers, abandoned mines to secret railways, labyrinthine tunnels 
to ancient crypts, that are not just for intrepid potholers and other daredevils. There are atmospheric 
colour photographs throughout, and boxes that highlight precisely why you should visit, as well 
as things to look out for when you do. ‘Days Out Underground’ has soemthing to excite everyone, 
especially families - here’s how to entertain the children on those wet-weather weekends. 

1195 n HHHH

CHILTERNS & THE THAMES VALLEY
MATTHEWS, HELEN
9781784776138     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

This new guide from Bradt in its distinctive ‘Slow’ travel series is the only title to cover the Chilterns 
and Thames Valley in depth. The area does not correspond to specific county or region boundaries: 
Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Oxfordshire, and even a small part of Surrey 
- all have a share. Divided into seven easily manageable sections, it lifts the lid on what makes the 
area so distinctive. Chalk grasslands, beech woods, streams and wooded valleys provide a perfect 
landscape for walking, easily accessible from London. About half of the area has been designated as 
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

1196 n HHHH

NORTH DEVON & EXMOOR
BRADT, HILARY
9781784776145     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

Expert local tips and holiday advice featuring the best cream teas and pubs, cycling, walking, hiking 
and wildlife. Includes the International Dark Sky Reserve, local food and accommodation, Exmoor 
National Park, wildlife and birdwatching, Barnstaple, Braunton, Ilfracombe, Broomhill, Lundy Island and 
North Devon Coast. Also included are the Gnome Reserve and the Bakelite Museum - and expanded 
information on the island of Lundy in the Bristol Channel, as well as unique coverage of the whole of 
Exmoor National Park straddling Devon and Somerset. Particularly intriguing are the many descriptions 
of country churches, ‘the storerooms of history’. 

1197 n HHHH

NORTHUMBERLAND & DURHAM
HALL, GEMMA
9781784776084     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£13.99     Published 05/03/19

This new, thoroughly updated second edition of the best-selling, comprehensive guide to 
Northumberland including Newcastle, Hadrian’s Wall & the Coast remains the reliable source of 
information for discovering the far northeast of England, an area which is home to Europe’s largest 
area of protected night sky - and England’s first Dark Sky Park, a 572-square-mile expanse in 
Northumberland National Park. Now including over 40 walks along beaches, over hills and through 
valleys, as well as a dedicated chapter on Northumberland National Park, this guide is the ideal 
companion for a successful visit. 

1198 n HHHHH

SCOTLAND THE BEST
IRVINE, PETER
9780008307745     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£15.99     Published 07/03/19

The updated bestselling guide to Scotland with new picture sections and maps. Whether you live in 
Scotland or are visiting, why settle for anything second-rate when you can be guided to so much that is 
superb? Peter Irvine’s personal guide points you toward the best places to stay (whatever your budget), 
the best beaches, the best ice-cream, the best hill walks, the best bakers, the best spooky places, the 
best seafood, the best places for kids, the best ceildhs, and so the list goes on. Thirteenth edition. 

1199 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EDINBURGH
INSIGHT GREAT BREAKS
9781789194166     P 
INSIGHT GUIDES 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

Explore the best of Edinburgh with this indispensably practical Insight Great Breaks Guide. From 
making sure you don’t miss out on must-see attractions like Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Mile and the 
Scottish National Gallery, to discovering hidden gems, including the Real Mary King’s Close and the 
Writers’ Museum, the easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes will save you time, help you plan, and 
enhance your Great Break in Edinburgh. Practical, pocket-sized and packed with inspirational insider 
information, this is the ideal on-the-move companion to your trip. Fourth edition. 
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1200 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUIDE TO THE UK
DAVIDSON, GENISTA
9780993414602     P 
CHRIS LLOYD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Be transported back to the heyday of modern style when architecture, design and style were de rigueur. 
This is an invaluable location guide for any art deco traveller in the United Kingdom and for all lovers of 
1920s and ‘30s nostalgia and all that that entails: the opulence and decadence of the legendary Jazz 
Age era. Whether you are visiting the UK for business or pleasure or just wish to have a further insight 
into the art deco legacy left behind for us all to enjoy, this county-by-county guide highlights buildings 
and facades to see, local accommodation, theatres, monuments and associated places of interest. 

1201 n HHHH

LAKE DISTRICT
MARCO POLO POCKET GUIDES
9783829757614     P 
MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Explore the Lake District with this handy, pocket-sized, authoritative guide, packed with Insider Tips. 
Features Marco Polo’s trailblazing, fresh new look, a strong new spine design for even better on-shelf 
presence and a FREE Touring App! 

1202 n HHHH

GREAT PUBS OF LONDON POCKET EDITION
DAILEY, GEORGE
9783791385143     H     PRESTEL 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

A pocket-sized edition of the bestselling ‘Great Pubs of London’, this book celebrates London’s most 
significant and historic pubs. For centuries, the pub has been an essential part of London’s cultural and 
social fabric. This book takes readers through the doors of 25 historically and architecturally significant 
London pubs. Through photographs specially commissioned for this project, readers can explore these 
institutions - from snob screens to 400-hundred-year-old flagstone floors. 

1203 n HHHH

BREAKFAST LONDON
BRIDGES, BIANCA
9781529102628     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Where Real Londoners Eat. Rise and shine London! Get the day off to a great start in the world’s 
greatest city. Discover your new favourite places to breakfast and brunch, including local hang-outs and 
hidden gems from @ breakfastlondon, the feed to follow if you want to find the best breakfasts in town 
before anyone else. Celebrate the most important meal of the day and find insider recommendations 
for all occasions. Features London’s 100 best breakfast spots, stunning original photography, mouth-
wateringly delicious dishes and a look behind-the-scenes with the top chefs that create them. 

1204 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROCKS & RAIN REASON & 
ROMANCE
HOWE, DAVID
9781912235353     P 
SARABAND 
£12.99     Published 28/03/19

The story of the Lake District, England’s most dramatic landscape. Home to vistas of stunning beauty 
and a rich heritage, it is an area of England that fascinates, inspires - and has bewitched David for a 
lifetime. With passion and an endless curiosity, he reveals how half a billion years of shifting ice, violent 
volcanoes and (of course) falling rain have shaped the lakes and fells that have fired the imaginations 
of the great sons and daughters of the area, the poets and the scientists. He shows that Lakeland is a 
seamless web where lives and landscape weave together, where the ancient countryside has created a 
unique local history and proud people. 

1205 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COTSWOLD WAY
TRAILBLAZER GUIDE
9781912716043     P     TRAILBLAZER GUIDES 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

The Cotswold Way is a 102-mile National Trail that runs from Chipping Campden to Bath, following the 
beautiful Cotswold escarpment for most of its course. The trail leads through quintessentially English 
countryside with little villages of honey-coloured stone to the popular tourist destination of Bath. With 
the guides’ uncluttered clarity, the maps are not general-purpose but fully edited, drawn by walkers for 
walkers. Downloadable GPS waypoints are also included. 

TRAVEL GUIDES FOREIGN

1206 n HHHH

GREECE THE PELOPONNESE
BOSTOCK, ANDREW
9781784773663     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£15.99     Published 05/03/19

Greece: the Peloponnese Travel Guide - Travel information and holiday advice including Corinth and 
the Argolid highlights, ancient history and archaeological sites. Also features recommended walks and 
skiing, beaches and resorts, museums, Mycenae, Argos, Laconia, Sparta, Messinia, Kalamata, Arcadia, 
Tripoli, Byzantine churches and medieval forts. It also incorporates a mini-guide to the Greek capital of 
Athens and nearby world famous site of Delphi and is particularly strong on off-the-beaten-track sites, 
background information, accommodation and other subjects of interest for both independent travellers 
and those travelling as part of a group. 

1207 n HHHH

MALTA & GOZO
RIX, JULIET
9781784770709     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£14.99     Published 05/03/19

Malta and Gozo Travel Guide - Holiday tips and tourist information, from Valletta hotels, restaurants and 
bars to ancient archaeological sites and World War II history. Also including tips and itineraries, Knights 
of Malta Baroque cathedral, Valletta Grand Harbour, Ramla Bay, St Paul’s catacombs, San Blas, 
Victoria, Blue Grotto, Mdina and Xlendi. The guide contains all the information needed for a successful 
trip. Whatever the budget, it is the ideal guide for everyone from culture aficionados to archaeology and 
history buffs, foodies, war veterans and their families and couples escaping for a romantic break. Fourth 
edition. 
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1208 n HHHH

BACK ROADS CALIFORNIA
EYEWITNESS BACK ROADS
9780241360309     L     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Take to the open road with ‘Back Roads California’ and discover 24 leisurely drives through the state’s 
idyllic hamlets, gorgeous beaches and sprawling vineyards. Tour the Pacific Coast Highway, explore 
the vineyards of the Nappa Valley, or drive through Yosemite National Park. Packed with insider tips 
and information, this easy-to-use guide reveals incredible sights, hidden gems and authentic local 
experiences that can only be discovered by road. Third edition. 

1209 n HHHH

ANDALUCIA & THE COSTA DEL SOL
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241355985     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From Top 10 art and culture to the Top 10 tapas dishes, discover the best of Andalucia and the Costa 
del Sol with this easy-to-use travel guide. Discover Moorish Granada’s world-class heritage sights 
including the ancient Alhambra, explore vibrant Jerez de la Frontera and its sherry bodegas, marvel at 
Ronda’s mountainous views, or sample culinary riches along the Costa de Sol. New edition. 

1210 n HHHH

CHICAGO
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241355992     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From top 10 film locations to the top 10 blues and jazz joints - discover the best of Chicago with this 
easy-to-use travel guide. Admire the world-renowned collections at the Art Institute of Chicago, stroll 
down the Magnificent Mile, enjoy spectacular views from Willis Tower’s Skydeck, or take a boat tour 
from Navy Pier. New edition. 

1211 n HHHH

PROVENCE & THE COTE D AZURE
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241361825     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From top 10 beaches to top 10 Roman sights, discover the best of Provence and the Cote d’Azur with 
this easy-to-use travel guide. Experience the sun-soaked beaches and riviera glamour of Saint-Tropez, 
kayak in the vast lagoons of the breathtaking Camargue wetlands, wander the streets of historic Vieux 
Nice, explore the museums of Marseille, or enjoy the nightlife in Cannes. New edition. 

1212 n HHHH

CUBA
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241358429     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Discover the best of Cuba with this travel guide. The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice 
on what to see and do, plus detailed itineraries and comprehensive maps for exploring this exciting 
country. Tour Havana, Cuba’s vibrant capital, explore dramatic mountain scenery, or laze on stunning 
beaches, everything you need to know is clearly laid out within colour-coded chapters. 

1213 n HHHHH

NORWAY
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241358382     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice on what to see and do, plus detailed itineraries and 
comprehensive maps for exploring this cultured and vibrant nation. Explore Oslo’s excellent museums 
and enjoy the lively waterfront area, tour Norway’s spectacular Fjords, delight in a remarkable train 
journey on the steeply winding Flamsbanen line, visit stave churches in Lom, Gudbrandsdalen and 
Laerdral, and see the Northern Lights: everything you need to know is clearly laid out within colour-
coded chapters. Discover the best of Norway with this travel guide. 

1214 n HHHHH

PROVENCE & THE COTE D AZUR
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241358443     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice on what to see and do, plus detailed itineraries and 
comprehensive maps for exploring this tranquil and picturesque region. Tour through the beautiful 
Provencal villages and landscapes of the Petit Luberon, take in the glamour of Cannes, enjoy a dish of 
bouillabaisse in Marseille, or go wine tasting at Chateauneuf-du-Pape, everything you need to know is 
clearly laid out within colour-coded chapters. Discover the best of Provence and the Cote d’Azur with 
this travel guide. 

1215 n HHHHH

SWITZERLAND
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241358405     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

The Eyewitness Guide to Switzerland covers the must-see sights and the hidden backstreets, so you 
won’t miss a thing. The guide is designed to help you create you own unique trip and to transport you 
to this beautiful country before you’ve even packed your case - marvel at the iconic Matterhorn, explore 
the fascinating art galleries and museums of Basel or stroll around the historic town of Lausanne on 
Lake Geneva 

1216 n HHHH

50 GREATEST CASTLES & PALACES OF THE WORLD
PICKUP, GILLY
9781785784576     P     ICON BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

From the flamboyance of Germany’s fairy tale-Neuschwanstein Castle to the gothic, Dracula-inspiring 
Bran Castle, perched high in the craggy peaks of Romania’s Carpathian Mountains; Tokyo’s Imperial 
Palace, previously home to samurai warriors to Ireland’s Blarney Castle, where ‘the gift of the gab’ will 
be granted to any who kiss its stone, the world’s castles and palaces are steeped in history and stories 
to tell. Travel writer and journalist Gilly Pickup shares these stories, providing a tour of 50 of the world’s 
greatest castles and palaces, filled with humour, interesting facts and tips on how best to visit them. 

1217 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ITALIAN LAKES
BERLITZ POCKET GUIDES
9781785731198     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/03/19

Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide (with new 
bilingual dictionary) is a convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering what to do and see 
in the Italian Lakes and Verona, from top attractions like Verona’s Roman arena, to hidden gems, 
including Santa Caterina del Sasso. This guide will save you time, and enhance your exploration of this 
fascinating region. Fifth edition. 

1218 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PORTO
BERLITZ POCKET GUIDES
9781785731204     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/03/19

Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide with new 
bilingual dictionary is a convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering what to do and see in 
Porto, from top attractions to hidden gems. It will save you time, and enhance your exploration of this 
beautiful city. Compact, concise, and packed with essential information, this is an iconic on-the-move 
companion when you’re exploring Porto. 

1219 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLORE HAWAII
INSIGHT EXPLORE GUIDES
9781789192087     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/03/19

Experience the best of Hawaii with this practical Insight Explore Guide. From making sure you don’t 
miss out on must-see attractions like Waikiki Beach, to discovering hidden gems, including Pu’uhonua 
‘O Honaunau National Historical Park, the easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes will help you plan 
your trip, save you time, and enhance your exploration of these fascinating islands. The guide also 
includes a FREE eBook. Second edition. 
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1220 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLORE SINGAPORE
INSIGHT EXPLORE GUIDES
9781786719843     P 
INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/03/19

‘Explore Singapore’ is part of a new series and is the ideal pocket companion when discovering this 
dynamic and atmospheric city. The guide contains 18 easy-to-follow routes which lead you from the 
colonial sights of the Civic District and the glamorous development at Marina Bay, to the colourful bustle 
of Kampong Glam and Little India, out to Sentosa’s white sands and theme parks, plus the lesser-
known corners of the island. The best places to eat and drink are highlighted in each route and in the 
directory section, which also contains a wealth of practical information, including a selection of hotels to 
suit all budgets. Second edition. 

1221 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MALTA
INSIGHT EXPLORE GUIDES
9781789192100     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/03/19

A colour-guide containing 14 easy-to-follow routes through the island’s many interesting 
neighbourhoods, from beautiful Valletta and the former capital of Medina with its mdieval streets to 
Marsaxlokk fishing harbour and the dazzling azure waters of the Blue Grotto sea cave, and its inhabited 
sister islands of Gozo and Comino. The guide comes with a FREE eBook. Second edition. 

1222 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCANDINAVIA
INSIGHT GUIDES
9781780059235     P 
INSIGHT GUIDES 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

From deciding when to go, to choosing what to see when you arrive, this is all you need to plan your trip 
and experience the best of Scandinavia. With in-depth insider information on must-see top attractions 
like medieval Trondheim in Norway and the Northern Lights of Arctic Scandinavia, and hidden cultural 
gems like the atmospheric Kungsleden Trail through Sweden’s Lapland, ‘Insight Guide Scandinavia’ 
is ideal for travellers seeking immersive cultural experiences, from exploring the fjords of Norway to 
discovering great architecture in Helsinki. Fourth edition. 

1223 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUIDE TO AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
DAVIDSON, GENISTA
9780993414626     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

This is an invaluable location guide for any traveller in Australia and New Zealand seeking art deco 
locations and for all lovers of 1920s and ‘30s nostalgia and all that that entails: the opulence and 
decadence of the legendary Jazz Age era. Whether you are visiting down under for business or 
pleasure or living locally and just wish to have further insight into the art deco legacy left behind for us 
all to enjoy, this region-by-region guide to both countries highlights buildings and facades to see, local 
accommodation, theatres, monuments and associated places of interest. 

1224 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUIDE TO EUROPE
DAVIDSON, GENISTA
9780993414633     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Be transported back to the heyday of modern style when architecture, design and style were de rigueur. 
This is an invaluable location guide for any art deco traveller in Europe and for all lovers of 1920s and 
‘30s nostalgia and all that that entails: the opulence and decadence of the legendary Jazz Age era. 
Whether you are visiting Europe for business or pleasure or just wish to have further insight into the art 
deco legacy left for us all to enjoy, this country-by-country guide highlights buildings and facades to see, 
local accommodation, theatres, monuments and associated places of interest. 

1225 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUIDE TO THE USA
DAVIDSON, GENISTA
9780993414619     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Be transported back to the heyday of modern style when architecture and style were de rigueur. This 
is an invaluable location guide for any art deco traveller in the United States and for all lovers of 1920 
and ‘30s nostalgia and all that that entails: the opulence and decadence of the legendary Jazz Age era. 
Whether you are visiting the USA for business or pleasure or just wish to have a further insight into the 
art deco legacy left behind for us all to enjoy, this state-by-state guide highlights buildings and facades 
to see, local accommodation, theatres, monuments and associated places of interest. 

1226 n HHHH

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK
LONELY PLANET NATIONAL PARKS
9781786575937     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Go rafting on the Colorado River, ride a mule down into the Grand Canyon, or view it from above on 
a helicopter ride around the canyon’s rim. This edition covers Grand Canyon, Kaibab National Forest, 
Valle, North Rim, South Rim, Havasupai Reservation, Hualapi Reservation, Flagstaff, Sedona, Lake 
Mead, Hoover Dam, Las Vegas, Colorado River and more. Fifth edition 

1227 n HHHH

GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
LONELY PLANET NATIONAL PARKS
9781787017382     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Get back to nature among mist-shrouded peaks, shimmering waterfalls and lush forests in the great 
American wilderness. The guide takes in day hikes and overnight hikes in the Great Smoky Mountains. 
There is a chapter on clothing and equipment and a wildlife spotter’s guide. 

1228 n HHHH

YELLOWSTONE & GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARKS
LONELY PLANET NATIONAL PARKS
9781786575944     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Spot wolves and grizzlies in Lamar Valley, watch geysers erupt in Old Faithful and Upper Geyser Basin, 
or get out on the water in a kayak or canoe at Jackson Lake. This edition covers Yellowstone National 
Park, Mammoth Country, Roosevelt Country, Canyon Country, Lake Country, Norris, Geyser Country 
and Bechler. Fifth edition. 

1229 n HHHH

YOSEMITE SEQUOIA & KING CANYON NAT PARK
LONELY PLANET NATIONAL PARKS
9781786575951     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Go fishing in Yosemite Valley; canoeing and kayaking in Mamoth Lakes, or horseback riding in King’s 
Canyon. This edition covers Yosemite National Park, Sequoia National Park, Kings Canyon National 
Park, Kings Canyon Point, Badger Pass, Wawona, Tuolumne Meadows, Hetch Hetchy, Sierra National 
Forest and more. Fifth edition. 
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1230 n HHHH

ZION & BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARKS
LONELY PLANET NATIONAL PARKS
9781786575913     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Hike the Cable Mountain trail in Zion, ride a horse or mule through Bryce or go swimming or tubing in 
Zion’s Virgin River. This edition covers Zion National Park, St George, Snow Canyon State Park, Cedar 
City, Glendale, Bryce Canyon and National Park, Red Canyon, Panguitch, Grand Staircase-Escalante 
National Monument and more. Fourth edition. 

1231 n HHHH

BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY
LONELY PLANET ROAD TRIPS
9781788682749     P     LONELY PLANET 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

You won’t find one stoplight on the entire Blue Ridge Parkway, which traverses the southern 
Appalachians from Virginia’s Shenandoah National Parks at Mile 0 to North Carolina’s Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park at Mile 469. Commissioned by President Franklin D Roosevelt as a Great 
Depression-era publicworks project, it’s one of Amercia’s classic drives. North Carolina’s piece of the 
parkway twists and turns for 262 miles of killer mountain vistas. 

1232 n HHHHH

FRANCE
LONELY PLANET COUNTRY GUIDES
9781786573797     P     LONELY PLANET 
£17.99     Published 01/03/19

Grab a cafe creme at a Parisian sidewalk cafe, take in glacial panoramas above Chamonix or explore 
the Champagne-soaked city of Reims. France seduces travellers with its unfaltering familiar culture, 
woven around cafe terraces, village square markets and lace-curtained bistros. This updated 13th 
edition is a most comprehensive guide to the country’s extraordinary wealth of museums, galleries, 
gastronomy and its unique joie de vivre. 

1233 n HHHHH

GERMANY
LONELY PLANET COUNTRY GUIDES
9781786573766     P     LONELY PLANET 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

See storybook castles arise from the Bavarian forest, raise a stein to an oompah band in a Munich beer 
garden, and take in the vibrant Berlin arts scene, all with your trusted travel companion. Prepare for a 
roller coaster of feasts, treats and temptations as you take in Germany’s soul-stirring scenery, spirit-
lifting culture, big-city beauties, romantic places and half-timbered towns. Ninth edition. 

1234 n HHHHH

POCKET HAMBURG
LONELY PLANET POCKET GUIDES
9781787017757     P     LONELY PLANET 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

Hamburg’s appeal can be narrowed down to one simple calling card: Welcome to one of the coolest 
cities on earth. A maritime spirit infuses the entire city, bequeathing its diverse neighbourhoods 
astonishing culinary, architectural and musical excellence and variety. To put it another way, it’s 
impossible to come to Hamburg and not have a really good time. 

1235 n HHHHH

POCKET JERUSALEM & TEL AVIV
LONELY PLANET POCKET GUIDES
9781788683364     P     LONELY PLANET 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

The centre of the world to many. Yearned after. Fought over. Destroyed and rebuilt for thousands of 
years. Jerusalem’s energy toggles between intense and passionate. A brand-new colour, pocket-sized 
guidebook with pull-out city map, showing the city’s best walking tours. 

1236 n HHHHH

POCKET MUNICH
LONELY PLANET POCKET GUIDES
9781787017740     P     LONELY PLANET 
£7.99     Published 01/03/19

World-class art and thigh-slapping tradition, bamboozling high-tech and Europe’s finest beer, head-
turning architecture and high-octane affluence - Munich keeps its central European promises, all 
infused with Bavarian Gemutlichkeit, that untranslatable feeling of cosiness and well-being. Throw into 
the mix a kit bag of dark tourism and direct transport to Alpine slopes and Munich shapes up as one of 
Europe’s most tantalising destinations. 

1237 n HHHHH

MUNICH BAVARIA & THE BLACK FOREST
LONELY PLANET REGIONAL GUIDES
9781786573773     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Lonely Planet Munich, Bavaria & the Black Forest is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date 
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Join in the festivities at 
Munich’s Oktoberfest, step into the Schloss Neuschwanstein fairytale castle, or hike among the 
mythical Berchtesgaden Mountains; all with your trusted travel companion. Sixth edition. 

1238 n HHHHH

NEW YORK & THE MID ATLANTIC
LONELY PLANET REGIONAL GUIDES
9781787017375     P     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Durable and waterproof, with a handy slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet New York City 
Map is your conveniently-sized passport to travelling with ease. Get more from your map and your trip 
with images and information about top city attractions, walking tour routes, transport maps, itinerary 
suggestions, extensive street and site index, and practical travel tips and directory. With this easy-to-
use, full colour navigation tool in your back pocket, you can truly get to the heart of New York City, so 
begin your journey now! 

1239 n HHHH

HAMBURG
MARCO POLO POCKET GUIDES
9783829757874     P     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Explore Hamburg with this handy, pocket-sized, authoritative guide, packed with Insider Tips. Features 
Marco Polo’s trailblazing, fresh new look, a strong new spine design for even better on-shelf presence 
and a FREE Touring App! 

1240 n HHHH

ZAKYNTHOS & KEFALONIA
MARCO POLO POCKET GUIDES
9783829757713     P     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Explore Zakynthos and Kefalonia handy, pocket-sized, authoritative guide, packed with Insider Tips. 
Features Marco Polo’s trailblazing, fresh new look, a strong new spine design for even better on-shelf 
presence and a FREE Touring App! 

1241 n HHHH

100 DIVES OF A LIFETIME
MILLER, CARRIE
9781426220074     H     NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
£25.00     Published 21/03/19

The World’s Ultimate Underwater Destinations. Explore 100 breathtaking scuba diving sites around 
the world - from the cenotes of Mexico to the best wreck in Micronesia - through stunning National 
Geographic photography, expert tips, and cutting-edge travel advice. Filled with more than 350 images 
from National Geographic, ‘100 Dives of a Lifetime’ provides the ultimate bucket list for ardent scuba 
divers and aspirational travellers alike. 
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1242 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITERARY PLACES
BAXTER, SARAH
9781781318102     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Explore the landscapes and places that inspired great novels. With beautiful illustrations and insightful 
stories, this unique book will instantly transport you to literary destinations around the globe, whether 
that’s the lush and languid backwaters of Arundhati Roy’s Kerala, the imposing precipice of Joan 
Lindsay’s Hanging Rock or the labyrinthine streets and sewers of Victor Hugo’s Paris. The places 
collected here are not just backdrops to the tales told, they are characters in their own right - so delve 
into this book to discover some of the world’s most fascinating literary places and the novels that 
celebrate them. 

1243 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LISBON
POCKET ROUGH GUIDE
9781789194067     P 
ROUGH GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/03/19

The best Lisbon has to offer in your pocket, this is your essential guide to Portugal’s capital, with all the 
sights, restaurants, shops and bars in an easy-to-use format, and a colour, pull-out map. Whether you 
have an afternoon or a few days at your disposal, the itineraries help you plan your trip, and the Best of 
Lisbon section shows you the city’s highlights. Divided by area for easy navigation the Places section is 
written in an honest and informative style, with a pick of the places to eat, drink and dance, from tucked-
away restaurants to the perfect fado bars to kick off a night out. Fifth edition. 

1244 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMSTERDAM
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194081     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

This is the ultimate travel guide to this vibrant city, with clear maps and expanded coverage of all the 
best attractions in Amsterdam. Get the most out of this fascinating city with information on everything 
from its magnificent museums and iconic Golden Age architecture, to quirkier sights and quintessential 
Amsterdam experiences, from canal boat trips to bike rides. Find detailed practical advice on what to 
see and do in Amsterdam, relying on up-to-date descriptions of the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and 
restaurants for all budgets. Twelfth edition. 

1245 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NETHERLANDS
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194098     P 
ROUGH GUIDES 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

Discover the Netherlands with this comprehensive, entertaining, ‘tell it like it is’ Rough Guide, packed 
with exhaustive practical information and expert honest independent recommendations. Whether you 
plan to immerse yourself in Amsterdam’s art galleries, explore Delft’s pretty canals and historic streets 
or admire the scupltures in Hoge Veluwe National Park, ‘The Rough Guide to the Netherlands’ will show 
you the perfect places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Eighth edition. 

1246 n HHHH

SPECIAL PLACES TO STAY FRANCE
SPECIAL PLACES TO STAY
9781906136918     P     ALASTAIR SAWDAY PUBLISHING 
£15.99     Published 07/03/19

Hotels, bed & breakfast, chateaux, ski chalets, farmhouses and beachside retreats. Every place is 
inspected and selected by Sawday’s roving team - they are trusted for their honest and lively reviews. 
Many brand new places are featured in this edition. With clear symbols, excellent maps, over 750 
colour photos and honest write-ups. 

1247 n HHHH

NEW MAP ITALY
YPMA, HERBERT
9780500292884     L     THAMES & HUDSON 
£29.95     Published 21/03/19

Unforgettable Experiences for the Discerning Traveller. From the unusual to the spectacular, the 
ultimate visual guide to the finest hotels and travel experiences Italy has to offer. It features 85 
experiences and tips, from unique places to stay and the best spots for authentic Italian cuisine, 
historical must-sees, quirky one-offs and souvenir shopping. 

1248 n HHHH

EUROPES BEST BAKERIES
GUY, SARAH
9781910463154     P 
TURNAROUND 
£16.99     Published 26/03/19

An inspirational illustrated guide to Europe’s best bakeries, from new sourdough bakeries to centuries-
old grand cafe-patisseries. Baked goods are embedded in European culture; many of the shops and 
cafes included in this book have been around for years, and serve long-perfected cakes in historic 
premises - others are new discoveries in unexpected locations, staffed by young bakers passionate 
about creating wonderful produce which is also organic and eco-friendly. This cooks up a gorgeous list 
of bakeries in the UK, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, Spain, Greece, Italy, Germany and France, serving 
up plenty of sumptuous photos and profiles on the best bakeries. 
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ART & DESIGN
1249 9789401454315 City Shapers London Slingerland, Senta  ACC Art Books £35.00 H H 40%
1250 9781912217960 Bauhaus Women A Global Perspective Otto, Elizabeth  Bloomsbury £30.00 H HH  
1251 9781851244737 Typographic Firsts Boardley, John  Bodleian Library £25.00 H HHH 20%
1252 9781861543844 Next Size Up Volume 1 & Size Isn’t Everything Milk  Casemate UK Ltd £75.00 H HHH  
1253 9780486828657 Creative World Building/Creature Design Nelson, Mark  Dover £17.99 P HHH 35%
1254 9783777432236 Eye To I Fortune, Brandon(Ed)  Hirmer Publishing £36.00 H HHH  
1255 9781786273970 Graphic Design A History Eskilson, Stephen J  Laurence King £35.00 P HHH  
1256 9781786273918 How To Do Great Work W/Out Being/Asshole Woods, Paul  Laurence King £12.99 P HHH  
1257 9781855147669 Tudor & Jacobean Portraits Bolland, Charlotte  National Portrait Gallery £12.95 P H  
1258 9789385360565 Mutable Ceramic & Clay Art Of India Michael, K Et Al  Prestel £35.00 P H  
1259 9781616897987 ABC Of Triangle Square Circle Lupton, Ellen  Princeton Architectural Press £21.99 H HHH  
1260 9781788161466 14-18 Now Waldman, Jenny  Profile Books £35.00 H HHH  
1261 9780500021934 Bauhaus Imaginista Osten, Marion Von(Ed  Thames & Hudson £39.95 H HHH  
1262 9780500519790 Futurekind Phillips, Rob  Thames & Hudson £39.95 H HHH  
1263 9780500480427 Indian Textile Sourcebook Fotheringham, Avalon  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HHH  
1264 9783721209945 Structuring Design Voelker, Ulysses  Thames & Hudson £29.95 H H  
1265 9788857239460 Visions From Abroad Khazindar, Mona (Ed)  Thames & Hudson £60.00 H H  
1266 9789887903321 Designhers Victionary  Thames & Hudson £29.95 P HHH  

ARTISTS & THEIR WORK
1267 9781788840071 Cacaform Birds Zhu, Yingchun  ACC Art Books £20.00 P H 40%
1268 9783858818232 Cosmic Theater Auping, Michael  ACC Art Books £35.00 H H 40%
1269 9780999243022 Dogs Tetro, Marc  ACC Art Books £65.00 H HH 40%
1270 9781912520107 Mali Morris Painting Cornish, Sam  ACC Art Books £25.00 H HH 40%
1271 9780486828633 Fadeaway Phillips, Coles  Dover £13.99 P HH 35%
1272 9781912122110 Fireflies Parenno, Philippe  Heni Publishing £40.00 P HHH  
1273 9788189995683 Continuous Line Prakash, V  Prestel £55.00 H H  
1274 9789385360039 Meera Mukherjee Sen, Geeti Et Al  Prestel £45.00 H H  
1275 9789385360541 Whose Ramayana Is It Anyway Sarkar, Natasha  Prestel £30.00 P H  
1276 9783791358499 Making New Time Kholeif, Omar  Prestel £19.99 P H  
1277 9783791358383 Suzanne Lacy We Are Here Frieling, R(Ed)Et Al  Prestel £39.99 L HH  
1278 9783791358130 Titian & The Renaissance In Venice Eclercy, Bastian(Ed)  Prestel £45.00 H HH  
1279 9783791385136 Alexander Von Humboldt Botanical Illustrations Baume, Otfried  Prestel £19.99 H HHH  
1280 9781616897536 Monument Man Holzer, Harold  Princeton Architectural Press £25.00 H HH  
1281 9788416851935 400 Years Of Travel Diaries Argod, Pascale  Promopress £24.99 H HH  
1282 9780500239971 Hockney/Van Gogh The Joy Of Nature Jager, Hans Den H(Ed  Thames & Hudson £24.95 P HHH  
1283 9780500239865 R B Kitaj Kitaj, R B  Thames & Hudson £19.95 P HHH  
1284 9781941701980 Alice Neel Molesworth, Helen  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H H  
1285 9788857235226 Fredrikson Stallard Sudjic, Deyan Et Al  Thames & Hudson £55.00 H H  
1286 9788857238647 Jane Benson A Place For Infinite Tuning Matijcio, Steven(Ed)  Thames & Hudson £25.00 P H  
1287 9781941701959 Luc Tuymans Catalogue Raisonne Vol 2 Meyer-Hermann, E(Ed)  Thames & Hudson £165.00 H H  
1288 9781644230084 Raymond Pettibon Pettibon, Raymond  Thames & Hudson £25.00 H H  
1289 9780878468607 Sargents Daughters Hirshler, Erica E  Thames & Hudson £13.50 P H  
1290 9788862086233 Bill Owens Altamont 1969 Owens, Bill  Thames & Hudson £29.00 H HH  
1291 9781911604778 Ali Cavanaugh Cavanaugh, Ali  Unicorn Press £35.00 H HH 35%

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DEV
1292 9781849944915 Isokon & The Bauhaus In Britain Daybelge, Leyla  Pavilion £25.00 H HHH  
1293 9788898774500 Casa Galina Salvotti Franceschini, A  ACC Art Books £18.00 P H 40%
1294 9781941806302 Close To Home Koch, Michael  ACC Art Books £30.00 H H 40%
1295 9781940743424 Place Matters McCarter, Robert  ACC Art Books £35.00 P H 40%
1296 9781935935476 Swan & Maclaren Davison, Julian  ACC Art Books £31.50 H H 40%
1297 9781940743035 Working In Mumbai RMA Architects  ACC Art Books £35.00 H H 40%
1298 9783037611005 Fournier Maccagnan English/German Edition Wirz, Heinz  ACC Art Books £29.95 P H 40%
1299 9783037611555 Fournier Maccagnan French/Italian Edition Wirz, Heinz  ACC Art Books £29.95 P H 40%
1300 9781864708134 Architects At Home Mutlow, John V  ACC Art Books £20.00 P HH 40%
1301 9781501319280 This Must Be The Place Kronenburg, Robert  Bloomsbury Academic £19.99 P H 25%
1302 9781848024793 Weston Super Mare Brodie, Allan Et Al  Historic England £14.99 P HH 35%
1303 9783777432021 Bauhaus Dessau Architecture Bauhaus Dessau Found  Hirmer Publishing £29.95 H HH  
1304 9781492045953 Effective Enterprise Architecture Hewitt, Eben  O’Reilly £35.99 P HHH  
1305 9780714878706 Architizer The Worlds Best Architecture Architizer  Phaidon Press £59.95 H HHH  
1306 9780714878027 Ruin & Redemption In Architecture Barasch, Dan  Phaidon Press £39.95 H HHH  
1307 9780714877174 Snohetta Collective Intuition Dykers, Craig  Phaidon Press £59.95 H HHH  
1308 9789385360534 Gandhi Bhawan Jain, Shikha  Prestel £20.00 P H  
1309 9783791385174 Facades Ojeda, Oscar R (Ed)  Prestel £35.00 H HHH  
1310 9781616897253 Toronto Campus Guide Richards, Larry W  Princeton Architectural Press £26.99 P H  
1311 9780500294888 Drawing For Landscape Architecture Hutchison, Edward  Thames & Hudson £24.95 P HHH  
1312 9780500343388 New Chinese Architecture Williams, Austin  Thames & Hudson £29.95 H HHH  
1313 9783945852316 Balkrishna Doshi Architecture For/People Kries, M (Ed) Et Al  Thames & Hudson £59.90 H H  
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1314 9783037682487 Building Berlin Vol 8 Architektenkammer (Ed)  Thames & Hudson £24.95 P H  
1315 9782080203878 Historic Houses Of Paris Stella, Alain  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HH  
1316 9781849311441 History Of Architecture Stephenson, Michael  Worth Press £14.99 P HH  

ASTROLOGY & FORTUNE TELLING
1317 9781452173634 Cat Tarot Kott, Megan Lynn  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £16.99 N H  
1318 9781781576953 Astrology Birthday Book Knight, Michele  Ilex Press £12.99 H HHH  

AUDIO
1319 9781528848619 Chemical Detective CD Erskine, Fiona  WF Howes £25.52 C H  
1320 9781528848688 Lonely Hour CD Fowler, Christopher  WF Howes £25.52 C H  
1321 9781528848695 Spring CD Smith, Ali  WF Howes £18.37 C H  
1322 9781787533899 Flywheel Shyster/Flywheel CD Unabridged Perrin, Nat  Random House Audio BBC £26.50 C HH  
1323 9781787535084 Navy Lark 60th Ann Edition CD Wyman, Laurie  Random House Audio BBC £20.00 C HH  
1324 9781787535169 Neapolitan Novels CD Unabridged Ferrante, Elena  Random House Audio BBC £30.00 C HH  
1325 9781787535237 Dr Who Lost Tv Episodes 1964/65 CD Lucarotti, J Et Al  Random House Audio BBC £35.00 C HH  
1326 9781787535251 Dr Who War Machines 1St Dr Who Novel CD Dr Who  Random House Audio BBC £20.00 C HH  

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
1327 9781912508365 And The Leader Is Chick, Gareth  Critical Publishing £19.99 P HHH 23%
1328 9780486816456 Align Get Your Team On The Same Page Reese, Laura  Dover £18.99 H HH 35%
1329 9781633697669 Alive At Work Cable, Daniel M  Harvard Business Review Press £10.99 P HHH 30%
1330 9781633696969 Becoming A Manager Hill, Linda A  Harvard Business Review Press £25.00 H HHH 30%
1331 9781633696679 Mindful Listening Emotional Intelligence  Harvard Business Review Press £9.99 P HHH 30%
1332 9781599186375 Power Of Passive Income Nightingale Learning  Ingram Publisher Services £15.99 P H 35%
1333 9780749484484 Mastering The Supply Chain Weenk, Ed  Kogan Page Ltd £34.99 P HH 22%
1334 9780749484446 Predictive Hr Analytics Edwards, Martin R  Kogan Page Ltd £34.99 P HH 22%
1335 9780749472993 Supply Chain Management Accounting Templar, Simon  Kogan Page Ltd £34.99 P HH 22%
1336 9781789550320 Meetings Forsyth, Patrick  Legend Press Business £9.99 P HHH  
1337 9781492667308 Genius Habit Garnett, Laura  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £18.99 H H  
1338 9781250110541 Big Business Cowen, Tyler  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H HH  
1339 9780198806523 Foundations Of Economics Gillespie, Andrew  Oxford Higher Education £44.99 P H 20%
1340 9780198839613 Europes Growth Champion Piatkowski, Marcin  Oxford Higher Education £25.00 P HH 20%
1341 9780198829478 Why Superman Doesnt Take Over The World O’Roark, J Brian  Oxford University Press £14.99 H HH  
1342 9781509821266 How To Be A Better Leader Stern, Stefan  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £6.99 P HH  
1343 9781509814633 How To Negotiate Copper-Ind, C  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £6.99 P HH  
1344 9781842854969 Construction Barnett, John  Studymates £49.99 P H 25%
1345 9781842854938 Professional Writing Breen, Paul  Studymates £14.99 P HH 25%
1346 9781473607538 E-commerce In A Week Smith, Nick  Teach Yourself £7.99 P HHH  
1347 9781473607507 Mobile Marketing In A Week Smith, Nick  Teach Yourself £7.99 P HHH  
1348 9780525538943 Juliets School Of Possibilities Vanderkam, Laura  Turnaround £18.99 H HHH  

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
1349 9781529200003 Good Finance Akgiray, Vedat  Bristol University Press £12.99 P HH 20%
1350 9781633696709 How Finance Works Desai, Mihir  Harvard Business Review Press £25.00 P HH 30%

CAREERS
1351 9781452166360 Feck Perfuction Victore, James  Chronicle £13.99 P HHH  

GENERAL COMPUTING & IT
1352 9780134757766 Agile Product Ownership Sommardahl, Byron  Pearson Professional Computing £29.99 P HHH 25%

OPERATING SYSTEMS
1353 9781509306190 Microsoft Excel 2019 Formulas & Function McFedries, Paul  Pearson Professional Computing £29.99 P HHH  

PROGRAMMING & LANGUAGES
1354 9781593279585 Algorithms Explained & Illustrated Ishida, Moriteru  No Starch Press £20.99 P HHH  
1355 9781593279561 Bayesian Statistics The Fun Way Kurt, Will  No Starch Press £24.99 P HHH  
1356 9781593279806 Powershell Testing Guide Bertram, Adam  No Starch Press £33.99 P HHH  
1357 9781680506273 Swift Style Sadun, Erica  O’Reilly £26.50 P H  
1358 9781492041214 Laravel Up & Running Stauffer, Matt  O’Reilly £39.99 P HHH  
1359 9780133847505 Lean Devops Benefield, Robert  Pearson Professional Computing £29.99 P HHH 25%

GAMES
1360 9781640781115 Dead Roads Tyrant’s Grasp 1 Of 6 Lundeen, Ron  Diamond Book Distributors £22.99 P H  
1361 9781640781108 Fire Starters Dawn Of Flame 1 Of 6 Sutter, James L  Diamond Book Distributors £20.99 P H  

PHOTOGRAPHY
1362 9781419730795 New York In Bloom Lane, Georgianna  Abrams £13.99 H HH  
1363 9781682033982 Direction & Quality Of Light Niekerk, Neil Van  Amherst Media £21.99 P HH  
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1364 9781682033807 New York Cityscapes Alessandria, Peter  Amherst Media £21.99 P HH  
1365 9789401458054 Bas Meeuws Flower Pieces Heuvel, M Van Den  ACC Art Books £60.00 H H 40%
1366 9783858818041 City Lust Koolhaas, Charlie  ACC Art Books £50.00 H H 40%
1367 9781911422198 Atlantic City Goldberger, Paul  ACC Art Books £39.95 H HH 40%
1368 9783955047566 England & Wales Monaco Books  ACC Art Books £25.00 L HH 40%
1369 9781785511295 Percy Family & Alnwick Castle Percy, Ralph  ACC Art Books £20.00 P HH 40%
1370 9783955047573 Route 66 Monaco Books  ACC Art Books £25.00 H HH 40%
1371 9781851499229 Splash Tabor, Bob  ACC Art Books £35.00 H HH 40%
1372 9781908211767 Made In Britain Potter, Patrick  Chronicle £19.95 H HH  
1373 9781452167893 Joy Velick, Bruce  Chronicle £10.99 H HHH  
1374 9781781453599 Mastering Child Portrait Photography Bradbury, Richard  Guild Of Master Craftsman £19.99 P HH  
1375 9781781576762 Wildlife Photography At Home Peters, Richard  Ilex Press £16.99 P HHH  
1376 9781781576892 Photographers Vision Remastered Freeman, Michael  Ilex Press £19.99 P HHH  
1377 9780789213303 Mykonos McCabe, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £35.99 H H 35%
1378 9788417048860 Gaze Of Things Various  Prestel £32.00 H HHH  
1379 9780500021583 Body The Photography Book Herschdorfer, N  Thames & Hudson £48.00 H HHH  
1380 9780500022467 Cimarron Freger, Charles  Thames & Hudson £28.00 H HHH  
1381 9780500545089 Eamonn Doyle Made In Dublin Doyle, Eamonn  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HHH  
1382 9780500294871 Things Come Apart McLellan, Todd  Thames & Hudson £14.95 P HHH  
1383 9780500294666 Barbican Centre City Of London Wright, Harry Cory  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
1384 9780500294673 Tower Bridge London Wright, Harry Cory  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
1385 9789053309179 Big Sur Going South Crippens, Kirk  Thames & Hudson £45.00 H H  
1386 9789053309162 Images In Transition Pace, David  Thames & Hudson £45.00 H H  
1387 9788862086271 Ken Van Sickle Photographs Sickle, Ken Van  Thames & Hudson £37.00 H H  
1388 9789171264688 Thinking Like A Mountain Schmitz, Helene  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H H  
1389 9788869657542 Tokyo Tzukiji Tanzini, Nicola  Thames & Hudson £27.00 H H  
1390 9781576879115 Daily Bread Segal, Gregg  Turnaround £33.99 H H  
1391 9788417084097 Curated Lens Design 360  Turnaround £39.99 H HH  
1392 9781576879177 Lovin My Car Women In The Drivers Seat Edelman, Libby  Turnaround £20.99 H HH  
1393 9781576879108 Holy Ferrato, Donna  Turnaround £33.99 H HHH  
1394 9789188369215 Yakuza Tattoo Johansson, Andreas  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
1395 9781910566466 Paradise Street Baker, Shirley Et Al  Turnaround £16.95 H HHH  
1396 9781911604938 Time To Fight Anderson, Robert  Unicorn Press £15.00 H HHH 35%

ANTIQUES & COLLECTING
1397 9781445688169 Matchbox Toys Jones, Nick  Amberley Publishing £8.99 P HHH  
1398 9783897905160 Rings Of The 20th & 21st Centuries Chadour-Sampson, B  ACC Art Books £68.00 H H 40%
1399 9781851498987 Watchmakers Art Huyton, Steve  ACC Art Books £35.00 H HH 40%
1400 9781785511561 State Hermitage Museum St Petersburg Piotrovsky, Mikhail  ACC Art Books £12.95 H HH 40%
1401 9781440249006 Strike It Rich With Pocket Change Potter, Ken  FW Media £14.99 P HH  
1402 9781526737793 Nes Encyclopaedia Scullion, Chris  Pen & Sword Books £30.00 H HHH  
1403 9780500480342 Jewels & Jewellery Phillips, Clare  Thames & Hudson £24.95 P HHH  

KNITTING & STITCHCRAFT
1404 9781419734441 Painting With Wool Ives, Danielle  Abrams £17.99 H HH  
1405 9781785005497 Art Deco Knits Bicknell, Jemima  Crowood Press £25.00 H HH 35%
1406 9781617457555 10 Easy Stitches Burstein, Alicia  C&T Publishing £20.99 P HH  
1407 9781617456794 Quilters Negative Space Handbook Schaefer, Sylvia  C&T Publishing £22.99 P HH  
1408 9781617458330 Sweet Stitches Hoey, Aneela  C&T Publishing £16.99 P HH  
1409 9781617456411 Quilts With An Angle Christensen, Sheila  C&T Publishing £24.99 P HH  
1410 9781446307410 Beginners Guide To Colorwork Knitting Austin, Ella  FW Media £15.99 P HH  
1411 9781632506597 Coffeehouse Knits Honaman, Tammy  FW Media £19.99 H HH  
1412 9780486828626 Whimsical Cross Stitch Buziak, Cari  Dover £13.99 P HHH 35%
1413 9781497204157 Embroidered Lettering Valencia, Debra  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HH  
1414 9781641780759 My Knitting Journal Editors Of Quiet Fox  Fox Chapel £9.99 H HH  
1415 9781640210301 6000+ Pullover Possibilities Leapman, Melissa  Guild Of Master Craftsman £19.99 P HH  
1416 9781784945053 Jomo Knits Boggis, Christine  Guild Of Master Craftsman £14.99 P HHH  
1417 9781631869365 Sew + Quilt Paper, Heather J  Guild Of Master Craftsman £21.99 P HHH  
1418 9781624147401 Seamless Knit Sweaters In 2 Weeks Greene, Marie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
1419 9781604689778 Moda Blockheads Bongean, Lisa Et Al  Roundhouse Publishing Group £24.99 P H  
1420 9781604689792 Simple Friendships II Diehl, Kim  Roundhouse Publishing Group £26.99 P H  
1421 9781604689051 Step Back In Time Barnes, Paula  Roundhouse Publishing Group £24.99 P H  
1422 9781604689808 Big Book Of Lap Quilts Martingale (Ed)  Roundhouse Publishing Group £27.99 P H  
1423 9781604689846 Turnabout Patchwork Barreu, Teresa M  Roundhouse Publishing Group £21.99 P H  
1424 9781604689785 Vintage Legacies Hopkins, Carol  Roundhouse Publishing Group £23.99 P H  

DRAWING & PAINTING
1425 9781419734489 Lost Anatomies Gurche, John  Abrams £28.99 H HH  
1426 9781849945264 Light & Shade In Watercolour Soan, Hazel  Pavilion £19.99 H HHH  
1427 9781446307359 DIY Watercolor Flowers Boudon, Marie  FW Media £15.99 P HH  
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1428 9781440352546 No Excuses Watercolour Oceans Armfield, Gina Rossi  Fw Media £18.99 P HH  
1429 9780486829074 Romantic Country Scenes Coloring Book Goodridge, Teresa  Dover £3.99 P HHH 35%
1430 9780486828466 Wondrous Women Coloring Book Noble, Marty  Dover £3.99 P HHH 35%
1431 9781631596223 Look Closer Draw Better Ewing, Kateri  Quarto US Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  

CRAFTS
1432 9781419734281 Hand Dyed Joyce, Anna  Abrams £21.99 H HH  
1433 9781785005558 Hot Mixed Lime & Traditional Mortars Copsey, Nigel  Crowood Press £25.00 P H 35%
1434 9781785005473 Modelling British Wwii Armoured Vehicles Cole, Tom  Crowood Press £19.99 P H 35%
1435 9781785005657 Modelling The Great Western Branch Lines Ford, Chris  Crowood Press £19.99 P H 35%
1436 9780486828527 Year Of Stone Painting Bac, F Sehnaz  Dover £13.99 P HHH 35%
1437 9781784945145 Pop Up Design & Paper Mechanics Birmingham, Duncan  Guild Of Master Craftsman £14.99 P HH  
1438 9781464774997 Textured Pillows Wenger, Lori  Guild Of Master Craftsman £8.99 P HHH  
1439 9781743793749 Tree In The House Hickson, Annabelle  Hardie Grant Books £25.00 H HHH  
1440 9781781575772 Project Collage Speight, Bev  Ilex Press £14.99 P HHH  
1441 9781940611877 Essential Joinery Spagnuolo, Marc  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 P H 35%
1442 9780760364062 Paper Garden Bonsai Spungen, Amy  Quarto US Publishing Group £14.99 K HHH  
1443 9780760364383 Paper Monograms Bettencourt, Stacy  Quarto US Publishing Group £11.99 K HHH  

CULTURAL STUDIES
1444 9781350105911 Shinto Nature & Ideology/Contempry Japan Rots, Aike P  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1445 9781906506674 Spirit Of The Amazon Cunningham, Sue  Guild Of Master Craftsman £40.00 H HH  

POPULAR CULTURE
1446 9780486828473 Trips Rock Life In The Sixties Sander, Ellen  Dover £11.99 P HH 35%
1447 9783716518489 Cassette Culture Komurki, John Z  Thames & Hudson £19.95 H HH  
1448 9782080203717 Ze French Do It Better Saint-Pierre, V De  Thames & Hudson £19.95 L HHH  
1449 9789768245687 Ganja Dictionary Harris, K Sean  Turnaround £4.99 P H  
1450 9789188369192 Rap Quotes Coast To Coast Shelowitz, Jason  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  

MULTICULTURAL INTERESTS
1451 9781786994264 Black British History Adi, Hakim  Zed Books £18.99 P HHH 20%

EDUCATION GENERAL
1452 9781472962126 Independent Schools Yearbook 2018-2019 Independent Schools Yearbook  A&C Black £80.00 P HHH 25%
1453 9781350004955 Education Policy Practice &/Professional Bates, Jane Et Al  Bloomsbury Academic £21.99 P H 25%
1454 9781350080713 Relationships & Sex Education 3-11 Mason, Sacha  Bloomsbury Academic £24.99 P H 25%
1455 9781350105539 Digital Personalization/Early Childhood Kucirkova, Natalia  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1456 9781350105331 Higher Education In Austerity Europe Nixon, Jon  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1457 9781350105447 Negotiating Learning & Identity/High Education Bangeni, Bonji  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1458 9781785924675 Supporting Kids & Teens With Exam Stress Steer, Joanne  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HHH 22%

STUDY AIDS & TEXTBOOKS
1459 9781510452695 Edexcel A/AS Literature Study Revise Vardy, Richard  Hodder Education £8.99 P HHH 15%
1460 9781510452435 How To Pass Higher Computing Science Reid, Greg  Hodder Education £12.99 P HHH 15%
1461 9781510451971 AQA A Level Philosophy Paper 1 Jones, Gerald Et Al  Hodder Education £10.99 P HHH 15%
1462 9781510460119 NCFE Level 1/2 Technical Award In Health Powell, Mark  Hodder Education £8.99 P HHH 15%
1463 9781510458963 OCR A Lvl Design & Technology Product Design Arnold, Simeon Et Al  Hodder Education £16.99 P HHH 15%
1464 9781510450516 WJEC & Eduqas A Level Religious Studies Lloyd, Clare  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 15%
1465 9781510454934 WJEC & Eduqas GCSE Computer Science Wicks, Robert  Hodder Education £8.99 P HHH 15%
1466 9781510443143 AQA Lvl 3 Extended Project Qualification Andrews, Christine  Hodder Education £15.99 P HH 5%
1467 9781510451520 Edexcel International GCSE 9-1 Biology Royal, Margaret  Hodder Education £3.99 P HH 5%
1468 9781510451544 Edexcel International GCSE 9-1 Chemistry Dixon, Neil  Hodder Education £3.99 P HH 5%
1469 9781510451568 Edexcel International Gcse 9-1 Physics Shooter, Matthew  Hodder Education £3.99 P HH 5%
1470 9781510449541 IB Diploma Spanish Ab Initio Angel, J Rafael  Hodder Education £35.00 P HH 5%
1471 9781510451582 WJEC GCSE Science Student Lab Book Schmit, Adrian Et Al  Hodder Education £5.99 P HH 5%
1472 9781510447578 Cambridge IGCSE Spanish Student Book Barefoot, S Et Al  Hodder Education £22.99 P HHH 5%
1473 9781510448681 Cambridge Intl AS History/USA 1820-1941 Farmer, Alan  Hodder Education £20.99 P HHH 5%
1474 9781510448674 Cambridge Intl AS Intl History 1870-1945 Williamson, David  Hodder Education £20.99 P HHH 5%
1475 9781510448698 Cambridge Intl AS Modern Europe 1750-1921 Fellows, Nicholas  Hodder Education £20.99 P HHH 5%
1476 9781510447554 Cambridge IGCSE French Student Book Gilles, Jean-C Et Al  Hodder Education £22.99 P HHH 5%
1477 9781510447561 Cambridge IGCSE German Student Book Bates, Amy Et Al  Hodder Education £22.99 P HHH 5%
1478 9781510448087 Cambridge IGCSE Italian Student Book Boscolo, C Et Al  Hodder Education £22.99 P HHH 5%
1479 9781510457591 Cambridge International AS/A Computer Science Watson, David  Hodder Education £40.00 P HHH 5%
1480 9781510448025 Edexcel A2 Geography Student Guide 5 Dunn, Cameron  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 5%
1481 9781510437005 OCR AS/A Computer Science 2 Workbook Lawrey, Sarah  Hodder Education £5.99 P HHH 5%
1482 9781510428065 Progress In Geography KS3 Workbook 2 Hopkins, Eleanor  Hodder Education £5.99 P HHH 5%

LANGUAGES & LINGUISTICS
1483 9781350105270 Remix Multilingualism Williams, Quentin  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
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1484 9781473679771 TYS Korean Script Hacking Meyer, Judith  Teach Yourself £9.99 P HHH  

FICTION BLACK & ETHNIC
1485 9781496710840 Head Games Morrison, Mary B  Dafina Books £13.99 P H  
1486 9781496718273 One Warm Winter Pope, Jamie  Dafina Books £6.99 P H  
1487 9781496716149 Over The Fence Monroe, Mary  Dafina Books £21.99 H H  
1488 9781617739729 Mark Swinson, Kiki  Dafina Books £6.99 P H  
1489 9781601629029 Beard Gang Chronicles Karrington, Blake  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1490 9781601629043 Bi Sensual Nikki-Michelle  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1491 9781601628725 Big Girls Revenge Moore, Michel  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1492 9781601621283 Kismet 2 Pittman, Raynesha  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1493 9781601620972 My Mama Drama Hunt, La Jill  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1494 9781601621269 Power Trip Malian, Treasure  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1495 9781601621276 They Dont Play Fair Johnson, Clifford  Turnaround £13.99 P H  

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS
1496 9780008332662 Chameleon Burnell, Mark  HarperCollins £8.99 P HHH  
1497 9780008207137 Money In The Morgue Duffy, Stella  HarperCollins £8.99 P HHH  
1498 9781473654013 Green Sun Anderson, Kent  Hodder & Stoughton £8.99 P HHH  
1499 9781909983861 Rather To Be Pitied Newton, Jan  Honno Welsh Womens Press £8.99 P HHH  
1500 9781250116116 Chateau Goldberg, Paul  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
1501 9781250298287 Deadly Divide Khan, Ausma Zehanat  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
1502 9780765371133 Evil That Men Do Gleason, Robert  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
1503 9781250197429 Dead As A Door Knocker Kelly, Diane  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
1504 9781492664789 No Good Tea Goes Unpunished Baker, Bree  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
1505 9781785358722 Chernobyl Privileges Lockwood, Alex  O Books £13.99 P H  
1506 9781785358784 Some Books Arent For Reading Chesley, Howard Marc  O Books £11.99 P H  
1507 9780515156058 Hold Back The Dark Hooper, Kay  Turnaround £8.99 P H  
1508 9780525535539 Good Detective McMahon, John  Turnaround £22.99 H H  
1509 9780399587047 Last Woman In The Forest Becquets, Diane Les  Turnaround £21.99 H H  
1510 9780425280065 Queen Annes Lace Albert, Susan Wittig  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1511 9781590519332 Article 353 Viel, Tanguy  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
1512 9781641290203 Dark Clouds Shining Downing, David  Turnaround £8.99 P HHH  

FICTION ADULT EROTICA
1513 9781939810236 Intimate Ties Musil, Robert  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  

FICTION GENERAL
1514 9781617756696 Necessary Hunger Revoyr, Nina  Akashic Books £14.99 P H  
1515 9781617756641 Student Of History Revoyr, Nina  Akashic Books £12.99 P H  
1516 9780571352906 Country Girls Trilogy O’Brien, Edna  Faber & Faber £9.99 P HHH  
1517 9780008330743 Neptunes Daughter Thomas, Terry Lynn  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1518 9780008330750 Weeping In The Wings Thomas, Terry Lyn  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1519 9780008330767 When Polly Met Olly May, Zoe  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1520 9780007232284 Harmony Silk Factory Aw, Tash  HarperCollins £9.99 P HHH  
1521 9781941920770 Blood Sisters Yideum, Kim  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
1522 9781593763091 King Of Joy Chiem, Richard  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
1523 9781911585503 Castle Valentine, Chuck  Inpress £5.99 P H  
1524 9780993009396 Governesses Serre, Anne  Inpress £9.99 P H  
1525 9781911343547 Large Door Gibbs, Jonathan  Inpress £12.99 P H  
1526 9781911585527 Starve Acre Buckley, Jonathan  Inpress £5.99 P H  
1527 9781911343578 Sissy Borek, Ben  Inpress £12.99 P HH  
1528 9781788640480 White Leaves Of Peace Iceton, Tracey  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
1529 9781250184467 Forget You Know Me Strawser, Jessica  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1530 9781250311580 Gods Of Howl Mountain Brown, Taylor  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 P H  
1531 9781616209230 Lawn Boy Evison, Jonathan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1532 9780374200077 Made Up Man Scapellato, Joseph  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.00 H H  
1533 9781250145536 Military Wife Trentham, Laura  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
1534 9780374230548 Peacock Feast Gornick, Lisa  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.00 H H  
1535 9781681372723 Kasebier Takes Berlin Tergit, Gabriele  New York Review Of Books £9.99 P HHH 35%
1536 9781785352317 Too Fat To Go To The Moon McCleary, Rob  O Books £8.99 P H  
1537 9781912240500 Posthumous Adventures Of Harry Whittaker Darbyshire, Bobbie  Sandstone Press Ltd £7.99 P HH 40%
1538 9781911617112 Felix Culpa Gavron, Jeremy  Scribe Publications £7.99 P HH  
1539 9789768245717 Chasing The Banyan Wind Dyer, Bernadette G  Turnaround £9.99 P H  
1540 9789768245700 Extraordinarily Ordinary Baker Street Goulbourne, Jean  Turnaround £7.99 P H  
1541 9781632061713 Boy Malte, Marcus  Turnaround £20.00 H HH  
1542 9781939931641 Goose Fritz Lebedev, Sergei  Turnaround £20.00 H HH  
1543 9780143133735 Municipalists Fried, Seth  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1544 9781590519547 Women Sebastian, Mihail  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
1545 9781524742218 Bad Men & Wicked Women Dickey, Eric Jerome  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  
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FICTION SHORT STORIES
1546 9780486826776 Inimitable Jeeves Wodehouse, P G  Dover £6.99 P HHH 35%
1547 9780486828312 Three Stories & Ten Poems Hemingway, Ernest  Dover £1.99 P HHH 35%
1548 9781771962667 Rain & Other Stories Couto, Mia  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
1549 9781771484787 Skidding Into Oblivion Hodge, Brian  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
1550 9781911343561 Contact Relics Rose-Innes, H  Inpress £12.99 P H  
1551 9781788640428 Punch North, Kate  Inpress £9.99 P H  
1552 9781911343554 This Paradise Stories Cowling, Ruby  Inpress £12.99 P H  
1553 9780374246235 Rag Meijer, Maryse  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1554 9781936932481 Mars Bakic, Asja  Turnaround £14.99 P H  
1555 9781939810113 Flashback Hotel Vladislavic, Ivan  Turnaround £14.99 P HH  

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS
1556 9781419736162 Bridge Tomasi, Peter  Abrams £12.99 P HH  
1557 9781419735851 Fire Story Fies, Brian  Abrams £17.99 H HH  
1558 9781419735011 Nobodys Fool Griffith, Bill  Abrams £17.99 H HH  
1559 9781419737473 Shazam Kidd, Chip  Abrams £17.99 L HHH  
1560 9781684153077 Feathers Corona, Jorge  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1561 9781684153152 Great Wiz & The Ruckus McCormick, Joey  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1562 9781684152988 Iron Or The War After Vidaurri, S M  Boom Studios £14.99 P HHH  
1563 9781684153169 Thrilling Adventure Hour Martian Manhunt Acker, Ben  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1564 9781849183734 Ian Vol 3 Blitzkrieg Vehlmann, Fabien  Cinebook Ltd £6.99 P HHH  
1565 9781506711171 Polar Vol 4 The Kaiser Falls Santos, Victor  Dark Horse £16.99 H HH  
1566 9781506706528 Avatar The Last Airbender Imbalance Pt 2 Hicks, Faith Erin  Dark Horse £9.50 P HHH  
1567 9781506709017 Bedtime Games Keller, Nick  Dark Horse £14.99 P HHH  
1568 9781506708157 Bprd Hell On Earth Vol 5 Mignola, Mike  Dark Horse £29.99 H HHH  
1569 9781506711898 Bprd Vampire Mignola, Mike  Dark Horse £16.99 P HHH  
1570 9781506707457 Dragon Age Deception Defilippis, Nunzio  Dark Horse £12.99 H HHH  
1571 9781941302927 Astonisher Vol 3 Black Hat Priest, Christopher  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
1572 9781620105801 Ballad Of Sang Brisson, Ed  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P H  
1573 9781684054183 House Amok Sebela, Christopher  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P H  
1574 9781942367574 Infinity 8 Vol 3 Gospel According To Emma Vehlmann, Fabien  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 H H  
1575 9781620105795 Stumptown Vol 4 The Case Of A Cup Of Joe Rucka, Greg  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P H  
1576 9781549303067 Book Learnin McNamee, John  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
1577 9781684054626 Donald Duck The Daily Newspaper Comics 5 Karp, Bob  Diamond Book Distributors £35.99 H H  
1578 9781632294470 Albert Einstein Time Mason Volume 1 Perry, Marcus  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
1579 9781524108533 Elvira Mistress Of The Dark Vol 1 Avallone, David  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HH  
1580 9781644409671 Hellicious Vol 2 Medina, Alan C  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P HH  
1581 9781524108625 Jennifer Blood Omnibus Ewing, Al  Diamond Book Distributors £35.99 P HH  
1582 9781534310513 Last Siege Walker, Landry Q  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
1583 9781682153093 Ninjak Volume 3 Fallout Gage, Christos  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
1584 9781613451588 Phantom The Complete Newspaper Dailies Falk, Lee  Diamond Book Distributors £53.99 H HH  
1585 9781524108656 Will Eisners Spirit Who Killed The Spiri Wagner, Matt  Diamond Book Distributors £22.99 P HH  
1586 9781524108595 Boys Omnibus Vol 1 Ennis, Garth  Diamond Book Distributors £26.99 P HHH  
1587 9781534310483 Cold Spots Bunn, Cullen  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1588 9781534310544 Crowded Volume 1 Sebela, Christopher  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P HHH  
1589 9781534310490 Curse Words Volume 4 Soule, Charles  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1590 9781534310551 Dead Rabbit Volume 1 Duggan, Gerry  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P HHH  
1591 9781534310568 Infinite Dark Volume 1 Cady, Ryan  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1592 9781534310506 Redneck Volume 3 Longhorns Cates, Donny  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1593 9781534310582 Sleepless Vol 2 Vaughn, Sarah  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1594 9781534308732 Weatherman Volume 1 Leheup, Jody  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HHH  
1595 9781683961802 3D Sweeties Glander, Julian  Fantagraphics £26.00 H HH  
1596 9781683961857 Cons De Fee Erotic Art Of Wallace Wood Wood, Wallace  Fantagraphics £43.99 H HH  
1597 9781683961833 Perineum Technique Ruppert, Florent  Fantagraphics £17.99 H HH  
1598 9781945683497 Starcraft Frontline Vol 3 Elder, Josh  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 P HH 35%
1599 9781945683503 Starcraft Frontline Vol 4 Metzen, Chris  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 P HH 35%
1600 9781945683527 World Of Warcraft Curse Of The Worgen Neilson, Micky  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 H HH 35%
1601 9781632367662 10 Dance 2 Inouesatoh  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1602 9781632367631 Gleipnir 1 Takeda, Sun  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1603 9781632367235 Golosseum 6 Baba, Yasushi  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1604 9781632367242 Grand Blue Dreaming 5 Yoshioka, Kimitake  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1605 9781632367723 Hitorijime My Hero 2 Arii, Memeko  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1606 9781632367686 Love In Focus 1 Nogiri, Yoko  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1607 9781632367754 Quintessential Quintuplets 2 Haruba, Negi  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1608 9781632367310 Seven Deadly Sins 31 Suzuki, Nakaba  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1609 9781632367471 That Time I Got Reincarnatd As A Slime 9 Kawakami, Fuse  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1610 9781632367372 Uq Holder 16 Akamatsu, Ken  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1611 9781632367785 Yuri Is My Job 2 Mimam  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
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1612 9781302912321 Amazing Spider Man By Nick Spencer Vol 2 Spencer, Nick  Marvel Comics £16.99 P HHH  
1613 9781302911881 Avengers By Jason Aaron Vol 2 World Tour Aaron, Jason Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1614 9781302916190 Cable & X Force Onslaught Loeb, Jeph Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1615 9781302916107 Death Of Wolverine Companion Claremont, C Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1616 9781302916602 Decades Marvel In The 60S Lee, Stan Et Al  Marvel Comics £20.99 P HHH  
1617 9781302916145 Defenders The Best Defence Ewing, Al Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1618 9781302914844 Domino Vol 2 Simone, Gail Et Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1619 9781302913496 Fantastic Four By Dan Slott V1 Fourever Slott, Dan  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1620 9781302916237 Fantastic Four The Complete Collectn V1 Lobdell, Scott Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1621 9781302916053 Gambit Thieves World Layman, John Et Al  Marvel Comics £24.99 P HHH  
1622 9781302916251 Ghost Rider The War For Heaven Book 1 Aaron, Jason Et Al  Marvel Comics £29.50 P HHH  
1623 9781302914837 Iceman Vol 1 Grace, Sina  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1624 9781302916275 Iron Fist Deadly Hands Of Kung Fu Complete Claremont, C Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1625 9781302916299 Iron Man Epic Collection Return/Ghost Layton, Bob Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1626 9781302915278 Marvels Captain Marvel/Art Of The Movie Roussos, Eleni  Marvel Comics £41.99 H HHH  
1627 9781302913519 Mr & Mrs X Vol 1 Thompson, Kelly  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1628 9781302911256 Old Man Hawkeye Vol 2 Whole World Blind Sacks, Ethan Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1629 9781302915421 Revenge Of The Black Panther Kirby, Jack Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1630 9781302913434 Secret Agent Deadpool Hastings, Chris  Marvel Comics £12.50 P HHH  
1631 9781302916572 Sgt Fury & His Howling Commandos Lee, Stan Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1632 9781302916442 Spider Gwen Vol 4 Latour, Jason Et Al  Marvel Comics £29.50 H HHH  
1633 9780785143406 Spider Man Loves Mary Jane Collectn Vol1 McKeever, Sean Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1634 9781302915575 Star Wars Ewoks Flight To Danger Manak, David  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1635 9781302916244 Sub Mariner The Depths Milligan, Peter  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1636 9781302914479 Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Vol 10 North, Ryan  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1637 9781302916497 Uncanny X Men By Kieron Gillen Complt V1 Gillen, Kieron Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1638 9781302916633 War Of Realms Prelude Marvel Comics  Marvel Comics £16.99 P HHH  
1639 9781302916152 What If With Great Power Williams, Leah Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1640 9781302916091 Wolverine Epic Collection Back To Basics Goodwin, A Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1641 9781302915537 X Men Black Claremont, C Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1642 9781302911683 X Men Red Vol 2 Taylor, Tom  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1643 9781302916077 Punisher By Garth Ennis Complete Coll V2 Ennis, Garth Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1644 9781302916343 Marvel Masterworks Daredevil Vol 13 Wolfman, Marv Et Al  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £62.50 H H  
1645 9781302916220 Earth X Trilogy Omnibus Omega Ross, Alex Et Al  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £83.50 H HH  
1646 9781302915377 Star Wars By Jason Aaron Omnibus Aaron, Jason Et Al  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £104.50 H HH  
1647 9781626928350 Alice Zoroku Vol 5 Imai, Tetsuya  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1648 9781626929777 Beauty & The Beast Girl Neji  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P H  
1649 9780765391636 Chronin Volume 1 The Knife At Your Back Wilgus, Alison  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
1650 9781626929913 Fairy Tale Battle Royale Vol 2 Ina, Soraho  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1651 9781642750003 Machimaho I Messed Up & Made/Person Vl 2 Souryu  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1652 9781626928541 Pandora In The Crimson Shell Ghost Urn 11 Shirow, Masamune  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1653 9781626929975 Precarious Woman Executive Miss Black Jin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1654 9781626929937 Saint Seiya Saintia Sho Vol 5 Kurumada, Masami  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1655 9781626928077 Species Domain Vol 6 Shunsuke, Noro  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1656 9781626929982 Wonderland Vol 2 Ishikawa, Yugo  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1657 9781642750348 Elmas Office Lady Diary Vol 1 Coolkyousinnjya  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1658 9781626929906 Ancient Magus Bride Vol 10 Yamazaki, Kore  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1659 9781626929920 Made In Abyss Vol 5 Tsukushi, Akihito  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1660 9781626929654 How Not To Summon A Demon Lord Vol 3 Murasaki, Yukiya  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HHH  
1661 9781626929999 My Solo Exchange Diary Vol 2 Kabi, Nagata  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P HHH  
1662 9781626929968 Kannas Daily Life Vol 4 Coolkyousinnjya  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HHH  
1663 9781781086698 Roy Of The Rovers Vol 2 Foul Play Williams, Rob  Rebellion 2000Ad £9.99 P HHH  
1664 9781782763345 Solo The Survivors Of Chaos 1 Marin, Oscar  Titan £12.99 H HH  
1665 9781785862885 Prisoner Shattered Visage Motter, Dean  Titan £21.99 P HHH  
1666 9781785869822 Tank Girl Dirty Old Tank Girl Dayglo, Rufus  Titan £21.99 P HHH  
1667 9781988903354 Frank Rankel, Ben  Turnaround £17.95 P H  
1668 9781988903491 Bograt Creek Evernden, Derek  Turnaround £15.99 P H  
1669 9781947194090 5 Centimeters Per Second One More Side Shinkai, Makoto  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1670 9781682558379 Archie 1000 Page Comics Party Archie Superstars  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1671 9781682558416 Archie 3000 Archie Superstars  Turnaround £9.99 P HH  
1672 9781682558393 Archie Varsity Edition 1 Waid, Mark  Turnaround £29.99 H HH  
1673 9781947194731 City 5 Arawi, Keiichi  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  
1674 9781506710747 Gifts Of The Night Chadwick, Paul  Turnaround £16.99 H HH  
1675 9781849353403 Now Is The Time Of Monsters Bietila, Sue S  Turnaround £10.00 P HH  
1676 9781681121987 Rolling Stones In Comics Ceka  Turnaround £21.99 H HH  
1677 9781988903460 Spine Chillers Clark, Ben  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
1678 9789381182598 Taj Mahal Hoskin, Rik  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  
1679 9781908030313 Stolen Socialite Howe, Ryan  Turnaround £7.99 P HH  
1680 9781594653230 Angel Claws Jodorowsky, A  Turnaround £18.99 H HHH  
1681 9781594657733 Out Of Focus Caron, Sarah  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
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1682 9781506705880 Seeds Nocenti, Ann  Turnaround £16.99 P HHH  
1683 9781506709499 She Could Fly Cantwell, C  Turnaround £16.99 H HHH  
1684 9781594658884 Simak Frissen, Jerry  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
1685 9781974702671 Ao Haru Ride Vol 3 Sakisaka, Io  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1686 9781421598703 Bleach 2 In 1 73 & 74 Vol 25 Kubo, Tite  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
1687 9781974704460 Dr Stone Vol 4 Inagaki, Riichiro  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1688 9781421594958 Golden Kamuy Vol 8 Noda, Satoru  Viz Media £8.99 P HHH  
1689 9781421599427 Homestuck Book 4 Act 5 Act 1 Hussie, Andrew  Viz Media £16.99 H HHH  
1690 9781974701391 Kaguya Sama Love Is War Vol 7 Akasaka, Aka  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1691 9781974701070 Mobile Suit Gundam Thunderbolt Vol 10 Ohtagaki, Yasuo  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
1692 9781974704019 Oresama Teacher Vol 25 Tsubaki, Izumi  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1693 9781974704040 Punch Up Vol 5 Kano, Shiuko  Viz Media £8.99 P HHH  
1694 9781974703630 Ran & The Gray World Vol 2 Irie, Aki  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
1695 9781974701896 Record Of Grancrest War Vol 2 Yotsuba, Makoto  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1696 9781974702824 RWBY Official Manga Anthology Vol 4 Burn Various  Viz Media £8.99 P HHH  
1697 9781974700639 Shortcake Cake Vol 3 Morishita, Suu  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1698 9781974701490 Sleepy Princess In The Demon Castle V5 Kumanomata, Kagiji  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1699 9781421596006 Strange & Mystifying Story Vol 6 Suzuki, Tsuta  Viz Media £8.99 P HHH  
1700 9781421599069 Takane & Hana Vol 7 Shiwasu, Yuki  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1701 9781974703425 Urusei Yatsura Vol 1 Takahashi, Rumiko  Viz Media £12.99 P HHH  
1702 9781975303747 Taboo Tattoo Vol 13 Shinjiro  Yen Press £9.99 P HH  
1703 9781975383923 Alice In Murderland Vol 10 Yuki, Kaori  Yen Press £12.99 P HHH  
1704 9781975303792 Angels Of Death Episode 0 Vol 1 Naduka, Kudan  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
1705 9781975303709 Defeating The Demon Lords A Cinch Vol 3 Tsukikage  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
1706 9781975303440 No Matter How I Look At It Its You V13 Tanigawa, Nico  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
1707 9781975383466 Plunderer Vol 1 Minazuki, Suu  Yen Press £16.99 P HHH  
1708 9781975384005 Smokin Parade Vol 5 Kataoka, Jinsei  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  

FICTION SAGA/ HISTORICAL
1709 9781250162946 Dear George Dear Mary Calvi, Mary  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1710 9781250056436 English Wife Willig, Lauren  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
1711 9780765380883 Irish Above All Kelly, Mary Pat  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1712 9781250137661 Daughter Of Molokai Brennert, Alan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1713 9781789040715 Peacemaker Knight, Janet Dean  O Books £10.99 P H  
1714 9781785359101 Village Duke, Philip  O Books £11.99 P H  
1715 9781786074980 Lala Dehnel, Jacek  One World £9.99 P HHH  
1716 9780451492159 Last Year Of The War Meissner, Susan  Turnaround £18.99 H H  

FICTION ROMANTIC
1717 9780008324476 Greek Affair Halton, Linn B  HarperCollins £7.99 P HH  
1718 9780008319700 Love Heart Lane Barlow, Christie  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1719 9780349422411 Entice Me Elliott, Kelly  Little Brown Paperbacks (A&C) £9.99 P HHH  
1720 9781492672753 Crazy Cupid Love Heger, Amanda  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
1721 9781250309488 One Tough Cowboy Leigh, Lora  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
1722 9781640634336 Royal Bastard Flynn, Avery  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  

FICTION PARANORMAL
1723 9780399587276 Wild Country Bishop, Anne  Turnaround £22.99 H H  
1724 9780515154016 Cross Breed Leigh, Lora  Turnaround £6.99 P HHH  

FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
1725 9781481483858 Hoka Hoka Hoka Dickson, Gordon  Diamond Book Distributors £14.50 P H  
1726 9781481483841 Today I Am Carey Shoemaker, Martin  Diamond Book Distributors £14.50 P H  
1727 9781945683473 Diablo The Sin War Birthright Knaak, Richard A  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P HH 35%
1728 9781945683480 Starcraft Ii The Devils Due Golden, Christie  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P HH 35%
1729 9781945683466 Warcraft Day Of The Dragon Knaak, Richard A  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P HHH 35%
1730 9781250296207 Very Best Of The Best Dozois, Gardner  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £17.99 P H  
1731 9781509868469 Prador Moon Asher, Neal  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £8.99 P HHH  
1732 9781509868476 Hilldiggers Asher, Neal  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £8.99 P HHH  
1733 9781509868483 Shadow Of The Scorpion Asher, Neal  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £8.99 P HHH  
1734 9781982113209 Antares Maelstrom Cox, Greg  Simon & Schuster Hb £10.99 P HHH  
1735 9780857667533 Pure Chocolate Royer, Amber  Watkins Media Ltd £8.99 P HHH  
1736 9780857668196 Bayern Agenda Moren, Dan  Watkins Media Ltd £8.99 P HHH  

FICTION FANTASY
1737 9781616963026 Very Best Of Caitlin R Kiernan Kiernan, Caitlin  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
1738 9781616209247 Dreadful Young Ladies & Other Stories Barnhill, Kelly  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1739 9781250294807 Haunting Of Tram Car 015 Clark, Djeli P  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1740 9781250312839 Test Neuvel, Sylvain  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1741 9781250293640 Endgames Modesitt, L E  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
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1742 9781642750386 Boogiepop Omnibus Vol 4-6 Kadono, Kouhei  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
1743 9781626929890 Toradora Vol 4 Takemiya, Yuyuko  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P H  
1744 9780765377463 Miss Violet & The Great War Hieber, Leanna R  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
1745 9781626929883 Grimgar Of Fantasy & Ash Vol 9 Jyumonji, Ao  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1746 9781784299965 Hearts Of Ice Hair, David  Quercus Hardbacks £30.00 H HHH  
1747 9781975328375 Do You Love Your Mom & Her Two Hit Vol 2 Inaka, Dachima  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
1748 9780316560108 Magical Girl Raising Project Vol 6 Endou, Asari  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  

FICTION HORROR
1749 9788873017868 Pope Penney, John  Casemate UK Ltd £16.00 P HHH  
1750 9788873017851 Young Poe Osbourne, Philip  Casemate UK Ltd £14.00 H HHH  
1751 9781481483827 Voices Of The Fall Ringo, John  Diamond Book Distributors £22.99 H H  
1752 9781250206275 All Roads End Here Moody, David  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
1753 9781907536397 Carving Circle Heffernan, Gretchen  Turnaround £8.99 P HHH  

FILM TV & RADIO
1754 9788873017844 All About Sergio Leone Fornari, Oreste De  Casemate UK Ltd £28.00 H HHH  
1755 9780190909901 Get Close Thompson, Rustin  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 P H 20%
1756 9781785659096 Knightfall The Infinite Deep Tv Tie In Coe, David B  Titan £7.99 P HHH  

MEDIA STUDIES
1757 9781501351389 Mixed Race Cinemas Asava, Zelie  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1758 9781440354335 Guide To Publishing Audiobooks Kaye, Jessica  Fw Media £12.99 P HH  
1759 9780190603212 Musical Theater In Schools Rajan, Rekha  Oxford Higher Education £16.99 P H 20%
1760 9781632460813 Crystallizing Public Opinion/Selected Writings Bernays, Edward  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  

COOKERY (GENERAL)
1761 9781558329614 Best Of The Best Panini Press Cookbook Strahs, Kathy  Quarto US Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  
1762 9781558329638 Best Of The Best Rice Cooker Cookbook Hensperger, Beth  Quarto US Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  
1763 9780147531001 Modern Lunch Day, Allison  Turnaround £20.99 H H  

COOKERY FOREIGN
1764 9781579659004 Buttermilk Graffiti Lee, Edward  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1765 9781912690299 Chateau Jardin Cuisine Planta, Regina Von  Unicorn Press £20.00 H H 35%

COOKERY VEGETARIAN
1766 9781624147210 30 Minute Vegan Dinners Sadd, Megan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
1767 9781624147173 Vegetable Gardeners Cookbook Majeika, Danielle  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
1768 9781786857736 Little Book Of Vegetarianism Dyer, Harriet  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  

BAKING & CAKE DECORATING
1769 9781419734632 Icing On The Cake Huff, Tessa  Abrams £21.99 H HH  

GARDENING & FARMING
1770 9781580118279 Abundant Flower Gardener Squire, David  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HH  
1771 9781565239845 Creative Terrariums Gonzalez, Enid  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HH  
1772 9781620083208 Container Vegetable Gardening Dobbs, Liz  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HHH  
1773 9781620083260 Growing Winter Food Gray, Linda  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HHH  
1774 9781632171771 Inspired Houseplant Stearns, Jen  Guild Of Master Craftsman £22.99 H HHH  
1775 9781635860139 Grow Your Own Herbal Remedies Groves, Noel Maria  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £17.99 P H  
1776 9781604698886 Pruning Simplified Bradley, Steve  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
1777 9782080203502 Art Of The Garden Colleu-Dumond, C  Thames & Hudson £85.00 H HH  
1778 9782080203892 Plantopia Soulayrol, Camille  Thames & Hudson £19.95 H HHH  

GIFT/GENERAL NON BOOK
1779 9781405292962 Winnie The Pooh The Adventure Begins Milne, A A  Egmont Books £9.99 H HHH  
1780 9781781576793 I Love You Mum Temperley, Liz  Ilex Press £9.99 H HHH  
1781 9781786274328 Cat Coasters George, Marcel  Laurence King £11.99 N HH  
1782 9781786273666 Dog Coasters George, Marcel  Laurence King £11.99 N HH  

GAMES/PUZZLES
1783 9781452176437 California Dreaming Playing Cards Shaw, Tim A  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £13.99 N H  
1784 9781452178196 Spark Courage Game  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 N HH  
1785 9781452178202 Spark Family Fun Game  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 N HH  
1786 9781786273949 Gin Rummy Stokes, Emma  Laurence King £11.99 N HH  

STATIONERY LICENSED
1787 9781452169774 Family Adventure Journal Journals  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £14.99 H H  
1788 9781452171586 Live Your Own Wild Life Journal Lepage, Catherine  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £13.99 P H  
1789 9781452170428 Skedaddle Journal Nichols, Travis  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 P H  
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1790 9781452176444 California Dreaming 20 Cards & Envelopes Shaw, Tim A  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N H  
1791 9781452175560 Le Chat Noir 20 Cards & Envelopes Gibert, Bruno  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N H  
1792 9781452176420 California Dreaming Notebook Set Shaw, Tim A  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 P H  
1793 9781452172774 Ocean Notebook Collection/3 Notebooks Notebooks  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 P H  
1794 9781452178233 Succulent Garden Notebook Collection Szyszlo, Edyta  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 P H  
1795 9781452167886 Collect Moments Not Things Travel Journal Kerfante, Sandrine  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £14.99 N HH  
1796 9781452169972 How Was Your Day Journal Payne, Bridget W  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 P HH  
1797 9781452174907 Moon Notes 20 Note Cards & Envelopes Nataraj, Nirmala  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N HH  
1798 9781452172767 Ocean Notes 20 Notecards & Envelopes Note Cards  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N HH  
1799 9781452176529 Youre The F***ing Best Mini Notecards Note Cards  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £13.99 N HH  
1800 9781452159492 Letters To My Sister Notelets Redmond, Lea  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 P HH  
1801 9781452169347 Little Letters For Lunch Notelets Redmond, Lea  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £8.99 N HH  
1802 9781683491460 Scratch Sniff Write Journal Journals  Knock Knock £11.95 P H  
1803 9781683491965 You Got This Journal Journals  Knock Knock £16.95 P H  
1804 9781683491897 Its Ok To Be Sensitive Journal Journals  Knock Knock £12.95 P HH  
1805 9781683491910 Its Ok To Be Weird Journal Journals  Knock Knock £12.95 P HH  
1806 9781683491880 Its Ok To Fail Journal Journals  Knock Knock £12.95 P HH  
1807 9781683491903 Its Ok To Have Big Crazy Dreams Journal Journals  Knock Knock £12.95 P HH  
1808 9781683491682 Grateful Af Deck Knock Knock  Knock Knock £8.95 N HH  
1809 9781683491675 Spiritual Af Deck Knock Knock  Knock Knock £8.95 N HH  
1810 9781250202307 One Drawing A Day Hayes, Nadia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
1811 9781616897918 Observers Notebook Birds Observers Notebooks  Princeton Architectural Press £15.99 H HH  
1812 9781616898021 Seasons Correspondence Cards Stationery  Princeton Architectural Press £15.99 P HH  
1813 9781787133624 Mood Journal I Feel Journals  Quadrille Stationery £12.00 H HH  
1814 9781787133617 Mood Journal I Will Journals  Quadrille Stationery £12.00 H HH  
1815 9781576879085 Ishi Postcards Yabuki, Akiko  Turnaround £14.99 N HH  

CURRENT & WORLD AFFAIRS
1816 9780190865986 Governing Global Health Clinton, Chelsea  Oxford University Press £14.99 P HH  
1817 9781780265018 Privatized Planet Coles, T J  Turnaround £9.99 P HHH  

POLITICS
1818 9781640091276 Generation Citizen Warren, Scott  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
1819 9781526119438 Holding Bankers To Account McDonald, Oonagh  Manchester University Press £25.00 H HHH 25%
1820 9781526113665 Waiting For The Revolution Smith, Evan  Manchester University Press £14.99 P HHH 25%
1821 9781526140494 Emmanuel Macron & The Remaking Of France Cole, Alistair  Manchester University Press £9.99 P HHH 25%
1822 9781250157980 Dont Label Me Manji, Irshad  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1823 9781681373539 Political Action Walzer, Michael  New York Review Of Books £9.99 P HHH 35%
1824 9781789040203 Angels & Demons McKenna, Tony  O Books £16.99 P HH  
1825 9780190278052 Company They Keep Devins, Neal  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H H 20%
1826 9780190923150 We Are The Voice Of The Grass Hoekema, David A  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H H 20%
1827 9780190870799 State Capture Hertel-Fernandez, A  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H HH 20%
1828 9780745339818 Anthropology Of Marxism Robinson, Cedric J  Pluto Press £21.99 P HH 35%
1829 9780745339320 Change The World Without Taking Power Holloway, John  Pluto Press £17.99 P HHH 35%
1830 9781447345480 What Works Now Boaz, A (Ed) Et Al  Policy Press £24.99 P HH 20%
1831 9781447344438 Short Guide To Town & Country Planning Sheppard, Adam Et Al  Policy Press £11.99 P HH 20%
1832 9781629635804 Autonomy Is In Our Hearts Fitzwater, Dylan E  Turnaround £16.99 P H  
1833 9781629635750 Anarchism Anarchist Communism & State Kropotkin, Peter  Turnaround £12.99 P H  
1834 9781849353069 Anarchist Encyclopedia Abridged Faure, Sebastien (Ed  Turnaround £18.50 P HH  
1835 9781788734769 Afterlives Of Chinese Communism Sorace, Christian  Verso Publishing £14.99 P HHH 40%
1836 9781788734035 Civilisation Debray, Regis  Verso Publishing £16.99 H HHH 40%
1837 9781786633484 Deport Deprive Extradite Kapoor, Nisha  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
1838 9781788734974 Knowledge Economy Unger, Roberto M  Verso Publishing £20.00 H HHH 40%
1839 9781788734929 Rebel Cities Harvey, David  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
1840 9781788734653 Spaces Of Global Capitalism Harvey, David  Verso Publishing £12.99 P HHH 40%

GENDER STUDIES
1841 9781350105553 Gender & French Identity After/Second WW Colvin, Kelly R  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1842 9781447334101 Like Mother Like Daughter Armstrong, Jill  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
1843 9781447341352 Women Politics & The Public Sphere Brooks, Ann  Policy Press £22.99 P HH 20%
1844 9781786857774 Little Book Of Queer Icons Alexander, Samuel  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  
1845 9781786857781 Little Book Of Women Of Colour Williams, Candi  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  
1846 9781621060017 True Trans Bike Rebel Rogue, Lydia (Ed)  Turnaround £8.99 P H  
1847 9781786637505 Feminism For The 99% Fraser, Namcy Et Al  Verso Publishing £20.00 H HHH 40%

HISTORY & NOSTALGIA
1848 9781419734403 Ten Drugs Hager, Thomas  Abrams £18.99 H HHH  
1849 9781445684895 Wiltshire Follies Holt, Jonathan  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1850 9781445675220 Wirral At War Royden, Mike  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1851 9781445681818 A-Z Of Glasgow Meighan, Michael  Amberley Publishing Pc £14.99 P H  
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1852 9781445681832 A-Z Of Sheffield Jones, Melvyn  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1853 9781445684079 A-Z Of The City Of Durham Stables, Andrew G  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1854 9781445689968 Illustrated Tales Of Yorkshire Paul, David  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1855 9781445689562 Lost Brighton Horlock, Christopher  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1856 9781445673325 Secret Cheltenham Elder, David  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1857 9781445688640 Secret Maidstone Hollands, Dean  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1858 9781445685557 Secret Southampton Brisland, Martin  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1859 9781445684093 Secret Sunderland Gardiner, Marie  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1860 9781445688664 Secret Swansea Tippings, Lisa  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
1861 9781445683805 Aqueducts & Viaducts Of Britain Owens, Victoria  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HH  
1862 9781445684413 Britains Greatest Bridges Rogers, Joseph  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HHH  
1863 9781445689449 Heroines Of The Medieval World Connolly, Sharon B  Amberley Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1864 9781445681511 History Of Nursing Wyatt, Louise  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HHH  
1865 9781445691732 Louis XIV Wilkinson, Josephine  Amberley Publishing £20.00 H HHH  
1866 9781445677088 Magical History Of Britain Wall, Martin  Amberley Publishing £20.00 H HHH  
1867 9781910900192 Mael Coluim III Canmore McGuigan, Neil  Birlinn £45.00 P HH 40%
1868 9781784423285 1970S Childhood Hollinghurst, Liza  A&C Black £7.99 P HH 40%
1869 9781350058194 Global Piracy A Documentary History Wadsworth, James E  Bloomsbury Academic £65.00 H H 25%
1870 9781350058187 Global Piracy A Documentary History Wadsworth, James E  Bloomsbury Academic £21.99 P HH 25%
1871 9781472567949 International Cooperation/Early 20th Century Gorman, Daniel  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1872 9781350106048 Internment During The Second World War Pistol, Rachel  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1873 9781350105560 Political Reform In/Ottoman & Russian Empires Brisku, Adrian  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1874 9781350106093 Race Sexuality & Identity/Brit & Jamaica Romain, Gemma  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1875 9781472585615 Refugees In Europe 1919-1959 Frank, Matthew  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1876 9781911628538 Command & Leadership 1721-1815 Bamford, Andrew (Ed)  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H H  
1877 9789490258191 Charles XII Karlsson, Asa  Casemate UK Ltd £110.00 H H  
1878 9781452166735 All Hail The Queen Lewis, Jennifer O  Chronicle £13.99 H HH  
1879 9781848023581 Tourism & The Changing Face Of Britain Brodie, Allan  Historic England £50.00 H HH 35%
1880 9781781724965 Living Wells Of Wales Cope, Phil  Inpress £20.00 H HH  
1881 9781781724972 Real Preseli Osmond, John  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
1882 9781250133175 Darkest Year Klingaman, William K  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £23.99 H H  
1883 9781250163233 In Putins Footsteps Khrushcheva, Nina  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H HHH  
1884 9780141988467 History Of The Middle East Mansfield, Peter  Penguin Books £14.99 P HH  
1885 9781526722805 Great British Family Names & Their History Moss, John  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
1886 9781526717177 History Of Womens Lives In Scunthorpe McEntee-Taylor, C  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
1887 9781526716927 Struggle & Suffrage In Bradford Bellerby, Rachel  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
1888 9781526716064 Struggle & Suffrage In Chelmsford Wynn, Stephen  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
1889 9781526721877 Barnsley At War 1939-45 Green, Mark  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
1890 9781526732972 Hitlers Germany Heath, Tim  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
1891 9781784383015 Lusitania Sinking Richards, Anthony  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
1892 9781473898363 Parliaments Generals Wanklyn, Malcolm  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
1893 9781526739544 Violent Abuse Of Women/17th & 18th Centry Pimm, Geoffrey  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
1894 9781526727855 Princes In The Tower Beattie, Andrew  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
1895 9781526734877 English Civil War Hobson, James  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
1896 9781841658353 Black Death Williams, Brian  Pitkin Guides £6.00 P HHH  
1897 9780745338996 Counterinsurgency & Collusion In N Ireland McGovern, Mark  Pluto Press £24.99 P HHH 35%
1898 9780785836889 Oregon Trail Parkman, Francis  Quarto US Publishing Group £12.99 H HH  
1899 9780785836872 Route 66 Lost & Found Wexler, Bruce  Quarto US Publishing Group £16.99 H HHH  
1900 9780760364826 South Shackleton, Ernest H  Quarto US Publishing Group £16.99 P HHH  
1901 9781789140606 Europe Illusion Sweeney, Stuart  Reaktion Books £25.00 H HHH  
1902 9781789140712 Lost Girls Simon, Linda  Reaktion Books £9.99 P HHH  
1903 9781912827107 Together We Stand Pankhurst, Helen  Thames & Hudson £12.99 H HHH  
1904 9781629635774 Unknown Revolution 1917-1921 Voline  Turnaround £25.99 P H  
1905 9781524743253 White Shoe Oller, John  Turnaround £25.00 H H  
1906 9780525559467 In The Shadow Of Statues Landrieu, Mitch  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
1907 9781849311625 History Of Ancient Asia Macardle, Meredith  Worth Press £14.99 P HH  

DECORATING & INT DESIGN
1908 9781419730764 Atmosphere Howard, James  Abrams £35.00 H HH  
1909 9781419734465 New York Design At Home Iannacci, Anthony  Abrams £45.00 H HH  
1910 9780857835215 Mid Century Modern Living Stephenson, Keith  Kyle Books £20.00 H HHH  
1911 9783037682463 Nordic Style Uffelen, Chris Van  Thames & Hudson £34.95 H HH  

DO IT YOURSELF
1912 9781580118309 Woodworking For The Garden Bridgewater, Alan  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HHH  

FASHION & BEAUTY
1913 9789401458016 Shoes Bruloot, Geert Et Al  ACC Art Books £35.00 H HH 40%
1914 9781474282581 Anthropology Of Dress & Fashion A Reader Luvaas, Brent (Ed)  Bloomsbury Academic £100.00 H H 25%
1915 9781350108288 How To Read A Dress Edwards, Lydia  Bloomsbury Academic £24.99 P H 25%
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1916 9781474282567 Anthropology Of Dress & Fashion A Reader Luvaas, Brent (Ed)  Bloomsbury Academic £31.99 P HH 25%
1917 9781350105737 Islam Faith & Fashion Craciun, Magdalena  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1918 9781579659042 Whole Beauty Essential Oils Rose, Shiva  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H HHH  
1919 9781579659028 Whole Beauty Masks & Scrubs Rose, Shiva  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H HHH  
1920 9788417412128 Fashion Moulage Technique Attardi, Danilo  Promopress £19.99 P HH  
1921 9781851779956 Mary Quant Lister, Jenny (Ed)  V&A Publications £30.00 H HHH 40%

FAMILY MATTERS HOME LIFE
1922 9781452169583 52 Small Changes For The Family Blumenthal, Brett  Chronicle £12.99 P HH  
1923 9781440300745 Family Tree Problem Solver Rising, Marsha H  FW Media £18.99 P HH  
1924 9780486820859 Real Estate Investing For Everyone Stone, Martin  Dover £11.99 P HH 35%
1925 9781785924330 Parenting Traumatized Children With Deve McLean, Sara  Jessica Kingsley £13.99 P HH 22%
1926 9781523504466 Eight Dates Gottman, John  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £18.99 H H  
1927 9780199391608 Healing Self Injury Whitlock, Janis  Oxford University Press £12.99 P HHH  
1928 9780281078905 Out Of Control Collins, Natalie  SPCK £12.99 P HHH  

SELF HELP/RELATIONSHIPS
1929 9780806539003 Living With A Green Heart Browne, Gay  Citadel Press £13.99 P HH  
1930 9781946885432 Bare Hyatt, Susan  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 H H 35%
1931 9781250156723 Warrior Code Hanible, Tee Marie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £19.99 H H  
1932 9781447331506 Fathers Families & Relationships Dermott, Esther (Ed)  Policy Press £24.99 P HH 20%
1933 9781786857743 Dont Quit Fisher, Hal  Summersdale £9.99 H HHH  
1934 9781786857750 Self Care Chamberlain, Claire  Summersdale £7.99 H HHH  

HUMOUR
1935 9781684153091 Garfield Homecoming Davis, Jim  Boom Studios £7.50 P HHH  
1936 9781684152964 Charles M Schulzs Lucy Schulz, Charles  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1937 9781452173603 Baseball Card Vandals Abbott, Beau  Chronicle £12.99 P HH  
1938 9781452174495 Animal Anatomy Corrigan, Sophie  Chronicle £10.99 H HHH  
1939 9781603094429 Belzebubs Ahonen, Jp  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 H HH  
1940 9781640210356 Age Is Just A Number Marden, Phil  Guild Of Master Craftsman £9.99 H HH  
1941 9781683491118 Anyone Can Be President Vienna, David  Knock Knock £9.95 P HH  

TRUE CRIME
1942 9781445687766 Jack & The Thames Torso Murders Gray, Drew  Amberley Publishing £16.99 P HH  
1943 9781612349961 Alphabet Bomber Simon, Jeffrey D  Casemate UK Ltd £26.50 H HH  

LAW & CRIMINOLOGY
1944 9781509927944 Copyright Beyond Law Iljadica, Marta  Bloomsbury Academic £35.00 P H 10%
1945 9781509927937 Damages & Compensation Culture Quill, Eoin  Bloomsbury Academic £37.99 P H 10%
1946 9781509908080 European Union & Deprivation Of Liberty Mancano, Leandro  Bloomsbury Academic £60.00 H H 10%
1947 9781509927913 Fifty Years Of The Law Commissions Dyson, Matthew Et Al  Bloomsbury Academic £49.99 P H 10%
1948 9781509927920 Institutional Problem/Modern Intl Law Collins, Richard  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
1949 9781509927975 Law In Theory & History Mar, Maksymilian Del  Bloomsbury Academic £40.00 P H 10%
1950 9781509927968 Public Private Nature Of Charity Law Chan, Kathryn  Bloomsbury Academic £30.00 P H 10%
1951 9781509927906 Right To Privacy In Employment Otto, Marta  Bloomsbury Academic £32.99 P H 10%
1952 9781849467308 Security & Human Rights Goold, Benjamin J  Bloomsbury Academic £35.00 P H 10%
1953 9781509927982 Transnational Study Of Law/Justice On Tv Robson, Peter  Bloomsbury Academic £35.00 P H 10%
1954 9781509915224 Unreasoned Verdict Blom-Cooper, Louis  Bloomsbury Academic £30.00 H H 10%
1955 9781509927951 More Economic Approach/Eu Antitrust Law Witt, Anne C  Bloomsbury Academic £35.00 P H 10%
1956 9780198797029 Humans As A Service Prassl, Jeremias  Oxford Higher Education £15.00 P H 20%
1957 9780190682743 Outsiders Kramer, Zachary  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 H H 20%
1958 9780745338804 War On Drugs & The Global Colour Line Koram, Kojo (Ed)  Pluto Press £18.99 P HH 35%
1959 9781447346807 Modern Slavery Agenda Craig, Gary(Ed)Et Al  Policy Press £24.99 P HH 20%
1960 9781447340249 Multiagency Working In Criminal Justice Pycroft, Aaron (Ed)  Policy Press £24.99 P HH 20%
1961 9781847168900 Bankruptcy Insolvency & The Law Marsh, David  Straightforward Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1962 9781847168696 Rights Of Disabled Children Jarrett, Doreen  Straightforward Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1963 9781847168825 Health & Safety Law & Practice Walker, Samantha  Turnaround £9.99 P HHH  

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS
1964 9781445689456 Lady M Brown, Colin  Amberley Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1965 9781445689463 Living The Cold War Mallaby, Christopher  Amberley Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1966 9781472942302 Monsieur X Reid, Jamie  A&C Black £9.99 P HHH 40%
1967 9781632864253 Here Is Real Magic Staniforth, Nate  Bloomsbury Paperbacks £10.99 P HHH  
1968 9781408885451 Line In The River Mahjoub, Jamal  Bloomsbury Paperbacks £9.99 P HHH  
1969 9781640120723 My Dear Boy Schirm, Joanie H  Casemate UK Ltd £30.95 H HH  
1970 9781640121188 War Flower King, Brooke  Casemate UK Ltd £25.50 H HH  
1971 9780008267902 Ira The Life & Times Of A Princess Foulkes, Nick  HarperCollins £50.00 H H  
1972 9781472238856 Sisterhood Buchanan, Daisy  Headline £14.99 P HHH  
1973 9781572842649 Jack Ma In His Own Words Lee, Suk  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 P H 35%
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1974 9781633538870 Risking The Rapids O’Garden, Irene  Ingram Publisher Services £20.99 H H 35%
1975 9780872867871 Spring & Autumn Annals Prima, Diane De  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
1976 9781250311351 Dangerous Woman Ronald, Susan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
1977 9780374538163 Dressed Up For A Riot Idov, Michael  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1978 9781250120809 Second Nature Flair, Ric  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P HH  
1979 9781250109712 So Close To Being The Sh*t, Y’all Don’t Even Know Retta  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P HH  
1980 9780374217013 My Glorious Defeats Brown, Barrett  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.00 H HHH  
1981 9781681372747 Kindness Of Strangers Viertel, Salka  New York Review Of Books £11.99 P HHH 35%
1982 9781681372860 Uncertain Manifesto Pajak, Frederic  New York Review Of Books £11.99 P HHH 35%
1983 9780241977705 Old Man & The Sand Eel Millard, Will  Penguin Books £9.99 P HHH  
1984 9781841658360 King Henry VIII Royston, Angela  Pitkin Guides £6.00 P HHH  
1985 9781848668812 Robert Louis Stevenson In Samoa Farrell, Joseph  Quercus Paperbacks £12.99 P HHH  
1986 9781789140859 Alfred Russel Wallace Armstrong, Patrick  Reaktion Books £11.99 P HHH  
1987 9781789140811 Thomas Mann Lehnert, Herbert  Reaktion Books £11.99 P HHH  
1988 9781590519370 All Happy Families Tellier, Herve Le  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
1989 9781612197456 Prince The Last Interview Prince  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  

LITERATURE & ANTHOLOGIES
1990 9781683961840 Zapped By The God Of Absurdity Krassner, Paul  Fantagraphics £21.99 H H  
1991 9781946433022 Chronology Patterson, Zahra  Inpress £14.00 P H  
1992 9781909208698 Noon Potts, Cherry  Inpress £8.99 P H  
1993 9781999703066 Tempest An Anthology Vaught, Anna (Ed)  Inpress £9.00 P H  
1994 9781555978273 Collected Schizophrenias Wang, Esme Weijun  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1995 9781524743314 Love You Hard Maslin, Abby  Turnaround £21.99 H H  
1996 9781632460790 Womanish McLarin, Kim  Turnaround £14.99 P H  
1997 9781925773149 Book That Saved My Life McGirr, Michael  Turnaround £12.99 H HHH  

CLASSICS
1998 9780199589944 Homer Graziosi, Barbara  Oxford University Press £7.99 P HHH  

POETRY
1999 9781780374512 Herods Dispensations Clifton, Harry  Bloodaxe Books £9.95 P HHH  
2000 9780486826929 Spring & All Williams, William C  Dover £2.99 P HH 35%
2001 9780486826707 Prophet Gibran, Kahlil  Dover £13.99 H HHH 35%
2002 9780486828305 New Hampshire Frost, Robert  Dover £2.99 P HHH 35%
2003 9780571352029 Collected Poems Of Kathleen Raine Raine, Kathleen  Faber & Faber £20.00 H HHH  
2004 9780874860818 Hearts Necessities Clement, Jane Tyson  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P H 35%
2005 9780872867611 Revolutionary Letters Prima, Diane Di  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 H H 35%
2006 9781781724873 Poems From The Welsh Borders Wack, Amy (Ed)  Inpress £5.00 P H  
2007 9781911570608 Amuse Girl Raymone-Cox, H  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2008 9781904130925 Blue Rooms Creech, Morri  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2009 9781912196241 Cezanne Haibun Maitryebandhu  Inpress £6.00 P H  
2010 9781845234393 Enemy Luck Laughlin, Nicholas  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2011 9781911570547 English Disease Towsey, Lydia  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2012 9781911027690 Europeans Clarke, David  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2013 9781788640435 Past Imperfect Olsen, David  Inpress £8.99 P H  
2014 9781911284239 Sergius Meets Bacchus Pasaribu, Norman E  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2015 9781904130949 Youngest Ocean Cessac, Christopher  Inpress £9.99 P H  
2016 9781788640442 Catstrawe Williams, Helen  Inpress £8.99 P HH  
2017 9781788640176 Kin Dunkerley, Hugh  Inpress £8.99 P HH  
2018 9781908058621 Witch Tamas, Rebecca  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2019 9781781724859 Poems From Cardiff Wack, Amy (Ed)  Inpress £5.00 P HH  
2020 9781781724866 Poems From Pembrokeshire Wack, Amy (Ed)  Inpress £5.00 P HH  
2021 9781781724880 Poems From Snowdonia Wack, Amy (Ed)  Inpress £5.00 P HH  
2022 9781509851980 Search Party Meier, Richard  Macmillan £10.99 P HH  
2023 9781681372785 Inri Zurita, Raul  New York Review Of Books £8.99 P HHH 35%
2024 9781934639269 Duppies Marriott, D S  Turnaround £13.50 P H  
2025 9781936932504 Summer Of Dead Birds Liebegott, Ali  Turnaround £15.99 P H  
2026 9781943735457 I Shimmer Sometimes Too O, Porsha  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
2027 9781910885888 Man Who Shook His Fist At The Tsar Robertson, Jack  Turnaround £16.99 P HH  
2028 9781788734684 Poets Of The Chinese Revolution Zedong, Mao  Verso Publishing £16.99 H HHH 40%

LITERARY CRITICISM
2029 9781474222723 Character As Form Kunin, Aaron  Bloomsbury Academic £22.99 P H 25%
2030 9781501347450 Interviews From The Edge Yakich, Mark  Bloomsbury Academic £16.99 P H 25%
2031 9781501351396 Matisses Poets Brown, Kathryn  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2032 9781501351501 Postcolonial Parabola Rajiva, Jay  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2033 9781501351495 Readings In The Anthropocene Wilke, Sabine  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2034 9781350106109 Shakespeares Pictures Elam, Keir  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2035 9781350104921 Writing After Postcolonialism Hiddleston, Jane  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
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2036 9781786833679 Minervas Gothics Neiman, Elizabeth A  University Of Wales Press £70.00 H H 10%

CREATIVE WRITING
2037 9781350056688 Creative Writing Mokhtari, Tara  Bloomsbury Academic £21.99 P HH 25%
2038 9781440300615 Smash Poetry Journal Brewer, Robert Lee  FW Media £11.99 P HH  
2039 9781847168894 Being A Detective Wade, Stephen  Straightforward Publishing £10.99 P HHH  
2040 9781612197616 Wall Will Tell You Fancher, Hampton  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  

MEDICAL & NURSING
2041 9781785922763 Clear Dementia Care Duffy, Frances  Jessica Kingsley £24.99 P HHH 22%
2042 9780198777069 Molecular Diagnostics Warford, Anthony  Oxford Higher Education £34.99 P H 20%
2043 9780198836520 Human Solving The Global Workforce Crisis ... Britnell, Mark  Oxford University Press £14.99 H HHH  

PSYCHOLOGY & PSYCHIATRY
2044 9781473690301 Professional Worrier Geddes, Stewart  Hodder & Stoughton £13.99 P HHH  
2045 9781942094920 Family Strategies Black, Claudia  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
2046 9781635765458 Fragile Bully Helgoe, Laurie  Ingram Publisher Services £13.99 P HHH 35%
2047 9781785924569 Appearance Anxiety National & Specialis  Jessica Kingsley £9.99 P HH 22%

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
2048 9781604698527 Master Recipes From The Herbal Apothecary Pursell, Jj  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £18.99 P H  
2049 9781426218927 Natures Best Remedies National Geographic  National Geographic Society £25.00 H HHH  
2050 9781859064375 Natural Painkillers Rougier, Yann  Target Book Sales £12.99 P HHH  

HEALTH & FITNESS
2051 9780806538945 Beat Autoimmune Kippola, Palmer  Citadel Press £13.99 P HH  
2052 9781526732217 Living With Allergies Amoscato, Emma  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
2053 9781578267941 Surfing For A Cure Lambert, Cash  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  

PREGNANCY AND CHILDCARE
2054 9781947458499 102 Things To Do Before You Are Due Dais, Dawn  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
2055 9781911632092 Wholefood For Children Blereau, Jude  Murdoch Books £17.99 P HHH  
2056 9781576879078 Fruits Of Your Labor Tobin, Andrew  Turnaround £10.99 H HH  

SPECIAL DIETS & SLIMMING
2057 9781507209585 Anti Inflammatory Drinks For Health Flaherty, Maryea  Adams Media £9.99 P HHH  
2058 9781989025109 Biodiet Harper, David  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
2059 9781612438696 Cyclical Ketogenic Diet Santos-Prowse, R  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2060 9781628603576 Common Sense Keto Berry, Ken  Turnaround £24.99 P HHH  
2061 9781628603552 Keto Swaps Emmerich, Maria  Turnaround £16.99 P HHH  

MIND BODY & SPIRIT
2062 9781452168876 Everyday Offerings Redmond, Lea  Chronicle £10.99 P HH  
2063 9781848506961 Science Of Self Empowerment Braden, Gregg  Hay House £12.99 P HHH  
2064 9781579659035 Whole Beauty Meditation & Mindfulness Rose, Shiva  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H HHH  
2065 9781785358708 Raising Faith Waters, Claire  O Books £7.99 P H  
2066 9781789040388 Sacred Art A Hollow Bone For Spirit Almqvist, Imelda  O Books £13.99 P H  
2067 9781785358661 What Is Modern Witchcraft Greenfield, T (Ed)  O Books £6.99 P H  
2068 9781912839018 Spiritual Scientist Afentakis, Maria  Roundhouse Publishing Group £12.99 P H  
2069 9781859064436 Celtic Totem Animals Matthews, John  Target Book Sales £14.99 P HHH  
2070 9781578267934 Love Is Action Sciortino, Rhonda  Turnaround £10.99 H H  

TRANSPORT
2071 9781445689548 AEC Regent Buses In The Late 1960s & 1970s Christie, David  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2072 9781445684451 Birmingham Buses Trams & Trolleybuses Harvey, David  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2073 9781445680194 Devon Traction Heginbotham, Stephen  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2074 9781445681856 Eastern Region In The 1970s & 1980s Gibbs, Andy  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2075 9781445691152 McKindless Group Devoy, David  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2076 9781445684871 Stagecoach Beyond Scotland Jenkinson, Keith A  Amberley Publishing £15.99 P H  
2077 9781445661742 Class 67 & 68 Locomotives Cole, Andrew  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P H  
2078 9781445685038 Fifteen Guinea Special Hardman, Ian  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HH  
2079 9781445684437 Iberian Railways Woods, George  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HH  
2080 9781445678474 Tractor Legends Whitlam, Jonathan  Amberley Publishing £14.99 P HH  
2081 9781784423391 Rootes Group Loveys, Richard  A&C Black £7.99 P HH 40%
2082 9781472954923 Exploring The Britannic Mills, Simon  Bloomsbury £25.00 H HHH  
2083 9781785005572 East Kent Road Car Company Ltd Wallace, Richard  Crowood Press £25.00 H HH 35%
2084 9781785005510 Narrow Boats Stimpson, Michael  Crowood Press £20.00 H HH 35%
2085 9781526714695 Southern Maunsell 4-4-0 Classes Maidment, David  Pen & Sword Books £35.00 H HHH  
2086 9781849311526 History Of Aviation Evans, Anthony  Worth Press £14.99 P HH  
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MILITARY & WAR NON FICTION
2087 9781445688121 British Soldier Of The Second World War Storey, Neil R  Amberley Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2088 9781445681139 Javelin Chorlton, Martyn  Amberley Publishing £15.99 P HHH  
2089 9781445669267 Omaha Beach 6 June 1944 The D-Day Landng Parker, Robert J  Amberley Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
2090 9781911628798 By Force Of Arms Duffy, Christopher  Casemate UK Ltd £45.00 H H  
2091 9781911628828 Jungle Cavalry Blake, Gregory  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H H  
2092 9781911628408 Marlboroughs Other Army Dorrell, Nicholas  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P H  
2093 9781911628903 Piercing The Fog Of War Samuels, Martin  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H H  
2094 9781912390762 Regimental Records Of/Royal Welch Fusiliers Riley, Jonathon  Casemate UK Ltd £35.00 H H  
2095 9781912390779 Regimental Records Of/Royal Welch Fusiliers Crocker, Lt-Col Pete  Casemate UK Ltd £35.00 H H  
2096 9781912866083 Sunwheels & Siegrunen Rikmenspoel, Marc  Casemate UK Ltd £59.95 H H  
2097 9781911628651 War Of Intervention In Angola Volume 2 Cooper, Tom  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P H  
2098 9781911628569 In The Emperors Service Spring, Laurence  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 P H  
2099 9781911628590 War & Soldiers In The Early Reign Of Louis XIV Mugnai, Bruno  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 P H  
2100 9781911628682 Nicaragua 1961-1990 Volume 2 Francois, David  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P H  
2101 9781911628514 Fluxes Fevers & Fighting Men Lenihan, P  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H H  
2102 9781912866113 Stemming The Tide Jones, Spencer (Ed)  Casemate UK Ltd £35.00 H H  
2103 9781640121041 Bold Venture Bailey, Steven K  Casemate UK Ltd £27.25 H HH  
2104 9781911628361 Fur Volk & Fuhrer Bartmann, Erwin  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P HH  
2105 9781612006017 How Armies Grow Strohn, Matthias (Ed  Casemate UK Ltd £50.00 H HH  
2106 9781640120365 Shattered Minds Bauman, Robert  Casemate UK Ltd £30.95 H HH  
2107 9781612006918 Broken Arrow Winchester, Jim  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 H HH  
2108 9781612006598 Dunkirk Jacobsen, Hans-Adolf  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 H HH  
2109 9781612007533 Churchills Abandoned Prisoners Wieloch, Rupert  Casemate UK Ltd £20.00 H HHH  
2110 9781781220115 Command & Valour Robertson, Stuart  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 H HHH  
2111 9781612007113 Fighting Fox Company Brown, Bill  Casemate UK Ltd £14.99 P HHH  
2112 9781911628880 Long Range Desert Group Gyllenhaal, Lars  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H HHH  
2113 9781612007274 Falaise Pocket 1944 Buffetaut, Yves  Casemate UK Ltd £19.99 P HHH  
2114 9781612006413 Waffen SS In Normandy Buffetaut, Yves  Casemate UK Ltd £19.99 P HHH  
2115 9781732631502 D-Day 75th Anniversary Wertz, Jay  Casemate UK Ltd £14.95 P HHH  
2116 9781472833181 Pilgrim Days From Vietnam To The SAS Mackenzie, Alastair  Osprey £18.99 H HHH  
2117 9781472829375 Sherman Lead Peck, Gaillard R  Osprey £25.00 H HHH  
2118 9781472832542 Aleutians 1942-43 Herder, Brian Lane  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2119 9781472828125 Russian Soldier Vs Japanese Soldier Campbell, David  Osprey £13.99 P HHH  
2120 9781472829153 RF-101 Voodoo Units In Combat Davies, Peter E  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2121 9781472834393 Norwegian Waffen SS Legion 1941-43 Afiero, Massimiliano  Osprey £11.99 P HHH  
2122 9781472831781 M1a2 Abrams Main Battle Tank 1993-2018 Zaloga, Steven J  Osprey £11.99 P HHH  
2123 9781472825896 Sniping Rifles On/Eastern Front 1939-45 Pegler, Martin  Osprey £13.99 P HHH  
2124 9780190906962 Armies Of Sand Pollack, Kenneth  Oxford University Press £25.00 H HH  
2125 9781447294740 Operation Chaos Sweet, Matthew  Pan Macmillan Paperbacks £9.99 P HH  
2126 9781526745651 Battle Of The Catalaunian Fields AD451 Schultheis, Evan M  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HH  
2127 9781473893030 Battles Of Arras North Cooksey, Jon  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2128 9781526704603 Dauntless In Battle Smith, Peter C  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HH  
2129 9781526706249 Desert Knight Schafer, Robin  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2130 9781526727732 Irish Brigade 1670-1745 Graham, D P  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2131 9781526730961 Large Scale Warship Models Jang, Kerry  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2132 9781594163098 War Of 1812 In The West Kirkpatrick, David  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2133 9781526744449 Yank & Rebel Rangers Black, Robert W  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2134 9781526722447 French On The Somme 1914 - 30 June 1916 O’Mara, David  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2135 9781526728494 Mozambican Civil War Emerson, Stephen  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2136 9781526728890 Zulu Terror Binckes, Robin  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
2137 9781473887244 French Army In The Great War Bilton, David  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2138 9781526743602 M65 Atomic Cannon Doyle, David  Pen & Sword Books £15.99 P HH  
2139 9781526741905 Tank Destroyer Oliver, Dennis  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2140 9781473879928 Dawn Of Carrier Strike Hobbs, David  Pen & Sword Books £35.00 H HHH  
2141 9781526735119 Disaster Before D Day Wynn, Stephen  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
2142 9781526730534 Hunt For Moores Gold Grehan, John  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2143 9781594163111 Military History Of China Petriello, David R  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2144 9781526745217 Reign Of Emperor Gallienus Syvanne, Ilkka  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2145 9781526738738 Undercover Nazi Hunter Frank, Wolfe  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2146 9781473827103 Victoria Crosses On The Western Front Oldfield, Paul  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2147 9781526745699 With The SAS Across The Rhine Wellsted, Ian  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2148 9781526726001 Battle Of Okinawa 1945 Diamond, Jon  Pen & Sword Books £16.99 P HHH  
2149 9781784384463 Stalag Luft III Messenger, Charles  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2150 9781526706416 Raf Tangmere In 100 Objects Hillier, Mark  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2151 9781526747679 British Naval Weapons Of World War Two Friedman, Norman (Ed  Pen & Sword Books £40.00 H HHH  
2152 9781849311519 History Of Warfare Evans, Anthony  Worth Press £14.99 P HH  
2153 9781786995452 People Betrayed Melvern, Linda  Zed Books £12.99 P HHH 35%
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NATURAL HISTORY -  PERFORMING ARTS 
SCIENCES -  SPORTS & GAMES

NATURAL HISTORY GENERAL
2154 9781472960535 Butterflies Of Britain & Europe Haahtela, Tari Et Al  A&C Black £18.99 P HHH 25%
2155 9780993290619 Britains Forest Story Hight, Julien  Combined Book Services Ltd £25.00 H HHH  
2156 9781789140484 Bee Preston, Claire  Reaktion Books £9.99 P HHH  

BIRDS
2157 9781472941527 Birds Of Trinidad & Tobago Kenefick, Martyn  A&C Black £25.00 P HH 25%
2158 9781472912381 Where To Watch Birds/Somerset/Glou/Wiltshire Hall, Ken  A&C Black £25.00 P HHH 25%
2159 9780008201432 Gulls Coulson, John C  HarperCollins £35.00 P HHH  
2160 9780008201425 Gulls Coulson, John C  HarperCollins £65.00 H HHH  

FLORA
2161 9780198833338 Dictionary Of Plant Sciences Allaby, Michael  Oxford University Press £14.99 P HHH  
2162 9781789140521 Carnivorous Plants Torre, Dan  Reaktion Books £16.00 H HHH  
2163 9781789140774 Primrose Lawson, Elizabeth  Reaktion Books £16.00 H HHH  

PERFORMING ARTS
2164 9781472585318 Actors Career Bible Ostlere, Rob  Bloomsbury Academic £19.99 P H 25%
2165 9781474268530 Contemporary Women Stage Directors Marty, Paulette  Bloomsbury Academic £18.99 P H 25%
2166 9781474257206 Introduction To The Art Of Stage Managem Vitale, Michael  Bloomsbury Academic £23.99 P H 25%
2167 9781474262651 Irish Drama & Theatre Since 1950 Lonergan, Patrick  Bloomsbury Academic £19.99 P H 25%
2168 9781350031418 Theatre Of The Oppressed/Practice Today Campbell, Ali  Bloomsbury Academic £16.99 P H 25%
2169 9781350109506 Playing Indoors Tosh, Will  Bloomsbury Academic £23.99 P H 25%
2170 9781474284417 Russian Theatre In Practice Skinner, Amy  Bloomsbury Academic £24.99 P H 25%
2171 9781785005534 Sound Design For The Stage Fry, Gareth  Crowood Press £22.50 P H 35%
2172 9780486826127 How To Make A Living/Professionl Magician Patterson, Matt  Dover £11.99 P HHH 35%
2173 9781787552791 Definitive Jazz & Blues Encyclopedia Mandel, Howard (Ed)  Flame Tree Publishing £20.00 H HHH  
2174 9780190847531 Bangkok Is Ringing Tausig, Benjamin  Oxford Higher Education £16.99 P H 20%
2175 9780190925055 Ultimate Musical Theater College Audition Schwartzreich, Amy  Oxford Higher Education £16.99 P H 20%
2176 9780745339290 Theatre Of The Oppressed Boal, Augusto  Pluto Press £14.99 P HHH 35%
2177 9781912248346 Dead Precedents Christopher, Roy  Repeater Books £8.99 P HHH 35%
2178 9780735221369 Astral Weeks A Secret History Of 1968 Walsh, Ryan H  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  

SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
2179 9780486828053 Abelian Varieties Lang, Serge  Dover £10.99 P HH 35%
2180 9780486780528 Digital Spectral Analysis With Applications Marple, S Lawrence  Dover £21.99 P HH 35%
2181 9780486826134 Methods Of Theoretical Physics Part I Feshbach, Herman  Dover £89.99 P HH 35%
2182 9780486828350 Methods Of Theoretical Physics Part II Feshbach, Herman  Dover £89.99 P HH 35%
2183 9781593279783 Hardware Hacker Huang, Andrew Bunnie  No Starch Press £15.99 P HHH  
2184 9780198797999 Poetry & Music Of Science Comparing Creativity McLeish, Tom  Oxford Higher Education £25.00 H H 20%
2185 9780198807483 Biomeasurement Hawkins, Dawn  Oxford Higher Education £29.99 P HH 20%
2186 9780198800569 Principles Of Development Wolpert, Lewis  Oxford Higher Education £49.99 P HH 20%
2187 9780198814450 Thermodynamics Of Chemical Processes OCP Price, Gareth  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 P HH 20%
2188 9780198821472 Dictionary Of Physics Rennie, Richard (Ed)  Oxford University Press £12.99 P HHH  
2189 9780198806547 Matter Cottrell, Geoff  Oxford University Press £7.99 P HHH  
2190 9780727764324 Fidic Yellow Book Sorensen, Jakob B  Thomas Telford Publishing £60.00 P H 20%
2191 9780727763693 Bim In Principle & In Practice Barnes, Peter Thomas  Thomas Telford Publishing £35.00 P HH 20%
2192 9780399184901 Skeleton Keys Switek, Brian  Turnaround £20.00 H HH  
2193 9781849311533 History Of Science Jackson, Tom  Worth Press £14.99 P HH  

ASTRONOMY & METEOROLOGY
2194 9781944648459 Space 2.0 Pyle, Rod  Ingram Publisher Services £15.99 P HH 35%

SOCIOLOGY & HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
2195 9781912508327 Writing Analytical Assessments In Social Dyke, Chris  Critical Publishing £21.99 P HH 23%
2196 9780745338859 Wealth Of Some Nations Cope, Zak  Pluto Press £19.99 P HH 35%
2197 9781447338666 Childhood Experiences/Separation & Divor Kay-Flowers, Sue  Policy Press £24.99 P HH 20%
2198 9781447343776 Concise Guide To Using Social Work Theor Payne, Malcolm  Policy Press £16.99 P HH 20%
2199 9781447345848 Education & Race From Empire To Brexit Tomlinson, Sally  Policy Press £22.99 P HH 20%
2200 9781447344810 Emotions Of Pride & Shame/Child & Family Gibson, Matthew  Policy Press £22.99 P HH 20%
2201 9781447348320 End Of Aspiration Exley, Duncan  Policy Press £12.99 P HHH 20%
2202 9781447350583 Short Guide To Health & Social Care Glasby, Jon  Policy Press £14.99 P HHH 20%
2203 9781447332626 Women Peace & Welfare Oakley, Ann  Policy Press £22.99 P HHH 20%
2204 9781594634871 Fishermans Blues Badkhen, Anna  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
2205 9781786833556 Children & Young People Looked After Mannay, Dawn Et Al  University Of Wales Press £24.99 P HH 10%

SPORTS & GAMES
2206 9781635766042 Baby Bombers Hoch, Bryan  Ingram Publisher Services £13.99 P H 35%
2207 9781635765434 Son Of Havana Tiant, Luis  Ingram Publisher Services £23.99 H H 35%
2208 9781598536126 Great American Sports Page Schulian, John  Turnaround £24.99 H HH  
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EQUESTRIANISM
2209 9782080203915 Illustrated History Of Equestrian Sports Pellegars, Marie De  Thames & Hudson £40.00 H HHH  

WATERSPORTS
2210 9781472965097 Reeds Lights Shapes & Buoyage Handbook Jollands, Simon  A&C Black £9.99 P HH 25%
2211 9781912177202 Powerboating Companion White, Peter  Fernhurst £7.99 P HHH  
2212 9781912177264 Introduction To Racing Companion Fernhurst Books  Fernhurst £7.99 S HHH  
2213 9781912177196 Navigation Companion Davison, Tim  Fernhurst £7.99 P HHH  
2214 9781912177219 Training To Win Emmett, Jon  Fernhurst £14.99 P HHH  
2215 9781912177240 Crewing To Win Clark, Saskia  Fernhurst £14.99 P HHH  
2216 9781912177257 Tactics Made Simple Emmett, Jon  Fernhurst £14.99 P HHH  

PHILOSOPHY
2217 9781350014787 Pornographic Age Badiou, Alain  Bloomsbury Academic £55.00 H H 25%
2218 9781350105201 Aesthetic Illusion In Literature And The Arts Koblizek, Tomas  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2219 9781350105546 Foucault & School Leadership Research Mifsud, Denise  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2220 9781350105713 Language & Being Williams, Duane  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2221 9781350105867 Philosophical Foundations/Cognitive Science McCauley, Robert N  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2222 9781350105263 Truth Time & History Botros, Sophie  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2223 9781785357398 Idea Of The World Kastrup, Bernardo  O Books £14.99 P HH  
2224 9780190919986 Hard Questions Kekes, John  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 H H 20%
2225 9780190612146 Philosophy Of Medicine Broadbent, Alex  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 P H 20%
2226 9780190640071 Pornography Mikkola, Mari  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 P H 20%
2227 9780198829676 How To Count Animals More Or Less Kagan, Shelly  Oxford Higher Education £30.00 H HH 20%
2228 9781784787448 Futurability Berardi, Franco  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%

RELIGION
2229 9780857468017 Prayer In The Making Bywater, Lyndall  Bible Reading Fellowship £8.99 P HHH  
2230 9780857467508 Turned By Divine Love Strotan, John  Bible Reading Fellowship £7.99 P HHH  
2231 9781350105973 Edward Burnett Tylor Religion & Culture Tremlett, P-F Et Al  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2232 9780567687562 Ethical & Unethical In The Old Testament Dell, Katharine J  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2233 9780567687630 Jewish & Christian Scriptures Charlesworth, James  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2234 9781350105928 Religion Explained Martin, Luther H  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2235 9780567687579 Traditions At Odds Choi, John H  Bloomsbury Academic £28.99 P H 10%
2236 9780486823683 Way Of A Pilgrim Chumley, Norris  Dover £10.99 P HH 35%
2237 9780874868395 21: A Journey Into The Land Of Coptic Martyrs Mosebach, Martin  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H H 35%
2238 9780860377252 Quran Salahi, Adil  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
2239 9780860377504 Quran Salahi, Adil  Ingram Publisher Services £15.99 H H 35%
2240 9781785921254 Rethinking Childrens Work In Churches Edwards, C (Ed)Et Al  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HH 22%
2241 9780745980089 Gods Spies Braw, Elisabeth  Lion Publishing £8.99 P HHH  
2242 9781848679849 3 Minute Prayers For Coffee Breaks Pointer, Pam  Kevin Mayhew £5.99 P HH 30%
2243 9781848679856 3 Minute Prayers For Grandparents Pointer, Pam  Kevin Mayhew £5.99 P HH 30%
2244 9781848679825 3 Minute Prayers For The Morning Cobb, Gaynor  Kevin Mayhew £5.99 P HH 30%
2245 9781848679832 3 Minute Prayers For The Weekend Gatward, Dave  Kevin Mayhew £5.99 P HH 30%
2246 9781789040005 Persuasion Of Love Blakely, John  O Books £10.99 P H  
2247 9781789040814 Telling The Truth About God Grant, Rhiannon  O Books £6.99 P H  
2248 9781785359279 Remember The Creator Wildblood, William  O Books £13.99 P HH  
2249 9781785358937 What Do Quakers Believe Durham, Geoffrey  O Books £6.99 P HH  
2250 9780190608989 God In The Rainforest Long, Kathryn T  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 H H 20%
2251 9780190864248 Mind Cure Hickey, Wakoh S  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H H 20%
2252 9789385360558 In The Service Of Krishna Bachrach, Emilia  Prestel £50.00 H H  
2253 9780281078578 Hope Rising 365 Cannon, Meg  SPCK £14.99 P HHH  
2254 9780281081370 Mountain Moving Prayer Green, Debra  SPCK £8.99 P HHH  
2255 9781783599158 All Things New Tabb, Brian J  SPCK IVP £14.99 P H  
2256 9781783599172 Men & Women In Christ Bartlett, Andrew  SPCK IVP £24.99 H HH  

PHRASE & LANGUAGE GUIDES
2257 9781780045115 Brazilian Portuguese Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2258 9781780045108 Burmese Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2259 9781780045078 Cantonese Chinese Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2260 9781780045085 Filipino Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2261 9781780045122 Hindi Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2262 9781780045061 Indonesian Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2263 9781780045092 Thai Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2264 9781780045146 Arabic Picture Dictionary Berlitz Picture Dictionary  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2265 9781780045030 Portuguese Picture Dictionary Berlitz Picture Dictionary  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  

ATLASES & MAPS
2266 9781849075077 Philips Concise Atlas Britain Spiral A5 Road Atlas  Philips £5.99 S HH  
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2267 9781849075169 Philips World Atlas World Atlas  Philips £16.99 P HHH  

TRAVEL BIOG & WRITING
2268 9780486829319 Travels With A Donkey In The Cevennes Stevenson, Robert L  Dover £3.99 P HHH 35%

TRAVEL GUIDES BRITISH ISLES
2269 9781785511448 Windsor Castle Official Souvenir Hartshorne, Pamela  ACC Art Books £5.95 P HH 40%
2270 9781851499182 London Peculiars Ashley, Peter  ACC Art Books £15.00 H HHH 40%
2271 9782361953188 Secret Dublin An Unusual Guide Conghaile, Pol O  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £14.99 P HHH  
2272 9783829757690 Scotland Marco Polo Pocket Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
2273 9780995680333 Walkers Scotland In A Box In A Box  Octopus Publishing Group £14.99 N HHH  
2274 9781841658377 Walk York Taplin, Phoebe  Pitkin Guides £6.00 P HHH  
2275 9783791385150 London Cityscape Timeline Alter, Yoni  Prestel £5.99 P HHH  

TRAVEL GUIDES FOREIGN
2276 9781419729089 Ask A Native New Yorker Dobkin, Jake  Abrams £13.99 H HH  
2277 9783740805807 111 Places In Copenhagen/Shouldnt Miss Gralle, Jan  ACC Art Books £12.99 P HHH 40%
2278 9783740803209 111 Places In Jerusalem/Shouldnt Miss Trankovits, Laszlo  ACC Art Books £12.99 P HHH 40%
2279 9783740804954 111 Rooftops In New York/Must Not Miss Adatto, Leslie  ACC Art Books £12.99 P HHH 40%
2280 9781640971165 Alaska Fodors Guides  Fodors £16.99 P H  
2281 9781640971226 India Fodors Essential  Fodors £18.99 P HH  
2282 9781640971196 Colorado Fodors Guides  Fodors £14.99 P HH  
2283 9781620083369 Riding Americas Backroads Roadrunner Magazine  Fox Chapel £14.99 P HH  
2284 9782361953102 Secret Montreal Renault, Philippe  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £14.99 P H  
2285 9783829757669 Bulgaria Marco Polo Pocket Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
2286 9783829757683 Paris Marco Polo Pocket Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
2287 9783829757706 Tokyo Marco Polo Pocket Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
2288 9783829757843 Tuscany Marco Polo Pocket Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
2289 9782361953034 Secret Florence Rinaldi, Niccolo  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £14.99 P HHH  
2290 9782361953058 Secret French Riviera Cassely, Jean-Pierre  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £14.99 P HHH  
2291 9781426220104 100 Parks 5000 Ideas Yogerst, Joe  National Geographic Society £20.00 P HHH  
2292 9783791384900 Nyc Walks Hill, John  Prestel £14.99 P HHH  
2293 9783791385167 New York Cityscape Timeline Alter, Yoni  Prestel £5.99 P HHH  
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Our title listings are split into 2 sections within the children’s 
section. The first is Key New Titles - Children’s for the 
month ahead featuring all of our pre-publication offers, titles 
with illustrations, recommends and those with a high star 
rating. 

The second New Titles - Children’s section is a single line 
listing featuring the rest of the months publications. Within 
this section firm sale titles are highlighted in bold. Short 
discounts are shown where appropriate, if no discount is 
shown then the title is available at your standard trade terms.

New titles are listed in the following order within our 
classifications shown below:

• By publisher
• Then within publisher by series
• When there is a series titles will then be listed within that 

series by title
• When there is no series, titles will be listed within publisher 

by title
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TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Stop Press Page 161

Education Special Needs Page 162 Page 216

Children’s Fiction 
Graphic Novel Page 163 Page 216

Children’s Gift / General 
Non Book Page 164 Page 216

Children’s Fiction Page 168 Page 216

Children’s Education Page 177 Page 217

Children’s Picture Paperbacks Page 181 Page 217

Children’s 
Picture Hardbacks Page 186 Page 217

Children’s Activity / Puzzle Page 191 Page 218

Children’s Humour Page 195 Page 218
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TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Children’s Non-Fiction Page 195 Page 218

Children’s Reference

Children’s Boardbooks Page 201 Page 219

Children’s Poems & Rhymes Page 208

Children’s Young Adults Page 208 Page 219

Children’s Gift & Seasonal Page 213 Page 220

Children’s Audio Page 214 Page 220

Children’s Religious Page 215 Page 220

Children’s Film & TV Page 215

Children’s Computing Page 215

FOR OUR ADULT’S CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX PLEASE SEE PAGE 8
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

2294 n HHHH

STORY OF THE AMULET
NESBIT, E
9781847497901     P     ALMA CHILDREN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 03/01/19

When Cyril, Anthea, Robert and Jane find the Psammead, a magical sand fairy fairy, in a pet shop 
in London, they have no idea that they are about to embark on their greatest adventure yet. The 
Psammead leads them to an Egyptian amulet that has the power to grant whatever their hearts’ desire. 
The problem is that the amulet is broken, and the other half - needed if their wishes are to be granted 
- is lost. Yet with their half of the amulet able to transport them through time, the children set out on a 
search for the missing half, and the realisation of their wildest dreams... From an encounter with Julius 
Caesar to a visit to the lost city of Atlantis... 

2295 n HHHHH

SLAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
STINE, R L
9781407195735     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£4.99     Published 07/02/19

Age 8 to 12. The evil dummy comes to life to tell his own twisted tales and scary stories! It’s bad 
enough Ian Barker has to spend his twelfth birthday with his sister and their two annoying cousins. The 
four of them can’t ever hang out without getting into trouble. Vinnie and Jonny always want to play with 
Ian’s stuff. They take extra turns and break everything they touch. Even Ian’s new birthday presents 
are up for grabs. But when Ian gets a Slappy dummy from his dad, things go from bad to worse. When 
Slappy’s in charge, you don’t fight over him, he fights over you! 

2296 n HHHHH

ATTACK OF THE JACK
STINE, R L
9781407195742     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£4.99     Published 07/02/19

Age 8 to 12. The evil dummy comes to life to tell his own twisted tales and scary stories! Devin and his 
sister Violet are visiting their Uncle Jack for the summer. He lives in an old house by the seashore. Jack 
was a sailor and he has collected strange and fascinating items from the sea. Exploring a back room, 
they discover a locked truck. A pirate’s chest. The trunk is wrapped in old, heavy chains and locked with 
a huge rusted lock. But they manage to get it open... 

2297 n HHHHH

I AM SLAPPYS EVIL TWIN
STINE, R L
9781407195759     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£4.99     Published 07/02/19

Age 8 to 12. The evil dummy comes to life to tell his own twisted tales and scary stories! Luke 
Harrison’s dad makes horror movies. It’s very fun to be around such scary stuff - especially when you 
have your own monster museum at home. But when two ventriloquist dummies join the collection, 
things get real creepy. Real-life creepy! Slappy and Snappy can walk and talk on their own. And they 
can make you scream on their own. They have a plan to make everyone’s lives miserable. Will Luke be 
able to stop this terrible twin twosome? 

2298 n HHHHH

PLEASE DO NOT FEED THE WEIRDO
STINE, R L
9781407195766     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£4.99     Published 07/02/19

Age 8 to 12. Robby and his sister Karla beg their parents to take them to a big carnival that has opened 
on the other side of town. When they arrive, the two kids are delighted by the rides, the sideshow, 
the interesting displays, and the great food booths. They wander away from their parents and find 
themselves at a less-trafficked area at the back of the carnival. Inside a large penned-in area, they see 
a dejected-looking boy about their age sitting on the grass. A sign on the tall metal fence reads: Please 
Do Not Feed The Weirdo... 

2299 n HHHHH

MYSTERY AT STORMY POINT
CORDEROY, TRACEY
9781471170430     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 21/02/19

Age 7+. Join Bryony and Red on another Seaview Stables adventure. Bryony has settled into life at 
Brook Dale, especially now she’s the owner of her dream pony Red! And with the whole town gearing 
up for the Three Coves Gymkhana, there’s plenty to keep her and her new friends busy. Bryony can’t 
wait to show everyone just how brilliant Red is, especially her former enemy Georgina Brook. Then, one 
day, while practising for the gymkhana, she notices a strange light coming from the disused lighthouse 
at Stormy Point. The lighthouse has been empty for years and Bryony is determined to find out just who 
- or what - is living there... 

2300 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FARTS OF GRATITUDE
LAKE, ANGIE
9781782262633     P 
SWEET CHERRY PUBLISHING promo 
£6.99     Published Feb 2019

Age 7+. Danny Dingle’s Fantastic Finds is a hilariously fun series filled with comic style illustrations and 
witty inventions. Perfect for reluctant readers and popular with both girls and boys alike. Extra activities 
for readers included at the end of books two and three. Perfect for fans of ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’ by Jeff 
Kinney and ‘Tom Gates’ by L. Pichon. 

CHILDREN’S PICTURE P/B

2301 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DUCHESS & GUY
FURSTINER, NANCY
9781529012491     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 04/01/19

Age 3+. When Guy met Megan Markle, he was just a shelter dog dreaming of a forever home. Guy 
believed their puppy love story was straight out of a fairy tale. But when Harry, the Prince of England, 
fell in love with Megan too, Guy realised he could dream even bigger: the royal palace. Inspired by 
the heart-warming and true story of Meghan Markle and her rescue beagle, Guy, this is the journey of 
one dog, one Duchess, and a happily-ever-after tail worth chasing. Written by animal activist Nancy 
Furstinger, this enchanting picture book is filled with charming illustrations by rising star Julia Bereciartu. 

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY/PUZZLE

2302 n HHHH

TURN OFF LIVE ON
VINCENT, VINCENT
9781526361820     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 10/01/19

Age 9 to 11. 75 clever ways to switch offline, boost your confidence and unleash your creativity! The 
ultimate remedy to your all-consuming tech addiction. Do you sometimes feel like you’re rushing from 
one thing to the next? Answering messages and group chats, taking pictures to post online, then 
dashing out to see a friend before binge-watching every episode of your favourite show? The hustle 
and bustle of online life can make us feel anxious or sad, while stunting our creativity and damaging our 
memories. This book is here to help, brimming with clever exercises, journal pages, puzzles, games, 
confidence boosters and relaxation techniques. 
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CHILDREN’S NON FICTION

2303 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STORY ABOUT CANCER WITH 
A HAPPY ENDING
DESJARDINS, INDIA
9781786032188     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 31/01/19

Age 10+. A teenage girl heads towards the hospital waiting room where the doctors are going to tell 
her how much time she’s got to live. As she walks, she thinks about her journey up to this point... the 
terrible decor in the hospital, wearing a headscarf, the horrible treatments, but also being with her  
friends, family, and her new boyfriend Victor. This is a story about cancer with a happy ending. It’s about 
life, love, and especially, hope. Illustrated by Marianne Ferrer. 

CHILDREN’S BOARDBOOKS

2304 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PEACE AT LAST
MURPHY, JILL
9781529006513     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 10/01/19

Age 3+. Jill Murphy’s bestselling classic ‘Peace at Last’ has delighted children for almost 40 years, 
and is equally beloved by tired parents who are all too familiar with the plight of poor Mr Bear. With a 
snoring Mrs Bear, and an excitable Baby Bear and a house full of tapping and dripping and ticking, 
peace is hard to come by - will Mr Bear ever get a decent night’s sleep? The familiar noises, repetition 
and beautiful illustrations make the delightful ‘Peace at Last’ an all-time favourite bedtime story with 
children and adults everywhere. This edition comes in a chunky cased board book format, so even the 
youngest children can enjoy this classic story. 

2305 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHATEVER NEXT
MURPHY, JILL
9781529006506     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 10/01/19

Age 3+. It’s very nearly bath time for Baby Bear, but he just wants to go on one more adventure - a 
quick trip to the moon. Mrs Bear isn’t pleased, and anyway, she says, Baby Bear doesn’t have a rocket. 
Luckily, there’s one under the stairs... Join Baby Bear as he makes friends with an owl and has a picnic 
on the moon, all before bath time. Whatever Next! This is a board book edition of a beautiful story of 
innocence and imagination, full of the characteristic warmth and humour of Jill Murphy, author of ‘Peace 
at Last’ and ‘The Worst Witch’. 35th Anniversary edition. 

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULTS

2306 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORK THE WITCH & THE WORM
PAOLINI, CHRISTOPHER
9780241392362     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 01/01/19

Relish the incomparable imagination of Christopher Paolini in this thrilling new collection of stories 
based in the world of the Inheritance Cycle. Welcome back to the world of Alagaesia. It’s been a year 
since Eragon departed Alagaesia in search of the perfect home to train a new generation of Dragon 
Riders. This volume features three original stories set in Alagaesia, interspersed with scenes from 
Eragon’s own unfolding adventure. Included is an excerpt from the memoir of the unforgettable witch 
and fortune-teller Angela the herbalist, penned by Angela Paolini, the inspiration for the character, 
herself! 

EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS

2307 n HHHH

STEPSISTERS STORY
IMANSKY, KAYE
9781781128541     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 15/03/19

Lardine and Angula have a new stepsister, Ella, and they are determined to make her life as miserable 
as possible. Throwing tantrums and sulks, they ensure that she is forced to sleep by the fire, do the 
chores and certainly not go to the ball. But will their schemes stop the prince from meeting the girl of his 
dreams? A brand new edition of this fun twist on the Cinderella story, particularly suitable for struggling, 
reluctant or dyslexic readers aged 8+ 

2308 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOOD BOY
PEET, MAL
9781781128527     P 
BARRINGTON STOKE 
£7.99     Published 15/03/19

Sandie has been battling it since childhood: the hulking, snarling black dog of her nightmares. For 
years, her precious pet dog Rabbie has kept the monster at bay, but when he is no longer there to 
protect her, the black dog reappears to stalk Sandie in her sleep ... Illuminating the undeniable power of 
Mal Peet’s pared-back prose, ‘Good Boy’ is an evocative examination of fear and anxiety that will leave 
you guessing long after its final page. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers 
aged 14+, reading age 8. 

2309 n HHHHH

ONE SHOT
LANDMAN, TANYA
9781781128510     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£7.99     Published 15/03/19

After the death of her beloved father, Maggie and her family are thrown into a life of destitution. With 
little income and no way to live off their poor land, Maggie tries to provide for her family the way her 
father always had - with his hunting rifle and whatever animals the forest would provide. But when her 
mother is confronted with her ‘unladylike’ behaviour, Maggie is thrown into a life of unthinkable cruelty 
and abuse. With no one to care for her and only the hope of escape, all Maggie can do is survive. 
Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers. Interest age: Teen. Reading age: 8. 

2310 n HHHHH

TOAD ATTACK
LAWRENCE, PATRICE
9781781128442     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 15/03/19

After a toad lands on his head as he leaves his house one morning, Leo is determined to find out where 
it has come from and why. Together with his friend Rosa, he needs to come up with some answers 
before the angry residents of Upper Dab take matters into their own hands and the toads become toast! 
A brilliantly quirky comedy caper with a diverse and inclusive cast of characters. Particularly suitable for 
struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers aged 8+. 
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2311 n HHHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
HES NOT NAUGHTY
BROWNSON, DEBORAH
9781785928727     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 6 to 10. A Children’s Guide to Autism. Illustrated book explaining autism from a child’s point of 
view. Taryn and Jake are best friends! They have lots of similarities and lots of differences. One of the 
differences is that Jake has autism and Taryn doesn’t, which means they can act differently sometimes. 
Taryn knows that people with autism are often mistaken for being naughty when it’s actually a natural 
way for their brain to react. Fed up with everyone not understanding, Taryn decides to let the world 
know why Jake isn’t naughty! Join Taryn as she candidly explains her understanding of autism, and why 
there’s always a reason behind everything Jake does. 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

2312 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DC COMICS ULTIMATE CHARACTER GUIDE
DC COMICS
9780241361375     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The DC Comics Ultimate Character Guide’: New Edition is guaranteed to enthral fans for hours on end. 
The DC Comics Universe changed forever following their epic Rebirth event, and so did the characters. 
This comprehensive guide covers the latest key storylines for each character and includes stunning 
new images from the comics. It is also packed full of vital statistics and explains each character’s super 
powers, from indestructibility to sorcery. 

2313 n HHHHH

EVIL EMPEROR PENGUIN 3
ANDERSON, LAURA E
9781788450911     P     DAVID FICKLING PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Evil Emperor Penguin is trying to take over the world from his Evil Lair in Antarctica! But it turns out he’s 
not the only evil mastermind in the world domination game - his nemesis Evil Cat is also out to become 
the new world leader! Will either of them succeed? Or will their competing megalomaniacal plotting set 
both of them up to fall flat on their faces? And which evil genius has the cutest minion? Find out in this 
new hilarious series of adventures. 

2314 n HHHHH

NIGHTLIGHTS
ALVAREZ, LORENA
9781910620571     P     NOBROW 
£8.99     Published Mar 2019

Every night, tiny stars appear out of the darkness in Sandy’s bedroom. Sandy catches them and 
creates wonderful creatures to play with until she falls asleep, and in the morning brings them back 
to life in the whimsical drawings that cover her room. One day, a mysterious pale girl called Morfie 
appears at school and is fascinated by Sandy’s drawings in a way that no one else has been before. 
But there is a price to pay for this new friendship... 

2315 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HICOTEA
ALVAREZ, LORENA
9781910620342     H 
NOBROW 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

In this mesmerising follow-up to ‘Nightlights’, Lorena Alvarez explores our relationship with nature 
and animals. During a school field trip, Sandy wanders away from her classmates and discovers 
an empty turtle shell. Taking a peek inside, she suddenly finds herself in a magical dimension filled 
with sculptures, paintings and books - a glorious museum of the natural world. But one painting is 
incomplete, and Sandy’s the one who has to finish it... 

2316 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIZARRO AN ORIGIN STORY
COHEN, IVAN
9781474775847     P     RAINTREE PAPERBACKS 
£4.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 6 to 8. DC Super Villains Origins. Tells the tales of DC Comics’ evilest enemies. How did the 
Joker get his crazy clown face? What is Bizarro’s square-shaped home planet really like? Where did 
Catwoman learn her cat-like skills? How did Lex Luthor go from business mogul to evildoer. And much 
more! With action packed illustrations and easy-to-follow text, these early reader books are perfect for 
super hero fans and super-villain fans alike. 

2317 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CATWOMAN AN ORIGIN STORY
SIMONSON, LOUISE
9781474775823     P     RAINTREE PAPERBACKS 
£4.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 6 to 8. DC Super Villains Origins. Tells the tales of DC Comics’ evilest enemies. How did the 
Joker get his crazy clown face? What is Bizarro’s square-shaped home planet really like? Where did 
Catwoman learn her cat-like skills? How did Lex Luthor go from business mogul to evildoer. And much 
more! With action packed illustrations and easy-to-follow text, these early reader books are perfect for 
super hero fans and super-villain fans alike. 

2318 n HHHH

THREE MUSKETEERS
PUNTER, RUSSELL
9781474938112     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Follow the adventures of young D’Artagnan as he travels to Paris to join the legendary King’s 
Musketeers. Almost immediately, he finds himself caught up in a dangerous world of espionage, 
treachery and murder. The thrills never stop in this action-packed picture strip adaptation of the classic 
swashbuckling adventure story. Matteo Pincelli’s colourful, dynamic illustrations bring the classic story 
to life. 
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2319 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JOE QUINNS POLTERGEIST
ALMOND, DAVID
9781406363197     H 
WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. A beautifully imagined story for fans of Neil Gaiman, by the dream team of bestselling author, 
David Almond and award-winning artist, Dave McKean. Joe Quinn tells everyone about the poltergeist 
in his house, but no one believes him. No one that is, except for Davie. He’s felt the inexplicable 
presence in the rooms, he’s seen random objects fly through the air. And there’s something else ... a 
memory of his beloved sister, and a feeling deep down that somehow it might be possible for ghosts to 
exist. 

2320 n HHHH

PENGUIN HIGHWAY
MORIMI, TOMIHIKO
9781975382605     H     YEN PRESS 
£14.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 13 to 16. I may be a fourth grader, but I know more than some adults. After all, I take notes every 
day, and I read all kinds of books. But now, there’s penguins in my town! I know it has something to do 
with that girl at the dentist and her weird powers, so I’m gonna get to the bottom of it... 

2321 n HHHHH

WORLDEND VOL 3
KARENO, AKIRA
9781975326913     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 13 to 16. She wanted to hear her warm welcome home. She wanted to announce her return. She 
wanted to eat butter cake. All of her wishes came true. She came home to the place she was meant 
to be. She saw the man she wanted to see so dearly. She had done everything she wanted to. And 
so - she was out of promises. The end that had been quietly shadowing her silently placed its hand on 
her shoulder. ‘I’m sorry. I will never be able to be happier than this. Because I finally realized that I have 
always...’ These are the fleeting, yet brilliant days of a young man teacher and the girl soldiers. 

GIFT/GENERAL NON BOOK

2322 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALPACA 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981405     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model 
set and craft your own unique, displayable alpaca. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps 
together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. 

2323 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ASSASSINS CREED 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980385     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. A saga that spans millennia, Assassin’s Creed tells the story of the eternal struggle between 
the Assassins and Templar. This deluxe kit includes a 3D hidden blade wood model that fans can build 
and customize. Fun and interactive, this exciting model set is the perfect gift for fans everywhere. 

2324 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIOSHOCK BIG DADDY 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981634     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. Since the original game’s debut in 2007, the BioShock series has engaged a legion 
of fans in a thrilling dystopian world with complex characters, dynamic storylines, and exceptional 
graphics. The first atmospheric game introduced players to Rapture, a city at the bottom of the ocean 
where the only creatures that dare to roam are the Little Sisters and their Big Daddy protectors. With 
this IncrediBuilds wood model, players can build and customize their own Big Daddy Replicas. 

2325 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUTTERFLY 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980316     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. The undeniable beauty of butterflies has captured the hearts and minds of people 
throughout history, inspiring great artwork, poetry, and more. With this exciting new instalment in the 
IncrediBuilds series, both children and adults can explore their creativity and create unique, displayable 
art. No glue or tools needed. Skill Level: Easy. 

2326 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DESTINY SPARROW 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980781     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Customize your very own Sparrow with this replica model kit, matching your favourite 
colour and style options from within the Destiny universe. In a universe filled with the Hive, Fallen, Vex, 
and Cabal, few vehicles can outmanoeuver enemies like Sparrow. Capable of high speeds and tight 
cornering, the land-based vehicle is personalised to each Guardian and stored in their jumpship. An 
advanced level model kit. 

2327 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOLPHIN 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981337     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model 
set and craft your own unique, displayable dolphin. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps 
together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. 

2328 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELEPHANT 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981870     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Elephants are the world’s largest land animals and are known for being incredibly peaceful 
and intuitive creatures. Explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set and craft 
your own unique, displayable elephant. The wooden pieces are easy to assemble and snap together to 
form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are required. 

2329 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FLASH BOOK & 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682982396     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. As The Flash of Earth Three, Jay Garrick dons his metallic helmet and uses it as a 
symbol of hope to inspire the people in his universe. Now Flash fans can build their own model of the 
speedster’s helmet with this IncrediBuilds kit. The included 32 page book is packed with information 
on parallel Earths, speedsters from across the multiverse, the Speed Force itself, and the Flash who 
started it all, Barry Allen. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, 
displayable 3D model of Jay Garrick’s helmet. 
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2330 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981122     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. One of the most iconic bridges in the world, the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco 
symbolises American ingenuity and prosperity. With this exciting new instalment the IncrediBuilds 
series, readers can build their own customizable wood model with easy-to-follow instructions. The 
included passport-style book features interesting historical trivia, beautiful photographs and lots of fun 
facts. The set also contains an exclusive postcard to send to friends and sample craft projects to show 
readers how to create a custom collectible. 

2331 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GORILLA 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981863     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Known for being the world’s largest primate, gorillas are highly intelligent and incredibly 
social creatures. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model 
set and craft your own unique, displayable gorilla. The wooden pieces are easy to assemble and snap 
together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are required. 

2332 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT WHITE SHARKS 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980330     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. With seven layers of teeth and large, strong bodies few fish are more awesome to behold 
than the mighty shark - from a safe distance of course! Now, with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model 
set, both chidren and adults can explore their creativity and create a unique, displayable great white 
shark. With step-by-step instructions, no glue or tools are needed. 

2333 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HUMPBACK WHALE 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981351     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set 
and craft your own unique, displayable humpback whale. The wood model is easy to assemble and 
snaps together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. 

2334 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KOALA 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981375     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8+. Take a chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set and 
craft your own unique, displayable koala. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to 
form a dynamic 3D model. No Glue or tools are required. 

2335 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MANTA RAY 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981344     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set 
and craft your own unique, displayable mantra ray. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps 
together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. 

2336 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW YORK EMPIRE STATE BUILDING 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980422     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. Once the tallest building in the world, the Empire State Building in New York is an icon 
of American industry. With this exciting new instalment of the IncrediBuilds series, readers can build 
their own customizable wood model with easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions. The included booklet 
features interesting historical trivia, beautiful photographs, and lots of fun facts. The set also contains 
sample craft projects to show how readers can put their own unique spin on the model. 

2337 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVERWATCH D VAS MEKA MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981733     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Overwatch’s D.Va took the world by storm with her versatiltiy on the battlefield and relatable 
character. Bring D. Va’s MEKA to life with this IncrediBuilds 3D wood replica kit, and join the battle to 
defend against the omnic threat. This set includes an exclusive D.Va poster, laser-cut FSC wood sheets 
with easy-to assemble pieces, and step-by-step instructions. 

2338 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVERWATCH REINHARDT 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682982747     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Reinhardt Wilhelm, the noble armour-clad soldier from Blizzard Entertainment’s smash hit 
game Overwatch, is a bold protector who battles with his powerful Rocket Hammer. Bring Reinhardt to 
life with this IncrediBuilds 3D wood replica kit, and join the battle to defend against the omnic threat. 

2339 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVERWATCH WINSTON 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682982723     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Winston, the brilliant genetically engineered gorilla from Blizzard Entertainment’s Overwatch, 
inspires the world with his heroism and might. Bring Winston to life with this IncrediBuilds 3D wood 
replica kit, and join the battle to defend against the omnic threat. 

2340 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OWL 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980408     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Children can build their own customisable owl with this educational 3D wood model kit 
from IncrediBuilds. The kit includes laser, cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces. 

2341 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PACIFIC RIM UPRISING GIPSY AVENGER MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981238     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. In Earth’s apocalyptic war with the monstrous Kaiju, humanity has only one line of defence: 
Jaegers. Fans can now bring their very own Jaeger to life with this exciting 3D wooden model of Gipsy 
Avenger from Pacific Rim Uprising. This must-have IncrediBuilds kit also comes with a colour poster 
featuring Gipsy Avenger. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, 
displayable 3D version of this fantastic machine. 
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2342 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PANDA 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981382     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Known for being a gentle and peaceful animal, pandas are considered to be one 
of nature’s precious treasures. Now take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting 
IncrediBuilds wood model set and craft your own unique, displayable panda. The wood model is easy 
to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools needed. Unfortunately, 
giant pandas are on the cusp of becoming an endangered species. IncrediBuilds is partnering with the 
World Wildlife Fund, to raise awareness of these magnificent creatures and help protect this animal’s 
future. 

2343 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PARIS ARC DE TRIOMPHE 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980736     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. One of the most recognizable buildings in the world, the Arc de Triomphe has long been 
a source of endless fascination. This incredible wooden model allows you to build a 3D replica of the 
Arc de Triomphe that you can then colour and customize, perfect for anyone interested in design, 
architecture, and - of course - Paris. 

2344 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PARIS EIFFEL TOWER 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980439     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. One of the most recognizable buildings in the world, the Eiffel Tower has long been a 
source of endless fascination. This IncrediBuilds model set features a do-it-yourself, customizable 
replica of the Eiffel Tower perfect for anyone interested in design, architecture, and - of course - Paris. 
No glue or tools are required. 

2345 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEA TURTLE 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981368     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. One of the oldest species on Earth, sea turtles have been swimming the oceans for over 
100 million years. Now take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood 
model set and craft your own unique, displayable turtle. The wood model is easy to assemble and 
snaps together to form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. Unfortunately, most species 
of sea turtle are classified as endangered. IncrediBuilds is partnering with the World Wildlife Fund, to 
raise awareness of these magnificent creatures and help protect this animal’s future. 

2346 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHARK 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981399     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. With seven layers of teeth and large, strong bodies few fish are more awesome to behold 
than the mighty shark - from a safe distance of course! Now, with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model 
set, both chidren and adults can explore their creativity and create a unique, displayable shark. With 
step-by-step instructions, no glue or tools are needed. 

2347 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SLOTH 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981467     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Take the chance to explore your creativity with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set 
and craft your own unique displayable sloth. the wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to 
form a dynamic 3D model. No glue or tools are needed. 

2348 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPIDER 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980415     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Frequently mistaken for insects, the spider - an arachnid - is often misunderstood. 
Featuring a fully customizable 3D wood model of a black widow spider, this installment of the 
IncrediBuilds will thrill budding arachnologists. 

2349 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TYRANNOSAURUS REX 3D WOOD MODEL
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682980323     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. From The Good Dinosaur to Jurassic World, these prehistoric animals never fail to capture 
our hearts and imaginations. Now, with this exciting IncrediBuilds wood model set, both children and 
adults can explore their creativity and create a unique, displayable dinosaur. With clear step-by-step 
instructions, no glue or tools are needed. 

2350 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNICORN 3D MODEL & BOOK
INCREDIBUILDS
9781682981832     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Unicorns may be mythical creatures, but there are different stories about them from all 
over the world. Learn about the history of unicorn lore, from Arthurian legends all the way to modern 
books and movies. Featuring a fully customizable 3D wood model of a unicorn, this new IncrediBuilds 
kit is sure to spark the imagination. 

2351 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERMAN DAILY PLANET 3D WOOD MODEL & BOOK
INCREDIBUILDS DC COMICS
9781682981269     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Build your own 3D model of the Daily Planet globe with this exciting wood model kit, featuring 
a colour book of facts and trivia on DC Comics’ legendary Super Hero Superman. The wood model is 
easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, displayable 3D version of the Daily Planet 
globe. 

2352 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WONDER WOMAN 3D MODEL & BOOK
INCREDIBUILDS DC COMICS
9781682981290     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 10 to 14. She’s an Amazon warrior princess, a champion of peace and justice, and one of the 
most powerful and popular Super Heroes in the DC Universe. She’s Wonder Woman - and now fans 
can celebrate their love for her by building their own custom model of her iconic tiara with this exciting 
wood model set. The accompanying paperback book dives deep into the history and lore of Wonder 
Woman, exploring her origins, powers, and enduring status as a powerful feminist icon and role model 
for women around the world. A fun, creative way for DC Comics fans to show their love for the immortal 
Amazonian warrior. 

2353 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS CREST 3D WOOD MODE
INCREDIBUILDS HARRY POTTER
9781682981757     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 19/03/19

Put together the Hogwarts Crest 3D Wood Model and Book. The accompanying book gives readers a 
fascinating behind-the-scenes look at how Hogwarts castle was imagined, designed, and brought to life 
for the Harry Potter films. 
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2354 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BARNYARD ANIMALS
INCREDIBUILDS JR STACKABLES
9781682981481     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 3 to 6. The cow goes moo and the duck goes quack. Children can arrange all their favourite 
farmyard animals in an endless number of combinations with this boxed set of stackable wood figures. 
Each box comes with a horse, cow, goats, sheep, pig, rooster, duck, and bunny rabbit, as well as nine 
fun fact and craft cards with sample art projects for parents to do with their child to make each animal 
unique. Sturdy, all-natural wood is perfect for repeated stacking, making this a great activity for parents 
and young IncrediBuilders alike. 

2355 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINOSAURS
INCREDIBUILDS JR STACKABLES
9781682981498     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Dinosaurs lived millions of years ago, and there are hundreds of different kinds. Children 
can arrange all their favourite types of dinosaurs in an endless number of combinations with this boxed 
set of stackable wood figures. Each box comes with a T Rex, Triceratops, Stegasaurus, Perodactyl, 
Brachiosaurus, Velociraptor, Ankylosaurus, and Minmi, as well as fun fact and craft cards with sample 
art projects for parents to do with their child to make each animal unique. Sturdy, all-natural wood is 
perfect for repeated stacking, making this a great activity for parents and young IncrediBuilders alike. 

2356 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RESCUE VEHICLES
INCREDIBUILDS JR STACKABLES
9781682981689     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Make way for the ambulance. Children can arrange all their favourite rescue vehicles in an 
endless number of combinations with this boxed set of stackable wood figures. Each box comes with 
a fire truck, an ambulance, a police car, a helicopter, and a tow truck, as well as nine fun fact and craft 
cards with sample projects for parents to do with their child to make each vehicle their own. Sturdy, 
all-natural wood is perfect for repeated stacking, making this a great activity for parents and young 
IncrediBuilders alike. 

2357 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SAFARI ANIMALS
INCREDIBUILDS JR STACKABLES
9781682981474     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Roar with the lions and run with the gazelles of the savanna. Children can arrange all their 
favourite safari animals in an endless number of combinations with this boxed set of stackable wood 
figures. Each box comes with a giraffe, elephant, lion, gazelle, rhino, hippo, zebra, and warthog, as well 
as nine fun fact and craft cards with sample art projects for parents to do with their child to make each 
animal their own. Sturdy, all-natural wood is perfect for repeated stacking, making this a great activity 
for parents and young IncrediBuilders alike. 

2358 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DRAGONZORD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS POWER RANGERS
9781682981276     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Build and colour your own 3D Green Ranger Dragonzord model. This one-of-a-kind Zord 
is the baddest of them all - not even Rita Repulsa stands a chance against the Dragonzord. Mighty 
Morphin Power Ranger fans now have the chance to build their own wooden model of the Green 
Ranger’s titanic assault vehicle. Complete with a Power Rangers poster, this kit is a must-have for fans 
everywhere. 

2359 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
T REX DINOZORD 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS POWER RANGERS
9781682981283     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. Build and colour your own 3D T-Rex Dinozord model. With eyes that shoot fire, a roar that 
crates seismic blasts, and a tail that can topple enemies in a single swoop, This T-Rex Dinozord is ready 
for Morphin Time. Mighty Morphin Power Rangers fans now have the chance to build their own Signature 
Series 3D wooden model of the Dinozord that was piloted by none other than the Red Ranger, Jason Lee 
Scott. Complete with an original Power Rangers poster, this kit is a must-have for fans everywhere. 

2360 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALLIANCE 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS WORLD OF WARCRAF
9781682980132     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. For the Alliance! Celebrate the proud and noble Alliance of World of Warcraft with this do-it-
yourself 3D model of the Alliance crest. Fully customizable and easy to assemble, this one of-a-kind 
model kit is a must-have for both seasoned champions of the Alliance and fresh new recruits. 

2361 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HORDE 3D WOOD MODEL & POSTER
INCREDIBUILDS WORLD OF WARCRAF
9781682980538     K     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 12+. For the Horde! One of the two major factions of World of Warcraft, the Horde celebrates 
strength andacion over diplomacy. The perfect way to celebrate your own Horde pride, this kit includes 
everything you need to build your own wooden 3D Horde crest. This one of a kind interactive model kit 
is a must-have for everyone from seasoned war chiefs to fresh Horde recruits just learning the ropes. 

GAMES/PUZZLES

2362 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHO DID THIS POO
BOLDT, CLAUDIA
9781786273727     N 
LAURENCE KING 
£12.99     Published 18/03/19

Age 3+. A Matching and Memory Game. Did you know that wombats poo in cubes? Do you know which 
animal does sparkly poo? In this fun and slightly irreverent game children can match 27 animals to their 
droppings while satisfying their endless fascination for poo. The game also comes with a booklet full of 
fun poo facts! 

2363 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUTTERFLY WINGS A 
MATCHING GAME
BERRIE, CHRISTINE
9781786272850     N 
LAURENCE KING 
£14.99     Published 04/03/19

Age 6+. Match the upper sides and undersides of the wings of 25 species of butterfly from around the 
world in this beautifully illustrated matching game. With all kinds of stunning species - from the painted 
lady to the purple emperor - this fun and educational game is an ideal gift that will appeal to nature 
lovers everywhere. The game includes a mini dossier on each species, and can also be used as a 
memory game when you get to know the butterflies. Collect more pairs than your opponent to win. 

2364 n HHHH

GARDEN SNAP CARDS
BOWMAN, LUCY
9781474956796     N     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A new addition to the range of Usborne Snap cards. Each colourful card is illustrated with a 
garden-themed picture, including plants, objects and creepy crawlies. Simple instructions are included 
on the back of the box. Young children can learn to identify different things they might see in a garden. 
An exciting game for two or more players which is great for sharing with family and friends. The cards 
can also be used to play the matching game, ‘Pairs’. Illustrated by Mark Ruffle. 
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2365 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RONAN BOYLE & THE BRIDGE 
OF RIDDLES
LENNON, THOMAS
9781419739057     P 
ABRAMS 
£6.99     Published 05/03/19

Fourteen-year-old Ronan Boyle is the youngest and lowliest recruit to the secret Garda, an Irish police 
force that handles the misdeeds of numerous magical creatures. Ronan’s parents are in jail, but he 
is convinced they were framed by the wee people. So, despite his small size, poor eyesight, and 
social awkwardness, he’s determined to learn all he can in the Garda in order to prove his parents’ 
innocence. To show he’s got what it takes, he’ll have to confront a fiery leprechaun, a sinister harpy, and 
a whole world of monsters hidden in plain sight next to real-life Ireland. Fast paced, action packed, and 
hilarious, this is the start of a new series. 

2366 n HHHH

FORGING DESTINY
CUBE KID
9781449494452     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 12. An Unofficial Minecraft Adventure. In the last in the series of six unofficial Minecraft 
adventure books, everyone’s favourite 12-year-old villager-turned-warrior is back this time to use his 
warrior training on a new quest. There’s no time to enjoy his newfound stardom. To save Villagetown, 
Runt embarks on a perilous quest far beyond the safety of the wall. Between bizarre towns, terrifying 
dungeons, and epic boss battles, Runt must summon the hero within and say ‘so long’ to the noob! 

2367 n HHHHH

FAIRY TALES THE VILLAINS VERSION
UMANSKY, KAYE
9781781128534     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£7.99     Published 15/03/19

Age 8+. A curse involving a spindle goes terribly wrong for poor old Grimbleshanks. The Queen decides 
it’s time for silly, soppy Snow White to go. Lardine and Angula aren’t at all happy about having Ella for 
a stepsister. Old Maggit just wants to win the Wickedest Witch Contest with her house made of sweets. 
This is Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, Cinderella and Hansel and Gretel, re-told like you’ve never seen 
them before! 

2368 n HHHHH

WINTER OF THE WOLVES 
THE ANGLO-SAXON AGE IS 
DOWNING
BRADMAN, TONY
9781472953780     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Oslaf works hard to prove his worth in the village: he labours on the farm, he trains as a 
warrior and he is slowly finding his place in the community. But when the Chieftain makes the decision 
to move the village across the sea to the great new land of Britannia, suddenly the Britons are a greater 
threat than Oslaf’s rivalry with the Chieftian’s son, Wermund. Can the Anglos and the Saxons defeat the 
Britons? And will Oslaf be as brave as the hero in the tale of Beowulf? 

2369 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DENTIST OF DARKNESS
O’CONNELL, DAVIE
9781408887080     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Archie McBudge’s lazy summer has just turned into a magical meltdown! He was planning 
a sweet summer at Honeystone Hall. Picnics by the loch, watching the honeydragons flying around the 
hillsides, chasing ghosts through the shadowy castle hallways, and of course testing out all the new 
sweets from the Confectionary Factory. But now the Wyrdie Tree, source of all the magic in the town 
of Dundoodle, is dying, and the guardian must save it before Dundoodle’s magic is gone for good. And 
who’s the guardian, you ask? That’s right, Archie McBudge. With enemies on all sides - not to mention 
a very scary dentist to avoid - summer’s not looking too good. 

2370 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KID NORMAL & THE SHADOW 
MACHINE
JAMES, GREG
9781408898901     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 9 to 11. The hugely anticipated third book in the bestselling, award-winning Kid Normal series. 
After a dramatic jailbreak at a top secret prison, the planet’s most dangerous supervillains are on the 
loose! Luckily Murph Cooper and the Super Zeros are on hand to chase them down. But although they 
manage to bring in a whole host of baddies, they can’t find their nemesis Magpie anywhere. Little do 
they know that he is close by, and he’s linked up with another old enemy. Together, they’ve developed a 
dastardly machine that can GIVE people superpowers. In the wrong hands it has the potential to bring 
about the end of the world of Heroes as we know it... 

2371 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT ANIMAL ESCAPADE
KERR, JANE
9781911490340     P 
THE CHICKEN HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Danny works at Belle Vue Zoo, where - alongside training the famous elephant Maharajah - he 
helps out with the day-to-day tasks of caring for the animals. But when animals start escaping, Danny 
is the prime suspect: after all, he was a former street urchin and pickpocket. When a man turns up 
claiming to be his father, the plot thickens. Can Danny untangle the mystery of the animal escapade - 
and find out where he really belongs - in order to clear his name? 
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2372 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHE WOLF
SMITH, DAN
9781910655931     P 
THE CHICKEN HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. A young Viking girl is swept by a storm on to a desolate English beach. Cruelly orphaned there, 
Ylva becomes set on revenge, tracking a killer through dangerous hinterland. She wants only the favour 
of the Norse gods and the comfort of her stories. But when a stranger decides to protect Ylva - seeming 
to understand her where others cannot - Ylva must decide if her own legend will end in vengeance or 
forgiveness. 

2373 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WITCH COME TRUE
NICOL, JAMES
9781910655986     P     THE CHICKEN HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. The war is over and Arianwyn has discovered the secret of the quiet glyphs, but her troubles 
are far from over. Her day-to-day work as Lull’s witch is tricky enough: winter has set in, bringing bad 
weather, ice imps and befuddling Yule traditions. But when Arianwyn’s grandmother is abducted by the 
traitor on the Council, our witch faces her greatest challenge yet. What really makes a witch come true? 
Our lovable heroine is about to find out ... 

2374 n HHHH

ROYAL BIRTHDAY PARTY
BLYTON, ENID
9781405292665     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. A brand new full-colour short story from Blyton’s magical Wishing Chair series - an excellent 
companion to the successful Magic Faraway Tree Adventure series and perfect for readers age 5+. 
When Mollie and Peter go to buy their mother a birthday present, they discover the most extraordinary 
thing: a chair that can fly and grant wishes! Together with their friend Binky the Pixie, Mollie and Peter 
wish to become a prince and princess for the day, celebrating the birthday of Princess Peronell at the 
royal palace. But whatever do you give a princess for their birthday? 

2375 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMELIA FANG AND THE HALF 
MOON HOLIDAY
ANDERSON, LAURA E
9781405292092     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. It’s the half-moon holidays in gloomy Nocturnia which means no school for Amelia and her 
friends! Instead they are going to spend it with their Rainbow Rangers troop, (lead by unicorns Ricky 
and Graham) earning badges on Sugar Plum Island. But whilst exploring, Amelia and the gang stumble 
upon an ancient curse - and are shrunk to the size of bugs! How will they make the Bloodcurdlingly BIG 
journey to break the curse when they are all so very TINY? 

2376 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHESTER PARSONS IS NOT A 
GORILLA
FORD, MARTYN
9780571332236     P 
FABER CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. A fast-paced, mind-boggling and hilarious yet thought-provoking read from the author of 
The Imagination Box series. When Chester discovers he can mind jump, his sister Amy wastes no time 
in putting his new skills to work boosting the viewing figures on her video blog. And when a TV company 
takes them global, he does his most daring mind jump yet, into the brain of Tito the gorilla. The trouble 
is, when he tries to return to his own body - it’s gone! Has it been stolen? But who would want it, and 
why? And how come Chester suddenly has the urge to search Amy’s hair for fleas? The quest to find 
the answers takes him on a journey beyond his wildest imagination. 

2377 n HHHHH

DAVE PIGEON ROYAL COO
HADDOW, SWAPNA
9780571336982     P     FABER CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Dave Pigeon and his best friend Skipper are taking in the sights of London. Whilst pecking 
around the gates of the Royal Palace, looking for high-brow snacks to feast on, they meet Prince Raju 
Pigeon, one of the Queen’s personal birds from the Royal Lofts. Raju is tired of royal life and longs to 
see life beyond the palace gates. Dave suggests they swap places for a short while! Raju will get to 
see how normal pigeon lives and Dave will be pampered in the Royal Lofts. Of course, this all goes to 
Dave’s head and as he laps up the royal treatment becoming more unbearable than ever. But life in 
high society is not all it’s cracked up to be... 

2378 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOOK CASE
SHELTON, DAVE
9781910989395     P 
DAVID FICKLING PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Daphne is off to St Rita’s, an exclusive girls’ boarding school. It sounds awfully respectable and Daphne 
herself is awfully respectable too. She loves to read, and is delighted to be offered the chance to 
interview for Librarian’s assistant’s assistant immediately upon arrival. But it turns out nothing is quite 
what you’d expect at St Rita’s... and Daphne discovers the librarian doesn’t really exist. But there is 
a librarian’s assistant, Emily Lime. And she’s really a crime-solving genius, who’s looking for a new 
assistant of her own. And book-smart Daphne is just the girl for the job, because mystery and intrigue 
are about to strike St Rita’s. 
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2379 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALL THE FUN OF THE FAIR
HENN, SOPHY
9780008268091     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. The second book in the wickedly funny new series for ages six and up from the creator of 
‘Where Bear?’, ‘Pass it On’ and the Pom Pom series, with colour illustrations throughout. Bad Nana is 
a deliciously wicked new series for ages six and up, told through the eyes of 8-year-old Jeanie. Bad 
Nana’s naughty exploits will make you snort with laughter! 

2380 n HHHH

MURDER AT THE MUSEUM
JONES, LENA
9780008211899     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 11+. A second mystery for thirteen-year-old Agatha Oddly - a bold, determined heroine, and 
the star of this stylish new detective series. Agatha’s set to become the youngest member of the 
Gatekeepers’ Guild, but before that, she’s got a mystery to solve! There’s been a murder at the British 
Museum and, although the police are investigating, Agatha suspects that they’re missing a wider plot 
going on below London - a plot involving a disused Tube station, a huge fireworks display, and five 
thousand tons of gold bullion... 

2381 n HHHH

CRYSTAL OF TIME
CHAINANI, SOMAN
9780008292201     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

In this fifth instalment in Soman Chainani’s New York Times bestselling fantasy series, The School 
for Good and Evil, Sophie, Agatha, and their friends must find a way to overthrow the sinister evil that 
twists lies into the truth and seeks to rewrite their story. A false king has claimed the throne of Camelot, 
sentenced Tedros to death, and forced Sophie to be his queen. Only Agatha manages to escape. Now 
Agatha and the students at the School for Good and Evil must find a way to restore Tedros to his throne 
and save Camelot...  before all of their fairy tales come to a lethal end. 

2382 n HHHH

RISE OF THE DRAGONS
SAGE, ANGIE
9780545864961     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Once, our world was full of dragons, and they lived alongside humans in harmony. But 
after a rogue group called the Raptors tried to gain power over Earth, all dragons were banished to 
another realm. Centuries passed, and it was as if they had never existed. But some still knew the truth, 
and the legend stayed alive... When Sirin becomes the first child to ‘lock’ with a dragon in centuries - 
forming a deep friendship unlike anything she’s ever imagined - she learns that not all dragons have 
good intentions. And soon she finds herself at the centre of a terrifying battle... With 9 collectible game 
cards that put YOU inside the dragon battle! 

2383 n HHHH

BURGLARY FOR BEGINNERS/ROBBERY FOR RASCALS
DEARY, TERRY
9781407195629     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. Two books in one! Laugh-out-loud stories from the bestselling author of Horrible Histories. 
Want to rob the rich and give to the poor? Why not train at the world’s first crime academy! ‘Burglary for 
Beginners’: Mayor Twistle is one of the richest men in Wildpool. But when it comes to helping the poor, 
his hands are kept firmly in his pockets. ‘Robbery for Rascals’: Cruel Judge Fumble decides to rest at 
his country mansion. But he must ensure that his fortune is safe on the journey home... On the other 
side of town, the students of the world’s first Crime Academy are getting a lesson from the greatest 
highway robber Wildpool has ever seen! 

2384 n HHHH

SADDLES & SECRETS
SMILEY, JANE
9781407184432     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 12. A young rider gets to know a new pony, adjusts to a new sibling, and learns a lot about 
secrets in this follow-up to Pulitzer Prize-winner Jane Smiley’s ‘Riding Lessons’. Ellen can’t stop 
thinking about the racehorse Ned - and the secret she shares with him. There seem to be a lot of 
secrets in Ellen’s life these days. There are secrets her parents are keeping from her that could change 
everything about her life. One thing that’s not a secret is how much Ellen wants to jump. The horse 
she’s riding these days is a pony she can trust. But he can’t possibly be as interesting as Ned, can he? 
And will her parents’ secret take her away from the stable forever? 

2385 n HHHH

SCIENCE FAIR CRISIS
FRIDOLFS, DEREK
9781338273281     H     SCHOLASTIC 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 12. An all-new adventure illustrated by new artist Pamela Lovas! Clark Kent (Superman), 
Bruce Wayne (Batman), and Diana Prince (Wonder Woman) are starting a new school year at 
Justice Prep. This semester, everyone is focusing on their science projects: Principal James Gordon 
announced that the winner of the upcoming science fair gets an all-inclusive trip to the new S.T.A.R. 
Laboratories space facility... This hilarious newest chapter in the Secret Hero Society saga is not to be 
missed! 

2386 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SECRET SUPERVILLAIN VS 
LIGHTNING GIRL
DIXON, ALESHA
9781407193328     P 
SCHOLASTIC 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. The third title in this funny, pacy middle-grade series by the much-loved celebrity Alesha 
Dixon, in collaboration with Katy Birchall. Aurora Beam is a super-annoyed superhero. She’s desperate 
to help her mum and grandma track down the stolen precious stone that holds the key to the family’s 
powers, but there’s a dangerous supervillain on the loose with a deep-seated desire for revenge, and 
not even Lightning Girl and the Bright Sparks may be a match for him or her... Worried that whoever 
has the stone will destroy it and flick the switch off on her powers for ever, Aurora refuses to hide at 
home and stay safe... 

2387 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOM GATES BISCUITS BANDS & VERY BIG PLAN
PICHON, LIZ
9781407189307     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. The bestselling fully-illustrated Tom Gates series is back with a new book! This book is Very 
important because it contains Biscuits, Bands and all my (doodled) plans to make DogZombies the Best 
band in the world. My Very Big Plan: 1. Write more songs about Very important things like... ... biscuits. 
2. Make sure there’s a good supply of Snacks for our band practice. 3. Avoid Delia at All Costs, she 
thinks I’ve been Snooping in her room. (I have.). 4. Doodle as much as possible, especially if Marcus 
is watching. 

2388 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANIMALS BEASTIES & MONSTERS OF SCOTLAND
TAYLOR, LEA
9780750986861     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 7 to 11. These stories are wild. These stories are magic. Maybe it’s wrong to try and trap them in a 
book. Maybe you should set them free and tell them. Some of these stories are stange and sad, some 
are a bit scary and some are a bit mad. The ancestors liked them, that is why they passed them down 
to us. Read them and pass them on. These stories - specially chosen to be enjoyed by 7-11 year old 
readers - sparkle with magic and explode with adventure. As old as the mountains and the sea, they are 
freshly re-made for today’s readers by Scottish storyteller Lea Taylor. 
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2389 n HHHHH

HANGMANS CROSSING
MABBITT, WILL
9781510104570     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Jake may have already outrun and outwitted a grim reaper - saving his own life, as well 
as the soul of an innocent ghost - but his spooky adventure has only just begun... In return for helping 
ghost, Stiffkey, resolve his unfinished business and travel to the Afterworld, Jake has now been 
awarded an official position working for the Embassy of the Dead, protecting ghosts in need. He didn’t 
ask for it and, to be honest, he doesn’t necessarily want it, but saying ‘no’ to the Embassy isn’t an 
option. 

2390 n HHHHH

EMILY WINDSNAP & THE PIRATE PRINCE
KESSLER, LIZ
9781510104228     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Meet Emily Windsnap! Ordinary girl on land, magical mermaid in water... When Emily 
Windsnap’s boyfriend Aaron is captured by pirates there’s only one option - join a rival pirate crew 
and persuade them to help rescue him. The Pirate Prince agrees, as long as Emily assists in finding 
the Trident’s Treasure first. But as if boarding a pirate ship weren’t dangerous enough, Emily soon 
discovers that pirates hate mermaids. If her true identity is revealed, her life - and Aaron’s - will be at 
risk. How will Emily keep her secret when the only way to win the treasure is by turning into a mermaid? 

2391 n HHHHH

HORRID HENRY UP, UP & 
AWAY
SIMON, FRANCESCA
9781510105928     P 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Number one for fiendish fun! Four brand-new, wickedly funny and totally brilliant stores 
featuring ihe inimitable Horrid Henry! Contains Horrid Henry: Up, Up and Away, Horrid Henry Changes 
History, Horrid Henry Steals the Show and Horrid Henry and the Zoom of Doom. Illustrated by Tony 
Ross, these timeless stories offer an irresistible introduction to read for pleasure, featuring one of the 
best-loved characters in children’s fiction. 

2392 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO BAKE A SAUSAGE DOG
REINHARDT, KIRSTEN
9781910411889     P     LITTLE ISLAND PRESS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. A brilliant and hilarious adventure from award-winning author Kirsten Reinhardt with black-and-
white line drawings by David Roberts. Eleven-year-old Fennymore lives with his strange great-aunt in 
an old house with only a magical bike for company. After she dies, Fennymore sets off with his new 
friend Fizzy to find his parents, who mysteriously disappeared. They fall foul of a silvery grey gentleman 
and an evil doctor who wants to get his hands on his father’s mysterious invention. 

2393 n HHHH

JASPER & SCRUFF
COLTON, NICOLA
9781788950695     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 8. Jasper has everything he could want - a fancy apartment, bow ties in every colour and a 
large book collection. The only thing he’s missing is the right type of friends! Jasper wants to become a 
member of ‘The Sophisticats’, a society for exceptional felines, more than anything. When they accept 
Jasper’s dinner invitation, he knows his chance to impress has arrived. But a boisterous puppy called 
Scruff follows Jasper home and his evening doesn’t quite go to plan... 

2394 n HHHHH

DIRTY BERTIE SPIDER
MACDONALD, ALAN
9781847159465     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 8. Dirty Bertie, the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits, is back for another dose of 
comic chaos. Join Bertie as he accidentally unleashes a huge spider in school, smuggles Whiffer into 
a posh hotel and tries his hardest to lose the awful jumper Gran has knitted for him. Illustrated by Alan 
MacDonald. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JULY 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

2395 n HHHHH

LITTLE LION RESCUE
DELAHAYE, RACHEL
9781788950688     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 8. Fliss loves animals and will do anything to save them! Join her on her adventures to save 
wild animals in danger. What starts out as a school trip to the zoo for Fliss and her classmates ends 
up being the adventure of a lifetime when Fliss is magically whisked away to the Serengeti! There she 
finds a little lost lion cub, separated from its family, and Fliss is determined to reunite them. But with 
only a bottle of water, half a sandwich and her instinct to guide her across the plains, is she ready to 
face the wild? 

2396 n HHHHH

SOPHIE & SHINE
MCKAIN, KELLY
9781788950268     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 10. Saddle up for a week in pony paradise! At Sunnyside Stables, each girl gets her own pony 
to look after and ride for a week. Sophie is thrilled to arrive at Pony Camp and meet her gorgeous pony, 
Shine. But her parents have been too busy to take her riding recently and she’s disappointed when she 
is put in the beginners’ group. When items start disappearing from the girls’ cabin, Sophie is determined 
to both ride into the advanced group and catch the thief. But what if everyone suspects that she’s the 
one who’s been stealing? 

2397 n HHHHH

SPOOK TACULAR SURPRISE
WILSON  ANNA
9781788950183     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Vlad finally has his Bat Licence but his mother now wants him to have super strength - or it’s 
off to the Black Tower with him! If only he could show her how funny he is in the school play with Minxie. 
But he has to keep his human friends a secret from his parents, and being a vampire secret from the 
humans. Then, when he suddenly turns into a bat at school, all his secrets are revealed... 

2398 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ARLO MISS PYTHIA & THE 
FORBIDDEN BOX
HEMMING, ALICE
9781848864054     P 
MAVERICK 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

Class 4X (now 5P) are back with a completely new teacher: Miss Pythia. Though she’s no Mrs Ogg, 
her strange prophetic visions and mysterious box are definitely not normal. When 5P are picked to take 
part in A Play in a Day, they decide Pandora’s Box would be the perfect play to perform. Arlo is elected 
as director but the power goes to his head and, when things fall into chaos, he fails to notice that the 
cardboard replica of Pandora’s box has been switched: the one Paige is about to open on stage is 
none other than Miss Pythia’s one! The play is a success and they end up winning the ‘Best Teamwork’ 
award. 
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2399 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TEACHERS ON PLUTO
TRELEAVEN, LOU
9781848864047     P 
MAVERICK 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

Age 6 to 10. Jon thought being seven and a half kilometres from Earth would save him from his teacher, 
Mrs Hall, but apparently not. Now that the President of Pluto is on his honeymoon, Mrs Hall has been 
chosen to look after Pluto. But when her new laws mean everyone is sat around doing spelling tests 
and Iron Age projects, Jon and Straxi must take matters into their own hands .... especially when there’s 
a giant, mutant snarlger on the loose! 

2400 n HHHH

GOLDEN SHELL
HARRISON, PAULA
9780857633439     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Princess Ella is worried about starting a new school, until she meets Lottie and the other 
Rescue Princesses! She’s also got a new pet to help her settle in - a tiny baby rabbit with the softest 
ears in the world! Then, when the little rabbit escapes into a secret passage under the school, Ella 
realises her new life is about to get very excited indeed... 

2401 n HHHH

RAINBOW OPAL
HARRISON, PAULA
9780857633415     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Princess Summer loves having her friends to stay - her Kingdom has lots of amazing animals 
in it and they are having a great time exploring. But it’s the baby koala that really captures their hearts. 
So when it gets into danger, they know they’re in for another Rescue Princesses adventure! 

2402 n HHHH

SILVER LOCKET
HARRISON, PAULA
9780857631916     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Rosalind and the other princesses are in the Kingdom of Taldonia for the Autumn Ball. They 
love playing with a little puppy called Patch. But they can’t stop arguing, and Rosalind decides it’s 
easier to be friends with animals than with silly princesses. She goes off on her own, and that’s when 
disaster strikes! Patch gets lost in the woods and Rosalind needs the other Rescue Princesses to help 
find him. But what if they’re not her friends any more? 

2403 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOY WHO FLEW
HITCHCOCK, FLEUR
9781788004381     P 
NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. From the acclaimed author of ‘Murder In Midwinter’, Fleur Hitchcock’s ‘The Boy Who Flew’ is 
a thrilling murder-mystery set among the steep rooftops and slippery characters of Athan’s intricately 
imagined world. Athan Wilde dreams of flight. When his friend, Mr Chen, is murdered, Athan must 
rescue the flying machine they were building together and stop it falling into the wrong hands. But 
keeping the machine safe puts his family in terrible danger. What will Athan choose - flight or family? 

2404 n HHHHH

AMBER NECKLACE
HARRISON, PAULA
9780857639899     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Princess Zina is shocked to discover that the forest home of her kingdom’s lemurs is in danger! 
Can she and her princess friends work together to save the lovely animals and their precious trees? 

2405 n HHHHH

ICE DIAMOND
HARRISON, PAULA
9780857631930     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Princess Maya is delighted to welcome the Rescue Princesses to the Kingdom of Lepari. It’s 
a beautiful land, where the king has sworn to protect the rare snow leopards that live in the mountains. 
So Maya and her new friends are devastated to learn of a plot to harm the animals. And this time, their 
cunning and ninja moves will not be enough to foil it. They must learn to use the beautiful Ice Diamond, 
and become invisible... 

2406 n HHHHH

SHIFTY MCGIFTY & SLIPPERY SAM THE ALIENS ARE COMING
CORDEROY, TRACEY
9781788001526     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. Three more slapstick adventures from our favourite doggy detectives, all set in the summer 
sun. And things are hotting up! Someone is cheating in the sandscastle competition! There’s something 
fishy about the new cafe! But it’s the Alien Invasion that really makes Shifty and Sam lose their cool! 
Anyone for an iced bun?! Brilliant stories hilariously told by Tracey Corderoy and beautifully brought to 
life by Steven Lenton’s illustrations. 

2407 n HHHHH

AISHA THE ASTRONAUT FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408355121     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Join Rachel and Kirsty for the biggest adventure of all - following your dreams! Rachel and 
Kirsty are so excited to meet the Discovery Fairies, who look after some of the most exciting jobs in the 
world. But when Jack Frost steals Aisha the Astronaut Fairy’s magical item, the astronauts everywhere 
lose their mojo! Can the girls help Aisha defeat him in a truly out-of-this-world adventure? 
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2408 n HHHHH

DANI THE DETECTIVE FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408355169     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. Join Rachel and Kirsty for the biggest adventure of all - following your dreams. Rachel and 
Kirsty are so excited to meet the Discovery Fairies, who look after some of the most exciting jobs in the 
world. But when Jack Frost steals Dani the Detective Fairy’s magical item, detectives everywhere run 
out of clues! Can the girls help Dani get it back and help solve mysteries everywhere? 

2409 n HHHHH

ELSIE THE ENGINEER FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408355183     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Join Rachel and Kirsty for the biggest adventure of all - following your dreams! Rachel and 
Kirsty are so excited to meet the Discovery Fairies, who look after some of the most exciting jobs in 
the world. But when Jack Frost steals Elsie the Engineer Fairy’s magical item, engineers everywhere 
lose their very special skills! Can the girls help Elsie defeat him and save the magic of engineering from 
being destroyed? 

2410 n HHHHH

ORLA THE INVENTOR FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408355145     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Join Rachel and Kirsty for the biggest adventure of all - following your dreams! Rachel and 
Kirsty are so excited to meet the Discovery Fairies, who look after some of the most exciting jobs in the 
world. But when Jack Frost steals Orla the Inventor Fairy’s magical item, inventors everywhere stop 
having ideas! Can the girls help Orla defeat him and bring inspiration back to fairy and human worlds? 

2411 n HHHHH

CHARLOTTE THE BABY PRINCESS FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408354490     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. This cheerful and inviting Early Reader brings the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic’s 
youngest fans have been waiting for! Charlotte the Baby Princess Fairy makes sure that all royal 
babies are happy and snug in their cribs. But when Jack Frost steals her magical lion toy, mini princes 
and princesses everywhere are up all night! Can Kirsty and Rachel help Charlotte stop the palace 
pandemonium? 

2412 n HHHHH

NIGHT THIEF
BLADE, ADAM
9781408355602     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. X-Men meets Beast Quest at the school for superheroes! An epic new adventure series 
from bestselling author Adam Blade - with amazing comic- book style illustrations. Jack, Danny, and 
Ruby To the Rescue! Team Hero. Join a crime busting unit when an ancient artifact is stolen from a 
museum. But the thief is more slippery than they realise... 

2413 n HHHHH

ARMY AWAKENS
BLADE, ADAM
9781408355626     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. X-Men meets Beast Quest at the school for superheroes! An epic new adventure series 
from bestselling author Adam Blade - with amazing comic- book style illustrations. Team Hero Vs the 
Agent! It is Time for Jack, Ruby and Danny to Face the Dreaded Agent. Can they restore the Shards of 
Ether before they are used for unspeakable evil? 

2414 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROALD DAHL’S ROTSOME & 
REPULSANT WORDS
RENNIE, SUSAN
9780192771971     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Cheeky chiddlers will love foxing grown-ups with Roald Rahl’s mischievously insulting 
language. Plus get ready to be goose-gruggled and fluckgungled by the raft of snippets of serious 
language facts they will learn too. This little book is full of vermicious tips, definitions and examples from 
the World’s No 1 storyteller. 

2415 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MISSING FAIRY WRENS
BOOTH, ANNE
9780192766250     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Spring is in the air, the flowers are blooming, and Maya is excited to meet the tiny fairy 
wrens in the Magical Kingdom of Birds. But something’s wrong: half of the birds have gone missing. 
Can this be another of Lord Astor’s despicable plans? And can Maya and her friends stop him before 
it’s too late? Beautiful black and white artwork from Rosie Butcher paired with wonderful stories from 
author Anne Booth. Each book focuses on a different species of bird - this story features superb and 
splendid fairy wrens! 

2416 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHT WALKER
SPARKES, ALI
9780192749970     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Something weird is going on at the hospital - children are going in, and not coming out 
again. Elena, Matt, and Tima are investigating, but even they are struggling to uncover the truth. But 
Spin is preparing to come out of the shadows, and when he does, nothing will be the same... The third 
standalone adventure in Ali Sparkes’ thrilling Night Speakers series. 
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2417 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COSMIC ATLAS OF ALFIE 
FLEET
HOWARD, MARTIN
9780192767509     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Alfie Fleet is off on an adventure beyond his wildest dreams. From Brains-in-Jars World to 
the planet of Outlandish, nowhere is too big, too small, or too bizarre to make its way into the Cosmic 
Atlas. But although Alfie loves to explore, he still needs to be home before his mum gets in from work, 
otherwise there will be big trouble! Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy for kids! Illustrated by Chris Mould. 

2418 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ISADORA MOON HAS A 
SLEEPOVER
MUNCASTER, HARRIET
9780192767110     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Isadora Moon is special because she’s different. Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a 
vampire and she’s a bit of both. When Isadora is invited to stay at her friend Zoe’s house she’s so 
excited - she hasn’t been to a sleepover before! And with a touch of Isadora magic, this is going to be 
the best fairy vampire sleepover ever! A beautiful, charming, and funny series of first chapter books. 

2419 n HHHH

BUMPER BLOBHEADS
STEWART, PAUL
9781529015447     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. From Paul Stewart and illustrator Chris Riddell, four Blobhead stories with a brand new 
cover look for the 20th Anniversary edition: Invasion of the Blobs, Talking Toasters, School Stinks! and 
Beware of the Babysitter! Billy Barnes has found Blobheads in his bathroom - weird purple aliens from 
the planet Blob. They arrived through an alpha-gamma space-time wormhole - and they’re on a very 
important mission. Kerek and Zerek are highly intelligent intergalactic beings. Their companion Derek 
is... um... an intergalactic being. They’re trying to find the Most High Emperor of the universe. And they 
think they’re going to discover him in Billy’s bathroom... 

2420 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEADLY 7
JENNINGS, GARTH
9781509887644     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 9 to 11. When Nelson’s beloved big sister goes missing on a school trip, his parents join the search 
party and leave Nelson in the care of his mad Uncle Pogo, the caretaker of St Paul’s Cathedral. It 
is here that Nelson stumbles across a machine designed to extract the seven deadly sins. But once 
extracted, the sins become living, breathing monsters... A monster adventure by successful director 
Garth Jennings, packed full of hilariously appealing illustrations. 

2421 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINGED HORSE RACE
GEORGE, KALLIE
9781509885329     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. A breathtaking adventure from Kallie George, beautifully illustrated by Lucy Eldridge, 
with an ancient setting and a thoroughly modern heroine. Pippa is a foundling working in a stables in 
ancient Greece, until one day she catches a glimpse of an enormous silver wing in the clouds. When 
she wakes up the next morning on Mount Olympus, she discovers that she has been elected as one of 
the riders in Zeus’s Winged Horse Race. The winner’s prize is immortality. Pippa falls instantly in love 
with her easily-distracted young horse, Zeph and they quickly become a fantastic team, exploring the 
interesting characters who live on Olympus. 

2422 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JAPANESE MYTHS LEGENDS & FOLKTALES
YASUDA, YURI
9784805314739     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 12/03/19

Learn Japanese and enjoy folktales at the same time with this whimsically illustrated multicultural 
children’s book! This bilingual edition of ‘A Treasury of Japanese Folktales’ - presented in both English 
and Japanese the book - contains 12 of the best Japanese legends and fairy tales, told to generation 
after generation of Japanese children. Adventures carry carry us, on turtle-back, to the splendours of 
the underwater palace of the dragon princess, to the beautiful hills where Kintaro plays with his animal 
friends, and to a temple where we discover a ‘tea kettle’ that is really a cunning badger in disguise. 

2423 n HHHH

STIG & THE SILVER GHOST
CLAYDON, JON
9781848126718     P     PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Bunsfold, Surrey, and the nights are drawing in. And something wicked this way comes. 
A thick fog descends on the town and refuses to disperse. Is a malign spectre really afoot in the town? 
Or just mass paranoia? The junior Top Gear gang Sam, Buster, Cabriola and Ford - have a theory. 400 
years ago to the week, the God-fearing and righteous villagers of Bunsfolde burnt a sinister crone who 
lived deep in the woods - and she appears to me making a return. But are the sightings simply publicity 
ruses engineered by the Cruiser Corps? Or has the ghost of the old crone really risen to seek revenge 
on the descendants of her village persecutors? 

2424 n HHHHH

POTKIN & STUBBS
GREEN, SOPHIE
9781848127616     P 
PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. A new series filled with ghostly goings-on and an unusual investigative duo. Lil Potkin lives in 
bleak Peligan City. Her mum works in City Hall and is rarely at home, so aspiring journalist Lil has all the time 
she needs to explore the city in her bright yellow raincoat, investigating unsolved stories. One rainy evening Lil 
meets a sad-looking boy sitting by himself in the bus station and buys him a hot chocolate. That night Lil wakes 
to find him in her bedroom. He doesn’t want to admit to being a ghost; and he needs Lil’s help to find out what 
happened to him after he disappeared from his orphanage a year ago... Illustrated by Karl Mountford. 
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2425 n HHHHH

NOTHING TO SEE HERE HOTEL
BUTLER, STEVEN
9781471178733     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Welcome to The Nothing to See Here Hotel! A hotel for magical creatures run by Frankie 
Banister and his parents. Having dealt with a demanding goblin prince and a grumpy leprechaun, 
entertaining a family of yetis (during a summer snow storm) and keeping the hotel hidden from human 
eyes, the Banister family have had their work cut out. But in the hotel where weird is normal, you can 
guarantee that there’ll be more trouble on the way! 

2426 n HHHHH

GREAT DIAMOND CHASE
MONTEFIORE, SANTA
9781471171499     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Life is an adventure. Anything in the world is possible - by will and by luck, with a moist carrot, 
a wet nose and a slice of mad courage! Little Shylo Tawny-Tail and the Royal Rabbits of London are 
back! A precious diamond has been stolen from Buckingham Palace and it’s up to the Royal Rabbits to 
uncover the culprit and rescue the diamond! 

2427 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BADMAN & THE 
INVASION OF THE KILLER 
AUNTIES
ARSHAD, HUMZA
9780241340608     P 
PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. ‘Little Badman and the Invasion of the Killer Aunties.’ Humza Khan is the greatest 11-year-
old rapper Eggington has ever known: he is Little Badman and he is destined to be rich and famous. 
But when his music teacher is taken ill his dreams are put on hold. His Auntie has stepped in as 
substitute, and nobody seems to care about the unorthodox teaching because of the endless sweet 
treats. As other teachers start to disappear, with more Aunties appearing in their place, Humza knows 
something isn’t right. With the help of his elderly Uncle and friends Umer and Wendy, he discovers that 
the suspicious Aunties might not be as friendly as they seem... 

2428 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
MONTGOMERY, L M
9780241374856     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘Anne of Green Gables’ is one of The Sisterhood, 
a collection of six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in 
a stunning set in celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

2429 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEIDI
SPYRI, JOHANNA
9780241374870     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 11. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘Heidi’ is one of The Sisterhood, a collection of 
six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in a stunning set in 
celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th centuries. 

2430 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE PRINCESS
BURNETT, FRANCES H
9780241380666     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 12. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘A Little Princess’ is one of The Sisterhood, 
a collection of six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in 
a stunning set in celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

2431 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE WOMEN
ALCOTT, LOUISA MAY
9780241374863     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘Little Women’ is one of The Sisterhood, a 
collection of six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in 
a stunning set in celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

2432 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRIDE & PREJUDICE
AUSTEN, JANE
9780241374887     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 10+. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘Pride and Prejudice’ is one of The Sisterhood, 
a collection of six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in 
a stunning set in celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

2433 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RAILWAY CHILDREN
NESBIT, EDITH
9780241374900     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. One of the best-loved classics of all time, ‘The Railway Children’ is one of The Sisterhood, 
a collection of six unforgettable Puffin Classics, brought together for International Women’s Day in 
a stunning set in celebration of some of the most iconic female writers of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

2434 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW HIGH THE MOON
PARSONS, KARYN
9780241346891     P 
PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. ‘How High The Moon’ is inspired by the tragic true story of George Sinney, the youngest 
American ever to be executed at 14 in 1944. In the small Southern, segregated town of Alcolu, South 
Carolina, 11-year-old Ella spends her days fishing and running wild with her cousins. There is always 
danger lurking within the simmering tension of a town divided by race, and her mother lives far away 
in Boston, dreaming of being a jazz singer. Ella is ecstatic when her mother invites her to visit. But her 
happiness is shattered when she returns to the news that her classmate, George, has been arrested for 
the murder of two white girls. 
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2435 n HHHHH

UNICORN WISHES
KINSELLA, SOPHIE
9780241380260     P     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 8. ‘My mummy looks normal, like any other mummy... but she’s not. Because she can turn 
into a fairy. All she has to do is stamp her feet three times, clap her hands, wiggle her bottom and say 
‘Marshmallow’... and POOF! She’s Mummy Fairy.’ But sometimes Mummy Fairy’s magic goes wrong, 
and it’s up to Ella to help... In this third book of spellbinding adventures about Mummy Fairy and Ella, 
you’ll find flying cars, enchanted ballet shoes, a unicorn in the kitchen - and of course, Ella’s very own 
magical wardrobe. 

2436 n HHHHH

CASE OF THE MISSING TREASURE
STEVENS, ROBIN
9780241395547     P     PUFFIN 
£2.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. A brilliant and gripping mini-mystery from the bestselling author of Murder Most Unladylike. 
‘I, the Honourable Daisy Wells, have decided to give an account of another mystery the Detective 
Society has faced in recent weeks. It was very exciting, and very heroic, and I was very brilliant and 
brave.’ A daring thief has been robbing London’s most famous museums. When Daisy’s birthday 
treasure hunt leads them into the path of the culprit, Daisy and Hazel realise where they’ll strike next - 
the British Museum! With help from their friends (and rivals) the Junior Pinkertons, the girls must crack 
codes, unravel clues and race against time to solve the mystery. 

2437 n HHHHH

LOST MAGICIAN
TORDAY, PIERS
9781784294502     P 
QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. 1945. They have survived the Blitz, but when Simon, Patricia, Evelyn and Larry step through 
a magical library door, they walk into a danger-filled adventure. They have discovered Folio: an 
enchanted world of fairy knights, bears and tree gods, which is under threat from an army of silver 
robots. The many stories of the Library are locked in eternal war, and the children’s only hope is to find 
the mysterious magician who has been lost for centuries. What they discover will change not just their 
own lives, but the fate of the world, for ever ... 

2438 n HHHH

PRIVATE KEEP OUT
GRANT, GWEN
9781784875039     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. A forgotten classic brought back into print for the first time in decades, this is the story of a 
young girl growing up in a mining town in 1948, who is practising to become a writer when she grows 
up...possibly. It’s hard work being a writer. There’s no privacy in a house with six kids and there’s no 
time, especially if you have to go to school and to dancing class (and wear frilly knickers) and Sunday 
school (and sing about being a sunbeam). You’re supposed to write about what you know, which means 
this is about annoying sisters with no sense of humour and brothers who think they know everything, 
and bullies and chicken spots and being run over. 

2439 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LAST ZOO
GAYTON, SAM
9781783447701     P 
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Pia lives in a zoo in the middle of the Pacific Ocean with her parents (both ghosts), several 
old and cranky genies, a devil, and two young angels. She spends her days trimming genie-beards, 
trying to avoid being tricked into selling her soul, and waiting for the angels to make a miracle big 
enough to save the world. Then the angels go missing. Can she solve the riddles of the mysterious 
halos the angels have left behind? Is the zoo’s devil really trying to help her? And what does this all 
have to do with her best friends, the Rekkers? Pia needs to solve the mystery fast, because everything 
around her seems to be ending - maybe even the world itself... 

2440 n HHHH

MOON GIRL STOLE MY FRIEND
PATTERSON, REBECCA
9781783447985     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. It’s 2099. Lyla lives in a world of robocats, flying sweets and instant snow, but some things 
never change. Little brothers are still annoying, school teachers make you cringe, and, when your best 
friend deserts you for the new girl, it still HURTS. Especially when that new girl is from the Moon. But 
Lyla’s problems lead her into unexpected adventures... 

2441 n HHHHH

BOLDS GO WILD
CLARY, JULIAN
9781783448043     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. The Bolds are very surprised to be visited by Fred’s mother, Granny Imamu. She’s travelled 
all the way from Africa, and now she’s here, she does not approve of what she finds. Hyenas, living 
as people - whatever next! Granny Imamu starts to stir up mischief with twins Bobby and Betty, 
encouraging them to get in touch with their beastly side at school. And then the twins’ teacher comes 
to the Bolds with a rather unusual problem: her grown-up son Jeffrey just isn’t like other people. He’s 
rather hairy, doesn’t much like to talk, and loves to monkey about. If animals can become people, could 
it happen the other way around.. 

2442 n HHHHH

DESCENDERS THIRD BOOK OF CADE
STEWART, PAUL
9780552567596     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Cade Quarter has spent the last few years of his life running from an enemy he’s never even met 
- the ruthless and power-hungry High Professor of Flight, Quove Lentis. But Quove’s deadly agenda has 
finally caught up with Cade, and now he must leave his home and flee once more, this time to the legendary 
floating city of New Sanctaphrax. But even reuniting with his uncle, Nate Quarter, isn’t the end of Cade’s 
troubles - and now, more than ever, he must find the courage to defy his enemies, unite his friends, and 
unlock the secrets of descending. ‘The Descenders’ is the third and final book in the Cade trilogy. 

2443 n HHHHH

DESCENDERS THIRD BOOK OF CADE
STEWART, PAUL
9780857535306     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Cade Quarter has spent the last few years of his life running from an enemy he’s never even met 
- the ruthless and power-hungry High Professor of Flight, Quove Lentis. But Quove’s deadly agenda has 
finally caught up with Cade, and now he must leave his home and flee once more, this time to the legendary 
floating city of New Sanctaphrax. But even reuniting with his uncle, Nate Quarter, isn’t the end of Cade’s 
troubles - and now, more than ever, he must find the courage to defy his enemies, unite his friends, and 
unlock the secrets of descending. ‘The Descenders’ is the third and final book in the Cade trilogy. 
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2444 n HHHHH

DUMBO
DISNEY ANIMATED CLASSICS
9781787414662     H     STUDIO PRESS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Relive the magic of Disney’s ‘Dumbo’ through this retelling of the classic animated film, 
accompanied by paintings, sketches and concept art from the original Disney Studio artists. Also 
featured is a foreword by a Disney filmmaker. Turn to the back of the book to learn more about the 
artists who worked on this iconic animated film. 

2445 n HHHH

GIRLS WITH COURAGE
GERAS, ADELE
9781474954983     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Lizzie loves plants and her biggest wish is to be a gardener, a bold choice for a Victorian girl. 
When her strict stepfather sends her to stay with relatives in London, Lizzie struggles to adapt to her 
new life of stiff manners, and lives for the daily letters from her mother. But when the letters stop, Lizzie 
finds herself on a rescue mission... A compelling story of one girl’s determination to defy the stifling 
conventions of Victorian life. 

2446 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MUTANT ZOMBIES CURSED 
MY SCHOOL TRIP
BROWN, MATT
9781474960236     P 
USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Ian Ianson has never spent the night away from his parents, so he is super-nervous about 
the upcoming Year 6 school trip to Leviathan Hall, a mysterious old stately home. Thank goodness his 
imaginary friend, Remington Furious III, will be accompanying him. But the trip takes a sinister turn 
when Ian discovers the truth about Gertrude, the creepy owner of Leviathan Hall, and her evil plans for 
Ian and his class... Illustrated by Paco Sordo. 

2447 n HHHH

PRINCESS IN BLACK & THE MYSTERIOUS PLAYDATE
HALE, SHANNON
9781406385410     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. Princess Magnolia and Princess Sneezewort are planning a princess playdate, but then a 
shout from a monster outside Princess Sneezewort’s castle interrupts their fun. This is a job for the 
Princess in Black! Yet when the Princess in Black gets there, she finds only a masked stranger and no 
monster in sight. Could there be another hero on the horizon? Action and humour abound in this ode to 
friendship that proves that when shape-shifting monsters intrude on your plans, two heroes are better 
than one. 

2448 n HHHH

PRINCESS IN BLACK & THE SCIENCE FAIR SCARE
HALE, SHANNON
9781406385427     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. Princess Magnolia is excited to go to the Science Fair to present her poster about seeds and 
plants. But when she and her friends arrive they find a surprise goo monster at the fair. This is a job for 
the Princess in Black and the Princess in Blankets! But will two masked heroes be enough to save the 
science fair? A little scientific problem-solving - and a lot of princess power - will make the sixth entry in 
the New York Times bestselling series a smash hit. 

2449 n HHHHH

JULIUS ZEBRA GRAPPLE WITH THE GREEKS
NORTHFIELD, GARY
9781406386387     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. In the much-anticipated fourth Julius Zebra book, ‘Grapple with the Greeks!’, demi-god 
Heracles promises Julius and his chums a great reward if they can help him to find the lost Golden 
Apple. On this madcap new adventure, our unlikely heroes will confront the Minotaur in the labyrinth, 
and trick a one hundred-headed dragon at the Garden of Hesperides, and a dramatic visit to King 
Midas leads to a daring rescue attempt in the depths of the Underworld. But what will the ever-
watchful gods on Mount Olympus have to say about their antics? A hugely enjoyable addition to this 
internationally popular series. 

2450 n HHHH

DARKNESS FALLS
HUNTER, ERIN
9781787006669     P     WILLOW TREE 
£6.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 8+. A pulse-pounding animal fantasy series from the author of ‘Warriors’. The Wild Pack’s ruthless 
Alpha learns about Lucky’s role as a spy and casts him out of the Pack forever! For the first time since 
the Big Growl, Lucky is desperate to have other dogs by his side. How will Lucky survive as a Lone Dog 
in the dangerous world that humans left behind? It’s time for dogs to rule the world. 

CHILDREN’S EDUCATION

2451 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHILDRENS HUMAN BODY 
ENCYCLOPEDIA
HIBBERT, CLARE
9781788286107     H 
ARCTURUS PUBLISHING CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 15/03/19

Age 8+. From the inner workings of the brain to the wonders of DNA, this fact-packed encyclopedia 
contains everything you need to know about the human body! Illustrated with exceptional photography 
and cutting-edge CG artworks, and featuring clear explanations and helpful diagrams, this is the perfect 
title for all kids that are curious about the way our bodies work. 

2452 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHEMISTRY
ROONEY, ANNE
9781788883900     P 
ARCTURUS PUBLISHING CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 15/03/19

Our world and our bodies are immensely complex chemical systems - everything in life and matter 
comes down to chemistry in the end. Great advances in human history have often rested on and 
prompted progress in chemistry. The exploitation of fire, the development of pigments, and the 
discovery that metals could be smelted and worked laid the foundations of civilization. The search for 
better tools and weapons drove metallurgy, and the need for medicines and perfumes lay behind the 
first laboratories. Chemistry became a science after it was divorced from alchemy. This book traces a 
story of exploration and discovery. 
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2453 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT WOULD SHE DO
WOODWARD, KAY
9781787392342     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 10+. Meet 25 of the most powerful and inspirational women of all time. From historical world leaders 
to modern pioneers and international muses, these are the incredible life stories of women from around the 
world to inspire and to empower. Created by an all-women team and illustrated by internationally renowned 
artists, ‘What Would She Do?’ packs a feminist punch. These trailblazers not only accomplished great things, 
but overcame the same issues that girls all over the world have to face in modern society: inequality, gender 
stereotyping, body shaming, bullying and much more. Each profile concludes with ‘What Would She Do...’ 

2454 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BRILLAINT BOOK OF DISCOVERIES & INVENTIONS
SCIENCE MUSEUM
9781783124565     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. ‘Science Museum Brilliant Book of Discoveries and Inventions.’ This book, endorsed by the 
Science Museum, is crammed full of amazing inventions, discoveries, facts and activities. Discover how 
the industrial revolution changed the world, travel the world with trains, planes and automobiles, then 
get set to jet off into space. Return to Earth and take a look at the world of radio, television, film and the 
internet, then discover the fascinasting and gruesome story of medicine, before looking to the future. Fun, 
fact-filled text, activities and appealing design make this book a great read to dip into again and again. 

2455 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCIENCE IS MAGIC
MOULD, STEVE
9780241358269     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Join science presenter Steve Mould, No1 bestselling author of ‘How to be a Scientist’, to 
find out the secrets behind amazing magic tricks. Learn how to bend water with a balloon, make a 
glass beaker disappear in oil, and wow your friends with levitating tinsel! Each magic trick is explained 
using step-by-step photography, with the science behind each one described clearly and simply. Plus, 
interspersed throughout the book you’ll find out how legendary magicians and illusionists used science 
when performing their most famous tricks. Packed with optical illusions and fun facts - ‘Science is 
Magic’ is a must for any wannabe scientist or magician. 

2456 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHATS WHERE ON EARTH DINOSAURS
NAISH, DARREN
9780241344194     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. ‘What’s Where on Earth Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Life.’ Part of the best-selling What’s 
Where on Earth series, this atlas is packed with maps of early Earth and more than 40 profiles of dinosaurs 
and other prehistoric animals. Stare down a T Rex in North America. Watch out for Velociraptors’ slashing 
claws in the Gobi Desert. Trek across the Siberian tundra and discover a woolly mammoth. This stunning 
book makes every animal come to life using breathtaking computer-generated imagery. Using specially-
commissioned maps, this dinosaur atlas shows you what the world looked like millions of years ago. 

2457 n HHHH

WWE TAG TEAMS & TEAM UPS
PANTALEO, STEVE
9780241361368     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 8. Discover how WWE Superstars team up and take down their greatest rivals in the ring. With 
dynamic photos of some of WWE’s most popular tag teams, such as The New Day, The Bellas and The 
Usos, and descriptions of their biggest championship wins, young readers will love exploring the action-
packed world of WWE. Narrative spreads are supported with captions and annotations, and a quiz, to 
encourage children to develop comprehension skills. 

2458 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BOOK OF TREES
BUCKINGHAM, CAZ
9781908489388     H     FINE FEATHER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 5+. This is an exciting new look at the fascinating world of many common trees. The book is 
arranged alphabetically and includes lively species descriptions as well as information about all the 
animals and plants associated with the trees. Arresting and immersive spreads also help to transport 
you into the magical world of the forest. This series builds into a first nature library that will be treasured 
by children for years to come. 

2459 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ADDITION & SUBTRACTION AGE 7-8 MATHS
CLARE, GILES
9780192768209     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 8. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2460 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRAMMAR PUNCTUATION SPELLING 6-7 ENGLISH
ROBERTS, JENNY
9780192768087     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 7. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2461 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MATHS AGE 7-8 MATHS STICKER BOOK
FAWCUS, CAROLINE
9780192768148     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 8. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2462 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MULTIPLICATION DIVISION FRACTIONS 7-8
HODGE, PAUL
9780192768261     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 8. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2463 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHAPES & MEASURING AGE 6-7 MATHS STICKER
SNASHALL, SARAH
9780192767998     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 7. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 
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2464 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIME & MONEY AGE 6-7 MATHS STICKER BOOK
STREATFIELD, DEBBIE
9780192768025     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 7. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2465 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIMES TABLES AGE 6-7 MATHS STICKER BOOK
ROBINSON, KATE
9780192767936     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 7. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2466 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIMES TABLES AGE 7-8 MATHS STICKER BOOK
ROBINSON, KATE
9780192768230     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. The Progress With Oxford series include picture clues to show the youngest children how 
to complete activities, and hints and checklists help older children to work independently. All the books 
include a unique character, stickers to reward effort, and to collect, and a progress chart to capture how 
far children have travelled on their learning journey. 

2467 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHARLIE & THE AZTECS
JAMIESON, TOM
9780192769725     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2468 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PIRATE PERCYS PARROT
BIRD, SHEILA MAY
9780192769732     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2469 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUGAR PLUM SCARY
MURTAGH, CIARAN
9780192769749     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2470 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERHERO BUNNY LEAGUE
SMART, JAMIE
9780192769756     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2471 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR TELLYTASTIC WINNIE
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769152     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2472 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR TIME TRAVEL WINNIE
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769169     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2473 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR WINNIES 
AWFUL AUNTIE
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769176     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2474 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AGENT BLUE SPY PIGEON
WHITE, DEBBIE
9780192769794     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2475 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRANKENSTEINS SOFA
KNAPMAN, TIMOTHY
9780192769763     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2476 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RHYME SLIME
SPARKES, ALI
9780192769770     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 
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2477 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STANLEY MANNERS
NADIN, JOANNA
9780192769787     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2478 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR PARTY TIME WINNIE
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769183     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2479 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR WARBLING WINNIE
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769190     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2480 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR WINNIES ANIMAL ANTICS
OWEN, LAURA
9780192769206     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Read With Oxford Stage 5 and 6 books have short chapters, engaging stories and humorous colour 
illustrations. Tips for parents and fun after-reading activities help you get the most out of the stories. 

2481 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BRILLIANT IDEAS BY 
WONDERFUL WOMEN
LOPEZ, AITZBIER
9781786037046     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Discover the stories behind 14 of the twentieth century’s key inventions in this fun and 
informative treasury of trailblazing women, who each made a unique contribution to the history of 
science and technology. Each idea is presented with biographical information about the brilliant woman 
who came up with it, including what inspired them. Learn how Martha Coston disguised herself as 
a man to contact pyrotechnicians and convince them to manufacture her idea for maritime flares, a 
New York tram ride on a wet winter’s day led Mary Anderson to invent the windshield wiper and Letitia 
Mumford Geer’s one-hand operated syringe was a medical breakthrough. 

2482 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILD WORLD
MCALLISTER, ANGELA
9781786039828     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4 to 7. What is hidden below your green roof? A steamy shadow-land of strangle-vines, scrambling 
for a shaft of light, Lush leaves searching for a glimmer in the gloom... Discover thirteen incredible 
habitats, from the crystal kingdom Arctic to the dusty savannah and the black-as-space deep sea, in 
this beautiful tribute to the last wildernesses of our world. Poetic texts bring the habitats to life, while 
factual information at the back details the danger facing these incredible places. 

2483 n HHHH

I WANT TO BE A BAT
QED PUBLISHING
9781786035981     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£4.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 4 to 7. Mouse wants to fly like Bat. He wants to sleep upside down like Bat too, but he doesn’t 
like eating moths! Yuck! Reading Gems is a supplementary reading programme that supports a 
child’s learning at school. The series is graded into four levels to perfectly suit a child’s reading ability. 
Featuring original stories, delightful characters and humorous illustrations, the Reading Gems books 
have been designed to spark a love of reading. Level 1 is for children who are taking their first steps 
into reading. Story themes and subjects are familiar to young children, and there is lots of repetition to 
build reading confidence. 

2484 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STORY OF PEOPLE
BARR, CATHERINE
9781786032652     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 8. The team behind ‘The Story of Space’ and ‘The Story of Life’ present a first book about the 
human world for very young children, looking at how humans evolved and the history of humanity up to 
the present day. When did the first humans live? How did humans spread all over the world? How has 
science and technology changed the way we live? And what will happen to humans in the future? 

2485 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARIA MONTESSORI
VEGARA, ISABEL S
9781786037534     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4 to 7. New in the critically acclaimed Little People, Big Dreams series, discover the incredible 
life of Maria Montessori, the pioneering teacher and researcher. Maria grew up in Italy at a time when 
girls didn’t receive an equal education to boys. But Maria’s mother was supportive of her dreams, and 
Maria went on to study medicine. She later became an early years expert - founding schools with her 
revolutionary educational theories and changing the lives of many children. This book features stylish 
and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical 
photos and a detailed profile of her life. 

2486 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VIVIENNE WESTWOOD
VAGARA, ISABEL S
9781786037565     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. New in the Little People, Big Dreams series, discover the life of Vivienne Westwood, the flame-
haired fashion designer and impresario. When Vivienne was a young woman, she wasn’t sure how a 
working class girl from England could make a living in the art world. But after discovering her passion 
for design and jewellery making, she erupted onto the fashion scene with a bang. Her designs became 
iconic, and she became famous for letting her clothes speak for themselves. This book features stylish 
and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical 
photos and a detailed profile of her life. 

2487 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCHOOL OF NUMBERS
HAWKINS, EMILY
9781786031839     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Hop on board the spaceship ‘School of Numbers’ and head off on an intergalactic mathematical 
journey that will introduce young readers to key concepts including arithmetic, shapes, fractions, 
percentages, and sequences. With 6 eccentric professors, and a gravity-free classroom, antics aplenty 
unfold as readers see math in action like never before. 
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2488 n HHHHH

WEASELS WITH MEASLES
SIMS, LESLEY
9781474946605     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. The little weasels have woken up covered in spots! Have they really caught the measles? A 
fun rhyming story, specially written to develop phonemic awareness, with wonderful illustrations by 
David Semple. This book is ideal both for reading aloud and for children who are beginning to read for 
themselves. 

2489 n HHHHH

BILLY & THE MINI MONSTERS AT THE SEASIDE
DAVIDSON, ZANNA
9781474947596     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. Billy and his family are off to the seaside. The Mini Monsters are very excited to be going too. 
Soon they’re building sandcastles and enjoying their picnic. It’s all going so well until Trumpet is stolen 
by a seagull! How is Billy ever going to get him back? An exciting addition to Young Reading Series 
Two, for readers growing in confidence. Illustrated by Melanie Williamson. 

CHILDREN’S PICTURE P/B

2490 n HHHH

ARTY THE FIRST ARTIST IN SPACE
BEE, WILLIAM
9781843654124     P     PAVILION 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Arty the frog is an artist. In fact, he’s the greatest artist in the world. And now he’s about to blast off into 
space, to go where no artist has gone before. He is not happy about it, but Mr Grimaldi (who sells Arty’s 
paintings) is excited by the opportunity. After a number of uncomfortable space tests, Arty is ready for 
his artistic space mission. When he comes back, he has a great surprise for the scientists on Earth. Will 
they be pleased with his artistic endeavours or will they be hopping mad? It’s one small step for Arty, 
one giant leap for art-kind in this latest adventure for everyone’s favourite frog. 

2491 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREEN GIANT
COTTLE, KATIE
9781843654001     P 
PAVILION 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

You’ve met the Iron Giant, the Big Friendly Giant and the Selfish Giant. Now meet the Green Giant! A 
young girl, Bea, and her dog, Iris, are staying with her grandad in the country. Bea is bored, but Iris’s 
adventures lead them to the small and rusty old greenhouse next door. Inside the greenhouse, Bea 
finds... a giant. A giant made entirely of plants and greenery. Bea is scared, but the giant reassures her 
and explains that he has escaped from the grey city. Bea and the giant become friends, but can they do 
anything to make the grey city, and the world, a greener place? 

2492 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ASTRO NAUGHTY NAUGHTY 
BADDIES
SPERRING, MARK
9781408897782     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

The Naughty Naughty Baddies are wickedly wicked, awfully awful, and diabolically dreadful, and 
they’ve just come up with a mischievous plan to blast off to the moon and to stitch up the President. 
But will our fiendish fraudsters come undone? Aliens, badmobiles, rockets... Mwa-ha-ha! Be part of the 
intergalactic impishness in this astronomically funny adventure. It’s out of this world! With illustrations 
by the bestselling illustrator of ‘You Can’t Take an Elephant on the Bus’, David Tazzyman. 

2493 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOLA DUTCH WHEN I GROW 
UP
WRIGHT, KENNETH
9781526606082     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

The unstoppable, inimitable Lola Dutch is back - and bursting with grand ideas about what she’ll be 
when she grows up. A delightful, illustrated book, perfect for fans of Emma Chichester Clark. She could 
be a magnificent performer, or a daring inventor, or a brilliant botanist! Or maybe an astronaut, a pastry 
chef or an Egyptologist. Lola wants to try everything! How will she ever decide what she is supposed to 
be? Luckily, she has the help of her animal friends and her own brilliant imagination. Maybe Lola won’t 
have to wait until she grows up to explore the world’s excitements. 

2494 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PRINCESS ARABELLA IS A BIG 
SISTER
FREEMAN, MYLO
9781911115717     P 
CASSAVA REPUBLIC PRESS 
£6.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 3+. A great story for preparing children for having younger siblings. The newest title in the popular 
Princess Arabella series! Princess Arabella can’t wait to have a younger sibling to play with. But what 
would be most fun - a brother or a sister? Sisters seem great... until she meets Prince Mimoen’s sister. 
A brother then? Princess Ling’s brothers seem like too much trouble! What do Mum and Dad have in 
store for Princess Arabella? 
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2495 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAPTAIN SPARKLEBEARD
KNAPMAN, TIMOTHY
9781405291316     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Join Captain Sparklebeard as she sets sail against the seas and dares to be different! Peg dreams of adventure 
and has big ambitions, but when she asks to join the pirates crew they won’t let her join because she’s too small 
and she doesn’t even have a beard! But can Peg prove, against all odds, that she’s the greatest pirate there 
ever was? This is a pirate story like no other. Peg’s determination, ambition and courage to be herself will inspire 
a whole new generation of rebel girls. Smashing gender stereotypes and with an inclusive cast of characters, 
this is the must-have book to empower young children to have the courage to be themselves. 

2496 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE MISS INVENTOR
HARGREAVES, ADAM
9781405292948     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

It’s time to meet a new Little Miss who is intelligent, ingenious and inventive. Little Miss Inventor is as 
bright as a button. In fact she’s as bright at two buttons and can invent the most extraordinary things for 
her friends. But her greatest challenge yet has her stumped, what on earth could she invent for Mr Rude? 

2497 n HHHHH

CAT MORGAN THE PIRATE CAT
ELIOT, T S
9780571345823     P     FABER CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

I once was a Pirate what sailed the ‘igh seas - But now I’ve retired as a com-mission-aire: And that’s 
how you find me a-takin’ my ease And keepin’ the door in a Bloomsbury Square. Join Cat Morgan, the 
swashbuckling pirate as he sails the Barbary Coast in this sixth picture book pairing from Arthur Robins 
and T S Eliot’s Old Possum Cats. 

2498 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAISY & BEAR
SANTIAGO, FABI
9781407186696     P 
SCHOLASTIC 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A hilariously chaotic tale about taking a bear to the cinema for the first time. What could 
possibly go wrong when you take a bear to the cinema? EVERYTHING! Daisy loves the cinema, but 
Bear has never been. As the film starts, she munches, crunches and slurps through her treats. She 
needs the loo. She laughs, in all the wrong places, and takes a phonecall. Everyone is fed up with the 
bear, but when the film suddenly stops, Bear knows just how to get the crowd cheering... 

2499 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STICKY
DOHERTY, ANNA
9781407181738     P 
SCHOLASTIC 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A wonderfully quirky and stylish debut picture book by new talent, Anna Doherty, with a 
minimal, cheeky text about sticky situations and how good friends can get you out of them. The trouble 
began when Badger was wrapping Owl’s birthday present. This particular roll of sticky tape was... 
particularly sitcky! When Badger gets himself into a sticky situation, can anyone help to untangle him? 

2500 n HHHHH

EVERYBUNNY DREAM
SANDALL, ELLIE
9781444933871     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Bedtime for bunnies! A soothing routine, perfect for tired little rabbits who are ready to go to 
sleep. ‘Cuddle up and snuggle tight. Close your eyes and say goodnight. A cosy group, A peaceful 
scene... Everybunny dream! A companion to Ellie Sandall’s: ‘Everybunny Dance’ and ‘Everybunny 
Count’! 

2501 n HHHHH

FROCKODILE
WILLIS, JEANNE
9781444908244     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Celebrating acceptance and being who you really are, this joyful story is about Cliff, the 
crocodile who wants to wear a dress. When the hyenas laugh at Cliff, he pretends he’s dressing up for 
a play. But no play exists! Luckily his friend Freddy comes to the rescue and creates a show for Cliff to 
star in. But what will his dad say when he sees him? A funny story about inclusion and supporting your 
friends and family illustrated with exuberance by Stephanie Laberis. 

2502 n HHHHH

WHEN I WAS A CHILD
STANTON, ANDY
9781444928860     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. This beautifully illustrated book is a celebration of the special bond between a grandparent 
and child as they share the magic, joy and love in the world, both past and present. There is magic in 
everything. The world is a spinning star, No matter how old you are. This heartwarming, tender story is 
a magical gift for a grandparent or child. Illustrated by David Litchfield. 

2503 n HHHHH

CLAUDE ALL ABOUT KEITH
SMITH, ALEX T
9781444938609     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Meet Claude - the ordinary dog with an extraordinary life. Now the star of his very own TV 
show on Disney Junior with 52 episodes. Claude and Sir Bobblysock are happily taking a stroll in sunny 
Pawhaven when they hear an extremely loud WAIL! A poor little duckling is lost! Can the two friends 
keep him happy and find his mummy?! A fantastic new storybook based on the Disney Junior TV show. 
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2504 n HHHHH

QUEENS LIFT-OFF
ANTONY, STEVE
9781444934229     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. From the award-winning creator of ‘The Queen’s Hat’, ‘The Queen’s Handbag’ and ‘The 
Queen’s Present’ comes a fourth hilarious tale taking the reader on a whirlwind royal tour of space! The 
Queen has been round the UK, and the world - twice! - and now she’s off to space! Perfectly ties in 
with the 50th anniversary of the first moon landing in 2019. A witty and stylish celebration of the Queen, 
created by Steve Antony. 

2505 n HHHHH

PEPPA PIG PEPPAS FAIRY TALE
PEPPA PIG
9780241371602     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 6. A sparkly picture book fairy-tale adventure with Peppa and George. Once upon a time, 
Peppa, Geroge, Mummy Pig and Daddy Pig were on a magical adventure in the fairy-tale woods... First 
they met a big (but not very bad) wolf, and then they bumped into three hungry bears! What will they 
find when they reach Granny and Grandpa Pig’s house? ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ meets ‘Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears’ in this new magical picture book that all fairytale fans will adore. With a very glittery 
cover, it’s the perfect gift for sharing with little readers. 

2506 n HHHH

JUST LIKE YOU
DODD, SARAH J
9780745977133     P 
LION HUDSON LTD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 22/03/19

Age 3 to 5. Miki is a baby meerkat who lives with his Mama in a zoo. When a new family move in next 
door, Miki hopes for a friend to play with. But the new arrival is different to Miki in every way. She’s tall, 
he’s small; she sleeps standing up, he sleeps in a burrow; she eats from the treetops, he eats from the 
ground... However, Miki and Raffa the giraffe soon realise that for every physical difference between 
them, there’s a similarity and compatibility in what they both enjoy - or are scared of! And seeing the 
world from someone else’s point of view might be fun after all. A classic finding-a-friend storybook, 
illustrated by Giusi Capizzi. 

2507 n HHHH

QUIET QUIET HOUSE
DEUTSCH, GEORGIANA
9781848699663     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 4. ‘Down a quiet, quiet street Came a quiet little mouse, Who was speeding on a scooter To a 
quiet, quiet house.’ But - uh oh - here comes a mouse on a pogo stick! And there’s another mouse on 
a moped! The quiet house won’t be quiet for much longer... Whatever is happening inside? A hilarious 
peep-through mystery from Georgiana Deutsch and Ekaterina Trukha, the creative team behind ‘10, 9, 
8... Owls Up Late!’ Packed with fun characters, vehicles and other quirky details to spot on every page, 
little ones will love peeking through the windows of this not-so-quiet house! 

2508 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MONSTERS UNITE
SHERIDAN, SARA
9781999955601     P 
LITTLE DOOR BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 29/03/19

Age 5 to 10. This is not just another Nessie tale, it’s a Monster story... Bestselling author Sara Sheridan 
teams up with her daughter Molly to produce this fantastic and topical adventure about friendship and 
teamwork, and why discarding plastics and our waste in lochs, lakes and waterways is not good for 
us, the planet and for all the monsters trying to visit their friends. When Nessie finds an ancient map 
showing a network of Monster tunnels, she decides to leave her high-profile life in Loch Ness and sets 
off on an adventure... Illustrated by Iain Carroll. 

2509 n HHHHH

WHEN A DRAGON COMES TO STAY
HART, CARYL
9781788001977     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. When a dragon comes to stay, will she behave herself? Why, of course she will. Obviously 
she knows she must share her toys, eat daintily and skip happily upstairs at bathtime. Well ... not quite.  
Like all toddlers, this little dragon finds good manners a tiny bit tricky. It’s lucky she has some friends to 
help her. 

2510 n HHHHH

GOLDILOCKS & THE THREE BEARS
BRYAN, ED
9781788003018     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. When Goldilocks gets lost in the woods, she finds herself at a cosy little cottage. She is 
delighted to find three bowls of porridge on the table, three chairs in the living room and some very 
bouncy beds in the bedroom. But little does Goldilocks know, this cottage belongs to three bears, and 
they’re on their way back home... 

2511 n HHHH

LITTLE GREEN HEN
MURRAY, ALISON
9781408340219     P     ORCHARD 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A fun-filled retelling of The Little Red Hen with important messages about caring for our environment 
and working together! The beautiful apple tree is home to the Little Green Hen, who tends it lovingly every 
day - pruning, sowing new seeds and keeping the pests at bay. But not everyone wants to help. Peacock, 
Cat and Fox have far more important things to do - until the day a storm floods the countryside and the apple 
tree is the only shelter. Alison Murray’s stylish adaptations of popular nursery rhymes and fables have been 
shortlisted twice for the prestigious Scottish Book Trust Children’s Book Award. 

2512 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HUNGRY HEN
WARING, RICHARD
9780192768858     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. A thrilling cautionary tale with a terrific twist that encourages repeated readings and 
audience participation! Strong, graphic illustration from Caroline Jayne Church matches this robust 
story perfectly. Repeatedly selected by the National Curriculum as a recommended classroom read. 
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2513 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR 
SPECTACULAR SPELLS 3IN 1
THOMAS, VALERIE
9780192768889     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Winnie and Wilbur make every day special! An outing to the museum turns into a dinosaur 
discovery, they use magic to make a birthday party extraordinary, and when they fly over a ruined 
castle, it’s the start of a thrilling day of medieval mayhem. Join them in three spellbinding Winnie and 
Wilbur adventures! Illustrated by Korky Paul. 

2514 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR                
THE MONSTER MYSTERY
THOMAS, VALERIE
9780192766946     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Winnie and Wilbur decide to explore the mysterious forest that surrounds their home. They 
want to discover who has been leaving the strange footprints on their lawn. Their foray into the forest 
is just the start of a wild drama! In this latest picture book from Valerie Thomas and Korky Paul, Winnie 
and Wilbur need your help to solve the mystery! 

2515 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DUCKTECTIVE QUACK & THE 
CAKE CRIME WAVE
FREEDMAN, CLAIRE
9781509882403     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 5. ‘Ducktective Quack and the Cake Crime Wave’ is a funny and engaging story written by 
internationally bestselling author, Claire Freedman, and brought to life with hilarious illustrations by Mike 
Byrne. There’s a crime wave in the town and Ducktective Quack needs your help to solve the mystery. 
Follow the clues in the pictures and see if you can work out who-done-it! Someone has been helping 
themselves to all the cakes and sweet treats and it’s down to Ducktective Quack and her sidekick, 
Constable Crackling, to catch the culprit. 

2516 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STEVES
HOOD, MORAG
9781509834846     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 5. When Steve meets Steve, neither can believe it. Surely one of them must be the first Steve, 
the best Steve, the Stevest Steve... The claims of each puffin become sillier and sillier as the argument 
descends into name calling - until both Steves realize there’s really no need to fall out over a name. 
The feuding puffins perfectly reflect the sort of silly arguments children have - and ‘The Steves’ shows 
just how pointless they are. The bold, brilliantly coloured, graphic illustrations will have you laughing out 
loud in this glorious book from Morag Hood, creator of the hilarious ‘Colin and Lee’, ‘Carrot and Pea’, ‘I 
Am Bat’, and ‘Aalfred and Aalbert.’ 

2517 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WATERSHIP DOWN PICTURE STORYBOOK
COTTRELL-BOYCE, F
9781509881642     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5+. Adapted from the scripts of the TV mini series by the BBC and Netflix, this edition by the 
award-winning author Frank Cottrell-Boyce will introduce the classic story to a new generation, while 
reigniting the heartfelt place of the story for older readers. This is a really special family-friendly edition 
illustrated with a combination of stills from the TV and soft line artwork - a wonderful introduction to 
Richard Adams’ original award-winning story, first published over 45 years ago and regarded as a 
modern classic. 

2518 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OLLIES MAGIC BUNNY
KILLEN, NICOLA
9781471167966     P 
SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. Ollie and her toy Bunny have been waiting for the day that the rain would stop and they can 
play in the puddles... Finally that day has arrived! But when a magical breeze of blossom turns Bunny 
into a real rabbit, Ollie’s day takes an unexpected turn. After Bunny runs off with the other rabbits, Ollie 
has to find and save her beloved pet toy! Just like Bunny, Nicola Killen’s charming illustrations bring this 
delightful adventure to life. 

2519 n HHHHH

WHAT DO THEY DO WITH ALL THAT POO
KURTZ, JANE
9781471182549     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 3+. There are so many different animals at the zoo, and they each make lots and lots (and 
sometimes LOTS!) of poo. So what do zoos do with all of that poo? This laugh-out-loud picture book 
explores all kinds of zoo poo, from cube-shaped wombat poo to teeny tiny worm droppings, and all of 
the places it ends up, including in science labs and your back garden! Welcome to the wonderful world 
of poo! Take a whiff and learn something new... 
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2520 n HHHH

ODYSSEY
WALSER, DAVID
9780241298794     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. The ultimate adventure retold for children! Odysseus must battle his way home from war 
with the Greek gods pitted against him. But what will he find when he gets there? From the gory tale of 
the Cyclops to the trickery of the Trojan Horse, Homer’s classic, The Odyssey, is filled with stories of 
bravery, cleverness and heroism. This picture-book retelling of Odysseus’s epic journey is the perfect 
introduction to this essential story. 

2521 n HHHHH

MALALAS MAGIC PENCIL
YOUSAFZAI, MALALA
9780241322574     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. As a child in Pakistan, Malala made a wish for a magic pencil that she could use to redraw 
reality. She would use it to give gifts to her family, to erase the smell from the rubbish dump near her 
house, to sleep an extra hour in the morning. As she grew older, Malala wished for bigger and bigger 
things. She saw a world that needed fixing. And even if she never found a magic pencil, Malala realized 
that she could still work hard every day to make her wishes come true. This beautifully illustrated picture 
book tells Malala’s story, in her own words, for a younger audience and shows them the worldview that 
allowed her to hold on to hope and to make her voice heard. 

2522 n HHHH

BABY BIRD
GIBBS, ANDREW
9781786035929     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 5. ‘All birds are born to fly,’ thinks Baby Bird, watching the other hatchlings leave the nest. 
‘I suppose it’s now or never...’ But one of Baby’s wings is twisted and shrunken and not at all like the 
other one. Instead of flying, Baby plummets to the ground. There, Baby makes a new friend, and learns 
that sometimes you have to find unexpected ways to achieve your dreams. A moving story about the 
power of friendship and the importance of accepting yourself just the way you are. Beautiful artwork 
from watercolourist Zosienka is reminiscent of Carson Ellis and Isabelle Arsenault. 

2523 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHT DRAGON
HOWARTH, NAOMI
9781786031044     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4 to 7. ‘I wish I could fly, and breathe fire, and fill the sky with great grey, sooty clouds,’ Maud said 
to her friend, Mouse. Maud is picked on by the other dragons, so stays cooped up in her cave, sad 
and lonely. But when the chance comes, will her friend Mouse help her pluck up the courage to fly? A 
touching and beautiful picture book about individuality and friendship from Naomi Howarth, whose first 
book ‘The Crow’s Tale’ was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize. 

2524 n HHHH

QUEEN OF THE FALLS
ALLSBURG, CHRIS VAN
9781849392860     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Sixty-two year old widow Annie Taylor runs a charm school, right by Niagara Falls. When 
this starts to fail, she resolves to find fame and fortune by being the first person ever to go over the 
thundering waters of Niagara Falls in a barrel. Readers of all ages will warm to this inspiring story of 
bravery, as they take the roller coaster ride of a lifetime over the falls. 

2525 n HHHHH

NOT JUST A BOOK
WILLIS, JEANNE
9781783447190     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A  book is not just a book. It can be so many things; a hat or a a building block, a flower press 
or a fly-swatter! But books are so much more than that. They can make you feel, they can take you 
anywhere, they can make you laugh and can teach you anything you want to know. 

2526 n HHHH

WREN
LEHMAN, KATRINA
9781911617266     P     SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£6.99     Published 14/03/19

Sometimes we find what we’re looking for in the most unexpected places. Wren just wants a bit of 
peace and quiet. What he gets is the noisiest baby sister you could ever imagine! But when Wren runs 
away to the country, he discovers that maybe peace and quiet isn’t all he needs... With bright, modern 
illustrations and a powerfully simple story, any child (and any parent!) who’s ever had to deal with a 
noisy sibling will love Wren. This debut from the new team of Katrina Lehman and Sophie Beer is sure 
to delight. 

2527 n HHHH

DEAR MR PRESIDENT
SIERS, SOPHIE
9781787415195     P 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Sam has a problem. He has to share a room with his older brother and things aren’t easy. 
When Sam sees Donald Trump on TV talking about ‘the wall’ he realises a solution is at hand! But 
who knew that planning a wall could be so tricky? The letters that follow invite conversations about the 
question of living with others in times of conflict. The voice of the young boy show adults something of 
the nature of peace and good relationships. Illustrated by Anne Villeneuve. 

2528 n HHHH

IN THE SWAMP BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON
PRESTON-GANNON, F
9781787413863     P     TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. A lyrical picture book from the bestselling illustrator of ‘I Am the Seed That Grew the Tree’. 
A little frog is singing to himself in the swamp one night. His song doesn’t seem complete, so he invites 
other animals to join in. Nothing sounds right until the littlest voice joins the song - that of a tiny firefly. A 
wonderfully illustrated picture book with the important message that small voice need to be heard too. 

2529 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HANDAS SURPRISE 25TH 
ANNIVERSARY EDITION
BROWNE, EILEEN
9781406388510     P 
WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A 25th anniversary edition of a bestselling modern classic, this is the story of Handa, who’s 
part of the Luo tribe in south-west Kenya. Handa decides to take seven pieces of delicious fruit to her 
friend, Akeyo, who lives in the next village. But as Handa wonders what fruit Akeyo will like the best, 
a series of sneaky animals each steal something from the basket which she is carrying on her head... 
When Handa reaches Akeyo will she have anything left to offer her friend? Richly-illustrated, this 
mouth-watering story is for the youngest of readers. In the best pantomime spirit, children will long to 
tell Handa what’s happening right behind her! 
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2530 n HHHH

WHENS MY BIRTHDAY
FOGLIANO, JULIE
9781406386394     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. When’s my birthday? Where’s my birthday? How many days until my birthday? I’d like a big 
cake on my birthday with lots of chocolate on my birthday and lots of candles on my birthday - 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6! In this joyous celebration of all things BIRTHDAY, acclaimed author Julie Fogliano and award-
winning illustrator Christian Robinson bring you the perfect birthday book! Join our excited narrator in 
breathless anticipation as she lists all the things that will make her birthday the BEST birthday. 

2531 n HHHH

COUNTING WITH TINY CAT
SCHWARZ, VIVIANE
9781406378290     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. From the endlessly innovative and playful Viviane Schwarz comes a very funny first counting 
book with a wonderfully feline twist in the tail! At first Tiny Cat has none. Then, what’s that? One! Two! 
Three! And - four! Oops, bonk, now there’s more! Soon Tiny Cat has as many red balls of wool as you 
can get. Then some extra. Too many?! Will Tiny Cat ever have just enough? With very few words - and 
loads of visual humour - counting has never been so much fun! 

2532 n HHHHH

TIPTOEING TIGER
LEATHERS, PHILIPPA
9781406382839     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Everyone in the forest knew that tigers were sleek, silent, and totally terrifying ... but no one 
took any notice of Little Tiger. From the creator of ‘The Black Rabbit’ and ‘How to Catch a Mouse’ 
comes the story of Little Tiger, a small tiger who thinks he is sleek, silent and totally terrifying, but just 
can’t seem to scare a single animal in the forest! He’s just a little too ... well, little. He’s determined to 
prove himself, though, so he sets out on tiptoe, creeping through the forest to find someone to scare. 
Tiptoe, tiptoe, tiptoe... ROAR! But will he find anyone to scare? 

2533 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SQUARE
BARNETT, MAC
9781406382921     P 
WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. The second instalment in the shape trilogy from the dynamic dream-team Jon Klassen and 
Mac Barnett. Every day, Square brings a block out of his cave and pushes it up a steep hill. This is 
his work. When Circle floats by, she declares Square a genius, a sculptor! ‘This is a wonderful statue,’ 
she says. ‘It looks just like you!’ But now Circle wants a sculpture of her own, a circle! Will the genius 
manage to create one? Even accidentally? 

CHILDREN’S PICTURE H/B

2534 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALONG CAME COCO
BYRNE, EVA
9781419734250     H 
ABRAMS 
£11.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 4+. A Story About Coco Chanel. In a time when children were meant to be seen and not heard, 
along came Coco, a small French orphan with an eye for style, a talent for sewing, and a big 
imagination. Coco grew up in an orphanage run by strict nuns, but she wasn’t very good at following 
the rules. Every night, the girls had to brush their hair 100 times, but she decided that one day she 
would snip away her locks, so she wouldn’t have to be so fussy. Girls needed some of the comforts that 
boys enjoyed, why shouldn’t girls have pockets, why did they have to wear corsets? This book is an 
exploration of Coco’s early life and a celebration of her creativity. 

2535 n HHHH

BAKE LIKE MUMMY
STICKLEY, LISA
9781910716465     H     BOXER BOOKS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 5. Poppy loves to bake like mummy - especially when there are so many interesting things in 
the kitchen to play with - measuring spoons, jugs, sieves and flour. A beautiful, large format book with a 
synthetic fabric cover. 

2536 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TINY T REX & THE IMPOSSIBLE 
HUG
STUTZMAN, JONATHAN
9781452170336     H 
CHRONICLE 
£10.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 3 to 5. Tiny T Rex has a HUGE problem. His friend Pointy needs cheering up and only a hug will 
do. But with his short stature and teeny T Rex arms, is a hug impossible? Not if Tiny has anything 
to say about it! Join this plucky little dinosaur in his very first adventure - a warm and funny tale that 
proves the best hugs come from the biggest hearts. A winning new series introducing an unforgettable 
character on the picture book scene, illustrated by Jay Fleck. 
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2537 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I HAVE AN IDEA
TULLET, HERVE
9781452178585     H 
CHRONICLE 
£12.99     Published 26/03/19

Age 5+. From one of the true creative geniuses of this generation comes a unique meditation on 
and celebration of the magic of the birth of a simple idea. Sparkling with visual wit and bubbling with 
imagination, this is a richly emotional exploration of the creative process: from an initial tentative inkling, 
to the frustration of chasing the wrong notion, to finally the exhilaration of capturing - and nurturing - just 
the right idea. ‘I Have an Idea!’ is a scrumptious cloth-spined package of colour and inspiration equally 
at home on a child’s bookshelf, in a new graduate’s backpack, or atop a creative’s desk. 

2538 n HHHH

WHATS INSIDE
SMITH, MIRANDA
9781405288637     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. An informative, pop-up book full of surprises, perfect for engaging young nature fans. 
Explore the tunnels of a termite mound, the inside of a beaver lodge, a beehive on the roof of a 
skyscraper, and much more. Embark on a journey of discovery around the world to see what incredible 
animal homes are waiting to be uncovered as you turn each page to reveal beautiful, intricate pop-up 
scenes and lift the flaps and pull the tabs to reveal even more. Illustrated by Kate McLelland. 

2539 n HHHH

MONTY & THE POODLES
HARNETT, KATIE
9781911171775     H     FLYING EYE 
£11.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 3 to 7. Monty had never met a poodle before, and Ginger had never met a stray dog before... 
neither could have guessed what a great friendship theirs could be! Monty is a scruffy, homeless pooch 
with a taste for fine art, and Ginger is a poodle who doesn’t mind getting her paws a bit dirty. Monty 
and the poodles long to live together at the warm and cosy Poodle Mansions, but its strict poodles-only 
policy is rather inconvenient... and so these crafty canines decide to create their own home where all 
are welcome! 

2540 n HHHH

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GRANDMAS
VEILL, ERIC
9781776572434     H     GECKO PRESS 
£11.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 3 to 7. Why do grandmas tell us to speak slowly? Why do grandmas wear their hair up? Are 
grandmas flexible? How do you cheer grandmas up? Eric Veille explains it all with wit and charm  - how 
they wear their hair, how thay do yoga, how they travel the world, their wise sayings, their knitting. 

2541 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TAD
DAVIES, BENJI
9780008212797     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. Sometimes the biggest stories come from the smallest beginnings... Meet Tad. She’s the 
smallest tadpole in a big pond, and lives there with all her tadbrothers and tadsisters. Although 
something else lives there too... BIG BLUB! And when everyone else starts to disappear, Tad starts to 
wonder if Big Blub will get her too... Or is everyone else going somewhere else, somewhere better? 
And if so, will Tad ever get there too? A big story about a tiny tadpole - about growing up, branching out, 
and taking a leap into life. The perfect story for everyone who’s ever grown up, or still has a way to go... 

2542 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONE SPRINGY DAY
BUTTERWORTH, NICK
9780008279868     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Celebrate 30 years of Percy the Park Keeper and friends with this funny new story in the 
bestselling series from award-winning author and illustrator Nick Butterworth. The fox is playing hide-
and-seek with Percy and the animals of the park. He’s got a great hiding place in Percy’s workshop 
but hasn’t noticed that there is a pot of strong glue dangerously close by and soon finds himself in 
an embarrassingly sticky situation. What can Percy do to help? The story includes a surprise fold-out 
scene! 

2543 n HHHH

OI FROG MIX & MATCH BOOK
GRAY, KES
9781444944259     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 3+. A hilarious mix and match edition of the bestselling Oi Frog!. The laughter never ends with Oi 
Frog and friends... According to Frog ... Cats sit on gnats, Dogs sit on logs, Raccoons sit on macaroons, 
Armadillos sit on pillows and Chicks sit on bricks. But with this great mix and match book you can make 
up your own variations! 

2544 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
SMALLEST ELEPHANT IN THE WORLD
TRESSELT, ALVIN
9781592702619     H     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Mocked throughout the jungles of India, the smallest elephant in the world - no bigger than a house cat 
- has decided enough is enough. If he’s no bigger than a house cat, then a house is where he belongs! 
After a long journey, this smallest elephant in the world finds himself a home with a nice little boy inside. 
Unfortunately, the boy’s mother doesn’t believe elephants make suitable house pets... First published in 
1959, ‘The Smallest Elephant in the World’, written by Alvin Tresselt and illustrated by Milton Glaser, is 
a witty, sweet, and funny tale of friendship, unlikely disguise, and the search for home. 
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2545 n HHHHH

BARE BEAR
HERE DESIGN
9780241312032     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A Book of Words That Sound the Same. A funny, thought-provoking introduction to homonyms and 
homophones, with crisply bright, contemporary illustrations. Meet a yack who can’t stop yackety-yacking, a hare 
with huge hair and a bear who’s, well, rather bare! Playing with language in a wonderfully fun and memorable 
way, this beautiful book from the design group, Here Design, will entertain and delight children everywhere. 

2546 n HHHHH

IN A MINUTE
HERE DESIGN
9780241312063     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Take the 60-minute challenge! What can you do in a minute? Blink 20 times? Do 77 star jumps? Or 
hoover up 24 ants, if you’re a hungry ant eater. ‘In a Minute’ is a clever and engaging way to think about time. 
With contemporary illustrations and irresistible challenges for inquisitive minds, this beautiful book from the design 
group, Here Design, will encourage children to think about about the world around them and ask Why? and How? 

2547 n HHHH

THIS IS OWL
WALDEN, LIBBY
9781848578005     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. This is Owl. Have you met? No? Well let me introduce you... With flaps and interactive play, this 
humorous title will have you clapping and flapping along! This quirky, light-hearted book encourages children’s 
imaginations to take flight as they find owl and help the birds on their adventures. The humorous and playful 
tone will captivate young readers. Expressive and striking illustrations which make the story come to life. 

2548 n HHHH

THIS LOVE
OTTER, ISABEL
9781848578012     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A Celebration of Harmony Around the World. It doesn’t matter who we are, join hands and 
stand up tall. Love is a special language that’s understood by all. This timeless book shows that love is 
a common language with the power to unite, wherever you come from and wherever you go. 

2549 n HHHH

WALK THROUGH NATURE
WALDEN, LIBBY
9781848578036     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Our natural world transforms every day and month and year. But if we don’t take time to look, 
wonders fade and disappear... A first book of nature that encourages young readers to pause and notice 
when flowers bloom, discover why leaves change colour and learn how birds build intricate nests. 

2550 n HHHH

ALADDIN
BOWLES, ANNA
9781788810593     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. When Aladdin finds a magic lamp with a genie in it, all his problems are over! But a wicked 
magician wants the lamp, and he wants Aladdin’s girlfriend too... Will three wishes be enough to get 
Aladdin out of trouble? A fresh, modern twist on a beloved tale. With wonderful illustrations by Shahar 
Kober. Part of the magical Fairytale Classics series. 

2551 n HHHH

LITTLE MERMAID
BOWLES, ANNA
9781788810616     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A little mermaid rescues a prince from drowning and falls deeply in love. But without legs 
to walk on land, how ever will she meet him again? A fresh, modern twist on a beloved tale. With 
wonderful illustrations by Kasia Nowowiejska. Part of the magical Fairytale Classics series. 

2552 n HHHH

RAPUNZEL
STANSBIE, STEPHANIE
9781788810609     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Ever since she was a baby, poor Rapunzel has been locked in a tower by an old witch. But 
when a young prince clambers up to see her, it gives Rapunzel an idea about how she might finally 
escape. A fresh, modern twist on a beloved tale. With wonderful illustrations by Loretta Schauer. Part of 
the magical Fairytale Classics series. 

2553 n HHHH

SLEEPING BEAUTY
COLLINS, JOSEPHINE
9781788810579     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. A wicked fairy puts a curse on the king’s daughter, Aurora, that sends everyone at the palace to 
sleep. Thorns grow like a forest around the castle. Can anyone break the spell? A fresh, modern twist on a 
beloved tale. With wonderful illustrations by Kirsti Davidson. Part of the magical Fairytale Classics series. 

2554 n HHHHH

WOLVES WHO CAME FOR DINNER
SMALLMAN, STEVE
9781788813327     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. One little lamb. Four hungry wolves. And a forest full of animals out to save the day. But 
sometimes things are not always what they seem... A brilliant book about breaking down boundaries 
and challenging stereotypes. A heartwarming tale about unlikely friendships. The much-anticipated 
sequel to ‘The Lamb Who Came for Dinner’. 

2555 n HHHH

WHEN A DRAGON COMES TO STAY
HART, CARYL
9781788001960     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. When a dragon comes to stay, will she behave herself? Why, of course she will. Obviously she 
knows she must share her toys, eat daintily and skip happily upstairs at bathtime. Well ... not quite.  Like all 
toddlers, this little dragon finds good manners a tiny bit tricky. It’s lucky she has some friends to help her. 

2556 n HHHH

GOLDILOCKS & THE THREE BEARS
BRYAN, ED
9781788003001     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. When Goldilocks gets lost in the woods, she finds herself at a cosy little cottage. She is delighted to find 
three bowls of porridge on the table, three chairs in the living room and some very bouncy beds in the bedroom. 
But little does Goldilocks know, this cottage belongs to three bears, and they’re on their way back home... 

2557 n HHHHH

THIS OR THAT
GOODHART, PIPPA
9781788002592     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. Would you like to wear a toga or trousers? Would you play with a doll or dice? Would you live 
in a tent or tree? This fascinating picture book encourages children to make their own choices on every 
page. Featuring hundreds of amazing photographic objects from the British Museum and a QR code so 
you can find out more, Pippa Goodhart makes it irresistibly fun to choose between this or that. 

2558 n HHHH

WHEN THE CROCODILES CAME TO TOWN
BROL, MAGDA
9781408350874     H     ORCHARD 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19
Age 3+. No one knows why the crocodiles have come to Dullsville. They look different. They act 
differently. And worst of all? They love messy, sticky, colourful ice cream. Yuck! But one little boy knows 
differently, and when two naughty thieves arrive in Dullsville one night, the whole town sees how much 
Dullsville needs its two brave and loyal crocs... A strong message about embracing difference and 
rejecting prejudice, delivered with bags of charm and toothy crocodile humour. 
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2559 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JOSEPHS CRADLE
DALY, JUDE
9781910959794     H     OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

A moving and warm-hearted celebration of community and creativity, inspired by a true story. Everyone 
loves the big tree that stands at the heart of the village - especially Joseph. So when, one stormy night, 
the tree is blown down, Joseph carves a beautiful cradle from the trunk - for his new baby, Sisi, and for 
every baby born in the village from that day on. But when at last it is time for Sisi’s own grandchild to 
be rocked in the cradle, a terrible fire strikes the village and the cradle disappears. Is Joseph’s cradle 
lost forever? 

2560 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CYRIL THE LONELY CLOUD
HOPGOOD, TIM
9780192767585     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. The beautiful and poignant story of a cloud called Cyril that conveys positive messages 
about the life and colour that water brings to our world. Lavishly illustrated by the award-winning 
illustrator Tim Hopgood. 

2561 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LUBNA & PEBBLE
MEDDOUR, WENDY
9780192771940     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Lubna’s best friend is a pebble. She found it on the beach when they arrived in the night, 
then she fell asleep in Daddy’s salty arms. Lubna tells Pebble everything. About home. About the war. 
Pebble always listens to her stories and smiles when she feels afraid. But one day, when a little boy 
arrives, alone in a world of tents, Lubna poignantly understands that he needs Pebble even more than 
she does... A beautiful story of friendship, hope, and the strength of the human spirit, set in a refugee 
camp. Daniel Egneus’s artwork is sensitive and empathetic, while also being artistically skilful. 

2562 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIVE MORE MINUTES
ALTES, MARTA
9781509866021     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 2 to 5. Time is a funny thing. Dad talks about it a lot, but I think I know more about time than he 
does. A child gives his time-starved dad some sage advice about what ‘time’ really means, and how to 
make the most of it. Wise, witty and full of acutely observed vignettes of family life, ‘Five More Minutes’ 
is the latest offering from bestselling author-illustrator Marta Altes. 

2563 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GO AWAY BIRD
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509843589     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 6. ‘The Go-Away Bird’ combines brilliant rhyming verse from much-loved children’s author 
Julia Donaldson, with stunning illustrations from Catherine Rayner. A charming story about the power 
of friendship from a thrilling creative partnership, this beautiful book is perfect for reading together. ‘The 
Go-Away Bird sat up in her nest, With her fine grey wings and her fine grey crest.’ One by one, the 
other birds fly into her tree, wanting to talk or to play, but the Go-away bird just shakes her head and 
sends them all away. But then the dangerous Get-You bird comes along, she soon realizes that she 
might need some friends after all. 

2564 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COTTINGLEY FAIRIES
SENDER, ANA
9780735843387     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 05/03/19

Fairies exist and these girls have proof! Elsie and Frances feel sad for adults who simply can’t see the 
magic in the forests around them. If only they could see what we see. Taking photos is like opening 
windows ...  And that’s just what they did. In 1918, Elsie Wright and her cousin Frances Griffith 
photographed fairies in their garden, in the small village of Cottingley (Yorkshire). Without expecting it, 
many people paid attention - including renowned writer and spiritualist Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Although 
initially reluctant, the famous author convinced a large part of public opinion. This is the story, narrated 
by Elsie herself, of the true events. 

2565 n HHHHH

PETER RABBIT I LOVE YOU MUMMY
POTTER, BEATRIX
9780241355053     H     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 5. This heart-warming book is the perfect way to tell Mummy ‘I love you’ on Mother’s Day 
- or on any other day of the year! With a little help from Peter Rabbit himself, a beautiful rhyme, 
contemporary design and gorgeous illustrations capture the charm of Beatrix Potter’s drawings, 
ensuring the book will appeal to Beatrix Potter fans old and new. The perfect gift to tell a loved one how 
much they mean to you. 
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2566 n HHHH

WHAT DO MACHINES DO ALL DAY
NELSON, JO
9781786034656     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 5. What do machines do all day? Find out in this fully illustrated book that features more 
than 100 machines and things that go. Little ones can explore fourteen scenes set in diverse places - 
including the farm, the city, the construction site, the space centre and the airport - then turn the page to 
find out what each machine is called, and what it is used for. Illustrated by Aleksandar Savic. 

2567 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONCE UPON A UNICORN 
HORN
BLUE, BEATRICE
9781786035882     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4 to 7. The funny, heartwarming first title in a new picture-book series explaining how magical 
creatures got their distinguishing features. Do you know how unicorns got their horns? It all began once 
upon a magic forest, when a little girl called June discovered tiny horses learning how fly in her garden. 
But one of the poor horses couldn’t fly at all! So, with the help of her parents, June thought of a very 
sweet and very delicious to make her new friend happy. I wonder what it could have been... 

2568 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WISH
SAUNDERS, CHRIS
9781786033451     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 14/03/19

Age 4 to 6. ‘Wish’ is a touching story about the power of kindess and the magic of friendship with 
beautiful and emotive illustrations from Chris Saunders. Rabbit has never had a wish before but one 
day he gets not one, but three! He asks his friends what would they do if they had a wish and, being 
selfless and kind, Rabbit grants all three wishes to his friends. They are so grateful for his kindness and 
generosity they share their wishes with him. 

2569 n HHHHH

LOST BOOK
SURNAITE, MARGARITA
9781783446841     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Henry doesn’t understand why everyone in Rabbit Town loves books, he much prefers real life 
adventures. That is, until he discovers the Lost Book. The Lost Book keeps him company, makes him 
feel less homesick and leads him on an exciting adventure with a new friend. 

2570 n HHHHH

I WANT A BUNNY
ROSS, TONY
9781783447848     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Little Princess visits a friend who has a rabbit, and comes home obsessed with getting one 
herself. She’s given a stick-insect, a goldfish and a few other low-maintenance pets, but she still wants 
a bunny. Sometimes getting exactly what you want is a lesson in itself... 

2571 n HHHH

OLLIES MAGIC BUNNY
KILLEN, NICOLA
9781471167959     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. Ollie and her toy Bunny have been waiting for the day that the rain would stop and they can 
play in the puddles... Finally that day has arrived! But when a magical breeze of blossom turns Bunny 
into a real rabbit, Ollie’s day takes an unexpected turn. After Bunny runs off with the other rabbits, Ollie 
has to find and save her beloved pet toy! Just like Bunny, Nicola Killen’s charming illustrations bring this 
delightful adventure to life. 

2572 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO PUT A WHALE IN A SUITCASE
GURIDI, RAUL
9781849766234     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING CHILD 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A thought-provoking and striking book that explores the realities of leaving everything you 
know and love behind, and themes of imagination. What happens if you have to suddenly leave home 
and put everything you love into a suitcase? How do you begin to fit everything in? As the boy tries to 
squeeze his whale into a suitcase, it becomes clear that the whale symbolises something much bigger. 
A thought-provoking and striking new title from Raul Guridi that explores the theme of migration. 

2573 n HHHH

KING OF THE GOLDEN RIVER
RUSKIN, JOHN
9780500651858     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£14.95     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. First published over 165 years ago, John Ruskin’s only children’s story is still relevant today, 
with its message about life, greed and the environment. Quentin Blake’s all-new, witty and atmospheric 
colour illustrations emphasize the unexpected, the emotive and the farcial in Ruskin’s story. 

2574 n HHHH

BOOK OF PLANET EARTH
CULLIS, MEGAN
9781474936620     H     USBORNE 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. This book will take young readers on a spectacular journey around the world, from the highest 
mountain peaks to the very bottom of the ocean. Full of fascinating facts, this book uses jaw-dropping 
landscapes and richly illustrated maps to explain the wonderful secrets behind Planet Earth. Illustrated 
by Stephanie Fizer Coleman. 

2575 n HHHH

LIVING IN SPACE
BOWMAN, LUCY
9781474921831     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. This brilliant reference book reveals how astronauts live in space, and features fascinating 
scenes and photos from the International Space Station. Discover how astronauts keep fit in zero 
gravity, why they wear a tether on space walks and what types of food are safe to eat in space. Includes 
internet links to websites with video clips that show how astronauts live, eat and sleep on the ISS, and 
games and activities about living in space. Illustrated by Rafael Mayani. 
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2576 n HHHH

BUILDERS & BREAKERS
LIGHT, STEVE
9781406384963     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Experience the bustling energy of a city construction site with Steve Light’s colourful 
celebration of builders, breakers and the machines they use. When their dad forgets his lunch box on 
his way to the construction site, a young brother and sister set out to bring it to him, and along the way 
they witness all the noisy, exciting action of a building site in the city! With builders building, breakers 
breaking, and a whole host of impressive machines and vehicles hard at work, this book bursts with 
colour and offers children plenty to enjoy. 

2577 n HHHH

SLEEP MY BUNNY
WELLS, ROSEMARY
9781406382587     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. The owls and the crickets are singing together... Outside the window under a kaleidoscopic sky, 
the garden and all its creatures prepare for nightfall. Inside a cosy house, a beloved bunny gets ready, 
too: eating dinner, putting toys away, taking a bath, reading a story, listening to a song... With gorgeous 
artwork and a simple poetic narrative, celebrated author-illustrator Rosemary Wells invites bunnies big 
and small to wrap themselves in the comfort of a soothing lullaby that gently ties nature’s rhythms to 
familiar ritual. 

2578 n HHHHH

WHATS NEXT
KNAPMAN, TIMOTHY
9781406376876     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. A sweet, suspenseful story of a baby badger and his dad with rich, atmospheric illustrations 
from Jane McGuinness. Curious Baby Badger loves exploring. He is eager to see, and know, more of 
the world beyond his den. So, one night, his daddy takes him on a moonlit adventure through the still, 
black-and-white forest up above their underground home. And that sets Baby Badger’s imagination 
soaring. ‘What’s daytime like?’ he wonders. 

2579 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CIRCLE
BARNETT, MAC
9781406384222     H 
WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. From the dynamic, dream team of Jon Klassen and Mac Barnett comes the final instalment in 
the hilarious shape trilogy. Triangle and Square are visiting Circle, who lives at the waterfall. When they 
play hide-and-seek, Circle tells the friends the one rule: not to go behind the falling water, but after she 
closes her eyes to count to ten, of course that’s exactly where Triangle goes. Will Circle find Triangle? 
And what OTHER shapes might be lurking back there? 

2580 n HHHH

MAMMALS
FORSHAW, NICK
9780995576629     H     WHAT ON EARTH PUBLISHING LTD 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 7+. Be on the look-out for the wildest mammals with Agent Osprey as she explores the animal 
kingdom in search of all things fierce and friendly! Mammals! includes a 1.8-metre-long timeline, 
featuring over 100 mammals from their first known forms through to their living descendants and a 
fascinating journal that looks into how they have survived and thrived. ‘Mammals!’ is the latest entry in 
the Explorer series from What on Earth Books. ‘Bugs!’ and ‘Dinosaurs!’are winners of a Parents’ Choice 
Silver Award 2018. 

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY/PUZZLE

2581 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMAZING MAPS ACTIVITY BOOK
MULDOON, EILIDH
9781788286039     P     ARCTURUS PUBLISHING CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 15/03/19

Age 7+. This awesome activity book is packed with puzzles and information all about the world around 
you. Can you spot the tiger hiding in the Indian jungle? Or guide the children to the top of the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa? Or join the dots to reveal the tallest building in the world? Full of puzzles, colouring and 
facts, this is the perfect book for creative and curious children. 

2582 n HHHH

HEY DUGGEE SUPER YUMMY STICKER ACTIVITY
HEY DUGGEE
9781405940030     P     BBC CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£3.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 2 to 6. Hey Duggee is a BAFTA and Emmy award-winning animation about a big dog, a gang of 
little Squirrels, and a lot of Duggee Hugs. Yum yum! Duggee and the Squirrels are growing, making and 
eating their favourite food and drinks. Fruit, veg, pizzas, cakes, smoothies - they’re all here! The book 
includes over 60 stickers that you can use to complete the activities and send everyone home with full 
tummies. 

2583 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FARM ANIMALS MIX & MATCH
CORRIGAN, SOPHIE
9781408894095     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Have you ever seen a POP? It has a snuffly snout and a woolly bottom! Or what about a HATBER? 
It has a long tummy and big, bright feathers! Lift the panels to mix, match and make wonderfully silly 
farm-yard animals with Sophie Corrigan’s brilliantly funny creature creations. Mix together a duck, a 
donkey and a rooster and create DONTER. Or match up a sheep, a pig and a cow and create a SIW-
baa. Or should that be OINK? 

2584 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RSPB A DAY IN NATURE
POWELL, DEBBIE
9781408893906     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. 101 Activities Inspired by the Outdoors. A fantastic activity book to inspire half term holidays 
and outdoor activities as well as indoor fun for rainy days. In the morning, design your very own nature 
trail, seek out and find caterpillars or cut out pages to make a beautiful snail shell. In the afternoon, why 
not make some decorative bunting for a garden party? And then find your way through the bumblebee 
maze or colour in butterfly’s wings. At night time, spot constellations dancing across the sky. In this 
interactive book illustrated by Debbie Powell, you can explore nature throughout the day. 
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2585 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS STICKER ACTIVITY DESERT
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786960832     P     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? Get ready for an scorching expedition 
through the world’s hottest regions. Discover the animals that live in the most barren places on Earth, 
from coyotes and gazelles to rattlesnakes and armadillos. Wrap up warm and dive into this exciting 
book bursting with fun facts, quizzes, word searches, and mazes. 

2586 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS STICKER ACTIVITY RAINFOREST
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786960856     P     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? Get ready for an expedition through the 
world’s most lively areas. Discover a place where everything is continually growing; the animals, the 
trees, the vegetation. Discover incredible animals that are hidden deep in the jungle - the swinging 
orangutans, slithering pythons and hunting tigers. Dive into this exciting book bursting with fun facts, 
quizzes, word searches, and mazes. 

2587 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNICORN CREATIVITY BOOK
ACTIVITY BOOK
9781783123841     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. Packed with gorgeous illustrations and activities based on these fabled creatures, this book is 
a must-have for all young unicorn lovers. Inside, you’ll find a host of boredom-busting activities involving 
everyone’s favourite mythical creatures, from cool colour-in ideas and sticker pages to a unicorn board 
game, doodle challenges, and lots more. Puzzles, games, activities, 150 stickers, a personalised door 
hanger and unicorn-themed art paper that can be pulled out and used at home for craft projects make 
this a glorious way to enjoy your favourite unicorns. 

2588 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CATCH ME A SEEK & FIND 
BOOK
ARHOJ, ANDERS
9781452166490     H 
CHRONICLE 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Age 5 to 8. Cats and dogs rule - and wreak humorous havoc - in this innovative picture book that reads 
from front to back and back to front. In this action-packed follow-up to ‘Find Me: A Hide-and-Seek Book’, 
readers will delight in tracking a sly cat, Big Meow, and an elusive dog, Little Woof, through 11 richly 
detailed scenes populated with dogs, cats, and other cute creatures. Finding each protagonist is made 
even more fun with vibrant colour changes on every page. Open the book from the front to search for 
Big Meow, then open the book from the back to turn the tables and catch Little Woof. It’s two seek-and-
find experiences in one book! 

2589 n HHHH

GREAT WOMEN STICKER SCENES
EGMONT UK
9781405294683     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Celebrate International Women’s Day with this interactive sticker scene book all about the 
amazing women who changed the world! Add stickers to each scene to discover the inspirational stories 
behind these incredible women. Featuring an inclusive selection of empowering women including 
Malala Yousafzai, Michelle Obama, Emmeline Pankhurst, Jane Goodall and many more. Packed with 
over 100 stickers. Illustrated by Isabel Munoz. 

2590 n HHHH

LITTLE MISS INVENTOR’S EXPERIMENTS STICKER
LITTLE MISS
9781405292955     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Following the success of the Little Miss Inventor story, this colourful activity book sees the Mr 
Men and Little Miss bring science to life for young children with a fun mix of simple experiments and 
sticker activities. Have fun with science as Little Miss Inventor and her friends show you some great 
experiments that you can do at home! With lots of stickers and activities to make science even more 
exciting. The perfect first science book for children. 

2591 n HHHH

THOMAS & FRIENDS NO 1 STICKER SCENES
THOMAS & FRIENDS
9781405292924     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Come along with Thomas and his friends in the No 1 sticker scene book! Recreate all your 
favourite scenes of the Island of Sodor with 14 big sticker scenes including The Steamworks and the 
Search and Rescue Centre. Plus brand new locations and characters including Nia, Rebecca and the 
Steam Team! 

2592 n HHHH

WINNIE THE POOHS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK
WINNIE THE POOH
9781405292979     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends are ready for a day of fun in the Hundred Acre Wood. Help 
Piglet search for Heffalumps, visit Eeyore’s gloomy place and take part in a yummy picnic with stickers, 
colouring and activities. With big stickers for little hands and a variety of fun and engaging activities, this 
is the perfect gift for any little adventurer. 

2593 n HHHHH

LIFESIZE DINOSAURS
HENN, SOPHY
9781405293952     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. This interactive non-fiction adventure features lifesize illustrations so you can try on a 
Utahraptor’s claw, compare your nostrils with a Diplodocus, see how a Stegosaurus plate would look on 
your back, wear a Pteranodon’s beak, and much, much more. And don’t forget to open up the fold-out 
pages to reveal a lifesize Tyrannosaurus rex mouth that’s over a metre long! Roar! This huge, playful 
book is the perfect introduction to dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures for Jurassic Park fans and young 
dinosaur enthusiasts. 

2594 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE LEONARDOS MAKERLAB ROBOTS
KING, BART
9781423651161     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 4 to 8. A collection of fun and engaging activities which range from how to create code to make 
robots learn and perform basic tasks to building very simple robots from common household items. 
These activities are designed to engage both the readers’ hands and minds, which helps them better 
understand and retain the knowledge from the activities. Illustrated by Greg Paprocki. 

2595 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE LEONARDOS MAKERLAB SPACE
KING, BART
9781423651154     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£8.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 4+. A collection of simple hands-on activities for young readers. Activities range from building a 
simple model to illustrate the vast scope of our solar system to a demonstration of the speed of light. 
These activities are designed to engage both the readers’ hands and minds, which help them better 
understand and retain the knowledge gained from the activities. Illustrated by Greg Paprocki. 
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2596 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ZOG STICKER BOOK
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781407189482     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4 to 7. Everyone’s favourite accident-prone dragon is back - and now you can join in the fun 
too! This fantastic new actitivity book is based on the bestselling Zog, by Julia Donaldson and Axel 
Scheffler. Packed with over 400 stickers, colouring-in pages, dot-to-dots, puzzles, spot the difference, 
mazes, and simple word searches, there’s plenty to keep Zog fans busy for hours. 

2597 n HHHH

CLAUDE SNAZZY DRESS-UP STICKER BOOK
SMITH, ALEX T
9781444938616     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. Meet Claude - the ordinary dog with an extraordinary life. Now the star of his very own TV 
show on Disney Junior with 52 episodes. Whether he’s on Pawhaven beach in his best swimsuit or 
visiting Armslength Keep in knight’s armour, all sorts of wacky adventures happen to Claude and his 
best friend, Sir Bobblysock. Packed full of stickers, puzzles and games, this activity book will keep 
Claude fans busy for hours! 

2598 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUNFLOWER SHOOTS & 
MUDDY BOOTS
HALLIGAN, KATHERINE
9781788004046     S 
NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Packed with brilliant activities and green-fingered ideas, top tips and fascinating facts, from 
growing berries and flowers in old hats and welly boots, to making miniature indoor magic gardens 
or even growing your own secret den. The perfect first introduction to the absolute delight of growing 
plants. Illustrated by Grace Easton. 

2599 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHERE IS YOUR SISTER
KOPER, PUCK
9781509867226     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 7. A stylish and funny search-and-find adventure with a twist, packed with twin-sister mischief. 
The store is a riot of dots and stripes, patterns and checks, so it’s not easy to find one little girl in a 
spotty dress. Children will love finding Harriet on every page as the madcap chase moves from the 
fashion floor to home funishings and into the toy department. More and more people join in until at last 
naughty Harriet is reunited with her family. Packed with action and details to find and spot, this is a 
strikingly confident debut from Puck Koper. 

2600 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGAMI GALAXY FOR KIDS 
KIT
FOELKER, RITA
9780804851015     K 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 8 to 12. This cosmic kit is bursting with exciting models inspired by stars, planets, and space 
exploration. These easy origami projects will transform young folders into intergalactic travellers as they 
pilot their starship through the Solar System and beyond! Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11’s 
lunar landing in a hands-on way with this kit. Kids can learn about the moon and what it takes to get 
there, as each model comes with information on astronomy and cosmology. 

2601 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RIP ALL THE PAGES
BENKE, KAREN
9781611806571     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£10.99     Published 20/03/19

Age 7+. This is the activity book for out-of-bounds creative writing fun. Full of zany, silly, and thoughtful 
prompts, this book will help you take your writing to new places, literally! Write a wish and fold it up into 
a paper crane; write a secret poem, then place it somewhere for a stranger to find; write your hopes 
and dreams, and then send them soaring as a paper aeroplane - there’s no end to the imaginative ways 
to use words and paper. Unleash your creativity! 

2602 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPER CUTE ORIGAMI KIT
MARTIN, YUKI
9780804850780     K     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 12/03/19

Kids of all ages will love this super cute collection of easy origami crafts that can be customized in 
endless ways. Follow chibi manga mascots Kami Kami and Orihime as they show you how to fold up 
the models, and then how to personalize them in thousands of ways. The possibilities are limitless! 
Packed with accessories that you can use to create unique, embellished models, this origami kit 
includes: 48 sheets of colourful origami paper Over 35 sticker accessories 100 stick-on pearls in 
assorted colours 150 glittering sequins in various sizes 50 assorted stick-on rhinestones Washi tape. A 
colour book with folding instructions. 

2603 n HHHH

PETER RABBIT HOP, SKIP, STICK STICKER ACTIVITY
PETER RABBIT
9780241371749     P     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 3 to 5. Join Peter Rabbit and his woodland friends as they get up to all sorts of adventure and 
mischief in this jam-packed sticker book. Based on the classic tales by Beatrix Potter, this busy sticker 
book will keep little paws entertained for hours, featuring beautiful modern artwork from Ellie Taylor 
and over 300 stickers. Have fun completing the word search, finding the jigsaw puzzles pieces to finish 
a picture, playing spot the difference and colouring Peter and his friends with your favourite pencils. 
Ready, steady, hop! 

2604 n HHHH

ON THE PLANE ACTIVITY BOOK
IVY PRESS
9781782406631     P     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Puzzles, mazes, dot-to-dots, and drawing activities. Develops imaginative and creative skills 
based on real-life experience of travelling by plane. Packed with fun and engaging activities to enjoy 
throughout your journey. 
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2605 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ESCAPE THIS BOOK TITANIC
DOYLE, BILL
9780525644200     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£7.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 8 to 12. Reader, beware! Once you open this book, there is no turning back. You will have three 
chances to survive the Titanic’s fateful voyage. Decide which path to take first. Passenger: Exploring 
the ship is fun! Just don’t get caught on the wrong deck when there’s an iceberg ahead! Crew Member: 
You work for a family in first class. Can you persuade them to save you along with their beloved dog? 
Stowaway: You snuck onto this ship. Can you draw your way onto a lifeboat? In the Escape This Book! 
series, YOU are the star of history! Doodle your way through adventures as you decide the best path 
for survival. Don’t be afraid to rip or fold a page... 

2606 n HHHH

BE GREEN
ABEY, KATIE
9781787414624     P     STUDIO PRESS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. An activity book for young people to colour, doodle and DIY their way to living a more 
responsible, sustainable life. Use creativity to explore the environmental issues facing planet Earth, 
discover how you can make a difference, and learn top tips on how to protect the environment for future 
generations. Features the charming and quirky illustrations of Katie Abey. Includes an introduction and 
notes for grown-ups. 

2607 n HHHH

BE KIND
ABEY, KATIE
9781787414631     P     STUDIO PRESS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. An activity book for young people to colour, doodle and DIY their way to a more caring, 
kinder and accepting world. Use creativity to explore your place in the world, discover the amazing 
power of acceptance, and learn top tips on how to spread joy through being kind. Features the 
charming and quirky illustrations of Katie Abey. Includes an introduction and notes for grown-ups. 

2608 n HHHHH

PLANETARIUM ACTIVITY BOOK
PRINJA, RAMAN
9781787414693     P     TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Informative, imaginative and artistic activities for young astronomers everywhere. 
Following the incredible ‘Planetarium’, author Raman Prinja returns with illustrator Chris Wormell, 
with a companion activity book. Bursting with fascinating facts and puzzles, this book offers hours of 
entertainment to artists and space lovers. Beautiful and inspiring, the myriad activities in this book 
challenge the reader to discover something new and use their imagination to draw, decorate and design 
on every pull-out page. Perfect for fans of ‘Planetarium’ and the Welcome to the Museum series. 

2609 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DANGEROUS DINOSAURS
GEORGE, JOSHUA
9781789580228     H 
TOP THAT PUBLISHING PLC 
£9.99     Published 01/03/19

Age 3 to 8. Travel back in time to the period of the dinosaurs in this fact-packed lift-the-flap book! How 
big was a Brachiosaurs? Could dinosaurs fly? Why did dinosaurs become extinct? Find the answers to 
all these questions and more. Each humorous scene is packed with facts and interactive flaps that bring 
history to life. Don’t just read about the dinosaurs ... meet them! Illustrated by Ed Myer. 

2610 n HHHH

GARDEN CENTRE STICKER BOOK
REID, STRUAN
9781474942362     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. Take a tour through a beautiful garden centre in this detailed sticker book. Discover everything 
from outdoor plants, a flower shop, exotic indoor plants, garden statues and furniture to garden tools 
and clothing for gardens. There’s also an outdoor cafe to visit and a children’s play area with swings, 
slides and tree houses. Illustrated by Nuria Tamarit. 

2611 n HHHH

LITTLE CHILDRENS PENCIL & PAPER GAMES
ROBSON, KIRSTEEN
9781474952125     P     USBORNE 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. This pad offers over 100 pages of write-on, tear-off paper and pencil games for little children 
to play with a companion of any age. Simple concepts and lively illustrations make it ideal for journeys, 
holidays and play-dates alike. The convenient format fits neatly into a bag or backpack, for hours of 
engaging screen-free entertainment on the go. 

2612 n HHHH

LITTLE CHILDRENS ZOO ACTIVITY BOOK
GILPIN, REBECCA
9781474953610     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. An exciting book filled with lots of zoo-themed activities designed for young children. There are 
lots of puzzles, mazes, dot-to-dot, pictures to colour and things to spot. Facts about zoos, the people 
who work in them and the creatures that live there are incorporated into the activities. 

2613 n HHHH

LITTLE FIRST STICKERS AQUARIUM
WATSON, HANNAH
9781474950985     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Little children will love bringing a coral reef, a lagoon or a penguin pool to life with hundreds of 
reusable stickers. Informative labels and easy-to-read introductions on each spread mean children also 
learn interesting facts about the creatures they encounter on each page. Each scene is meticulously 
researched and checked by experts, so this is an engaging educational tool for children who enjoy 
learning about nature, animals, ocean life and more. Illustrated by Marcella Grassi. 

2614 n HHHH

ACTION STICKER DOLLY DRESSING
WATT, FIONA
9781474959636     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. From private investigators and fire fighters, to movie stars and stunt artists, this action-packed 
book is packed with dolls to dress with over 300 stickers. With extra accessories to add including 
helmets, harnesses, tool kits and special technology, this is a fun sticker book for young go-getters! 
Illustrated by Stephen Wood. 

2615 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS ANIMALS STICKER BOOK
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474952774     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Children will love filling Apple Tree Farm with animal stickers, as they follow Poppy and Sam 
through scenes including Muddy pigs, Summer show, Snowy fields and Baby animals. All the Farmyard 
Tales favourites are here, including Daisy the cow, Ears the Donkey and Woolly the sheep. Part of the 
relaunch of the classic brand Farmyard Tales, loved by families for over 30 years. Illustrated by Stephen 
Cartwright. 
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2616 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS FINGERPRINT ACTIVITIES
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474952712     S     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Fill Apple Tree Farm with beautiful colours using the inkpad attached to this book. Join Poppy 
and Sam and all your favourite animals as you decorate the scenes with fingerprints in seven different 
shades. There are lots of helpful tips, and the activities include giving the hens some chicks, putting 
pigs in a pen, and adding spots to cows. Part of the relaunch of the classic brand Farmyard Tales, loved 
by families for over 30 years. Illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. 

2617 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS MAGIC PAINTING BOOK
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474952750     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Use the special brush that comes with this book to fill the scenes of Apple Tree Farm with 
amazing, vibrant colours. Poppy and Sam are shown having various adventures, including riding on 
a tractor, having a picnic, flying kites and going camping. Part of the relunch of the classic Farmyard 
Tales, loved by families for over 30 years. Illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. 

CHILDREN’S HUMOUR

2618 n HHHH

WORLDS BEST JOKES FOR KIDS VOL 1
SWERLING, LISA
9781449497989     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Every Single One Illustrated. This illustrated book by the New York Times-bestselling creators of the 
‘Happiness is...’ project will leave your family in stitches. This book is filled with hundreds of corny, 
brilliant, and silly jokes - each paired with a small drawing that’s a sweet comic gem in itself. It’s the 
perfect book for road trips, rainy days, or those special moments when kids and parents can laugh 
together. 

2619 n HHHH

WORLDS BEST JOKES FOR KIDS VOL 2
SWERLING, LISA
9781449497996     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Every Single One Illustrated. This illustrated book by the New York Times-bestselling creators of the 
‘Happiness is...’ project will leave your family in stitches. This book is filled with hundreds of corny, 
brilliant, and silly jokes - each paired with a small drawing that’s a sweet comic gem in itself. It’s the 
perfect book for road trips, rainy days, or those special moments when kids and parents can laugh 
together. 

CHILDREN’S NON FICTION

2620 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WOMAN WHO RODE A SHARK
ROSS, AILSA
9780749581145     H 
AA PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 31/03/19

An illustrated compendium of history’s radical female trailblazers, from 231 BCE to today. Celebrating the 
daring pioneers who have blazed a trail on every continent, ‘The Woman Who Rode a Shark’ empowers 
young readers to take their dreams seriously, to have the confidence to take healthy risks, and to protect 
the planet and their fellow citizens as they venture outside. It cheers for the girls who said, ‘When I grow 
up I want to be a treetop explorer, a rock climber, a surfer, an aquanaut, an astronaut!’ - and then went 
ahead and did it. This book highlights the stories of women the history books forgot about. 

2621 n HHHH

SPACE ON EARTH
KANANI, SHEILA
9781846884559     P     ALMA CHILDREN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Have you ever looked up into the sky and wondered about space, astronomy and the universe? Perhaps 
you have. But you’ve probably never looked around you - at the water you drink, the sunglasses you wear 
or the selfies people take - and thought about space. The truth is, there is more of space on earth than you 
realize... Full of amazing facts about everyday innovations inspired by space travel and sections on the 
people who brought them to us, ‘Space on Earth’ is an entertaining and fascinating look at space and the 
untold relationship with the planet we live on, helping children to feel the awe and wonder of the universe. 

2622 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SMITH
BROWNE, CHARLOTTE
9781786069719     P 
JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. By the time Kelly Smith was nine years old, she was already so good she was running rings around 
the boys at her local club and scoring goals for fun. But angry parents complained she was making their sons 
look silly, and Kelly had to move to a girls’ team. From that day, she knew she had to be twice as skillful and 
brave as any boy to succeed in the game she loved. ‘Smith’ is the story of how the girl from Watford refused to 
be held back, and became an Arsenal superstar and the England women’s national team’s top scorer. 

2623 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS EXTREM ENVIRONMENTS
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786961181     H     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Discover some of the planet’s Earth’s most extreme environments with Bear Grylls. Learn 
how to survive in deserts, rainforest, mountains, polar areas and the vast blue oceans.  Includes step-
by-step instructions and tips from Bear. 
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2624 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS FOREST
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786961174     H     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Explore some wild woodlands on an epic survival adventure with Bear Grylls. learn how to 
shelter, find food and water, and stay safe from dangerous woodland plants and animals. Includes step-
by-step instructions and tips from Bear. 

2625 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS SUMMER
BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS
9781786961204     H     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how 
to prepare for the outdoors in summer, how to stay hydrated and protect yourself from the sun. Includes 
step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear. 

2626 n HHHH

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS WINTER
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786961198     H     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Embark on an amazing adventure with Bear Grylls to explore the great outdoors. Learn how 
to prepare for the outdoors in winter, how to identify and prevent hypothermia, and how to keep warm 
and dry on cold nights. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Bear. 

2627 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACE RACE
HUBBARD, BEN
9781783124114     H     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. Download the free app to bring space exploration to life like no other book. See the Apollo 
11 lunar module, the ISS Space Station and the Curiosity Mars rover in close-up 3D, and watch the 
book come to life when video clips of NASA footage play ‘on the page’ when viewed through your 
smartphone or tablet. This book tells the awe-inspiring story of space exploration, looking back in 
time to the first satellites that were sent into orbit and forward to future missions to Mars. Photographs 
feature highlights of key spacecraft such as Vostock 1, the International Space Station, the Space 
Shuttle and the Hubble Space Telescope. 

2628 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINOSAURS A CHILDRENS ENCYCLOPEDIA
DK
9780241287323     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£19.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. This new edition is fully updated with completely revised text and images; reflecting the most 
up-to-date knowledge in the fast-moving area of dinosaurs and fossil science. The encyclopedia is not 
simply a catalogue of facts and photos - it is a visual celebration of the history of all life on Earth, with 
special focus on dinosaurs. More than 100 dinosaur species are featured, many illustrated with brand 
new artworks, exclusive to DK. The new images vividly reflect the very latest research into what these 
prehistoric creatures looked like, including thrilling new discoveries about feathered dinosaurs. 

2629 n HHHH

FLOWERS
NATURE EXPLORERS
9780241358344     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 9. Explore Nature with Fun Facts and Activities. A first nature book about flowers, this is the 
perfect companion for young minds eager to learn about the world of flowering plants. Children are 
encouraged to get hands on with fun activities, from pressing petals to preserving them to making a 
mini desert filled with cacti. Learn which plants flower and which don’t, how pollinators help plants make 
seeds, and what the parts of a flower are. The books in this series are wonderful introductions to the 
great outdoors, packed with fun facts and and engaging activities. 

2630 n HHHH

INSECTS & SPIDERS
NATURE EXPLORERS
9780241358276     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 9. Explore Nature with Fun Facts and Activities. A first nature book about insects and spiders, 
this is the perfect companion for young minds eager to learn about the world of bugs. Children are 
encouraged to get hands on with fun activities, from making a bug hotel to building an ant farm. Learn 
what termites build their nests from, how an earwig looks after her eggs, and why wasps have black 
and yellow stripes. The books in this series are wonderful introductions to the great outdoors, packed 
with fun facts and and engaging activities. 

2631 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RHS THE MAGIC & MYSTERY 
OF TREES
GREEN, JEN
9780241355435     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 8. Learn amazing tree facts, meet extraordinary trees from around the world and learn 
about the habitats they create. Find out what trees do for us and how to make your community a 
greener place by planting your very own tree! Did you know that trees take care of each other and 
that the whole forest is connected? ‘The Magic and Mystery of Trees’ takes children on a fascinating 
journey of exploration, showing them just how special these mighty organisms are. Discover how they 
communicate and warn each other of predators, how they nurture their networks, record the past, and 
anticipate the future to ensure their survival. 

2632 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FANTASTICAL ABOUT FROGS
DAVEY, OWEN
9781912497058     H 
FLYING EYE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 12. The latest of Owen Davey’s beautiful series of animal nonfiction focuses on the diverse 
and fascinating world of frogs! Did you know that there are over 4,000 known species of frog? Some 
are bigger than your dinner plate, while others are small enough to sit on your fingernail, and in 
between is about every colour and size you can imagine! Leap into this fascinating illustrated guide to 
the most diverse amphibians in the world, from the lumbering common toad to the beautiful but deadly 
poison dart frog. 
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2633 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PLANT SOW MAKE & GROW
COOMBS, ESTHER
9781787080249     H 
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN 
£12.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 5+. An illustrated, approachable introduction to gardening for little ones, encouraging healthy eating 
and educating about where food comes from. With sections based on the cycle of the seasons, the 
pages are packed with ideas of what to grow, how to sow seeds and useful harvesting information. Also 
included are tips about what wildlife you may see, and raiding your recycling box to make some useful 
gardening accessories and other decorative craft activities. 

2634 n HHHH

LADY IS A SPY VIRGINIA HALL
MITCHELL, DON
9781407191386     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. World War II’s Most Dangerous Secret Agent. Virginia never thought she’d be a spy. The 
young American had been working for the State Department overseas when she was involved in 
an accident that required her left leg to be amputated. Despite this setback, Hall was eager to do 
something to help the Allies win the war. She made her way to France where she helped coordinate 
resistance movements, sabotaging the Nazis at every turn. Her covert operations included capturing 
500 Germans. Thoroughly researched and full of rarely seen photographs from Virginia Hall’s family, 
this is an extraordinary, in-depth look at a true hero. 

2635 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW NOT TO LOSE IT
WILLIAMSON, ANNA
9781407193144     P 
SCHOLASTIC 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 14. Be the Boss of Your Mental Health. Exam stress? Friendship issues? Panic attacks? This 
book will help you be the boss of all of this, and more. It’s not just your body that should be fit and 
healthy - your mind needs to be, too! A go-to guide for achieving a balanced mind and strong emotional 
well-being. With immediate, heart of the matter advice and a chatty yet honest tone, the author 
addresses all of the key issues affecting children today. The book covers: anxiety; depression; stress, 
friendship and bullying; relationships and sex; family life and bereavement; phobias; peer pressure; 
self-harming; self-esteem and confidence. 

2636 n HHHHH

BRONTES
DOHERTY, ANNA
9781526361066     H 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. The Fantastically Feminist (and Totally True) Story of the Astonishing Authors. Meet the 
incredible Bronte family - Charlotte, Emily, Anne and Branwell Bronte are no ordinary children. Growing 
up on the wild, lonely moors of Yorkshire, they have nothing to entertain them but their imaginations 
and each other. So they invent extraordinary imaginery worlds, full of wars and love stories, soldiers, 
heroes and villains, ruled over by powerful women. The Brontes discover that the real world isn’t such 
a great place to be a girl. But they are so determined that their voices be heard, they overcome almost 
unbeatable odds to be bestselling authors. 

2637 n HHHHH

INCREDIBLE ECOSYSTEMS OF 
PLANET EARTH
IGNOTOFSKY, RACHEL
9781526361745     H 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. An illustrated tour of our planet’s ecosystems both large and small, from reefs, deserts 
and rainforests to a single drop of water - from the bestselling author of Women in Science. Through 
exquisite illustrations, maps and infographics, bestselling author Rachel Ignotofsky explains how 
our planet works, from its incredible ecosystems and the plants and animals that live there to the 
importance of biodiversity, weather cycles and more. Including information on the dangers of climate 
change and ideas for how to protect Planet Earth, this utterly charming guide is perfect for all nature 
loving readers on the planet we call home. 

2638 n HHHHH

WONDER OF TREES
DAVIES, NICOLA
9781444938197     H 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 11. Did you know that there are over 60,000 tree species? This stunning book explores the 
extraordinary diversity of trees and forests - the lungs of our earth. A glorious celebration of trees by 
non-fiction specialist Nicola Davies, illustrated by rising star Lorna Scobie, creators of the beautiful ‘The 
Variety of Life’. There is something to delight on every page with fascinating facts and figures. This 
exquisite book will encourage children to treasure the world’s biodiversity and help to stop it slipping 
away. 
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2639 n HHHH

AMERICAS NATIONAL PARKS
WARD, ALEXA
9781788681155     H     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published 01/03/19

A beautiful gift title for children exploring America’s 59 stunning National Parks. Each park will have 
two to three full spreads devoted to it, showcasing things to do and things to see, amazing animals and 
plants to look out for, and incredible facts and stories about the park and its history. 

2640 n HHHH

OUT & ABOUT BIRD SPOTTER
SWIFT, SWIFT
9781788004220     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. Ideal for any budding birdwatchers, this book encourages children to get outside and spot birds 
in the wild! Packed with useful information about how to get started, as well as a comprehensive field 
guide section full of expert tips on how to identify a species when they’re out and about. This book is 
the perfect introduction to birdwatching for children. 

2641 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RISE UP THE ART OF PROTEST
RIPPON, JO
9781786750822     H 
PALAZZO EDITIONS LTD 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. The right to protest is hard fought and even harder to win. Yet it is the bedrock of any thriving 
democracy. This generation is one of the most politically aware for many years. In this book we look at 
six main areas of protest and explain the reasons behind the protest issue, how it has been protested in 
the past and how these issues are being protested by children today. It will cover international Women’s 
Marches, Black Lives Matter, the Enough is Enough campaign and the work of CND and Greenpeace, 
illustrated with a mix of poster art and photography. 

2642 n HHHH

TRAPPED
ARONSON, MARC
9781442440258     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 10+. In early August 2010, the unthinkable happened when a mine collapsed in Copiapo, Chile, 
trapping thirty-three miners 2,000 feet below the surface. For sixty-nine days they lived on meager 
resources with increasingly poor air quality. When they were finally rescued, the world watched with 
rapt attention and rejoiced in the amazing spirit and determination of the miners. What could have 
been a terrible tragedy became an amazing story of survival. In ‘Trapped’, Marc Aronson provides 
the backstory behind the rescue and traces the psychological, physical, and environmental factors 
surrounding the mission. 

2643 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOST BOOK OF ADVENTURE
KEEN, TEDDY (ED)
9781786032966     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. ‘The Lost Book of Adventure’ is a restored reproduction of a set of tattered sketchbooks 
discovered in the Amazon, filled with the extraordinary adventures and survival methods of the 
Unknown Adventurer. Discovered by nature enthusiast Teddy Keen on a recent trip to the Amazon, the 
tattered sketchbooks are filled with details of extraordinary adventures and escapes expedition advice 
and survival methods, annotated with illustrations. It is thought that the sketchbooks were created for 
two young relatives of the author. 

2644 n HHHH

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SURVIVING IN THE WILD
GIFFORD, CLIVE
9781786033475     L     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 7 to 11. An absorbing, fast-packed and comprehensive guide to surviving in the wild, with a 
particular focus on the animals you might encounter - and want to avoid! - while you’re there. Whether 
you’re lost in the mountains, stranded in the desert, or adrift at sea, if you’ve read this book, you might 
just have a fighting chance at staying alive. Vivid photos, maps and other colourful graphics provide 
plenty to inspire armchair explorers. 

2645 n HHHH

ROCK SPOTTER
GREEN, DAN
9780711241213     L     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 7 to 11. What is the toughest mineral on Earth? What are meteorites made of? Which rock forms 
long, hairlike strands? Learn how to find and identify different rocks, minerals and fossils with this handy 
spotters guide. Search for precious metals, compare different rocks from all over the world and identify 
everything from serpentine to slate. This book will get kids outdoors, helping them learn about the 
natural world - and become a rock spotting expert! 

2646 n HHHH

BIRDS
UNWIN, MIKE
9781786036360     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 6 to 12. Birds are everywhere but what do they do and why are they important to our planet? 
Explore how they help pollinate plants and disperse seeds or recycle nutrients when they scavenge 
and poke around! Discover all you need to know about our feathered friends and their place in our 
world through experiments, investigations and hands-on tasks. This series takes a cross-disciplinary 
approach, including links to culture, history, arts and crafts, as well as the science behind each topic. 
Each spread encourages children to engage with the natural world through exploration, creativity and 
investigation. 

2647 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SAYING GOODBYE TO BARKLEY
SILLETT, DEVON
9781925335965     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 14/03/19

Age 4 to 8. The perfect story for any child coping with the loss of a pet. Olivia and her dog Barkley are 
inseparable. He’s her sidekick, her partner in crime- fighting - they’re the perfect pair. But then, Barkley 
dies and Olivia is heartbroken. She dreads falling asleep because waking up without Barkley is just too 
sad. Gradually, however, she realizes that Barkley wouldn’t want her to be unhappy for the rest of her 
life. So she thinks of a way that she cannot only get her own happiness back, but also give happiness 
to another animal, by adopting a new dog from an animal shelter. And so Spud joins the family. 
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2648 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STEP INTO YOUR POWER
PIPPINS, ANDREA
9781786035851     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. From the team who brought you ‘Young, Gifted and Black’, comes the next title every 
young girl needs. Listen up little sister! Now is the time to learn how to harness your power and use it. 
You’ve heard about heroes and read about the greats, but how do you actually get there yourself? This 
book will show you how to make your dreams a big reality. Learn from the lived experience of author 
Jamia Wilson  and illustrator Andrea Pippins, as they mentor you through growing up in the modern 
world, and teach you how to ‘Step Into Your Power.’ 

2649 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT BIG BOOK OF LIFE
HOFFMAN, MARY
9781786031808     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5 to 7. The sixth title in the Great Big Book series explores every stage of human life. From birth to 
starting nursery, being a teenager to becoming an adult, from work to relationships, homes and jobs, to 
aging illness and death. A universal but challenging topic is dealt with Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith’s 
trademark sensitivity and humour and inclusivity. 

2650 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
J K ROWLING
MOSS, CAROLINE
9781786037381     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8+. One in a new series of empowering biographies featuring modern women. When Joanne 
Rowling was a young woman, she found herself as ‘poor as it was possible to be in modern Britain 
without being homeless’. But, she had a bestselling idea and a tenacious spirit. If only she could find 
someone who wanted to publish it... Discover how J.K. Rowling became a bestselling author and 
publishing sensation in this true story of her life. Then, learn 10 key lessons from her work you can 
apply to your own life. Featuring inspiring quotes and mantras, this is a book for all children wanting to 
forge their own career path. 

2651 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OPRAH WINFREY
MOSS, CAROLINE
9781786037350     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 8 to 12. One in new series of empowering biographies featuring modern women in the world of 
work. When Oprah Winfrey was a little girl, she watched her grandma hang cloth out on the line. Oprah 
adored her grandma, but she knew in that moment her life would be different... And she was right. 
Discover how Oprah became a billionaire CEO and media mogul in this true story of her life. Then, 
learn 10 key lessons from her work you can apply to your own life. Featuring inspiring quotes and 
mantras, this is a book for children wanting to forge their own career path. 

2652 n HHHHH

STORIES FOR BOYS WHO DARE TO BE DIFFERENT 2
BROOKS, BEN
9781787476554     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. The follow-up to the much loved and hugely successful Stories for ‘Boys Who Dare to be 
Different’, the bestselling book that changed countless boys’ lives around the world and gave them the 
confidence to be themselves. What have the footballer Kylian Mbappe, the philosopher Socrates and 
the singer Ed Sheeran all got in common? All three of them defied expectations - going against the 
grain and pursuing their dreams - despite a seemingly impossible barrage of obstacles and difficulties. 
Their stories are incredible, as are those of the tap-dancer Evan Ruggiero, the Pokemon creator 
Satoshi Tajiri, and the other inspirational boys who fill the pages 

2653 n HHHH

MY BIG BOOK OF SEWING
CICO BOOKS
9781782497097     P     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

Packed with over 60 creative projects carefully selected to appeal to children, ‘My Big Book of Sewing’ 
includes stylish clothes, bags and accessories as well as cute toys and gifts. Every project includes a 
photo and clear, illustrated step-by-step instructions of how to make it, as well as a skills levels so that 
children can start by learning the basics but then quickly progress. 

2654 n HHHH

SUPER SLIME
AKASS, SUSAN
9781782497103     P     RYLAND PETERS & SMALL 
£9.99     Published 12/03/19

In ‘Super Slime!’ Susan Akass offers a brilliant variety of safe homemade recipes including fluffy, glow-
in-the-dark, crunchy, rainbow glitter and starburst slime. With easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions 
and vibrant photos of every slime, the recipes are bright, clear and easy to understand. 

2655 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIGGER PICTURE
BENNETT, SOPHIA
9781849766210     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING CHILD 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Women Who Changed the Art World.  This book will introduce young readers to the lives 
and work of the world’s most renowned and inspirational artists. As well as biographical information, 
this book will look at the creative practices of these women who broke boundaries and exceeded all 
expectations. With foreword by Tate’s first female director, Maria Balshaw, the book will contain over 
thirty biographies of women artists, investigating their creative practices and exploring their contribution 
to art. 

2656 n HHHHH

BENEATH THE WAVES
MURRAY, LILY
9781787413801     H 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7 to 9. Take a journey through the oceans of the world in this beautiful book, made entirely from 
hand-pressed plants. Artist Helen Ahpornsiri transforms silky seaweeds, feathery algae and bright coast 
blooms into playful penguins, scuttling crabs and schools of silvery sharks. Turn the page to explore 
each corner of the oceans, from hidden rock pools to the darkest depths. Marvel as plants transform 
into marvellous creatures, and discover the magic and beauty that lies beneath the waves... 
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2657 n HHHH

ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT MONEY
JENKINS, MARTIN
9781406387063     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. A funny, philosophical look at the universal subject of money by award-winning non-fiction 
writer Martin Jenkins, Illustrated by Satoshi Kitamura. In the Yap Islands in the South Pacific money can 
be a stone with a hole in the middle. It can be a string of shells, a bundle of cloth or a copper slab. It’s 
the stuff that makes the world go round and doesn’t grow on trees. In this fascinating and thought-
provoking book, Martin explores the history of money from its earliest beginnings to the electronic 
banking of today. 

2658 n HHHH

ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT CHOCOLATE
FRENCH, VIVIAN
9781406387070     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Everyone loves chocolate! But there’s far more to it than we thought... Did you know that 
English pirates robbing a Spanish ship thought the sacks of coco beans were sheep droppings? Or that 
a chocolate drink was a perfect way to poison your enemy? Describing the historical progress of the 
miraculous bean - from the Aztecs to Nestle - with a mixture of facts, speculation, personal recollections 
and recipes, Vivian French and illustrator Paul Howard take us on a wide-ranging journey that gives us 
chocolate in all its glory. 

2659 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOOTBALL SCHOOL SEASON 
3
BELLOS, ALEX
9781406386400     P 
WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 7+. Where Football Explains the World. This book is packed with awesome true stories, real 
science and fascinating facts and will make you laugh loads - and it’s all about football. Learn the maths 
behind the coin toss, how a good night’s sleep helps you perform better on the pitch, the history of 
trophies, the biology of the foot and about animal mascots from around the world. Illustrated throughout 
by Spike Gerrell with hilarious cartoons and filled with laugh-out-loud gags, this is the perfect book for 
any boy or girl who loves football. 

2660 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLORER PLANTS
FORSHAW, NICK
9780995576612     H 
WHAT ON EARTH PUBLISHING LTD 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 7 to 11. This fascinating book features more than 100 plants from around the world, with an 8-page 
fold-out timeline. Stop and smell the roses with Agent Osprey as she works to uncover the mysterious 
world of plants! Plants! includes a 1.8-metre-long timeline, featuring over 100 plants from their first 
known forms through to their living descendants and a fascinating journal that looks into how they have 
survived and thrived. ‘Plants!’ is the latest entry in the Explorer series from What on Earth Books. 

2661 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHARLES DARWIN
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413641     H     WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 

2662 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COCO CHANEL
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413634     H     WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 

2663 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIDA KAHLO
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413603     H 
WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 

2664 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARIA MONTESSORI
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413658     H     WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 

2665 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARIE CURIE
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413610     H     WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 

2666 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STEPHEN HAWKING
MUNOZ, ISABEL
9788854413627     H     WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£6.99     Published 28/03/19

A series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education, narrating the 
stories of those great historical figures that have left their mark on humanity in fields such as science, 
art, exploration, music, fashion and other subjects. 
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2667 n HHHH

SLOTH SLEPT ON
PRESTON-GANNON, FRAN
9781843654254     H     PAVILION 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

A group of children find a sloth snoring away in a tree in their garden. Not knowing what it is, they set 
off to find out. While the two older children dream up increasingly outrageous possibilities, from an 
astronaut to a pirate, to a space creature, the youngest little girl investigates books and a globe and 
discovers what it really is and where it lives. But how can the children help the sloth to get home if it 
won’t wake up? 

2668 n HHHH

BABY DREAM
SCRIBENS, SUNNY
9781782857297     H     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 31/03/19

Just right for bedtime or nap time, ‘Baby Dream’ features a calming refrain and plentiful prompts to 
soothe small children to sleep and strengthen the caregiver-child bond. High-contrast photographs of 
babies and toddlers and chic, contemporary design make this an eye-catching board book. 

2669 n HHHH

BABY FOOD
WEIDER, STEFANIE P
9781782857303     H     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 31/03/19

‘Baby Food’ offers an inclusive view of all the ways babies enjoy their food: bottle-feeding, nursing, 
self-feeding, eating with family members and more. High-contrast photographs of faces and chic, 
contemporary graphic design make this an eye-catching board book for mealtime or any time. 

2670 n HHHH

BABY PLAY
SILVER, SKYE
9781782857280     H     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 31/03/19

Invite babies and toddlers to build social-emotional skills through interactive play activities like dancing, 
laughing, splashing and building. This board book’s chic, eye-catching graphic design features high-
contrast photographs of a wide variety of babies, caregivers and families. 

2671 n HHHH

FUNNY FACE
SMEE, NICOLA
9781526609434     H     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Funny face. Naughty face. Cross face. Happy face. How many funny faces can you pull? Children will 
love pulling all the hilarious faces in this charming board board classic - now reissued with a brand new 
cover. Turn to the last page to see how funny you look in the surprise mirror. 

2672 n HHHH

FRIENDS FOR MOUSE
KIGHTLEY, ROSALINDA
9781910716168     H     BOXER BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Richly coloured artwork accompanied by a simple and effective text, die-cut holes and 
adorable characters, this is a wonderful picture book with a strong pre-school theme! 

2673 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HELLO HONEYBEES
ROGGE, HANNAH
9781452168920     H 
CHRONICLE 
£8.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 2 to 4. Nature lovers will adore this ingenious board book that transforms into a stand-up beehive. 
Simply ‘fly’ the two bee characters attached to ribbons through the beautifully illustrated pages to visit a 
garden, tour the beehive, and see how honey is made. Full of playful and informative touches, this book 
is a sweet introduction to the hardworking honey-bee that will have young readers buzzing to learn 
more. Illustrated by Emily Dove. 

2674 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACE
POP UP PEEKABOO
9780241359396     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 2. Take your toddler on a pop-up space rocket adventure, and fly to the Moon in this lift-the-flap 
baby book with pictures that pop off the page. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early 
learning, while the surprise pop-up space scenes will hold the attention of curious preschoolers. With 
the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing 
what’s hiding under each flap, and then lifting the flaps to find the space characters and play peekaboo. 

2675 n HHHH

THOMAS & FRIENDS THE STEAM TEAM
THOMAS & FRIENDS
9781405292986     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. ‘We’re the Steam Team and here we come. Working as one, to get the job done!’ Meet 
Thomas and the Steam Team with everyone’s favourite engines, alongside brand-new friends, Nia and 
Rebecca, in this bright and colourful tabbed board book. 

2676 n HHHH

WINNIE THE POOH ITS FRIENDLY WITH TWO
WINNIE THE POOH
9781405293341     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Christopher Robin and Winnie-the-Pooh show that it is so much more friendly with two, in this 
celebration of the friendship between a boy and his bear. Follow the pair through their day as they share 
every moment together in this chunky board book that is perfect for the youngest fans of Winnie-the-Pooh. 

2677 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I LOVE YOU
COOMBS, KATE
9781423651536     H 
GIBBS SMITH 
£6.99     Published 26/03/19

Little Poet William Shakespeare. ‘I do love nothing in the world as well as you.’ This book pairs loving 
lines from the Bard’s famous plays and sonnets with engaging illustrations by Carme Lemniscates, letting 
parents, grandparents, and other readers tell toddlers how loved they are in Shakespeare’s own words. 
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2678 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
R IS FOR RAMADAN
PAPROCKI, GREG
9781423651659     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£7.99     Published 05/03/19

Ramadan is a month-long observance when Muslims all over the world spend more time with each 
other, emphasize charitable works, fast, pray, and break their daily fast each night together. It’s a time 
meant for focusing on things such as sharing, empathy, compassion, generosity, and selflessness. 
These ideals are wonderfully illustrated here in Greg Paprocki’s inimitable style for each of the 26 
letters of the alphabet. 

2679 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ADVENTURES OF JOHN MUIR
COOMBS, KATE
9781423651505     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£6.99     Published 19/03/19

A new series in the BabyLit collection that celebrates Naturalists and the contributions they have made 
to preserving our natural world. John Muir was a Scottish-born naturalist and author who become know 
as ‘the Father of the National Parks’. Millions have read his letters, essays, and books of his adventures 
in nature, and his advocacy was essential in helping to preserve many beautiful parts of the West - 
especially Yosemite National Park. Kate Coombs’ enchanting poem and Seth Lucas’ adorable illustrations 
share Muir’s love of the Sierras, the Sequoias and Redwoods, and the birds and animals of the West. 

2680 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JOHN JAMES AUDUBON PAINTED BIRDS
COOMBS, KATE
9781423651512     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£6.99     Published 19/03/19

A new series in the BabyLit collection that celebrates Naturalists and the contributions they have made 
to preserving our natural world. John James Audubon was an ornithologist, naturalist, and painter. He 
is known for his stunning illustrations and paintings of North American birds in their natural habitats, 
painting over 700 species and discovering 25 new kinds of birds during his lifetime. This BabyLit 
book shares his legacy and his love of nature with budding bird-watchers through a clever poem and 
gorgeous illustrations. As he said, ‘the world is not given by (our) fathers, but borrowed from (our) 
children’. Illustrated by Seth Lucas. 

2681 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IN EMILYS GARDEN
COOMBS, KATE
9781423651529     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£6.99     Published 26/03/19

Little Poet Emily Dickinson. Avid gardener and poet Emily Dickinson collected 424 pressed flower 
specimens and wrote nearly 1800 poems in her lifetime, with nature and plants inspiring many of 
her beloved works. Lines and couplets from her poems paired with Carme Lemniscates’ gorgeous 
illustrations bring ‘In Emily’s Garden’ to life, letting toddlers take a stroll in Emily’s garden of verses. See 
the flowers, birds, butterflies, and bees through Emily’s eyes, and foster a love of gardens and poems 
alike. 

2682 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE WOMEN
ARCHER, MANDY
9781423651451     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£9.99     Published 26/03/19

Babylit Storybooks are a great way to introduce young readers to the classics, with easy-to-read 
storylines and bright illustrations. In ‘Little Women’ preschoolers meet Meg, Jo, Beth, Amy and Marmee, 
following the March family as they grow and learn. Engaging text combines with original quotes and Ela 
Smietanka’s illustrations, to create a book to be treasured through childhood and beyond. Part of the 
Babylit Storybook series. 

2683 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ
CLARKSON, STEPHANIE
9781423651444     H     GIBBS SMITH 
£9.99     Published 26/03/19

Babylit Storybooks are a great way to introduce young readers to the classics. In ‘The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz’, preschoolers enjoy a whirlwind adventure to a magical land, meeting new friends, facing 
dangerous foes, and learning that home is a special place, too. Easy-to-follow, engaging text combined 
with original quotes and beautiful artwork by Mike Byrne, create a book to be treasured through 
childhood and beyond. Part of the Babylit Storybook series. 

2684 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELEPHANT WELLYPHANT
SHARRATT, NICK
9781407189451     H     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Lift the flaps to reveal your favourite elephant! Will it be the Fruit Jellyphant, 
Cinderellaphant, or maybe the stinky Rude Smelliphant? There’s an elephant for everyone in this utterly 
original comic masterpiece. Now in a handy board book edition that’s perfect for young children. 

2685 n HHHHH

MOO COW KUNG FU COW
SHARRATT, NICK
9781407189468     H     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Lift the flaps to reveal your favourite Moo-Cow! Will it be the Glitter-Glue-Cow or the 
Kangaroo-Cow? There’s a Moo-Cow for everyone in this fantastically colourful sequel to the hugely 
popular ‘Octopus Socktopus’. 

2686 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OCTOPUS SOCKTOPUS
SHARRATT, NICK
9781407189475     H     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. Pull the tabs and lift the flaps - who will be your favourite octopus? Will it be the Cuckoo-
Clocktopus, the Scary Shocktopus or maybe even the Party Frocktopus. There’s an octopus for 
everyone in this fantastically colourful sequel to the hugely popular ‘Elephant Wellyphant’. Now in a 
handy board book edition that’s perfect for young children. 

2687 n HHHH

OUT OF THIS WORLD
UNO, KAT
9781526381521     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

A first shiny fold-out book about space! With shiny foil to focus on and bright colour to capture and keep 
their attention, this book will be revisited time and time again - and also be interesting to older toddlers. 
One side of the frieze shows the planets in our solar system, and the other side shows a big view from 
the International Space Station. Perfect to fold out and prop on the floor to keep babies entertained 
during tummy time or playtime. Simple text and lots of sounds to make the book easy to use and 
encourage carer and child interaction. 

2688 n HHHH

ZOOM TO THE MOON
UNO, KAT
9781526381538     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

A first shiny space adventure book. Zoom to the Moon introduces big ideas to little ones! This first book 
about space will delight young babies. With shiny foil to focus on and bright colour to capture and keep 
their attention, this book will be revisited time and time again - and also be interesting to older toddlers. 
The shiny foil and big touch-and-feel patches make this book a perfect present. Simple text and lots of 
sounds to make - whoosh! - make the book easy to use and encourage carer and child interaction. 

2689 n HHHHH

CLAP HANDS HERE COME THE MUMMIES & BABIES
KUSHNIR, HILLO
9781526381347     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books! ‘Here Come the Mummies 
and Babies’ is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and of course, lots of cute mummy 
and baby animals! Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in the fun as the simple text 
encourages them to point, count, match and talk about the friendly, fluffy pals playing on every page. 
With textures to feel on every page and a matching game page at the end, everyone will want to clap 
hands for the mummies and babies! 
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2690 n HHHHH

KIPPERS LITTLE FRIENDS
INKPEN, MICK
9781444947212     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Classic Kipper story about baby animals. Now in a chunky board book, perfect for little hands 
to hold. Kipper and Arthur are talking about baby animals. A baby owl must be an owlet, so a baby frog 
is a froglet and a baby hedgehog can only be a hoglet... But what is a baby dog called? Do you know? 
Little ones will love joining in with this charming tale about animals and growing up. Kipper has been a 
much-loved picture book character for over 25 years. 

2691 n HHHHH

THANK YOU MR PANDA
ANTONY, STEVE
9781444944655     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Mr Panda is happy to help his friends prepare for a special surprise - IF they remember to 
say thank you! The grumpiest of Pandas and his friends are back for a third hilarious story about the 
importance of good manners. A durable board book edition perfect for small hands. 

2692 n HHHHH

DAY WITH SPLOSH
MELLING, DAVID
9781444946734     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Join Splosh on his busy day in this fun story from the bestselling creator of Hugless Douglas. 
Splosh has a busy day at Little School planned - there’ s all his fluffy duck friends to see, kites to fly and 
painting to be done. Will he be able to do everything? This adorable story will introduce the daily routine 
to the youngest of readers. 

2693 n HHHHH

SMILE WITH SPLOSH
MELLING, DAVID
9781444946727     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Splosh happy or sad? Find out in this fun adventure from the bestselling creator of Hugless 
Douglas. Splosh and his fluffy duck friends are exploring the countryside. On the way they get lost - and 
a bit scared. Will Splosh be brave enough to ask for help? This adorable story will help introduce the 
idea of emotions to the youngest of readers. 

2694 n HHHHH

SPACE
MUNRO, FIONA
9781526381446     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A board book filled with flaps and facts. Join Kit and Pup, our two friendly and inquisitive animal guides, 
as they spend a day out in space. They will accompany very young children on a voyage of discovery 
and fun as they peek beneath the flaps and find out all about what astronauts have to do to go up 
into space. There is so much to point out and spot, and lots to learn for space-mad little ones, with 
information about space travel, mission control and the International Space Station. Jam-packed with 
detail, this busy book both informs and entertains curious preschoolers who are just beginning to learn 
about the world around them. 

2695 n HHHHH

TO THE RESCUE
MUNRO, FIONA
9781526381439     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

A board book filled with flaps and facts. Join Kit and Pup, our two friendly and inquisitive animal guides, 
as they spend a day out learning all about what the different emergency services do to help people. 
They will accompany very young children on a voyage of discovery and fun as they peek beneath the 
flaps and find out all about what lifeguards, police officers and emergency plane pilots do. The settings 
range from the familiar to the new and exciting, and there is so much to point out and spot. Jam-packed 
with detail, this book both informs and entertains curious preschoolers who are just beginning to learn 
about the world around them. 

2696 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEVER FEED A SHARK
GREENING, ROSIE
9781788436847     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Introducing an amazing, interactive book, filled with fun wild animal chaacters. Children will love reading 
the rhyme as the zookeeper explains why you shouldn’t feed the animals... and then ignoring his 
advice! Each animal in the series has a giant open mouth and felt teeth, so children can reach through 
the holes to mimic feeding them! 

2697 n HHHH

BIZZY BEAR DIY DAY
DAVIES, BENJI
9780857636348     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. An interactive slider book for toddlers who are wild about tools! Bizzy Bear has a very special 
project planned and he needs lots of tools, and help, to do the job. Young children will love helping 
Bizzy, Eric, Ralph and Freddy measure, hammer, saw and paint. But whatever can they be making? An 
ingeniously designed book with a fun surprise ending - another winning title in this hit series. 

2698 n HHHH

BIZZY BEAR FARMYARD FUN
DAVIES, BENJI
9780857633545     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. A sturdy, interactive board book with satisfying and simple rhyming texts, detailed scenes 
with plenty to name and talk about, and robust sliders. Today, Bizzy Bear is off to help out on the farm. 
Toddlers can help him count the ducks, feed the pigs and find the eggs before he waves bye-bye. 
Previously published as ‘Fun on the Farm’. Bizzy Bear books are perfect for little hands, with lots of 
chunky things to push and pull. 

2699 n HHHH

BIZZY BEAR PLAYTIME PARK
DAVIES, BENJI
9780857633576     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. A sturdy, interactive board book with satisfying and simple rhyming texts, detailed scenes with 
plenty to name and talk about, and robust sliders. It’s a sunny day and Bizzy Bear is going out to play 
in the park with his friend, Rabbit. Help Bizzy Bear  play on the swing and the see-saw, have a game of 
football and ride his bike! Previously published as ‘Let’s Go and Play!’. Bizzy Bear books are perfect for 
little hands, with lots of chunky things to push and pull. 

2700 n HHHH

MARLEY BEAR AT THE FARM
CROWTON, MELISSA
9781788003599     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. Bridging the gap between novelty board books and picture flats, this adorable new series 
encourages little readers to engage with a central character and then follow a simple plot. With 
questions to answer (What can you see at the farm? What noises do the farm animals make?) and 
interactive elements throughout, the child is drawn in from the outset. A rich reading experience, 
designed to stimulate speech and build book-confidence. 

2701 n HHHH

OTTIE ELEPHANT IN THE TOWN
CROWTON, MELISSA
9781788003582     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. Bridging the gap between novelty board books and picture flats, this adorable new series 
encourages little readers to engage with a central character and then follow a simple plot. With 
questions to answer (What colour cars can Ottie Elephant see? Can you count the flowers?) and 
interactive elements throughout, the child is drawn in from the outset. A rich reading experience, 
designed to stimulate speech and build book-confidence. 
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2702 n HHHH

WHOS HIDING AT THE SEASIDE
MCEWEN, KATHARINE
9781788002349     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. There are lots of animals at the seaside. Where are they hiding and what are they doing? In 
this innovative lift-the-flap book, little ones can pore over the beautiful collaged pages and explore 
under rocks, shells and seaweed to find out interesting facts about seaside wildlife. This is the perfect 
introduction to the outdoors. 

2703 n HHHH

WHOS HIDING IN THE WOODS
MCEWEN, KATHARINE
9781788001410     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. There are lots of animals in the woods. Where are they hiding and what are they doing? In this 
innovative lift-the-flap book, little ones can pore over the beautiful collaged pages and explore under 
leaves, logs and tree trunks to find out interesting facts about woodland wildlife. This is the perfect 
introduction to the outdoors. 

2704 n HHHHH

GET OUT OF MY BATH
TECKENTRUP, BRITTA
9781788003063     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. Ellie the elephant loves to have fun in the bath but she’s not the only one... her fun is 
interrupted when a crocodile decides to join in followed by a flamingo, then a mouse and even a tiger! 
Poor Ellie’s bath is ruined. What can she do? Suck all the water into her trunk of course! Ellie waits until 
the uninvited animals have left before squirting the water back. Finally Ellie can enjoy her bath in peace! 

2705 n HHHH

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BOO HOO BABY
COWELL, CRESSIDA
9781509886678     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1 to 4. An instant children’s classic, this sturdy rhyming board book features a group of worried 
farmyard animals - all attempting to soothe and entertain the naughty boo-hoo baby. A perfect book for 
shared reading with the very young. 

2706 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRUFFALO WHAT CAN YOU HEAR
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509813766     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Perfect for tiny Gruffalo fans, This is part of a charming range of books specially created for babies 
featuring Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s iconic creation, the Gruffalo. Designed to appeal to 
even the youngest child, simple patterns and bright colours combine with Axel Scheffler’s instantly 
recognisable artwork to keep babies entertained for hours. You’re never too young to meet a Gruffalo! 
Join the Gruffalo as he explores the deep dark wood. Ideal for busy babies who are out and about - no 
pram, pushchair, car seat or highchair should be without the ‘Gruffalo, What Can You Hear?’ buggy 
book. 

2707 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINOSAURS
AMERICO, TIAGO
9781529002843     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

A touch-and-feel board book with large flaps about dinosaurs, for babies 6 months plus. Take a trip to 
meet the Dinosaurs! Lift the giant flaps to reveal the dinosaurs and touch lots of exciting textures. Feel 
the bumpy head of Triceratops, the smooth skin of Diplodocus and the scratchy plates of Stegosaurus. 
Bright and friendly illustrations from Tiago Americo bring the prehistoric scenes to life and, with 
something to spot or count on every page too, each colourful book in the My First Touch and Find series 
provides lots of fun for older babies and toddlers. 

2708 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JUNGLE
AMERICO, TIAGO
9781529002836     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

A touch-and-feel board book with large flaps about jungle animals, for babies 6 months plus. Take a trip 
to the jungle! Lift the giant flaps to reveal the jungle animals and touch lots of exciting textures. Feel the 
toucan’s smooth bill, the crocodile’s bumpy skin and the tiger’s stripy fur. Bright and friendly illustrations 
from Tiago Americo bring the jungle scenes to life and, with something to spot or count on every page 
too, each colourful book in the My First Touch and Find series provides lots of fun for older babies and 
toddlers. 

2709 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ABC ZOO
CAMPBELL, ROD
9781509898367     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1 to 3. ‘ABC Zoo’ is a first alphabet book with a difference - young children will love lifting the 
flaps to discover their favourite zoo animals, all the way to Z for zebra. With bright, bold artwork, a 
simple, engaging text and a whole host of favourite animals, ‘ABC Zoo’ is the perfect introduction to the 
alphabet - and the chunky board book format and sturdy card flaps make it great for small hands. 

2710 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FARM 123
CAMPBELL, ROD
9781509898374     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1 to 3. ‘Farm 123’ is a first numbers book with a difference - young children will love lifting the flaps 
to discover their favourite farm animals, all the way from one cat to ten naughty rabbits! With bright, 
bold artwork, a simple, engaging text and a whole host of favourite farm animals, ‘Farm 123’ is the 
perfect introduction to numbers and counting - and the chunky board book format and sturdy card flaps 
make it great for small hands. 
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2711 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THERE ARE 101 ANIMALS IN 
THIS BOOK
JONES, REBECCA
9781529002195     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. ‘There Are 101 Animals in This Book’ is part of an early learning series for children who are 
discovering the world around them. Split flip-flap pages encourage spotting and finding skills as little 
ones match up each set of animals with their correct environment and learn the animal names. With five 
beautifully illustrated scenes from Rebecca Jones, each animal is located in their natural habitat, and 
with activities on colours, counting, animal babies and more, there’s lots to do and talk about. 

2712 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTIFUL BIRDS
CHORKUNG
9781509898336     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. A first novelty board book for young children about birds. Discover peacocks in the park, 
parrots in the rainforest and cockatoos in the Australian bush in ‘First Explorers: Beautiful Birds’. Each 
scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands. Spot lots of amazing birds 
from around the world and read the fun facts. Beautifully illustrated by Chorkung, this title provides 
gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to science topics for small children. 

2713 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MACHINES
WREN, JENNY
9781509898343     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1+. Discover machines on the building site, at home and in the playground in ‘First Explorers: 
Machines’. Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands. Spot 
diggers, tractors and cranes, as well as lots of other machines at work, and read the fun facts. 
Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title provides gentle early learning and is a simple introduction 
to science topics for small children. 

2714 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SAY HELLO TO THE GRUFFALO
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509813759     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Perfect for tiny Gruffalo fans, ‘Say Hello to the Gruffalo’ is part of a charming range of books specially 
created for babies featuring Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s iconic creation, the Gruffalo. Designed 
to appeal to even the youngest child, simple patterns and bright colours combine with Axel Scheffler’s 
instantly recognisable artwork to keep babies entertained for hours. You’re never too young to meet 
a Gruffalo! Turn the satisyingly chunky board pages and look through the peep-holes to meet all your 
favourite characters from the deep dark wood. 

2715 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
YOGA WHALE
HINDER, SARAH JANE
9781683640769     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£7.99     Published 05/03/19

With Yoga Whale, babies and toddlers will dive in to the joys of yoga in this colourful board book 
featuring the ocean and its wonderful inhabitants. Kids meet a charming group of creatures including 
dolphins, crabs, seahorses, jellyfish, and more. With clear and simple instructions for 10 authentic 
poses, writer and illustrator Sarah Jane Hinder presents an easy-to-learn yoga flow for the littlest 
readers. Countless studies have shown that reading with children in their formative years plants the 
seeds of lifelong literacy, creativity, and an appreciation for language. 

2716 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FANCY PANTS
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783418466     H 
PRIDDY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 1 to 4. Young children will enjoy finding the superhero’s underpants, the pirate’s hat, and the 
fairy’s skirt, or they can mix things up by choosing one of the other options - giving the pirate a crown, 
the superhero flippers, or the fairy some painter’s overalls! Turn each wheel in this fun novelty book 
to create some hilarious costumes. The exuberant text will boost vocabulary, and the quirky animal 
characters will fire children’s imaginations. 

2717 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY LITTLE BOOK OF COLOURS
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783418848     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 1 to 5. This sturdy board book will help young children to develop their vocabulary as they learn 
to associate colours and pictures. Each spread has bright photographs of different colours. There 
are simple labels and interesting questions to develop vocabulary and spark children’s interest. The 
coloured graduated page edges make it easy to turn the pages. 
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2718 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FEEL BETTER DADDY
LOEWEN, NANCY
9781786033031     H 
QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 3. Oh no, Daddy’s nose is red and his eyes are sleepy, he isn’t well! I’ll be Daddy today and 
make him all better! Taking care of Daddy is part of Bright Start; a touching new series of board books 
which combines sweet stories with charming illustrations to nurture emotional intelligence. With parental 
guidance included, Bright Start introduces and nurtures the emotional qualities that children need in 
order to develop and grow. Illustrated by Hazel Michelle Quintanilla. 

2719 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THANK YOU WALK
LOEWEN, NANCY
9781786033000     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 3. Did you know that children as young as one or two are capable of complex feelings? ‘A 
Thank You Walk’ helps develop gratitude in children, and is part of Bright Start, a new series of board 
books that nurtures emotional intelligence. With parental guidance from a child psychologist included, 
Bright Start introduces and nurtures the emotional qualities that children need to develop and grow. 
After all, doesn’t every child deserve a bright start in life? Illustrated by Hazel Michelle Quintanilla. 

2720 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAR & THE PIANO
LITCHFIELD, DAVID
9781786035608     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3 to 6. One day, a young bear stumbles upon something he has never seen before in the forest. 
As time passes, he teaches himself how to play the strange instrument, and eventually the beautiful 
sounds are heard by a father and son who are picnicing in the wood. The bear goes with them on an 
incredible journey to New York, where his piano playing makes him a huge star. He has fame, fortune 
and all the music in the world, but he misses the friends and family he has left behind. A moving tale of 
exploration and belonging from an exciting author-illustrator. The story encourages children to follow 
their dreams but remember their homes and families. 

2721 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THERES A TIGER IN THE GARDEN
STEWART, LIZZIE
9781786035615     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 4+. When Grandma says she’s seen a tiger in the garden, Nora doesn’t believe her. She’s too old 
to play Grandma’s silly games! Everyone knows that tigers live in jungles, not gardens. So even when 
Nora sees butterflies with wings as big as her arm, and plants that try to eat her toy giraffe, and a polar 
bear that likes fishing, she knows there’s absolutely, DEFINITELY no way there could be a tiger in the 
garden ...could there? 

2722 n HHHHH

BEE
ATTIOGBE, MAGALI
9781786036520     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1 to 2. Join little bee as he gathers pollen from a flower and makes honey with his friends. But what 
happens when the queen bee arrives? Introducing nature to little ones, the Tales From Nature series 
provides simple, entertaining storylines with an animal character as the focus. Bright and colourful 
illustrations are sure to engage young children as they learn about each animal’s day, from a cute 
description, to what it eats and where it lives. Simple, engaging text explains nature in a playful way for 
little ones. Each page includes a window or a flap to encourage children to read on and discover more. 

2723 n HHHHH

LADYBIRD
ATTIOGBE, MAGALI
9781786036551     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1 to 2. Join ladybird as she helps gardeners with their aphids and camouflages herself from a 
swooping bird. But where should she hide her little eggs? Introducing nature to little ones, the Tales 
From Nature series provides simple, entertaining storylines with an animal character as the focus. 
Bright and colourful illustrations are sure to engage young children as they learn about each animal’s 
day, from a cute description, to what it eats and where it lives. Simple, engaging text explains nature 
in a playful way for little ones. Each page includes a window or a flap to encourage children to read on 
and discover more. 

2724 n HHHHH

ELMER SHAPES A TOUCH & TRACE BOOK
MCKEE, DAVID
9781783447886     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Learn all your shapes with Elmer! A first concept book ideal for the very youngest Elmer fans. This 
colourful, interactive board book with indented areas for little fingers to trace will help children learn 
shapes, while developing the fine motor skills required for handwriting. 

2725 n HHHH

WHERES MY JUMPER
SLATER, NICOLA
9781471179020     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 1+. Rudy is looking for his jumper. He’s searched everywhere - indoors, outdoors, upstairs and 
down. In the kitchen, in the bathroom - round and round and round. Wherever can it be? A super-cute, 
super-fun book with flaps, die-cut pages, and a counting element too. 

2726 n HHHH

LITTLE MERMAID
ELIOT, HANNAH
9781534435759     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. The Little Mermaid longs to know about the world above the ocean. When she’s finally old 
enough to visit, she falls in love with a prince! A sea witch agrees to give the mermaid a potion that will 
make her human - but the spell will be broken if the prince doesn’t love her too! Set in the Caribbean, 
with beautiful illustrations by Puerto Rican illustrator Nivea Ortiz, this fifth book in the Once Upon a 
World series is the same beloved fairy tale but it’s totally re-imagined. 

2727 n HHHHH

JANE FOSTERS DINOSAURS
FOSTER, JANE
9781787413634     H 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. From bubbling volcanos to stomping triceratopses, this is a vibrant and exciting introduction 
to Dinosaurs. This beautiful board book is the perfect introduction to Dinosaurs. From the terrifying 
T.Rex to the towering diplodocus, explore the vibrant artwork created by acclaimed artist Jane Foster. 
The perfect gift for little ones. 
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2728 n HHHHH

JANE FOSTERS PETS
FOSTER, JANE
9781787413627     H 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. From spotty dogs to fluffy rabbits, this is a vibrant and stylish introduction to Pets. This 
beautiful board book is the perfect introduction to Pets. From cute guinea pigs to colourful fish, explore 
the vibrant artwork created by acclaimed artist Jane Foster. The perfect gift for little ones. 

2729 n HHH

BABY GEEK
MERBERG, JULIE
9781941367636     H 
TURNAROUND 
£9.99     Published 14/03/19

Fun, colourful illustrations and snappy text introduce the littlest geeks to their favourite future things. 
From must-know Star Trek factoids to superpower basics to pi, themed spreads are kept simple and 
sweet - yet bursting with useful information. 

2730 n HHHH

199 FLOWERS
WATSON, HANNAH
9781474950909     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2+. This colourful book contains exactly 199 wonderful flowers, from the familiar daisy to the 
exotic peacock flower. Every image is labelled and grouped into a category, such as ‘By the coast’, 
‘In the mountains’, ‘Tropical blooms’ and ‘Meadows and hedgerows’. Illustrated by Mar Ferrero and 
Oana Befort. Part of the increasingly popular and collectible ‘199 Pictures’ series, which included ‘199 
Animals’ and ‘199 Things in Nature’. 

2731 n HHHH

LITTLE LIFT & LOOK GARDEN
MILBOURNE, ANNA
9781474945714     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Follow a very sweet mouse as it scampers through a garden, and discover what else lives there - from 
bees, birds and snails to a frog in the pond. Very young children will love lifting the sturdy gatefold flaps 
to discover the nature in the pretty garden, gorgeously and brightly illustrated by Sarah Allen. 

2732 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS ANIMAL HIDE & SEEK
TYLER, JENNY
9780746055755     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Join Poppy and Sam as they play hide-and-seek on Apple Tree Farm! With flaps to lift and lots of furry 
and textured patches to explore, this book illustrated by Stephen Cartwright, introduces the popular 
characters from Apple Tree Farm to very young children and is a delightful book for adults and children 
to share. Part of the relaunch of the classic brand Farmyard Tales, loved by families for over 30 years. 

2733 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS ANIMAL SOUNDS
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474958912     H     USBORNE 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Press the buttons in this charming sound book to hear the animals on Apple Tree Farm come 
to life. Join Poppy and Sam as they make their way around the farm, and hear Curly the pig, Woolly the 
sheep, Rusty the dog and Pippin the pony. At the end, accompanied by a jolly tune, you’ll hear all the 
noisy animals at the same time. Part of the relaunch of the classic brand of Farmyard Tales, loved by 
families for over 30 years. Illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. 

2734 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS BEDTIME
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474941068     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. This delightful book has touchy-feely patches to stroke and flaps to lift, as we follow Poppy and 
Sam around Apple Tree Farm after a busy day. They say goodnight to each of their favourite animals, 
including Cluck the hen, Woolly the sheep and Daisy the cow, and at the end they snuggle up and fall 
asleep. Part of the relaunch of the classic brand Farmyard Tales, loved by families for over 30 years. 
Illustrated by Simon Taylor-Kielty. 

2735 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THATS NOT MY MERMAID
WATT, FIONA
9781474959025     H 
USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Celebrate the 20th anniversary of That’s Not My... with this special edition of the bestselling book. 
Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured patches as they meet mermaids with flowing hair, 
scaly tails and a shiny, shiny mirror. The bright pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help 
develop sensory and language awareness. Illustrated by Rachel Wells. 

2736 n HHHHH

WHERES THE BUSY BEE
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474953726     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

A delightful question-and-answer board book for very young children. On each double-page spread 
there are two questions to answer by looking at the pictures. There are lots of endearing animals to 
meet and the illustrations by Stephen Barker are full of details to talk about and share. 

2737 n HHHHH

HAPPY A FIRST BOOK ON FEELINGS
MURPHY, MARY
9781406380651     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

A  first book of feelings for the very youngest children. Lift the flaps and explore the world of emotions in 
this fun, interactive board book. Mary Murphy’s warm and wittily illustrated puppies provide a charming 
and engaging way to find out all about feelings through play and common experience to provide a 
springboard for discussion for families, friends and nurseries. ‘Happy!’ features the same adorable 
puppy and is a companion title to Mary Murphy’s ‘Are You My Mummy?’ 
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2738 n HHHHH

MAISY’S FARM WITH A POP-OUT PLAY SCENE
COUSINS, LUCY
9781406383515     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Maisy’s going to the farm! Join her as she drives the tractor, waters the vegetable patch, feeds 
the chickens, and milks the cow. What a busy day! This brilliant board book includes a bonus pop-up 
play scene featuring pop-out pieces of Maisy and Cyril, as well lots of farm animal favourites! Ideal for 
imaginative play and teaching little ones all about life on the farm. 

CHILDREN’S POEMS & RHYMES

2739 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PERFECTLY PECULIAR PETS
WOOLLARD, ELLI
9781472958464     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

From armadillos, flamingos and umbrella birds to quokkas and iguanas, Elli Woolard presents a lovely 
collection of poems for younger children about pets which are just a little bit peculiar... Filled with fun 
rhymes, quirky black-and-white illustrations and exotic animals, this book is perfect for reading aloud. 
Some poems are hilarious, some are gruesome and some will make you want to wash your hair, but 
there’s sure to be a pet poem here for every child and adult alike. 

2740 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JAPANESE & ENGLISH NURSERY RHYMES
WRIGHT, DANIELLE
9784805314593     C     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 4 to 8. This beautifully illustrated bilingual children’s book features songs and rhymes in both 
English and Japanese. An audio CD is included and contains recordings of all the rhymes by native 
Japanese speakers. It’s impossible not to sing along! The popular Japanese songs and rhymes 
include: My Hometown, Bubbles, The Rabbit Dance, The Cradle Lullaby, and many more. Notes about 
Japanese culture are included throughout the book, with an introduction to Japanese for parents, 
teachers, and librarians at the back. 

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULTS

2741 n HHHH

PERFECT IMAGE
MORAN, TRISH
9781786150561     P     ACCENT PRESS LTD 
£8.99     Published Mar 2019

Final chapter in this acclaimed YA sci-fi clone series. The Compound Labs, a group of clones freed 
from the notorious medical centre, are continuing to live successfully alongside humanity. But they are 
troubled to realise that the militant group of clones, the Radicals, are gaining more and more followers. 
The Radicals, sponsored by an anonymous billionaire, have a vision of a future society where every 
member is given a designated role according to their abilities. They have plans to rule this new way of 
life with a specially created ‘perfect clone’, showing little regard for those they consider inferior mentally 
and physically... 

2742 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALL THE INVISIBLE THINGS
COLLINS, ORLAGH
9781408888339     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. A warm, witty, important story about being a young woman today, and what it’s like to find a 
real connection amid all the noise. Vetty’s family is moving back to London, and all she can think about 
is seeing Pez again. They were inseparable when they were small. But everyone’s telling her it’ll be 
different now. After all, a boy and girl can’t really be friends without feelings getting in the way, can they? 
Vetty thinks differently... until Pez tells her she’s not like other girls. But what does that even mean? Is it 
a good thing or not? Suddenly she’s wondering whether she wants him to see her like the others... 

2743 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL CALLED SHAMELESS
STEVEN, LAURA
9781405288620     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Funnier. Ruder. Angrier. Izzy O’Neill is back in the hilarious sequel to ‘The Exact Opposite 
of Okay.’ It’s been two months since a leaked explicit photo got Izzy involved in a political sex scandal 
- and the aftershock is far from over. The Bitches Bite Back movement is gathering momentum as a 
forum for teenage feminists, and when a girl at another school has a sex tape shared online, once 
again Izzy leads the charge against the slut-shamer. This time she wants to change the state law on 
revenge porn. Izzy and her best friend Ajita are as hilarious as ever, using comedy to fight back against 
whatever the world throws at them. 

2744 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPEAK UP
CORYTON, LAURA
9781405294690     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Use your voice to change the world! Don’t just read about inspiring women: become one!  
Launching in time for International Women’s Day 2019 - ‘Speak Up!’ is the must-have empowering book 
to inspire a whole new generation of rebel girls. Speaking up can be difficult, but did you know just how 
powerful your own voice can be? With a positive message about friendship, female empowerment and 
standing up for who you are, this is the perfect gift for girls aged 12+. Inspiring, warm and honest, this 
conversational and big-sisterly guide is the must-have girl power book of 2019. 
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2745 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INVASION
O’GUILIN, PEADAR
9781910989654     P 
DAVID FICKLING PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. In a world where teenagers are trained for the most horrific 3 minutes of their lives, Nessa 
and Anto have both survived their Call, but fate has a cruel way of rewarding them. Nessa is branded a 
traitor as no one believes that someone like her could survive the experience. She’s thrown into prison 
and eventually sent where all traitors are sent - back to the horrifying Greylands, but this time there’s no 
way home. Anto is packed off out of the way to join the militia. Ireland is being invaded and the enemy 
are building their army from the very people defending it. However, Anto can’t get Nessa off his mind, 
he knows in his heart that she’s innocent. 

2746 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO ROB A BANK
MITCHELL, TOM
9780008276508     P 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 11 to 14. When 15-year-old Dylan accidentally burns down the house of the girl he’s trying to 
impress, he feels that only a bold gesture can make it up to her. A gesture like robbing a bank to pay 
for her new home. Only an unwanted Saturday job, a tyrannical bank manager, and his unfinished 
history homework lie between Dylan and the heist of the century. And really, what’s the worst that 
could happen? A funny, filmic and ill-advised crime caper. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JUNE 2018 
BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

2747 n HHHH

QUEENS RESISTANCE
ROSS, REBECCA
9780008246013     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

In this sequel to ‘The Queen’s Rising’, Brienna has chosen passion over blood, but can she put her 
country before her heart? Finally, Brienna is a mistress of knowledge and is settling into her role as 
the daughter of Davin MacQuinn, a disgraced lord who returned to Maevana to reclaim his house. 
Though she’s just survived a revolution, one that will finally return a queen to the throne, she faces 
another difficult challenge. She must prove herself trustworthy to the MacQuinns. But as Queen Isolde 
Kavanagh’s closest confidant, she’ll have to balance serving her father’s house as well as her country. 

2748 n HHHH

GIRL 38 FINDING A FRIEND
JOZEFKOWICZ, EWA
9781786698971     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

Past and present are woven into this novel set in contemporary times and WWII Poland, based on a 
real-life story about friendship and endurance in the darkest situation. Katya is a 12-year-old girl who 
loves working on her super-heroine comic, Girl 38 - the girl she longs to be like. But she’s not brave, or 
fearless, and at home she’s lonely. Even her neighbour, an elderly lady called Ania, is reclusive. Katya 
feels afraid of Ania, her overgrown garden and crumbling house. But when, one day, Katya sees her 
fall, she rushes to help and finds in Ania’s house a mysterious partly finished portrait... 

2749 n HHHH

GIRL WHO THOUGHT HER MOTHER WAS A MERMAID
UNSWORTH, TANIA
9781788541688     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Exquisitely imagined and beautifully delivered, Tania Unsworth’s ‘The Girl Who Thought Her Mother 
Was a Mermaid’ blends our fascination for the timeless magic of mermaids and selkie folk and fairy 
tale with the story of a girl on an adventure above and below the waves. Even though she’s terrified of 
the sea, a girl who believes her mum might have been a mermaid runs away to the ocean to solve the 
mystery of who she really is. 

2750 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEW BOY
RAWSTHORNE, PAULA
9781407180267     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. When new boy Jack starts at Zoe’s school, something about him makes her nervous - he’s so 
perfect, he can hardly be real. But Zoe is soon swept up in how charming, popular and handsome he 
is. Soon, they’re dating and he’s everything she dreamed he might be - kind, attentive, full of romantic 
gestures. Eventually, though, the cracks start to show and Zoe wonders whether she was right all along. 
Is Jack too good to be true? 

2751 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SORROW RISING
SALISBURY, MELINDA
9781407180281     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Sorrow has risen to power - but only she knows that she is really an imposter. Forced to live a 
lie, and blackmailed by the villainous Vespus, she struggles to negotiate the treacherous court, shutting 
out her best friends to keep them safe. In the end she realises that to save her country, she might have 
to let the secrets of the past in. Culminates in a thrilling confrontation that results in Sorrow’s palace 
being burnt to the ground - sewing the seeds for a new beginning, free from the corruption of the past. 

2752 n HHHHH

ORPHANAGE OF GODS
COGGAN, HELENA
9781444794748     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£17.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. In the glass city of Amareth, on a hill above a river, is an orphanage patrolled by soldiers with 
guns. Inside are the children left behind by the long-ago war in which humans all but wiped out their 
gods. Until they grow up, no one will know which are human, and which are not. Children who reveal 
hidden powers vanish from their beds. The Guardsmen discover every god, in the end. No one has ever 
escaped - until now. One day Hero, a seventeen-year-old half-god, breaks out of the orphanage and 
flees north with her brother Joshua. But the murderous Guard are on their tail, and they have something 
Hero wants desperately: her sister Kestrel. 

2753 n HHHH

TEENAGER’S GUIDE TO LIFE THE UNIVERSE & BEING AWESOME
COPE, ANDY
9781473679429     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£10.99     Published 07/03/19

‘The Teenager’s Guide to Life, the Universe and Being Awesome.’ You are already the best in the world 
at being you. This book will help you get even better. Mental ill-health is rife among young people. It’s 
in the news, daily. The current, somewhat flawed system is, ‘wait until kids crack up and then try to fix 
them’. But why wait ‘til you crack up in the first place? This book shows you how to think big, prepare 
for your future with confidence and make a dent on the universe. 

2754 n HHHHH

SMOKE IN THE SUN
AHDIEH, RENEE
9781473658028     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. The highly anticipated sequel to ‘Flame in the Mist’ - an addictive, sumptuous finale that will 
leave readers breathless, from the bestselling author of ‘The Wrath and the Dawn’. After Okami is 
captured in the Jukai forest, Mariko has no choice - to rescue him, she must return to Inako and face 
the dangers that have been waiting for her in the Heian Castle. She tricks her brother, Kenshin, and 
betrothed, Raiden, into thinking she was being held by the Black Clan against her will, playing the part 
of the dutiful bride-to-be to infiltrate the emperor’s ranks and uncover the truth behind the betrayal that 
almost left her dead. 
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2755 n HHHH

IZZY & TRISTAN
DUNLAP, SHANNON
9781510104358     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Tristan, a sixteen-year-old chess genius, lives with his Trinidadian aunt in a rapidly changing 
section of Brooklyn and uses his talent to earn money for his hustling cousin, Marcus. His world is 
turned upside-down when Izzy, a bright aspiring doctor raised on the Lower East Side, moves to the 
neighbourhood with her family, the first white family to settle on the block. A passionate romance 
springs up between the two, but they’re soon swept up in a series of escalating misfortunes. 

2756 n HHHHH

COLOUR OF THE SUN
ALMOND, DAVID
9781444941135     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. One hot summer morning, Davie steps boldly out of his front door. The world he enters 
is very familiar - the little Tyneside town that has always been his home - but as the day passes, it 
becomes ever more dramatic and strange. A boy has been killed, and Davie thinks he might know who 
is responsible. He turns away from the gossip and excitement and sets off roaming towards the sunlit 
summit at the top of the town, where the real and imaginary world begin to blur... Davie sees things on 
the hillside that show him that amongst immorality, there can be kindness, and in darkness, there is a 
chance for hope. 

2757 n HHHH

NEWTS EMERALD
NIX, GARTH
9781471407925     P     HOT KEY BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. Inspired by the works of Georgette Heyer and Jane Austen, Garth Nix’s ‘Newt’s Emerald’ is a 
light hearted Regency romance with a fantasy twist. After Lady Truthful’s magical Newington Emerald 
is stolen from her she devises a simple plan: go to London to recover the missing jewel. She quickly 
learns, however, that a woman cannot wander the city streets alone without damaging her reputation, 
so she disguises herself as a moustache-wearing man. During Truthful’s dangerous journey she 
discovers a crook, an unsuspecting ally, and an evil sorceress but will she find the Emerald? 

2758 n HHHHH

SECRET RUNNERS OF NEW YORK
REILLY, MATTHEW
9781471407956     P     HOT KEY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 26/03/19

Age 12+. When Skye Rogers and her twin brother Red move to Manhattan, rumours of a coming global 
apocalypse are building. But this does not stop the young elite of New York from partying without a 
care. And then suddenly Skye is invited to join an exclusive gang known as the Secret Runners of 
New York. But this is no ordinary clique - they have access to an underground portal that can transport 
them into the future. And what Skye discovers in the future is horrifying: the rumours about the coming 
apocalypse are true... 

2759 n HHHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
MENTAL HEALTH & 
WELLBEING WORKOUT FOR 
TEENS
NAGEL, PAULA
9781785923944     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. Skills and Exercises from ACT and CBT for Healthy Thinking. Self-help book for teenagers 
and young people to promote healthy thinking habits and mental health ‘fitness’. This easy-to-
understand, engaging guide arms teens with healthy thinking habits and coping strategies for staying 
on top of their mental health. Using tried and tested therapeutic techniques, readers are given the 
tools to build their own personalised mental health ‘workout’ to boost their emotional resilience and 
well-being. 

2760 n HHHHH

OTHER MOTHER
GREEN, MATTHEW
9781472154088     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

This mother is not my mother. She looks like my mother. Exactly like my mother. But she is definitely 
not my mother. Michael Perkins, an awkward 13 year-old, is dealing with a lot. After his father’s sudden 
death, his mother remarried to Glenn, who he loathes. His two younger siblings drive him crazy, yet he’s 
had to become a de facto parent as his mother works double-shifts to keep the family afloat. And he 
struggles with anger issues. He’s the kid who pushed the bus driver. He’s the kid who threw the cash 
register on the floor in the school cafeteria in a fit of rage. And then one day, Michael wakes up and his 
mother is gone. 

2761 n HHHH

INTERNMENT
AHMED, SAMIRA
9780349003344     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Set in a horrifying ‘fifteen minutes in the future’ United States, seventeen-year-old Layla Amin 
is forced into an internment camp for Muslim-Americans along with her parents. With the help of newly-
made friends also trapped within the camp, her boyfriend on the outside, and an unexpected alliance, 
Layla begins a journey to fight for freedom, leading a revolution against the internment camp’s Director 
and his guards Heart-racing and emotional, ‘Internment’ questions the imaginary boundaries that 
separate us and challenges readers to fight the complicit silence that exists in our society today. 

2762 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROUD
VARIOUS
9781788950602     P 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 14 to 16. A stirring, bold and moving anthology of stories and poetry by top LGBTQ+ YA authors 
and new talent, giving their unique responses to the broad theme of pride. Each story has an illustration 
by an artist identifying as part of the LGBTQ+ community. Compiled by Juno Dawson, author of ‘This 
Book is Gay’ and ‘Clean.’ A celebration of LGBTQ+ talent, ‘Proud’ is a thought-provoking, funny, 
emotional read. Contributors: Steve Antony, Dean Atta, Kate Alizadeh, Fox Benwell, Alex Bertie, 
Caroline Bird, Fatti Burke, Tanya Byrne, Moira Fowley-Doyle, Frank Duffy, Simon James Green, Leo 
Greenfield, Saffa Khan, Karen Lawler, David Levithan, and more. 

2763 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONCE & FUTURE
CARPETTA, AMY ROSE
9781786076540     P 
ONE WORLD 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. A modern take on the classic Arthurian legend. Ari Helix has been an illegal immigrant in the 
galaxies for as long as she can remember. But when her spaceship crashes on Old Earth and she 
pulls a magic sword from an ancient willow, her destiny becomes set in stone. As the forty-second 
reincarnation of King Arthur she must save humanity from tearing itself apart, with only the help of an 
adolescent wizard named Merlin. This female king must battle for her right to be herself, take down 
totalitarian governments and unite the world. How hard could that be? 
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2764 n HHHHH

FATED
TERRY, TERI
9781408350669     P 
ORCHARD 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. I’m just one girl. What can I do? Sam’s cosy life as daughter of the Deputy Prime Minister 
is about to end. These are turbulent times. Borders have closed and protests are turning violent. 
The government blames the country’ country’s youth, and is cracking down hard. Mobile phones are 
blocked, gatherings are banned and dissent is brutally crushed.  Sam is torn between family loyalty and 
doing what is right. when she meets Ava and Lucas her mind is made up. One girl, one choice. She can 
make a difference: she must. Even if her life - and her heart - are on the line. 

2765 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHILDREN OF VIRTUE & 
VENGEANCE
ADEYEMI, TOMI
9781509899456     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. The stunning sequel fo Tomi Adeyemi’s New York Times Bestselling debut ‘Children of Blood 
and Bone’, the first title in her Legacy of Orisha trilogy. After battling the impossible, Zelie and Amari 
have finally succeeded in bringing magic back to Orisha. But the ritual was more powerful than they 
imagined, reigniting the powers of not only the maji but also some nobles with magic ancestry. Now, 
Zelie struggles to unite the maji in an Orisha where the enemy is just as strong and magical as they are. 

2766 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIKE VANESSA
CHARLES, TAMI
9781580898997     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£6.99     Published 05/03/19

In this semi-autobiographical debut novel set in 1983, Vanessa Martin’s real-life reality of living with 
family in public housing in Newark, New Jersey is a far cry from the glamorous Miss America stage. 
She struggles with a mother she barely remembers, a grandfather dealing with addiction and her 
own battle with self-confidence. But when a new teacher at school coordinates a beauty pageant and 
convinces Vanessa to enter, Vanessa’s view of her own world begins to change. She discovers that her 
own self-worth is more than the scores of her talent performance and her interview answers, and that 
she doesn’t need a crown to be comfortable in her own skin. 

2767 n HHHHH

LETTER THE WITCH & THE RING
BELLAIRS, JOHN
9781848127944     P     PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£6.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. Rose Rita wishes she could go to camp like her best friend, Lewis. She’s sure that boys get to 
have all the fun, but instead she must stay at home and get ready to attend Junior High, where she will 
have to do ‘girly’ activities - something she hates! That is until Mrs Zimmermann offers her an adventure 
of her own - a trip to cousin Oley’s farm. Mrs Zimmermann’s cousin Oley has left her his farm, as well 
as a ring that he thinks is magic. But when Mrs Zimmermann and Rose Rita arrive at the deserted farm, 
the ring has mysteriously vanished. Strange things start to happen around them... 

2768 n HHHH

COLD IS IN HER BONES
ARSDALE, PETERNELLE
9781471160882     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. One girl must uncover secrets of the past to save her friend from a terrible curse in this dark 
and mesmerizing story of love, revenge, and redemption inspired by the myth of Medusa. Milla knows 
two things to be true: Demons are real, and fear will keep her safe. Milla’s whole world is her family’s 
farm. She is never allowed to travel to the village and her only friend is her beloved older brother, 
Niklas. When a bright-eyed girl named Iris comes to stay, Milla hopes her loneliness might finally be 
coming to an end. But Iris has a secret she’s forbidden to share: The village is cursed by a demon who 
possesses girls at random. 

2769 n HHHH

FEEDER
WEEKES, PATRICK
9781534400177     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 14+. Lori Fisher hunts monsters. Not with a sword or a gun, but with an interdimensional creature 
called Handler. Together they take down ‘feeders’ - aliens who prey on mankind. When Lori touches a 
feeder, Handler’s impossibly large jaws appear and drag the beast into another dimension. It’s a living 
- or was, until a job for the Lake Foundation goes wrong, and Lori stumbles across the Nix, a group of 
mutant teenagers held captive on the docks. Now the Lake Foundation is hunting Lori, and if they find 
Lori, they find Ben, the brother Lori would do anything to protect. 

2770 n HHHH

WANT
PON, CINDY
9781481489232     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 14+. Set in a near-future Taipei plagued by pollution, a group of teens risk everything to save their 
city. Jason Zhou survives in a divided society where the elite use their wealth to buy longer lives. The 
rich wear special suits, protecting them from the pollution and viruses that plague the city, while those 
without suffer illness and early deaths. Frustrated by his city’s corruption and still grieving the loss of 
his mother who died as a result of it, Zhou is determined to change things, no matter the cost. With the 
help of his friends, Zhou infiltrates the lives of the wealthy in the hope of destroying the international Jin 
Corporation from within. 

2771 n HHHH

FIND THE GIRL
CONNELL, LUCY
9780241340257     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Falling for your best friend’s love interest is bad... Falling for your twin’s is catastrophic. As 
kids, Nina and Nancy were inseparable. As teenagers not so much... Where Nancy is popular, an 
Instagram star, and obsessed wi boy band heartthrob Chase, Nina is shy; a talented classical musician, 
an shuns the spotlight that her sister thrives in. But when the wrong twin unwittingly ends up at the 
centre of a romantic social media storm, the bonds of twin-ship will be tested like never before... 

2772 n HHHH

WAR WIZARDS & ROBOTS
WILL.I.AM
9780241359853     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 12+. ‘WaR: Wizards And Robots’ is an explosive action-adventure novel created by will.i.am and 
renowned futurist Brian David Johnson. When a young man breaks into her home claiming her life is 
in danger, Ada Luring’s world changes forever. Geller is a wizard, on the run from his father’s hidden 
clan who want to kill Ada and her mother. Sara Luring is the scientist who will create the first robot, the 
wizards’ age-old foes. But a robot has travelled back in time to find Ada, and will lay everything on the 
line to protect her, as she may just be the key to preventing the earth’s destruction in the future. 
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2773 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TRUTH ABOUT KEEPING 
SECRETS
BROWN, SAVANNAH
9780241346303     P 
PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12 to 16. ‘Turtles All the Way Down’ meets ‘One of Us is Lying’ in this charming and quirky high 
school thriller. Sydney’s dad is the only psychiatrist for miles around their small Ohio town. He is also 
unexpectedly dead. Is Sydney crazy, or is it kind of weird that her dad - a guy whose entire job revolved 
around other people’s secrets - crashed alone, with no explanation? And why is June Copeland, 
homecoming queen and the town’s golden child, at his funeral? As the girls grow closer in the wake of 
the accident, not everyone is happy about their friendship. But what is picture perfect June still hiding? 
And does Sydney even want to know? 

2774 n HHHHH

RAYNE & DELILAHS MIDNITE MATINEE
ZENTNER, JEFF
9781783447992     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. Josie and Delia are best friends and co-hosts on their own public access TV show, Midnite 
Matinee. They dress as vampires Rayne and Delilah, perform daft skits involving skeleton raves and 
dog weddings, and show the weekly so-bad-it’s-good low-budget horror movie. But the end of senior 
year is coming, and Josie is torn between pursuing her television dreams in a new city or staying 
making TV with her BFF. What’s more, she’s just met a boy, Lawson, who is totally not her type, but is 
just a little bit intriguing. Meanwhile, Delia is searching for her dad, who walked out on her and her mom 
ten years ago. 

2775 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTY THAT REMAINS
WOODFOLK, ASHLEY
9781524715908     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£7.99     Published 12/03/19

Told from three diverse points of view, this story of life and love after loss. Loss pulled Autumn, Shay, 
and Logan apart. Will music bring them back together? Autumn always knew exactly who she was: a 
talented artist and a loyal friend. Shay was defined by two things: her bond with her twin sister, Sasha, 
and her love of music. And Logan has always turned to writing love songs when his real love life was a 
little less than perfect. But when tragedy strikes each of them, somehow music is no longer enough. 

2776 n HHH

YOUR ROBOT DOG WILL DIE
GREENWOOD, ARIN
9781616958527     P 
SOHO PRESS 
£8.99     Published 21/03/19

Nano Miller has spent her entire life on Dog Island, a sanctuary for the world’s last surviving canines 
and the testing ground for their robotic replacements. Every year, Nano gets a new and improved 
model. Now that her friendship with Wolf, a boy she’s known forever, has turned romantic, she’s certain 
she never wants to leave. But when Dog Island’s biggest celebrity supporter, movie star Marky Barky, 
arrives for his annual visit, Nano discovers something that shouldn’t exist: a real live tiny, magical 
puppy. Unable to part with it, Nano now finds herself on the run. She knows that the puppy could 
destroy her family, Wolf, and even the Island itself. 

2777 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SKY IN THE DEEP
YOUNG, ADRIENNE
9781789091274     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 26/03/19

Raised as a warrior, 17-year-old Eelyn fights with her Aska clansmen in an ancient rivalry against 
the Riki. Her life is simple: train to fight, fight to survive. Until one day she sees the impossible on the 
battlefield - her brother fighting with the enemy - the brother she saw die 5 years ago. Eelyn loses her 
focus and is captured. She must survive the winter with the Riki, in a village where every neighbour is 
an enemy, every battle scar possibly one she delivered. 

2778 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCAVENGERS
SIMPSON, DARREN
9781474956024     P 
USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

A unique coming-of-age story with an unforgettable secret at its heart, from an exciting new voice. 
Landfill has lived his whole life as a scavenger, running with wooflers, swimming with turtles and 
feasting on fresh gull. Old Babagoo has always looked after him, on one condition - follow his rules. 
NEVER COME LOOKING OUTSIDE. NEVER RISE ABOVE THE WALL. But despite the dangers, 
Landfill longs to see Outside. And some rules are made to be broken... This dark, contemporary twist 
on ‘The Jungle Book’ meets ‘Stig of the Dump’ looks at what it means to be truly civilized, and what it 
means to be free. 

2779 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
QUIET AT THE END OF THE 
WORLD
JAMES, LAUREN
9781406375510     P 
WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 12+. A smart, fast-paced, filmic sci-fi adventure with an inclusive list of characters and a killer twist. 
How far would you go to save those you love? Lowrie and Shen are the youngest people on the planet 
after a virus caused global infertility. Closeted in a pocket of London and doted upon by a small, ageing 
community, the pair spend their days mudlarking and looking for treasure - until a secret is uncovered 
that threatens not only their family but humanity’s entire existence. Now Lowrie and Shen face an 
impossible choice: in the quiet at the end of the world, they must decide what to sacrifice to save the 
whole human race... 
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2780 n HHHH

SO IM A SPIDER SO WHAT VOL 5
BABA, OKINA
9781975301941     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 19/03/19

Age 13 to 16. After my battle to the death with Mother, now my days are filled with preparing the next 
boss - the Demon Lord! But now I have a problem... I’ve said it before, but I’m too strong. Now I’m 
attracting all kinds of unwanted attention! Now I’ll have to interact with humans whether I want to or 
not... 

CHILDREN’S GIFT

2781 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ULTIMATE BOOK OF PLANET 
EARTH
BAUMANN, ANNE-SOPHIE
9791027605620     H 
CHRONICLE 
£15.99     Published 05/03/19

Age 5+. ‘The Ultimate Book of Planet Earth’ offers lots of opportunity for hands-on interaction using 
flaps, tabs, pop-ups, and more. Pull a tab to see how magma erupts from a volcano, turn a page for 
a giant pop-up mountain range, or rotate a wheel to move the blades of a wind turbine. This book 
explores not only the geology of the Earth - oceans, continents, and the formation of mountains and 
volcanoes - but also its geography, atmosphere, and weather. A valuable reference book for any child. 
Illustrated by Didier Balicevic. 

2782 n HHHH

FEISTY PETS OFFICIAL HANDBOOK
FEISTY PETS
9781338358605     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 12. Feisty Pets may look innocent at first, but don’t be fooled! They can go from cute and 
cuddly to frightening and ferocious with a gentle squeeze of the head! This official handbook is packed 
with info about each and every Feisty Pet. Including likes, dislikes, facts and stats about all the latest 
characters, from Glenda Glitterpoop the unicorn to Vicky Vicious the bunny, this guidebook is perfect for 
anyone who is a Feisty Pet fan. The book is packed with full-colour pictures of these alternately sweet, 
scary and goofy plush toys, and includes a lenticular cover showing a Feisty Pet transform! 

2783 n HHHH

GET FEISTY
FEISTY PETS
9781338358612     P     SCHOLASTIC 
£4.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6 to 12. Go from AWWW to ARGH with the Feisty Pets! Get feisty - make your own rules, then 
break them! Full of colour photos, this hilarious book features the alternately cute and crazy Feisty 
Pets with tons of jokes, cheeky advice and mischievous how-to’s. Feisty Pets are a collectible line of 
interactive plush toys, that go from cute and cuddly to frightening and ferocious with a gentle squeeze 
of the head! A must-have book for all Feisty Pets fans, based on the popular Feisty Films YouTube 
channel and perfect for any Feisty Pet fan. 42 characters already exist with 200 more releasing in 2019! 

2784 n HHHH

SEW MINI GARDENS
EDITORS OF KLUTZ
9781338271287     K     KLUTZ 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 10 to 13. This kit comes with everything you need to make four super-sweet miniature gardens - the 
desert garden, hungry garden, flower garden and peace garden. Third in the ‘Sew Mini’ series following 
‘Sew Mini Treats’ and ‘Sew Mini Animals’, this kit is packed with colourful fabrics to help you create your 
very own gardens and perfect plant friends, including a cute yoga frog, carnivore plants and more! 

2785 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN THE STARS COME OUT
EDWARDS, NICOLA
9781848578067     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£17.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9 to 12. A magically informative book, illuminating the mysteries of our night-time world, from the 
history of human sleep to the secrets of outer space. As we delve into the magical realm that is our 
universe at night we discover what makes it so extraordinary ... from moonbows to shooting stars and 
from the polar night to the northern lights. Experience how different habitats from the city to the ocean, 
come alive when the sun sets. Meet animals that make their own elaborate beds and others that sleep 
while swimming or flying. Explore the history of human sleep across the globe and dive into a world of 
dreams... 

2786 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHILDS TREASURY OF NURSERY RHYMES
DENTON, KADY M
9780753444887     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 5+. This delightfully illustrated book contains more than seventy-five of the best-loved rhymes and 
songs of childhood, from soothing lullabies to schoolyard chants. Popular classics such as ‘Pat a Cake’, 
‘Humpty Dumpty’, and ‘Jack and Jill’ are joined by lesser-known rhymes and ditties from many different 
cultures. Kady MacDonald Denton’s illustrations add liveliness and humour. Together, parents and 
children will enjoy sharing ‘A Child’s Treasury of Nursery Rhymes’. 

2787 n HHHH

READ TO YOUR BABY EVERY DAY
GIORDANO, CHLOE
9781786037701     H     QUARTO US PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age: 0 to 3. It’s never too early to read to your baby. Calm, soothe and enjoy your baby as you sing, 
dance and read these rhymes aloud. Read to your baby every day and introduce them to a world of 
sounds and pictures with this treasury of best-loved nursery rhymes. 

CHILDREN’S SEASONAL

2788 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRUNCH MUNCH BUNNY
LIFT THE FLAP BOOK
9780241357828     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 4. An engaging and fun seasonal board book for toddlers. Watch as Baby Bunny meets cute 
baby animals in this early learning lift the flap sound book. An interactive board book that contains five 
large and sturdy flaps, with a surprise character and sound hiding underneath each. Read the rhymes 
aloud before lifting the flaps to find out who is hiding. With adorable photographic toys of favourite baby 
animals, and beautifully illustrated scenes, there’s lots for little ones to look at - perfect for reading 
together. 

2789 n HHHHH

PEPPA PIG EASTER EGG
PEPPA PIG
9780241371565     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 6. It’s Easter time and Peppa and her friends are going on an Easter egg hunt at Rebecca 
Rabbit’s House. Will they find the Easter Bunny, too? This egg-shaped board book is the perfect gift 
this Easter! 
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2790 n HHHHH

PEPPA’S EGG-CELLENT EASTER STICKER ACTIVITY
PEPPA PIG
9780241381014     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£3.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 2 to 6. A new Easter sticker activity book with Peppa and her friends. Peppa loves Easter! Join 
Peppa, George, and all their friends in this sticker activity book, packed with Easter fun. With lots of 
puzzles and activities, this book will keep all little Peppa fans busy. Includes over 100 stickers. 

2791 n HHHHH

ONE PERFECT DAY
BUTLER, M CHRISTINA
9781848698345     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. It’s a perfect spring day and Little Hedgehog and friends are going for a walk. There are lambs 
to watch, flowers to spot and Easter eggs to find! But when two little ducklings get lost in the woods can 
the friends return them safely to Mother Duck? And will they ever find all the Easter eggs? The latest 
picture book in the best-selling Little Hedgehog series (One Noisy Night, One Cosy Christmas, and 
One Snowy Rescue) is packed with gorgeous illustrations from Tina Macnaughton and fuzzy textures 
throughout. 

2792 n HHHHH

PETER RABBIT TALES A SPRING SURPRISE
POTTER, BEATRIX
9780241355077     H     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

It’s springtime and all the animals are preparing to celebrate with a spring picnic! Everyone has to bring 
something to share with their friends, but there’s just one small problem... Peter Rabbit can’t think of 
ANYTHING to bring. Everyone else seems to have the perfect gift to share. Will Peter manage to find 
something in time? Will he stumble upon the best springtime surprise? A sweet story about sharing, 
springtime celebrations, and a gentle message about the importance of friends. This is the fifth title in a 
new series of stories for the very young set in Peter Rabbit’s world. 

2793 n HHHHH

SANTA CLAUS VS THE EASTER BUNNY
BLUNT, FRED
9781783447640     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDS 
£6.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 3+. Santa has it so easy: a workforce of elves to make the presents, a team of reindeer to deliver 
them, even a hi-spec factory! The Easter Bunny has to make and wrap all the chocolate eggs in his 
garden shed, and deliver them himself on foot. No wonder you often find them thrown all over the place 
in your garden! Now Bunny has had enough - he hatches a genius, chocolately plan with unexpected 
results. 

2794 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS EASTER EGG 
HUNT
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474952767     H 
USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 07/03/19

Little children will love peeping through the holes in the pages as they help Poppy and Sam search for 
Easter Eggs in this charming book. On each double-page it looks as though they’ve spotted an egg, 
but when they turn the page the ‘egg’ turns out to be something else. At the end, of course, they finally 
find what they’ve been hunting for. Illustrated by Simon Taylor-Kielty. Part of the relaunch of the classic 
brand Farmyard Tales, loved by families for over 30 years. 

2795 n HHHHH

COLOURING BOOK EASTER WITH RUB DOWNS
SMITH, SAM
9781474947756     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. A little activity book packed with detailed illustrations of springtime scenes for kids to colour 
and bring to life with their pens. Each book comes with a sheet of rub-down transfers, allowing budding 
artists to add their own touches to each page. Illustrated by Ruth Russell. 

2796 n HHHHH

EASTER PUZZLES
TUDHOPE, SIMON
9781474947770     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. This little book of puzzles is the perfect way to keep children entertained at Easter. The puzzles 
cover everything from mazes to spot the difference, based on bright and colourful scenes filled with 
bunnies, eggs and lots of holiday fun. Help the Easter bunny find all the lost eggs, guide the spring 
lamb back to her mother and piece together a broken Easter egg. 

2797 n HHHHH

FINGER PRINTING EASTER
SMITH, SAM
9781474947763     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. This little book is packed with step-by-step guides for children to create all kinds of spring-time 
things using the paint provided and a pen. Children can learn how to make Easter eggs, bunnies, baby 
animals, and more as they fill the pages with their own seasonal finger-painting scenes. Illustrated by 
Jenny Addison. 

2798 n HHHHH

STICKER SHAPES EASTER
SMITH, SAM
9781474947787     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 6+. This little book is full of ideas for kids to create all kinds of spring-time things using the simple 
sticker shapes inside. They can follow the tips and suggestions, or try out their own combinations as 
they fill each page with Easter eggs, bunnies, daffodils and more. Illustrated by Carly Davies. 

CHILDREN’S AUDIO

2799 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNIE & WILBUR MONSTER MYSTERY BOOK & CD
THOMAS, VALERIE
9780192766953     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. Winnie and Wilbur decide to explore the mysterious forest that surrounds their home. They 
want to discover who has been leaving the strange footprints on their lawn. Their foray into the forest 
is just the start of a wild drama! In this latest picture book from Valerie Thomas and Korky Paul, Winnie 
and Wilbur need your help to solve the mystery! 

2800 n HHHHH

CREAKERS THE MUSICAL EDITION BOOK & CD
FLETCHER, TOM
9780241380154     H     PUFFIN 
£14.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 7 to 11. Do you ever hear strange, creaking noises at night? Ever wonder what makes those 
noises? Lucy Dungston always did. Until, one morning, Lucy discovers that all the grown-ups have 
disappeared - as if into thin air. Chaos descends as the children in Lucy’s town run riot. It’s mayhem. 
To most kids, it’s amazing! But Lucy wants to find out the truth. She lost her dad not long ago, and 
she’s determined not to lose her mum too. She’s going to get her back and nothing is going to stop 
her - except maybe the Creakers. Packed with amazing illustrations from Shane Devries, this edition 
includes an exclusive CD with 10 brilliant brand-new songs by Tom Fletcher. 
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CHILDREN’S RELIGIOUS

2801 n HHHH

HAIL MARY
SWANEY, JULIANNA (IL
9781408896389     H     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5 to 7. A beautifully illustrated keepsake and gift book for anyone who is learning the Hail Mary 
prayer. Delight in a stunning celebration of the principal prayer of the Roman Catholic Church. With 
beautiful delicate illustrations by the fantastic Julianna Swaney, this is the perfect Christian book to give 
on all Christian occasions, including christenings, first communion and confirmations. 

2802 n HHHH

LORDS PRAYER
SWANEY, JULIANNA (IL
9781408896396     H     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 21/03/19

Age 5 to 7. A beautifully illustrated keepsake and gift book for anyone who is learning The Lord’s 
Prayer. Delight in a stunning celebration of the classic prayer Jesus taught to His disciples. With 
beautiful delicate illustrations by the fantastic Julianna Swaney, this is the perfect Christian book to gift 
on all Christian occasions, including christenings, first communion and confirmations. 

2803 n HHHH

CHILDREN OF THE BIBLE
MCALLISTER, MARGARET
9780745976761     H     LION HUDSON LTD CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 7+. An elegantly illustrated collection of favourite Bible stories with an interesting twist. Margaret 
McAllister imaginatively retells these tales from the point of view of the children involved. Alida 
Massari’s illustration style, inspired by ancient art and architecture and full of grace and sophistication, 
is perfectly suited to the book. A beautiful and informative title. 

2804 n HHHH

LION KIDS BIBLE COMIC
CHATELIER, EDWARD
9780745977195     P     LION HUDSON LTD CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 6 to 10. The Beano meets the Bible. Over 60 stories in comic strip style, from artists from the 
EDGE group who brought us the Wallace and Gromit and Shaun the Sheep cartoon strips, having 
worked on Sesame Street, Transformers, Beano, Dandy and Marvel cartoons. An entertaining and 
engaging way of presenting Bible stories - great for reluctant readers, and fun for all ages. 

2805 n HHHH

PLAY ALONG BIBLE
HARTMAN, BOB
9780745978307     H     LION HUDSON LTD CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published Mar 2019

Age 3 to 5. Imagining God’s Story through Motion and Play. A fresh, multisensory approach to engage 
in the retelling of 50 Bible stories. Encourages physical activity and social interaction to enhance young 
children’s development. Full page illustrations by Susie Poole capture the wonder of the Bible stories. 
Written by performance storyteller Bob Hartman, whose books have sold over one million copies. 

2806 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EASTER STORY
WILDSMITH, BRIAN
9780192768735     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 1 to 5. The story of Holy Week and Easter is here presented for children by acclaimed author, Brian 
Wildsmith. This beautifully illustrated book, in a new clothbound format with stunning foiled design, is a 
delight to share. 

2807 n HHHHH

BOB HARTMANS RHYMING BIBLE
HARTMAN, BOB
9780281077946     P     SPCK 
£14.99     Published Mar 2019

Internationally acclaimed storyteller and bestselling children’s author Bob Hartman retells over 40 
classic Bible stories in rhyme! Filled with colourful illustrations on every page, join in the rhyming fun 
with stories featuring the whole Bible cast. Illustrated by Mark Beech. 

CHILDREN’S FILM & TV

2808 n HHHHH

DOCTOR WHO THIRTEEN DOCTORS 13 STORIES
ALDERMAN, NAOMI
9780241356173     P     BBC CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Twelve wonderful tales of adventure, science, magic, monsters and time travel - featuring all 
twelve Doctors - are waiting for you in this very special ‘Doctor Who’ book. And now they’re joined by a 
very exciting, and very exclusive, new tale - written by Naomi Alderman, author of ‘The Power’ - that will 
star the Thirteenth Doctor, as she battles to save the universe with her three close and trusted friends. 
Other authors featured are: Eoin Colfer, Michael Scott, Marcus Sedgwick, Philip Reeve, Patrick Ness, 
Richelle Mead, Malorie Blackman, Alex Scarrow, Charlie Higson, Derek Landy, Neil Gaiman, and Holly 
Black. 

CHILDREN’S COMPUTING

2809 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINECRAFT MASTER BUILDER
GREEN, JONATHAN
9781783124398     P     CARLTON PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 07/03/19

Age 9+. Become a master of Minecraft with this ultimate builder’s guide! Follow the step-by-step 
instructions to create 30 incredible builds, from sky fortresses to aircraft carriers. The specially created 
builds are split into quick, intermediate and master level, and the guide is packed with facts, hints and 
tips about blocks, biomes, mobs and more. Get ready to stretch your imagination to the limit! 
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EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS
2810 9781842855041 Morris Minor Carlow, Ed  Studymates £7.99 P HH 25%

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS
2811 9781849184151 Twenty Years After Hamme, Jean Van  Cinebook Ltd £8.99 P HHH  
2812 9781849184366 Flight Of The Spectre Zumbiehl, Frederic  Cinebook Ltd £6.99 P HHH  
2813 9781506708768 Mysticons Volume 2 Leth, Kate  Dark Horse £9.50 P HH  
2814 9781506708423 Space Boy Vol 3 McCranie, Stephen  Dark Horse £9.50 P HH  
2815 9781620105658 Cretaceous Galusha, Tadd  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2816 9781545805336 Dance Class 3 In 1 Vol 1   Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2817 9781549302992 Glint Book One The Cloud Raiders Sattin, Sam  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P H  
2818 9781549304118 Haphaven Harper, Norm  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2819 9781545802021 Only Living Girl 1 Gallaher, David  Diamond Book Distributors £7.99 P H  
2820 9781545802038 Only Living Girl 1 Gallaher, David  Diamond Book Distributors £12.99 H H  
2821 9781620105825 Our Super Adventure Press Start To Begin Graley, Sarah  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 H H  
2822 9781632294388 Princeless Volume 7 Find Yourself Whitley, Jeremy  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2823 9781603094443 Red Panda & Moon Bear Rossello, Jarod  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2824 9780998379272 Spooky House 2 Powell, Eric Et Al  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P H  
2825 9781632294432 Toyetica Volume 3 Legrow, M Alice  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
2826 9781545805343 Vincent Vol 1 Cafaggi, Vitor  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P H  
2827 9781942367734 Rise Of The Zelphire Friha, Karim  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 H H  
2828 9781682152973 Faith Dreamside Houser, Jody  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P HH  
2829 9781632294463 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug & Cat Noir Zag Entertainment  Diamond Book Distributors £7.99 P HHH  
2830 9781626723573 Breakaways Johnson, Cathy G  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
2831 9781596437098 Kiss Number 8 Venable, Colleen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
2832 9781787731387 Adventure Time Sugary Shorts 5 Sorese, Jeremy  Titan £12.99 P HHH  
2833 9781947194472 Tsukimonogatari Nisioisin  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
2834 9780316447492 One Week Friends Vol 6 Hazuki, Matcha  Yen Press £11.99 P HH  
2835 9781975354657 As Miss Beelzebub Likes Vol 5 Matoba  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2836 9781975303778 Devil Is A Part Timer Vol 13 Wagahara, Satoshi  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2837 9781975302146 Kiss & White Lily For My Dearest Girl V8 Canno  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2838 9781975384012 Log Horizon The West Wind Brigade Vol 11 Koyuki  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
2839 9781975384104 My Youth Romantic Comedy Is Wrong Vol 10 Watari, Wataru  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2840 9781975303730 Re Zero Starting Life/Another World Vol6 Nagatsuki, Tappei  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2841 9781975303501 So Im A Spider So What Vol 5 Baba, Okina  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
2842 9781975303754 Sword Art Online Girls Ops Vol 5 Kawahara, Reki  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  

GAMES/PUZZLES
2843 9781452176840 Moon Playing Cards Playing Cards  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 P HH  
2844 9781452176390 Moon 100 Piece Puzzle Puzzles  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £15.99 P HH  

BOXED SETS & DUMPBINS
2845 9781405933834 Doctor Who 13 Doctors Collection Hargreaves, Adam  BBC Children’s Books £30.00 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S FICTION
2846 9781419733734 Apocalypse Taco Hale, Nathan  Abrams £10.99 H H  
2847 9781419733659 Backstagers & The Theater Of The Ancient Mientus, Andy  Abrams £10.99 H H  
2848 9781419733703 Recipe For Disaster Angleberger, Tom  Abrams £8.99 H H  
2849 9781419734915 Ronan Boyle & The Bridge Of Riddles Lennon, Thomas  Abrams £12.99 H H  
2850 9781419735080 Odd & True Winters, Cat  Abrams £6.99 P HH  
2851 9781419733864 Monster Detector Potter, Ellen  Abrams £4.99 P HH  
2852 9781419733642 Squatchicorns Potter, Ellen  Abrams £8.99 H HH  
2853 9781419733840 Frank Einstein & The Space Time Zipper Scieszka, Jon  Abrams £5.99 P HH  
2854 9781449495732 Final Boss Brady, Dustin  Andrews McMeel £6.99 P HHH  
2855 9780486828831 Kim Kipling, Rudyard  Dover £3.99 P HHH 35%
2856 9780008326067 Paddington The Artist Bond, Michael  HarperCollins Children’s £6.99 P HHH  
2857 9781773212616 Masters Of Silence Kacer, Kathy  Ingram Publisher Services £6.99 P H 35%
2858 9781910139592 Adventures Of Na Willa Gaudiamo, Reda  Inpress £8.99 P HH  
2859 9781984813602 Bridge Home Venkatraman, Padma  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
2860 9781524787202 Klawde Evil Alien Warlord Cat 1 Marciano, Johnny  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 H H  
2861 9781524787226 Klawde Evil Alien Warlord Cat Enemies 2 Marciano, Johnny  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 H H  
2862 9781524738471 Problematic Paradox Sappingfield, Eliot  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2863 9781250294258 Arlo Finch In The Valley Of Fire August, John  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2864 9781626728165 Arlo Finch In The Lake Of The Moon August, John  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2865 9781616207908 Becket List Griffin, Adele  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2866 9781492669128 Switched Calonita, Jen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2867 9781984835550 Harriet The Invincible & Of Mice & Magic Vernon, Ursula  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
2868 9781524784331 Fantastic Fist/Mowtown Soria, Gabe  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 H H  
2869 9780823440054 Kingdom Of Ash & Briars West, Hannah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
2870 9780425290934 President Of Poplar Lane Mincks, Margaret  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
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2871 9781492645832 Great Museum Mixup & Other Surprise Endings Lytton, Deborah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2872 9780857219336 Forgotten Palace Aylen, Luke  Lion Hudson Ltd £7.99 P HHH  
2873 9781911631385 Brindabella Dubosarsky, Ursula  Murdoch Books £6.99 P HH  
2874 9781911631101 Endsister Russon, Penni  Murdoch Books £6.99 P HH  
2875 9781911631026 Fairytales For Feisty Girls McFarlane, Susannah  Murdoch Books £12.99 H HHH  
2876 9781911631125 Lemonade Jones Bell, Davina  Murdoch Books £11.99 H HHH  
2877 9781925773064 Whispering In The Wind Marshall, Alan  Turnaround £6.99 P HH  
2878 9781789580389 School Of Spells Daze, Hayley  Willow Tree £4.99 P HHH  
2879 9781789580372 Rainforest Hide & Seek Daze, Hayley  Willow Tree £4.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S EDUCATION
2880 9781452166254 Lets Learn Japanese Cacciapuoti, Aurora  Chronicle £8.99 H HH  
2881 9781452174990 World Of Eric Carle Numbers & Counting Carle, Eric  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £6.99 P HH  
2882 9781452165356 World Of Eric Carle Spanish/English Carle, Eric  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £6.99 P HH  
2883 9781510452534 Achieve Times Tables Workbook Ages 7-11 Koll, Hilary  Hodder Education £5.99 P HHH 5%
2884 9780735228740 I Am Billie Jean King Meltzer, Brad  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 H HH  
2885 9780451532459 Who Is Michael Jordan Anderson, Kirsten  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P HH  
2886 9780753443484 My First Dictionary Grisewood, John  Pan Macmillan Children’s £8.99 P HHH  
2887 9780753444894 My First Encyclopedia Kingfisher  Pan Macmillan Children’s £12.99 P HHH  
2888 9780753443491 My First Thesaurus Beal, George  Pan Macmillan Children’s £8.99 P HHH  
2889 9781786036001 Story Town QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2890 9781786036025 Fun At The Beach QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2891 9781786036049 Top Spot QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2892 9781786036063 Pems Snack QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2893 9781786036087 Zipp Zapp QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2894 9781786036100 Munch Crunch Lunch QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  
2895 9781786036124 Bug Robot QED Publishing  Quarto US Publishing Group £4.99 P HH  

CHILDREN’S PICTURE P/B
2896 9781419734779 Lucky Ducky Mulryan, Doreen  Abrams £4.99 P H  
2897 9782408007959 Haha Made You Laugh Babin, Stephanie  Chronicle £5.99 P HH  
2898 9780008326074 Paddington At The Tower Bond, Michael  HarperCollins Children’s £6.99 P HHH  
2899 9780008326050 Paddington At The Zoo Bond, Michael  HarperCollins Children’s £6.99 P HHH  
2900 9781773211022 Boy In The Drawer Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2901 9781773211046 Dark Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2902 9781773211060 I Have To Go Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2903 9781773211084 Moiras Birthday Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2904 9781773211107 Mud Puddle Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2905 9781773211121 Show & Tell Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2906 9781773211145 Wait & See Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
2907 9781773211008 50 Below Zero Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P HH 35%
2908 9781910139639 When It Rains Narkia, Rassi  Inpress £10.99 P HH  

CHILDREN’S PICTURE H/B
2909 9781419731648 Bach To The Rescue Angleberger, Tom  Abrams £12.99 H H  
2910 9781419734144 Chicks Rule Bardhan-Quallen, S  Abrams £11.99 H H  
2911 9781419734120 Born To Ride Theule, Larissa  Abrams £12.99 H HH  
2912 9781419734106 Dancing Through Fields Of Color Brown, Elizabeth  Abrams £12.99 H HH  
2913 9781419736186 My Funny Bunny Roussey, Christine  Abrams £11.99 H HH  
2914 9781419731914 Sunnys Tow Truck Saves The Day Pace, Anne  Abrams £10.99 H HH  
2915 9781408897799 Astro Naughty Naughty Baddies Sperring, Mark  Bloomsbury Children’s Books £11.99 H HHH  
2916 9781452171906 Mom & Me Me & Mom Tanco, Miguel  Chronicle £8.99 H H  
2917 9781452155845 One Is A Pinata Thong, Roseanne  Chronicle £11.99 H H  
2918 9781452152899 Fox & Chick The Quiet Boat Ride & Other Ruzzier, Sergio  Chronicle £10.99 H H  
2919 9791036304255 Yoga Together Jouane, Elisabeth  Chronicle £11.99 H HH  
2920 9781452161563 You Are New Knisley, Lucy  Chronicle £12.99 H HH  
2921 9781776572144 Oink Elliot, David  Gecko Press £8.99 H HHH  
2922 9781454926856 Book Dragon Kell, Andrew  Guild Of Master Craftsman £12.99 H HH  
2923 9781612438306 Twinkle Twinkle Social Media Star Kennedy, Kate  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H H 35%
2924 9780874869729 When Spring Comes To The DMZ Lee, Uk-Bae  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H H 35%
2925 9781773212807 Dog Who Wanted To Fly Stinson, Kathy  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H HH 35%
2926 9781250134905 Amy Is Famous Bottner, Barbara  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2927 9780823441471 Babysitter From Another Planet Savage, Stephen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2928 9781627797573 Bearnards Book Underwood, Deborah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2929 9780374308414 Borrowing Bunnies Lord, Cynthia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2930 9781524741501 Cat Who Lived With Anne Frank Miller, David Lee  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2931 9780399246531 Day You Begin Woodson, Jacqueline  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2932 9780547327679 Donkey Egg Stevens, Janet  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2933 9780823440559 Dreamers Morales, Yuyi  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
2934 9780544387607 Frog Book Jenkins, Steve  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
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2935 9780823437887 Good Night Wind Marshall, Elovitz  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2936 9780451471253 Happy Book Rash, Andy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2937 9780399166853 Home Builders Bajaj, Varsha  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2938 9780374305789 In A Minute Mama Bear Bright, Rachel  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2939 9780451480927 Island Boy Cooney, Barbara  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2940 9780823441075 Lost & Found Ducklings Gorbachev, Valeri  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2941 9781624146565 Maria The Matador Lambelet, Anne  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2942 9780823441624 Pippas Passover Plate Kirkfield, Vivian  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2943 9781250124401 Poop Or Get Off The Potty McNamara, Margaret  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2944 9781250114501 Pup 681 Reidy, Jean  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2945 9781624146589 This Book Is Spineless Leslie, Lindsay  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2946 9780823441723 What A Cold Needs Bottner, Barbara  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2947 9781492637103 What If? Magsamen, Sandra  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 H H  
2948 9780374303068 Wild Horse Annie Fern, Tracey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
2949 9781911631019 Morris The Mole Greenberg, Nicki  Murdoch Books £11.99 H HH  
2950 9781911631002 Noni The Pony Rescues A Joey Lester, Alison  Murdoch Books £11.99 H HH  
2951 9781784383695 Sages Of Chelm & The Moon Abas, Shlomo  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 H HH  
2952 9780714878669 Side By Side Raschka, Chris  Phaidon Press £12.95 H HHH  
2953 9783791373836 My Towns Extra Ordinary People Casal, Mikel  Prestel £11.99 H HHH  
2954 9783791373782 New York Day & Night Pollet, Aurelie  Prestel £11.99 H HHH  
2955 9783791373799 Song Of Spring Jonas, Hendrik  Prestel £8.99 H HHH  
2956 9788868609450 In The Sea Scortegagna, Luna  Sassi £14.99 H HHH  
2957 9788868609436 In The Sky Scortegagna, Luna  Sassi £14.99 H HHH  
2958 9781911344216 Wren Lehman, Katrina  Scribe Publications £10.99 H HH  
2959 9780500651896 From Tiny Seeds Vast, Emilie  Thames & Hudson £14.95 H HHH  
2960 9780500651971 How To Light Your Dragon Levy, Didier  Thames & Hudson £12.95 H HHH  
2961 9780500651537 Stay Benson Rowe, Thereza  Thames & Hudson £10.95 H HHH  
2962 9781788070331 Francis & The Animals Grobler, Piet  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HH  
2963 9781788070324 I Want A Lion Eem, A Van Der  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HHH  
2964 9781910328354 Flute Wilson-Max, Ken  Thames & Hudson £9.99 H HHH  
2965 9781576879092 While Grandpa Naps Danid, Naomi  Turnaround £14.99 H H  
2966 9781368036894 Book Hog Pizzoli, Greg  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
2967 9780735264106 Great Job Dad Wang, Holman  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
2968 9780735264083 Great Job Mom Wang, Holman  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
2969 9789188369208 My First Hip Hop Book Ander, Martin  Turnaround £6.99 H HHH  
2970 9781406384949 My Grandma & Me Javaherbin, Mina  Walker Children’s Hardbacks £11.99 H HHH  

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY/PUZZLE
2971 9781785512155 Queens Palace At Windsor Newbery, Elizabeth  ACC Art Books £6.95 P HH 40%
2972 9782733867532 Painting With Everyday Objects Notaert, A  Auzou Books £6.99 L HH  
2973 9782733867549 Painting With Nature Notaert, A  Auzou Books £6.99 L HH  
2974 9780486823997 Beautiful Pressout Flying Butterflies Merrill, Richard  Dover £6.99 P HHH 35%
2975 9780486828381 Lets Explore Sharks Sticker Coloring Book Toufexis, George  Dover £5.99 P HHH 35%
2976 9782875751751 Pierre Auguste Renoir Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2977 9782875751843 Berthe Morisot Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2978 9782875751195 Camille Claudel Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2979 9782875751812 Little Michelangelo Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2980 9782875751706 Little Rembrandt Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2981 9782875751850 Little Vermeer Duve, Catherine De  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2982 9782875751799 Niki De Saint Phalle Duve, Catherine  Guild Of Master Craftsman £6.99 P HH  
2983 9781526381651 Big Stickers For Tiny Hands Machines Espinisa, Genie  Hachette Children £5.99 P HHH  
2984 9781524791988 Welcome To Melody Village Campbell, Hannah S  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 H H  
2985 9781524790707 Snoopy Mad Libs Macchiarola, Laura  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £3.99 P H  
2986 9781616897888 Animals Of The Savanna Cosneau, Olivia  Princeton Architectural Press £5.99 P HH  
2987 9781616897857 In The Forest Cosneau, Olivia  Princeton Architectural Press £5.99 P HH  
2988 9781633227088 At The Zoo Aye, Nila  Quarto US Publishing Group £5.99 P HHH  
2989 9781633227071 In The Garden Aye, Nila  Quarto US Publishing Group £5.99 P HHH  
2990 9789383145669 Puppets Unlimited Wolf, Gita  Tara Books £19.99 H HHH  
2991 9781474964067 Pompeii Sticker Book Reid, Struan  Usborne £7.99 P HHH  
2992 9781406384154 Fantastic Faces Transform Yourself National Theatre  Walker Childrens Paperbacks £6.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S HUMOUR
2993 9781419733598 Ginger Kid Hofstetter, Steve  Abrams £6.99 P HH  

CHILDREN’S NON FICTION
2994 9781419734212 Andrew Jackson Kanefield, Teri  Abrams £5.99 P H  
2995 9781419734014 Susan B Anthony Kanefield, Teri  Abrams £11.99 H H  
2996 9781419734045 Rocket To The Moon Brown, Don  Abrams £9.99 H HHH  
2997 9781773212425 Bad Boys Of Fashion Croll, Jennifer  Ingram Publisher Services £11.95 P HH 35%
2998 9781785925566 Help My Feelings Are Too Big Aspden, K L  Jessica Kingsley £9.99 P HHH 22%
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2999 9781785923593 Tourettes Survival Kit Murphy, Tara  Jessica Kingsley £12.99 P HHH 22%
3000 9781624147500 Awesome Edible Kids Crafts Blake, Arena  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
3001 9781612129259 Gardening With Emma Biggs, Emma  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
3002 9781250133403 Missing Guiberson, Brenda Z  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £15.99 H H  
3003 9781612129624 Owling Wilson, Mark  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3004 9781328453617 From An Idea To Disney Sichol, Bundy Lowey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P H  
3005 9781328453631 From An Idea To Nike Sichol, Bundy Lowey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P H  
3006 9789385360459 Magnifying The Miniature Vottery, Madhu  Prestel £5.95 P H  
3007 9781576879146 Be Brave Be Brave Be Brave Falcon, Anthony  Turnaround £14.99 H H  
3008 9781609809171 Eiffels Tower For Young People Jonnes, Jill  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
3009 9781609809058 Eiffels Tower For Young People Jonnes, Jill  Turnaround £30.00 H HHH  

CHILDREN’S BOARDBOOKS
3010 9781419731518 At The Firehouse Biggs, Brian  Abrams £6.99 H H  
3011 9781452177717 I Love You The Purplest Joosse, Barbara  Chronicle £6.99 H H  
3012 9781452164519 Pigs In A Blanket Wilhelm, Hans  Chronicle £6.99 H H  
3013 9781452165479 Magical Horses Read & Ride  Chronicle £10.99 H H  
3014 9782408008505 Human Body Babin, Stephanie  Chronicle £9.99 H HH  
3015 9781452174501 Little Plane Gomi, Taro  Chronicle £4.99 H HH  
3016 9781452153216 Bulldozers Shapes Rinker, Sherri D  Chronicle £4.99 H HH  
3017 9781452153162 Excavators 123 Rinker, Sherri D  Chronicle £4.99 H HH  
3018 9781452170794 Baby Orca Finger Puppet Book Little Finger Puppet Books  Chronicle £4.99 H HH  
3019 9781452170787 Baby Piglet Finger Puppet Book Little Finger Puppet Books  Chronicle £4.99 H HH  
3020 9781452166452 Peek A Baby Farm Orodan, Mike  Chronicle £6.99 H HH  
3021 9781452166469 Peek A Baby Ocean Orodan, Mike  Chronicle £6.99 H HH  
3022 9782408007935 Baby Animals Babin, Stephanie  Chronicle £8.99 H HH  
3023 9780486825083 Eat ’em Ups Apples Tuchman, Gail  Dover £5.99 P HH 35%
3024 9780486825113 Eat ’em Ups Bananas Tuchman, Gail  Dover £5.99 P HH 35%
3025 9780486825090 Eat ’em Ups Oranges Tuchman, Gail  Dover £5.99 P HH 35%
3026 9780486825106 Eat ’em Ups Pears Tuchman, Gail  Dover £5.99 P HH 35%
3027 9781773212463 Classic Munsch 123 Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H H 35%
3028 9781848577626 Peek Through Farm Edwards, Nicola  Little Tiger Press £5.99 H HHH  
3029 9781788437004 I Can Count To 100 Make Believe Ideas  Make Believe Ideas £7.99 H HHH  
3030 9783791373744 Cat & Mouse Teckentrup, Britta  Prestel £10.99 H HHH  
3031 9781908714640 Family Flip Flap Roffey, Maureen  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HH  
3032 9780993517464 We All Have Feelings Rowe, Thereza Et Al  Thames & Hudson £10.99 H HH  
3033 9781787003668 Counting 123 George, Joshua  Top That Publishing Plc £4.99 H HHH  
3034 9781787003675 Words George, Joshua  Top That Publishing Plc £4.99 H HHH  
3035 9789463780971 Animals Turn To Learn  Yoyo Books £6.99 H HHH  
3036 9789463780988 Colours Turn To Learn  Yoyo Books £6.99 H HHH  
3037 9789463780957 Counting Turn To Learn  Yoyo Books £6.99 H HHH  
3038 9789463780964 Words Turn To Learn  Yoyo Books £6.99 H HHH  

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULTS
3039 9781419733635 Beast Rider Johnston, Tony  Abrams £12.99 H HH  
3040 9781419733673 Cold Day In The Sun Biren, Sara  Abrams £12.99 H HH  
3041 9781782642794 Forgotten Palace Aylen, Luke  Lion Hudson Ltd Fiction £7.99 P HHH  
3042 9780823438563 48 Hosie, Donna  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3043 9781624147135 Affair Of Poisons Thorley, Addie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3044 9780448494128 All We Can Do Is Wait Lawson, Richard  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3045 9781250141835 Awake In The World Gurley, Jason  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3046 9780374308445 Beauty Of The Moment Bhathena, Tanaz  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3047 9781250294609 Daughter Of The Siren Queen Levenseller, Tricia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3048 9781250175793 Deceivers Simmons, Kristen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3049 9781328498014 Definitions Of Indefinable Things Taylor, Whitney  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3050 9781250141040 Dysasters Cast, P C  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3051 9781492664611 Following Johnston, W Jeffry  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3052 9781984813657 Four Dead Queens Scholte, Astrid  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
3053 9781250294456 Game On Hansen, Dustin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
3054 9781250294586 Girl Like That Bhathena, Tanaz  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3055 9781640635333 Last Letter Yarros, Rebecca  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
3056 9781250202284 Leave Me Alone Smith-Mitchell, D  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
3057 9781492662747 Look Closer Lewis, Stewart  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3058 9781640634121 Malice Dunn, Pintip  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3059 9781328498007 Mesmerist Smith, Ronald L  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3060 9780765336668 Pacifica Simmons, Kristen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3061 9781250168252 Soldier & A Liar Lochner, Caitlin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3062 9780823442348 Spliced McGoran, Jon  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3063 9780451478412 Tarot Kennerson, Marissa  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3064 9781250035905 This Heart Of Mine Hunter, C C  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
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3065 9781250189943 Warrior Of The Wild Levenseller, Tricia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3066 9781250112781 Mist Metal & Ash Clare, Gwendolyn  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3067 9781984836182 Merciless I & II Vega, Danielle  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
3068 9781640636118 Unraveled Birch, Jarvik, Kate  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3069 9781250294555 Ink, Iron & Glass Clare, Gwendolyn  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P HH  
3070 9781911631118 Learning Curves Of Vanessa Partridge Strahan, Clare  Murdoch Books £7.99 P HH  
3071 9781609809072 Ink Knows No Borders Vecchione, Patrice  Turnaround £12.99 P H  
3072 9781609809010 Out Of Salem Scrieve, Hal  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3073 9781484734117 Picture Us In The Light Gilbert, Kelly Loy  Turnaround £8.99 P HH  
3074 9781975302801 Asterisk War Vol 9 Miyazaki, Yuu  Yen Press £10.99 P HH  
3075 9781975327293 Accel World Vol 17 Kawahara, Reki  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
3076 9780316474382 Durarara Vol 12 Narita, Ryohgo  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
3077 9781975327187 Irregular At Magic High School Vol 11 Satou, Tsutomu  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
3078 9781975328191 Is It Wrong To Try To Pick Up Girls V 13 Omori, Fujino  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S GIFT
3079 9781338328721 Suncatchers Editors Of Klutz  Klutz £14.99 K HHH  
3080 9781338325829 Arcade Claw Game Editors Of Klutz  Klutz £14.99 K HHH  
3081 9781338325843 Radio Boombox Editors Of Klutz  Klutz £14.99 K HHH  
3082 9781250294685 Secret Coders The Complete Boxed Set Yang, Gene Luen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £50.00 P H  

CHILDREN’S SEASONAL
3083 9781684372683 Easter Hidden Pictures Puzzles/Highlight Hidden Picture Puzzles  Guild Of Master Craftsman £5.99 P HH  
3084 9781629799285 Easter Tales Silly Stickers Stories  Guild Of Master Craftsman £5.99 P HH  
3085 9781492680116 Dont Push The Button An Easter Surprise Cotter, Bill  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £5.99 H H  
3086 9781492656920 Joy Of Easter Moments, Precious  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 H H  

CHILDREN’S AUDIO
3087 9780241393567 Ladybird Favourite Stories CD Ladybird  Random House Audio BBC £6.99 C H  
3088 9780241366165 Spot Fun With Friends CD Hill, Eric  Random House Audio BBC £6.99 C HH  

CHILDREN’S RELIGIOUS
3089 9781781283196 Would You Like To Know Bible Every Day Reeves, Eira  Lion Hudson Ltd £12.99 H HH  
3090 9781781283165 Candle History Of The Bible Dowley, Tim  Lion Hudson Ltd £7.99 P HHH  
3091 9781785924910 Can I Tell You About Being Jewish Cooper, Howard  Jessica Kingsley £8.99 P HH 22%
3092 9781781283561 Josephs Dream Coat & Other Stories David, Juliet  Lion Hudson Ltd Children’s £4.99 H HHH  
3093 9780745978109 My Baptism Memory Book Kolanovic, Dubravka  Lion Hudson Ltd Children’s £9.99 H HHH  
3094 9781781283578 Stories Of Jesus David, Juliet  Lion Hudson Ltd Children’s £4.99 H HHH  
3095 9781848679818 3 Minute Prayers Before I Sleep Edwards, Nicky  Kevin Mayhew £5.99 P HH 30%
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Images are copyright of their respective owners. Images are for illustrative purposes only and are not to scale. Title information, including price, EAN, release date and artwork is correct to the best of our knowledge, 
but may be subject to change. Supporting information courtesy of respective studios. All information is correct at time of going to press. 

FEATURED RELEASE

American Animals
(14/01/2019)

DVD: 5035822089037
Blu-ray: 5050629089035

The Last Kingdom: 
Season Three
(28/01/2019)

DVD: 5053083175696
Blu-ray: 5053083175702

A Simple Favour
(21/01/2019)

DVD: 5055761912487
Blu-ray: 5055761912494

Upgrade
(07/01/2019)

DVD: 5053083175863

The Children Act
(21/01/2019)

DVD: 5039036090995
Blu-ray: 5039036090988

© Universal Pictures.
All rights reserved.

© Lionsgate UK.
All rights reserved.

© 20th Century Fox Home Ent.
All rights reserved.

© Sony Pictures Home Ent.
All rights reserved.

© Universal Pictures.
All rights reserved.

Crazy Rich Asians
Director: Jon M. Chu  |  Starring: Constance Wu | Henry Golding | Michelle Yeoh | Chris Pang | Gemma Chan | Ken Jeong | Jimmy O. Yang | Lisa Lu
DVD: 5051892211819  |  Blu-ray: 5051892211826
Classification: 12  |  Film © Warner Bros. Home Ent. All rights reserved. 

Based on the novel by Kevin Kwan. After dating for more than a year, Nick Young (Henry Golding) decides it's 
finally time for his girlfriend, Rachel Chu (Constance Wu), a New York economics professor, to meet his family 
when he travels back to Singapore for his best friend's wedding. Having mentioned little about his family, Rachel 
is shocked to discover Nick is the sole heir to a vast fortune as his family belong to the elite class of the super-rich. 
However, culture clashes and a cruel ultimatum from Nick's hostile family threaten to ruin their relationship. Can 
the couple find a way to overcome their seemingly insurmountable differences to be together? 

Out 21st January on Blu-ray and DVD

D B RD B R D B R

A L S O  A V A I L A B L E  I N  J A N U A R Y
Barcode Title Genre Studio Discs Format Cert. DP Release date

5035822802735 Alpha Feature / Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 DVD 12a £13.61 7 Jan 2019

5051561043154 Rise of the Clans Special Interest / Documentary/History 2 Entertain 1 DVD 15 £13.61 7 Jan 2019

5022366708043 Dragon Ball Z Movie Collection Five: The Broly Trilogy Feature / Anime Manga Entertainment 1 DVD 12 £10.89 14 Jan 2019

5016641120248 Elizabeth I Television / Drama IMC Vision 1 DVD Ex £10.21 14 Jan 2019

5039036089975 The Little Stranger Feature / Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 DVD 12a £9.38 14 Jan 2019

5051892211925 The Nun Feature / Horror Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 DVD 15 £13.61 14 Jan 2019

5021866864303 Dogman Feature / Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 DVD 15 £10.89 14 Jan 2019

5051561042966 Doctor Who: The Complete Eleventh Series Television / Sci-Fi 2 Entertain 6 DVD TBA £34.04 14 Jan 2019

0710535559491 King of Crime Feature / Thriller DC Releasing Limited 1 DVD 18 £7.19 14 Jan 2019

5055201841919 King of Thieves Feature / Drama StudioCanal 1 DVD 15 £11.58 21 Jan 2019

5060352305326 People Just Do Nothing: Series 5 Television / Comedy Dazzler 1 DVD TBA £13.61 21 Jan 2019

5051892219198 Black Lightning: The Complete First Season Television / Telefantasy Warner Bros. Home Ent. 3 DVD 15 £20.42 28 Jan 2019

5039036091039 The House With a Clock in Its Walls Feature / Adventure 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 DVD 12a £9.59 28 Jan 2019

5053083178239 Bleeding Steel Feature / Foreign Universal Pictures 1 DVD 15 £8.84 28 Jan 2019

5053083175719 The Last Kingdom: Seasons 1-3 Television / Drama Universal Pictures 10 DVD TBA £35.40 28 Jan 2019

5035822088733 Mile 22 Feature / Action Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 DVD 18 £13.61 28 Jan 2019

5039036089449 The Predator Feature / Horror 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 DVD 18 £9.59 28 Jan 2019

5039036091763 Predator Quadrilogy Feature / Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 DVD 18 £20.84 28 Jan 2019

D B R D R

D B R
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Barcode Title Genre Studio Discs Languages Format Cert. Type RRP DP 

W/C 7th January 2019
5037899073322 Dolph Lundgren Triple Feature, Action 101 Films 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £11.99 £8.09
5037899073315 Nicolas Cage Triple Feature, Action 101 Films 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £11.99 £8.09
5022153105741 The Dark Kingdom Feature, Adventure High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5053083170745 Action Point Feature, Comedy Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 9 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050968003044 Bad Reputation Feature, Documentary Dogwoof 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5050629802726 Alpha Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 5 others  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5035822802735 Alpha Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 3 others  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866241401 Cold War Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Croatian + 11 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866863306 Cold War Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Croatian + 11 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060265151027 Tehran Taboo Feature, Foreign Saffron Hill Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5050629334135 Panique - The Criterion Collection Feature, Foreign Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 French + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
5060262857151 Siberia Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5035822867338 Searching Feature, Thriller Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 5 others  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5022153105833 Instrument of War Feature, War High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 3 others  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5060262857168 The 12th Man Feature, War Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
0880242574886 Maurice Béjart: Rite of Spring & Bolero Music, Ballet EuroArts 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
0880242879684 Sergiu Celibidache: Firebrand and Philosopher Music, Orchest/Symph EuroArts 13 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
4050538452495 Aaron Neville’s 75th Birthday Celebration Live At The ... Music, Rhythm ‘n’ Blues BMG Records 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray Ex Retail £12.99 £8.50
0823564548890 The Eagles: The Broadcast Collection Music, Rock/Pop Go Faster Records 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental TBC
0823564549392 Freddie Mercury & Queen: How It All Began Music, Rock/Pop Smokin 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental TBC
5051561043154 Rise of the Clans Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist 2 Entertain 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5017559131838 World Rally Championship: 2018 Review Sport, Rally Sports Duke 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail £19.99 £13.61
5030697041296 WWE: Evolution 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental TBC
5051561043369 Still Open All Hours: Series Five Television, Comedy 2 Entertain 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5051561043352 Vic and Bob’s Big Night Out: Series 1 Television, Comedy 2 Entertain 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61

W/C 14th January 2019
5060496452955 Ironmaster Feature, Action 88 Films 1 Italian + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060496452948 Killer Constable Feature, Action 88 Films 1 Mandarin + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5022153105840 The Immortal Wars Feature, Action High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5022366708043 Dragon Ball Z Movie Collection Five: The Broly Trilogy Feature, Anime Manga Entertainment 1 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5050968003075 The Price of Everything Feature, Documentary Dogwoof 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5039036089975 The Little Stranger Feature, Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060000703276 Laura - The Masters of Cinema Series Feature, Drama Eureka 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060262857311 Backtrace Feature, Drama Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5050629089035 American Animals Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5035822089037 American Animals Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060496452962 The Super Inframan Feature, Foreign 88 Films 1 Chinese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5021866864303 Dogman Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Italian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5021866242408 Dogman Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Italian + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055159200974 Wajib Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Arabic + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060000703283 Under the Tree Feature, Foreign Montage Pictures 2 Icelandic + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060496452115 Eva and Candela Feature, Foreign TLA Releasing 1 Spanish + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5037899068786 Black Mirror Feature, Horror 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5027035018171 Crimson Peak Feature, Horror Arrow Video 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060496450821 Night Shift Feature, Horror Matchbox Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060262857199 Mara Feature, Horror Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5051892211918 The Nun Feature, Horror Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.38
5051892211925 The Nun Feature, Horror Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 5 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027035020075 The Forbidden Photos of a Lady Above Suspicion Feature, Thriller Arrow Video 1 Italian + 3 others  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
0710535559491 King of Crime Feature, Thriller DC Releasing Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental TBC
5030697041302 WWE: Best PPV Matches 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5022366591546 Naruto - Shippuden: Collection - Volume 35 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 1 Japanese + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5051561004414 Red Dwarf: Complete Series 1-8 Television, Comedy 2 Entertain 18 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £49.99 £34.04
5016641120248 Elizabeth I Television, Drama IMC Vision 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21

W/C 21st January 2019
5034741413916 Alcatraz Feature, Action 4Digital Media Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5037899071649 Breakout Feature, Action Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £24.99 £17.01
5035822330634 The Marine 6 - Close Quarters Feature, Action Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060238033091 Dead Trigger Feature, Action Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £10.99 £7.19
5027035020068 Waterworld Feature, Adventure Arrow Films 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060254630663 Iceman: The Time Traveler Feature, Adventure Trinity Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5027035020174 Born Yesterday Feature, Classic Arrow Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5051892211819 Crazy Rich Asians Feature, Comedy Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £18.99 £13.35
5051892211826 Crazy Rich Asians Feature, Comedy Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.03
5039036090988 The Children Act Feature, Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £27.99 £19.14
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5039036090995 The Children Act Feature, Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5022153105857 The Book of Esther Feature, Drama High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5060568950068 Skate Kitchen Feature, Drama Modern Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.58
5037899071519 Gardens of Stone Feature, Drama Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5037899071724 R.P.M Feature, Drama Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5037899071922 The Last Movie Feature, Drama Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £24.99 £17.70
5028836040927 The Boys in the Band Feature, Drama Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.46
5055201841919 King of Thieves Feature, Drama StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail £16.99 £11.58
5055201841926 King of Thieves Feature, Drama StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.24
5055201841995 King of Thieves Feature, Drama StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Rental £49.99 £35.00
5060238033084 The Seagull Feature, Drama Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.24
5060238032940 The Seagull Feature, Drama Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.58
5027035020143 Climax Feature, Foreign Arrow Films 1 French + 3 others  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027035020150 Climax Feature, Foreign Arrow Films 1 French + 3 others  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5035673013267 Orphee Feature, Foreign BFI 1 French + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050629762433 Sawdust and Tinsel - The Criterion Collection Feature, Foreign Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 Swedish + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
5060485805038 Opera Feature, Horror Cult Films 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5022153105864 Curse of the Witch’s Doll Feature, Horror High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5060000703269 Hush... Hush, Sweet Charlotte Feature, Modern Classic Eureka 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055761913200 A   Simple Favour Feature, Thriller Lionsgate UK 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £19.58
5055761912654 A   Simple Favour Feature, Thriller Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Rental £49.99 £35.00
5055761912487 A   Simple Favour Feature, Thriller Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail £16.99 £11.58
5055761912494 A   Simple Favour Feature, Thriller Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.24
5060262857205 Speed Kills Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5035673013137 Rogue Male Feature, War BFI 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
4029759129745 Heart: Live in Atlantic City Music, Rock/Pop earMUSIC 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray Ex Retail £14.99 £10.25
5030697041319 WWE: Survivor Series 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5030697041326 WWE: Survivor Series 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5060067008192 Vampire Princess Miyu: The Complete Collection Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 6 Japanese + 3 others  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £26.99 £18.69
5060352305333 People Just Do Nothing: Series 1-5 Television, Comedy Dazzler 5 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5060352305326 People Just Do Nothing: Series 5 Television, Comedy Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5035673021187 Pinter at the BBC Television, Drama BFI 4 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63
5060352305524 Z Nation: Seasons 1-5 Television, Drama Dazzler 20 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £48.99 £34.04
5060352305579 Z Nation: Seasons 1-5 Television, Drama Dazzler 20 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23

W/C 28th January 2019
5039036091756 Predator Quadrilogy Feature, Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63
5039036091763 Predator Quadrilogy Feature, Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060496452566 Battle Creek Brawl Feature, Action 88 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5022153105871 Bad Grandmas Feature, Action High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5035822088733 Mile 22 Feature, Action Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050629088731 Mile 22 Feature, Action Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5039036091022 The House With a Clock in Its Walls Feature, Adventure 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £27.99 £19.14
5039036091039 The House With a Clock in Its Walls Feature, Adventure 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5039036091701 The House With a Clock in Its Walls Feature, Adventure 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63
5051892218160 Reign of the Supermen Feature, Animated Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £10.99 £7.48
5051892218177 Reign of the Supermen Feature, Animated Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.57
5037899079737 Maquia - When the Promised Flower Blooms Feature, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £53.99 £37.39
5037899079744 Maquia - When the Promised Flower Blooms Feature, Anime Anime Limited 1 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.46
5037899079751 Maquia - When the Promised Flower Blooms Feature, Anime Anime Limited 1 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £11.22
5060067008178 No Game, No Life: Zero Feature, Anime MVM Entertainment 1 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.58
5027035020181 Dave Made a Maze Feature, Comedy Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5050629279634 True Stories - The Criterion Collection Feature, Cult Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £37.99 £26.55
5055159278997 Sink Feature, Drama Verve Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060265151010 Nina Feature, Foreign Saffron Hill Films 1 Polish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5053083178239 Bleeding Steel Feature, Foreign Universal Pictures 1 Mandarin + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5039036089234 The Predator Feature, Horror 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £27.99 £19.14
5039036089449 The Predator Feature, Horror 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5039036091633 The Predator Feature, Horror 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail £43.99 £30.63
5060496452511 Body Melt Feature, Horror 88 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5022153105888 The Nursery Feature, Horror High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5060262857229 Boar Feature, Horror Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5060254630632 Await Further Instructions Feature, Horror Trinity Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £8.99 £6.23
5060262857212 Duplicate Feature, Sci-Fi Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5060496452122 Testosterone: Volume Two Feature, Shorts TLA Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5037899076231 Chaos Dragon Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5037899076248 Chaos Dragon Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5022366358040 Dragon Ball Super: Part 6 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
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5022366590648 Dragon Ball Super: Part 6 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060067008079 When They Cry: Season 1 Collection Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 4 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £45.99 £31.17
5060352305937 Cheat Television, Drama Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060352305951 Cheat Television, Drama Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083175696 The Last Kingdom: Season Three Television, Drama Universal Pictures 4 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.38
5053083175702 The Last Kingdom: Season Three Television, Drama Universal Pictures 4 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5053083175719 The Last Kingdom: Seasons 1-3 Television, Drama Universal Pictures 10 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £50.99 £35.40
5053083175726 The Last Kingdom: Seasons 1-3 Television, Drama Universal Pictures 10 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £57.99 £40.16
5051892219198 Black Lightning: The Complete First Season Television, Telefantasy Warner Bros. Home Ent. 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5051892219211 Black Lightning: The Complete First Season Television, Telefantasy Warner Bros. Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23

W/C 4th February 2019
5022366588140 Power Rangers Ninja Steel: Volume 3 - Fusion Children’s, Television Manga Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5022366590242 Mutafukaz Feature, Anime Manga Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5022366951241 Mutafukaz Feature, Anime Manga Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £24.99 £17.01
5060238032957 The Gospel According to André Feature, Documentary Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.58
5021866243405 Disobedience Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866865300 Disobedience Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055761913231 Blindspotting Feature, Drama Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.24
5055761913163 Blindspotting Feature, Drama Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.58
5060425350635 Sex, Love, Marriage Feature, Drama Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060262857236 Papillon Feature, Drama Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5028836040941 World On a Wire Feature, Foreign Second Sight 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £26.99 £18.70
5055201842008 Rosa Luxemburg Feature, Foreign StudioCanal 1 German + 5 others  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060425352486 Crucible of the Vampire Feature, Horror Screenbound Pictures 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5034741414111 5th Passenger Feature, Sci-Fi 4Digital Media Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5053083179519 The Cloverfield Paradox Feature, Sci-Fi Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5053083179526 The Cloverfield Paradox Feature, Sci-Fi Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050629370539 24 Frames - The Criterion Collection Feature, Shorts Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail TBC
5053083179533 Cloverfield 1-3: The Collection Feature, Thriller Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5053083179663 Cloverfield 1-3: The Collection Feature, Thriller Paramount Home Entertainment 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.38
5030697041333 WWE: TLC - Tables/Ladders/Chairs 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5060067008208 Armed Girl’s Machiavellism Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail £72.99 £49.85

W/C 11th February 2019
5060496452634 Snake and Crane Arts of Shaolin Feature, Action 88 Films 1 Cantonese + 3 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5055159279017 Back to Berlin Feature, Documentary Verve Pictures 1 English + 9 others  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060301630769 Tides Feature, Drama AX1 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060000703290 Human Desire - The Masters of Cinema Series Feature, Drama Eureka 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental TBC
5060496452139 He Loves Me: Director’s Cut Feature, Drama TLA Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060496452627 A Black Veil for Lisa Feature, Foreign 88 Films 1 Italian + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060262857250 A Stork’s Journey Feature, Foreign Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5055201841865 One Nation, One King Feature, Foreign StudioCanal 1 French + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5028836040965 Next of Kin Feature, Horror Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060262857274 St Agatha Feature, Horror Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5060425352431 Snowbound Feature, Thriller Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5030697041340 WWE: The Best of Raw & Smackdown 2018 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5022366607049 Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 4 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5022366606943 The Ancient Magus Bride: Chapter One Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 4 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5060067008093 When They Cry - Kai: Season 2 Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 4 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £45.99 £31.17
5027626499747 Widows: The Complete First Series Television, Drama Network 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail TBC

W/C 18th February 2019
5055761913323 Hunter Killer Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £20.99 £14.24
5055761913385 Hunter Killer Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £19.58
5055761913170 Hunter Killer Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail £16.99 £11.58
5055761913194 Hunter Killer Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Rental £49.99 £35.00
5060262857281 Rise of the Viking Feature, Action Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5027626499242 In Your Dreams Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail TBC
5027626820244 Stiff Upper Lips Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail TBC
5027626499044 Stiff Upper Lips Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail TBC
5027626499143 United We Fall Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail TBC
5050968003082 RBG Feature, Documentary Dogwoof 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5050968003099 RBG Feature, Documentary Dogwoof 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027626819941 Freak Show Feature, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail TBC
5027626498542 Freak Show Feature, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail TBC
5050629579734 Tokyo Drifter - The Criterion Collection Feature, Foreign Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail TBC
5034741414012 The Exorcism of Karen Walker Feature, Horror 4Digital Media Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
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5060000703313 Picnic Feature, Modern Classic Eureka Classics 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental TBC
5060425352448 Sea of Lies Feature, Thriller Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5060262857366 Videoman Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental TBC
5060000404531 Shoah: The Four Sisters Sp. Interest, Doc/War Eureka 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental TBC
5060000703306 Shoah: The Four Sisters Sp. Interest, Doc/War Eureka 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray Ex Retail/Rental TBC
5060067008291 Princess Principal: Collection Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray TBA Retail £72.99 £49.85

W/C 25th February 2019
5037899073582 Redcon-1 Feature, Action 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5037899073599 Redcon-1 Feature, Action 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060057211618 Gridlock’d Feature, Action Final Cut Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5060265150969 Nina’s Heavenly Delights Feature, Comedy Saffron Hill Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5035673013274 Stranger in the House Feature, Cult BFI 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5035673013021 Derek Jarman Volume 2 - 1987-1993 Feature, Drama BFI 5 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £68.99 £47.65
5035673021248 Maurice Feature, Drama BFI 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5035673013304 Maurice Feature, Drama BFI 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5055159200981 The Wild Pear Tree Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Turkish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055159200998 The Wild Pear Tree Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Turkish + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060568950075 Utoya Feature, Foreign Modern Films 1 Norwegian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.58
5060425352103 Dracula’s Fiancée Feature, Foreign Screenbound Pictures 1 French + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060262857267 The Guilty Feature, Foreign Signature Entertainment 1 Danish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5050629379235 La Vérité - The Criterion Collection Feature, Foreign Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail TBC
5060496451804 Escape from Cannibal Farm Feature, Horror 88 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060496452641 Night of the Demons 2 Feature, Horror 88 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060425352325 Another WolfCop Feature, Horror Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060425352332 Another WolfCop Feature, Horror Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5053083175979 Halloween Feature, Horror Universal Pictures 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5053083173838 Halloween Feature, Horror Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083173845 Halloween Feature, Horror Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060496452146 Desire Feature, Shorts TLA Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.89
5035673021224 Mifune: The Last Samurai Sp. Interest, Doc/General BFI 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5037899076255 Dagashi Kashi Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5037899076262 Dagashi Kashi Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5037899076279 Divine Gate Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5037899076286 Divine Gate Television, Anime Funimation 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5037899076293 Haruchika Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5037899076309 Haruchika Television, Anime Funimation 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060067008246 Made in Abyss Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £72.99 £49.85
5060067008239 Vatican Miracle Examiner Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £36.99 £24.93
5027626820145 Master of None Television, Comedy Network 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail TBC
5027626498948 Master of None Television, Comedy Network 4 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail TBC
5051561004629 Doctor Who: The Collection - Season 18 Television, Sci-Fi 2 Entertain 8 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £53.99 £37.44
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Isadora Moon Day
SATURDAY 23RD FEBRUARY 2019

Celebrate everyone’s 
favourite vampire-fairy and 

her magical world!
Contact tradepublicity.uk@oup.com 

to request your free party pack 
featuring in-store activities, 

games to play, POS for 
displays, and more!
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